Date: 2009/11/04 09:40
Subject: Congradulatoins !!
From: "Nancy Perron" <Nperron1@tampabay.rr.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Congradulations!!
The Island of annamaria is in good hands

HS-II00898

Date: 2009/11/04 09:40
Subject: Congradulatoins !!
From: "Nancy Perron" <Nperron1@tampabay.rr.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Congradulations!!
The Island of annamaria is in good hands

HS-II00899

Date: 2009/11/05 10:54
Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00900

Date: 2009/11/05 11:05
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Alice,
I’ve cancelled this week’s trip. Cathy’s a little under the weather, so
we’ll be here for the next few days.
We leave 11/12 p.m. and return 11/16 soon after 12:00.
dates, I’m available right up ‘til Thanksgiving.

Except for those

I’m coming to your office today to sign whatever you’ve got for me.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 10:54 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: Fran Barford; Jim Dye
Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax

HS-II00901

P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00902

Date: 2009/11/05 13:19
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Harry,

So sorry to hear about Cathy. Please wish her our best.

Thanks for the dates. I’ll get back with you if I can schedule something
with Attorney Dye before Thanksgiving. If not, I’ll need dates from all
Commission from Thanksgiving through Christmas.

Take care - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 11:05 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Alice,

HS-II00903

I’ve cancelled this week’s trip. Cathy’s a little under the weather, so
we’ll be here for the next few days.
We leave 11/12 p.m. and return 11/16 soon after 12:00.
dates, I’m available right up ‘til Thanksgiving.

Except for those

I’m coming to your office today to sign whatever you’ve got for me.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 10:54 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: Fran Barford; Jim Dye
Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

HS-II00904

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00905

Date: 2009/11/05 15:03
Subject: FW: Tropical Storm Ida update
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Chris Tollette" <amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com>, "Chuck Webb" <
amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@
cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.
com>, "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "Fran Barford" <
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: esf5@mymanatee.org [mailto:esf5@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 2:19 PM
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: Tropical Storm Ida update

To Manatee County Emergency Operations Center distribution

ESF 5
Manatee County Public Safety Department
Division of Emergency Management
2101 47th Terrace East

HS-II00906

Bradenton, FL 34203
Office: (941) 749-3500
Fax: (941) 749-3576
Email: esf5@mymanatee.org
Web: www.mymanatee.org

HS-II00907

Date: 2009/11/05 15:42
Subject: 11/12/09 Agenda - 10:00am Meeting
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Chris Tollette" <amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com>, "Chuck Webb" <
amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@
cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.
com>, "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "Fran Barford" <
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
Hi,

Attached is the agenda for the Swearing in Ceremony at 10:00am and the
Organizational meeting to follow.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00908

Date: 2009/11/06 15:09
Subject: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
HI Harry,

Your meeting packet is ready for the 11/12/09 Organizational meeting
which will start following the swearing in at 10:00am. Do you want your
oath of office to say Harry or Harold? Also, I updated your code book
and it is ready whenever you want to pick it up. I work a four day-10
hour schedule and am off this Monday. If you come Monday, Diane or
AnnMarie will be happy to help you.

Have a nice weekend.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00909

Date: 2009/11/06 15:09
Subject: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
HI Harry,

Your meeting packet is ready for the 11/12/09 Organizational meeting
which will start following the swearing in at 10:00am. Do you want your
oath of office to say Harry or Harold? Also, I updated your code book
and it is ready whenever you want to pick it up. I work a four day-10
hour schedule and am off this Monday. If you come Monday, Diane or
AnnMarie will be happy to help you.

Have a nice weekend.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00910

Date: 2009/11/06 15:30
Subject: FW: Situation Report # 3
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Chris Tollette" <amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com>, "Chuck Webb" <
amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@
cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.
com>, "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "Fran Barford" <
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: esf5@mymanatee.org [mailto:esf5@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2009 3:31 PM
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: Situation Report # 3

To Manatee County Emergency Operations Center distribution

ESF 5
Manatee County Public Safety Department

HS-II00911

Division of Emergency Management
2101 47th Terrace East
Bradenton, FL 34203
Office: (941) 749-3500
Fax: (941) 749-3576
Email: esf5@mymanatee.org
Web: www.mymanatee.org

HS-II00912

Date: 2009/11/06 15:30
Subject: FW: Situation Report # 3
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Chris Tollette" <amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com>, "Chuck Webb" <
amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@
cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.
com>, "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "Fran Barford" <
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: esf5@mymanatee.org [mailto:esf5@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2009 3:31 PM
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: Situation Report # 3

To Manatee County Emergency Operations Center distribution

ESF 5
Manatee County Public Safety Department

HS-II00913

Division of Emergency Management
2101 47th Terrace East
Bradenton, FL 34203
Office: (941) 749-3500
Fax: (941) 749-3576
Email: esf5@mymanatee.org
Web: www.mymanatee.org

HS-II00914

Date: 2009/11/06 16:44
Subject: FW: 11/12/09 Meeting Agenda and backup
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Chris Tollette" <amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com>, "Chuck Webb" <
amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@
cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.
com>, "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "Fran Barford" <
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
FYI
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 4:56 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RNPE15D60" (Aficio MP C4500).
Scan Date: 11.05.2009 16:55:31 (-0500)
Queries to: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com

HS-II00915

Date: 2009/11/06 16:44
Subject: FW: 11/12/09 Meeting Agenda and backup
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Chris Tollette" <amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com>, "Chuck Webb" <
amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@
cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.
com>, "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "Fran Barford" <
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
FYI
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 4:56 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RNPE15D60" (Aficio MP C4500).
Scan Date: 11.05.2009 16:55:31 (-0500)
Queries to: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com

HS-II00916

Date: 2009/11/06 16:47
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Jim Dye" <amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>, "Harry Stoltzfus" <
harry@harconcorp.com>
Hi Alice
I sent a reply to the email from earlier on scheduling this meeting. The
18th works well for me but let me know on the availability of the others.
thanks.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Thu 11/5/2009 1:19 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session
Harry,

So sorry to hear about Cathy. Please wish her our best.

Thanks for the dates. I’ll get back with you if I can schedule something
with Attorney Dye before Thanksgiving. If not, I’ll need dates from all
Commission from Thanksgiving through Christmas.

Take care - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

HS-II00917

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 11:05 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Alice,
I’ve cancelled this week’s trip. Cathy’s a little under the weather, so
we’ll be here for the next few days.
We leave 11/12 p.m. and return 11/16 soon after 12:00.
dates, I’m available right up ‘til Thanksgiving.

Except for those

I’m coming to your office today to sign whatever you’ve got for me.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 10:54 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: Fran Barford; Jim Dye
Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria

HS-II00918

amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00919

Date: 2009/11/06 16:47
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Jim Dye" <amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>, "Harry Stoltzfus" <
harry@harconcorp.com>
Hi Alice
I sent a reply to the email from earlier on scheduling this meeting. The
18th works well for me but let me know on the availability of the others.
thanks.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Thu 11/5/2009 1:19 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session
Harry,

So sorry to hear about Cathy. Please wish her our best.

Thanks for the dates. I’ll get back with you if I can schedule something
with Attorney Dye before Thanksgiving. If not, I’ll need dates from all
Commission from Thanksgiving through Christmas.

Take care - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

HS-II00920

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 11:05 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Alice,
I’ve cancelled this week’s trip. Cathy’s a little under the weather, so
we’ll be here for the next few days.
We leave 11/12 p.m. and return 11/16 soon after 12:00.
dates, I’m available right up ‘til Thanksgiving.

Except for those

I’m coming to your office today to sign whatever you’ve got for me.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 10:54 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: Fran Barford; Jim Dye
Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria

HS-II00921

amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00922

Date: 2009/11/06 16:49
Subject: statement
From: "Rick Catlin" <rick@islander.org>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Harry
I don't know if you did a follow-up press statement after the election,
but
if you have anything further to add, please feel free to email it to me
as
an attachment to this, or just free form on a replay.
As I said, I had written my election story prior to 7 p.m. on election
day
and did not have to change anything except the final numbers.
Rick Catlin

HS-II00923

Date: 2009/11/07 09:42
Subject: RE: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Harry works fine.
Thanks Alice.

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2009 3:10 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting

HI Harry,

Your meeting packet is ready for the 11/12/09 Organizational meeting
which will start following the swearing in at 10:00am. Do you want your
oath of office to say Harry or Harold? Also, I updated your code book
and it is ready whenever you want to pick it up. I work a four day-10
hour schedule and am off this Monday. If you come Monday, Diane or
AnnMarie will be happy to help you.

Have a nice weekend.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact

this

HS-II00924

office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00925

Date: 2009/11/09 07:28
Subject: RE: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
You’re welcome! (I think the storm will be out of the way and shouldn’t
interfere with your tripJ)

See you soon - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2009 9:43 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting

Harry works fine.
Thanks Alice.

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2009 3:10 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
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Subject: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting

HI Harry,

Your meeting packet is ready for the 11/12/09 Organizational meeting
which will start following the swearing in at 10:00am. Do you want your
oath of office to say Harry or Harold? Also, I updated your code book
and it is ready whenever you want to pick it up. I work a four day-10
hour schedule and am off this Monday. If you come Monday, Diane or
AnnMarie will be happy to help you.

Have a nice weekend.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2009/11/09 07:28
Subject: RE: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
You’re welcome! (I think the storm will be out of the way and shouldn’t
interfere with your tripJ)

See you soon - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2009 9:43 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting

Harry works fine.
Thanks Alice.

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2009 3:10 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II00928

Subject: Packet for 11/12/09 Meeting

HI Harry,

Your meeting packet is ready for the 11/12/09 Organizational meeting
which will start following the swearing in at 10:00am. Do you want your
oath of office to say Harry or Harold? Also, I updated your code book
and it is ready whenever you want to pick it up. I work a four day-10
hour schedule and am off this Monday. If you come Monday, Diane or
AnnMarie will be happy to help you.

Have a nice weekend.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2009/11/12 08:28
Subject: RE:
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Thanks, Harry. Will do.
/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject:

Alice,
Please forward copies of this attachment to Mr. Dye, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Garrett, all members of P&Z, the Commission, and anyone else in the City
whom you think may have an interest in its contents.
Kindly confirm receipt.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2009/11/12 08:28
Subject: RE:
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Thanks, Harry. Will do.
/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject:

Alice,
Please forward copies of this attachment to Mr. Dye, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Garrett, all members of P&Z, the Commission, and anyone else in the City
whom you think may have an interest in its contents.
Kindly confirm receipt.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2009/11/12 08:30
Subject:
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Alice,
Please forward copies of this attachment to Mr. Dye, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Garrett, all members of P&Z, the Commission, and anyone else in the City
whom you think may have an interest in its contents.
Kindly confirm receipt.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2009/11/12 08:36
Subject: FW: Memo from Commissioner Stoltzfus
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>, "Chuck Webb" <amcommwebb@
cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.
com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com>, "John Quam" <
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "Fran Barford" <ammayor@cityofannamaria.
com>
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject:

Alice,
Please forward copies of this attachment to Mr. Dye, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Garrett, all members of P&Z, the Commission, and anyone else in the City
whom you think may have an interest in its contents.
Kindly confirm receipt.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II00933

HS-II00934

Date: 2009/11/12 08:36
Subject: FW: Memo from Commissioner Stoltzfus
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>, "Chuck Webb" <amcommwebb@
cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.
com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com>, "John Quam" <
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "Fran Barford" <ammayor@cityofannamaria.
com>
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject:

Alice,
Please forward copies of this attachment to Mr. Dye, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Garrett, all members of P&Z, the Commission, and anyone else in the City
whom you think may have an interest in its contents.
Kindly confirm receipt.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II00935

HS-II00936

Date: 2009/11/12 09:15
Subject: FW: Memo from Commissioner Stoltzfus
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LKrosney@amisun.com>, <rick@islander.org>

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:36 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com; amcommwoodland@
cityofannamaria.com; amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com; amcommquam@
cityofannamaria.com; ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
Cc: Jim Dye; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Prell Hornsby; George McKay; Doug
Copeland; ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com; ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com;
ampzjenkins@cityofannamaria.com; ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com; Randall
Stover; Sandy Mattick ; stacenjeff@earthlink.net
Subject: FW: Memo from Commissioner Stoltzfus

FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject:
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Alice,
Please forward copies of this attachment to Mr. Dye, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Garrett, all members of P&Z, the Commission, and anyone else in the City
whom you think may have an interest in its contents.
Kindly confirm receipt.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2009/11/12 09:21
Subject: RE: attachment sent before
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
No, I was able to open it.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 9:26 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: attachment sent before

Alice,
Did you have any problems opening the attachment?
Harry
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Date: 2009/11/12 09:21
Subject: RE: attachment sent before
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
No, I was able to open it.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 9:26 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: attachment sent before

Alice,
Did you have any problems opening the attachment?
Harry
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Date: 2009/11/12 09:25
Subject: attachment sent before
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Alice,
Did you have any problems opening the attachment?
Harry
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Date: 2009/11/12 09:30
Subject: FW: Please forward to Harry Stoltzfus - Thank You Alice!
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Harry,
I also emailed this to Commission and Mayor.
/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Janet Aubry [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:57 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Please forward to Harry Stoltzfus - Thank You Alice!

Dear Harry,
Belated but very sincere congratulations on your election to the Anna
Maria City Commission. We both feel very good about the make up of
the commission and that your combined efforts will accrue fairly to
the benefit of the community as a whole. It was a good thing that you
came by and spent time with us during the campaign so that we could
see you for who you are - not for how you were portrayed by some some
of the unfortunate and untrue written information put out during the
campaign. Fortunately the voter's saw through it all and now the
negativity and fear have faded. We are back to the real Anna Maria
again!
We wish you all the best and want you to know that our door is always
open to you. We want to continue to help the city in any way you see
that we can.
Sincerely,
Gene and Janet Aubry
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Date: 2009/11/12 09:30
Subject: FW: Please forward to Harry Stoltzfus - Thank You Alice!
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Harry,
I also emailed this to Commission and Mayor.
/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Janet Aubry [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:57 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Please forward to Harry Stoltzfus - Thank You Alice!

Dear Harry,
Belated but very sincere congratulations on your election to the Anna
Maria City Commission. We both feel very good about the make up of
the commission and that your combined efforts will accrue fairly to
the benefit of the community as a whole. It was a good thing that you
came by and spent time with us during the campaign so that we could
see you for who you are - not for how you were portrayed by some some
of the unfortunate and untrue written information put out during the
campaign. Fortunately the voter's saw through it all and now the
negativity and fear have faded. We are back to the real Anna Maria
again!
We wish you all the best and want you to know that our door is always
open to you. We want to continue to help the city in any way you see
that we can.
Sincerely,
Gene and Janet Aubry

HS-II00943

Date: 2009/11/12 14:33
Subject: FW: Invitation: Council of Governments meeting (Jan 5 04:00 PM
EST in TBA)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
FYI – The Mayor usually attends, but all Commission is noticed on this.
I’m sure you can attend if you want.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: kim.godbee@mymanatee.org [mailto:kim.godbee@mymanatee.org] On
Behalf Of ed.hunzeker@mymanatee.org
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 12:08 PM
To: Alice Baird; JoAnne Mattick; John Quam; Chris Tollette; Chuck Webb;
Dale Woodland; Diane Percycoe; Fran Barford; anders2a@fc.manatee.k12.fl.
us; angie.bibler@mymanatee.org; atusing@palmettofl.org; azirkelbach@
palmettofl.org; barbara.fuhlbruck@mymanatee.org; barbara.tyler@mymanatee.
org; bbennett@holmesbeachfl.org; bemis.smith@cityofbradenton.com;
bsiekmann@longboatkey.org; bstdenis@longboatkey.org; buskets@tampabay.rr.
com; bwilliams@palmettofl.org; carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org; chairman@
holmesbeachfl.org; cpsalt@aol.com; cynthia.truewell@manateesheriff.com;
dan.schlandt@mymanatee.org; donna.hayes@mymanatee.org; droberts@
palmettofl.org; dzaccagnino@holmesbeachfl.org; fgover@southernmanateefd.
org; gene.gallo@cityofbradenton.com; gjaleski@longboatkey.org; gspoll@
longboatkey.org; gwen.brown@mymanatee.org; harold.byrd@cityofbradenton.
com; hlenobel@longboatkey.org; jbrown@longboatkey.org; jfreeman@
palmettofl.org; jim.seuffert@mymanatee.org; jmonetti@holmesbeachfl.org;
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joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org; john.chappie@mymanatee.org; johnamonetti@
yahoo.com; karen.windon@mymanatee.org; larry.bustle@mymanatee.org; legol@
manateeschools.net; lkee@holmesbeachfl.org; lrothenberg@longboatkey.org;
lwalsh@yourobserver.com; marianne.lopata@mymanatee.org; Marianne.
Barnebey@cityofbradenton.com; markbarnebey@kirkpinkerton.com; mayor@
holmesbeachfl.org; mayor@cityofbradentonbeach.com; mayor@palmettofl.org;
mcgonegt@manateeschools.net; meng@yourobserver.com; michele.hall@
manateesheriff.com; mkennedy@ddabradenton.com; mlancaster@palmettofl.org;
news@lbknews.com; nicholas.azzara@mymanatee.org; nicolette.coetzee@
mymanatee.org; nidso@cityofbradentonbeach.com; patacope@aol.com; Patrick.
Roff@cityofbradenton.com; peter.oconnor@longboatkey.org; pgeyer@
holmesbeachfl.org; pmorton@holmesbeachfl.org; ppetruff@dyefirm.com;
randall.beckwith@mymanatee.org; rene.raymond@cityofbradenton.com;
reynoldd@fc.manatee.k12.fl.us; ron.getman@mymanatee.org; shirley.talley@
mymanatee.org; sphillips@longboatkey.org; susan.romine@manateeclerk.com;
tamaracornwell@msn.com; tcornwell@palmettofl.org; tedd.williams@
mymanatee.org; Tomm@znseng.com; tvarnadore@palmettofl.org; vincent.
safuto@thebradentontimes.com; wayne.poston@cityofbradenton.com; yvonne.
tryon@mymanatee.org; zaccagninole@yahoo.com
Subject: Invitation: Council of Governments meeting (Jan 5 04:00 PM EST
in TBA)

Invitation: Council of Governments meeting
01/05/2010 (Repeats)

Chair:
Ed Hunzeker/MCG
Sent By:
ed.hunzeker@mymanatee.org

Location:
TBA

HS-II00945

ed.hunzeker
Ed Hunzeker has invited Ed Hunzeker to a meeting. You have not yet
responded.

This entry repeats

Required:
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com, amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com,
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com, amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com,
amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com, amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com,
amdepclk@cityofannamaria.com, ammayor@cityofannamaria.com, anders2a@fc.
manatee.k12.fl.us, Angie Bibler/MCG@MCG, atusing@palmettofl.org,
azirkelbach@palmettofl.org, Barbara Fuhlbruck/MCG@MCG, Barbara Tyler/MCG@
MCG, bbennett@holmesbeachfl.org, bemis.smith@cityofbradenton.com,
bsiekmann@longboatkey.org, bstdenis@longboatkey.org, buskets@tampabay.rr.
com, bwilliams@palmettofl.org, Carol Whitmore/MCG@MCG, chairman@
holmesbeachfl.org, cpsalt@aol.com, cynthia.truewell@manateesheriff.com,
Dan Schlandt/MCG@MCG, Donna Hayes/MCG@MCG, droberts@palmettofl.org,
dzaccagnino@holmesbeachfl.org, fgover@southernmanateefd.org, gene.gallo@
cityofbradenton.com, gjaleski@longboatkey.org, gspoll@longboatkey.org,
Gwen Brown/MCG@MCG, harold.byrd@cityofbradenton.com, hlenobel@
longboatkey.org, jbrown@longboatkey.org, jfreeman@palmettofl.org, Jim
Seuffert/MCG@MCG, jmonetti@holmesbeachfl.org, Joe McClash/MCG@MCG, John
Chappie/MCG@MCG, johnamonetti@yahoo.com, Karen Windon/MCG@MCG, Larry
Bustle/MCG@MCG, legol@manateeschools.net, lkee@holmesbeachfl.org,
lrothenberg@longboatkey.org, lwalsh@yourobserver.com, Marianne Lopata/
MCG@MCG, Marianne.Barnebey@cityofbradenton.com, markbarnebey@
kirkpinkerton.com, mayor@holmesbeachfl.org, mayor@cityofbradentonbeach.
com, mayor@palmettofl.org, mcgonegt@manateeschools.net, meng@
yourobserver.com, michele.hall@manateesheriff.com, mkennedy@ddabradenton.
com, mlancaster@palmettofl.org, news@lbknews.com, Nicholas Azzara/MCG@
MCG, Nicolette Coetzee/MCG@MCG, nidso@cityofbradentonbeach.com, patacope@
aol.com, Patrick.Roff@cityofbradenton.com, peter.oconnor@longboatkey.org,
pgeyer@holmesbeachfl.org, pmorton@holmesbeachfl.org, ppetruff@dyefirm.
com, Randall Beckwith/MCG@MCG, rene.raymond@cityofbradenton.com,
reynoldd@fc.manatee.k12.fl.us, Ron Getman/MCG@MCG, Shirley Talley/MCG@
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MCG, sphillips@longboatkey.org, susan.romine@manateeclerk.com,
tamaracornwell@msn.com, tcornwell@palmettofl.org, Tedd Williams/MCG@MCG,
Tomm@znseng.com, tvarnadore@palmettofl.org, vincent.safuto@
thebradentontimes.com, wayne.poston@cityofbradenton.com, Yvonne Tryon/
MCG@MCG, zaccagninole@yahoo.com

Description

Below are the dates for the Council of Governments meetings for 2010. If
your calendar program is compatible with Lotus Notes, you may be able to
accept this meeting invitation directly into your calendar.
All meetings will start at 4:00 p.m. Locations are TBA.
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,

January 5
April 6
August 3 (no meetings in July during Board recess)
October 5

Thank you,
Kim Godbee, Administrative Services Analyst
Manatee County Government
County Administrator's Office
941-745-3725
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Date: 2009/11/12 14:33
Subject: FW: Invitation: Council of Governments meeting (Jan 5 04:00 PM
EST in TBA)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
FYI – The Mayor usually attends, but all Commission is noticed on this.
I’m sure you can attend if you want.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: kim.godbee@mymanatee.org [mailto:kim.godbee@mymanatee.org] On
Behalf Of ed.hunzeker@mymanatee.org
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 12:08 PM
To: Alice Baird; JoAnne Mattick; John Quam; Chris Tollette; Chuck Webb;
Dale Woodland; Diane Percycoe; Fran Barford; anders2a@fc.manatee.k12.fl.
us; angie.bibler@mymanatee.org; atusing@palmettofl.org; azirkelbach@
palmettofl.org; barbara.fuhlbruck@mymanatee.org; barbara.tyler@mymanatee.
org; bbennett@holmesbeachfl.org; bemis.smith@cityofbradenton.com;
bsiekmann@longboatkey.org; bstdenis@longboatkey.org; buskets@tampabay.rr.
com; bwilliams@palmettofl.org; carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org; chairman@
holmesbeachfl.org; cpsalt@aol.com; cynthia.truewell@manateesheriff.com;
dan.schlandt@mymanatee.org; donna.hayes@mymanatee.org; droberts@
palmettofl.org; dzaccagnino@holmesbeachfl.org; fgover@southernmanateefd.
org; gene.gallo@cityofbradenton.com; gjaleski@longboatkey.org; gspoll@
longboatkey.org; gwen.brown@mymanatee.org; harold.byrd@cityofbradenton.
com; hlenobel@longboatkey.org; jbrown@longboatkey.org; jfreeman@
palmettofl.org; jim.seuffert@mymanatee.org; jmonetti@holmesbeachfl.org;
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joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org; john.chappie@mymanatee.org; johnamonetti@
yahoo.com; karen.windon@mymanatee.org; larry.bustle@mymanatee.org; legol@
manateeschools.net; lkee@holmesbeachfl.org; lrothenberg@longboatkey.org;
lwalsh@yourobserver.com; marianne.lopata@mymanatee.org; Marianne.
Barnebey@cityofbradenton.com; markbarnebey@kirkpinkerton.com; mayor@
holmesbeachfl.org; mayor@cityofbradentonbeach.com; mayor@palmettofl.org;
mcgonegt@manateeschools.net; meng@yourobserver.com; michele.hall@
manateesheriff.com; mkennedy@ddabradenton.com; mlancaster@palmettofl.org;
news@lbknews.com; nicholas.azzara@mymanatee.org; nicolette.coetzee@
mymanatee.org; nidso@cityofbradentonbeach.com; patacope@aol.com; Patrick.
Roff@cityofbradenton.com; peter.oconnor@longboatkey.org; pgeyer@
holmesbeachfl.org; pmorton@holmesbeachfl.org; ppetruff@dyefirm.com;
randall.beckwith@mymanatee.org; rene.raymond@cityofbradenton.com;
reynoldd@fc.manatee.k12.fl.us; ron.getman@mymanatee.org; shirley.talley@
mymanatee.org; sphillips@longboatkey.org; susan.romine@manateeclerk.com;
tamaracornwell@msn.com; tcornwell@palmettofl.org; tedd.williams@
mymanatee.org; Tomm@znseng.com; tvarnadore@palmettofl.org; vincent.
safuto@thebradentontimes.com; wayne.poston@cityofbradenton.com; yvonne.
tryon@mymanatee.org; zaccagninole@yahoo.com
Subject: Invitation: Council of Governments meeting (Jan 5 04:00 PM EST
in TBA)

Invitation: Council of Governments meeting
01/05/2010 (Repeats)

Chair:
Ed Hunzeker/MCG
Sent By:
ed.hunzeker@mymanatee.org

Location:
TBA

HS-II00949

ed.hunzeker
Ed Hunzeker has invited Ed Hunzeker to a meeting. You have not yet
responded.

This entry repeats

Required:
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com, amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com,
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com, amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com,
amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com, amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com,
amdepclk@cityofannamaria.com, ammayor@cityofannamaria.com, anders2a@fc.
manatee.k12.fl.us, Angie Bibler/MCG@MCG, atusing@palmettofl.org,
azirkelbach@palmettofl.org, Barbara Fuhlbruck/MCG@MCG, Barbara Tyler/MCG@
MCG, bbennett@holmesbeachfl.org, bemis.smith@cityofbradenton.com,
bsiekmann@longboatkey.org, bstdenis@longboatkey.org, buskets@tampabay.rr.
com, bwilliams@palmettofl.org, Carol Whitmore/MCG@MCG, chairman@
holmesbeachfl.org, cpsalt@aol.com, cynthia.truewell@manateesheriff.com,
Dan Schlandt/MCG@MCG, Donna Hayes/MCG@MCG, droberts@palmettofl.org,
dzaccagnino@holmesbeachfl.org, fgover@southernmanateefd.org, gene.gallo@
cityofbradenton.com, gjaleski@longboatkey.org, gspoll@longboatkey.org,
Gwen Brown/MCG@MCG, harold.byrd@cityofbradenton.com, hlenobel@
longboatkey.org, jbrown@longboatkey.org, jfreeman@palmettofl.org, Jim
Seuffert/MCG@MCG, jmonetti@holmesbeachfl.org, Joe McClash/MCG@MCG, John
Chappie/MCG@MCG, johnamonetti@yahoo.com, Karen Windon/MCG@MCG, Larry
Bustle/MCG@MCG, legol@manateeschools.net, lkee@holmesbeachfl.org,
lrothenberg@longboatkey.org, lwalsh@yourobserver.com, Marianne Lopata/
MCG@MCG, Marianne.Barnebey@cityofbradenton.com, markbarnebey@
kirkpinkerton.com, mayor@holmesbeachfl.org, mayor@cityofbradentonbeach.
com, mayor@palmettofl.org, mcgonegt@manateeschools.net, meng@
yourobserver.com, michele.hall@manateesheriff.com, mkennedy@ddabradenton.
com, mlancaster@palmettofl.org, news@lbknews.com, Nicholas Azzara/MCG@
MCG, Nicolette Coetzee/MCG@MCG, nidso@cityofbradentonbeach.com, patacope@
aol.com, Patrick.Roff@cityofbradenton.com, peter.oconnor@longboatkey.org,
pgeyer@holmesbeachfl.org, pmorton@holmesbeachfl.org, ppetruff@dyefirm.
com, Randall Beckwith/MCG@MCG, rene.raymond@cityofbradenton.com,
reynoldd@fc.manatee.k12.fl.us, Ron Getman/MCG@MCG, Shirley Talley/MCG@
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MCG, sphillips@longboatkey.org, susan.romine@manateeclerk.com,
tamaracornwell@msn.com, tcornwell@palmettofl.org, Tedd Williams/MCG@MCG,
Tomm@znseng.com, tvarnadore@palmettofl.org, vincent.safuto@
thebradentontimes.com, wayne.poston@cityofbradenton.com, Yvonne Tryon/
MCG@MCG, zaccagninole@yahoo.com

Description

Below are the dates for the Council of Governments meetings for 2010. If
your calendar program is compatible with Lotus Notes, you may be able to
accept this meeting invitation directly into your calendar.
All meetings will start at 4:00 p.m. Locations are TBA.
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,

January 5
April 6
August 3 (no meetings in July during Board recess)
October 5

Thank you,
Kim Godbee, Administrative Services Analyst
Manatee County Government
County Administrator's Office
941-745-3725

HS-II00951

Date: 2009/11/12 14:45
Subject: FW: P & Z Meting Cancelled
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 2:40 PM
To: 'Doug Copeland'; Frank Pytel (ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com); Jim
Conoly (ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com); Margaret Jenkins (ampzjenkins@
cityofannamaria.com); Mike Yetter (ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com); '
Randall Stover'; Sandy Mattick ; Stacey Johnson (stacenjeff@earthlink.
net)
Cc: Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Stacey Johnston (stacenjeff@earthlink.net);
Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com); Bonner (news@islander.org); Islander Newspaper
Rick (catlinrick@msn.com); PAUL ROAT (paul.roat@verizon.net); Press
Laurie (amisun@tampabay.rr.com); Press Pat (patacope@aol.com); Reporter
Laurie (laurkros@aol.com); Rick Catlin (catlin@islander.org)
Subject: P & Z Meting Cancelled

Hi,
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The Planning & Zoning meeting scheduled for next Tuesday (Nov. 17th) has
been cancelled.

Have a nice week. - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2009/11/12 14:45
Subject: FW: P & Z Meting Cancelled
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 2:40 PM
To: 'Doug Copeland'; Frank Pytel (ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com); Jim
Conoly (ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com); Margaret Jenkins (ampzjenkins@
cityofannamaria.com); Mike Yetter (ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com); '
Randall Stover'; Sandy Mattick ; Stacey Johnson (stacenjeff@earthlink.
net)
Cc: Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Stacey Johnston (stacenjeff@earthlink.net);
Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com); Bonner (news@islander.org); Islander Newspaper
Rick (catlinrick@msn.com); PAUL ROAT (paul.roat@verizon.net); Press
Laurie (amisun@tampabay.rr.com); Press Pat (patacope@aol.com); Reporter
Laurie (laurkros@aol.com); Rick Catlin (catlin@islander.org)
Subject: P & Z Meting Cancelled

Hi,

HS-II00954

The Planning & Zoning meeting scheduled for next Tuesday (Nov. 17th) has
been cancelled.

Have a nice week. - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II00955

Date: 2009/11/16 13:55
Subject: Attention Pierrette
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <pkelly@tampabay.rr.com>
Pierrette,
Well, it’s official.

I’m the Commission’s Community Center liaison.

I look forward to working with you over the next two years.
Can you give me your regular meeting times?
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harry Stoltzfus, President

HS-II00956

Date: 2009/11/17 08:22
Subject: driveway and sidewalk standards
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cindy.clemmons@dot.state.fl.us>
Cindy,
It was a pleasure meeting you at the DOT forum last night.
Can you send me the link to the subject standards? It would be helpful
to have that information for tomorrow night’s Commission meeting.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

HS-II00957

Date: 2009/11/17 08:26
Subject: meeting times
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <manon.lovoie@dot.state.fl.us>
Manon,
Can you send me the times and dates for the DOT Planning sessions?
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2009/11/17 08:28
Subject: FW: meeting times
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <manon.lavoie@dot.state.fl.us>

Manon,
Can you send me the times and dates for the DOT Planning sessions?
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

HS-II00959

Date: 2009/11/17 11:09
Subject: RE: driveway and sidewalk standards
From: "Clemmons, Cindy" <Cindy.Clemmons@dot.state.fl.us>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Commissioner Stoltzfus,

I just got to this email now – my inbox is quite full.
my separate email I sent around 9:30 this morning?

Did you receive

If not, here is the info again:

It was nice to meet you last night at the public meeting. Per your
request, below please find the link to the FDOT maps and publication
website where you can find the standards document. If you have any
questions regarding the site, please let me know and I will be happy to
provide you the answers.

http://www.dot.state.fl.us/mapsandpublications/

Thank you,
Cindy

Cindy Clemmons
Public Information Director
District One
Florida Department of Transportation
Office - 863-519-2362
Cell - 863-640-1368

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 8:22 AM
To: Clemmons, Cindy
Subject: driveway and sidewalk standards

Cindy,
It was a pleasure meeting you at the DOT forum last night.

HS-II00960

Can you send me the link to the subject standards? It would be helpful
to have that information for tomorrow night’s Commission meeting.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

HS-II00961

Date: 2009/11/17 12:54
Subject: RE: Congratulations I look forward to working together to
empower and inspire people of all ages.
From: "Pierrette Kelly" <pkelly@tampabay.rr.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Congratulations Harry Stolzfus,
You will be a good ambassador for the Center, that is the primary role
of board members, secondly but equally important is to help Center find
and secure funding.

We have a lot of work to do over the next two years and I believe you
will help the Center secure some large grants to pay off our loan and
help us find some new sources of program funding.

On December 10th
from 6:30 to 8:30p.m., you and Mrs. Stolzfus are
invited to our board (donor appreciation get together) in the auditorium,
it will give you a chance to meet our wonderful volunteer advocates and
some of the amazing donors that support this wonderful organization.

Our Board meetings are held at 8:00 a.m. on the third Wednesday of each
month, the next regularly scheduled meeting will be Monday January 18 at
8:00 a.m. in our boardroom We also have a new chairman Fire Chief Andy
Price.

The Anna Maria Island Community Center’s Mission to empower and inspire
people of all ages, especially our youth, by: educating minds,
Strengthening families,
Building healthier bodies,
And fostering volunteerism.

Thanks please r.s.v.p. the

December Board-Donor appreciation party

spruett@tampabay.rr.com
Thanks again

Pierrette Kelly
Anna Maria Island Community Center
Charity Navigator 4 Star Charity

HS-II00962

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 1:56 PM
To: pkelly@tampabay.rr.com
Subject: Attention Pierrette

Pierrette,
Well, it’s official.

I’m the Commission’s Community Center liaison.

I look forward to working with you over the next two years.
Can you give me your regular meeting times?
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harry Stoltzfus, President

HS-II00963

Date: 2009/11/19 12:52
Subject: RE: meeting times
From: "Lavoie, Manon" <Manon.Lavoie@dot.state.fl.us>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Commissioner,
I am so sorry for the delay. I was off of the office and I got
sidetracked.

I am not sure what planning session you are talking about…
Would you give me more details?

Thank you,

Manon Lavoie
941-359-7311

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 08:29
To: Lavoie, Manon
Subject: FW: meeting times

Manon,
Can you send me the times and dates for the DOT Planning sessions?
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:

717-368-2454
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Email:

harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

HS-II00965

Date: 2009/11/19 14:08
Subject: RE: meeting times
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Lavoie, Manon" <Manon.Lavoie@dot.state.fl.us>
Manon,
Already got it.
Thanks,
Harry

From: Lavoie, Manon [mailto:Manon.Lavoie@dot.state.fl.us]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 12:53 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: meeting times

Commissioner,
I am so sorry for the delay. I was off of the office and I got
sidetracked.

I am not sure what planning session you are talking about…
Would you give me more details?

Thank you,

Manon Lavoie
941-359-7311

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 08:29
To: Lavoie, Manon
Subject: FW: meeting times

Manon,
Can you send me the times and dates for the DOT Planning sessions?

HS-II00966

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

HS-II00967

Date: 2009/11/20 13:32
Subject: safety regarding driveways and offstreet parking
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <Shakira.Crandol@fhwa.dot.gov>
Shakira,
I’ve been asked to chair a committee regarding the subject matter and
would like some input from someone within the FHWA. I know it’s short
notice, but I’m on an expedited schedule. Our next work session is
December 3, and I’ve been asked to make some recommendations by then.
Please contact me at you earliest convenience to discuss.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II00968

Date: 2009/11/20 16:48
Subject: safety regarding driveways and offstreet parking
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Shakira.Crandol@fhwa.dot.gov>
Shakira,
I’ve been asked
would like some
notice, but I’m
December 3, and

to chair a committee regarding the subject matters and
input from someone within the FHWA. I know it’s short
on an expedited schedule. Our next work session is
I’ve been asked to make some recommendations by then.

Please contact me at you earliest convenience to discuss.
Cordially,

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

HS-II00969

Date: 2009/11/30 14:49
Subject: document for distribution
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Alice,
Kindly distribute.
I’d like copies included in the Commissioners’ Thursday work session.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

p.s. I’m having trouble sending attachments on my City email.
talk when you get back.

We’ll

HS-II00970

Date: 2009/12/01 09:43
Subject: RE: document for distribution
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Hi Harry,

Will do. See you Thursday.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 2:50 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: document for distribution

Alice,
Kindly distribute.
I’d like copies included in the Commissioners’ Thursday work session.
Thanks,
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Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

p.s. I’m having trouble sending attachments on my City email.
talk when you get back.

We’ll

HS-II00972

Date: 2009/12/01 13:44
Subject: Mayoral Leadership
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
AnnMarie,
After our discussion this morning, I saved this memo as you suggested.
Hopefully, this will be compatible with the City’s software.
Please forward a copy of this memo to all the Commissioners, the Mayor,
Bob Welch, Alan Garrett, Jim Dye, and all the members of P&Z.
I’ve also pasted it into this email.

Our City has a problem.

In fact, we’ve got a bunch of them.

We’ve reached a new level of pathetic when a developer can stand in
front of a meeting convened to address safety issues and, with a
straight face, call raising concerns about safety and pedestrians a “
monkey wrench” issue or “a made up problem”. Or when a Commissioner can
suggest because we’ve gone four or five months at 315/317 Pine Avenue
and we’ve had no accidents, there’s no safety issue. Or that someone
can suggest, because we’ve never had a pedestrian struck on a sidewalk
on Pine Avenue, it’s acceptable to approve an off-street parking design
that clearly increases the probability of that happening. Or when a
developer can threaten our City with a lawsuit if we dare apply the
language in our Land Development Regulations as it was clearly intended
to be applied.
We’ve got a developer who’s trying to beat the system by submitting site
plans quickly before the Commissioners refine the land development
regulations. I’ve seen one of the next trio of site plans. It has ten
more of the same back-out parking arrangements most of the Commissioners
consider unsafe.
It also has a loading zone placed squarely in the
visibility triangle-- that 20 ft in both directions from an intersection
area that’s supposed to remain clear of permanent structures for safety
reasons. Allowing a 13’-6” high truck to park there, even temporarily,
is also clearly unsafe.
Fortunately, there’s adequate language within our LDR to reject those
site plans, even before the Commissioners clarify the language.
Unfortunately, the City has already accepted similar plans.
What to do?
I think the City needs to acknowledge they’ve mistakenly accepted site
plans that are non-compliant with this language and other safety
criteria presently contained in the LDR:
Sec. 90-3. Off-street parking requirements. (m) General design
standards. All off-street parking areas, including all areas for
maneuvering, shall be located solely on the subject property, shall not
use public rights-of-way, shall have vehicular access to a public street,
and shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation in
accordance with commonly accepted traffic engineering practices.
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In a phone conversation with Mayor Barford on Saturday, I quoted a
portion of this standard to her. Her response was “I’m not sure that’s
what it says.”
That’s a problem. The Mayor needs to read these requirements carefully.
She needs to understand their intent. She needs to know what they say.
And she needs to apply them.
Obviously, the back-out parking arrangement approved on the newly
developed lots on Pine Avenue requires maneuvering within the right-ofway. It should be equally obvious that requiring pedestrians to be on
high alert because they risk being struck by a vehicle backing over them
while they’re on the City sidewalk is absurd. It’s neither safe nor
convenient.
Furthermore, regulations regarding curb cuts or driveway
openings have been ignored. There’s been no attempt to limit access
openings or restrict the interaction of vehicles and pedestrians. That
arrangement is unsafe and noncompliant at many levels.
The City should inform this developer and all future developers, all
pending and future site plans must be compliant with the above noted
general design standards for off-street parking.
This latest batch of site plans must be rejected. Because the City has
mistakenly approved this parking arrangement in the past does not mean
it’s required to repeat those mistakes in the future.
I’m aware P&Z approved these back-out parking arrangements as well. But
I suggest if this Administration had done its job, if our experts had
stood up and rejected the parking arrangements and educated the rest of
us on why they were unacceptable, citing safety and convenience concerns,
we would have seen a different outcome.
This Administration needs to provide leadership on this hugely important
issue. Mayor Barford needs to assure us she and her experts are going
to get it right this time. It’s critical this language is applied. It’
s critical these plans are rejected at the Administrative review level.
If the Administration passes the buck on these parking arrangements, and
forces the P&Z or the Commissioners to do the heavy lifting, the
Administration once again will have given a non-compliant, inherently
unsafe site plan its stamp of approval.
Our Mayor needs to sit down with our Building Official and our Town
Planner, review the language within the Comp Plan and the LDR, and deny
these present site plan applications based on that language.
Not approval. Not approval with conditions. Denial. They can easily
justify their basis for denial with this language in the LDR:
Chapter 74-354 Site plan application process.
(d) (7) Once the application is deemed complete, the application shall
be reviewed to determine compliance with city codes and regulations in
accordance with the standards for review provided below.
(h) Standards for review
(6) Whether the off-street parking and off-street loading facilities
are located to avoid hazardous automotive and pedestrian traffic
patterns and to ensure access by emergency vehicles;
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If the Administration gets it wrong and accepts these site plans without
requiring the back-out parking design be eliminated, they’ve greatly
weakened the City’s hand if the developer litigates. And if an accident
should occur, and someone’s seriously injured or killed by a vehicle
backing out of one of these parking spaces , the Administration has left
the City with a serious liability issue in the event of a lawsuit,
especially considering how much attention has been focused on the
obvious safety issues.
If the Administration gets it right, and rejects these site plans, the
developer may choose to appeal. I doubt either P&Z or the Commissioners
will reverse the Administration’s decision. If the developer sues the
City, I doubt any judge will fault our City for following its Comp Plan
and its Land Development Regulations. It’s required to do so, by law.
Then the developer can do the right thing and put together some site
plans that actually provide for the safety and convenience of our
drivers and our pedestrians.
And we’ll wind up with a walking business district on Pine Avenue that
makes sense.
Isn’t that, after all, the goal here?
Harry Stoltzfus, Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2009/12/01 13:59
Subject: RE: Mayoral Leadership
From: "AnnMarie Thorpe" <amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>, "Alice Baird" <amclerk@
cityofannamaria.com>
Thankyou Commissioner Stoltzfus: I did forward already and I placed a
copy in each Commissioner's mailbox, which is attached to the agenda for
this Thursday's 12-03-09 City Commission Work session meeting but I will
send it along again just in case they have a problem opening the
previous email attachment.
*Also, I copied Diane Sacca, Bldg. Dept.
Admin. Asst. to forward to the P&Z Board.
/AM
****

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 1:44 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: AnnMarie Thorpe; John Quam
Subject: Mayoral Leadership
AnnMarie,
After our discussion this morning, I saved this memo as you suggested.
Hopefully, this will be compatible with the City’s software.
Please forward a copy of this memo to all the Commissioners, the Mayor,
Bob Welch, Alan Garrett, Jim Dye, and all the members of P&Z.
I’ve also pasted it into this email.

Our City has a problem.

In fact, we’ve got a bunch of them.

We’ve reached a new level of pathetic when a developer can stand in
front of a meeting convened to address safety issues and, with a
straight face, call raising concerns about safety and pedestrians a “
monkey wrench” issue or “a made up problem”. Or when a Commissioner can
suggest because we’ve gone four or five months at 315/317 Pine Avenue
and we’ve had no accidents, there’s no safety issue. Or that someone
can suggest, because we’ve never had a pedestrian struck on a sidewalk
on Pine Avenue, it’s acceptable to approve an off-street parking design
that clearly increases the probability of that happening. Or when a
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developer can threaten our City with a lawsuit if we dare apply the
language in our Land Development Regulations as it was clearly intended
to be applied.
We’ve got a developer who’s trying to beat the system by submitting site
plans quickly before the Commissioners refine the land development
regulations. I’ve seen one of the next trio of site plans. It has ten
more of the same back-out parking arrangements most of the Commissioners
consider unsafe.
It also has a loading zone placed squarely in the
visibility triangle-- that 20 ft in both directions from an intersection
area that’s supposed to remain clear of permanent structures for safety
reasons. Allowing a 13’-6” high truck to park there, even temporarily,
is also clearly unsafe.
Fortunately, there’s adequate language within our LDR to reject those
site plans, even before the Commissioners clarify the language.
Unfortunately, the City has already accepted similar plans.
What to do?
I think the City needs to acknowledge they’ve mistakenly accepted site
plans that are non-compliant with this language and other safety
criteria presently contained in the LDR:
Sec. 90-3. Off-street parking requirements. (m) General design
standards. All off-street parking areas, including all areas for
maneuvering, shall be located solely on the subject property, shall not
use public rights-of-way, shall have vehicular access to a public street,
and shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation in
accordance with commonly accepted traffic engineering practices.
In a phone conversation with Mayor Barford on Saturday, I quoted a
portion of this standard to her. Her response was “I’m not sure that’s
what it says.”
That’s a problem. The Mayor needs to read these requirements carefully.
She needs to understand their intent. She needs to know what they say.
And she needs to apply them.
Obviously, the back-out parking arrangement approved on the newly
developed lots on Pine Avenue requires maneuvering within the right-ofway. It should be equally obvious that requiring pedestrians to be on
high alert because they risk being struck by a vehicle backing over them
while they’re on the City sidewalk is absurd. It’s neither safe nor
convenient.
Furthermore, regulations regarding curb cuts or driveway
openings have been ignored. There’s been no attempt to limit access
openings or restrict the interaction of vehicles and pedestrians. That
arrangement is unsafe and noncompliant at many levels.
The City should inform this developer and all future developers, all
pending and future site plans must be compliant with the above noted
general design standards for off-street parking.
This latest batch of site plans must be rejected. Because the City has
mistakenly approved this parking arrangement in the past does not mean
it’s required to repeat those mistakes in the future.
I’m aware P&Z approved these back-out parking arrangements as well. But
I suggest if this Administration had done its job, if our experts had
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stood up and rejected the parking arrangements and educated the rest of
us on why they were unacceptable, citing safety and convenience concerns,
we would have seen a different outcome.
This Administration needs to provide leadership on this hugely important
issue. Mayor Barford needs to assure us she and her experts are going
to get it right this time. It’s critical this language is applied. It’
s critical these plans are rejected at the Administrative review level.
If the Administration passes the buck on these parking arrangements, and
forces the P&Z or the Commissioners to do the heavy lifting, the
Administration once again will have given a non-compliant, inherently
unsafe site plan its stamp of approval.
Our Mayor needs to sit down with our Building Official and our Town
Planner, review the language within the Comp Plan and the LDR, and deny
these present site plan applications based on that language.
Not approval. Not approval with conditions. Denial. They can easily
justify their basis for denial with this language in the LDR:
Chapter 74-354 Site plan application process.
(d) (7) Once the application is deemed complete, the application shall
be reviewed to determine compliance with city codes and regulations in
accordance with the standards for review provided below.
(h) Standards for review
(6) Whether the off-street parking and off-street loading facilities
are located to avoid hazardous automotive and pedestrian traffic
patterns and to ensure access by emergency vehicles;
If the Administration gets it wrong and accepts these site plans without
requiring the back-out parking design be eliminated, they’ve greatly
weakened the City’s hand if the developer litigates. And if an accident
should occur, and someone’s seriously injured or killed by a vehicle
backing out of one of these parking spaces , the Administration has left
the City with a serious liability issue in the event of a lawsuit,
especially considering how much attention has been focused on the
obvious safety issues.
If the Administration gets it right, and rejects these site plans, the
developer may choose to appeal. I doubt either P&Z or the Commissioners
will reverse the Administration’s decision. If the developer sues the
City, I doubt any judge will fault our City for following its Comp Plan
and its Land Development Regulations. It’s required to do so, by law.
Then the developer can do the right thing and put together some site
plans that actually provide for the safety and convenience of our
drivers and our pedestrians.
And we’ll wind up with a walking business district on Pine Avenue that
makes sense.
Isn’t that, after all, the goal here?
Harry Stoltzfus, Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2009/12/01 13:59
Subject: RE: Mayoral Leadership
From: "AnnMarie Thorpe" <amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>, "Alice Baird" <amclerk@
cityofannamaria.com>
Thankyou Commissioner Stoltzfus: I did forward already and I placed a
copy in each Commissioner's mailbox, which is attached to the agenda for
this Thursday's 12-03-09 City Commission Work session meeting but I will
send it along again just in case they have a problem opening the
previous email attachment.
*Also, I copied Diane Sacca, Bldg. Dept.
Admin. Asst. to forward to the P&Z Board.
/AM
****

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 1:44 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: AnnMarie Thorpe; John Quam
Subject: Mayoral Leadership
AnnMarie,
After our discussion this morning, I saved this memo as you suggested.
Hopefully, this will be compatible with the City’s software.
Please forward a copy of this memo to all the Commissioners, the Mayor,
Bob Welch, Alan Garrett, Jim Dye, and all the members of P&Z.
I’ve also pasted it into this email.

Our City has a problem.

In fact, we’ve got a bunch of them.

We’ve reached a new level of pathetic when a developer can stand in
front of a meeting convened to address safety issues and, with a
straight face, call raising concerns about safety and pedestrians a “
monkey wrench” issue or “a made up problem”. Or when a Commissioner can
suggest because we’ve gone four or five months at 315/317 Pine Avenue
and we’ve had no accidents, there’s no safety issue. Or that someone
can suggest, because we’ve never had a pedestrian struck on a sidewalk
on Pine Avenue, it’s acceptable to approve an off-street parking design
that clearly increases the probability of that happening. Or when a
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developer can threaten our City with a lawsuit if we dare apply the
language in our Land Development Regulations as it was clearly intended
to be applied.
We’ve got a developer who’s trying to beat the system by submitting site
plans quickly before the Commissioners refine the land development
regulations. I’ve seen one of the next trio of site plans. It has ten
more of the same back-out parking arrangements most of the Commissioners
consider unsafe.
It also has a loading zone placed squarely in the
visibility triangle-- that 20 ft in both directions from an intersection
area that’s supposed to remain clear of permanent structures for safety
reasons. Allowing a 13’-6” high truck to park there, even temporarily,
is also clearly unsafe.
Fortunately, there’s adequate language within our LDR to reject those
site plans, even before the Commissioners clarify the language.
Unfortunately, the City has already accepted similar plans.
What to do?
I think the City needs to acknowledge they’ve mistakenly accepted site
plans that are non-compliant with this language and other safety
criteria presently contained in the LDR:
Sec. 90-3. Off-street parking requirements. (m) General design
standards. All off-street parking areas, including all areas for
maneuvering, shall be located solely on the subject property, shall not
use public rights-of-way, shall have vehicular access to a public street,
and shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation in
accordance with commonly accepted traffic engineering practices.
In a phone conversation with Mayor Barford on Saturday, I quoted a
portion of this standard to her. Her response was “I’m not sure that’s
what it says.”
That’s a problem. The Mayor needs to read these requirements carefully.
She needs to understand their intent. She needs to know what they say.
And she needs to apply them.
Obviously, the back-out parking arrangement approved on the newly
developed lots on Pine Avenue requires maneuvering within the right-ofway. It should be equally obvious that requiring pedestrians to be on
high alert because they risk being struck by a vehicle backing over them
while they’re on the City sidewalk is absurd. It’s neither safe nor
convenient.
Furthermore, regulations regarding curb cuts or driveway
openings have been ignored. There’s been no attempt to limit access
openings or restrict the interaction of vehicles and pedestrians. That
arrangement is unsafe and noncompliant at many levels.
The City should inform this developer and all future developers, all
pending and future site plans must be compliant with the above noted
general design standards for off-street parking.
This latest batch of site plans must be rejected. Because the City has
mistakenly approved this parking arrangement in the past does not mean
it’s required to repeat those mistakes in the future.
I’m aware P&Z approved these back-out parking arrangements as well. But
I suggest if this Administration had done its job, if our experts had
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stood up and rejected the parking arrangements and educated the rest of
us on why they were unacceptable, citing safety and convenience concerns,
we would have seen a different outcome.
This Administration needs to provide leadership on this hugely important
issue. Mayor Barford needs to assure us she and her experts are going
to get it right this time. It’s critical this language is applied. It’
s critical these plans are rejected at the Administrative review level.
If the Administration passes the buck on these parking arrangements, and
forces the P&Z or the Commissioners to do the heavy lifting, the
Administration once again will have given a non-compliant, inherently
unsafe site plan its stamp of approval.
Our Mayor needs to sit down with our Building Official and our Town
Planner, review the language within the Comp Plan and the LDR, and deny
these present site plan applications based on that language.
Not approval. Not approval with conditions. Denial. They can easily
justify their basis for denial with this language in the LDR:
Chapter 74-354 Site plan application process.
(d) (7) Once the application is deemed complete, the application shall
be reviewed to determine compliance with city codes and regulations in
accordance with the standards for review provided below.
(h) Standards for review
(6) Whether the off-street parking and off-street loading facilities
are located to avoid hazardous automotive and pedestrian traffic
patterns and to ensure access by emergency vehicles;
If the Administration gets it wrong and accepts these site plans without
requiring the back-out parking design be eliminated, they’ve greatly
weakened the City’s hand if the developer litigates. And if an accident
should occur, and someone’s seriously injured or killed by a vehicle
backing out of one of these parking spaces , the Administration has left
the City with a serious liability issue in the event of a lawsuit,
especially considering how much attention has been focused on the
obvious safety issues.
If the Administration gets it right, and rejects these site plans, the
developer may choose to appeal. I doubt either P&Z or the Commissioners
will reverse the Administration’s decision. If the developer sues the
City, I doubt any judge will fault our City for following its Comp Plan
and its Land Development Regulations. It’s required to do so, by law.
Then the developer can do the right thing and put together some site
plans that actually provide for the safety and convenience of our
drivers and our pedestrians.
And we’ll wind up with a walking business district on Pine Avenue that
makes sense.
Isn’t that, after all, the goal here?
Harry Stoltzfus, Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2009/12/01 15:19
Subject: RE: Mayoral Leadership
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Harry,

It looks good pasted to the email.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 1:44 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: AnnMarie Thorpe; John Quam
Subject: Mayoral Leadership

AnnMarie,
After our discussion this morning, I saved this memo as you suggested.
Hopefully, this will be compatible with the City’s software.
Please forward a copy of this memo to all the Commissioners, the Mayor,
Bob Welch, Alan Garrett, Jim Dye, and all the members of P&Z.
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I’ve also pasted it into this email.

Our City has a problem.

In fact, we’ve got a bunch of them.

We’ve reached a new level of pathetic when a developer can stand in
front of a meeting convened to address safety issues and, with a
straight face, call raising concerns about safety and pedestrians a “
monkey wrench” issue or “a made up problem”. Or when a Commissioner can
suggest because we’ve gone four or five months at 315/317 Pine Avenue
and we’ve had no accidents, there’s no safety issue. Or that someone
can suggest, because we’ve never had a pedestrian struck on a sidewalk
on Pine Avenue, it’s acceptable to approve an off-street parking design
that clearly increases the probability of that happening. Or when a
developer can threaten our City with a lawsuit if we dare apply the
language in our Land Development Regulations as it was clearly intended
to be applied.
We’ve got a developer who’s trying to beat the system by submitting site
plans quickly before the Commissioners refine the land development
regulations. I’ve seen one of the next trio of site plans. It has ten
more of the same back-out parking arrangements most of the Commissioners
consider unsafe.
It also has a loading zone placed squarely in the
visibility triangle-- that 20 ft in both directions from an intersection
area that’s supposed to remain clear of permanent structures for safety
reasons. Allowing a 13’-6” high truck to park there, even temporarily,
is also clearly unsafe.
Fortunately, there’s adequate language within our LDR to reject those
site plans, even before the Commissioners clarify the language.
Unfortunately, the City has already accepted similar plans.
What to do?
I think the City needs to acknowledge they’ve mistakenly accepted site
plans that are non-compliant with this language and other safety
criteria presently contained in the LDR:
Sec. 90-3. Off-street parking requirements. (m) General design
standards. All off-street parking areas, including all areas for
maneuvering, shall be located solely on the subject property, shall not
use public rights-of-way, shall have vehicular access to a public street,
and shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation in
accordance with commonly accepted traffic engineering practices.
In a phone conversation with Mayor Barford on Saturday, I quoted a
portion of this standard to her. Her response was “I’m not sure that’s
what it says.”
That’s a problem. The Mayor needs to read these requirements carefully.
She needs to understand their intent. She needs to know what they say.
And she needs to apply them.
Obviously, the back-out parking arrangement approved on the newly
developed lots on Pine Avenue requires maneuvering within the right-ofway. It should be equally obvious that requiring pedestrians to be on
high alert because they risk being struck by a vehicle backing over them
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while they’re on the City sidewalk is absurd. It’s neither safe nor
convenient.
Furthermore, regulations regarding curb cuts or driveway
openings have been ignored. There’s been no attempt to limit access
openings or restrict the interaction of vehicles and pedestrians. That
arrangement is unsafe and noncompliant at many levels.
The City should inform this developer and all future developers, all
pending and future site plans must be compliant with the above noted
general design standards for off-street parking.
This latest batch of site plans must be rejected. Because the City has
mistakenly approved this parking arrangement in the past does not mean
it’s required to repeat those mistakes in the future.
I’m aware P&Z approved these back-out parking arrangements as well. But
I suggest if this Administration had done its job, if our experts had
stood up and rejected the parking arrangements and educated the rest of
us on why they were unacceptable, citing safety and convenience concerns,
we would have seen a different outcome.
This Administration needs to provide leadership on this hugely important
issue. Mayor Barford needs to assure us she and her experts are going
to get it right this time. It’s critical this language is applied. It’
s critical these plans are rejected at the Administrative review level.
If the Administration passes the buck on these parking arrangements, and
forces the P&Z or the Commissioners to do the heavy lifting, the
Administration once again will have given a non-compliant, inherently
unsafe site plan its stamp of approval.
Our Mayor needs to sit down with our Building Official and our Town
Planner, review the language within the Comp Plan and the LDR, and deny
these present site plan applications based on that language.
Not approval. Not approval with conditions. Denial. They can easily
justify their basis for denial with this language in the LDR:
Chapter 74-354 Site plan application process.
(d) (7) Once the application is deemed complete, the application shall
be reviewed to determine compliance with city codes and regulations in
accordance with the standards for review provided below.
(h) Standards for review
(6) Whether the off-street parking and off-street loading facilities
are located to avoid hazardous automotive and pedestrian traffic
patterns and to ensure access by emergency vehicles;
If the Administration gets it wrong and accepts these site plans without
requiring the back-out parking design be eliminated, they’ve greatly
weakened the City’s hand if the developer litigates. And if an accident
should occur, and someone’s seriously injured or killed by a vehicle
backing out of one of these parking spaces , the Administration has left
the City with a serious liability issue in the event of a lawsuit,
especially considering how much attention has been focused on the
obvious safety issues.
If the Administration gets it right, and rejects these site plans, the
developer may choose to appeal. I doubt either P&Z or the Commissioners
will reverse the Administration’s decision. If the developer sues the
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City, I doubt any judge will fault our City for following its Comp Plan
and its Land Development Regulations. It’s required to do so, by law.
Then the developer can do the right thing and put together some site
plans that actually provide for the safety and convenience of our
drivers and our pedestrians.
And we’ll wind up with a walking business district on Pine Avenue that
makes sense.
Isn’t that, after all, the goal here?
Harry Stoltzfus, Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2009/12/28 09:15
Subject: FW: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Mon 12/28/2009 8:53 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
From: Turner, David
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
TO
FROM
Date
Subject

:

Harry Stolzfus
City Of Anna Maria
: Sergeant Dave Turner
District V
Manatee County Sheriff's Office
: 28 December 2009
: Seg Way

Sir,
I have researched the Florida State Statutes, City, and County codes
regarding Seg Ways. I also checked with one of the MCSO Traffic
Sergeants, Mike Kenyan. Mike is in charge of the MCSO Dayshit Traffic
Unit. The Traffic Sergeant checked with the MCSO Legal Counsel.
After careful deliberation we have found nothing that would prohibit
Seg Ways or Seg Way users from enjoying the use of public roads,
pathways, and bike paths within the city. Seg Way users under 16 years
of age are required to wear a bike helment.
Additional information can be obtained by entering "GHSA" and "Segway
Laws" under any search engine on the internet. I have enclosed the
closest relevant Florida State Statute number 316.2068.
As of this date we have not received any complaints regarding Seg Ways.
As of this date there were no accidents other than deputies that were
injured during their use.
As of this date there appears to be no pending legislation regarding
their regulation.
I have enclosed a copy of the Florida State Statute.
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316.2068

Electric personal assistive mobility devices; regulations.--

(1) An electric personal assistive mobility device, as defined in s.
316.003<http://www.flsenate.gov/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_
Statute&Search_String=&URL=Ch0316/Sec003.HTM>, may be operated:
(a) On a road or street where the posted speed limit is 25 miles per
hour or less.
(b)

On a marked bicycle path.

(c)

On any street or road where bicycles are permitted.

(d) At an intersection, to cross a road or street even if the road or
street has a posted speed limit of more than 25 miles per hour.
(e) On a sidewalk, if the person operating the device yields the rightof-way to pedestrians and gives an audible signal before overtaking and
passing a pedestrian.
(2) A valid driver's license is not a prerequisite to operating an
electric personal assistive mobility device.
(3) Electric personal assistive mobility devices need not be registered
and insured in accordance with s. 320.02.<http://www.flsenate.gov/
statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=Ch0320/
Sec02.HTM>
(4) A person who is under the age of 16 years may not operate, ride, or
otherwise be propelled on an electric personal assistive mobility device
unless the person wears a bicycle helmet that is properly fitted, that
is fastened securely upon his or her head by a strap, and that meets the
standards of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI Z Bicycle
Helmet Standards), the standards of the Snell Memorial Foundation (1984
Standard for Protective Headgear for Use in Bicycling), or any other
nationally recognized standards for bicycle helmets which are adopted by
the department.
(5) A county or municipality may prohibit the operation of electric
personal assistive mobility devices on any road, street, or bicycle path
under its jurisdiction if the governing body of the county or
municipality determines that such a prohibition is necessary in the
interest of safety.
(6) The Department of Transportation may prohibit the operation of
electric personal assistive mobility devices on any road under its
jurisdiction if it determines that such a prohibition is necessary in
the interest of safety.
History.--s. 68, ch. 2002-20.
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________________________________
From: Harry Stoltzfus [amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2009 8:35 AM
To: Turner, David
Cc: charlesdaniel1@me.com
Subject: FW: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
Sgt. Turner,
Please address the issues Mr. Daniel raises below.
Additionally, I've been asked if the helmet laws applicable to children
riding bicycles apply to these type vehicles (Segways, etc.) as well.
Thank you in advance for your time spent on this matter.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Daniel Charles [mailto:charlesdaniel1@me.com]
Sent: Tue 12/22/2009 9:20 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
Commissioner Stoltzfus
yesterday i observed 4 segway vehicles traveling down the sidewalk on
pine ave.
they were traveling 2 abreast at a fairly
high rate of speed. i have also noted three wheel electric stand up
scooters traveling
on the sidewalks.
Could i request that at your convenience that you checks with law
enforcement officials as well as manatee county and city ordinance to
see where it is legal to drive these electric powered vehicles in the
city of anna maria?
Additionally is there an age/license
requirement for driving these vehicles?
I realize no accidents might have occurred
in the city to date, but, prudent enforcement of existing traffic
regulations might prevent such an accident.
thank you for your time.
charlie daniel
holly road
anna maria, fl
________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/01/06 12:19
Subject: my safety committee
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LKrosney@amisun.com>
Laurie,

I’d like to give you some history regarding the formation of my safety
committee, since disbanded.

At the Commission meeting of November 19, three of the Commissioners (
Stoltzfus, Quam, and Woodland) agreed there was a safety concern
regarding the parking and safety issues in the ROR and a committee
should be formed to investigate those issues. I was told to get a few
residents together, study the issue, and make specific recommendations
to the next regular meeting, scheduled for December 4. The Mayor asked
if Sgt. Turner could serve on the committee. I agreed he could. I
called six or so individuals, several who agreed to serve, including
Charles Daniel, Larry Albert, and Carl Pearman. I also asked our City
Building, Bob Welch and our City Planner, Alan Garrett, to serve as
members.

The committee was legitimately formed as per the directives of the
Commission. There was nothing irregular or unusual about the way it was
formed. Until a few minutes before the first scheduled meeting of the
committee, there was nothing said by anyone regarding the makeup of the
committee or the manner in which it was formed. I’ve been told longterm committees, like those designed to study the Comp Plan, are usually
comprised of members appointed by the Commissioners and the Mayor, but
an ad hoc committee to quickly address an issue can be formed in any
number of ways.

I scheduled two meetings: one for Nov. 23, the next for Nov 30, with
the intention of presenting our findings and recommendations, as per the
Commission’s request, on Dec. 3.

I went to City Hall about 9:30 the morning of Nov 23 to set up chairs
and tables to accommodate the scheduled 10:00 meeting. Mark Alonso came
early and disrupted my work with his usual diatribe about the dumpster
on Pine Avenue and when are we going to clean up this mess and what are
we going to do about the rats blah blah blah. I’d heard this bs
several times during the campaign, but I indulged him for a few minutes
until he was finished. As Mark left the room, Commissioner Mattick, who
was standing at my right elbow during Alonso’s spiel, turned to me and
asked “What was that all about?” She’d never heard Mark’s speech before.

I said to her, not in the presence of Mr. Alonso, but in an aside,
many ways can you spell ‘jackass’?”

“How
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My mistake. Commissioner Mattick decided to make my comment part of the
public record. I Islander editorial made it sound like I had called
Mark a jackass during a public meeting. That’s not what happened at all.

Micheal Coleman arrived just before the meeting was to commence
Mattick and Coleman did everything in their power to thwart my efforts
to bring the meeting to order. They were both shouting at me “Read the
minutes! Read the minutes!” after informing me the committee was
supposed to be formed by an appointment from each of the commissioners.
They tried to convince Jim
Dye my committee was improperly formed.

Dye agreed with me: there was nothing wrong in the manner in which I’d
formed the committee.

I listened to an audio reproduction of the Nov. 19 Commissioners’
meeting, and there was no suggestion that my committee be formed by
appointees by the Commissioners and the Mayor. Granted, my tape has a
gap in it, and Robyn Wall tells me that’s not unusual, but the only
recommendation regarding the committee from the Commissioners was for me
to get a few residents together to study the problem.

Even if the Mayor had actually stated she’d like the committee to be
formed by nominees from the Commissioners, the Commission is under no
obligation to follow her recommendation. In fact, I could have rejected
her suggestion to include Sgt. Turner on the committee. There is
nothing in the City Charter regarding a protocol for forming ad hoc
committees, so no protocol was violated in any way.

The mayor doesn’t seem to clearly understand the separation between the
Executive and the Legislative branches of the City of Anna Maria’s
government. She is supposed to attend Commission meetings. She is
allowed to make recommendations. And she can veto ordinances. That’s
the limit of her powers regarding the Commission.

On Saturday, November 28, the Mayor called me and informed me she had
discussed the matter with John Quam and was disbanding the Committee the
Commission had asked me to form. I specifically asked her, “Are you
suggesting I dissolved the Safety Committee, or are you ordering me to
dissolve it?”

She said, “I’m telling you it’s been dissolved.”
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In doing so, she exceeded her powers.

At that moment, I was not very informed regarding the finer points of
the Charter and the Mayor’s limitations with respect to Commission
business . I also felt like I was getting way too much press and,
instead of the issues being the focus, I was becoming the focus. After
I got off the phone, I read the City Charter and did a review of my
options.

1.
I could follow the Mayor’s directive and allow another
committee be formed.
2.
I could ignore the Mayor’s directive and make it a public
showdown, in which I simply conducted the next committee meeting as
scheduled.

I knew the second option would entail a public confrontation, would be
ugly, and likely would end in the committee being dissolved anyhow. I
don’t mind a good fight, but I wasn’t sure a public confrontation would
accomplish much. God knows I’ve gotten my fair share of press.

A few points of note:
Up until the first Safety Meeting was conducted, none of the
Commissioners, except Mattick, had a problem with how the committee was
formed. After Mattick failed to stop the meeting, she and Coleman
called the Mayor to protest. The Mayor called Quam. I don’t know what
transpired during that conversation, but I’d sure like to.
I think it should also be noted, I was on a short timeline. I was given
two weeks to wrap things up, and that over the Thanksgiving holiday.
Most of the members of the Safety Committee, including me, had holiday
travel plans.

There was no attempt on my part to rush anything. There was no attempt
on my part to subvert due process. I was told there was a safety
problem and to recommend changes to alleviate the problem. I thought it
pointless to include anyone on the committee who didn’t think there was
a safety problem. The existence of a problem had already been agreed
upon by the Commissioners.

Obviously, all that has changed. We now have Coleman, a PAR principal
who calls the safety concerns I’ve raised, “monkeywrench” tactics;
Aposporos, who was recently hired as PAR’s public relations consultant;
Pescetelli, who is a PAR advocate; Aubrey, who designed the first group
of PAR’s buildings; and Albert and Schaefer, two residents who actually
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believe there is a safety problem.

The Mayor got what she wanted.

I now regret not having fought harder to preserve my committee. Recent
events have made it crystal clear to me, our Mayor will do anything she
can to support PAR’s aims. She doesn’t think there’s a safety issue,
and she’s manipulated the process to ensure PAR gets what they want. I’
m betting we’re going to hear the usual at the Thursday meeting: move
the sidewalks, add stop signs to Pine, consider making Pine Avenue a oneway street, blah, blah, blah. You won’t hear the committee conclude we
need to change the ldr language to ensure every lot has a limited number
of driveway openings and the off-street parking be strictly confined to
the developed lots.

But, as I stated at the last Commission meeting, the safety issue is
moot if the Administration, P&Z, and the Commissioners simply do their
jobs. We don’t need a committee to identify hazards. All we have to do
is apply the federal and state standards for traffic circulation, and by
that I’m referring to limiting driveway openings and access points.
Hopefully, we’ll accomplish that at the joint session of P&Z and the
Commission.

Please call me if you wish to discuss any of this stuff.
Happy New Year!

Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/01/06 17:03
Subject: more blah blah blah
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LKrosney@amisun.com>
Laurie,
I’d like to correct an impression you left in your article regarding Tom
Aposporos. He doesn’t simply handle real estate for PAR. He is now an
employee of PAR, paid to act as a spokesman. Mr. Aposporos told me
firsthand he was hired and asked to speak at the November 19
Commissioner meeting because Ed Chiles disapproved of the way in which
Micheal Coleman was handling things and he thought a softer touch was
needed. Ed wants to tone down the rhetoric.
Tom also has worked negotiating deals between prospective tenants of the
structures PAR is building and PAR. Right now he’s trying to close a
deal that involves putting three businesses together in one retail
location.
Tom is being paid for the time he serves on the safety committee.

I’m not sure how I’d like you to refer to my defunct committee, but I
wish you’d stop the implication it was in any way formed irregularly. I
did exactly what I was told to do. I wish you’d call John Quam and ask
what transpired. Did he recommend dissolving the committee, or was it
the Mayor’s suggestion, to which he capitulated?

Anyhow, if you refer to the first committee again, please indicate that
Jim Dye offered the opinion that it was legitimate, and it was
legitimately formed. Mayor Barford was the one who ask it be dissolved.

I’m heading out to sea for four days tomorrow.
this chill in Cozumel.

Hope I can shed some of

Regards,
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/11 16:09
Subject: Meeting Reminder
From: "Andy Price" <Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG>
To: "Andy Price" <Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG>, "Bill Ford" <bford@nationalease.
com>, "Blair Schlossberg " <blair@taurus-invst.com>, "Cindi Harrison" <
harrisc@manateeschools.net>, "David Teitelbaum" <david@
annamariaislandresorts.net>, "Don Schroder" <teamschroderfl@gmail.com>, "
Greg Ross" <greg@rossbuilt.com>, "Harry Stolzfus " <harry@harconcorp.com>
, "Janie Robertson" <seajay2@tampabay.rr.com>, "John Monetti" <mkjmon@
aol.com>, "Ken Venters " <kcgv507@verizon.net>, "Monica Simpson" <
greenplanner@hotmail.com>, "Pierrette Kelly" <pkelly@tampabay.rr.com>, "
Scott Dell" <sdell@tampabay.rr.com>, "Scott Rudacille " <srudacille@
kirkpinkerton.com>, "Wayne Sewall" <clst11@gmail.com>
Our board meetings will be the third Wednesday of the month @ 8:00am so
our first meeting will be the 20th of January. See you there

Andy

Chief Kenneth A. Price Jr.

CFO, MIFireE

West Manatee Fire Rescue
6001 Marina Drive
Holmes Beach, Fl. 34217
(941) 741-3900
(941) 741-3914 fax
(941) 714-7414 Direct Line
andy.price@wmfr.org
"Excellence through Commitment, Courage and Compassion"
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Date: 2010/01/11 16:09
Subject: Meeting Reminder
From: "Andy Price" <Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG>
To: "Andy Price" <Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG>, "Bill Ford" <bford@nationalease.
com>, "Blair Schlossberg " <blair@taurus-invst.com>, "Cindi Harrison" <
harrisc@manateeschools.net>, "David Teitelbaum" <david@
annamariaislandresorts.net>, "Don Schroder" <teamschroderfl@gmail.com>, "
Greg Ross" <greg@rossbuilt.com>, "Harry Stolzfus " <harry@harconcorp.com>
, "Janie Robertson" <seajay2@tampabay.rr.com>, "John Monetti" <mkjmon@
aol.com>, "Ken Venters " <kcgv507@verizon.net>, "Monica Simpson" <
greenplanner@hotmail.com>, "Pierrette Kelly" <pkelly@tampabay.rr.com>, "
Scott Dell" <sdell@tampabay.rr.com>, "Scott Rudacille " <srudacille@
kirkpinkerton.com>, "Wayne Sewall" <clst11@gmail.com>
Our board meetings will be the third Wednesday of the month @ 8:00am so
our first meeting will be the 20th of January. See you there

Andy

Chief Kenneth A. Price Jr.

CFO, MIFireE

West Manatee Fire Rescue
6001 Marina Drive
Holmes Beach, Fl. 34217
(941) 741-3900
(941) 741-3914 fax
(941) 714-7414 Direct Line
andy.price@wmfr.org
"Excellence through Commitment, Courage and Compassion"
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Date: 2010/01/12 10:20
Subject: Home again
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>

Hey guys,
We’re back.
I listened to the tape of the Safety Committee’s first meeting. There’s
got to be a reason Coleman was pushing so hard to make sure no one
thought the parking issue was “an emergency”.
The Islander is still trying to make me look bad.
Thursday night looms.

Ah, well.

I’ve got to do some preparation for that.

See you soon.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/12 15:10
Subject: joint session
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

Duke,
I think Thursday night’s joint session may warrant rallying the army.
Maybe you should do a post regarding?
If we get past the site plan review and into any new business, I think
public comment could be important. Specifically, I want driveways to be
mandatory for every lot, residential or commercial. No more full-length
frontage access.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/12 22:49
Subject: parking article
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LKrosney@amisun.com>
Hi Laurie,
Thanks for a very even-handed article on the new safety committee’s
meeting.
I listened to the audio tape and noted the same thing you did: M.
Coleman was quite determined to get some sort of declaration from the
committee on the record stating there was no real safety issue, but only
a parking issue that could be improved.
He seemed particularly interested in the word “emergency”. I can’t read
his mind, but I’m guessing he’s still concerned about P&Z declaring a
moratorium on building until these safety issues are resolved. The
Charter does allow the Commissioners, in the event of any sort of
emergency, to take whatever measures they deem necessary to deal with
said emergency.
There may be another motive as well: he could be looking to the fall
and the next election. In December, John Quam suggested a moratorium
may be desirable and Attorney Dye pretty much talked him out of it.
I told Quam at the next meeting that, within the Charter, there is
language that authorizes the Commission to impose a moratorium if the
Chairman thinks an emergency exists. Quam quashed that quickly.
Perhaps Coleman wishes to discredit me by stating I’m some sort of
Chicken Little shouting emergency when the consensus of the Safety
Committee is, there is none.
No matter. I’ll stand by my former statement: if the P&Z and the
Commissioners do their job, and get the language of the LDR in
compliance with the intent of the Comp Plan, the safety issue will be
resolved.
I’m hanging my hat on this language:
Comp Plan:

Traffic Circulation Element

Objective 1.4 As an ongoing objective, the City’s
traffic circulation system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
Policy 1.4.5 The City shall control connections/access
point of driveways to the roadway system through land development
regulations.

To me, this language requires us to limit the number of access points to
a roadway. The only way to do that is by insisting every developed lot
must include driveways, and the number of driveways must concur with the
present language in the LDR.

Sec. 90-2 Access and circulation
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(2) Curb cuts.
a. No lot with less than 75 feet of
frontage on a street shall have more than one two-way driveway opening
or curb cut, or two one-way drives, on that street. Corner parcels on
collectors shall provide access by way of the intersecting local street.

Webb keeps insisting we have no curbs, so the curb cut language doesn’t
apply. But a review of the Comp Plan makes it clear we’re to limit
access points. So it’s time to add “driveway openings” to the heading
of (2) above. Call it Driveway openings and curb cuts.
Game over.

I’m guessing I’ve got no better than a coin toss at winning this one.
ve listened to the manipulation of the language and the facts, and am
not sure those who count are going to get it. We’ll see.

I’

See you Thursday.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/12 22:49
Subject: parking article
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LKrosney@amisun.com>
Hi Laurie,
Thanks for a very even-handed article on the new safety committee’s
meeting.
I listened to the audio tape and noted the same thing you did: M.
Coleman was quite determined to get some sort of declaration from the
committee on the record stating there was no real safety issue, but only
a parking issue that could be improved.
He seemed particularly interested in the word “emergency”. I can’t read
his mind, but I’m guessing he’s still concerned about P&Z declaring a
moratorium on building until these safety issues are resolved. The
Charter does allow the Commissioners, in the event of any sort of
emergency, to take whatever measures they deem necessary to deal with
said emergency.
There may be another motive as well: he could be looking to the fall
and the next election. In December, John Quam suggested a moratorium
may be desirable and Attorney Dye pretty much talked him out of it.
I told Quam at the next meeting that, within the Charter, there is
language that authorizes the Commission to impose a moratorium if the
Chairman thinks an emergency exists. Quam quashed that quickly.
Perhaps Coleman wishes to discredit me by stating I’m some sort of
Chicken Little shouting emergency when the consensus of the Safety
Committee is, there is none.
No matter. I’ll stand by my former statement: if the P&Z and the
Commissioners do their job, and get the language of the LDR in
compliance with the intent of the Comp Plan, the safety issue will be
resolved.
I’m hanging my hat on this language:
Comp Plan:

Traffic Circulation Element

Objective 1.4 As an ongoing objective, the City’s
traffic circulation system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
Policy 1.4.5 The City shall control connections/access
point of driveways to the roadway system through land development
regulations.

To me, this language requires us to limit the number of access points to
a roadway. The only way to do that is by insisting every developed lot
must include driveways, and the number of driveways must concur with the
present language in the LDR.

Sec. 90-2 Access and circulation
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(2) Curb cuts.
a. No lot with less than 75 feet of
frontage on a street shall have more than one two-way driveway opening
or curb cut, or two one-way drives, on that street. Corner parcels on
collectors shall provide access by way of the intersecting local street.

Webb keeps insisting we have no curbs, so the curb cut language doesn’t
apply. But a review of the Comp Plan makes it clear we’re to limit
access points. So it’s time to add “driveway openings” to the heading
of (2) above. Call it Driveway openings and curb cuts.
Game over.

I’m guessing I’ve got no better than a coin toss at winning this one.
ve listened to the manipulation of the language and the facts, and am
not sure those who count are going to get it. We’ll see.

I’

See you Thursday.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/13 10:05
Subject: FW: Meeting Reminder
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Andy Price [mailto:Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG]
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2010 4:09 PM
To: Andy Price; 'Bill Ford'; Blair Schlossberg ; Cindi Harrison; David
Teitelbaum; Don Schroder; 'Greg Ross'; Harry Stolzfus ; Janie Robertson;
'John Monetti'; Ken Venters ; Monica Simpson; Pierrette Kelly; Scott
Dell; Scott Rudacille ; 'Wayne Sewall'
Cc: 'Pierrette Kelly'; 'Scott Dell'
Subject: Meeting Reminder

Our board meetings will be the third Wednesday of the month @ 8:00am so
our first meeting will be the 20th of January. See you there

Andy

Chief Kenneth A. Price Jr.

CFO, MIFireE

West Manatee Fire Rescue
6001 Marina Drive
Holmes Beach, Fl. 34217
(941) 741-3900
(941) 741-3914 fax
(941) 714-7414 Direct Line
andy.price@wmfr.org
"Excellence through Commitment, Courage and Compassion"
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Date: 2010/01/13 10:50
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "NHunt" <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
I think we should suggest the developers may place a sidewalk in front
of their buildings, as long as we still have one on the street.
Pedestrians then would have a choice.
Parking still needs to take place solely on the subject property, and
vehicles must enter the property via a defined driveway with limitations
as presently described in our Land Development Regulations, under Curb
Cuts in Chapter 90.
Problem solved.
Our Comp Plan says we must emphasize safety and aesthetics. Now the
City can landscape the areas directly adjacent to the sidewalks, create
a bicycle path if we choose to, and the developer can plant some trees
along the front edge of their property. We’ve eliminated the back-out
problem, but haven’t made all the residences that have back-out parking
non-conforming because we haven’t prohibited back-out parking per se.
We’ve only made it nearly impossible in the ROR.
We also haven’t asked anyone who would simply like to walk to the post
office or to the City Pier to play rats in a maze in a meandering
sidewalk configuration.
The simplest solution is almost always the best solution. What could be
simpler than just applying the intent of our Comp Plan and our LDR’s?
Harry

From: NHunt [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 9:52 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks

I guess the majority realized when the second parking second committee
was formed by the Mayor which direction it was heading. Essentially
there are 3 members of PAR on it - Mr Aubry who designed the original
PAR buildings, Mr Aposporos
who has already confessed to working for PAR and Mr Coleman himself a
principal in PAR.
The description of the meeting in this weeks’ Islander further points to
the Mayors’ and PAR’s plan to railroad their way through this problem.
Move the sidewalks. And now apparently the sidewalks are going to
meander!. This is absolutely ludicrous. And it will not alleviate the
safety issues. People will walk from A to B in the most direct line they
can so they are not going to follow a sidewalk which meanders all over
the place.
And this is only addressing pedestrians - what about vehicle and bicycle
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safety?
Has anyone seriously considered what the logistics let alone the cost of
moving the City sidewalk would be. As I see it owners of property on
Pine Avenue and I presume eventually Gulf Drive (if this goes ahead) are
going to be asked to swap a portion of their land for sidewalk. Who is
going to own the sidewalk? It will be a public sidewalk. What about
public liability if it is privately owned? How are you going to insist
that property owners on these streets sign over their land for sidewalks
- who is going to bear the legal cost of that? Never mind the changes
that will need to be made to the Comprehensive Plan to accommodate this.
And the monetary cost of moving the sidewalk??? I presume that PAR are
going to pick up the tab for all of this as they appear to be the only
people who actually need the sidewalks moved because they don’t want to
follow the codes already in place.
And the big question is WHY do we need to move the sidewalks?
Safety measures are clearly addressed in the Comprehensive Plan and the
LDR‘s - problem is until Commissioner Stoltzfus came along nobody had
followed these safety measures. Our Comprehensive Plan states clearly
that the emphasis must be on safety and aesthetics. There is no way of
addressing the aesthetics if the sidewalks are moved. The parking safety
committee has admitted there is an safety issue so now really all that
remains is to follow the Comprehensive Plan and LDR’s.
The result of following the codes that are already in place would be
smaller developments on the ROR lots. I guess that is why nobody is
talking about that but instead trying to find an alternative which
incidentally looks like it is going to cost the taxpayers of this City a
small fortune.
This is fast heading in the same direction as the hotel/motel issue let's just hope the residents step up in the same way.

-Posted By NHunt to Our Anna Maria. at 1/13/2010 09:47:00 AM
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Date: 2010/01/13 11:28
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
I listened to the audio and was impressed by Terry’s input. He was a
good choice, and was definitely instrumental in shutting down Coleman’s
attempts at minimizing the nature of the danger.
Coleman tried several times and failed to get a motion passed stating
there was no “emergency” regarding the safety issues in the ROR.
I’m just going to keep plugging away on the driveway issue. Either we
require them, or we flout the intentions of our Comp Plan and our LDR’s,
and we ignore both the Federal directives and the state of Florida’s
guidelines.
Nevertheless, it’s still a coin toss. Not everyone gets it. Certainly
PAR will keep pushing moving the sidewalks because the alternatives
require their shrinking their buildings.
Harry

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 10:59 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks

Harry

Got this email from Terry after I posted on the blog. It was never my
intention to offend him (I gather he was excellent at the meeting and I
totally thank him for being prepared to stand on this Committee) but
more highlight the charade that is underway by PAR and the Mayor. His
email does not totally put my mind at rest that they won't go for a
compromise. Robin is looking into what Dye said at 'your' parking/
safety meeting regarding moving the sidewalks - she seems to remember it
was not viable.
Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/13 11:32
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 11:29 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks

At first, I thought this was on the Blog, Harry, but just noticed it's
not. This is the kind of post that I think is both beneficial and "safe."
It's you answering (publicly) a citizen with a problem. What do you
think?

If nothing else, it can "test" how elected officials can interact on
line. Frankly, it's not different, IMHO, than an email being sent out.

Duke

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 13, 2010, at 10:50 AM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Nicky,
I think we should suggest the developers may place a sidewalk in front
of their buildings, as long as we still have one on the street.
Pedestrians then would have a choice.
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Parking still needs to take place solely on the subject property, and
vehicles must enter the property via a defined driveway with limitations
as presently described in our Land Development Regulations, under Curb
Cuts in Chapter 90.
Problem solved.
Our Comp Plan says we must emphasize safety and aesthetics. Now the
City can landscape the areas directly adjacent to the sidewalks, create
a bicycle path if we choose to, and the developer can plant some trees
along the front edge of their property. We’ve eliminated the back-out
problem, but haven’t made all the residences that have back-out parking
non-conforming because we haven’t prohibited back-out parking per se.
We’ve only made it nearly impossible in the ROR.
We also haven’t asked anyone who would simply like to walk to the post
office or to the City Pier to play rats in a maze in a meandering
sidewalk configuration.
The simplest solution is almost always the best solution. What could be
simpler than just applying the intent of our Comp Plan and our LDR’s?
Harry

From: NHunt [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 9:52 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks

I guess the majority realized when the second parking second committee
was formed by the Mayor which direction it was heading. Essentially
there are 3 members of PAR on it - Mr Aubry who designed the original
PAR buildings, Mr Aposporos
who has already confessed to working for PAR and Mr Coleman himself a
principal in PAR.
The description of the meeting in this weeks’ Islander further points to
the Mayors’ and PAR’s plan to railroad their way through this problem.
Move the sidewalks. And now apparently the sidewalks are going to
meander!. This is absolutely ludicrous. And it will not alleviate the
safety issues. People will walk from A to B in the most direct line they
can so they are not going to follow a sidewalk which meanders all over
the place.
And this is only addressing pedestrians - what about vehicle and bicycle
safety?
Has anyone seriously considered what the logistics let alone the cost of
moving the City sidewalk would be. As I see it owners of property on
Pine Avenue and I presume eventually Gulf Drive (if this goes ahead) are
going to be asked to swap a portion of their land for sidewalk. Who is
going to own the sidewalk? It will be a public sidewalk. What about
public liability if it is privately owned? How are you going to insist
that property owners on these streets sign over their land for sidewalks
- who is going to bear the legal cost of that? Never mind the changes
that will need to be made to the Comprehensive Plan to accommodate this.
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And the monetary cost of moving the sidewalk??? I presume that PAR are
going to pick up the tab for all of this as they appear to be the only
people who actually need the sidewalks moved because they don’t want to
follow the codes already in place.
And the big question is WHY do we need to move the sidewalks?
Safety measures are clearly addressed in the Comprehensive Plan and the
LDR‘s - problem is until Commissioner Stoltzfus came along nobody had
followed these safety measures. Our Comprehensive Plan states clearly
that the emphasis must be on safety and aesthetics. There is no way of
addressing the aesthetics if the sidewalks are moved. The parking safety
committee has admitted there is an safety issue so now really all that
remains is to follow the Comprehensive Plan and LDR’s.
The result of following the codes that are already in place would be
smaller developments on the ROR lots. I guess that is why nobody is
talking about that but instead trying to find an alternative which
incidentally looks like it is going to cost the taxpayers of this City a
small fortune.
This is fast heading in the same direction as the hotel/motel issue let's just hope the residents step up in the same way.

-Posted By NHunt to Our Anna Maria. at 1/13/2010 09:47:00 AM
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Date: 2010/01/13 11:54
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 10:59 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks

Harry

Got this email from Terry after I posted on the blog. It was never my
intention to offend him (I gather he was excellent at the meeting and I
totally thank him for being prepared to stand on this Committee) but
more highlight the charade that is underway by PAR and the Mayor. His
email does not totally put my mind at rest that they won't go for a
compromise. Robin is looking into what Dye said at 'your' parking/
safety meeting regarding moving the sidewalks - she seems to remember it
was not viable.
Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/13 11:54
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 11:26 AM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Subject: Re: [Our Anna Maria.] Meandering sidewalks

Nicky,
Glad to hear that you are leading by example and hope the press covers
at the
appropriate time. Hope you and Bob can attend on the 22nd. I will
continue to
be vigilant. I am encouraging the Commission and P&Z to hold off on PARS
recent
applications until this issue is addressed by them.
Thanks,
Terry
On Jan 13, 2010, at 10:49 AM, watersidehomes1@aol.com wrote:

Hi Terry

Thanks for your email. Apologies if my post on the blog in any way
offends - it was certainly not my intention. The problem is the
majority of the residents are only getting the papers' opinion. My
comments on the blog were meant to be an opinion on the whole situation
rather than on the meeting itself.

I guess what worries me is how we ever got to the stage where we had a
Committee appointed to sort out a problem that would not be a problem if
the Comp Plan was being followed. I feel that point seems to have been
lost sight of whilst the Mayor pushes the PAR developments through any
way she can. This would never have happened before she got in as Mayor
and she is absolutely masterful at turning every situation to her
advantage. To have Coleman actually on this Committee and 2 other PAR
employees plus one unknown put forward by the Mayor and therefore
obviously a PAR supporter too seems incredible - I am in no way
underestimating you but doesn't this make things very difficult for you
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and Larry Albert when you are in the minority?

Anyway my post was just to get something out there on the blog. I am
playing devils advocate if you like to try and highlight what PAR are
trying to do. In the end public opinion is going to matter and I hope
that by spelling some of the things out the public will turn out when
the moment comes. At the moment that is just not happening - the
election of Bob Barlow was a case in point. I know Harry is getting
fed up that there is no public support at the meetings and that he is
not going to be able to make changes without this support.

As an aside my Bob has worked to try and reconfigure the parking on our
lot so it has a curb cut. Whilst we know we don't have to as it was
already passed we wanted to try and show that it was possible (and we
have a much shallower lot than PAR so if we can do it they certainly can)
. Ours does not work perfectly and will require a small compromise but
we are doing what we can. John Quam thought it would be a very good
idea for someone to lead by example! Bob has worked out from the radius'
s what is required etc so can pass this information on to you if you
need it.

I am about to listen to the tape of the parking meeting - Robin says you
were excellent and 'why can't he run for Mayor?' It would certainly be
wonderful for the City if you did.

Kind regards
Nicky

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
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Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com

=
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Date: 2010/01/13 13:48
Subject: FW: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Mon 1/11/2010 1:41 PM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird; George McKay
Subject: FW: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
FYI...
<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2010 12:46 PM
To: AFRobinson@aol.com
Cc: 1942robinson@gmail.com
Subject: Re: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
AL,
As an elected official, your and my job is to legislate, not
administrate. As former mayor, this has been hard for me and I am sure
it is hard for you too. I have passed this on to the people that can
find out if there is a problem or an abuse going on. As a legislator, I
am going to let staff respond to me and I will give you the response.
Anything you send me to the county is public record and my role to
address your concerns. I do not take anything personally and I hope you
do not either.
Will get back with you when I get a response.
Carol Whitmore
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From:
AFRobinson@aol.com
To:
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org
Cc:
1942robinson@gmail.com
Date:
01/11/2010 10:51 AM
Subject:
Re: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
________________________________

COMMISSIONER WHITMORE:
CAROL,,,IT IS QUITE CLEAR TO ME YOU TOOK MY E-MAIL PERSONAL.
THIS WAS NOT MY INTENT.

I'M SORRY

WHEN I SUPPORTED YOU AND JOHN WITH MY MONEY AND VOTE I DID NOT HAVE THE
EXPECTATION THAT THE COUNTY WOULD BECOME INSTANTLY MORE EFFICIENT AND
FRUGAL. HOWEVER I DID EXPECT YOU TO INJECT A POLICY OF DOWNSIZING
GOVERNMENT.
AS YOU KNOW EVERY THINGS HAPPENS IN BABY STEPS WHEN DEALING WITH
GOVERNMENT
MY E-MAIL TO YOU WAS INTENDED TO SLOWLY POISON THE SNAKE (GOVERNMENT
BUREAUCRACY) NOT CUT IT'S HEAD OFF.
NOW TO ADDRESS DIRECTLY YOUR RESPONSE TO MY E-MAIL
I HAVE OBSERVED THE ACTION OF ALL THE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES ALONG
OUR BEACHES FOR YEARS, TO THE POINT OF MY BLOOD BOILING. (INCLUDING,
LIFE GUARDS, MAINTENANCE WORKER, WATER METER READERS, TRASH PICKERS, AND
ALL THEM DRIVING AN ENDLESS STREAM OF WHITE COUNTY TRUCKS TO INVADE
THE ISLAND DAILY)
TRASH IS NOT THE ISSUE OR WHO PAYS FOR IT'S DISPOSAL, IT IS WHO IS
PAID TO PICK IT UP EFFICIENTLY IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE OTHER JOBS ALONG
OUR BEACHES, (INCLUDE TOILET CLEANING, SAND BLOWERS, BEACH SWEEPERS AND,
ETC.)
THESE TASKS CANNOT BE DONE EFFICIENTLY BY COUNTY WORKERS THAT
START THEIR DAY ON THE MAINLAND AND THEN DRIVE A COUNTY VEHICLE TO THE
BEACH TO DO THESE PETTY JOBS THAT COULD BE CONTRACTED OR BE A PART OF
THE CONCESSIONAIRES RESPONSIBILITY,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, AND O. YES THESE
COUNTY WORKER NEED TO; STOP AT LEAST 45 MINUTES EARLY TO GET ALL THESE
WHITE TRUCKS BACK BEFORE QUITTING TIME. (YOU KNOW THAT THEY NEED TO BE
FUELED, CLEANED, SAFETY REPORTS DONE &, ETC.)
CAROL, I READ WHAT YOU SAID
WORKERS"

AND TOOK IT TO HEART ,,,,,"GO TALK TO

I DID THAT LAST FRIDAY-------- FROM 7 AM
FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF WHAT I SAW;

THE

TO 2:30PM,,,,THE

I TALKED TO 6 OF THE 15 I SAW,( THE OTHER 9 TO 10 WERE DRIVING OR
SNUG IN THEIR TRUCKS AND NOT APPROACHABLE WITH OUT BEING OVERT ,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,
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I DID NOT TALK TO;

THE WORKER CLEANING TOILETS @ HB ,,( HE HAD THE DOOR BLOCKED),.OR
THE TWO ALL SNUG IN A TRUCK TOWING A COMPRESSOR @11 AM AT THE HOLMES
BEACH PARK ,,(I SAW THEM IN ALL 3 TOWNS, BUT NEVER OUT OF THE TRUCK.)
OR THE 3 LIVE GUARDS THAT WERE GETTING THEIR GEAR AND READING
MATERIAL READY TO GO OVER TO THE LIFE GUARD STAND (CAN YOU IMAGINE HOW
BORING THIS JOB WAS ON SUCH A GLOOMY COLD DAY,,,, WELL AT LEAST THERE
WERE 2 SO THEY COULD KEEP THEMSELVES COMPANY. THE 3RD LIFE GUARD TYPE
PERSON JUST KIND OF VANISHED AS I PREPARED TO TAKE A PICTURE.
@

BRADENTON BEACH:

I DID CHAT WITH THE WORKER THAT HAD A TRUCK-TRAILER WITH A TWIG
GRINDER ON THE BACK,,,, AND I DID SEE HIM DRIVE ALONG, STOP PICK UP PALM
BRANCHES AND THEN START THE GRINDER TO PROCESS THE BRANCHES,,,,,,,,,,,,
THEN HE DRIVES ON TO FIND SOME MORE PALM BRANCHES AND DO THE PROCESS
AGAIN. (HE ARRIVE AT ABOUT 9 AND SORT-OF VANISHED AFTER ABOUT AN HOUR OR
TWO)
I ALSO CHATTED WITH THE 2 THAT CLEAN TOILETS, PICKED UP CIG BUTTS,
AND CRUISED THE BEACH FROM TRASH CAN TO TRASH CAN,,, I LATER SAW THEN
DRIVING NORTH TO PARTS UNKNOWN (THIS WAS NOT THE SAME PERSON CLEANING
THE TOILETS @ HB BEACH BUT THEY COULD HAVE BEEN THE SAME ONES I SAW @
THE BAY FRONT PARK SNUG IN THE TRUCK.
THE WORKER THAT ARRIVED @ BRADENTON BEACH WITH THE STREET SWEEPER
IN TOE WAS QUITE NICE, WE TALKED ,,,, THEN HE UNLOAD HIS SWEEPER AND
SWEPT ALL THE SIDE WALK ,,,, NOT THAT THEY NEEDED IT ,,, THE WALKS WERE
VERY CLEAN BEFORE HE DID HIS SWEEPING,,,,,, "O. WELL THAT WAS HIS
ASSIGNMENT." THE FACT IS I COULDN''T SPOT ONE PINE NEEDLE ON THE WALKS
BEFORE HE CAME BY ME ON HIS SWEEPING MISSION,,,,,,MY LOGICAL MIND SAYS
THEY WERE CLEAN BECAUSE; "HE DID THE SAME THING THE DAY BEFORE."
@ HOLMES BEACH
9:00 AM,,,, THERE WERE 2 MEN SETTING POST. I CHATTED WITH THEM
TWICE BEFORE NOON. THEIR VEHICLE WAS A TRUCK AND TRAILER COMBO WITH
NOTHING ON IT. I NEVER SAW THESE 2 WORKING AT THE SAME TIME OR EVEN
MOVING EXCEPT WHEN THEY HAD A MEASURING TAPE OUT.(THEY WERE THERE AT
THIS SITE FROM 9 TO QUITTING TIME ABOUT 2:15 OR 2:30)
@ ABOUT 11:30 I THEN SPOTTED A COUNTY PICKUP TRUCK OVER BY THE DUMPSTER
NEAR THE MANATEE STOP LIGHT ,,, HE THEN MOVE TO THE NORTH END TO SEE THE
BEACH A LITTLE BETTER ,,,, HE WAS ONLY THERE ABOUT 5 MINUTES THEN HE
TOOK OFF NORTH....
AFTER SOME TUG OF WAR WITH MY MIND: "DO I GO TO BAY FRONT PARK IN ANNA
MARIA OR NOT "?
,,, WELL

I WENT LOOKING FOR HIM..... "BINGO",,,, @ THE BAY FRONT PARK

I SPOTTED 2 IN A PICKUP AT THE NORTH END ,,AND 1 IN ANOTHER PICK
UP IN THE PARK PULLED UP CLOSE TO THE BAY
,
TWO TRUCK AND TRAILERS WERE ALSO PARKED AT BAY FRONT ,,,,ONE HAD
THE STREET SWEEPER ON IT AND THE OTHER A BACK HOE ,,,, A MAN WAS
SITTING IN A NEW WHITE COUNTY CREW-CAB DUMP TRUCK
ALONE,,,,(TOTAL
4 SNUG IN VEHICLES)
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THE JOB THAT I OBSERVED BEING DONE HERE WAS SETTING PARKING POST ...
THE HAND POST HOLE DIGGER WAS LAYING THERE,,, THE OPERATOR WAS ??????
ON MY 2 OR 3 TRIPS TO ANNA MARIA "I SAW ZERO WORK BEING PERFORMED"
BACK TO THE HB PUBLIC BEACH AT ABOUT NOON ,,, THE 2 POST SETTER WERE
HAVING LUNCH IN THE TRUCK.
I WENT HOME TO MAKE A FEW CALL DURING "LUNCH" TIME FOR THE WORKER.
,,,,,,,,, @ 1:05,,,,,I THEN GO TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT THE 3 SITES,,,,,,,,(
AFTER ALL ,,, MY DAY IS LOST WITH THIS MINE-LESS EXERCISE)
FIRST TO BRADENTON BEACH TO FIND 3 PICKUPS WITH SINGLE DRIVERS
MOVE FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER,,,,,(SEE PICTURES)

ON THE

RETURNED TO HB BEACH,,, I PASSED THE TRUCK WITH THE COMPRESSOR GOING THE
OTHER DIRECTION.
THE 2 MEN SETTING POST WERE STILL AT IT (SEE PICTURES) AT LEAST THEY
WEREN'T IN THE TRUCK
NOW BACK TO THE BAY FRONT PARK,,, EVERY ONE WAS IN A PICKUP TRUCK (2 IN
ONE TRUCK AND 1 IN THE OTHER) THE TWO TRUCKS WITH TRAILER NEAR THE POST
SETTING JOB WERE WITHOUT DRIVERS OR WORKERS. THE WHEREABOUTS OF THE 4TH
WORKER IS UNKNOWN.
NEXT I OBSERVED A BIG COUNTY SERVICE TRUCK PASSING GOING NORTH TOWARD
THE POINT ,,,, I FOLLOWED,,,, HE TOOK THE SCENIC ROUTE BACK TO HOLMES
BEACH VIA WAY OF MAGNOLIA AND PALM.(OUT BY THE BEACH) THEN ON TO HOMES
BEACH AND OFF THE ISLAND ON MANATEE AVE,,,,
I TURNED INTO THE BEACH AT MANATEE,,,,,,,,, FINDING 2 COUNTY TRUCKTRAILER COMBINATION SITTING SIDE BY SIDE NEAR THE LIFT STATION ,,, THEY
SAT THERE ABOUT 1/2 HOUR (SEE PICTURES )
AT THIS POINT I HAD HAD ENOUGH

AND WENT HOME AT ABOUT 2;15

PICTURE WILL BE DELIVERED TO YOUR OFFICE MONDAY PM
BOTTOM LINE ,,,, IT WAS WORSE THAN I COULD EVER IMAGINE.
MY MIND "CUT THE HEAD OFF THE SNAKE"

I'VE CHANGED

AGAIN ,, THANKS FOR YOUR SUGGESTION TO "GO AND TALK TO THE WORKERS"
AL ROBINSON 737-1121 ,, 778-4523
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Date: 2010/01/13 18:49
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z &
Commission, Jan 14, 6:00 p.m.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Thanks Duke.
I’ve been pretty busy sorting through the language regarding some of the
issues at stake tomorrow night. If you still need a call to arms, I’ll
write something, but it looks like you’ve got it covered.
Thanks,
Harry

From: Duke [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 5:36 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z & Commission,
Jan 14, 6:00 p.m.

There's a critical joint meeting of the Planning & Zoning Board and the
City Commission at City Hall Thursday, January 14, at 6:00 p.m. Here is
the background:
Right now site plans for commercial developments in the ROR and C-1
districts are being heard and decided upon by just the P&Z Board and not
by the City Commission. Prior to July 26, 2007, this was not the case -the Commission decided on such final approvals after the P&Z Board
analyzed and provided a recommendation to the Commission.
On July 26, 2007, in a well-intentioned action, the Commission at the
time, amended Sec. 74 in or order to streamline the site plan review
process. However, the amendment appears to have gone too far and major
commercial developments ARE NOT BEING HEARD by the elected Commissioners.

The purpose of the joint meeting is to determine if Article XIII
Development Review Procedures Section 74 should be amended now to return
the decision for final site plans (other than plans for single and two
family dwellings) to the elected City Commissioners following the P&Z
Board recommendations.
It is important that this change back to the way it used to be be made
immediately.
It has nothing to do with the make-up of the P&Z Board. They are
upstanding, concerned, dedicated citizens who spend an inordinate amount
of time doing a job few want to take on. And they're good at it. However,
this is a situation where the intent to streamline your city government
puts our future in jeopardy.
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The P&Z Board should function as they always have, in a fact-finding/
advisory capacity, with recommendations to the Commission. Why? Because
the future of our city is fragile at best, and recent events certainly
prove that to be true. It is critical that the future of our city be the
purview of elected officials. It is they who should have the ultimate
authority over development decisions.
Your support of this is critical. Send an email now with your views to
amclerk@city@cityofannamaria.com. At the top of the email, in all caps,
put PLEASE DISTRIBUTE IMMEDIATELY TO ALL COMMISSIONERS, P&Z MEMBERS, AND
THE MAYOR. Tell them you want the future of our city decided by elected,
not appointed, officials, and that Procedures Section 74 should be
amended now to return the decision for final site plans to the elected
City Commissioners following the P&Z Board recommendations.
Note: No voting can be done at this meeting. The issue must go before a
regular commission meeting and the necessary public hearings to change
the ordinance. But, it is important that people who care attend the
meeting. You can bet those few in favor of keeping it the way it is now
will be there in full force. It is important to them to keep the control
out of the hands of the people you elected to protect our community.
-Posted By Duke to Our Anna Maria. at 1/13/2010 05:36:00 PM
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Date: 2010/01/14 08:20
Subject: RE: What's going on
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Daniel Charles" <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
I'm guessing not. I'm sure there's some legal loophole that PAR intends
to
exploit. Most likely, it has something to do with transfer of rights in
a
sale. Those site plans have been already approved, so the right to
build is
transferred.
Could be Chiles is trying to disengage and Thrasher has agreed to pick
up
his share.
Could be that money's getting tight for PAR, so Thrasher has agreed to
go it
alone.
Hard to say.
H
-----Original Message----From: Daniel Charles [mailto:charlesdaniel1@mac.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 9:49 PM
To: STOLTZFUS HARRY
Subject: What's going on
Harry
Did you notice that the property at 503 Pine was sold from
PAR to Topazfish LLC. What is that all about? Fall out between
PAR and Thrasher?
c
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Date: 2010/01/14 08:34
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z &
Commission, Jan 14, 6:00 p.m.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
I fully intend to oppose the building of that useless wood sidewalk at
the waterfront. A few months ago, the Lions club of St Pete offered to
give us a bunch of free benches for use, either at the trolley stops, or
near beachfront or beach access locations. They showed photos of the
benches; they were nice.
The Mayor turned them down. She said we already were under agreement
with a company who’s building the new trolley shelters. She didn’t
suggest she’s look into getting a credit for the benches we were going
to pay for at the trolley stops, or even she’d like them to put some of
those free benches at the ends of some of the beach paths. I jumped in
and suggested we could use a few more benches near the ends of the beach
paths, but I haven’t heard anything more about that.
One of the justifications for this wood sidewalk is: people can now get
out of the cars and sit on benches on the wood sidewalk near the City
Pier and view the water.
How ‘bout we skip the million dollar wood sidewalk and have the Lion’s
install a dozen free benches?
I think it’s criminal in this economic climate, with homes at record
foreclosure rates, tax revenues on a steep decline, and unemployment at
10% plus, for the City of Anna Maria to build a totally unneeded
boardwalk in the name of transportation enhancement.

The money allocated to Anna Maria’s wood sidewalk should either be
returned to the citizens of Florida, or be put into a meaningful
transportation enhancement project. Maybe they could spend it on the
mid-level bridge that’s coming to our town. You know that thing ain’t
gonna be cheap.
Harry

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 9:05 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: [Our Anna Maria.] IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z &
Commission, Jan 14, 6:00 p.m.

I knew you were tied up, so I got Robin to supply the ammunition and she
did a bang-up job.

We workin' togetha here!!
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Next issue is this Pier thing and the boardwalk. I'm getting lots of bad
vibes about them f-ing with our waterfront. Many want it to stay like it'
s always been.

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 13, 2010, at 6:49 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Thanks Duke.
I’ve been pretty busy sorting through the language regarding some of the
issues at stake tomorrow night. If you still need a call to arms, I’ll
write something, but it looks like you’ve got it covered.
Thanks,
Harry

From: Duke [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 5:36 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z & Commission,
Jan 14, 6:00 p.m.

There's a critical joint meeting of the Planning & Zoning Board and the
City Commission at City Hall Thursday, January 14, at 6:00 p.m. Here is
the background:
Right now site plans for commercial developments in the ROR and C-1
districts are being heard and decided upon by just the P&Z Board and not
by the City Commission. Prior to July 26, 2007, this was not the case -the Commission decided on such final approvals after the P&Z Board
analyzed and provided a recommendation to the Commission.
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On July 26, 2007, in a well-intentioned action, the Commission at the
time, amended Sec. 74 in or order to streamline the site plan review
process. However, the amendment appears to have gone too far and major
commercial developments ARE NOT BEING HEARD by the elected Commissioners.

The purpose of the joint meeting is to determine if Article XIII
Development Review Procedures Section 74 should be amended now to return
the decision for final site plans (other than plans for single and two
family dwellings) to the elected City Commissioners following the P&Z
Board recommendations.
It is important that this change back to the way it used to be be made
immediately.
It has nothing to do with the make-up of the P&Z Board. They are
upstanding, concerned, dedicated citizens who spend an inordinate amount
of time doing a job few want to take on. And they're good at it. However,
this is a situation where the intent to streamline your city government
puts our future in jeopardy.
The P&Z Board should function as they always have, in a fact-finding/
advisory capacity, with recommendations to the Commission. Why? Because
the future of our city is fragile at best, and recent events certainly
prove that to be true. It is critical that the future of our city be the
purview of elected officials. It is they who should have the ultimate
authority over development decisions.
Your support of this is critical. Send an email now with your views to
amclerk@city@cityofannamaria.com. At the top of the email, in all caps,
put PLEASE DISTRIBUTE IMMEDIATELY TO ALL COMMISSIONERS, P&Z MEMBERS, AND
THE MAYOR. Tell them you want the future of our city decided by elected,
not appointed, officials, and that Procedures Section 74 should be
amended now to return the decision for final site plans to the elected
City Commissioners following the P&Z Board recommendations.
Note: No voting can be done at this meeting. The issue must go before a
regular commission meeting and the necessary public hearings to change
the ordinance. But, it is important that people who care attend the
meeting. You can bet those few in favor of keeping it the way it is now
will be there in full force. It is important to them to keep the control
out of the hands of the people you elected to protect our community.
-Posted By Duke to Our Anna Maria. at 1/13/2010 05:36:00 PM
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Date: 2010/01/14 09:23
Subject: RE: What's going on
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Daniel Charles" <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Charlie,
Have given this a little more thought, and I'm guessing the reasons are
financial.
Put yourself in the Thrasher's position. So far, PAR has nearly
finished
four buildings, and have yet to sell any of the residential units. Most
of
the time, those units have remained empty, so PAR hasn't realized much
rental income from them either.
Meanwhile, they've incurred considerable engineers and architects
expenses
for their plans, and now are incurring legal expenses.
Meanwhile, Coleman is drawing a salary, and now Aposporos is drawing a
paycheck. Although they have tenants downstairs, one of those
commercial
units is occupied by PAR.
If I'm Thrasher, I want something to fall back on. I want title to
properties that at least equal my investment. So I'm asking for deeds
to
property. You want more money from me, give me the property. You can
develop it and we'll share the spoils, but if this thing falls through,
I
want the deeds in my hand.
So they're having cash flow issues, I'm guessing. I think we'll see more
"sales" from PAR to Thrasher. I think Chiles may be disengaging.
Let's all shed at least one crocodile tear.
H
-----Original Message----From: Daniel Charles [mailto:charlesdaniel1@mac.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 9:49 PM
To: STOLTZFUS HARRY
Subject: What's going on
Harry
Did you notice that the property at 503 Pine was sold from
PAR to Topazfish LLC. What is that all about? Fall out between
PAR and Thrasher?
c
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Date: 2010/01/15 08:24
Subject: FW: Good job
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2010 10:58 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Good job

I have had three calls, all telling me YOU ARE THE MAN.

Way to go.

D

PS: I know it was coincidental, but looking back over the July minutes
from when the ordinance was changed, I discovered that the work session
just prior to the final and second reading featured our first ever
presentation from PAR. Here's a link to the text: http://www.
cityofannamaria.com/files/7-12-07-CC-WS.pdf. Interesting reading, and
it just had to be coincidence that the ordinance was put to bed
concurrently. Right? . (Note the references to sidewalks.)

PSS: You'll note Commissioner Miller made no comments. I was somewhat
agape, because I had a feeling there was a con job in the works, but
little did I know at the time. (We had an expression in the advertising
business: "Never try to bullshit a bullshitter!")
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Date: 2010/01/15 08:53
Subject: RE: Good job
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Thanks, Duke.
After the meeting last night, we went to Slim’s for a couple of beers
with Robin and the Hunts. Robin thanked me for making Commission
meetings fun again. I had to smile.
I like that.
I’m off to City Hall. I’m laying the groundwork for having the P&Z
review of PAR’s site plan for 216 Pine, scheduled for Tuesday,
postponed.
And then I’ve got to write a memo regarding driveways and safety. I don’
t want to waste much time at the next joint session trying to explain
all the particulars. I’m going to lay it all out in a memo and give
everyone adequate time to review and mount their defenses. I believe we’
ve already got them in a good mindset.
You weren’t there last night, so I’ll tell you something I noticed that
most of the public, because of the seating arrangement, could not have
seen.
I now make Alan Garrett nervous. Every time I asked a question, he
looked at me the whole time he responded. Every time anyone else asked
a question, he also looked at me the whole time he responded. I’ve
totally gotten his attention, and, I think, his respect as well. I
think he’s finally figured out I’m capable of complex thinking, so he
measures his responses very carefully.
That’s a start.
I’ll send you an email regarding the 216 Pine thing later.
Thanks for the link you sent. Boy, have we strayed from the original
PAR concept. Moving cottages to Pine Avenue and constructing first
floors to set them on? How’s that going?
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2010 10:58 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Good job

I have had three calls, all telling me YOU ARE THE MAN.

Way to go.
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D

PS: I know it was coincidental, but looking back over the July minutes
from when the ordinance was changed, I discovered that the work session
just prior to the final and second reading featured our first ever
presentation from PAR. Here's a link to the text: http://www.
cityofannamaria.com/files/7-12-07-CC-WS.pdf. Interesting reading, and
it just had to be coincidence that the ordinance was put to bed
concurrently. Right? . (Note the references to sidewalks.)

PSS: You'll note Commissioner Miller made no comments. I was somewhat
agape, because I had a feeling there was a con job in the works, but
little did I know at the time. (We had an expression in the advertising
business: "Never try to bullshit a bullshitter!")
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Date: 2010/01/15 19:57
Subject: opeining the dialogue for the Chapter 90 driveway revisions
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin, et al.,
I’m thinking of sending this as a one-way memo to the Commissioners and
P&Z prior to the joint session. I’m hoping to give everyone ample time
to consider the issues so I don’t have to spend a lot of time covering
the obvious.
Your opinion?
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/15 20:02
Subject: fyi
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>

The City is circling the wagons. I confronted Bob Welch about the site
plan review process this afternoon.
As it turns out, they’ve totally botched it. The City never did issue a
compliance opinion to PAR re: 216 Pine, so the P&Z hearing was
improperly scheduled.
When I left his office at 3:45, Bob was on the phone to the Mayor, Dye,
and Garrett asking for a concensus on what to do. I told him I did not
want a continuance. The hearing never should have been scheduled in the
first place. I wanted due process followed and it needed to go like
this:
1.
The City issues a dated, written opinion regarding the
compliance of the 216 Pine site plan that contains this language:
site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or denied.

this

2.
I wanted the hearing date advertised, and scheduled 30 days
from the day the written opinion was issued.

Ain’t this fun?
H
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Date: 2010/01/15 22:08
Subject: RE: opeining the dialogue for the Chapter 90 driveway revisions
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Not sure.

In February, though.

H

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 7:59 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: opeining the dialogue for the Chapter 90 driveway revisions

What date is that joint work session?

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 7:57 PM
To: Robin Wall
Cc: 'Duke Miller'; watersidehomes1@aol.com; 'Al'; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: opeining the dialogue for the Chapter 90 driveway revisions

Robin, et al.,
I’m thinking of sending this as a one-way memo to the Commissioners and
P&Z prior to the joint session. I’m hoping to give everyone ample time
to consider the issues so I don’t have to spend a lot of time covering
the obvious.
Your opinion?
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/15 22:46
Subject: memo to be sent to commissioners, et al
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin,
Did I attach this the first time?
H
1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state codes.
And let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue
guidelines, those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart
engineering and common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to
those guidelines and determine if the problems posed in the studies
resemble our problems and the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We
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don’t need to require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may
be required for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000
vehicles/day. The risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street
with lots that often handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably
reduced. But there’s still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk
and take appropriate measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
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The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
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vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: all this stuff was published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. It could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.

Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
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Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.
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When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk? Given the amount of public
discussion given this issue, what is the City’s liability exposure if we
have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first, then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think these matters deserve serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/16 09:31
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
And again, are you able to open this?]
Thanks,
H
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Date: 2010/01/16 10:54
Subject: RE: fyi
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I’ve read the site plan approval process very carefully and there’s no
ambiguity regarding the process. It is supposed to be handled in this
order:
1.
The developer requests an informal meeting wherein the City
lays out the basic requirements for the development and the developer
gives general information regarding their plans.
2.
The developer prepares a site plan and submits it to the City.
The Administration (Welch, Garrett, or anyone appointed by the Mayor)
reviews the submittal and gives a written opinion on whether or not the
site plan is complete. After the site plan has been deemed complete,
the City begins the Compliance Review.
3.
At the end of the compliance review, the Administration must
give a written opinion: the site plan is Approved, Approved with
conditions, or Denied.
4.
Then, and only then, after the compliance review opinion had
been given to the developer, the City must advertise a hearing before
whatever body is to make the final determination on acceptance. The
advertisement must come 30 days before the hearing. All the neighbors
within 500 ft. must receive a letter regarding the hearing.

The City has totally screwed 216 up. No compliance determination was
ever made. Therefore, no hearing can legally be scheduled. In fact, a
hearing was scheduled before the compliance review was issued. That’s
irregular.
I’ve informed Bob Welch I want Tuesday’s hearing postponed. Not
continued. Postponed, and I want to see a signed compliance form, I
want the hearing readvertised, and I want the 30 day count to start from
the day the hearing is advertised.
Bob called the Mayor, the City attorney, and Alan Garrett yesterday at 3:
45 to try to get a concensus on what to do. He’s concerned, as am I,
the City may be sued for its improper procedures.

He’s caught in a bind, because Dye made it clear in a previous meeting
the City should be careful to neither delay nor expedite the site plans
submitted to date.
Having fun yet?
Harry
From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 11:11 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Cc: dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: Re: fyi
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Hi Harry

Listening to the meeting last night BW nor anyone else made it clear to
me whether they actually do have to issue a compliance opinion. They
seemed to be standing on the fence as to whether they want to do that.
You questioned Jim Dye at length as to whether they had to issue a
compliance letter or a 'checklist' letter confirming the City had
received everything it needed. I never did think they gave a conclusive
answer so I guess it is how our codes read now as to whether the
applicant has to be issued with a letter stating compliance. It seems
to me like none of the currently city officials Welch, Garrett or Dye
want to say whether the 216 site plan meets code or not. Its like they
were passing the buck to P & Z.

I will be very surprised if the Mayor does not find a way to make sure
it is heard on Tuesday night.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/16 20:18
Subject: RE: fyi
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
I heard the same.
The hearing Tues is re: 216.
Keep an eye on this one.
smell bad on this one.

Lots of problems, mostly with procedure.

No matter how this flushes, the City is gonna

H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 12:44 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: Re: fyi

I thought 503 was sold by PAR to Van Thrashers, who, by the way, are no
longer a part of PAR.

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 11:40 AM, watersidehomes1@aol.com wrote:

Excellent Harry.

It would appear that the City is attempting to 'expedite' this site plan.
They would be nuts to let this continue when everyone is watching the
City administration like a hawk.
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This compliance form is going to be very interesting - I don't think
Garrett can afford to screw up again.

By the way we still cannot find out whether the 503 site plan was
officially approved. Garrett told Bob he would call him yesterday about
this but never did - obviously he suddenly had other problems.

If you want pressure to bought on the City regarding the above I know
the Nally's are watching this via Lobeck and Hanson. I could email
Jeremy what is going on and see if Barb wants to take action?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/17 11:46
Subject: RE: fyi
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
It may be too soon to call for Garrett’s head, but I’m not sure.
Truth is, I kinda like the guy.

I just think he’s incompetent.

We all make mistakes. But in an environment in which the Administration
has clearly been forewarned by all parties everybody’s watching, to
screw up something as fundamental as dating the day of receipt of
documents, or making sure signatures are dated at the time they’re
signed, or even following the timeline the ldr Chapter 74 calls for for
completeness, compliance, and public hearing of a submitted site plan.
I can’t believe they scheduled a hearing before P&Z before the
Compliance Review had been completed.
Where to start?
Honestly, I’ve said it many times, even before I was elected, I’ve spent
hours wandering around town with a tail in my hand searching for the
donkey to pin it on.
I’ve found my donkey.
It’s Fran Barford.
And this is what I’ve been referring to all along. Incestuous
government. At total breakdown of checks and balances. A far too cozy
relationship between the developers and the City, at least at the
Administrative level.
After we reviewed, line by line, Chapter 74 at the joint session the
other night, Micheal Coleman stood up and responded to my questions to
Garrett and Welch regarding procedure and timeline on site plan reviews
by the Administration. “All this has been done,” Coleman said.
Bullshit.
Not even close.

You know where the next battle lies. Density and the size of buildings.
Not just the 5,000 sq ft lots, but the fact we allow developers to
combine lots at all in the ROR. Our Comp Plan states unequivocally the
City is to look for ways to encourage developers to build less than the
allowable size buildings on the 5,000 sq ft lots. Allowing developers
to combine those lots with larger lots, or even with another 5,000 sq ft
lot certainly doesn’t encourage that, does it.
The City used to think preserving the single-family residential
character of Anna Maria was important. This Administration doesn’t seem
to care what the hell this place looks like in ten years.
Again, where to start?
It’s such a mess.
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Think I’ll watch some football today and scream at the refs, no matter
who wins or what the calls. I need an outlet.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 11:20 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: fyi

Barbara Nally emailed the her attorney will be there, and requested I
put out a call for people to attend. Want to provide me some dialogue?

Duke

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 8:18 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

I heard the same.
The hearing Tues is re: 216.
Keep an eye on this one.
smell bad on this one.

Lots of problems, mostly with procedure.

No matter how this flushes, the City is gonna

H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 12:44 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
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Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: Re: fyi

I thought 503 was sold by PAR to Van Thrashers, who, by the way, are no
longer a part of PAR.

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 11:40 AM, watersidehomes1@aol.com wrote:

Excellent Harry.

It would appear that the City is attempting to 'expedite' this site plan.
They would be nuts to let this continue when everyone is watching the
City administration like a hawk.

This compliance form is going to be very interesting - I don't think
Garrett can afford to screw up again.

By the way we still cannot find out whether the 503 site plan was
officially approved. Garrett told Bob he would call him yesterday about
this but never did - obviously he suddenly had other problems.

If you want pressure to bought on the City regarding the above I know
the Nally's are watching this via Lobeck and Hanson. I could email
Jeremy what is going on and see if Barb wants to take action?
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Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/17 11:46
Subject: RE: fyi
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
It may be too soon to call for Garrett’s head, but I’m not sure.
Truth is, I kinda like the guy.

I just think he’s incompetent.

We all make mistakes. But in an environment in which the Administration
has clearly been forewarned by all parties everybody’s watching, to
screw up something as fundamental as dating the day of receipt of
documents, or making sure signatures are dated at the time they’re
signed, or even following the timeline the ldr Chapter 74 calls for for
completeness, compliance, and public hearing of a submitted site plan.
I can’t believe they scheduled a hearing before P&Z before the
Compliance Review had been completed.
Where to start?
Honestly, I’ve said it many times, even before I was elected, I’ve spent
hours wandering around town with a tail in my hand searching for the
donkey to pin it on.
I’ve found my donkey.
It’s Fran Barford.
And this is what I’ve been referring to all along. Incestuous
government. At total breakdown of checks and balances. A far too cozy
relationship between the developers and the City, at least at the
Administrative level.
After we reviewed, line by line, Chapter 74 at the joint session the
other night, Micheal Coleman stood up and responded to my questions to
Garrett and Welch regarding procedure and timeline on site plan reviews
by the Administration. “All this has been done,” Coleman said.
Bullshit.
Not even close.

You know where the next battle lies. Density and the size of buildings.
Not just the 5,000 sq ft lots, but the fact we allow developers to
combine lots at all in the ROR. Our Comp Plan states unequivocally the
City is to look for ways to encourage developers to build less than the
allowable size buildings on the 5,000 sq ft lots. Allowing developers
to combine those lots with larger lots, or even with another 5,000 sq ft
lot certainly doesn’t encourage that, does it.
The City used to think preserving the single-family residential
character of Anna Maria was important. This Administration doesn’t seem
to care what the hell this place looks like in ten years.
Again, where to start?
It’s such a mess.
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Think I’ll watch some football today and scream at the refs, no matter
who wins or what the calls. I need an outlet.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 11:20 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: fyi

Barbara Nally emailed the her attorney will be there, and requested I
put out a call for people to attend. Want to provide me some dialogue?

Duke

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 8:18 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

I heard the same.
The hearing Tues is re: 216.
Keep an eye on this one.
smell bad on this one.

Lots of problems, mostly with procedure.

No matter how this flushes, the City is gonna

H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 12:44 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
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Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: Re: fyi

I thought 503 was sold by PAR to Van Thrashers, who, by the way, are no
longer a part of PAR.

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 11:40 AM, watersidehomes1@aol.com wrote:

Excellent Harry.

It would appear that the City is attempting to 'expedite' this site plan.
They would be nuts to let this continue when everyone is watching the
City administration like a hawk.

This compliance form is going to be very interesting - I don't think
Garrett can afford to screw up again.

By the way we still cannot find out whether the 503 site plan was
officially approved. Garrett told Bob he would call him yesterday about
this but never did - obviously he suddenly had other problems.

If you want pressure to bought on the City regarding the above I know
the Nally's are watching this via Lobeck and Hanson. I could email
Jeremy what is going on and see if Barb wants to take action?
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Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/17 11:48
Subject: FW: fyi
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I wanted to cc you guys and forgot.
I’ve spent the last day or so just sorta walking around and shaking my
head.
This town is a mess.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2010 11:46 AM
To: 'Duke Miller'
Subject: RE: fyi

It may be too soon to call for Garrett’s head, but I’m not sure.
Truth is, I kinda like the guy.

I just think he’s incompetent.

We all make mistakes. But in an environment in which the Administration
has clearly been forewarned by all parties everybody’s watching, to
screw up something as fundamental as dating the day of receipt of
documents, or making sure signatures are dated at the time they’re
signed, or even following the timeline the ldr Chapter 74 calls for for
completeness, compliance, and public hearing of a submitted site plan.
I can’t believe they scheduled a hearing before P&Z before the
Compliance Review had been completed.
Where to start?
Honestly, I’ve said it many times, even before I was elected, I’ve spent
hours wandering around town with a tail in my hand searching for the
donkey to pin it on.
I’ve found my donkey.
It’s Fran Barford.
And this is what I’ve been referring to all along. Incestuous
government. At total breakdown of checks and balances. A far too cozy
relationship between the developers and the City, at least at the
Administrative level.
After we reviewed, line by line, Chapter 74 at the joint session the
other night, Micheal Coleman stood up and responded to my questions to
Garrett and Welch regarding procedure and timeline on site plan reviews
by the Administration. “All this has been done,” Coleman said.
Bullshit.
Not even close.
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You know where the next battle lies. Density and the size of buildings.
Not just the 5,000 sq ft lots, but the fact we allow developers to
combine lots at all in the ROR. Our Comp Plan states unequivocally the
City is to look for ways to encourage developers to build less than the
allowable size buildings on the 5,000 sq ft lots. Allowing developers
to combine those lots with larger lots, or even with another 5,000 sq ft
lot certainly doesn’t encourage that, does it.
The City used to think preserving the single-family residential
character of Anna Maria was important. This Administration doesn’t seem
to care what the hell this place looks like in ten years.
Again, where to start?
It’s such a mess.
Think I’ll watch some football today and scream at the refs, no matter
who wins or what the calls. I need an outlet.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 11:20 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: fyi

Barbara Nally emailed the her attorney will be there, and requested I
put out a call for people to attend. Want to provide me some dialogue?

Duke

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 8:18 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:
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I heard the same.
The hearing Tues is re: 216.
Keep an eye on this one.
smell bad on this one.

Lots of problems, mostly with procedure.

No matter how this flushes, the City is gonna

H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 12:44 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: Re: fyi

I thought 503 was sold by PAR to Van Thrashers, who, by the way, are no
longer a part of PAR.

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 11:40 AM, watersidehomes1@aol.com wrote:

Excellent Harry.

It would appear that the City is attempting to 'expedite' this site plan.
They would be nuts to let this continue when everyone is watching the
City administration like a hawk.

This compliance form is going to be very interesting - I don't think
Garrett can afford to screw up again.
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By the way we still cannot find out whether the 503 site plan was
officially approved. Garrett told Bob he would call him yesterday about
this but never did - obviously he suddenly had other problems.

If you want pressure to bought on the City regarding the above I know
the Nally's are watching this via Lobeck and Hanson. I could email
Jeremy what is going on and see if Barb wants to take action?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/17 11:48
Subject: FW: fyi
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I wanted to cc you guys and forgot.
I’ve spent the last day or so just sorta walking around and shaking my
head.
This town is a mess.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2010 11:46 AM
To: 'Duke Miller'
Subject: RE: fyi

It may be too soon to call for Garrett’s head, but I’m not sure.
Truth is, I kinda like the guy.

I just think he’s incompetent.

We all make mistakes. But in an environment in which the Administration
has clearly been forewarned by all parties everybody’s watching, to
screw up something as fundamental as dating the day of receipt of
documents, or making sure signatures are dated at the time they’re
signed, or even following the timeline the ldr Chapter 74 calls for for
completeness, compliance, and public hearing of a submitted site plan.
I can’t believe they scheduled a hearing before P&Z before the
Compliance Review had been completed.
Where to start?
Honestly, I’ve said it many times, even before I was elected, I’ve spent
hours wandering around town with a tail in my hand searching for the
donkey to pin it on.
I’ve found my donkey.
It’s Fran Barford.
And this is what I’ve been referring to all along. Incestuous
government. At total breakdown of checks and balances. A far too cozy
relationship between the developers and the City, at least at the
Administrative level.
After we reviewed, line by line, Chapter 74 at the joint session the
other night, Micheal Coleman stood up and responded to my questions to
Garrett and Welch regarding procedure and timeline on site plan reviews
by the Administration. “All this has been done,” Coleman said.
Bullshit.
Not even close.
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You know where the next battle lies. Density and the size of buildings.
Not just the 5,000 sq ft lots, but the fact we allow developers to
combine lots at all in the ROR. Our Comp Plan states unequivocally the
City is to look for ways to encourage developers to build less than the
allowable size buildings on the 5,000 sq ft lots. Allowing developers
to combine those lots with larger lots, or even with another 5,000 sq ft
lot certainly doesn’t encourage that, does it.
The City used to think preserving the single-family residential
character of Anna Maria was important. This Administration doesn’t seem
to care what the hell this place looks like in ten years.
Again, where to start?
It’s such a mess.
Think I’ll watch some football today and scream at the refs, no matter
who wins or what the calls. I need an outlet.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 11:20 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: fyi

Barbara Nally emailed the her attorney will be there, and requested I
put out a call for people to attend. Want to provide me some dialogue?

Duke

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 8:18 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:
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I heard the same.
The hearing Tues is re: 216.
Keep an eye on this one.
smell bad on this one.

Lots of problems, mostly with procedure.

No matter how this flushes, the City is gonna

H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 12:44 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: Re: fyi

I thought 503 was sold by PAR to Van Thrashers, who, by the way, are no
longer a part of PAR.

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 11:40 AM, watersidehomes1@aol.com wrote:

Excellent Harry.

It would appear that the City is attempting to 'expedite' this site plan.
They would be nuts to let this continue when everyone is watching the
City administration like a hawk.

This compliance form is going to be very interesting - I don't think
Garrett can afford to screw up again.
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By the way we still cannot find out whether the 503 site plan was
officially approved. Garrett told Bob he would call him yesterday about
this but never did - obviously he suddenly had other problems.

If you want pressure to bought on the City regarding the above I know
the Nally's are watching this via Lobeck and Hanson. I could email
Jeremy what is going on and see if Barb wants to take action?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/17 12:31
Subject: FW: fyi
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2010 11:46 AM
To: 'Duke Miller'
Subject: RE: fyi

It may be too soon to call for Garrett’s head, but I’m not sure.
Truth is, I kinda like the guy.

I just think he’s incompetent.

We all make mistakes. But in an environment in which the Administration
has clearly been forewarned by all parties everybody’s watching, to
screw up something as fundamental as dating the day of receipt of
documents, or making sure signatures are dated at the time they’re
signed, or even following the timeline the ldr Chapter 74 calls for for
completeness, compliance, and public hearing of a submitted site plan.
I can’t believe they scheduled a hearing before P&Z before the
Compliance Review had been completed.
Where to start?
Honestly, I’ve said it many times, even before I was elected, I’ve spent
hours wandering around town with a tail in my hand searching for the
donkey to pin it on.
I’ve found my donkey.
It’s Fran Barford.
And this is what I’ve been referring to all along. Incestuous
government. At total breakdown of checks and balances. A far too cozy
relationship between the developers and the City, at least at the
Administrative level.
After we reviewed, line by line, Chapter 74 at the joint session the
other night, Micheal Coleman stood up and responded to my questions to
Garrett and Welch regarding procedure and timeline on site plan reviews
by the Administration. “All this has been done,” Coleman said.
Bullshit.
Not even close.

You know where the next battle lies. Density and the size of buildings.
Not just the 5,000 sq ft lots, but the fact we allow developers to
combine lots at all in the ROR. Our Comp Plan states unequivocally the
City is to look for ways to encourage developers to build less than the
allowable size buildings on the 5,000 sq ft lots. Allowing developers
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to combine those lots with larger lots, or even with another 5,000 sq ft
lot certainly doesn’t encourage that, does it.
The City used to think preserving the single-family residential
character of Anna Maria was important. This Administration doesn’t seem
to care what the hell this place looks like in ten years.
Again, where to start?
It’s such a mess.
Think I’ll watch some football today and scream at the refs, no matter
who wins or what the calls. I need an outlet.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 11:20 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: fyi

Barbara Nally emailed the her attorney will be there, and requested I
put out a call for people to attend. Want to provide me some dialogue?

Duke

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 8:18 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

I heard the same.
The hearing Tues is re: 216.

Lots of problems, mostly with procedure.
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Keep an eye on this one.
smell bad on this one.

No matter how this flushes, the City is gonna

H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 12:44 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: Re: fyi

I thought 503 was sold by PAR to Van Thrashers, who, by the way, are no
longer a part of PAR.

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 16, 2010, at 11:40 AM, watersidehomes1@aol.com wrote:

Excellent Harry.

It would appear that the City is attempting to 'expedite' this site plan.
They would be nuts to let this continue when everyone is watching the
City administration like a hawk.

This compliance form is going to be very interesting - I don't think
Garrett can afford to screw up again.

By the way we still cannot find out whether the 503 site plan was
officially approved. Garrett told Bob he would call him yesterday about
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this but never did - obviously he suddenly had other problems.

If you want pressure to bought on the City regarding the above I know
the Nally's are watching this via Lobeck and Hanson. I could email
Jeremy what is going on and see if Barb wants to take action?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/17 22:37
Subject: RE: Bill Yanger
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
I’m a Bill Yanger fan for sure.
Jane E. posts.

I look forward to his weekly Ginny and

I’ve met his parents, but have yet to have the pleasure of meeting him
in person.
Say when, I’ll be there.
I don’t mine sarcasm or parody. I laugh at myself daily.
mind other people doing the same.

And I don’t

This Commissioner thing was supposed to be a part-time job, and I take
it way too seriously, I guess. But my problem is, I’m pissed. This
town is being railroaded by a bunch of seriously greedy bastards who are
being enabled by a group of incompetents. I’m not one to ride white
horses, and I’m not into tilting at windmills, but this dog and pony
show has got to end.
I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again. Most of the problems we’re
having can be laid squarely at the Mayor’s feet.
I think before the week is over, we’re going to have her staring at her
shoes.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2010 6:03 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Bill Yanger

You don't know Bill Yanger, but you probably know he writes the columns
on the blog about two guys having coffee at Ginny's.

Anyway, I've know him for some time; he is a Tampa land-use attorney.
His mom and dad live on Park in Bill's house. He is a huge asset to us
and Anna Maria. He helped me a lot in my early days on the commission.
When we get a chance, the three of us need to get together.

Here's something he wrote me today, commenting about his column:
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One thing about Harry, I may exaggerate his blog chakI’racter as I do
everyone’s for the sake of emphasis and satire. But, I love what the guy
is doing, really. I tried to stick around long enough Thursday to say
hello and shake his hand but, even though the action was white hot….I
had to get back to Tampa. Next time. Any sardonic comments I may make
about him are only to set up another round of banter between the boys. I’
m a fan.

Duke
Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com
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Date: 2010/01/17 22:37
Subject: RE: Bill Yanger
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
I’m a Bill Yanger fan for sure.
Jane E. posts.

I look forward to his weekly Ginny and

I’ve met his parents, but have yet to have the pleasure of meeting him
in person.
Say when, I’ll be there.
I don’t mine sarcasm or parody. I laugh at myself daily.
mind other people doing the same.

And I don’t

This Commissioner thing was supposed to be a part-time job, and I take
it way too seriously, I guess. But my problem is, I’m pissed. This
town is being railroaded by a bunch of seriously greedy bastards who are
being enabled by a group of incompetents. I’m not one to ride white
horses, and I’m not into tilting at windmills, but this dog and pony
show has got to end.
I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again. Most of the problems we’re
having can be laid squarely at the Mayor’s feet.
I think before the week is over, we’re going to have her staring at her
shoes.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2010 6:03 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Bill Yanger

You don't know Bill Yanger, but you probably know he writes the columns
on the blog about two guys having coffee at Ginny's.

Anyway, I've know him for some time; he is a Tampa land-use attorney.
His mom and dad live on Park in Bill's house. He is a huge asset to us
and Anna Maria. He helped me a lot in my early days on the commission.
When we get a chance, the three of us need to get together.

Here's something he wrote me today, commenting about his column:
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One thing about Harry, I may exaggerate his blog chakI’racter as I do
everyone’s for the sake of emphasis and satire. But, I love what the guy
is doing, really. I tried to stick around long enough Thursday to say
hello and shake his hand but, even though the action was white hot….I
had to get back to Tampa. Next time. Any sardonic comments I may make
about him are only to set up another round of banter between the boys. I’
m a fan.

Duke
Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com
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Date: 2010/01/18 09:02
Subject: RE: Bill Yanger
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
I intend to include the following facts in a memo to the City.
I considered calling an emergency session of the Commissioners, but have
decided to wait until at least Tuesday morning. That means an emergency
meeting cannot take place until Wed. a.m.
I’m fairly certain the hearing for 216 Pine will not take place. I’m
going to do a one-way memo today or first thing tomorrow explaining why
any hearing on 216 right now is improper and probably illegal. Once
again, this Administration has acted in a manner that has exposed the
City to potential litigation.

The facts that need to be put forth concerning this situation are:
1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
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from that point. The advertising was done prematurely.
done prematurely.

The mailing was

8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2010 10:43 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Bill Yanger

Great!

Do you have a brief description for the Tuesday meeting for me. Barbara
Nally asked me to do a call for attendees; she is sending her attorney.
But you don't know that.

Duke

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 17, 2010, at 10:37 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:
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Duke,
I’m a Bill Yanger fan for sure.
Jane E. posts.

I look forward to his weekly Ginny and

I’ve met his parents, but have yet to have the pleasure of meeting him
in person.
Say when, I’ll be there.
I don’t mine sarcasm or parody. I laugh at myself daily.
mind other people doing the same.

And I don’t

This Commissioner thing was supposed to be a part-time job, and I take
it way too seriously, I guess. But my problem is, I’m pissed. This
town is being railroaded by a bunch of seriously greedy bastards who are
being enabled by a group of incompetents. I’m not one to ride white
horses, and I’m not into tilting at windmills, but this dog and pony
show has got to end.
I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again. Most of the problems we’re
having can be laid squarely at the Mayor’s feet.
I think before the week is over, we’re going to have her staring at her
shoes.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2010 6:03 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Bill Yanger

You don't know Bill Yanger, but you probably know he writes the columns
on the blog about two guys having coffee at Ginny's.

Anyway, I've know him for some time; he is a Tampa land-use attorney.
His mom and dad live on Park in Bill's house. He is a huge asset to us
and Anna Maria. He helped me a lot in my early days on the commission.
When we get a chance, the three of us need to get together.

Here's something he wrote me today, commenting about his column:

One thing about Harry, I may exaggerate his blog chakI’racter as I do
everyone’s for the sake of emphasis and satire. But, I love what the guy
is doing, really. I tried to stick around long enough Thursday to say
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hello and shake his hand but, even though the action was white hot….I
had to get back to Tampa. Next time. Any sardonic comments I may make
about him are only to set up another round of banter between the boys. I’
m a fan.

Duke
Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com
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Date: 2010/01/18 10:33
Subject: FW: Topafish,LLC
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:38 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Topafish,LLC
Importance: High

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Fri 1/15/2010 4:03 PM
To: Fran Barford; JoAnne Mattick; John Quam; Harry Stoltzfus; Chuck Webb;
Dale Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird; 'Alan Garrett'; Bob Welch
Subject: Topafish,LLC
Pls see attached, I emailed the Lobeck&Hanson Ltr. to you in an earlier
email. /AM
***
<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Prell Hornsby [mailto:PHornsby@dyefirm.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 10:28 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Cc: Alice Baird; Mayor Fran Barford
Subject: Misc.
Importance: High
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Attached are the letters we discussed. (Please ensure that the
Commission Members receive a copy of the letter to Lobeck.)

If you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Thank you,

_______________________________
Mrs. Prell Hornsby
Legal Assistant to
Stephen R. Dye, Esq,. James D. Dye, Esq., and Warren A. Pies, Esq.
Dye, Deitrich, Petruff & St. Paul, P.L.
1111 Third Avenue West, Suite 300
Bradenton, Florida 34205
Email:
Phone:
Fax:

phornsby@dyefirm.com <mailto:phornsby@dyefirm.com>
(941)748-4411
(941)748-1573

This email is intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it
is addressed and may contain information that is privileged,
confidential or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
If the reader of this email is not the intended recipient or the
employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by
telephone and return the original message to us at the listed address.
Thank you.
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Date: 2010/01/18 10:38
Subject: FW: Topafish,LLC
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Fri 1/15/2010 4:03 PM
To: Fran Barford; JoAnne Mattick; John Quam; Harry Stoltzfus; Chuck Webb;
Dale Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird; 'Alan Garrett'; Bob Welch
Subject: Topafish,LLC
Pls see attached, I emailed the Lobeck&Hanson Ltr. to you in an earlier
email. /AM
***
<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Prell Hornsby [mailto:PHornsby@dyefirm.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 10:28 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Cc: Alice Baird; Mayor Fran Barford
Subject: Misc.
Importance: High

Attached are the letters we discussed. (Please ensure that the
Commission Members receive a copy of the letter to Lobeck.)

If you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
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Thank you,

_______________________________
Mrs. Prell Hornsby
Legal Assistant to
Stephen R. Dye, Esq,. James D. Dye, Esq., and Warren A. Pies, Esq.
Dye, Deitrich, Petruff & St. Paul, P.L.
1111 Third Avenue West, Suite 300
Bradenton, Florida 34205
Email:
Phone:
Fax:

phornsby@dyefirm.com <mailto:phornsby@dyefirm.com>
(941)748-4411
(941)748-1573

This email is intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it
is addressed and may contain information that is privileged,
confidential or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
If the reader of this email is not the intended recipient or the
employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by
telephone and return the original message to us at the listed address.
Thank you.
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Date: 2010/01/18 10:43
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com>, "AnnMarie Thorpe" <
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>, "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
, "Fran Barford" <ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com>, "Chuck Webb" <amcommwebb@
cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.
com>, "Alan Garrett" <amplanner@cityofannamaria.com>, "Jim Dye" <
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>
1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
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require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
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The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
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vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.

Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
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Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.
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When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 10:46
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Terry,
I think it might be useful for you to print 6 copies of this to hand out
at the parking meeting on Friday.
If anyone knows the email addresses of the members of P&Z, please get
them to me.
Thanks,
H

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
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I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
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Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
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placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.

This is
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taken from Florida Statutes.
1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.
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Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:11
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>, "AnnMarie Thorpe" <
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>, "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.
com>, "Fran Barford" <ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>, "Jim Dye" <
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>, "Alan Garrett" <amplanner@
cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.
com>, "Chuck Webb" <amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com>
January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled.
The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
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done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:11
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>, "AnnMarie Thorpe" <
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>, "John Quam" <amcommquam@cityofannamaria.
com>, "Fran Barford" <ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>, "Jim Dye" <
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>, "Alan Garrett" <amplanner@
cityofannamaria.com>, "Dale Woodland" <amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.
com>, "Chuck Webb" <amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com>, "JoAnne Mattick" <
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com>
January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled.
The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
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done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

HS-II01089

Date: 2010/01/18 11:13
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LKrosney@amisun.com>
Laurie,
You may want to run this in today’s printing.
print this in its entirety.

I’d love to see the Sun

This will be the heart of our next joint session.
Harry

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
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either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
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eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.
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Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is
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1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.
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Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:15
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LKrosney@amisun.com>
Laurie,
This hearing is scheduled for tomorrow night. The Administration has
made a mess of it. I’m trying to get it rescheduled. Late Friday, Bob
Welch told me he was contacting Dye, Garrett, and Barford to see if he
can get a consensus on the City’s response to my demand.
Harry

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:11 AM
To: 'amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'LKrosney@amisun.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled.
The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
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and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:15
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LKrosney@amisun.com>
Laurie,
This hearing is scheduled for tomorrow night. The Administration has
made a mess of it. I’m trying to get it rescheduled. Late Friday, Bob
Welch told me he was contacting Dye, Garrett, and Barford to see if he
can get a consensus on the City’s response to my demand.
Harry

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:11 AM
To: 'amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'LKrosney@amisun.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled.
The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
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and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:16
Subject: FW: Topafish,LLC
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:33 AM
To: 'Duke Miller'
Cc: 'watersidehomes1@aol.com'; 'Robin Wall'
Subject: FW: Topafish,LLC
Importance: High

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:38 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Topafish,LLC
Importance: High

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Fri 1/15/2010 4:03 PM
To: Fran Barford; JoAnne Mattick; John Quam; Harry Stoltzfus; Chuck Webb;
Dale Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird; 'Alan Garrett'; Bob Welch
Subject: Topafish,LLC
Pls see attached, I emailed the Lobeck&Hanson Ltr. to you in an earlier
email. /AM
***
<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
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Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Prell Hornsby [mailto:PHornsby@dyefirm.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 10:28 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Cc: Alice Baird; Mayor Fran Barford
Subject: Misc.
Importance: High

Attached are the letters we discussed. (Please ensure that the
Commission Members receive a copy of the letter to Lobeck.)

If you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Thank you,

_______________________________
Mrs. Prell Hornsby
Legal Assistant to
Stephen R. Dye, Esq,. James D. Dye, Esq., and Warren A. Pies, Esq.
Dye, Deitrich, Petruff & St. Paul, P.L.
1111 Third Avenue West, Suite 300
Bradenton, Florida 34205
Email:
Phone:
Fax:

phornsby@dyefirm.com <mailto:phornsby@dyefirm.com>
(941)748-4411
(941)748-1573

This email is intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it
is addressed and may contain information that is privileged,
confidential or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
If the reader of this email is not the intended recipient or the
employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by
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telephone and return the original message to us at the listed address.
Thank you.

HS-II01102

Date: 2010/01/18 11:25
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Bob Welch" <ambo@cityofannamaria.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:11 AM
To: 'amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'LKrosney@amisun.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled.
The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
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completed.

That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.

6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:25
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Bob Welch" <ambo@cityofannamaria.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:11 AM
To: 'amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'LKrosney@amisun.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled.
The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
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completed.

That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.

6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:26
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Bob Welch" <ambo@cityofannamaria.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
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than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well.

We can minimize the interaction
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between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.
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Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
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infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
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1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:27
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <david.turner@manateesherrif.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:26 AM
To: 'ambo@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
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I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
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Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
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placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.
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Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multi-
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modal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
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City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:30
Subject: P&Z email addresses?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin,
You have them?
H
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:31
Subject: RE: 503 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Gotcha. Let me know what he says.
216 as well.

You can ask him about the latest on

Smiling.
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:24 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: 503 Pine

I will call John Quam as he will have had to sign off on 503.

N
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Date: 2010/01/18 11:31
Subject: RE: 503 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Gotcha. Let me know what he says.
216 as well.

You can ask him about the latest on

Smiling.
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:24 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: 503 Pine

I will call John Quam as he will have had to sign off on 503.

N
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Date: 2010/01/18 15:20
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <terrywschaefer@mac.com>

Terry,
I realize I already sent this stuff to you, but here’s some addt’l
comment.
I think your mission this Friday will be to shoot down the meandering
sidewalk idea, and there’s no way better to do that than keep comparing
it to rats in a maze.
That poor guy who’s just trying to get to the post office to get his
mail should not have to change course half a dozen times to do a few
city blocks walk. It just doesn’t make sense.
In addition to safety, there’s convenience.
about that.

There’s nothing convenient

Additionally, if you allow backout parking after you’ve moved the
sidewalk, you’ve made it even more unsafe for vehicles on the road. You’
ve shortened the distance between the back of a parked car and the edge
of the road. At that point, when a parked car starts to back out, it
will have travelled a shorter distance than one has to travel now, which
lessens the warning factor to oncoming vehicles.
You’ve done nothing to make the street safer for bicycles.
And you’ve still got these wide expanses of sand that can’t be
landscaped because you’ve created parking lots up and down both sides of
the road.
There’s no guarantee, as Aubrey says, it will work itself out. We can’t
assume PAR won’t start selling off their lots tomorrow. They just sold
503 to Thrasher, and we have no idea what they’re going to do with it.
It’s not clear to me whether that site plan was ever actually approved.
Ask Aubrey if he could come back with an artist’s rendering of the
sidewalks left where they are, and parking lots created with cars
entering lots and facing the sidewalks.
You can remind everyone, if you wish, our Comp Plan asks us to find ways
to develop smaller than allowed buildings on the smaller lots on Pine
Avenue. Forcing them to keep the parking safely on their lots would
help.
Good luck,
Harry
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:26 AM
To: 'ambo@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
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From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer:

when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
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those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
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Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
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directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
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is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.

We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
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heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 15:54
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled. I think granting it a continuance would be
improper. Rather, the process needs to start over from the signed
compliance recommendation by the Administration.

The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
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7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 15:54
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled. I think granting it a continuance would be
improper. Rather, the process needs to start over from the signed
compliance recommendation by the Administration.

The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
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7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 15:57
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
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still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
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and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.
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Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)
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A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
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permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 15:59
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Thanks, Robin.
I’ve done the mass email myself, and sent it to Diane as well. Every
Commissioner and every P&Z member, plus the Mayor, Garrett, and Welch
now have a copy.
I figure these folks needs something to do on their day off.
I love my jobs.

Both of them.

Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:46 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Harry,
What I would do is send an email to ambldg@cityofannamaria.com and
address it to Diane Sacca (Bob Welch’s secretary/assistant) and request
that she distribute your letter to the P&Z Board members asap. Request
that Diane places paper copies of your letter in P&Z Board members’
mailboxes and that she also emails copies to the P&Z Board members. (I
don’t think Margaret Jenkins has email.)
I think the City has set up email addresses for the P&Z members like
they have for the Commission.
I think they are:
Frank Pytel

ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com

Jim Conoly

ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com

Randall Stover
Mike Yetter
Sandy Mattick

ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com
ampzyetter@cityofannamria.com
ampzmattick@cityofannamria.com

I would think that Bob Barlow would have one set up for him now (
probably ampzbarlow@cityofannamria.com)
Margaret Jenkins doesn’t use email, I don’t think, and probably just
uses her mailbox and receives paper copies.

R
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From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:47 AM
To: 'Duke Miller'
Cc: watersidehomes1@aol.com; Robin Wall; terrywschaefer@mac.com
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Terry,
I think it might be useful for you to print 6 copies of this to hand out
at the parking meeting on Friday.
If anyone knows the email addresses of the members of P&Z, please get
them to me.
Thanks,
H

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
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or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.
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This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
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Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?
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Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.
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I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.
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I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 15:59
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Thanks, Robin.
I’ve done the mass email myself, and sent it to Diane as well. Every
Commissioner and every P&Z member, plus the Mayor, Garrett, and Welch
now have a copy.
I figure these folks needs something to do on their day off.
I love my jobs.

Both of them.

Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:46 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Harry,
What I would do is send an email to ambldg@cityofannamaria.com and
address it to Diane Sacca (Bob Welch’s secretary/assistant) and request
that she distribute your letter to the P&Z Board members asap. Request
that Diane places paper copies of your letter in P&Z Board members’
mailboxes and that she also emails copies to the P&Z Board members. (I
don’t think Margaret Jenkins has email.)
I think the City has set up email addresses for the P&Z members like
they have for the Commission.
I think they are:
Frank Pytel

ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com

Jim Conoly

ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com

Randall Stover
Mike Yetter
Sandy Mattick

ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com
ampzyetter@cityofannamria.com
ampzmattick@cityofannamria.com

I would think that Bob Barlow would have one set up for him now (
probably ampzbarlow@cityofannamria.com)
Margaret Jenkins doesn’t use email, I don’t think, and probably just
uses her mailbox and receives paper copies.

R
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From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:47 AM
To: 'Duke Miller'
Cc: watersidehomes1@aol.com; Robin Wall; terrywschaefer@mac.com
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Terry,
I think it might be useful for you to print 6 copies of this to hand out
at the parking meeting on Friday.
If anyone knows the email addresses of the members of P&Z, please get
them to me.
Thanks,
H

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
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or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.
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This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
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Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?
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Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.
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I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.
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I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 16:02
Subject: my emails
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
Diane,
I recently did an emailing to all the members of the Commission and P&Z.
Could you make sure the P&Z members get a printed copy in their Inboxes
prior to Tuesday’s hearing?
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/18 16:34
Subject: FW: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: laurkros@aol.com [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 4:32 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Harry,
Too late for this week's Sun. Too long for all editions. i'll ask Mike
if we can have a guest editorial (500 words maximum.) He may or may not
go for it. We have a meeting of the editorial staff on Wednesday
mornings. That's when I'll ask. So the earliest it would come out would
be in the January 27th paper.
Laurie
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Date: 2010/01/18 21:30
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 6:13 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Harry,
I agree and will speak to you prior to the meeting.
Terry
On Jan 18, 2010, at 3:20 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Terry,
I realize I already sent this stuff to you, but here’s some addt’l
comment.
I think your mission this Friday will be to shoot down the meandering
sidewalk idea, and there’s no way better to do that than keep comparing
it to rats in a maze.
That poor guy who’s just trying to get to the post office to get his
mail should not have to change course half a dozen times to do a few
city blocks walk. It just doesn’t make sense.
In addition to safety, there’s convenience.
about that.

There’s nothing convenient

Additionally, if you allow backout parking after you’ve moved the
sidewalk, you’ve made it even more unsafe for vehicles on the road. You’
ve shortened the distance between the back of a parked car and the edge
of the road. At that point, when a parked car starts to back out, it
will have travelled a shorter distance than one has to travel now, which
lessens the warning factor to oncoming vehicles.
You’ve done nothing to make the street safer for bicycles.
And you’ve still got these wide expanses of sand that can’t be
landscaped because you’ve created parking lots up and down both sides of
the road.
There’s no guarantee, as Aubrey says, it will work itself out. We can’t
assume PAR won’t start selling off their lots tomorrow. They just sold
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503 to Thrasher, and we have no idea what they’re going to do with it.
It’s not clear to me whether that site plan was ever actually approved.
Ask Aubrey if he could come back with an artist’s rendering of the
sidewalks left where they are, and parking lots created with cars
entering lots and facing the sidewalks.
You can remind everyone, if you wish, our Comp Plan asks us to find ways
to develop smaller than allowed buildings on the smaller lots on Pine
Avenue. Forcing them to keep the parking safely on their lots would
help.
Good luck,
Harry
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:26 AM
To: 'ambo@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com';'
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com';'
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
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configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.
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This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
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Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?
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Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.
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I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.
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I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

<Memo for Chapter 90.pdf>
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Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/01/18 21:30
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 6:13 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Harry,
I agree and will speak to you prior to the meeting.
Terry
On Jan 18, 2010, at 3:20 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Terry,
I realize I already sent this stuff to you, but here’s some addt’l
comment.
I think your mission this Friday will be to shoot down the meandering
sidewalk idea, and there’s no way better to do that than keep comparing
it to rats in a maze.
That poor guy who’s just trying to get to the post office to get his
mail should not have to change course half a dozen times to do a few
city blocks walk. It just doesn’t make sense.
In addition to safety, there’s convenience.
about that.

There’s nothing convenient

Additionally, if you allow backout parking after you’ve moved the
sidewalk, you’ve made it even more unsafe for vehicles on the road. You’
ve shortened the distance between the back of a parked car and the edge
of the road. At that point, when a parked car starts to back out, it
will have travelled a shorter distance than one has to travel now, which
lessens the warning factor to oncoming vehicles.
You’ve done nothing to make the street safer for bicycles.
And you’ve still got these wide expanses of sand that can’t be
landscaped because you’ve created parking lots up and down both sides of
the road.
There’s no guarantee, as Aubrey says, it will work itself out. We can’t
assume PAR won’t start selling off their lots tomorrow. They just sold
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503 to Thrasher, and we have no idea what they’re going to do with it.
It’s not clear to me whether that site plan was ever actually approved.
Ask Aubrey if he could come back with an artist’s rendering of the
sidewalks left where they are, and parking lots created with cars
entering lots and facing the sidewalks.
You can remind everyone, if you wish, our Comp Plan asks us to find ways
to develop smaller than allowed buildings on the smaller lots on Pine
Avenue. Forcing them to keep the parking safely on their lots would
help.
Good luck,
Harry
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 11:26 AM
To: 'ambo@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com';'
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com';'
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
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configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.
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<image001.png>
This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
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Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?
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Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.
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I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.
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I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

<Memo for Chapter 90.pdf>
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Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/01/19 07:30
Subject: FW: AMICC Board Meeting Item
From: "Andy Price" <Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG>
To: "Andy Price" <Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG>, "Bill Ford" <bford@nationalease.
com>, "Blair Schlossberg " <blair@taurus-invst.com>, "Cindi Harrison" <
harrisc@manateeschools.net>, "David Teitelbaum" <david@
annamariaislandresorts.net>, "Don Schroder" <teamschroderfl@gmail.com>, "
Greg Ross" <greg@rossbuilt.com>, "Harry Stolzfus " <harry@harconcorp.com>
, "Janie Robertson" <seajay2@tampabay.rr.com>, "John Monetti" <mkjmon@
aol.com>, "Ken Venters " <kcgv507@verizon.net>, "Monica Simpson" <
greenplanner@hotmail.com>, "Pierrette Kelly" <pkelly@tampabay.rr.com>, "
Scott Dell" <sdell@tampabay.rr.com>, "Scott Rudacille " <srudacille@
kirkpinkerton.com>, "Wayne Sewall" <clst11@gmail.com>

Chief Kenneth A. Price Jr. CFO, MIFireE

From: Monica Simpson [mailto:greenplanner@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:42 AM
To: Andy Price
Cc: Pierrette Kelly AMICC
Subject: AMICC Board Meeting Item

Andy,
As promised, I am sending this email to "discuss" two items that will be
on tomorrow's agenda. I do not seem to have all of the Board members in
an email grouping, so if you please forward this to everyone so that
nobody is missed I would greatly appreciate it.
First item, I have been working with Congressman Buchanan's office for
several months in an attempt to get funding to replace the field lights.
This began as an effort to tap into some of the President's stimulus
money, and has now evolved into requesting appropriations; either way, I
am hopeful that we will be able to get this accomplished. As you may be
aware, the lighting that provides the center with the ability to hold
night time activities on the field are extremely expensive to run. As
part of the appropriations request we will be providing the cost to run
the lights and the estimated amount to replace the lights (both
Pierrette is to provide to me).
As you can see from the attachment, the forms are Mr. Buchanan's and are
pretty simple. However, there needs to be a unanimous vote of the Board
in order to submit the request (I am confirming with the congressman's
office right now as to whether it needs to be a vote of all board
members or just those who make up the quorum for the board meeting). I
thought it would be appropriate to accompany those forms with a cover
letter signed By Andy, and perhaps co-signed by Pierrette. I would be
more than happy to continue to the contact person for this project.
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The second item is a Development Committee item. We are coming to the
end of the Lester Family Challenge (which I know will be discussed at
the Board meeting). We are so pleased with the response - and, the
Development Committee (who met last week) believe this is a perfect
springboard into the new fundraising year. Pierrette is providing us
with a list of the participants in the Challenge, and the Development
Committee would like for the Board members to personally thank, through
a simple telephone call, a small number of the donors ourselves. Mary
Leahy, a member of the Development Committee, has volunteered to do the
rest.
We will be provided with a quick "ice breaker" "script" to get the
conversation started. These are merely thank you telephone calls. You
are not expected to solicit more donations - but a simple thanks and get
to know you call. We will discuss this more once the list is finalized..
.because don't forget the Challenge is still open until the end of the
month!!!
Again, my sincerely apologies for having to miss the meeting.
me I would rather be at the Board meeting.

Believe

Thank you everyone.
Monica
JOIN THE MOVEMENT:

www.myMSchallenge.com

Subject: Rep. Buchanan - FY 2011 Appropriations Process
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2010 15:42:13 -0500
From: Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov
To: Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov
CC: Sally.Tibbetts@mail.house.gov; danny.bilyeu@mail.house.gov; sydney.
gruters@mail.house.gov; Margo.Keeler@mail.house.gov
Thank you for contacting Congressman Buchanan regarding federal funding
for a local project. Attached you will find a general questionnaire and
a certification form.
As you may know, Congressman Buchanan has been a leader in the efforts
to reform the federal earmark process to help restore public confidence
and ensure that taxpayer money is spent wisely and that only truly
worthy projects are funded. Congressman Buchanan does not submit “
private” earmarks (i.e., project request from private companies) and
makes public all requests. To further ensure public confidence in the
appropriations process, Congressman Buchanan asks that you fill out and
sign the attached certification form.
Thanks for your assistance. Let me know if you have any questions.
<<General Questionnaire.doc>> <<Certification.doc>>
Shane N. Lieberman
Legislative Director
Rep. Vern Buchanan (FL-13)
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(202) 225-5015

Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service. Get it now.
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Date: 2010/01/19 07:30
Subject: FW: AMICC Board Meeting Item
From: "Andy Price" <Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG>
To: "Andy Price" <Andy.Price@WMFR.ORG>, "Bill Ford" <bford@nationalease.
com>, "Blair Schlossberg " <blair@taurus-invst.com>, "Cindi Harrison" <
harrisc@manateeschools.net>, "David Teitelbaum" <david@
annamariaislandresorts.net>, "Don Schroder" <teamschroderfl@gmail.com>, "
Greg Ross" <greg@rossbuilt.com>, "Harry Stolzfus " <harry@harconcorp.com>
, "Janie Robertson" <seajay2@tampabay.rr.com>, "John Monetti" <mkjmon@
aol.com>, "Ken Venters " <kcgv507@verizon.net>, "Monica Simpson" <
greenplanner@hotmail.com>, "Pierrette Kelly" <pkelly@tampabay.rr.com>, "
Scott Dell" <sdell@tampabay.rr.com>, "Scott Rudacille " <srudacille@
kirkpinkerton.com>, "Wayne Sewall" <clst11@gmail.com>

Chief Kenneth A. Price Jr. CFO, MIFireE

From: Monica Simpson [mailto:greenplanner@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:42 AM
To: Andy Price
Cc: Pierrette Kelly AMICC
Subject: AMICC Board Meeting Item

Andy,
As promised, I am sending this email to "discuss" two items that will be
on tomorrow's agenda. I do not seem to have all of the Board members in
an email grouping, so if you please forward this to everyone so that
nobody is missed I would greatly appreciate it.
First item, I have been working with Congressman Buchanan's office for
several months in an attempt to get funding to replace the field lights.
This began as an effort to tap into some of the President's stimulus
money, and has now evolved into requesting appropriations; either way, I
am hopeful that we will be able to get this accomplished. As you may be
aware, the lighting that provides the center with the ability to hold
night time activities on the field are extremely expensive to run. As
part of the appropriations request we will be providing the cost to run
the lights and the estimated amount to replace the lights (both
Pierrette is to provide to me).
As you can see from the attachment, the forms are Mr. Buchanan's and are
pretty simple. However, there needs to be a unanimous vote of the Board
in order to submit the request (I am confirming with the congressman's
office right now as to whether it needs to be a vote of all board
members or just those who make up the quorum for the board meeting). I
thought it would be appropriate to accompany those forms with a cover
letter signed By Andy, and perhaps co-signed by Pierrette. I would be
more than happy to continue to the contact person for this project.
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The second item is a Development Committee item. We are coming to the
end of the Lester Family Challenge (which I know will be discussed at
the Board meeting). We are so pleased with the response - and, the
Development Committee (who met last week) believe this is a perfect
springboard into the new fundraising year. Pierrette is providing us
with a list of the participants in the Challenge, and the Development
Committee would like for the Board members to personally thank, through
a simple telephone call, a small number of the donors ourselves. Mary
Leahy, a member of the Development Committee, has volunteered to do the
rest.
We will be provided with a quick "ice breaker" "script" to get the
conversation started. These are merely thank you telephone calls. You
are not expected to solicit more donations - but a simple thanks and get
to know you call. We will discuss this more once the list is finalized..
.because don't forget the Challenge is still open until the end of the
month!!!
Again, my sincerely apologies for having to miss the meeting.
me I would rather be at the Board meeting.

Believe

Thank you everyone.
Monica
JOIN THE MOVEMENT:

www.myMSchallenge.com

Subject: Rep. Buchanan - FY 2011 Appropriations Process
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2010 15:42:13 -0500
From: Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov
To: Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov
CC: Sally.Tibbetts@mail.house.gov; danny.bilyeu@mail.house.gov; sydney.
gruters@mail.house.gov; Margo.Keeler@mail.house.gov
Thank you for contacting Congressman Buchanan regarding federal funding
for a local project. Attached you will find a general questionnaire and
a certification form.
As you may know, Congressman Buchanan has been a leader in the efforts
to reform the federal earmark process to help restore public confidence
and ensure that taxpayer money is spent wisely and that only truly
worthy projects are funded. Congressman Buchanan does not submit “
private” earmarks (i.e., project request from private companies) and
makes public all requests. To further ensure public confidence in the
appropriations process, Congressman Buchanan asks that you fill out and
sign the attached certification form.
Thanks for your assistance. Let me know if you have any questions.
<<General Questionnaire.doc>> <<Certification.doc>>
Shane N. Lieberman
Legislative Director
Rep. Vern Buchanan (FL-13)
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(202) 225-5015

Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service. Get it now.
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Date: 2010/01/19 07:59
Subject: RE: 503 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,

Would you consider posting a comment on the blog re: the site plan
review procedures for 216 Pine Avenue?

Just a reminder: at the joint session of the Commission and P&Z last
week, after Commissioner Stoltzfus did a point-by-point outline of the
process required by the Administration for reviewing site plans, Micheal
Coleman stood up and said “This has all been done.”

Apparently, not.

The irony is, during the weeks the Administration was preparing the
language changes for Chapter 74 in the ldr, which contains the specifics
of the site plan review process, they screwed up the site plan review
process. Perhaps someone should advise them this isn’t just about
grammar and syntax. Those words have meaning!

Think if anyone took the time to examine the rest of PAR’s site plan
applications, they’d find similar irregularities?

Thanks,
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 5:10 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: 503 Pine

John Quam left me a voicemail to say that the head of P & Z would have
signed off on 503, not him. I guess that would have been Doug Copeland.
He said he would have to check tomorrow whether it had been approved.

With regards 216 he said he thought it may be pulled from tomorrow's
meeting because the correct protocol had not been followed.
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N
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Date: 2010/01/19 07:59
Subject: RE: 503 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,

Would you consider posting a comment on the blog re: the site plan
review procedures for 216 Pine Avenue?

Just a reminder: at the joint session of the Commission and P&Z last
week, after Commissioner Stoltzfus did a point-by-point outline of the
process required by the Administration for reviewing site plans, Micheal
Coleman stood up and said “This has all been done.”

Apparently, not.

The irony is, during the weeks the Administration was preparing the
language changes for Chapter 74 in the ldr, which contains the specifics
of the site plan review process, they screwed up the site plan review
process. Perhaps someone should advise them this isn’t just about
grammar and syntax. Those words have meaning!

Think if anyone took the time to examine the rest of PAR’s site plan
applications, they’d find similar irregularities?

Thanks,
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 5:10 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: 503 Pine

John Quam left me a voicemail to say that the head of P & Z would have
signed off on 503, not him. I guess that would have been Doug Copeland.
He said he would have to check tomorrow whether it had been approved.

With regards 216 he said he thought it may be pulled from tomorrow's
meeting because the correct protocol had not been followed.
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Date: 2010/01/19 08:02
Subject: FW: 503 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 8:00 AM
To: 'watersidehomes1@aol.com'
Subject: RE: 503 Pine

Nicky,

Would you consider posting a comment on the blog re: the site plan
review procedures for 216 Pine Avenue?

Just a reminder: at the joint session of the Commission and P&Z last
week, after Commissioner Stoltzfus did a point-by-point outline of the
process required by the Administration for reviewing site plans, Micheal
Coleman stood up and said “This has all been done.”

Apparently, not.

The irony is, during the weeks the Administration was preparing the
language changes for Chapter 74 in the ldr, which contains the specifics
of the site plan review process, they screwed up the site plan review
process. Perhaps someone should advise them this isn’t just about
grammar and syntax. Those words have meaning!

Think if anyone took the time to examine the rest of PAR’s site plan
applications, they’d find similar irregularities?

Thanks,
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 5:10 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: 503 Pine
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John Quam left me a voicemail to say that the head of P & Z would have
signed off on 503, not him. I guess that would have been Doug Copeland.
He said he would have to check tomorrow whether it had been approved.

With regards 216 he said he thought it may be pulled from tomorrow's
meeting because the correct protocol had not been followed.

N
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Date: 2010/01/19 08:02
Subject: FW: 503 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 8:00 AM
To: 'watersidehomes1@aol.com'
Subject: RE: 503 Pine

Nicky,

Would you consider posting a comment on the blog re: the site plan
review procedures for 216 Pine Avenue?

Just a reminder: at the joint session of the Commission and P&Z last
week, after Commissioner Stoltzfus did a point-by-point outline of the
process required by the Administration for reviewing site plans, Micheal
Coleman stood up and said “This has all been done.”

Apparently, not.

The irony is, during the weeks the Administration was preparing the
language changes for Chapter 74 in the ldr, which contains the specifics
of the site plan review process, they screwed up the site plan review
process. Perhaps someone should advise them this isn’t just about
grammar and syntax. Those words have meaning!

Think if anyone took the time to examine the rest of PAR’s site plan
applications, they’d find similar irregularities?

Thanks,
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 5:10 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: 503 Pine
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John Quam left me a voicemail to say that the head of P & Z would have
signed off on 503, not him. I guess that would have been Doug Copeland.
He said he would have to check tomorrow whether it had been approved.

With regards 216 he said he thought it may be pulled from tomorrow's
meeting because the correct protocol had not been followed.

N
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Date: 2010/01/19 08:14
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] 216 Pine Avenue P&Z hearing Jan 19, 2010
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Thanks Dale.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 12:18 PM
To: dwoodlan@tampabay.rr.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] 216 Pine Avenue P&Z hearing Jan 19, 2010

I've asked the Administration to reschedule this hearing, because the
Administrative compliance review has been conducted improperly and the P&
Z hearing has been scheduled improperly.

The facts that need to be put forth concerning these irregularities are:
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on any site
plan applications. That review must state in writing a recommendation a
site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or denied.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a hearing
with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the particulars of the
site plan.
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The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before the date
of the hearing, and notify by certificate of mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting that PAR
was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable. Our
City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all issues in
flux could be considered during the site plan review process and changes
in the codes could be applied even if those changes were made after the
date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the City continue
to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting, and not
deliberately slowing down the procedure.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled the hearing
with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was completed. That’s
improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the hearing
time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton Herald.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed, dated review
of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved, approved with
conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again, from that point.
The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was done prematurely.
Both should be redone.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the site plan
for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents in the 216
file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review has a heading
suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated. There is
correspondence between the developer and City staff not included in the
file.

If, for some reason, the Administration should deny my request for
rescheduling, I believe the Mayor has, once again. left us open to
litigation.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

-Posted By Harry Stoltzfus to Our Anna Maria. at 1/18/2010 12:01:00 PM

HS-II01191

Date: 2010/01/19 09:18
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
Diane,
This is one of the emails. I believe Alice will give this one to the
Commissioners, but please confirm with her. I’ll send the other one
separately.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:58 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com';
'ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
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conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
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Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
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and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is
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1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.
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Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/19 09:18
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
Diane,
This is one of the emails. I believe Alice will give this one to the
Commissioners, but please confirm with her. I’ll send the other one
separately.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:58 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com';
'ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
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conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
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Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
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and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is
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1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.
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Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/19 09:18
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
Diane,
This is the other email.
members.

I’d like this one printed for all the P&Z

Thanks again,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:54 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled. I think granting it a continuance would be
improper. Rather, the process needs to start over from the signed
compliance recommendation by the Administration.

The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
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recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/19 09:18
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
Diane,
This is the other email.
members.

I’d like this one printed for all the P&Z

Thanks again,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:54 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled. I think granting it a continuance would be
improper. Rather, the process needs to start over from the signed
compliance recommendation by the Administration.

The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
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recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/19 09:18
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
Diane,
This is the other email.
members.

I’d like this one printed for all the P&Z

Thanks again,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:54 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled. I think granting it a continuance would be
improper. Rather, the process needs to start over from the signed
compliance recommendation by the Administration.

The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
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recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/19 09:41
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
I will print out for the members.

Thank you,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diane Sacca
Building/Public Works/Code Enforcement
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL
Tel:

34216

941-708-6132

x 25

Fax: 941-708-6136
ambldg@cityofannamaria.com
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:18 AM
To: Diane Sacca
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Diane,
This is one of the emails. I believe Alice will give this one to the
Commissioners, but please confirm with her. I’ll send the other one
separately.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
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From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:58 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com';
'ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
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material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
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Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
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vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.

Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
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not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
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driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/19 09:41
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
I will print out for the members.

Thank you,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diane Sacca
Building/Public Works/Code Enforcement
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL
Tel:

34216

941-708-6132

x 25

Fax: 941-708-6136
ambldg@cityofannamaria.com
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:18 AM
To: Diane Sacca
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Diane,
This is one of the emails. I believe Alice will give this one to the
Commissioners, but please confirm with her. I’ll send the other one
separately.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
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From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:58 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com';
'ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
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material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
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Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
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vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.

Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
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not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
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driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/01/19 21:18
Subject: tonight's hearing
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I must say, I’m disappointed.
went forward anyhow.

The hearing was not legitimate, but it

I don’t think the members of P&Z read a thing I wrote.

The good news is, Alan Garrett had the setbacks so screwed up, or rather,
PAR had the setbacks so screwed up, and Garrett missed them in the
Administrative review process, that Garrett had to publicly apologize
for his mistake.

Coleman quickly asked if he could simply pull the buildings apart like
they’d done before, and reinstate the 6’ setback between the buildings.
So I stood up and said, “That changes everything. They’ve changed the
footprint of the building, they’ve got to move the parking spaces, they’
ve put more than one residence on a single lot. There are so many
changes to be made, you can’t really call this a complete application.
It needs to be denied.”

At the end of the day, it wasn’t denied.
hearing is to be continued.

But it wasn’t approved.

The

Meanwhile, I’m going to go read the City Charter. If I’m within my
rights doing so, I’m going to be calling for about two emergency
meetings a week for the next month until we get this mess straightened
out.

No, this isn’t fun anymore.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/19 21:18
Subject: tonight's hearing
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I must say, I’m disappointed.
went forward anyhow.

The hearing was not legitimate, but it

I don’t think the members of P&Z read a thing I wrote.

The good news is, Alan Garrett had the setbacks so screwed up, or rather,
PAR had the setbacks so screwed up, and Garrett missed them in the
Administrative review process, that Garrett had to publicly apologize
for his mistake.

Coleman quickly asked if he could simply pull the buildings apart like
they’d done before, and reinstate the 6’ setback between the buildings.
So I stood up and said, “That changes everything. They’ve changed the
footprint of the building, they’ve got to move the parking spaces, they’
ve put more than one residence on a single lot. There are so many
changes to be made, you can’t really call this a complete application.
It needs to be denied.”

At the end of the day, it wasn’t denied.
hearing is to be continued.

But it wasn’t approved.

The

Meanwhile, I’m going to go read the City Charter. If I’m within my
rights doing so, I’m going to be calling for about two emergency
meetings a week for the next month until we get this mess straightened
out.

No, this isn’t fun anymore.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/19 21:23
Subject: RE: AMICC Board Meeting Item
From: "Monica Simpson" <greenplanner@hotmail.com>
To: "Andy Price AMICC Board" <andy.price@wmfr.org>, "Bill Ford AMICC" <
bford@nationalease.com>, "Blair Schlossberg" <blair@taurus-invst.com>, "
Cindy Harrison" <harrisc@manateeschools.net>, "David Tidlebaum" <david@
annamariaislandresorts.net>, "Don Schroder AMICC" <teamschroderfl@gmail.
com>, "Greg Ross" <greg@rossbuilt.com>, <harry@harconcorp.com>, <seajay2@
tampabay.rr.com>, <mkjmon@aol.com>, "Ken Venters AMICC" <kcgv507@verizon.
net>, "Pierrette Kelly AMICC" <pkelly@tampabay.rr.com>, "Scott Dell
AMICC" <sdell@tampabay.rr.com>, "Scott Rudacille AMICC" <srudacille@
kirkpinkerton.com>, "Wayne Sewall AMICC" <clst11@gmail.com>
I just received confirmation from Congressman Buchanan's office that 100%
of the Board membership must approve the project for possible
appropriations. It looks like an email vote from those who cannot make
tomorrow's meeting is in order.
From: Monica Simpson [mailto:greenplanner@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:42 AM
To: Andy Price
Cc: Pierrette Kelly AMICC
Subject: AMICC Board Meeting Item

Andy,
As promised, I am sending this email to "discuss" two items that will be
on tomorrow's agenda. I do not seem to have all of the Board members in
an email grouping, so if you please forward this to everyone so that
nobody is missed I would greatly appreciate it.
First item, I have been working with Congressman Buchanan's office for
several months in an attempt to get funding to replace the field lights.
This began as an effort to tap into some of the President's stimulus
money, and has now evolved into requesting appropriations; either way, I
am hopeful that we will be able to get this accomplished. As you may be
aware, the lighting that provides the center with the ability to hold
night time activities on the field are extremely expensive to run. As
part of the appropriations request we will be providing the cost to run
the lights and the estimated amount to replace the lights (both
Pierrette is to provide to me).
As you can see from the attachment, the forms are Mr. Buchanan's and are
pretty simple. However, there needs to be a unanimous vote of the Board
in order to submit the request (I am confirming with the congressman's
office right now as to whether it needs to be a vote of all board
members or just those who make up the quorum for the board meeting). I
thought it would be appropriate to accompany those forms with a cover
letter signed By Andy, and perhaps co-signed by Pierrette. I would be
more than happy to continue to the contact person for this project.
The second item is a Development Committee item. We are coming to the
end of the Lester Family Challenge (which I know will be discussed at
the Board meeting). We are so pleased with the response - and, the
Development Committee (who met last week) believe this is a perfect
springboard into the new fundraising year. Pierrette is providing us
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with a list of the participants in the Challenge, and the Development
Committee would like for the Board members to personally thank, through
a simple telephone call, a small number of the donors ourselves. Mary
Leahy, a member of the Development Committee, has volunteered to do the
rest.
We will be provided with a quick "ice breaker" "script" to get the
conversation started. These are merely thank you telephone calls. You
are not expected to solicit more donations - but a simple thanks and get
to know you call. We will discuss this more once the list is finalized..
.because don't forget the Challenge is still open until the end of the
month!!!
Again, my sincerely apologies for having to miss the meeting.
me I would rather be at the Board meeting.

Believe

Thank you everyone.
Monica
JOIN THE MOVEMENT:

www.myMSchallenge.com

Subject: Rep. Buchanan - FY 2011 Appropriations Process
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2010 15:42:13 -0500
From: Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov
To: Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov
CC: Sally.Tibbetts@mail.house.gov; danny.bilyeu@mail.house.gov; sydney.
gruters@mail.house.gov; Margo.Keeler@mail.house.gov
Thank you for contacting Congressman Buchanan regarding federal funding
for a local project. Attached you will find a general questionnaire and
a certification form.
As you may know, Congressman Buchanan has been a leader in the efforts
to reform the federal earmark process to help restore public confidence
and ensure that taxpayer money is spent wisely and that only truly
worthy projects are funded. Congressman Buchanan does not submit “
private” earmarks (i.e., project request from private companies) and
makes public all requests. To further ensure public confidence in the
appropriations process, Congressman Buchanan asks that you fill out and
sign the attached certification form.
Thanks for your assistance. Let me know if you have any questions.
<<General Questionnaire.doc>> <<Certification.doc>>
Shane N. Lieberman
Legislative Director
Rep. Vern Buchanan (FL-13)
(202) 225-5015

Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service. Get it now.
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Hotmail: Powerful Free email with security by Microsoft. Get it now.
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Date: 2010/01/19 21:23
Subject: RE: AMICC Board Meeting Item
From: "Monica Simpson" <greenplanner@hotmail.com>
To: "Andy Price AMICC Board" <andy.price@wmfr.org>, "Bill Ford AMICC" <
bford@nationalease.com>, "Blair Schlossberg" <blair@taurus-invst.com>, "
Cindy Harrison" <harrisc@manateeschools.net>, "David Tidlebaum" <david@
annamariaislandresorts.net>, "Don Schroder AMICC" <teamschroderfl@gmail.
com>, "Greg Ross" <greg@rossbuilt.com>, <harry@harconcorp.com>, <seajay2@
tampabay.rr.com>, <mkjmon@aol.com>, "Ken Venters AMICC" <kcgv507@verizon.
net>, "Pierrette Kelly AMICC" <pkelly@tampabay.rr.com>, "Scott Dell
AMICC" <sdell@tampabay.rr.com>, "Scott Rudacille AMICC" <srudacille@
kirkpinkerton.com>, "Wayne Sewall AMICC" <clst11@gmail.com>
I just received confirmation from Congressman Buchanan's office that 100%
of the Board membership must approve the project for possible
appropriations. It looks like an email vote from those who cannot make
tomorrow's meeting is in order.
From: Monica Simpson [mailto:greenplanner@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:42 AM
To: Andy Price
Cc: Pierrette Kelly AMICC
Subject: AMICC Board Meeting Item

Andy,
As promised, I am sending this email to "discuss" two items that will be
on tomorrow's agenda. I do not seem to have all of the Board members in
an email grouping, so if you please forward this to everyone so that
nobody is missed I would greatly appreciate it.
First item, I have been working with Congressman Buchanan's office for
several months in an attempt to get funding to replace the field lights.
This began as an effort to tap into some of the President's stimulus
money, and has now evolved into requesting appropriations; either way, I
am hopeful that we will be able to get this accomplished. As you may be
aware, the lighting that provides the center with the ability to hold
night time activities on the field are extremely expensive to run. As
part of the appropriations request we will be providing the cost to run
the lights and the estimated amount to replace the lights (both
Pierrette is to provide to me).
As you can see from the attachment, the forms are Mr. Buchanan's and are
pretty simple. However, there needs to be a unanimous vote of the Board
in order to submit the request (I am confirming with the congressman's
office right now as to whether it needs to be a vote of all board
members or just those who make up the quorum for the board meeting). I
thought it would be appropriate to accompany those forms with a cover
letter signed By Andy, and perhaps co-signed by Pierrette. I would be
more than happy to continue to the contact person for this project.
The second item is a Development Committee item. We are coming to the
end of the Lester Family Challenge (which I know will be discussed at
the Board meeting). We are so pleased with the response - and, the
Development Committee (who met last week) believe this is a perfect
springboard into the new fundraising year. Pierrette is providing us
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with a list of the participants in the Challenge, and the Development
Committee would like for the Board members to personally thank, through
a simple telephone call, a small number of the donors ourselves. Mary
Leahy, a member of the Development Committee, has volunteered to do the
rest.
We will be provided with a quick "ice breaker" "script" to get the
conversation started. These are merely thank you telephone calls. You
are not expected to solicit more donations - but a simple thanks and get
to know you call. We will discuss this more once the list is finalized..
.because don't forget the Challenge is still open until the end of the
month!!!
Again, my sincerely apologies for having to miss the meeting.
me I would rather be at the Board meeting.

Believe

Thank you everyone.
Monica
JOIN THE MOVEMENT:

www.myMSchallenge.com

Subject: Rep. Buchanan - FY 2011 Appropriations Process
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2010 15:42:13 -0500
From: Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov
To: Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov
CC: Sally.Tibbetts@mail.house.gov; danny.bilyeu@mail.house.gov; sydney.
gruters@mail.house.gov; Margo.Keeler@mail.house.gov
Thank you for contacting Congressman Buchanan regarding federal funding
for a local project. Attached you will find a general questionnaire and
a certification form.
As you may know, Congressman Buchanan has been a leader in the efforts
to reform the federal earmark process to help restore public confidence
and ensure that taxpayer money is spent wisely and that only truly
worthy projects are funded. Congressman Buchanan does not submit “
private” earmarks (i.e., project request from private companies) and
makes public all requests. To further ensure public confidence in the
appropriations process, Congressman Buchanan asks that you fill out and
sign the attached certification form.
Thanks for your assistance. Let me know if you have any questions.
<<General Questionnaire.doc>> <<Certification.doc>>
Shane N. Lieberman
Legislative Director
Rep. Vern Buchanan (FL-13)
(202) 225-5015

Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service. Get it now.
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Hotmail: Powerful Free email with security by Microsoft. Get it now.
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Date: 2010/01/20 07:15
Subject: RE: tonight's hearing
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Don’t want to wake you up. I’ve got a meeting at the Community Center
at 8:00. Not sure how long it will go. Shall I stop in on my way home,
or wait to call you til later?
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 11:44 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: tonight's hearing

OMG!!

Will call you in the morning.
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Date: 2010/01/20 07:15
Subject: RE: tonight's hearing
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Don’t want to wake you up. I’ve got a meeting at the Community Center
at 8:00. Not sure how long it will go. Shall I stop in on my way home,
or wait to call you til later?
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 11:44 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: tonight's hearing

OMG!!

Will call you in the morning.
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Date: 2010/01/20 11:13
Subject: RE: Blog Post re 216 Hearing Jan 19, 2010
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin,
You’re a rock star!

Your presentation last night was right on.

I’m still learning. I’m convinced writing is pretty much ineffective.
I’ve got to work on public speaking and presentation. Somebody told me,
again, they couldn’t hear me last night.
I’m fairly certain P&Z didn’t read a damn thing I wrote.
Nevertheless, I’m pleased with the outcome.
Oh, and by the way, I’ve scheduled a special session of the Commission
at City Hall for 11:00 a.m. tomorrow. Alice is making sure we have
enough for a quorum, but I’m guessing we will.
Okay, now the real fun begins. I detected a not too subtle shift in
direction last night. Nicky told me the last time PAR presented a site
plan, it was approved in minutes. Pretty much a “look across the street
at 315/317. That’s what we’re proposing,” and it was a done deal.
If there was anything that gave me great pleasure it was Micheal Coleman
refusing to acknowledge my “Hey, Micheal, how’s it going?” after the
meeting. He just looked at me and glared, so I spoke to his attorney
and engineer instead as we exited the building.
Asked them

if they were

“ . . having fun yet?” etc.

Re: the special session, I think we need to deal with this parking
nonsense now. We also need to address how we’re going to encourage
builders to build smaller than allowed buildings.
I think we narrowly dodged a bullet last night. I don’t want another
site plan passed until the Commission has dealt with the critical issues.
Still smiling,
Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 8:50 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: Blog Post re 216 Hearing Jan 19, 2010

Hi Harry & Cathy,

I’m working on a blog post to recap the key motions that the P&Z made
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last night. I think we did well last night . Thanks to Margaret, Jim ,
Randall and Frank we have until Feb. 23rd to continue to investigate the
216 Pine site plan and to point to various inadequacies of our code. It’
s when you see our codes in action that you can really see ‘room for
improvement’, to the least!

And thanks for your contributions last night.

Robin
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Date: 2010/01/20 11:13
Subject: RE: Blog Post re 216 Hearing Jan 19, 2010
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin,
You’re a rock star!

Your presentation last night was right on.

I’m still learning. I’m convinced writing is pretty much ineffective.
I’ve got to work on public speaking and presentation. Somebody told me,
again, they couldn’t hear me last night.
I’m fairly certain P&Z didn’t read a damn thing I wrote.
Nevertheless, I’m pleased with the outcome.
Oh, and by the way, I’ve scheduled a special session of the Commission
at City Hall for 11:00 a.m. tomorrow. Alice is making sure we have
enough for a quorum, but I’m guessing we will.
Okay, now the real fun begins. I detected a not too subtle shift in
direction last night. Nicky told me the last time PAR presented a site
plan, it was approved in minutes. Pretty much a “look across the street
at 315/317. That’s what we’re proposing,” and it was a done deal.
If there was anything that gave me great pleasure it was Micheal Coleman
refusing to acknowledge my “Hey, Micheal, how’s it going?” after the
meeting. He just looked at me and glared, so I spoke to his attorney
and engineer instead as we exited the building.
Asked them

if they were

“ . . having fun yet?” etc.

Re: the special session, I think we need to deal with this parking
nonsense now. We also need to address how we’re going to encourage
builders to build smaller than allowed buildings.
I think we narrowly dodged a bullet last night. I don’t want another
site plan passed until the Commission has dealt with the critical issues.
Still smiling,
Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 8:50 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: Blog Post re 216 Hearing Jan 19, 2010

Hi Harry & Cathy,

I’m working on a blog post to recap the key motions that the P&Z made
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last night. I think we did well last night . Thanks to Margaret, Jim ,
Randall and Frank we have until Feb. 23rd to continue to investigate the
216 Pine site plan and to point to various inadequacies of our code. It’
s when you see our codes in action that you can really see ‘room for
improvement’, to the least!

And thanks for your contributions last night.

Robin
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Date: 2010/01/20 11:22
Subject: parking meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Terry,
Please have the meeting rescheduled.

I’d like to attend.

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/01/20 11:22
Subject: parking meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Terry,
Please have the meeting rescheduled.

I’d like to attend.

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/01/20 13:03
Subject: tomorrow's special session agenda
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Here’s the topics for tomorrow.
Your input is, as always, welcome.
H

1/21/1010 Agenda for Special Session for the City of Anna Maria
Commission
Comp Plan
1.
Driveway language, curb cuts, and safety—we’re allowing
hazards to be perpetuated. We need to change the definition of
driveways and extend the intent of the Comp Plan into the LDR’s.
Review comp plan driveway language.
Discuss AASHTO definition of driveway.
Discuss Florida statute regarding driving on sidewalk.
Discuss pedestrian fatalities and back over risks.

2.
Why are we allowing 5,000 sq. ft. lots to be joined with other
lots? We’re supposed to be encouraging less than the maximum size
buildings.
Co-joining lots encourages larger buildings.
We should disallow co-joining lots and co-joining buildings in the ROR.
We’re supposed to be preserving the cottage type housing.
3.
We need to expedite passing the ordinance requiring the
Commission to review the agreed upon site plans
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Date: 2010/01/20 13:03
Subject: tomorrow's special session agenda
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Here’s the topics for tomorrow.
Your input is, as always, welcome.
H

1/21/1010 Agenda for Special Session for the City of Anna Maria
Commission
Comp Plan
1.
Driveway language, curb cuts, and safety—we’re allowing
hazards to be perpetuated. We need to change the definition of
driveways and extend the intent of the Comp Plan into the LDR’s.
Review comp plan driveway language.
Discuss AASHTO definition of driveway.
Discuss Florida statute regarding driving on sidewalk.
Discuss pedestrian fatalities and back over risks.

2.
Why are we allowing 5,000 sq. ft. lots to be joined with other
lots? We’re supposed to be encouraging less than the maximum size
buildings.
Co-joining lots encourages larger buildings.
We should disallow co-joining lots and co-joining buildings in the ROR.
We’re supposed to be preserving the cottage type housing.
3.
We need to expedite passing the ordinance requiring the
Commission to review the agreed upon site plans
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Date: 2010/01/20 13:03
Subject: tomorrow's special session agenda
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Here’s the topics for tomorrow.
Your input is, as always, welcome.
H

1/21/1010 Agenda for Special Session for the City of Anna Maria
Commission
Comp Plan
1.
Driveway language, curb cuts, and safety—we’re allowing
hazards to be perpetuated. We need to change the definition of
driveways and extend the intent of the Comp Plan into the LDR’s.
Review comp plan driveway language.
Discuss AASHTO definition of driveway.
Discuss Florida statute regarding driving on sidewalk.
Discuss pedestrian fatalities and back over risks.

2.
Why are we allowing 5,000 sq. ft. lots to be joined with other
lots? We’re supposed to be encouraging less than the maximum size
buildings.
Co-joining lots encourages larger buildings.
We should disallow co-joining lots and co-joining buildings in the ROR.
We’re supposed to be preserving the cottage type housing.
3.
We need to expedite passing the ordinance requiring the
Commission to review the agreed upon site plans
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Date: 2010/01/20 15:37
Subject: RE: parking meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "terry schaefer" <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Thanks, Terry.
I saw Larry’s letter to Alice Baird.

No biggie.

I’ve scheduled a special session of the Commission for 11:00 a.m.
tomorrow at City Hall. I think we dodged a bullet last night and am no
longer willing to allow the natural flow of events take their course.
It would be great if you could rally the troops and have them show up.
I’m going to suggest we allow some public comment at the end.
Harry

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 2:51 PM
To: Larry Albert
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Fwd: parking meeting

Larry,
FYI,
TWS

Begin forwarded message:

From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: January 20, 2010 11:22:49 AM EST
To: terrywschaefer@mac.com
Subject: parking meeting

Terry,
Please have the meeting rescheduled.

I’d like to attend.
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Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/01/20 15:37
Subject: RE: parking meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "terry schaefer" <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Thanks, Terry.
I saw Larry’s letter to Alice Baird.

No biggie.

I’ve scheduled a special session of the Commission for 11:00 a.m.
tomorrow at City Hall. I think we dodged a bullet last night and am no
longer willing to allow the natural flow of events take their course.
It would be great if you could rally the troops and have them show up.
I’m going to suggest we allow some public comment at the end.
Harry

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 2:51 PM
To: Larry Albert
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Fwd: parking meeting

Larry,
FYI,
TWS

Begin forwarded message:

From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: January 20, 2010 11:22:49 AM EST
To: terrywschaefer@mac.com
Subject: parking meeting

Terry,
Please have the meeting rescheduled.

I’d like to attend.
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Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/01/20 15:37
Subject: RE: parking meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "terry schaefer" <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Thanks, Terry.
I saw Larry’s letter to Alice Baird.

No biggie.

I’ve scheduled a special session of the Commission for 11:00 a.m.
tomorrow at City Hall. I think we dodged a bullet last night and am no
longer willing to allow the natural flow of events take their course.
It would be great if you could rally the troops and have them show up.
I’m going to suggest we allow some public comment at the end.
Harry

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 2:51 PM
To: Larry Albert
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Fwd: parking meeting

Larry,
FYI,
TWS

Begin forwarded message:

From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: January 20, 2010 11:22:49 AM EST
To: terrywschaefer@mac.com
Subject: parking meeting

Terry,
Please have the meeting rescheduled.

I’d like to attend.
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Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/01/20 15:54
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] City of Anna Maria Commission topics
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
I've chose to exercise the right given me by the City Charter to
schedule a special session of the City Commission.
I urge all who care about the future of our City to attend the next
series of Commission meetings and make sure your opinion is heard. We've
got a lot of ground to cover.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
CITY OF ANNA MARIA
CITY COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING
JANUARY 21, 2010
11:00 AM
AGENDA
1. COMP PLAN CONSISTENCY IN THE LAND DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
2. DRIVEWAYS, CURB CUTS, AND SAFETY
3. FUTURE LAND USE ELEMENT POLICY 1.2.1
4. SITE PLAN REVIEW BY CITY COMMISSION
Public Comment on agenda items
Press Comment
Adjournment
-Posted By Harry Stoltzfus to Our Anna Maria. at 1/20/2010 03:45:00 PM
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Date: 2010/01/20 16:01
Subject: RE: tomorrow's special session agenda
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Hey Robin,
So you know, I’m home again.

Call when you get a chance.

Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: tomorrow's special session agenda

Review LDR Chapter 90-2 driveway language.

Please call me now so I don’t have to type about the co-joining thing…
778-9692

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:03 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: Robin Wall; 'Duke Miller'
Subject: tomorrow's special session agenda

Here’s the topics for tomorrow.
Your input is, as always, welcome.
H

1/21/1010 Agenda for Special Session for the City of Anna Maria
Commission
Comp Plan
1.
Driveway language, curb cuts, and safety—we’re allowing
hazards to be perpetuated. We need to change the definition of
driveways and extend the intent of the Comp Plan into the LDR’s.
Review comp plan driveway language.
Discuss AASHTO definition of driveway.
Discuss Florida statute regarding driving on sidewalk.
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Discuss pedestrian fatalities and back over risks.

2.
Why are we allowing 5,000 sq. ft. lots to be joined with other
lots? We’re supposed to be encouraging less than the maximum size
buildings.
Co-joining lots encourages larger buildings.
We should disallow co-joining lots and co-joining buildings in the ROR.
We’re supposed to be preserving the cottage type housing.
3.
We need to expedite passing the ordinance requiring the
Commission to review the agreed upon site plans
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Date: 2010/01/20 16:01
Subject: RE: tomorrow's special session agenda
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Hey Robin,
So you know, I’m home again.

Call when you get a chance.

Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: tomorrow's special session agenda

Review LDR Chapter 90-2 driveway language.

Please call me now so I don’t have to type about the co-joining thing…
778-9692

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:03 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: Robin Wall; 'Duke Miller'
Subject: tomorrow's special session agenda

Here’s the topics for tomorrow.
Your input is, as always, welcome.
H

1/21/1010 Agenda for Special Session for the City of Anna Maria
Commission
Comp Plan
1.
Driveway language, curb cuts, and safety—we’re allowing
hazards to be perpetuated. We need to change the definition of
driveways and extend the intent of the Comp Plan into the LDR’s.
Review comp plan driveway language.
Discuss AASHTO definition of driveway.
Discuss Florida statute regarding driving on sidewalk.
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Discuss pedestrian fatalities and back over risks.

2.
Why are we allowing 5,000 sq. ft. lots to be joined with other
lots? We’re supposed to be encouraging less than the maximum size
buildings.
Co-joining lots encourages larger buildings.
We should disallow co-joining lots and co-joining buildings in the ROR.
We’re supposed to be preserving the cottage type housing.
3.
We need to expedite passing the ordinance requiring the
Commission to review the agreed upon site plans
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Date: 2010/01/20 16:01
Subject: RE: tomorrow's special session agenda
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Hey Robin,
So you know, I’m home again.

Call when you get a chance.

Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: tomorrow's special session agenda

Review LDR Chapter 90-2 driveway language.

Please call me now so I don’t have to type about the co-joining thing…
778-9692

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:03 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: Robin Wall; 'Duke Miller'
Subject: tomorrow's special session agenda

Here’s the topics for tomorrow.
Your input is, as always, welcome.
H

1/21/1010 Agenda for Special Session for the City of Anna Maria
Commission
Comp Plan
1.
Driveway language, curb cuts, and safety—we’re allowing
hazards to be perpetuated. We need to change the definition of
driveways and extend the intent of the Comp Plan into the LDR’s.
Review comp plan driveway language.
Discuss AASHTO definition of driveway.
Discuss Florida statute regarding driving on sidewalk.
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Discuss pedestrian fatalities and back over risks.

2.
Why are we allowing 5,000 sq. ft. lots to be joined with other
lots? We’re supposed to be encouraging less than the maximum size
buildings.
Co-joining lots encourages larger buildings.
We should disallow co-joining lots and co-joining buildings in the ROR.
We’re supposed to be preserving the cottage type housing.
3.
We need to expedite passing the ordinance requiring the
Commission to review the agreed upon site plans
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Date: 2010/01/20 16:01
Subject: RE: tomorrow's special session agenda
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Hey Robin,
So you know, I’m home again.

Call when you get a chance.

Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: tomorrow's special session agenda

Review LDR Chapter 90-2 driveway language.

Please call me now so I don’t have to type about the co-joining thing…
778-9692

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:03 PM
To: watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: Robin Wall; 'Duke Miller'
Subject: tomorrow's special session agenda

Here’s the topics for tomorrow.
Your input is, as always, welcome.
H

1/21/1010 Agenda for Special Session for the City of Anna Maria
Commission
Comp Plan
1.
Driveway language, curb cuts, and safety—we’re allowing
hazards to be perpetuated. We need to change the definition of
driveways and extend the intent of the Comp Plan into the LDR’s.
Review comp plan driveway language.
Discuss AASHTO definition of driveway.
Discuss Florida statute regarding driving on sidewalk.
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Discuss pedestrian fatalities and back over risks.

2.
Why are we allowing 5,000 sq. ft. lots to be joined with other
lots? We’re supposed to be encouraging less than the maximum size
buildings.
Co-joining lots encourages larger buildings.
We should disallow co-joining lots and co-joining buildings in the ROR.
We’re supposed to be preserving the cottage type housing.
3.
We need to expedite passing the ordinance requiring the
Commission to review the agreed upon site plans
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Date: 2010/01/21 07:44
Subject: RE: Alan Garrett
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Morning, Nicky.
Not sure what hit me yesterday. Some allergy thing. I was sneezing and
blowing my nose every two minutes for several hours. Took meds, which
knocked me out. I had an hour nap in the afternoon, took a nap at 6:00,
and was in bed for the night by 7:00. Slept til 6:00 this morning.
That’s about 14 hrs. sleep. Feel okay so far this morning. Of course,
I want to blame it all on the cat.

You’re justified in your outrage.
s for certain.

Garrett is not serving us well, that’

I’ve been reading the ldr’s this morning, and I’m furious. The setbacks
that have been relocated to the side yards for 315/317 Pine and 403 Pine
(I think that’s the number. It’s the one presently under construction.)
are allowed only if the two structures share one roof. All this crap
they’ve built so far is non-compliant, as far as I can tell.

Prove me wrong.

Please!

Harry

p.s. If you guy’s are up, I’d like to drop over for a few minutes this
morning.
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 8:48 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Alan Garrett

Hi Harry

We have listened to the first tape of last nights' meeting on our way
back from Tampa. I thought Bob was going to explode.

Garrett wrote the very ordinance 9 months ago that he now professes not
to have applied to the 216 site plan. This is seriously outrageous and
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please tell me why the citizens of AM are having to pay for a city
planner who I would like to say was just stupid but frankly is obviously
blatantly corrupt.

Similar comments regarding Jim Dye and his comments regarding the site
plan procedure. So he is saying everyone can keep adding bits and
taking them away from the file is he which presumably means that there
never is a compliance decision given as everything could be changing on
a daily basis.

I tell you we have not even got to the end of the part on the setbacks
and it is frightening that absolutely nobody has a clue what they are
doing because Garrett has written them so that everyone continues to be
baffled.

I intend to stand up at your meeting tomorrow and ask for his
resignation. You have been warned!

Nicky

ps and dont' get me on Lynn Townsends interpretation of the density
issue! Talk about a long shot on her behalf.

HS-II01259

Date: 2010/01/21 07:44
Subject: RE: Alan Garrett
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Morning, Nicky.
Not sure what hit me yesterday. Some allergy thing. I was sneezing and
blowing my nose every two minutes for several hours. Took meds, which
knocked me out. I had an hour nap in the afternoon, took a nap at 6:00,
and was in bed for the night by 7:00. Slept til 6:00 this morning.
That’s about 14 hrs. sleep. Feel okay so far this morning. Of course,
I want to blame it all on the cat.

You’re justified in your outrage.
s for certain.

Garrett is not serving us well, that’

I’ve been reading the ldr’s this morning, and I’m furious. The setbacks
that have been relocated to the side yards for 315/317 Pine and 403 Pine
(I think that’s the number. It’s the one presently under construction.)
are allowed only if the two structures share one roof. All this crap
they’ve built so far is non-compliant, as far as I can tell.

Prove me wrong.

Please!

Harry

p.s. If you guy’s are up, I’d like to drop over for a few minutes this
morning.
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 8:48 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Alan Garrett

Hi Harry

We have listened to the first tape of last nights' meeting on our way
back from Tampa. I thought Bob was going to explode.

Garrett wrote the very ordinance 9 months ago that he now professes not
to have applied to the 216 site plan. This is seriously outrageous and
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please tell me why the citizens of AM are having to pay for a city
planner who I would like to say was just stupid but frankly is obviously
blatantly corrupt.

Similar comments regarding Jim Dye and his comments regarding the site
plan procedure. So he is saying everyone can keep adding bits and
taking them away from the file is he which presumably means that there
never is a compliance decision given as everything could be changing on
a daily basis.

I tell you we have not even got to the end of the part on the setbacks
and it is frightening that absolutely nobody has a clue what they are
doing because Garrett has written them so that everyone continues to be
baffled.

I intend to stand up at your meeting tomorrow and ask for his
resignation. You have been warned!

Nicky

ps and dont' get me on Lynn Townsends interpretation of the density
issue! Talk about a long shot on her behalf.
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Date: 2010/01/21 08:11
Subject: RE: Alan Garrett
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Quick bowl of cereal and I’m on my way.
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 8:00 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Alan Garrett

Yes we are up so no problem dropping round.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/21 08:11
Subject: RE: Alan Garrett
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Quick bowl of cereal and I’m on my way.
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 8:00 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Alan Garrett

Yes we are up so no problem dropping round.

Nicky

HS-II01263

Date: 2010/01/21 14:24
Subject: RE: Response from the City
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I think the special session went well.
benefit.

We accomplished two things of

1.
We’ve got parking front and center. Anybody who attended the
meeting knows there won’t be any more back-out parking arrangements
approved. It seems clear to me we’re going to be requiring driveways
from here on in.
2.
Dale Woodland got off the fence. His questions, although not
outright supporting my position, gave everyone pause. After all, he’s
right. No one from the opposition has said I’m right, but no one has
proven me wrong either. Until they do, he’ll be taking me seriously.

Oh, and there’s one other thing we accomplished.
We pissed Coleman off again.
he’s losing.

That’s always a good sign.

Means he knows

Bob, you did a great job. We can’t let these people simply stand up and
invent history and recall events without requiring them to show minutes
or transcripts.
Tom and Robin were well spoken too.
I think we’ve got them on the run.

If I had to rate the overall outcome of the special session, I’d give us
a real solid 8/10.
Finally,
Harry

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 9:25 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Fwd: Response from the City
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Date: 2010/01/21 14:24
Subject: RE: Response from the City
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I think the special session went well.
benefit.

We accomplished two things of

1.
We’ve got parking front and center. Anybody who attended the
meeting knows there won’t be any more back-out parking arrangements
approved. It seems clear to me we’re going to be requiring driveways
from here on in.
2.
Dale Woodland got off the fence. His questions, although not
outright supporting my position, gave everyone pause. After all, he’s
right. No one from the opposition has said I’m right, but no one has
proven me wrong either. Until they do, he’ll be taking me seriously.

Oh, and there’s one other thing we accomplished.
We pissed Coleman off again.
he’s losing.

That’s always a good sign.

Means he knows

Bob, you did a great job. We can’t let these people simply stand up and
invent history and recall events without requiring them to show minutes
or transcripts.
Tom and Robin were well spoken too.
I think we’ve got them on the run.

If I had to rate the overall outcome of the special session, I’d give us
a real solid 8/10.
Finally,
Harry

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 9:25 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Fwd: Response from the City
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Date: 2010/01/21 14:53
Subject: RE: Response from the City
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
We return Sunday afternoon.

We’ll call you when get back.

If you can fit us into your busy schedule, I’d like to plan on a beer at
Slim’s Sunday night.
Not likely I’ll stop thinking about this crap.

It’s my other job now.

C ya soon,
Harry
From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 2:43 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Response from the City

Hi Harry

I got the lowdown of the meeting from Bob - talk about a firecracker!

He agrees with the points in your email (especially the Dale part) and
also said he thought you achieved Jim Dye admitting that the City should
be applying the rules as they are not as they have been in the passed ie
admit past mistakes.

I believe Ricinda Perry gave birth to a baby boy in the Anna Maria City
car park - to be named Michael. Of course I am kidding on this but Bob
said she was mad as hell and looked like she was about to give birth.

Okay an update on our petition.

I have spoken to Jeremy about Bob Welch's argument. First and most
importantly the 'Note' he is referring to is under No 1 and is
residential land use categories. He said if the City had intended it to
apply to commercial or ROR the note would have been in that section too.
It therefore only applies to the residential district.

His second argument, although in my view a slightly more grey area, was
what is meant by 'development tract'.
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Either way he says this argument on the City's part is unlikely to be
effective.

Bob and he both made another good point which is that streets are not
shown on the Land Use map in the ROR district in Anna Maria and
therefore cannot be taken into account.

Next up Jim Dye on PAR's behalf is arguing vested rights when it comes
to 216 Pine Avenue. Jeremy said that it was extremely dangerous for Jim
to be acting for PAR and not the City and could come back to haunt him
if he is wrong. Dye is saying apparently that as 216 already has 2
residences on one lot then they are still entitled to build 2 more
residences. Wrong. There is a section in our code (I need to find it)
which states that any new build has to comply with our Comp Plan and LDR'
s so he can forget vested rights!

He will be filing our petition with the DCA tomorrow. They have up to
30 days to respond so we should get the reply before the next P & Z site
plan meeting.

Finally he wrote to the City today on behalf of the Nally's (he asked
Alice to get it to the Commission before your meeting this morning but
it looks like that didn't happen) informing the City that the Nally's
are intending on taking legal action against the City with regards the
216 site plan. You, I know, will be very pleased to hear this. He also
suggested in his letter on behalf of the Nally's that the City employed
the opinion of another attorney and planner for a second opinion to
avoid any suggestion of bias! He agreed that as we all fear both
Garrett and Dye are on the PAR payroll which is why he made this
suggestion. It may be something you can push for on behalf of the
residents as so many fingers are now starting to be pointed.

Anyway have a great weekend in PA and forget about all this crap for a
few days. When are you back?

Say hi to the boss (Cathy) and tell her I hope she has a great weekend.

Big hugs to all
Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/21 14:53
Subject: RE: Response from the City
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
We return Sunday afternoon.

We’ll call you when get back.

If you can fit us into your busy schedule, I’d like to plan on a beer at
Slim’s Sunday night.
Not likely I’ll stop thinking about this crap.

It’s my other job now.

C ya soon,
Harry
From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 2:43 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Response from the City

Hi Harry

I got the lowdown of the meeting from Bob - talk about a firecracker!

He agrees with the points in your email (especially the Dale part) and
also said he thought you achieved Jim Dye admitting that the City should
be applying the rules as they are not as they have been in the passed ie
admit past mistakes.

I believe Ricinda Perry gave birth to a baby boy in the Anna Maria City
car park - to be named Michael. Of course I am kidding on this but Bob
said she was mad as hell and looked like she was about to give birth.

Okay an update on our petition.

I have spoken to Jeremy about Bob Welch's argument. First and most
importantly the 'Note' he is referring to is under No 1 and is
residential land use categories. He said if the City had intended it to
apply to commercial or ROR the note would have been in that section too.
It therefore only applies to the residential district.

His second argument, although in my view a slightly more grey area, was
what is meant by 'development tract'.
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Either way he says this argument on the City's part is unlikely to be
effective.

Bob and he both made another good point which is that streets are not
shown on the Land Use map in the ROR district in Anna Maria and
therefore cannot be taken into account.

Next up Jim Dye on PAR's behalf is arguing vested rights when it comes
to 216 Pine Avenue. Jeremy said that it was extremely dangerous for Jim
to be acting for PAR and not the City and could come back to haunt him
if he is wrong. Dye is saying apparently that as 216 already has 2
residences on one lot then they are still entitled to build 2 more
residences. Wrong. There is a section in our code (I need to find it)
which states that any new build has to comply with our Comp Plan and LDR'
s so he can forget vested rights!

He will be filing our petition with the DCA tomorrow. They have up to
30 days to respond so we should get the reply before the next P & Z site
plan meeting.

Finally he wrote to the City today on behalf of the Nally's (he asked
Alice to get it to the Commission before your meeting this morning but
it looks like that didn't happen) informing the City that the Nally's
are intending on taking legal action against the City with regards the
216 site plan. You, I know, will be very pleased to hear this. He also
suggested in his letter on behalf of the Nally's that the City employed
the opinion of another attorney and planner for a second opinion to
avoid any suggestion of bias! He agreed that as we all fear both
Garrett and Dye are on the PAR payroll which is why he made this
suggestion. It may be something you can push for on behalf of the
residents as so many fingers are now starting to be pointed.

Anyway have a great weekend in PA and forget about all this crap for a
few days. When are you back?

Say hi to the boss (Cathy) and tell her I hope she has a great weekend.

Big hugs to all
Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/22 10:50
Subject: RE: Thoughts
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
I agree regarding early responses to the meeting.
radar for a time.

I’m flying under the

A few comments on the meeting: Jim Dye challenged the “maneuvering”
language for parking spaces by saying a vehicle has to maneuver every
time it enters a driveway. That’s true. But there is no maneuvering
prohibition in the ldr’s for entering or exiting driveways. The
prohibition only applies to off street parking, which is supposed to be
situated solely on the subject property with no maneuvering in the rightof-way for ingress or egress to the space. The same maneuvering
prohibition applies to loading zones.

And there’s no room for whining about what that will do to the sizes of
the buildings allowed. According to the Comp Plan, we’re supposed to
find ways to encourage builders to build smaller than allowed buildings
on the smaller lots on Pine. That should help.

‘Nother issue. The adjoining buildings bit. You’re not allowed to
eliminate the setbacks between buildings unless they share a roof. A
continuous roof. And contiguous frontage, whatever that means. I know
what contiguous means, but are we talking about the frontage of the lots
or the frontage of the building? It could be argued this language only
prohibits joining buildings back-to-back. Wouldn’t the front of the
building be called the front, or the façade. Of course, we have no
definition for frontage, or maneuvering, or apartments, or accessways in
our ldr, so our attorney will say they don’t apply or are vague so they
must be interpreted liberally.

But the end result is, both 315/317 and 403/405 or whatever the numbers
are other side of Crescent, are non-compliant. They don’t share a
common roof and contiguous frontage. It doesn’t matter what the fire
code requires.
Unfortunately, if you read Garrett’s new language, if the roof is
continuous, the setbacks required between the buildings can be relocated
to the edges of the building. It doesn’t say added to the existing
setback. It’s conceivable we could wind up with a 7’ street-side
setback on a corner lot. This will have to be clarified in no uncertain
terms in the Chapter 90 joint session.

I still contend, all this wringing of the hands about ambiguous language
is posturing and histrionics. Garrett’s been writing and revising code
for the past few years. If the language is ambiguous, it’s because he’s
made it so.
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I believe, given there were three members of P&Z at the meeting
yesterday, we’ll be able to get a correct interpretation of the parking
language at the continued hearing for 216 Pine. I’m working on my
presentation for the next joint session when we start tackling Chapter
90.

Man the torpedoes!

Harry

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 10:58 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Thoughts

Harry:

I think Bill Yanger is correct. There is just so much flying right now (
a GOOD thing). Probably best to let others do the talking. Remember the
trouble Coleman/PAR got into when Lizzie's infamous email was
accidentally sent by Coleman to the world? Would hate to see something
like that impede the cause. You are on such a roll.

My good friend, confidant, campaign manager, and "chief of staff" Norm
Mansour, a political expert if ever there was one, once told me, "Don't
put anything in writing you don't want to see on the front page of the
paper. Ever!"

For what it's worth.....

Press on!

Duke
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Begin forwarded message:

From: "Bill Yanger" <bill.yanger@yangerlaw.com>
Date: January 21, 2010 8:57:57 PM EST
To: "'Duke Miller'" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Subject: RE: Response from the City

Robin is correct. HS should not be saying anything to anyone in any
written forum.
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Date: 2010/01/22 10:50
Subject: RE: Thoughts
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
I agree regarding early responses to the meeting.
radar for a time.

I’m flying under the

A few comments on the meeting: Jim Dye challenged the “maneuvering”
language for parking spaces by saying a vehicle has to maneuver every
time it enters a driveway. That’s true. But there is no maneuvering
prohibition in the ldr’s for entering or exiting driveways. The
prohibition only applies to off street parking, which is supposed to be
situated solely on the subject property with no maneuvering in the rightof-way for ingress or egress to the space. The same maneuvering
prohibition applies to loading zones.

And there’s no room for whining about what that will do to the sizes of
the buildings allowed. According to the Comp Plan, we’re supposed to
find ways to encourage builders to build smaller than allowed buildings
on the smaller lots on Pine. That should help.

‘Nother issue. The adjoining buildings bit. You’re not allowed to
eliminate the setbacks between buildings unless they share a roof. A
continuous roof. And contiguous frontage, whatever that means. I know
what contiguous means, but are we talking about the frontage of the lots
or the frontage of the building? It could be argued this language only
prohibits joining buildings back-to-back. Wouldn’t the front of the
building be called the front, or the façade. Of course, we have no
definition for frontage, or maneuvering, or apartments, or accessways in
our ldr, so our attorney will say they don’t apply or are vague so they
must be interpreted liberally.

But the end result is, both 315/317 and 403/405 or whatever the numbers
are other side of Crescent, are non-compliant. They don’t share a
common roof and contiguous frontage. It doesn’t matter what the fire
code requires.
Unfortunately, if you read Garrett’s new language, if the roof is
continuous, the setbacks required between the buildings can be relocated
to the edges of the building. It doesn’t say added to the existing
setback. It’s conceivable we could wind up with a 7’ street-side
setback on a corner lot. This will have to be clarified in no uncertain
terms in the Chapter 90 joint session.

I still contend, all this wringing of the hands about ambiguous language
is posturing and histrionics. Garrett’s been writing and revising code
for the past few years. If the language is ambiguous, it’s because he’s
made it so.
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I believe, given there were three members of P&Z at the meeting
yesterday, we’ll be able to get a correct interpretation of the parking
language at the continued hearing for 216 Pine. I’m working on my
presentation for the next joint session when we start tackling Chapter
90.

Man the torpedoes!

Harry

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 10:58 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Thoughts

Harry:

I think Bill Yanger is correct. There is just so much flying right now (
a GOOD thing). Probably best to let others do the talking. Remember the
trouble Coleman/PAR got into when Lizzie's infamous email was
accidentally sent by Coleman to the world? Would hate to see something
like that impede the cause. You are on such a roll.

My good friend, confidant, campaign manager, and "chief of staff" Norm
Mansour, a political expert if ever there was one, once told me, "Don't
put anything in writing you don't want to see on the front page of the
paper. Ever!"

For what it's worth.....

Press on!

Duke
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Begin forwarded message:

From: "Bill Yanger" <bill.yanger@yangerlaw.com>
Date: January 21, 2010 8:57:57 PM EST
To: "'Duke Miller'" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Subject: RE: Response from the City

Robin is correct. HS should not be saying anything to anyone in any
written forum.
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Date: 2010/01/22 11:42
Subject: you don't have to fly under the radar
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,

Feel free to blog re: the meeting if you like. You can cut and paste
anything you like from the comments I just sent, or not. I think it
serves us well to keep these guys on their heels all the time. “
Relentless assault” comes to mind.

Funny, you didn’t get to see it, but Chuck Webb stormed out of the
meeting in a very dramatic display of anger for my having called a
special session, messing up his schedule, and wasting his time. I
seriously pissed him off when he was walking down the aisle of the room
on his way out, still making comments to the audience, and I said, “You
can leave now.”

He turned around like he was going to come after me, said something like
“What did you say?”, regained his composure, and left.

Coleman shouted out, “This is what I said would happen before the
election!”

I believe we accomplished what we did because Webb wasn’t there.
been a bit of an obstructionist in past meetings.

He’s

Anyhow, it’s cold in PA. Ice in the birdbath, and all that. Molly’s
complaining because I’ve got her doing some chores outside and she comes
in every ten minutes complaining her nose is numb. My secretaries have
adopted a stray kitten, now named “Shop Kitty”, who has taken over my
station in the office. I’m interviewing a prospective employee this
afternoon. Life is good.

I had this dream last night in which Coleman was sailing some ship
across Tampa Bay and a bunch of us on a destroyer staged this broadside
assault, with 50 mm’s and torpedoes, and all that. At one point we
scored a direct hit mid-ships and Coleman’s hoarse shouting came across
the water, . “Man the lifeboats! Man the lifeboats!” he was hollering.

Music to me ears, it was.
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Later,
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/22 11:42
Subject: you don't have to fly under the radar
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,

Feel free to blog re: the meeting if you like. You can cut and paste
anything you like from the comments I just sent, or not. I think it
serves us well to keep these guys on their heels all the time. “
Relentless assault” comes to mind.

Funny, you didn’t get to see it, but Chuck Webb stormed out of the
meeting in a very dramatic display of anger for my having called a
special session, messing up his schedule, and wasting his time. I
seriously pissed him off when he was walking down the aisle of the room
on his way out, still making comments to the audience, and I said, “You
can leave now.”

He turned around like he was going to come after me, said something like
“What did you say?”, regained his composure, and left.

Coleman shouted out, “This is what I said would happen before the
election!”

I believe we accomplished what we did because Webb wasn’t there.
been a bit of an obstructionist in past meetings.

He’s

Anyhow, it’s cold in PA. Ice in the birdbath, and all that. Molly’s
complaining because I’ve got her doing some chores outside and she comes
in every ten minutes complaining her nose is numb. My secretaries have
adopted a stray kitten, now named “Shop Kitty”, who has taken over my
station in the office. I’m interviewing a prospective employee this
afternoon. Life is good.

I had this dream last night in which Coleman was sailing some ship
across Tampa Bay and a bunch of us on a destroyer staged this broadside
assault, with 50 mm’s and torpedoes, and all that. At one point we
scored a direct hit mid-ships and Coleman’s hoarse shouting came across
the water, . “Man the lifeboats! Man the lifeboats!” he was hollering.

Music to me ears, it was.
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Later,
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/22 15:44
Subject: safety committee meeting postponement
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <lalbert652@aol.com>
Larry,
Thanks for postponing the meeting. As the liaison for the Commission, I
appreciate your considering my request. I would like to attend the
second meeting and regret having consecutive schedule conflicts. Again,
thanks for your consideration.
I have no objection to your stating your reason for postponing as my
expressing a desire to attend the second meeting.
Cordially,

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/01/22 15:44
Subject: safety committee meeting postponement
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <lalbert652@aol.com>
Larry,
Thanks for postponing the meeting. As the liaison for the Commission, I
appreciate your considering my request. I would like to attend the
second meeting and regret having consecutive schedule conflicts. Again,
thanks for your consideration.
I have no objection to your stating your reason for postponing as my
expressing a desire to attend the second meeting.
Cordially,

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/01/22 17:04
Subject: touchy aren't we?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I guess the real question is: why does Coleman’s displeasure give me so
much pleasure? Or why is it I feel, anyone who intersperses their
dialogue with “respectfully”, or “with all due respect” usually means
exactly the opposite?

Harry

Please see attached email msg. from Committee Member Coleman.

**ATTN: Attorney Dye could you please provide a response regarding
Mr. Coleman's question below? I have received two other telephone calls
from members of the same Committee regarding the same issue.

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe

AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl

34216-0779

Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

From: Micheal Coleman [mailto:prov1813@msn.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 9:42 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: Re: 01-22-10 MEETING POSTPONED
AnnMarie,
In light of Chairman Albert's response to you yesterday (below) I would
respectfully request that we be given a reason as to this sudden change.
I agree completely with the Chair's assessment of the importance of
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this meeting as scheduled, particularly since the Commission has a
meeting next thursday and is expecting at least an interim report from
us. Given that, I am certain the Chair has a very significant basis
for his decision and I believe, again, respectfully, that those who have
allocated time and energy to this are entitled to know what that is.
Absent a compelling reason, other than the "minutes" issue so forcefully
addressed by the Chair in his note, please advise as to whether
Committee Members have the same right to call for a special meeting as
Commission Members do.
Please immediately distribute this to all who received your notice of
postponement.
Regards,
Micheal Coleman

From: lalbert652@aol.com [mailto:lalbert652@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 12:35 PM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: Re: Pkng-Sfty-Comm Mtg. Agenda 01-22-10
annmarie, under the circumstances, if the minutes are not ready, then we
will still proceed with our scheduled meeting on January 22. This
meeting is too important to reschedule. I do not want to reschedule the
meeting. Larry Albert

From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 1:05 PM
To: Alan Garrett ; Bob Welch ; Comm. Harry Stoltzfus ; Gene Aubry ;
Larry Albert ; Micheal Coleman ; Mike Pescitelli ; Terry Schaefer ; Tom
Aposporos
Cc: david.turner@manateesheriff.com ; Comm Mattick ; Comm Quam ; Comm
Webb ; Comm Woodland ; amclerk@cityofannamaria.com ; ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com ; amfinance@cityofannamaria.com ; ambldg@
cityofannamaria.com ; ampublic@cityofannamaria.com ; amcode@
cityofannamaria.com ; cnudi@bradentonherald.com ; laurkros@aol.com ;
Catlinrick@msn.com ; rick@islander.org
Subject: 01-22-10 MEETING POSTPONED

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED MEETING POSTPONEMENT NOTICE FOR TOMORROW'S PARKING
SAFETY COMMITTEE MEETING, WHICH WAS TO BE HELD AT 10:00 AM. PER THE
CHAIR, THE MEETING WILL BE HELD NEXT FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 2010 AT 10:00
AM.

Thank you,
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AnnMarie Thorpe

AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl

34216-0779

Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
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Date: 2010/01/22 17:04
Subject: touchy aren't we?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I guess the real question is: why does Coleman’s displeasure give me so
much pleasure? Or why is it I feel, anyone who intersperses their
dialogue with “respectfully”, or “with all due respect” usually means
exactly the opposite?

Harry

Please see attached email msg. from Committee Member Coleman.

**ATTN: Attorney Dye could you please provide a response regarding
Mr. Coleman's question below? I have received two other telephone calls
from members of the same Committee regarding the same issue.

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe

AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl

34216-0779

Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

From: Micheal Coleman [mailto:prov1813@msn.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 9:42 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: Re: 01-22-10 MEETING POSTPONED
AnnMarie,
In light of Chairman Albert's response to you yesterday (below) I would
respectfully request that we be given a reason as to this sudden change.
I agree completely with the Chair's assessment of the importance of
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this meeting as scheduled, particularly since the Commission has a
meeting next thursday and is expecting at least an interim report from
us. Given that, I am certain the Chair has a very significant basis
for his decision and I believe, again, respectfully, that those who have
allocated time and energy to this are entitled to know what that is.
Absent a compelling reason, other than the "minutes" issue so forcefully
addressed by the Chair in his note, please advise as to whether
Committee Members have the same right to call for a special meeting as
Commission Members do.
Please immediately distribute this to all who received your notice of
postponement.
Regards,
Micheal Coleman

From: lalbert652@aol.com [mailto:lalbert652@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 12:35 PM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: Re: Pkng-Sfty-Comm Mtg. Agenda 01-22-10
annmarie, under the circumstances, if the minutes are not ready, then we
will still proceed with our scheduled meeting on January 22. This
meeting is too important to reschedule. I do not want to reschedule the
meeting. Larry Albert

From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 1:05 PM
To: Alan Garrett ; Bob Welch ; Comm. Harry Stoltzfus ; Gene Aubry ;
Larry Albert ; Micheal Coleman ; Mike Pescitelli ; Terry Schaefer ; Tom
Aposporos
Cc: david.turner@manateesheriff.com ; Comm Mattick ; Comm Quam ; Comm
Webb ; Comm Woodland ; amclerk@cityofannamaria.com ; ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com ; amfinance@cityofannamaria.com ; ambldg@
cityofannamaria.com ; ampublic@cityofannamaria.com ; amcode@
cityofannamaria.com ; cnudi@bradentonherald.com ; laurkros@aol.com ;
Catlinrick@msn.com ; rick@islander.org
Subject: 01-22-10 MEETING POSTPONED

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED MEETING POSTPONEMENT NOTICE FOR TOMORROW'S PARKING
SAFETY COMMITTEE MEETING, WHICH WAS TO BE HELD AT 10:00 AM. PER THE
CHAIR, THE MEETING WILL BE HELD NEXT FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 2010 AT 10:00
AM.

Thank you,
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AnnMarie Thorpe

AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl

34216-0779

Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
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Date: 2010/01/22 17:06
Subject: thass right, Micheal, you're not mentioned in the Charter
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
From:
James Dye [JDye@dyefirm.com]
Sent:
Fri 1/22/2010 11:45 AM
To:
AnnMarie Thorpe

Cc:
Alice Baird; LaurKros@aol.com; rick@islander.org; david.turner@
manateesheriff.com; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Alan Garrett; Diane
Percycoe; JoAnne Mattick; Bob Welch; Tom Aposporos; John Quam; Gene
Aubry; Harry Stoltzfus; Chuck Webb; Mike Pescitelli; Micheal Coleman;
Larry Albert; Terry Schaefer; Dale Woodland

Subject:
RE: 01-22-10 MEETING POSTPONED

Attachments:

View As Web Page

AnnMarie:

You can provide committee members with any documents you may have (
emails for example). You should not pass messages from one committee
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member to another committee member, though, as that could be seen as
acting as a conduit between members of the same committee. That’s a
possible Sunshine issue.

If committee members want to ask the chair about why the meeting was
postponed, they’ll need to do so in a noticed meeting.

Committee members shouldn’t ask you to pass messages either, for the
same reason.

As to Mr. Coleman’s question on calling special meetings, the charter
only talks about commission members. Procedural rules for ad hoc
committees are usually set up by the individual committees. I don’t know
if the Parking Committee has procedural rules on this question. That too
may have to wait until the next meeting.

Call me if you have questions.

James D. Dye, Esq.
Dye, Deitrich, Petruff & St.Paul, PL
941-748-4411
jdye@dyefirm.com

Board Certified, City, County and Local Government Law
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Date: 2010/01/22 17:06
Subject: thass right, Micheal, you're not mentioned in the Charter
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
From:
James Dye [JDye@dyefirm.com]
Sent:
Fri 1/22/2010 11:45 AM
To:
AnnMarie Thorpe

Cc:
Alice Baird; LaurKros@aol.com; rick@islander.org; david.turner@
manateesheriff.com; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Alan Garrett; Diane
Percycoe; JoAnne Mattick; Bob Welch; Tom Aposporos; John Quam; Gene
Aubry; Harry Stoltzfus; Chuck Webb; Mike Pescitelli; Micheal Coleman;
Larry Albert; Terry Schaefer; Dale Woodland

Subject:
RE: 01-22-10 MEETING POSTPONED

Attachments:

View As Web Page

AnnMarie:

You can provide committee members with any documents you may have (
emails for example). You should not pass messages from one committee
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member to another committee member, though, as that could be seen as
acting as a conduit between members of the same committee. That’s a
possible Sunshine issue.

If committee members want to ask the chair about why the meeting was
postponed, they’ll need to do so in a noticed meeting.

Committee members shouldn’t ask you to pass messages either, for the
same reason.

As to Mr. Coleman’s question on calling special meetings, the charter
only talks about commission members. Procedural rules for ad hoc
committees are usually set up by the individual committees. I don’t know
if the Parking Committee has procedural rules on this question. That too
may have to wait until the next meeting.

Call me if you have questions.

James D. Dye, Esq.
Dye, Deitrich, Petruff & St.Paul, PL
941-748-4411
jdye@dyefirm.com

Board Certified, City, County and Local Government Law
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Date: 2010/01/22 21:25
Subject: FW: touchy aren't we?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>
Something tells me Duke dislikes Coleman even more than I do.
Imagine.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 5:22 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: touchy aren't we?

The answer to your rhetorical question probably has something to do with
driving a school bus up some arrogant bastards ass! Remember, traffic in
both directions must stop when flashing!!

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 22, 2010, at 5:04 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

I guess the real question is: why does Coleman’s displeasure give me so
much pleasure? Or why is it I feel, anyone who intersperses their
dialogue with “respectfully”, or “with all due respect” usually means
exactly the opposite?

Harry
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Please see attached email msg. from Committee Member Coleman.

**ATTN: Attorney Dye could you please provide a response regarding
Mr. Coleman's question below? I have received two other telephone calls
from members of the same Committee regarding the same issue.

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe

AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl

34216-0779

Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

From: Micheal Coleman [mailto:prov1813@msn.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 9:42 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: Re: 01-22-10 MEETING POSTPONED
AnnMarie,
In light of Chairman Albert's response to you yesterday (below) I would
respectfully request that we be given a reason as to this sudden change.
I agree completely with the Chair's assessment of the importance of
this meeting as scheduled, particularly since the Commission has a
meeting next thursday and is expecting at least an interim report from
us. Given that, I am certain the Chair has a very significant basis
for his decision and I believe, again, respectfully, that those who have
allocated time and energy to this are entitled to know what that is.
Absent a compelling reason, other than the "minutes" issue so forcefully
addressed by the Chair in his note, please advise as to whether
Committee Members have the same right to call for a special meeting as
Commission Members do.
Please immediately distribute this to all who received your notice of
postponement.
Regards,
Micheal Coleman
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From: lalbert652@aol.com [mailto:lalbert652@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 12:35 PM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: Re: Pkng-Sfty-Comm Mtg. Agenda 01-22-10
annmarie, under the circumstances, if the minutes are not ready, then we
will still proceed with our scheduled meeting on January 22. This
meeting is too important to reschedule. I do not want to reschedule the
meeting. Larry Albert

From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 1:05 PM
To: Alan Garrett ; Bob Welch ; Comm. Harry Stoltzfus ; Gene Aubry ;
Larry Albert ; Micheal Coleman ; Mike Pescitelli ; Terry Schaefer ; Tom
Aposporos
Cc: david.turner@manateesheriff.com ; Comm Mattick ; Comm Quam ; Comm
Webb ; Comm Woodland ;amclerk@cityofannamaria.com ; ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com ; amfinance@cityofannamaria.com ;ambldg@
cityofannamaria.com ; ampublic@cityofannamaria.com ; amcode@
cityofannamaria.com ;cnudi@bradentonherald.com ; laurkros@aol.com ;
Catlinrick@msn.com ; rick@islander.org
Subject: 01-22-10 MEETING POSTPONED

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED MEETING POSTPONEMENT NOTICE FOR TOMORROW'S PARKING
SAFETY COMMITTEE MEETING, WHICH WAS TO BE HELD AT 10:00 AM. PER THE
CHAIR, THE MEETING WILL BE HELD NEXT FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 2010 AT 10:00
AM.

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe

AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl

34216-0779

Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
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Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
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Date: 2010/01/22 21:26
Subject: FW: safety committee meeting postponement
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

-----Original Message----From: lalbert652@aol.com [mailto:lalbert652@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 6:26 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: safety committee meeting postponement
Harry, no problem. The minutes were not going to be ready for the
meeting on the 22 and I feel it is important to have them. They will
be ready for the next meeting on the 29th. Larry
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: lalbert652@aol.com
Cc: 'terry schaefer' <terrywschaefer@mac.com>; cathstol@aol.com
Sent: Fri, Jan 22, 2010 3:44 pm
Subject: safety committee meeting postponement

Larry,
Thanks for postponing the meeting. As the liaison for the Commission,
I appreciate your considering my request. I would like to attend the
second meeting and regret having consecutive schedule conflicts.
Again, thanks for your consideration.
I have no objection to your stating your reason for postponing as my
expressing a desire to attend the second meeting.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus, President
Harcon Corporation
PA Office: 717-687-9294
FL Office: 941-779-9838
Cell: 717-368-2454
Email: harry@harconcorp.com
Website:Harcon Bridge Access Services
Google Images: Harcon Photos
Bucket Boat Web Page: Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/01/23 07:53
Subject: RE: Interesting statistic
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
We all owe you a debt of gratitude, Duke. Not only is the blog not
defunct,
it has become, I think, a vital part of the renewed interest in the
workings
of our local government and an excellent forum for opinion sharing.
Thanks
again.
Some comments on the special session I called the other day:
The Mayor asked to comment before the meeting really got underway.
Basically, she tried to undermine my efforts by calling the meeting
unnecessary, time consuming, and costly. She laid the blame at my feet.
Her blame is misplaced. If she wants to become righteously indignant
about
costly behavior, she should start with PAR's continuing to submit
parking
arrangements that are both unsafe and forbidden by our Comp Plan and our
LDR's. She should add we're hoping we've seen enough of developer's
submitting hurried site plans with glaring errors like incorrect street
side
setbacks after the same developer already had developed two other corner
lots with exactly the same setback requirements. She might also
reprimand
her own staff, her touted experts, for their lack of diligence and
oversight
as well. We've got to go through a continued hearing because the
Administrative review was grossly inadequate.
I want to thank all of you who've joined my efforts to eliminate the
unsafe
parking arrangements that have been approved up 'til now on Pine Avenue.
I
believe the message is getting through. I believe we can eliminate
maneuvering in the right of way for off-street parking, as we should. I
believe we can require off-street parking takes place solely on the
subject
property, as we should. And I believe we must emphasize safety and
aesthetics as PAR continues their quest to build a viable mixed use
district
in Anna Maria.
One more time.
Harry
p.s.

Thanks, Duke.

Anyone out there think it's too early to post this?

-----Original Message----From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 10:28 PM
To: Robin Wall; Harry Stoltzfus; Nicky & Bob Hunt
Cc: roraza3@gmail.com
Subject: Interesting statistic
Hi:
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Bill Yanger suggested I check out a site that has a free, downloadable
visit counter that can be integrated into the HTML code on a blog
site. So I got it last night, and installed the code 24 hours ago.
In that time, it recorded 32 unique visitors encompassing 101 page
views. Not bad for just one day on a site that, in Barlow's words, is
an "all but defunct blog."
Are we having any fun yet?!?!
FYI, Cindy and I hit the road Wednesday to attend our dental group's
annual winter shindig in Charlotte. Then it's on to our NC mountain
digs to chill (literally) for about a week. Should be back by the
10th, or so.
Will be in touch by email. And that defunct blog.
Duke
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Date: 2010/01/23 07:53
Subject: RE: Interesting statistic
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
We all owe you a debt of gratitude, Duke. Not only is the blog not
defunct,
it has become, I think, a vital part of the renewed interest in the
workings
of our local government and an excellent forum for opinion sharing.
Thanks
again.
Some comments on the special session I called the other day:
The Mayor asked to comment before the meeting really got underway.
Basically, she tried to undermine my efforts by calling the meeting
unnecessary, time consuming, and costly. She laid the blame at my feet.
Her blame is misplaced. If she wants to become righteously indignant
about
costly behavior, she should start with PAR's continuing to submit
parking
arrangements that are both unsafe and forbidden by our Comp Plan and our
LDR's. She should add we're hoping we've seen enough of developer's
submitting hurried site plans with glaring errors like incorrect street
side
setbacks after the same developer already had developed two other corner
lots with exactly the same setback requirements. She might also
reprimand
her own staff, her touted experts, for their lack of diligence and
oversight
as well. We've got to go through a continued hearing because the
Administrative review was grossly inadequate.
I want to thank all of you who've joined my efforts to eliminate the
unsafe
parking arrangements that have been approved up 'til now on Pine Avenue.
I
believe the message is getting through. I believe we can eliminate
maneuvering in the right of way for off-street parking, as we should. I
believe we can require off-street parking takes place solely on the
subject
property, as we should. And I believe we must emphasize safety and
aesthetics as PAR continues their quest to build a viable mixed use
district
in Anna Maria.
One more time.
Harry
p.s.

Thanks, Duke.

Anyone out there think it's too early to post this?

-----Original Message----From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 10:28 PM
To: Robin Wall; Harry Stoltzfus; Nicky & Bob Hunt
Cc: roraza3@gmail.com
Subject: Interesting statistic
Hi:
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Bill Yanger suggested I check out a site that has a free, downloadable
visit counter that can be integrated into the HTML code on a blog
site. So I got it last night, and installed the code 24 hours ago.
In that time, it recorded 32 unique visitors encompassing 101 page
views. Not bad for just one day on a site that, in Barlow's words, is
an "all but defunct blog."
Are we having any fun yet?!?!
FYI, Cindy and I hit the road Wednesday to attend our dental group's
annual winter shindig in Charlotte. Then it's on to our NC mountain
digs to chill (literally) for about a week. Should be back by the
10th, or so.
Will be in touch by email. And that defunct blog.
Duke
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Date: 2010/01/23 09:26
Subject: anyone but me
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

If somebody out there wishes to rail against the Mayor, here’s a pretty
salient point:

The person she passed over in her last appointment to P&Z, you know, the
process in which she does not pass judgment, but simply passes along to
the Commission the applicants as she receives them. Not.
That individual is the only person, other than Nicky and Bob Hunt from
Day 1, who picked up on the mistaken corner lot street side setback for
the 216 Pine site plan as submitted by PAR. No one in P&Z noticed. Not
Bob Barlow, who Mayor Fran said was the most qualified candidate in the
lineup. But she doesn’t pass judgment, remember.
Tom Turner was the only person at the hearing who noticed the mistake.
Not her experts. Not her most qualified candidate. Not any other
member of P&Z.

Is there any doubt we must have Tom Turner on P&Z?

I hope we don’t have another P&Z vacancy for a long, long time. I’m
hoping Bob Barlow resigns his position on P&Z to run for Mayor. And I’m
hoping we’ve got people in the community ready to serve the residents of
our City by applying for P&Z. But most of all, I’m hoping when the next
vacancy occurs, the Commission unites behind Tom Turner. I don’t think
I could in conscience approve anybody but him.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/23 09:26
Subject: anyone but me
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

If somebody out there wishes to rail against the Mayor, here’s a pretty
salient point:

The person she passed over in her last appointment to P&Z, you know, the
process in which she does not pass judgment, but simply passes along to
the Commission the applicants as she receives them. Not.
That individual is the only person, other than Nicky and Bob Hunt from
Day 1, who picked up on the mistaken corner lot street side setback for
the 216 Pine site plan as submitted by PAR. No one in P&Z noticed. Not
Bob Barlow, who Mayor Fran said was the most qualified candidate in the
lineup. But she doesn’t pass judgment, remember.
Tom Turner was the only person at the hearing who noticed the mistake.
Not her experts. Not her most qualified candidate. Not any other
member of P&Z.

Is there any doubt we must have Tom Turner on P&Z?

I hope we don’t have another P&Z vacancy for a long, long time. I’m
hoping Bob Barlow resigns his position on P&Z to run for Mayor. And I’m
hoping we’ve got people in the community ready to serve the residents of
our City by applying for P&Z. But most of all, I’m hoping when the next
vacancy occurs, the Commission unites behind Tom Turner. I don’t think
I could in conscience approve anybody but him.
Harry

HS-II01302

Date: 2010/01/23 09:44
Subject: RE: anyone but me
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
I think I’ve been corrected, but I’m not sure. I believe Tom Turner
approached Garrett before the meeting and questioned the street side
setbacks, but I wouldn’t swear to that.
I’d swear about it, but not to it.
Smiling,
H

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2010 9:35 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Duke Miller
Cc: watersidehomes1@aol.com; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: RE: anyone but me

At the very start of the hearing meeting Frank Pytel questioned the side
yard setbacks, about how they are located and said that they looked like
standard setbacks. Then there was public hearing where Tom Turner
exposed it more clearly saying that the side setbacks were not being
met, etc. Then PAR engineer spoke of the error and suggested a
stipulation of building separation, then Garrett late admitted that he
had made an error.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2010 9:27 AM
To: 'Duke Miller'
Cc: Robin Wall; watersidehomes1@aol.com; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: anyone but me

If somebody out there wishes to rail against the Mayor, here’s a pretty
salient point:

The person she passed over in her last appointment to P&Z, you know, the
process in which she does not pass judgment, but simply passes along to
the Commission the applicants as she receives them. Not.
That individual is the only person, other than Nicky and Bob Hunt from
Day 1, who picked up on the mistaken corner lot street side setback for
the 216 Pine site plan as submitted by PAR. No one in P&Z noticed. Not
Bob Barlow, who Mayor Fran said was the most qualified candidate in the
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lineup.

But she doesn’t pass judgment, remember.

Tom Turner was the only person at the hearing who noticed the mistake.
Not her experts. Not her most qualified candidate. Not any other
member of P&Z.

Is there any doubt we must have Tom Turner on P&Z?

I hope we don’t have another P&Z vacancy for a long, long time. I’m
hoping Bob Barlow resigns his position on P&Z to run for Mayor. And I’m
hoping we’ve got people in the community ready to serve the residents of
our City by applying for P&Z. But most of all, I’m hoping when the next
vacancy occurs, the Commission unites behind Tom Turner. I don’t think
I could in conscience approve anybody but him.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/23 10:00
Subject: RE: anyone but me
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin, I’ve taken the time this morning to thank Duke for his blog and I’
d be remiss in not thanking you profusely for your efforts as well. The
City owes you much.
I’m not sure I know what you’re referring to as “Bill Yanger’s question.”
When you’ve finished your transcripts, any chance you could shoot me a
copy? Or better yet, post it on the blog? I know it will be long, but I’
m guessing there are a lot of people out there who would find it
interesting and informative reading.
You could make it even more effective if you added editorial comment in
red throughout. E.g., when Dye suggests prohibiting maneuvering in the
right of way doesn’t make sense because you have to enter the right of
way every time you enter a driveway, you could comment: “You’re allowed
to maneuver in the right of way when you’re entering a driveway. But it’
s prohibited to situate off-street parking such that someone entering or
leaving that parking space must maneuver in the right of way.
Or when the Mayor whines about the cost for scheduling a special session,
you could ask how much it costs to hold a second P&Z meeting to
consider a hurried site plan with blatant and obvious errors.
If you send me the transcript before you post it, I’ll take the time to
review and make suggestions as well.
What say?
H

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2010 9:47 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Duke Miller
Cc: watersidehomes1@aol.com; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: RE: anyone but me

Hi Again,

I’m going through the hearing tape and it is loooong! I will be
answering Bill Yanger’s question that I’ve left hanging but, you know me,
I want my answer to be accurate and revealing and therefore I have to
pick through those two long tapes. I will give a good focus on the words
of Tom when I compose my comment.

Yes, I agree though, Tom absolutely should be next on the P&Z when there
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is a future vacancy.

Speaking of tapes. I think a high priority job that I will do is to
transcribe the tape of the special meeting held on Thurs. morning Jan
21st, word for word, and I definitely will counter every inaccuracy and
distortion that the Islander and the Sun print.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2010 9:27 AM
To: 'Duke Miller'
Cc: Robin Wall; watersidehomes1@aol.com; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: anyone but me

If somebody out there wishes to rail against the Mayor, here’s a pretty
salient point:

The person she passed over in her last appointment to P&Z, you know, the
process in which she does not pass judgment, but simply passes along to
the Commission the applicants as she receives them. Not.
That individual is the only person, other than Nicky and Bob Hunt from
Day 1, who picked up on the mistaken corner lot street side setback for
the 216 Pine site plan as submitted by PAR. No one in P&Z noticed. Not
Bob Barlow, who Mayor Fran said was the most qualified candidate in the
lineup. But she doesn’t pass judgment, remember.
Tom Turner was the only person at the hearing who noticed the mistake.
Not her experts. Not her most qualified candidate. Not any other
member of P&Z.

Is there any doubt we must have Tom Turner on P&Z?

I hope we don’t have another P&Z vacancy for a long, long time. I’m
hoping Bob Barlow resigns his position on P&Z to run for Mayor. And I’m
hoping we’ve got people in the community ready to serve the residents of
our City by applying for P&Z. But most of all, I’m hoping when the next
vacancy occurs, the Commission unites behind Tom Turner. I don’t think
I could in conscience approve anybody but him.
Harry
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Date: 2010/01/23 11:46
Subject: RE: Interesting statistic
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duly noted.
Thanks, and thanks to Bill.
I’m new at this, and obviously, still learning.
My problem is, I’ve been self-employed for 23 years. In my company, we
confront issues, and we make decisions. Nobody tries to hide when they’
ve made a mistake. The rest of my employees won’t allow it. When we
have a problem, it’s check your egos at the door, and let’s find a
solution.
I’m accustomed to working with people who don’t waste much time
posturing. We know, getting it right works to all our benefit.
getting it wrong can be catastrophic. Even fatal.

And

Like I said, I’m learning.
It sounds pretty dramatic, but when I was 11, maybe twelve years old I
watched three of my older brothers with the help of two other men lift
the back of a Ford station wagon off a man pinned under the rear wheels.
It’s one of those images that stays with you. I can’t tell you if the
victim lived or died. But I can tell you he was in bad shape.
When I need to get juiced about this back out parking bullshit, I simply
recall that image.
Gotta go.
Harry

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2010 10:39 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Fwd: Interesting statistic

Harry,

Forwarding FYI, from Bill Yanger.

D
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Begin forwarded message:

From: roraza3@gmail.com
Date: January 23, 2010 9:51:39 AM EST
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Subject: Re: Interesting statistic

Love the guy's fire and passion. And his creative approach to tearing
down preconceived notions about the way things are expected to be
handled.

But Harry needs to let his actions speak for him a bit more. A timely
whitepaper on a chosen issue or subject here and there is fine and
probably necessary. But publicly slapping around other public officials
is only going to fester a sore wound and cause the opposition, whomever
that may be, to circle the wagons and keep their powder dry. Not that
some things shouldn't be said. They should just be said by others.
Politics is as much about discretion as it is about throwing a great jab.

Just saying.

BY
On Sat, Jan 23, 2010 at 9:29 AM, Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
wrote:

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com
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Begin forwarded message:

From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: January 23, 2010 7:53:58 AM EST
To: "'Duke Miller'" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Cc: "'Robin Wall'" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>, <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Subject: RE: Interesting statistic

We all owe you a debt of gratitude, Duke. Not only is the blog not
defunct,
it has become, I think, a vital part of the renewed interest in the
workings
of our local government and an excellent forum for opinion sharing.
Thanks
again.
Some comments on the special session I called the other day:
The Mayor asked to comment before the meeting really got underway.
Basically, she tried to undermine my efforts by calling the meeting
unnecessary, time consuming, and costly. She laid the blame at my feet.
Her blame is misplaced. If she wants to become righteously indignant
about
costly behavior, she should start with PAR's continuing to submit
parking
arrangements that are both unsafe and forbidden by our Comp Plan and our
LDR's. She should add we're hoping we've seen enough of developer's
submitting hurried site plans with glaring errors like incorrect street
side
setbacks after the same developer already had developed two other corner
lots with exactly the same setback requirements. She might also
reprimand
her own staff, her touted experts, for their lack of diligence and
oversight
as well. We've got to go through a continued hearing because the
Administrative review was grossly inadequate.
I want to thank all of you who've joined my efforts to eliminate the
unsafe
parking arrangements that have been approved up 'til now on Pine Avenue.
I
believe the message is getting through. I believe we can eliminate
maneuvering in the right of way for off-street parking, as we should. I
believe we can require off-street parking takes place solely on the
subject
property, as we should. And I believe we must emphasize safety and
aesthetics as PAR continues their quest to build a viable mixed use
district
in Anna Maria.
One more time.

Thanks, Duke.
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Harry
p.s.

Anyone out there think it's too early to post this?

-----Original Message----From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 10:28 PM
To: Robin Wall; Harry Stoltzfus; Nicky & Bob Hunt
Cc: roraza3@gmail.com
Subject: Interesting statistic
Hi:
Bill Yanger suggested I check out a site that has a free, downloadable
visit counter that can be integrated into the HTML code on a blog
site. So I got it last night, and installed the code 24 hours ago.
In that time, it recorded 32 unique visitors encompassing 101 page
views. Not bad for just one day on a site that, in Barlow's words, is
an "all but defunct blog."
Are we having any fun yet?!?!
FYI, Cindy and I hit the road Wednesday to attend our dental group's
annual winter shindig in Charlotte. Then it's on to our NC mountain
digs to chill (literally) for about a week. Should be back by the
10th, or so.
Will be in touch by email. And that defunct blog.
Duke
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Date: 2010/01/25 12:17
Subject: if you want to blog any of this, have at it
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Some comments on the special session called the other day:
The Mayor asked to comment before the meeting really got underway.
Basically, she tried to undermine Commissioner Stoltzfus’s efforts by
calling the meeting
unnecessary, time consuming, and costly. She laid the blame at his feet.
Her blame is misplaced. If she wants to become righteously indignant
about
costly behavior, she should start with PAR's continuing to submit
parking
arrangements that are both unsafe and forbidden by our Comp Plan and our
LDR's.

She should add we're hoping we've seen enough of developer's
submitting hurried site plans with glaring errors like incorrect street
side
setbacks after the same developer already had developed two other corner
lots with exactly the same setback requirements.

She might also reprimand
her own staff, her touted experts, for their lack of diligence and
oversight
as well. We've got to go through a continued hearing because the
Administrative review was grossly inadequate.
special session called the other day.

You might note:
the applicant she passed over, Tom Turner, so she
could nominate her crony, Bob Barlow, was the individual who pointed out
Alan Garrett’s error.

It should also be noted: Jim Dye’s observation regarding the
maneuvering in the right of way was irrelevant. He said one must
maneuver in the right of way every time one enters a driveway, which is
true. But there is no prohibition in the ldr’s for maneuvering in the
right of way when entering or leaving a driveway. The prohibition is
for maneuvering in the right of way when entering or leaving a parking
space.
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Date: 2010/01/25 12:17
Subject: if you want to blog any of this, have at it
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Some comments on the special session called the other day:
The Mayor asked to comment before the meeting really got underway.
Basically, she tried to undermine Commissioner Stoltzfus’s efforts by
calling the meeting
unnecessary, time consuming, and costly. She laid the blame at his feet.
Her blame is misplaced. If she wants to become righteously indignant
about
costly behavior, she should start with PAR's continuing to submit
parking
arrangements that are both unsafe and forbidden by our Comp Plan and our
LDR's.

She should add we're hoping we've seen enough of developer's
submitting hurried site plans with glaring errors like incorrect street
side
setbacks after the same developer already had developed two other corner
lots with exactly the same setback requirements.

She might also reprimand
her own staff, her touted experts, for their lack of diligence and
oversight
as well. We've got to go through a continued hearing because the
Administrative review was grossly inadequate.
special session called the other day.

You might note:
the applicant she passed over, Tom Turner, so she
could nominate her crony, Bob Barlow, was the individual who pointed out
Alan Garrett’s error.

It should also be noted: Jim Dye’s observation regarding the
maneuvering in the right of way was irrelevant. He said one must
maneuver in the right of way every time one enters a driveway, which is
true. But there is no prohibition in the ldr’s for maneuvering in the
right of way when entering or leaving a driveway. The prohibition is
for maneuvering in the right of way when entering or leaving a parking
space.
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Date: 2010/01/26 06:10
Subject: we must be winning?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
If the editorial and the articles in the Islander this morning mean
anything, PAR is very worried.

They know the parking interpretation is about to change.
They know they probably won’t be getting any more breaks on setbacks for
buildings not joined by one roof.
They know they’ve got a density problem.
They know they must align lot lines with building lines if they attempt
to conjoin buildings.
They know that resolving every one of the above issues involves
shrinking their buildings.

Ah, well. Imagine if they actually had to build something that
resembled a cottage.
H
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Date: 2010/01/26 06:10
Subject: we must be winning?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
If the editorial and the articles in the Islander this morning mean
anything, PAR is very worried.

They know the parking interpretation is about to change.
They know they probably won’t be getting any more breaks on setbacks for
buildings not joined by one roof.
They know they’ve got a density problem.
They know they must align lot lines with building lines if they attempt
to conjoin buildings.
They know that resolving every one of the above issues involves
shrinking their buildings.

Ah, well. Imagine if they actually had to build something that
resembled a cottage.
H
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Date: 2010/01/26 07:37
Subject: RE: we must be winning?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
You may change your mind about bias after you read the editorial.
They can’t beat me on the issues, so they’ve gone personal. Even Rcinda
couldn’t dispute a single point I’ve made. All they can say is I’m
targeting PAR.
This, a couple weeks after Coleman said, in the parking safety meeting,
PAR owns everything left on Pine with the exception of one lot.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 7:20 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: we must be winning?

I have read the main article in the Islander but not the editorial as
yet. Is it my imagination or are they finally sounding slightly less
bias towards PAR.

What I like about the article is that for those not attending the
meetings its putting the information out there for all to see. You come
across very well and Garrett's mistakes are finally being bought to the
fore. You are making good progress in my view.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/26 07:37
Subject: RE: we must be winning?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
You may change your mind about bias after you read the editorial.
They can’t beat me on the issues, so they’ve gone personal. Even Rcinda
couldn’t dispute a single point I’ve made. All they can say is I’m
targeting PAR.
This, a couple weeks after Coleman said, in the parking safety meeting,
PAR owns everything left on Pine with the exception of one lot.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 7:20 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: we must be winning?

I have read the main article in the Islander but not the editorial as
yet. Is it my imagination or are they finally sounding slightly less
bias towards PAR.

What I like about the article is that for those not attending the
meetings its putting the information out there for all to see. You come
across very well and Garrett's mistakes are finally being bought to the
fore. You are making good progress in my view.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/26 08:30
Subject: if you blog
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Here’s a technical point worth thinking about:
Our ldr’s do not prohibit maneuvering in the right of way for driveways
or for parking spaces. What is prohibited is a developer locating a
parking space for which ingress or egress requires maneuvering in the
right of way.

From a common sense perspective: allowing arrangements like the City
accepted at 315-317 creates an enforcement issue for our sheriffs. One
can also parallel park directly in front of those parking spaces. There
is no signage prohibiting parking there.
And then there’s this: Florida statute prohibits driving on the
sidewalk unless you’re on a driveway. Technically, unless those are
driveways, it’s illegal to park there. So the sheriffs should be
writing tickets for everyone who parks there.

And if they are driveways, we’ve allowed a single corner parcel to have
nine driveways.

This is lunacy!
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Date: 2010/01/26 08:30
Subject: if you blog
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Here’s a technical point worth thinking about:
Our ldr’s do not prohibit maneuvering in the right of way for driveways
or for parking spaces. What is prohibited is a developer locating a
parking space for which ingress or egress requires maneuvering in the
right of way.

From a common sense perspective: allowing arrangements like the City
accepted at 315-317 creates an enforcement issue for our sheriffs. One
can also parallel park directly in front of those parking spaces. There
is no signage prohibiting parking there.
And then there’s this: Florida statute prohibits driving on the
sidewalk unless you’re on a driveway. Technically, unless those are
driveways, it’s illegal to park there. So the sheriffs should be
writing tickets for everyone who parks there.

And if they are driveways, we’ve allowed a single corner parcel to have
nine driveways.

This is lunacy!
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Date: 2010/01/26 13:22
Subject: fax number?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
I may be able to scan and send this, but if you have a fax number, I’ll
simply fax it.
Let me know.
H
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Date: 2010/01/26 13:22
Subject: fax number?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
I may be able to scan and send this, but if you have a fax number, I’ll
simply fax it.
Let me know.
H
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Date: 2010/01/26 16:04
Subject: RE: fax number?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Having technical difficulties. Will try again later.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 1:46 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: fax number?

scan and send better thanks

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 26, 2010, at 1:22 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Duke,
I may be able to scan and send this, but if you have a fax number, I’ll
simply fax it.
Let me know.
H
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Date: 2010/01/26 16:04
Subject: RE: fax number?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Having technical difficulties. Will try again later.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 1:46 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: fax number?

scan and send better thanks

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 26, 2010, at 1:22 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Duke,
I may be able to scan and send this, but if you have a fax number, I’ll
simply fax it.
Let me know.
H
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Date: 2010/01/26 16:35
Subject: RE: Better
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Sorry Duke.

I'll try it again.

-----Original Message----From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 4:34 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Better
Much better but it's crooked and part is cut off.
d
Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com
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Date: 2010/01/26 16:35
Subject: RE: Better
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Sorry Duke.

I'll try it again.

-----Original Message----From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 4:34 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Better
Much better but it's crooked and part is cut off.
d
Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com
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Date: 2010/01/26 16:41
Subject: RE: Better
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
I've tried it one more time.
See if this works.
-----Original Message----From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 4:34 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Better
Much better but it's crooked and part is cut off.
d
Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com
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Date: 2010/01/26 16:41
Subject: RE: Better
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
I've tried it one more time.
See if this works.
-----Original Message----From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 4:34 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Better
Much better but it's crooked and part is cut off.
d
Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com
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Date: 2010/01/26 22:41
Subject: RE: suitable for posting?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
Feel free to blog anything I’ve written.
I’m gonna take a short break, on my handlers’ advice, and concentrate on
getting my captain’s license and taking care of some Harcon business.
I think I’ve accomplished enough in the past few weeks to afford the
luxury of a short hiatus.
Meanwhile, if you feel like throwing a few darts, go for it.
left themselves wide open.

They’ve

Harry

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 7:55 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com; dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com
Cc: rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: Re: suitable for posting?

Hi Harry

Apologies for not coming back earlier but I have been out and about for
a couple of hours.

I was also waiting to hear from Tom O'Brien on that point I mentioned to
you earlier but he has not got back to me yet.

I agree with both Robin and Duke that YOU have to lay low especially
regarding 216. My hunch is that they may try and use whatever they have
to insist that you are not allowed to vote should their site plan come
before the Commission. As Duke says you can be sure they are up to
something.

However, just because you can't blog doesn't mean we can't!

I wanted to put something on the blog anyway as I was most annoyed at
the Mayor's little speech at the start of your special meeting. So I
can use some of your language/points but just write it from a residents
point of view (I think we talked about me doing this the other day).
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I actually think the two points you make should be addressed separetely
on the blog as there is too much detail in one post. So if its okay
with you I will blog regarding the Mayor/Alan Garrett first. You may
consider it okay to address the parking/manoeuvering yourself on the
blog as long as you don't mention it in relation to 216 Pine as then you
can do it very factually which I realize is not possible with your point
regarding the Mayor and Garrett which is more personal. If you/Duke/
Robin think that you should not even mention the parking on the blog
then again one of us could do another post in a couple of days' time
addressing that point.

Anyway what does everyone think about this?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/26 22:41
Subject: RE: suitable for posting?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
Feel free to blog anything I’ve written.
I’m gonna take a short break, on my handlers’ advice, and concentrate on
getting my captain’s license and taking care of some Harcon business.
I think I’ve accomplished enough in the past few weeks to afford the
luxury of a short hiatus.
Meanwhile, if you feel like throwing a few darts, go for it.
left themselves wide open.

They’ve

Harry

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 7:55 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com; dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com
Cc: rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: Re: suitable for posting?

Hi Harry

Apologies for not coming back earlier but I have been out and about for
a couple of hours.

I was also waiting to hear from Tom O'Brien on that point I mentioned to
you earlier but he has not got back to me yet.

I agree with both Robin and Duke that YOU have to lay low especially
regarding 216. My hunch is that they may try and use whatever they have
to insist that you are not allowed to vote should their site plan come
before the Commission. As Duke says you can be sure they are up to
something.

However, just because you can't blog doesn't mean we can't!

I wanted to put something on the blog anyway as I was most annoyed at
the Mayor's little speech at the start of your special meeting. So I
can use some of your language/points but just write it from a residents
point of view (I think we talked about me doing this the other day).
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I actually think the two points you make should be addressed separetely
on the blog as there is too much detail in one post. So if its okay
with you I will blog regarding the Mayor/Alan Garrett first. You may
consider it okay to address the parking/manoeuvering yourself on the
blog as long as you don't mention it in relation to 216 Pine as then you
can do it very factually which I realize is not possible with your point
regarding the Mayor and Garrett which is more personal. If you/Duke/
Robin think that you should not even mention the parking on the blog
then again one of us could do another post in a couple of days' time
addressing that point.

Anyway what does everyone think about this?

Nicky

HS-II01330

Date: 2010/01/27 00:37
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] An Open Letter To The Islander
From: "by" <roraza3@gmail.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
“We cannot make good news out of bad practice.” - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
Dear Bonner:
Can I call you Bonner?
Your publication and its predecessors have been a part of my life since
I first learned to read but, unfortunately, you and I have never met.
The Islander of the 60’s was never far from our summer breakfast table
and, I’ll confess, it often valiantly served a second life protecting
that table during many a late night blue crab cleaning session.
Throughout the 70’s my grandparents faithfully picked up the paper next
to Ernie Cagnina’s front door on their way out of the IGA. I briefly
flirted with working for Mr. Warren on the early 80’s Islander after
graduating with a journalism degree but more schooling and youthful
dreams of grandeur ended those thoughts. During the parking wars of late
the 90’s and early 2000’s I periodically submitted opinion pieces or
letters to the editor, that being you by then, but was never able to
make your cut. And in the last few years I have developed a Tuesday
morning habit of clicking on the paper’s website to get the latest word,
at least your version, from my favorite place on earth.
So if a first name basis is too familiar, my apologies up front. I do
not, however, apologize for what I am about to say. The Islander, as I
have known and cherished it, has become an embarrassment. It is a sad
thing to watch and, well, to read. Your January 27th editorial entitled “
Frenzy” is a confused and meandering jumble of bitterness and ironically,
considering the charges you level, a feverish but clumsy attempt to
settle scores. It does a disservice to your targets, your readers and
your advertisers on so many levels it is difficult to choose where to
begin. But I will give it my best shot.
Well before the election in November, you began inferring that the blog
Our Anna Maria and its contributors are liars cowering behind a curtain
of anonymity. But you have never identified the supposed lies. You have
not named the liars by real name or user name. You have not sought a
retraction or correction of any stated fact or assertion in the blog,
nor has anyone else ever done so. You portray the bloggers and their
readers as some shadowy cabal bent on the destruction of progress but
you cite no instance where the blog caused such destruction. You dismiss
the blog as insignificant yet you rant about its divisiveness. Perhaps
most troubling is your habit of referencing the blog in reported stories
and editorials without proper attribution, a journalistic no-no that,
while not strictly plagiarism, is roundly considered to be…well…icky by
your colleagues. It is just not done by professionals. As for anonymity,
my name is on every post I have submitted as are the names of the major
contributors. My posts are primarily satirical and lighthearted but all
are factually supportable. Other posts address various issues of concern
factually and timely. No legitimate submissions are edited, screened or
rewritten - can you say the same thing for submissions to The Islander? and inappropriate content, on the rare occasion it appears, is removed.
Detractors of the blog may scoff at having to be a registered
contributor but does anything get published in The Islander without your
approval?
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Recording history is the function, and some say the duty, of any
credible news organization. Re-writing history is not. Honestly Bonner,
this is important: Did you not hesitate last week, even for a moment, as
you typed “…we endorsed Commissioner John Quam, only to be sniped at for
saying he’s done well running the meetings…” knowing full well that not
only did you not endorse Commissioner Quam, you childishly sought to
humiliate him less than a week before the election? I urge your readers
to re-read your "endorsement" and decide for themselves whether you are
re-writing history. If you were not compelled to look up “disingenuous”
on dictionary.com before hitting the save button on that one, you should
have been. Yuck. And if your haughty dismissal of the outrage and
disdain so many readers expressed over your attack on Commissioner Quam
as insignificant “sniping” is indicative of the respect you have for
those readers, perhaps they should re-evaluate their need of the product
you deliver. You did John a tremendous disservice. I know it, your
readers know it, your advertisers know it and, importantly, you know it.
Rewriting history three months later is not going to change that fact.
But perhaps an apology would help. Just saying.
As easy as it would be to couch your unrelenting support of all things
PAR as a quid pro quo to important advertisers, I will not. The reality
of small town politics and the business interests that have a vested
interest in those politics is that everyone knows and sees each other
outside of the lion’s den. I liken it to the old cartoon where the Wolf
and the Sheep Dog show up at the pasture every morning, nod hello, punch
their time cards and proceed to beat the snot out each other all day
long while just doing their respective jobs. At day's end they punch out,
say “Night, Sam” and “Night, Fred” and then show up the next day to do
it all again. Nothing personal, just business. The reality for small
town newspapers is that they are, or should be, out in that pasture
taking it all down but they don’t get to punch out. They must balance
the truth of what is happening against the inevitability that it may not
please the advertising Wolf. It’s a difficult task but many papers do it
well. The good ones ask questions. They observe. They dig. And they edit.
Reporters are not stenographers. They do not simply regurgitate
commission minutes and re-assemble old news stories. They ask why and
how. They investigate and substantiate and they do not take what is said
at face value, even if it is said by their biggest advertiser. Most
importantly, they tell the whole story. You know full well that to tell
your readers that Mr. Stoltzfus has targeted PAR and only PAR is a
purposeful deception. PAR is the lone developer seeking approval of site
plans in the ROR district these days. They are pushing envelopes,
challenging norms and upsetting old ways. And they are doing it
aggressively and as rapidly as the law allows, the smart thing to do if
you’re a developer who knows changes are coming. PAR is the only
developer shaking things up so they are, by default, the only target of
inquiry. I know that, you know that, PAR knows that. But do your readers
know that? Not if they rely on you for information. And that is the
shame, your shame.
As I have said before, PAR just needs to follow the rules, stay in their
lane and do good things. In concept, the projects they propose are good
things but even the City’s lawyer admits the current rules are in flux
and require review and the city planner admits to significant mistakes
requiring a reassessment of PAR’s site plan du jour. As a result, the
parameters of PAR’s lane, so to speak, is a matter of continuing debate.
Did you remind your readers of that? You did not. You chose instead to
demonize the messenger, Mr. Stoltzfus, the easy target.
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No one, I repeat NO ONE, is seeking to “rid” the city of PAR, as you so
sardonically suggest and I am certainly not supportive of anyone who
would try. PAR and its principals are good people, in my estimation,
with ideas and resources that will add depth and substance to this
little village. Anna Maria wants PAR but on Anna Maria's terms not PAR's.
I have never met Mr. Stoltzfus but I am a fan of his efforts. I have met
Mr. Coleman and have spent significant time discussing PAR’s vision with
him. That vision is admirable and innovative but, perhaps necessarily,
it stretches the bounds of what the City has previously encountered.
Change is good but it is also difficult. It requires new thinking,
leadership and initiative, things you have actively called for...
remember? On October 28, 2009 you urged the voters of Anna Maria to
elect a leader who would shake things up. In fact, you said:
“Business as usual is not good business”
“We just think there’s room for new ideas, fresh thoughts and,
especially, initiative.”
“We’d like to see leaders who lead the way...and bring new ways to...
legislate, because it’s needed.”
Be careful what you ask for, huh Bonner? One can debate his methods but
to excoriate Mr. Stoltzfus after breathlessly endorsing him as someone
capable of “filling loopholes in old laws” - your words, again - and
then hoping your readers have forgotten your recommendations, is beyond
disingenuous. It is intellectually dishonest, gratuitous and
opportunistic.
I look forward to The Islander every week. Many do. Get it right, Bonner.
Get it right.
To be persuasive we must be believable; to be believable we must be
credible; to be credible we must be truthful. - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
All the best,
Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 1/26/2010 11:43:00 PM
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Date: 2010/01/27 07:00
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] An Open Letter To The Islander
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>
I still have a few supporters.
Harry

From: by [mailto:roraza3@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 12:37 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] An Open Letter To The Islander

“We cannot make good news out of bad practice.” - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
Dear Bonner:
Can I call you Bonner?
Your publication and its predecessors have been a part of my life since
I first learned to read but, unfortunately, you and I have never met.
The Islander of the 60’s was never far from our summer breakfast table
and, I’ll confess, it often valiantly served a second life protecting
that table during many a late night blue crab cleaning session.
Throughout the 70’s my grandparents faithfully picked up the paper next
to Ernie Cagnina’s front door on their way out of the IGA. I briefly
flirted with working for Mr. Warren on the early 80’s Islander after
graduating with a journalism degree but more schooling and youthful
dreams of grandeur ended those thoughts. During the parking wars of late
the 90’s and early 2000’s I periodically submitted opinion pieces or
letters to the editor, that being you by then, but was never able to
make your cut. And in the last few years I have developed a Tuesday
morning habit of clicking on the paper’s website to get the latest word,
at least your version, from my favorite place on earth.
So if a first name basis is too familiar, my apologies up front. I do
not, however, apologize for what I am about to say. The Islander, as I
have known and cherished it, has become an embarrassment. It is a sad
thing to watch and, well, to read. Your January 27th editorial entitled “
Frenzy” is a confused and meandering jumble of bitterness and ironically,
considering the charges you level, a feverish but clumsy attempt to
settle scores. It does a disservice to your targets, your readers and
your advertisers on so many levels it is difficult to choose where to
begin. But I will give it my best shot.
Well before the election in November, you began inferring that the blog
Our Anna Maria and its contributors are liars cowering behind a curtain
of anonymity. But you have never identified the supposed lies. You have
not named the liars by real name or user name. You have not sought a
retraction or correction of any stated fact or assertion in the blog,
nor has anyone else ever done so. You portray the bloggers and their
readers as some shadowy cabal bent on the destruction of progress but
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you cite no instance where the blog caused such destruction. You dismiss
the blog as insignificant yet you rant about its divisiveness. Perhaps
most troubling is your habit of referencing the blog in reported stories
and editorials without proper attribution, a journalistic no-no that,
while not strictly plagiarism, is roundly considered to be…well…icky by
your colleagues. It is just not done by professionals. As for anonymity,
my name is on every post I have submitted as are the names of the major
contributors. My posts are primarily satirical and lighthearted but all
are factually supportable. Other posts address various issues of concern
factually and timely. No legitimate submissions are edited, screened or
rewritten - can you say the same thing for submissions to The Islander? and inappropriate content, on the rare occasion it appears, is removed.
Detractors of the blog may scoff at having to be a registered
contributor but does anything get published in The Islander without your
approval?
Recording history is the function, and some say the duty, of any
credible news organization. Re-writing history is not. Honestly Bonner,
this is important: Did you not hesitate last week, even for a moment, as
you typed “…we endorsed Commissioner John Quam, only to be sniped at for
saying he’s done well running the meetings…” knowing full well that not
only did you not endorse Commissioner Quam, you childishly sought to
humiliate him less than a week before the election? I urge your readers
to re-read your "endorsement" and decide for themselves whether you are
re-writing history. If you were not compelled to look up “disingenuous”
on dictionary.com before hitting the save button on that one, you should
have been. Yuck. And if your haughty dismissal of the outrage and
disdain so many readers expressed over your attack on Commissioner Quam
as insignificant “sniping” is indicative of the respect you have for
those readers, perhaps they should re-evaluate their need of the product
you deliver. You did John a tremendous disservice. I know it, your
readers know it, your advertisers know it and, importantly, you know it.
Rewriting history three months later is not going to change that fact.
But perhaps an apology would help. Just saying.
As easy as it would be to couch your unrelenting support of all things
PAR as a quid pro quo to important advertisers, I will not. The reality
of small town politics and the business interests that have a vested
interest in those politics is that everyone knows and sees each other
outside of the lion’s den. I liken it to the old cartoon where the Wolf
and the Sheep Dog show up at the pasture every morning, nod hello, punch
their time cards and proceed to beat the snot out each other all day
long while just doing their respective jobs. At day's end they punch out,
say “Night, Sam” and “Night, Fred” and then show up the next day to do
it all again. Nothing personal, just business. The reality for small
town newspapers is that they are, or should be, out in that pasture
taking it all down but they don’t get to punch out. They must balance
the truth of what is happening against the inevitability that it may not
please the advertising Wolf. It’s a difficult task but many papers do it
well. The good ones ask questions. They observe. They dig. And they edit.
Reporters are not stenographers. They do not simply regurgitate
commission minutes and re-assemble old news stories. They ask why and
how. They investigate and substantiate and they do not take what is said
at face value, even if it is said by their biggest advertiser. Most
importantly, they tell the whole story. You know full well that to tell
your readers that Mr. Stoltzfus has targeted PAR and only PAR is a
purposeful deception. PAR is the lone developer seeking approval of site
plans in the ROR district these days. They are pushing envelopes,
challenging norms and upsetting old ways. And they are doing it
aggressively and as rapidly as the law allows, the smart thing to do if
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you’re a developer who knows changes are coming. PAR is the only
developer shaking things up so they are, by default, the only target of
inquiry. I know that, you know that, PAR knows that. But do your readers
know that? Not if they rely on you for information. And that is the
shame, your shame.
As I have said before, PAR just needs to follow the rules, stay in their
lane and do good things. In concept, the projects they propose are good
things but even the City’s lawyer admits the current rules are in flux
and require review and the city planner admits to significant mistakes
requiring a reassessment of PAR’s site plan du jour. As a result, the
parameters of PAR’s lane, so to speak, is a matter of continuing debate.
Did you remind your readers of that? You did not. You chose instead to
demonize the messenger, Mr. Stoltzfus, the easy target.
No one, I repeat NO ONE, is seeking to “rid” the city of PAR, as you so
sardonically suggest and I am certainly not supportive of anyone who
would try. PAR and its principals are good people, in my estimation,
with ideas and resources that will add depth and substance to this
little village. Anna Maria wants PAR but on Anna Maria's terms not PAR's.
I have never met Mr. Stoltzfus but I am a fan of his efforts. I have met
Mr. Coleman and have spent significant time discussing PAR’s vision with
him. That vision is admirable and innovative but, perhaps necessarily,
it stretches the bounds of what the City has previously encountered.
Change is good but it is also difficult. It requires new thinking,
leadership and initiative, things you have actively called for...
remember? On October 28, 2009 you urged the voters of Anna Maria to
elect a leader who would shake things up. In fact, you said:
“Business as usual is not good business”
“We just think there’s room for new ideas, fresh thoughts and,
especially, initiative.”
“We’d like to see leaders who lead the way...and bring new ways to...
legislate, because it’s needed.”
Be careful what you ask for, huh Bonner? One can debate his methods but
to excoriate Mr. Stoltzfus after breathlessly endorsing him as someone
capable of “filling loopholes in old laws” - your words, again - and
then hoping your readers have forgotten your recommendations, is beyond
disingenuous. It is intellectually dishonest, gratuitous and
opportunistic.
I look forward to The Islander every week. Many do. Get it right, Bonner.
Get it right.
To be persuasive we must be believable; to be believable we must be
credible; to be credible we must be truthful. - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
All the best,
Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 1/26/2010 11:43:00 PM
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Date: 2010/01/27 07:04
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] An Open Letter To The Islander
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "by" <roraza3@gmail.com>
Excellent letter.

Thanks.

Harry

From: by [mailto:roraza3@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 12:37 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] An Open Letter To The Islander

“We cannot make good news out of bad practice.” - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
Dear Bonner:
Can I call you Bonner?
Your publication and its predecessors have been a part of my life since
I first learned to read but, unfortunately, you and I have never met.
The Islander of the 60’s was never far from our summer breakfast table
and, I’ll confess, it often valiantly served a second life protecting
that table during many a late night blue crab cleaning session.
Throughout the 70’s my grandparents faithfully picked up the paper next
to Ernie Cagnina’s front door on their way out of the IGA. I briefly
flirted with working for Mr. Warren on the early 80’s Islander after
graduating with a journalism degree but more schooling and youthful
dreams of grandeur ended those thoughts. During the parking wars of late
the 90’s and early 2000’s I periodically submitted opinion pieces or
letters to the editor, that being you by then, but was never able to
make your cut. And in the last few years I have developed a Tuesday
morning habit of clicking on the paper’s website to get the latest word,
at least your version, from my favorite place on earth.
So if a first name basis is too familiar, my apologies up front. I do
not, however, apologize for what I am about to say. The Islander, as I
have known and cherished it, has become an embarrassment. It is a sad
thing to watch and, well, to read. Your January 27th editorial entitled “
Frenzy” is a confused and meandering jumble of bitterness and ironically,
considering the charges you level, a feverish but clumsy attempt to
settle scores. It does a disservice to your targets, your readers and
your advertisers on so many levels it is difficult to choose where to
begin. But I will give it my best shot.
Well before the election in November, you began inferring that the blog
Our Anna Maria and its contributors are liars cowering behind a curtain
of anonymity. But you have never identified the supposed lies. You have
not named the liars by real name or user name. You have not sought a
retraction or correction of any stated fact or assertion in the blog,
nor has anyone else ever done so. You portray the bloggers and their
readers as some shadowy cabal bent on the destruction of progress but
you cite no instance where the blog caused such destruction. You dismiss
the blog as insignificant yet you rant about its divisiveness. Perhaps
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most troubling is your habit of referencing the blog in reported stories
and editorials without proper attribution, a journalistic no-no that,
while not strictly plagiarism, is roundly considered to be…well…icky by
your colleagues. It is just not done by professionals. As for anonymity,
my name is on every post I have submitted as are the names of the major
contributors. My posts are primarily satirical and lighthearted but all
are factually supportable. Other posts address various issues of concern
factually and timely. No legitimate submissions are edited, screened or
rewritten - can you say the same thing for submissions to The Islander? and inappropriate content, on the rare occasion it appears, is removed.
Detractors of the blog may scoff at having to be a registered
contributor but does anything get published in The Islander without your
approval?
Recording history is the function, and some say the duty, of any
credible news organization. Re-writing history is not. Honestly Bonner,
this is important: Did you not hesitate last week, even for a moment, as
you typed “…we endorsed Commissioner John Quam, only to be sniped at for
saying he’s done well running the meetings…” knowing full well that not
only did you not endorse Commissioner Quam, you childishly sought to
humiliate him less than a week before the election? I urge your readers
to re-read your "endorsement" and decide for themselves whether you are
re-writing history. If you were not compelled to look up “disingenuous”
on dictionary.com before hitting the save button on that one, you should
have been. Yuck. And if your haughty dismissal of the outrage and
disdain so many readers expressed over your attack on Commissioner Quam
as insignificant “sniping” is indicative of the respect you have for
those readers, perhaps they should re-evaluate their need of the product
you deliver. You did John a tremendous disservice. I know it, your
readers know it, your advertisers know it and, importantly, you know it.
Rewriting history three months later is not going to change that fact.
But perhaps an apology would help. Just saying.
As easy as it would be to couch your unrelenting support of all things
PAR as a quid pro quo to important advertisers, I will not. The reality
of small town politics and the business interests that have a vested
interest in those politics is that everyone knows and sees each other
outside of the lion’s den. I liken it to the old cartoon where the Wolf
and the Sheep Dog show up at the pasture every morning, nod hello, punch
their time cards and proceed to beat the snot out each other all day
long while just doing their respective jobs. At day's end they punch out,
say “Night, Sam” and “Night, Fred” and then show up the next day to do
it all again. Nothing personal, just business. The reality for small
town newspapers is that they are, or should be, out in that pasture
taking it all down but they don’t get to punch out. They must balance
the truth of what is happening against the inevitability that it may not
please the advertising Wolf. It’s a difficult task but many papers do it
well. The good ones ask questions. They observe. They dig. And they edit.
Reporters are not stenographers. They do not simply regurgitate
commission minutes and re-assemble old news stories. They ask why and
how. They investigate and substantiate and they do not take what is said
at face value, even if it is said by their biggest advertiser. Most
importantly, they tell the whole story. You know full well that to tell
your readers that Mr. Stoltzfus has targeted PAR and only PAR is a
purposeful deception. PAR is the lone developer seeking approval of site
plans in the ROR district these days. They are pushing envelopes,
challenging norms and upsetting old ways. And they are doing it
aggressively and as rapidly as the law allows, the smart thing to do if
you’re a developer who knows changes are coming. PAR is the only
developer shaking things up so they are, by default, the only target of
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inquiry. I know that, you know that, PAR knows that. But do your readers
know that? Not if they rely on you for information. And that is the
shame, your shame.
As I have said before, PAR just needs to follow the rules, stay in their
lane and do good things. In concept, the projects they propose are good
things but even the City’s lawyer admits the current rules are in flux
and require review and the city planner admits to significant mistakes
requiring a reassessment of PAR’s site plan du jour. As a result, the
parameters of PAR’s lane, so to speak, is a matter of continuing debate.
Did you remind your readers of that? You did not. You chose instead to
demonize the messenger, Mr. Stoltzfus, the easy target.
No one, I repeat NO ONE, is seeking to “rid” the city of PAR, as you so
sardonically suggest and I am certainly not supportive of anyone who
would try. PAR and its principals are good people, in my estimation,
with ideas and resources that will add depth and substance to this
little village. Anna Maria wants PAR but on Anna Maria's terms not PAR's.
I have never met Mr. Stoltzfus but I am a fan of his efforts. I have met
Mr. Coleman and have spent significant time discussing PAR’s vision with
him. That vision is admirable and innovative but, perhaps necessarily,
it stretches the bounds of what the City has previously encountered.
Change is good but it is also difficult. It requires new thinking,
leadership and initiative, things you have actively called for...
remember? On October 28, 2009 you urged the voters of Anna Maria to
elect a leader who would shake things up. In fact, you said:
“Business as usual is not good business”
“We just think there’s room for new ideas, fresh thoughts and,
especially, initiative.”
“We’d like to see leaders who lead the way...and bring new ways to...
legislate, because it’s needed.”
Be careful what you ask for, huh Bonner? One can debate his methods but
to excoriate Mr. Stoltzfus after breathlessly endorsing him as someone
capable of “filling loopholes in old laws” - your words, again - and
then hoping your readers have forgotten your recommendations, is beyond
disingenuous. It is intellectually dishonest, gratuitous and
opportunistic.
I look forward to The Islander every week. Many do. Get it right, Bonner.
Get it right.
To be persuasive we must be believable; to be believable we must be
credible; to be credible we must be truthful. - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
All the best,
Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 1/26/2010 11:43:00 PM
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Date: 2010/01/27 07:07
Subject: RE: Some thoughts
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>
Duke,
As always, your advice is on point.
Thanks,
Harry

From: Duke Miller [mailto:DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 11:15 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Some thoughts

Harry:

I told John Quam after leaving the commission that if he ever needed any
help from me, I'm there. So, I wasn't surprised to get a call from him
tonight. He has a concern with the issue of personal attacks in meetings
that are calling for more gaveling than usual.

The Commission Code of Conduct, recited at each meeting, specifically
prohibits them. He asked my advice on the situation. I said, "Hey, have
a sit down with Harry and explain to him that personal attacks are not
Kosher, you're tired of gaveling him, and don't want to make an open
meeting stink over it." Well, John is very sensitive to the sunshine
laws of Florida. In fact, I can't recall a personal conversation with
him for the six years I was in office, other than simple courtesies at a
social functions. His response to my suggestion was to hesitate a bit
until I said, "Hey, John, I understand your sensitivity to it, and I'll
get with Harry on it."

As I am like one foot out the door and gone until February 10, I'm
taking this late-night opportunity to pass on my thoughts to you, Harry.
I know, from past exchanges we've had, that you're totally aware of your
newness, and your open to others' thoughts. Here are mine, plain and
simple:

What it boils down to is you got to be careful not to use names or
specific positions in the meetings. Use of either makes it personal, and
that violates the Code of Conduct. In memos or letters, anything written,
no problem.
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Other than decorum, there is another key reason the ban on personal
attacks is there: Personal attacks derail the issues at hand. That's
important in a sunshine law situation where you have no opportunity to
make your points on various issues you support (or not) anywhere else
but in a public meeting. Once it gets personal, you've lost them and
might as well adjourn.

There's a quick and simple remedy (but I've been where you are, and
believe me, simple as it is, it takes practice).

The remedy is one key word: "We." "We" as in "the city of Anna Maria." I.
e., "We dropped the ball on the setbacks;" "We need to get the LDR's and
the comp plan in sync;" etc., etc. No "I", no "you." Deal with the
issues, and what "we" as a city have to do to get the job done.

It's kind of like you and I discussed at your house, as to getting
things done in this type of forum. And I'll incorporate you analogy. The
entrepreneur, which we both are, calls in the troops, everyone
understands each other and why they're there, each speaks his or her
piece, then everyone is on the team and gets the job done. No bs, cut to
the chase, "don't get between me and the wall." The commissioner, on the
other hand, has to have a personal plan for every damn thing, know the
players, how to work with them, take whatever time it takes to play
whatever games have to be played, then go for the gold. And when you win
some, that's fine, but with the understanding you are going to lose some,
too. On those losses, more than likely it is due to an individual'--but
"we" didn't get the job done.

And nothing is ever over, til it's over, like the parking thing: gave it
time to heal a little, came back and restated the obvious differently,
and bingo! we got 'er done. Took three years, but got it done. The Comp
Plan is an extreme example. When I first ran for office, I told Cindy I'
d be outta there when it was done; shouldn't take more than a year or
two at the most. Not! Five agonizing friggin years! (Which, as you know,
is why she and I have this pact about me not going to meetings, anymore!)

Is this classic bureaucracy? Having to navigate around your elbow to get
to your asshole? Yep! But that's the way it's done.

Beyond any doubt, Harry, you are perfect for the job, right time, right
place, and everybody's listening--to what "we" are going to have to do
to get this ship on the right course and continue to protect what we've
got.
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I'm outta here....

Duke
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Date: 2010/01/28 07:11
Subject: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Terriffic Chuck [mailto:terrifficchuck@gmail.com]
Sent: Wed 1/27/2010 10:17 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Dale Woodland; John Quam
Subject: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
Dear City Employees:
Here you have it city of Anna Maria employees! It will be playing at the
Island Players soon!
Harry "The Monster" Stoltzenstein, Moe "The Village Idiot" Woodland and
Curly "The Weiner" Quam are on their way to entertain and humiliate you!
Be careful, you may be next in the barrell. I'd suggest you :"duck and
cover" till he resigns!
Chuck
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Date: 2010/01/28 07:12
Subject: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>
Morning all.
Got this in my Commissioner’s email this morning.
of the Three Stooges yesterday.

Chuck sent me a video

Talked to Michael and Lizzie Thrasher yesterday. Ran into them while
eating lunch at Slim’s. He told me they’ve disassociated themselves
from PAR. “We differ philosophically,” Michael said. “They have a very
different vision from ours.”
You’ve heard, I’m sure, the Thrashers bought the grocery store.
big changes there, for sure.

Expect

Michael assured me they intend to keep their parking at 503 on their
property. He was sorta grinning when he said it.
I told him I’m haughty, arrogant, and dangerous, but as long he plays by
the rules he’ll have no problems with me.

Gotta love the cowardice of Terrific Chuck. I’m looking at it this way.
Pressure generates heat. Somebody’s starting to feel both.
Got stuff to do, so I’m going to maneuver my car out of the driveway and
get things going.
Harry

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 7:11 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Terriffic Chuck [mailto:terrifficchuck@gmail.com]
Sent: Wed 1/27/2010 10:17 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Dale Woodland; John Quam
Subject: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
Dear City Employees:
Here you have it city of Anna Maria employees! It will be playing at the
Island Players soon!
Harry "The Monster" Stoltzenstein, Moe "The Village Idiot" Woodland and
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Curly "The Weiner" Quam are on their way to entertain and humiliate you!
Be careful, you may be next in the barrell. I'd suggest you :"duck and
cover" till he resigns!
Chuck
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Date: 2010/01/28 07:26
Subject: FW: You 3 guys are the stars!
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 7:39 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: You 3 guys are the stars!

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Terriffic Chuck [mailto:terrifficchuck@gmail.com]
Sent: Wed 1/27/2010 5:11 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; John Quam; Dale Woodland
Subject: You 3 guys are the stars!
You 3 are the stars of the show. Hope you enjoy!
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Date: 2010/01/28 09:28
Subject: RE: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
Don’t worry. I’ll be watching them as closely as I’m watching PAR. As
for 503, I think you’re correct. I believe that site plan has expired.
Regarding a rift with PAR? Hard to say. I don’t doubt they’ve
separated financially. But philosophically? We’ll see what they
propose.

Incidentally, when Lizzie introduced herself, she said, “You know, Dizzy.
”
I remember the email in which she implied we’re all pretty stupid here.
That puts us at a slight advantage, I think. Big mistake,
underestimating the enemy.
If you don’t like the proposed boardwalk at
be the night to complain.

the City Pier, tonight may

Here we go again.
Harry

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 9:19 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com; Cathstol@aol.
com
Subject: Re: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Talked to Michael and Lizzie Thrasher yesterday. Ran into them while
eating lunch at Slim’s. He told me they’ve disassociated themselves
from PAR. “We differ philosophically,” Michael said. “They have a very
different vision from ours.”

Sorry Harry but this is total BS. You really think they would have gone
'in' with PAR if they had not done their homework first and made sure
they were all on the same page. More like she and Coleman are two of a
kind so there was just a huge personality clash which I predicted when
they first all got together. They are both control freaks. This is
nothing more than a PR campaign on the part of the Thrashers. They are
dishonest and liars and we have been on the end of that first hand.
They also have no taste and now they own almost as much as PAR (7 lots/
properties on Pine) they could be just as much of a problem as PAR. I
for one hate the fact that the 'produce' from Beach Bum' is all over the
sidewalk and you practically trip over it as you walk down Pine.
Neither do I like her gaudy colors everywhere - this is Florida not
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Jamaica! I can tell you that in the UK she spent years fighting one of
the biggest conservation areas in the South of England (the New Forest)
so that she could build a Japanese style green and purple house that did
not fit in with the surroundings at all. When they built their house on
Seagull they went over the 37ft height restriction because according to
Mike 'why shouldn't they?' FWIW its still over 37ft high! She wants to
be different for the sake of being different and frankly I wish to God
she was anywhere but here.

Something does not add up here. They tell you now they are planning on
moving the Sears Roebuck house to 503 - yet Scot Rudacille, on behalf of
the Thrashers, has asked Jim Dye for a two year extension to the site
plan approval that PAR got for 503. Incidentally as you know I believe
this approval has expired! But no doubt Jim Dye will get it all wrong.
Why anyway move the Sears House? Why did they not just take those two
lots as part of the payoff? I guess we will all have to watch the big
song and dance as she moves the Sears House down Pine with a huge
fanfare of saving the cottages on Pine? Remember her email with regards
the hotel. This woman has a 5 - 10 year plan for the Island - to make
her money (and as she has drastically overpaid for everything she now
has quite the task on hands). She has no desire to live here full time
in fact she told us personally that she could not see what there was to
do here and that she would be bored. I am not making this up - we heard
all this from her directly.

Don't forget that we have it on pretty good authority that she bought
into the Islander. Makes perfect sense when you think how Bonner was
pretty much broke and about to close. Then suddenly she is hiring new
staff and writing everything with a bias towards PAR. This is the very
paper that knocks you every week and she owns it! Seriously Harry
believe anything she says at your peril.

What a great shame she has bought Pine store. So strongly do I feel
about them that I for one would not step over the threshold.

Anyway I have no doubt they will be working on you. I very much doubt
that the meeting in Slim's was coincidental on her part. I for one will
be watching every move they make like a hawk.

Sorry but I really do speak from experience.
more than I do Coleman.

I actually dislike them

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/28 11:17
Subject: RE: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
I actually meant I think Lizzie has underestimated us, i.e, the “stupid”
residents of Anna Maria. But I get it. I’ll treat her as armed and
dangerous.

I keep going over the events of the past five months, even the past five
years, and it occurs to me, we may be winning the small skirmishes, and
even the occasional battle, but we’re totally losing the war.
One of the stated goals in the Comp Plan is to encourage developers to
build smaller than allowed structures on their properties. How’s that
going?

We’ve got to stop allowing conjoining of lots in the ROR.
encourages larger buildings.

That

We’ve got to stop allowing conjoining of structures in the ROR.
encourages larger buildings.

That

We’ve got to stop allowing maneuvering in the right of way and multiple
driveway entrances. They all encourage larger buildings.

I think Lizzie’s stated strategy is working. We’ll keep them so
occupied with the smaller issues and running scared on stuff that doesn’
t really count, then we’ll slip the big changes through.

Tonight should be interesting. You know, Boardwalk and Park Place are
the two most expensive properties in Monopoly. So we shouldn’t be
surprised to hear a few sticks and some trees are gonna cost a million
bucks. Crazy!
I say we let the Lion’s Club give us some of those free benches the
Mayor turned down back in November, see if we can get a local gardening
club to do some landscaping for us, and tell FDOT we’d like a bike path
and sidewalks down both sides of Gulf and Pine instead.
I think that damned boardwalk is an insult to the rest of the taxpayers
in the state.
Harry
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From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 10:39 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com; Cathstol@aol.
com
Subject: Re: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Harry

Sorry if I inferred that you would underestimate her - I know you well
enough now to know that you will be right on top of this.

There is something about this woman that sets every alarm in my body
going! I rarely feel this strongly about people although Cathy and I
have discussed how that first instinct is so often right in the end. We
found a lot out about Lizzi (much of it from her herself) and basically
nothing is at it seems. Most of what you have read about her and
Michael in the papers is not 'quite' true - its all been tweaked to
present a different impression. So she presents to the public what she
wants them to see but in fact this is not the true person nor does it
reveal her motives. I will fill in the blanks at some stage but suffice
to say she was never about feeding her baby 'organic' food (she has no
children) - she spent two years scouring American trade shows for a
product that she could launch in the UK and it just turned out to be the
organic thing and her timing was perfect. Neither is she about 'green' she knows nothing about green but she also knows it could be something
for the future and therefore money making.

Don't get me wrong - I have nothing against people making money - she is
clearly innovative, entrepreneurial and an opportunist. My concern?
She is looking for another 'opportunity' and said when she came across
AMI she could see the 'potential'. She has no interest/experience in
property per se, except for her own home in the UK. It is actually
Michael, who wanted to use his share from the profits in Organix to
invest here. She then I think, as the person who is always looking for
the next opportunity, thought she could take 'property' to the next
level. Well we already have that with Mike Coleman. No real idea about
property but sees it as an opportunity to make money. Its a dangerous
combination in my view when you have someone with a lot of money who
buys a lot of property to develop when they have no idea what they are
doing. These people can change the face of the Island very quickly and
we will all have to live with the results for a long time. Case in
point PAR's cloned buildings now going up all over Pine.

Thrasher has the money as we all know.

I think maybe from all the
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negative publicity she is starting to realize that big is not
necessarily beautiful and hopefully she realizes the value in the '
cottages' - she really should coming from the UK where square footage is
never part of the equation but location and aesthetics are. I hope they
take professional advice - Mike is a graphic designer who thinks he can
turn his hand to 'would be' architect and as such doesn't get it quite
right. If they turn this over to a good architect who has the right
vision for Pine then the results could be great. If instead Mike thinks
he knows best we could see more of the dross PAR have turned out albeit
smaller. Ultimately she is playing at this now having made her fortune
once. I guess once the entrepreneur always the entrepreneur and she was
obviously tempted by the offer of rich pickings from PAR - its really
hard to believe she could not see through this. We did have several
conversations with her before she went in with PAR. They ranged from
how much she disliked their buildings to how much she disliked Mike
Coleman so go figure! I think they sold her with the picture of a
resort style Pine Avenue anchored by a hotel at one end with her go
carts up and down between all the shops - in my view she is always
looking 'big' as in something she can brand.

One thing she is not is Dizzy although she may want you to think she is!

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/28 22:48
Subject: RE: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin,
I don’t think it came from Chuck Webb.
person.

I don’t think he’s that kind of

Thanks for your advice. I tried to go easy tonight. I think both Quam
and Woodland were at least as hard as I was on Mattick.
And I think Chuck Webb and I are going to get along just fine.
Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 3:17 PM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com; harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: RE: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

For Harry,

The TEG thing started back when SueLynn was Mayor (J. Mattick took the
lead to apply for the grant) and the first place that was explored to ‘
enhance’ was the beach end of the 100 block of Pine – a place that would
benefit the Sandbar; they have a water pooling problem down there every
time it rains hard or a lot. That idea wasn’t flying so the focus
switched down to the other end of Pine. ( I agree with Nicky –to enhance
the 6 lots area where they wanted a hotel/motel.)

If I were Commissioner I would be for some of the things the TEG
committee has come up with - the rearranging of the parking lot
including the addition of the landscaping; I would be for rebuilding the
shelter that is there; I would not be in favor of a wooden boardwalk
because of future maintenance costs but if the majority was in favor of
the boardwalk I would ask for Ipe (pronounced ‘eepay’) wood (like they
use on Galati’s dock) plus stainless steel screws even though it costs
at least twice the cost of pressure treated pine but it will last about
40 years without maintenance; but I prefer a natural sandy path over a
boardwalk; I am absolutely not in favor of more lighting (even ‘turtlefriendly’ lighting –turtles like the dark when nesting)– we have the
pier lit and that’s enough light down there.

I would be very tactful when saying ’no’ to the aspects of the plan that
many of our good citizens have worked on for many meetings – people like
Tim Eiseler and Betty Yanger.
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My advice: Tonight is a time to be very cheerful, pleasant and to really
take the high road with comments and to be very respectful of everyone
and to ignore people who are trying to get you to react. I wouldn’t give
them any fuel for their sad purposes. I wouldn’t mention to anyone the
stupid video sent from Chuck (are we sure it came from Chuck Webb? For
sure?) I would ignore them and their garbage- it’s all a trap to bring
you down.

Here’s to you and your accomplishments to date.

I will attend tonight but will be leaving after the agenda item, ‘
Amendments to Site Plan Procedures – 1st Reading Ord. 10-708’ . I have
to go read that now.

Robin

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 12:21 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM; Robin Wall; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: Re: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Harry

A little bit more background on the Boardwalk:

Go back to the hotel/motel issue. If it had been built what would it
have looked out over? The trolley stop and a dumpster.

Coleman tells us a very long time ago these things need to be moved.

What happens next? A Committee is formed to beautify our ROR district
but for some reason (!) that area becomes the focus of attention. Guess
who is on the Committee? Mattick, Coleman for starters.

The Boardwalk was born out of this but it's no coincidence and their
original motive is quite clear in light of the hotel.
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Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/29 07:04
Subject: RE: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Last night I realized I had left my highlighter in the car, so I went
outside a few minutes before the meeting to get it. Ran into Chuck Webb
in the parking lot.
I said, “Hey Chuck, I’m sorry about that little exchange the other day.
It was inconsiderate on my part.”
“It’s okay,” he said.
I don’t remember exactly what I said next.
Something regarding
getting along, but he followed up pretty quickly with “We probably
shouldn’t be talking about this. Sunshine laws.”
I said, “It’s not something we’re going to vote on.”
“You just never know where these conversations are going to lead.”
I agreed, and continued to my car.
At the end of the meeting, Mark Alonzo woke up and waxed poetic with, “
You have every right to be angry,” alluding to my special session and
Webb’s reaction.
I turned to Chuck, grinned, and said, “I agree.
be angry.”

You had every right to

He laughed.

Other note: I had a bunch of other reasons to oppose that stupid
boardwalk, not the least of which is fiscal responsibility. I’m glad I
didn’t, because Randall praised Mattick’s getting “free money.”
Tell the rest of the taxpayers in the state of Florida about our “free
money.”
Ah well.
Shouldn’t take on more than 6 battles at a time.

My plate is full.

Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 11:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Yes, you’re right – he wouldn’t send in that kind of thing; that thing
was totally bizarre. I realize now that no one had mentioned his name
until I did. The thing sent in just says ‘Chuck’ with no last name.
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And that’s the end of that!

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 10:49 PM
To: Robin Wall
Subject: RE: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Robin,
I don’t think it came from Chuck Webb.
person.

I don’t think he’s that kind of

Thanks for your advice. I tried to go easy tonight. I think both Quam
and Woodland were at least as hard as I was on Mattick.
And I think Chuck Webb and I are going to get along just fine.
Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 3:17 PM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com; harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: RE: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

For Harry,

The TEG thing started back when SueLynn was Mayor (J. Mattick took the
lead to apply for the grant) and the first place that was explored to ‘
enhance’ was the beach end of the 100 block of Pine – a place that would
benefit the Sandbar; they have a water pooling problem down there every
time it rains hard or a lot. That idea wasn’t flying so the focus
switched down to the other end of Pine. ( I agree with Nicky –to enhance
the 6 lots area where they wanted a hotel/motel.)

If I were Commissioner I would be for some of the things the TEG
committee has come up with - the rearranging of the parking lot
including the addition of the landscaping; I would be for rebuilding the
shelter that is there; I would not be in favor of a wooden boardwalk
because of future maintenance costs but if the majority was in favor of
the boardwalk I would ask for Ipe (pronounced ‘eepay’) wood (like they
use on Galati’s dock) plus stainless steel screws even though it costs
at least twice the cost of pressure treated pine but it will last about
40 years without maintenance; but I prefer a natural sandy path over a
boardwalk; I am absolutely not in favor of more lighting (even ‘turtle-
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friendly’ lighting –turtles like the dark when nesting)– we have the
pier lit and that’s enough light down there.

I would be very tactful when saying ’no’ to the aspects of the plan that
many of our good citizens have worked on for many meetings – people like
Tim Eiseler and Betty Yanger.

My advice: Tonight is a time to be very cheerful, pleasant and to really
take the high road with comments and to be very respectful of everyone
and to ignore people who are trying to get you to react. I wouldn’t give
them any fuel for their sad purposes. I wouldn’t mention to anyone the
stupid video sent from Chuck (are we sure it came from Chuck Webb? For
sure?) I would ignore them and their garbage- it’s all a trap to bring
you down.

Here’s to you and your accomplishments to date.

I will attend tonight but will be leaving after the agenda item, ‘
Amendments to Site Plan Procedures – 1st Reading Ord. 10-708’ . I have
to go read that now.

Robin

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 12:21 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM; Robin Wall; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: Re: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Harry

A little bit more background on the Boardwalk:

Go back to the hotel/motel issue. If it had been built what would it
have looked out over? The trolley stop and a dumpster.

Coleman tells us a very long time ago these things need to be moved.
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What happens next? A Committee is formed to beautify our ROR district
but for some reason (!) that area becomes the focus of attention. Guess
who is on the Committee? Mattick, Coleman for starters.

The Boardwalk was born out of this but it's no coincidence and their
original motive is quite clear in light of the hotel.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/01/29 08:39
Subject: RE: Robert L Hunt Award
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "David Teitelbaum" <david@annamariaislandresorts.net>
Congrats!

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

From: David Teitelbaum [mailto:david@annamariaislandresorts.net]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2010 7:48 AM
To: David Teitelbaum
Subject: Robert L Hunt Award

From: "Jahna Leinhauser" <Jahna@manateechamber.com>
Date: January 27, 2010 4:25:50 PM EST
To: "David Teitelbaum" <david@annamariaislandresorts.net>
Subject: RE: I looked for you last night

David:

I’m glad you enjoyed the evening.
did not meet.

I was all around, so I apologize we
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Robert L. Hunt was a former mayor of the City of Palmetto who has very
dedicated to beautification efforts in his community. The Chamber’s
Image Committee was instrumental in the creation of Keep Manatee
Beautiful and has tried to carry on the efforts of KMB while remembering
the commitment of Robert Hunt.

Here is the script from the award announcement:

Congratulations!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Manatee Chamber of Commerce created an Image Manatee Committee to
pay tribute to members of the business community who have recognized the
need for contributing to the beauty and appeal of our community.

Quarterly awards are presented to businesses, industries, and
organizations that have exhibited a keen esthetic consciousness in
design, landscaping, or property improvement. From these quarterly award
winners, the committee selected one to be honored with an annual award.

This annual award is named after former Palmetto Mayor Robert E. Hunt,
who took great pride in his community.

The Image Manatee Committee is proud to present the 20th Annual Robert E.
Hunt Beautification Award to the Tortuga Inn Beach Resort.

Tortuga Inn Beach Resort is a beach-to-bay luxury resort conveniently
located on Anna Maria Island. In 2003, David Teitelbaum acquired the
resort and over the next six years, totally repositioned, renovated, and
refurbished the property. The resort includes six unique buildings of
hotel rooms and suites nestled within lush landscaping and swaying palms.
With its tropical charm, and scenic sunsets, Tortuga Inn truly
embodies island vacationing. Whether it’s relaxing at the sparkling
gulf-side sundeck and pool or fishing off the private dock overlooking
Sarasota Bay and the Intercoastal, the property at Tortuga Inn Beach
Resort is a friendly little paradise found right here in Manatee County.

According to Kimber Bereiter, Chair of the Image Manatee Committee, “The
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image of our community is often interpreted based on our visual
environment and first impressions. Through their efforts of creative
landscape design and maintenance and the use of native plant species to
instill a tropical charm, Tortuga Inn makes a positive impact on
community pride and economic growth.”

Would David Teitelbaum and Katy Demick please come forward to accept
this award.
David Teitelbaum
Anna Maria Island Resorts
115 Third Street South
Bradenton Beach, FL 34217
Office: (941) 778-0156
Cell:

(941) 812-4226

Fax:

(941) 778-5210

http://www.AnnaMariaIslandResorts.net
http://www.AnnaMaria-RealEstate.com
http://www.TeitelbaumDevelopers.com

David Teitelbaum, of Teitelbaum Developers, holds up the
Rotary Club of Anna Maria Island’s Businessperson of the
Year award given him by Rotary President Judy Rupp, to
his left. Behind them are outgoing Chamber Chair
Mark Davis, new Chamber Chair Cindy Thompson and
Chamber President Mary Ann Brockman. 11/9/09
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Date: 2010/01/29 22:47
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Thanks For Being Here
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: by [mailto:roraza3@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2010 10:02 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Thanks For Being Here

Welcome back to the Our Anna Maria blog. If you're new here - and we’ve
had a LOT of new readers recently - thanks for joining us. If you're a
regular reader, thanks for sticking with us.
Another installment of our Conversations series follows below. Please
remember that these are imaginary guys drinking imaginary coffee and
having imaginary conversations about their imaginary lives here in Anna
Maria. They started at Ginny and Jane E’s, moved to the Rod & Reel so
they would feel wanted and, who knows, they may end up somewhere else at
some point in the future. I get a lot of questions about who these guys
really are, will they let someone else join them, are they handsome, are
they rich…but, alas, they are not real. They are not anyone you or I
have ever met. They’re just two figments of our collective imaginations
who love their time in this village as much as we all do. To new readers,
some references and character traits…or flaws…may be confusing. If you
feel the urge, you’re invited to click HERE or on the label “
Conversations” at the bottom right of this post and you will be directed
to all previous Conversations, most recent first so just scroll down to
get to the early ones.
Oh, and please do not limit yourself to the Conversations. There are
dozens of informative and intriguing posts and comments about what’s
happening here. If you are drawn to a particular subject, click on the
label at the bottom right of a given post for related posts. Any of the
posts can be found from the list on the lower right of this page.
So have at it. Join the fray. Explore, discover and discuss. Agree with
the commentator or challenge his, or her, premise. We just ask that you
stay civil and factual and, of course, the boss always reserves the
right to toss you if you stray.
Thanks again for joining us. We urge you to consider registering and
contributing your two cents, or more, to the discussion. Whether you
register or not please send our link to your friends:
http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/
If you’re a Facebooker, become a fan of the Our Anna Maria Blog page:
http://www.facebook.com/#/pages/Our-Anna-Maria-Blog/274464477225?ref=nf
and stay updated about new posts to the blog or share some of your own
thoughts, pictures and stories of this neat little town.
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Most importantly, thanks for reading. And come back.
All the best to all the best.
Bill Yanger

-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 1/29/2010 08:48:00 PM
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Date: 2010/01/29 22:47
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Potato Potahto, Tomato Tomahto
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: by [mailto:roraza3@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2010 9:44 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Potato Potahto, Tomato Tomahto

By Bill Yanger
Another in a continuing series of imagined conversations over coffee at
the Rod & Reel Pier. Any resemblance to persons or personalities, real
or imagined, is entirely coincidental and mostly unintended.
Good morning.
Yessir, good morning. Go Saints!
Saints. Pffft. You kidding me? Peyton Manning will shred New Orleans
next weekend. Speakin’ of, so when we leaving for Miami?
Had to go all the way to Key Largo to get a hotel room. Not bad though…
on the water. Tiki bar. Need to check in by 6 next Friday night.
Key Largo? That’s gotta be two hours from the stadium on a good day.
Maybe more.
Did you hear me say Tiki Bar…on the water. And if you’ll remember, you’
re my guest…any other complaints?
Right. Super Bowl. Tiki bar. I love two-hour drives in South Florida
traffic. Just think of all the talk radio we can listen to. And I’ll
bring my old Who cd’s…they’re playin’ at halftime…you know… “peeeeople
try to put us dowwwwnnnn….talkin’ bought my gennnnnner-A-tion!”
My god! Was that an angry cat or did you just try to sing?
So I’m no Roger Daltrey…but I can play a mean air guitar! “Mmmmy
generation babayyyyyy!!”
Okay, okay stop it. Bring all the cd’s you want. But no more singing…or
whatever that was you were doing.
Can’t wait see all those celebrities at the big parties. George Clooney,
Brad Pitt…
…Oprah Winfrey…Dr. Oz!
…Paris Hilton!
Uh…yeah…well, let's hope not. And by the way, don’t count on getting
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into any big parties. A-listers only. Not exactly our social strata.
No parties?
No parties. Just you and me big guy…and the Tiki bar.
Probably see a bunch of politicians, huh?
Yeah, they’ll be swarming like hornets, I suppose. Any opportunity for a
handshake and a photo-op, you know? A ticket to every party, luxury box
seats, great hair. That’s public servants for you.
You mean politicians.
Yeah, politicians.
But you just said public servants.
Potato po-TAH-to. Tomato to-MAH-to. Same thing.
Wrong.
Huh?
You’re wrong. Not the same thing.
Do I see another one of your lectures parking its bike and walking up
the pier?
No lecture…just makin’ sure you get it right. Just because you get
elected to office does not mean you’re a politician. And it certainly
does not mean you’re a public servant.
So where’d this tender nugget of wisdom come from?
A buddy here in town. Been in office a while. He’s a real stickler on
the difference between the two. Hates it when people call him a
politician.
I don’t see a difference.
Then you need to look harder. He makes a lotta sense, this guy. See, in
his estimation a politician runs for office to serve himself …or herself,
of course.
Or the folks who wrote checks to his or her campaign…
That’s the cynical view, some would say, and yes, there is probably a
certain amount of beholdin’ that goes on…. But a public servant runs for
office to serve the people…
…who voted for them…
Whoa now, not necessarily. The good ones take a wider view. Public
servants look for ways to make it about others, the constituents, and
their future. Politicians look for ways to make it about themselves and
their own future, usually the next rung up the ladder.
Semantics. They’re all in it for the glory.
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Glory. Riiiiight. Plenty of political glory in good ol’ Anna Maria.
Well, glory is relative. I mean, for instance…writing letters, posting
on blogs, crashing committee meetings, saying people should be fired and…
here’s the clincher... calling your own city commission meeting with 24
hours notice? Shoot, by your buddy’s definition that new commissioner,
the one with the name I still can’t spell, he’d be a politician, right?
Again, not necessarily. That little quick notice meeting last week
served a purpose, at least in my estimation. It woke people up.
Certainly peeved a few folks too. I hear the one commissioner, the
lawyer guy, showed more fire in two minutes than he has in two years.
Yeah, classic stare down. Like High Noon At The O.K Corral, only at 10 a.
m in...well...city hall chambers. Tense boy, tense! Then the
commissioner with the gavel pounded everyone back to sense…now there’s a
public servant for you…
Got that right. Good man.
You were saying it served a purpose...what purpose could all that chaos
possibly have served?
Easy, it shined a bright light on a very touchy and festering problem ...
made folks sit up and pay attention, whether they wanted to or not,
apparently.
Yeah, pay attention to him, the guy who caused it all.
Well yeah, maybe. But there’s no message without a messenger. And
sometimes…too many times really…people confuse how they feel about the
message with their opinion of the guy they hear it from.
Yeah, that lady editor sure went off on him…er… I think. Not sure what
she was saying really but there seemed to be a lot of words that sounded
bad. I thought maybe they got all jumbled up in her computer and didn’t
come out right but I just gave up and went to the fishing report. God, I
wish it was tarpon season already.
Don’t get me started on her little rudderless tirade. You know that blog
thingy? They posted an Open Letter to her about it. Do yourself a favor
and go read it. But back to the new commissioner, the messenger.
I’m listenin’.
According to nearly everyone you ask, politicians and public servants
included, the city has a big problem with its building rules. The
lawyers say so, some commissioners and P&Z guys say so, developers say
so, at least some of them, and anyone who’s read the rules says so.
So?
So the rules need to be fixed.
But why pick on PAR while they’re doing it? Those guys are just trying
to earn a living and make Pine Avenue nice. Why single them out for all
the abuse?
No, no, NO! That argument just drives me crazy. C’mon., man. Stop it.
You’re smarter than that. No one is abusing PAR or singling them out or
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picking on them.
Okay smart guy, I don’t seem to hear or read about other builders having
problems getting site plans passed for stuff on Pine. Put that in your
pipe and smoke it.
Because, DUMMY, there ARE…NO…OTHER…BUILDERS doing ROR “stuff”, as you
call it, on Pine. And PAR’s “stuff” is all new. And our laws have not
caught up to the new stuff. The two don’t mesh, not yet. And that is
what that new commish is trying to fix. PAR just happens to be the one
causing the fixes. Their plans are very cool and very new and very
different. This city has always had a tough time with cool and new and
different.
PAR’s really the only one?
Yes, for now. But that is exactly why this is so important. It may be
about PAR now but it is really about all the PAR wannabe’s that are
gonna charge in like tarpon on pass crabs in the next few years, daisy
chainin’ around city hall lookin’ for fat and ripe opportunities. Gotta
have the rules tighter than a surgeon’s knot when that happens or who
knows what Pine will look like in ten years.
Lord, I can’t wait for tarpon season.
You didn’t listen to a word I said after “pass crab” did you? Got that
scary silver king stare in your eyes.
I heard ya, I heard ya. And I get it. Still think the guy’s a politician.
Time will tell. Probably shouldn’t be callin’ anymore of those next-day
meetings any time soon, least not without boxing gloves on. But from
where I sit, looks to me like he’s trying to get it right for all of us,
not just for him. I'm givin' him a shot but I'm watchin'.
Yeah, watchin'. I'll be watchin' my Saints come marchin' in next Sunday
night. The Colts got no chance pal.
The tab at the hotel Tiki bar says you’re wrong.
You are on, my friend.
See you tomorrow.
Yeah, tomorrow.

© 2010 William L. Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 1/29/2010 08:42:00 PM
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Date: 2010/01/29 22:50
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Potato Potahto, Tomato Tomahto
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: by [mailto:roraza3@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2010 9:44 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Potato Potahto, Tomato Tomahto

By Bill Yanger
Another in a continuing series of imagined conversations over coffee at
the Rod & Reel Pier. Any resemblance to persons or personalities, real
or imagined, is entirely coincidental and mostly unintended.
Good morning.
Yessir, good morning. Go Saints!
Saints. Pffft. You kidding me? Peyton Manning will shred New Orleans
next weekend. Speakin’ of, so when we leaving for Miami?
Had to go all the way to Key Largo to get a hotel room. Not bad though…
on the water. Tiki bar. Need to check in by 6 next Friday night.
Key Largo? That’s gotta be two hours from the stadium on a good day.
Maybe more.
Did you hear me say Tiki Bar…on the water. And if you’ll remember, you’
re my guest…any other complaints?
Right. Super Bowl. Tiki bar. I love two-hour drives in South Florida
traffic. Just think of all the talk radio we can listen to. And I’ll
bring my old Who cd’s…they’re playin’ at halftime…you know… “peeeeople
try to put us dowwwwnnnn….talkin’ bought my gennnnnner-A-tion!”
My god! Was that an angry cat or did you just try to sing?
So I’m no Roger Daltrey…but I can play a mean air guitar! “Mmmmy
generation babayyyyyy!!”
Okay, okay stop it. Bring all the cd’s you want. But no more singing…or
whatever that was you were doing.
Can’t wait see all those celebrities at the big parties. George Clooney,
Brad Pitt…
…Oprah Winfrey…Dr. Oz!
…Paris Hilton!
Uh…yeah…well, let's hope not. And by the way, don’t count on getting
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into any big parties. A-listers only. Not exactly our social strata.
No parties?
No parties. Just you and me big guy…and the Tiki bar.
Probably see a bunch of politicians, huh?
Yeah, they’ll be swarming like hornets, I suppose. Any opportunity for a
handshake and a photo-op, you know? A ticket to every party, luxury box
seats, great hair. That’s public servants for you.
You mean politicians.
Yeah, politicians.
But you just said public servants.
Potato po-TAH-to. Tomato to-MAH-to. Same thing.
Wrong.
Huh?
You’re wrong. Not the same thing.
Do I see another one of your lectures parking its bike and walking up
the pier?
No lecture…just makin’ sure you get it right. Just because you get
elected to office does not mean you’re a politician. And it certainly
does not mean you’re a public servant.
So where’d this tender nugget of wisdom come from?
A buddy here in town. Been in office a while. He’s a real stickler on
the difference between the two. Hates it when people call him a
politician.
I don’t see a difference.
Then you need to look harder. He makes a lotta sense, this guy. See, in
his estimation a politician runs for office to serve himself …or herself,
of course.
Or the folks who wrote checks to his or her campaign…
That’s the cynical view, some would say, and yes, there is probably a
certain amount of beholdin’ that goes on…. But a public servant runs for
office to serve the people…
…who voted for them…
Whoa now, not necessarily. The good ones take a wider view. Public
servants look for ways to make it about others, the constituents, and
their future. Politicians look for ways to make it about themselves and
their own future, usually the next rung up the ladder.
Semantics. They’re all in it for the glory.
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Glory. Riiiiight. Plenty of political glory in good ol’ Anna Maria.
Well, glory is relative. I mean, for instance…writing letters, posting
on blogs, crashing committee meetings, saying people should be fired and…
here’s the clincher... calling your own city commission meeting with 24
hours notice? Shoot, by your buddy’s definition that new commissioner,
the one with the name I still can’t spell, he’d be a politician, right?
Again, not necessarily. That little quick notice meeting last week
served a purpose, at least in my estimation. It woke people up.
Certainly peeved a few folks too. I hear the one commissioner, the
lawyer guy, showed more fire in two minutes than he has in two years.
Yeah, classic stare down. Like High Noon At The O.K Corral, only at 10 a.
m in...well...city hall chambers. Tense boy, tense! Then the
commissioner with the gavel pounded everyone back to sense…now there’s a
public servant for you…
Got that right. Good man.
You were saying it served a purpose...what purpose could all that chaos
possibly have served?
Easy, it shined a bright light on a very touchy and festering problem ...
made folks sit up and pay attention, whether they wanted to or not,
apparently.
Yeah, pay attention to him, the guy who caused it all.
Well yeah, maybe. But there’s no message without a messenger. And
sometimes…too many times really…people confuse how they feel about the
message with their opinion of the guy they hear it from.
Yeah, that lady editor sure went off on him…er… I think. Not sure what
she was saying really but there seemed to be a lot of words that sounded
bad. I thought maybe they got all jumbled up in her computer and didn’t
come out right but I just gave up and went to the fishing report. God, I
wish it was tarpon season already.
Don’t get me started on her little rudderless tirade. You know that blog
thingy? They posted an Open Letter to her about it. Do yourself a favor
and go read it. But back to the new commissioner, the messenger.
I’m listenin’.
According to nearly everyone you ask, politicians and public servants
included, the city has a big problem with its building rules. The
lawyers say so, some commissioners and P&Z guys say so, developers say
so, at least some of them, and anyone who’s read the rules says so.
So?
So the rules need to be fixed.
But why pick on PAR while they’re doing it? Those guys are just trying
to earn a living and make Pine Avenue nice. Why single them out for all
the abuse?
No, no, NO! That argument just drives me crazy. C’mon., man. Stop it.
You’re smarter than that. No one is abusing PAR or singling them out or
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picking on them.
Okay smart guy, I don’t seem to hear or read about other builders having
problems getting site plans passed for stuff on Pine. Put that in your
pipe and smoke it.
Because, DUMMY, there ARE…NO…OTHER…BUILDERS doing ROR “stuff”, as you
call it, on Pine. And PAR’s “stuff” is all new. And our laws have not
caught up to the new stuff. The two don’t mesh, not yet. And that is
what that new commish is trying to fix. PAR just happens to be the one
causing the fixes. Their plans are very cool and very new and very
different. This city has always had a tough time with cool and new and
different.
PAR’s really the only one?
Yes, for now. But that is exactly why this is so important. It may be
about PAR now but it is really about all the PAR wannabe’s that are
gonna charge in like tarpon on pass crabs in the next few years, daisy
chainin’ around city hall lookin’ for fat and ripe opportunities. Gotta
have the rules tighter than a surgeon’s knot when that happens or who
knows what Pine will look like in ten years.
Lord, I can’t wait for tarpon season.
You didn’t listen to a word I said after “pass crab” did you? Got that
scary silver king stare in your eyes.
I heard ya, I heard ya. And I get it. Still think the guy’s a politician.
Time will tell. Probably shouldn’t be callin’ anymore of those next-day
meetings any time soon, least not without boxing gloves on. But from
where I sit, looks to me like he’s trying to get it right for all of us,
not just for him. I'm givin' him a shot but I'm watchin'.
Yeah, watchin'. I'll be watchin' my Saints come marchin' in next Sunday
night. The Colts got no chance pal.
The tab at the hotel Tiki bar says you’re wrong.
You are on, my friend.
See you tomorrow.
Yeah, tomorrow.

© 2010 William L. Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 1/29/2010 08:42:00 PM
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Date: 2010/02/01 16:44
Subject: RE: parking safety
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I like the idea of submitting alternative site plans to this lining up
along the street bs. I still insist parking belongs on the subject
property. I’m not willing to cede the right-of-ways to anyone.
Townsend submitted a plan for an 800 sq ft structure on a 5,000 sq ft
lot. That sounds about right. Four parking spaces, well spaced. Now
we’re talking cottages again, like our Comp Plan suggests we should.
Of course, Coleman considered it “unworkable”.
I am interested in seeing Bob’s work, but it’ll have to wait until
tomorrow.
Harry

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2010 2:41 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: parking safety

Hi Harry

Terry Schaefer lent us the plans that Gene Aubrey came up with last week
- there is plenty wrong with them as I am sure you know!

Bob has spent the morning drawing a plan for the internal lots - every
part of it is to code. Includes your curb cuts, the correct setbacks,
still gives Coleman 2400 of commercial on a double lot - no city planner,
no lawyers needed!

You may be interested in seeing it.

He is currently working on the corner lots.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/01 16:45
Subject: RE: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>
I doubt it was Chuck Webb.
Welcome back.

Got another one today.

I’ll send it to you.

H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM]
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2010 3:35 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Hey,

Snow and ice kept us out of our mountain digs so we are back home nowl

Did you ever determine if Chuck really sent this? I find it hard to
believe a) anyone would do such a thing and b) that email address looks
phony.

D

Southern Academy Of Periodontology
P. O. Box 1988
Anna Maria, FL 34216
Phone: 941-778-0670
Fax: 941-894-6166
Email: periosouth@tampabay.rr.com

On Jan 28, 2010, at 7:12 AM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:
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Morning all.
Got this in my Commissioner’s email this morning.
of the Three Stooges yesterday.

Chuck sent me a video

Talked to Michael and Lizzie Thrasher yesterday. Ran into them while
eating lunch at Slim’s. He told me they’ve disassociated themselves
from PAR. “We differ philosophically,” Michael said. “They have a very
different vision from ours.”
You’ve heard, I’m sure, the Thrashers bought the grocery store.
big changes there, for sure.

Expect

Michael assured me they intend to keep their parking at 503 on their
property. He was sorta grinning when he said it.
I told him I’m haughty, arrogant, and dangerous, but as long he plays by
the rules he’ll have no problems with me.

Gotta love the cowardice of Terrific Chuck. I’m looking at it this way.
Pressure generates heat. Somebody’s starting to feel both.
Got stuff to do, so I’m going to maneuver my car out of the driveway and
get things going.
Harry

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 7:11 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Terriffic Chuck [mailto:terrifficchuck@gmail.com]
Sent: Wed 1/27/2010 10:17 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Dale Woodland; John Quam
Subject: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
Dear City Employees:
Here you have it city of Anna Maria employees! It will be playing at the
Island Players soon!
Harry "The Monster" Stoltzenstein, Moe "The Village Idiot" Woodland and
Curly "The Weiner" Quam are on their way to entertain and humiliate you!
Be careful, you may be next in the barrell. I'd suggest you :"duck and
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cover" till he resigns!
Chuck
<Stoltzenstein.jpg>
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Date: 2010/02/03 00:16
Subject: RE: Parking committee
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky, Bob,
Thanks much for your patience. I’m working on charting with two
employees tomorrow morning, but will have some free time in the
afternoon. Or we can get together Thursday morning.
I want to take a look at your drawings for sure.
I’m hoping the rest of this parking safety committee won’t allow any
more motions to be passed before inviting public comment. They sort of
got snookered into that one at the last meeting. A motion passed that
suggested Aubrey’s design was the best presented? After the no trees,
no shrubbery, no ground cover cereal box version Lynn Townsend
presented? I guess it was!

Coleman suggested he wasn’t expecting any right of way to be ceded for
the parking. So let’s have Aubrey draw something that doesn’t cede any
right of way. Any you’re right regarding the visibility triangles.
Changes things a bit, I’d guess.

I’m in “going through the motions” mode. It’s a farce. It’s a charade.
It’s even a masquerade, in some sense. But I’m going to go put on my
deliberative Commissioner face and two-step with the rest of them.

When it comes before the Commission, I’ll raise the following issues.
a.
Utilities: there’s no way we’re going to allow the developers
to establish parking areas over top the City’s utilities.
b.
Right of ways: the City is required to identify them and
reserve them. Give me one good reason we should cede them.
c.
Strip commercial development: we’re required to avoid it.
Limit curb cuts to that end. The ROR is supposed to preserve that
historic cottage feel. Hello?
d.
And there’s still safety: backing into live traffic? No.
Bicycles on the sidewalk? No. Inconveniencing pedestrians? Why should
we.

Must confess, I’m getting fed up with the character assassination thing.
I guess you’ve seen the “Dalebert” cartoon? What kind of jerk is this
guy? I’m so ready for November. I totally wanna kick Barford’s and
Barlow’s asses!
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Meanwhile, you’ll be happy to know, the City is facing another lawsuit.
I’ll forward you details tomorrow.

How’s Jeremy feeling these days?

E’er pursuing?

Remember that rot?

“ Let us then be up and doing, With a heart for any fate.
achieving, e’er pursuing.
Learn to labor and to wait.”

E’er

Who the hell wrote that crap anyhow?
Harry

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2010 6:53 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Fwd: Parking committee

Hi Harry

You are probably very busy with your Captains' license but the drawings
are now finished and we can drop you in a copy although Bob probably
does probably need to give you a brief explanation.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/03 09:51
Subject: RE: Parking committee
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky,
There may be a sunshine issue with Terry and I being there at the same
time. Not sure, but given the climate, I’d better play it safe.
I’ll try to get to see you later this afternoon?
Thanks,
Harry

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2010 7:32 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Parking committee

Hi Harry

Not seen any papers yet this week so not seen the cartoon.

We are working through all this 'stuff' bit by bit. I had bumped into
Terry Schaefer and he had told me that the parking committee were likely
only meeting twice more before passing this onto P & Z so Bob thought it
a priority to draw something up for him. Next up is the density issue
which also is a complete charade by the City administration. Trouble is
people like Dye are so over complicating it he is just confusing
everyone and I know we are going to have a really difficult time making
people understand. If we could just have half an hour in front of P & Z
and the Commission to explain this......2 minutes is not gonna help at
all!

Anyway I have emailed Terry and told him the drawings are ready and he
said he would call today. It may be worth both you and Terry coming
round together and Bob can show you both and you can discuss. We can be
here any time to suit you both so it may be worth you liaising with
Terry . If that doesn't work then no problem explaining it to you both
separately - just come by when it suits you.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/04 07:51
Subject: FW: Stupid Bowl Sunday
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Charles Terriffic [mailto:charlesterrific@live.com]
Sent: Wed 2/3/2010 9:07 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; John Quam; Dale Woodland
Subject: Stupid Bowl Sunday
Harry, Moe and Curly,
I know you are going to miss me, but this is my last political satire of
you for a while. I know Harry enjoyed them, he asked for more, but I
hope you other two enjoyed as well. Fact is, I actually have grown tired
of your antics, it's just too damn easy to make fun of you 3 bufoons, I
almost feel guilty! It's like amateur hour! I think it's an Anna Maria
tradition, don't you?
Good luck going forward, hope the 3 of you can maybe mature in your
political careers so as to become productive and of value to the
citizens of this fine city, rather than the counter-productive people
you are today. Try to remember, the less you govern the better you are.
You 3 seem to think the opposite. Big government is not the answer here.
Good luck!
Chuck
_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service.
http://clk.atdmt.com/GBL/go/201469228/direct/01/
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Date: 2010/02/04 15:29
Subject: a few comments re: the parking meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>
Coleman and I agree on one thing: this is all becoming costly to the
City, and it’s unnecessary. Now we want the Building Official, the Town
Planner, and the City Attorney to review the work of the Safety
Committee. How did we go from studying a safety issue to approving site
plans?

I said it before:
goes away.

straighten out the driveway issue, the safety stuff

I’m hoping at the next meeting to involve Sgt. Turner a little. Those
backout parking spaces existing now present an enforcement problem for
him. By Florida statute, no vehicle may drive on a sidewalk unless it’s
on an approved driveway. Until the City concedes those are driveways,
it’s illegal to park there.

There’s another problem: the City hasn’t prohibited parking in front of
those spaces either. I’m not sure why people haven’t chosen to park
there. I’m hoping on Wedding Festival Day, this Feb 28, we can get
thirty cars parked on Pine.
Parallel parking on the street, of course.
Just to make a statement.

The farcical aspect of Gene Aubrey’s carefully worded as “conceptual
drawings only” is, when he describes it, and puts it down on paper, he
draws a beautiful swan. But add the bicycle path, loading zone,
handicap space, visibility triangle, move the sidewalks to where Coleman
said he envisioned them (inside the right-of-way), assign the right
number of parking spaces, and you’ve got a pig! That pig ain’t gonna
fly.

If one correctly assigns the number of parking spaces, the developer is
going to have to build a driveway across the sidewalk anyhow. So you’ve
achieved what? Ceded City public right of way for what?

I like Bob Hunt’s palm tree lined street, myself. I’ll concede Aubrey’s
point: we’re creating sandlots. But we’re hiding them behind trees and
foliage, unlike what’s been done to date. And we’re not backing into
the street any longer.
That’s a winner in my book.
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Date: 2010/02/04 22:52
Subject: RE: a few comments re: the parking meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Re: Betsy’s and Roser. They want to make the whole thing voluntary.
If they phrase this the way they want it, they’ll be able to continue to
do things they way they’ve been doing them.
Beauty, obviously, is in the eye of the beholder. I think looking at
the backs of cars all the way down Pine makes it look totally commercial.
One might even call it a strip of commercial development. Isn’t that
what we’re trying to avoid?
I think Coleman buried himself today. Even Aposporos and Pescitelli
seemed like they were looking for cover.
I did not hear Coleman’s remark to Garrett.
Gotta get some sleep.
Thanks for everything.

Big exam at 9:00.
The drawings tipped the scale today.

H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 7:19 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com; DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM
Cc: rwall@ibis-solutions.com; cathstol@aol.com
Subject: Re: a few comments re: the parking meeting

Forgot to add that something they have yet to realize about the
aesthetics of Bob's plans is the setbacks between the buildings could be
as much as 40 ft - would that not look just great? Setback from the
road 50ft. So no look of over development.

And all this fits in with our current codes and LDR's so no need for ANY
changes to be made! They cannot seriously think they are going to get
property owners to hand over land for sidewalks? What about where that
just isn't possible ie in front of Betsy's and Roser Cottage etc etc.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/05 13:58
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "terry schaefer" <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Not sure, unless you think I should.
I’m considering writing a list of suggested changes to Chapter 90.
Maybe a line by line approach that will parallel what Bob Welch and Alan
Garrett will submit.
Captain Harry

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2010 9:07 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Harry,
Are you going to distribute to the Safety Committee members, City
Planner,P&Z
and Commissioners?
Terry
On Jan 18, 2010, at 10:46 AM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Terry,
I think it might be useful for you to print 6 copies of this to hand out
at the parking meeting on Friday.
If anyone knows the email addresses of the members of P&Z, please get
them to me.
Thanks,
H

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com';'
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com';'
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
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1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
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risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

<image001.png>
This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
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Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.
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Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
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TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.
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Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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<Memo for Chapter 90.pdf>

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/02/06 10:46
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "terry schaefer" <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
I think you’re right. I know the Mayor wants to accommodate anything
PAR suggests. She’s very enthusiastic about this proposed sidewalk
configuration. Bob Hunt has scheduled a meeting with Welch and Garrett,
so they won’t be able to simply bury it.

I’m aware my suggesting Garrett either resign or be dismissed was pretty
controversial, but I believe it accomplished something important. A
bunch of people are watching him very closely. He pulls another
bonehead move like he pulled on 216, and he’s adding weight to my
argument. I suggest he and the Mayor will be pretty careful handling
this sidewalk stuff.

I was listening closely to the language suggested regarding applying the
“moving the sidewalks” concept. So far, it’s been suggested it would be
optional to each property owner. Which means, unless we specifically
prohibit the arrangements being accepted now, nothing will have changed.
Any developer will be able to simply continue doing what they’ve been
doing. Which PAR would, because if we move the sidewalks and the
parking inside the right of way, as Coleman suggested he envisioned,
they would have to considerably shrink their buildings.
We all know
they would not choose that option, no matter how Aubrey feels about the
aesthetics.
I mention this because the City has seen something similar happen
recently. The language requiring parking to line up in front of the
buildings was struck. Guess what? When 216 Pine Ave was submitted, the
parking was still lined up facing the buildings.

Unless we make moving the sidewalk mandatory, no one developing new lots
will do it. Fine with me, as long as we prohibit the arrangements
allowed recently.

No matter, it’s not going to happen anyhow.

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2010 5:26 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

CONGRATULATIONS CAPTAIN HARRY..... ahoy!!!
Your suggestion sounds good. I suggest you are someone on P&Z
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monitor Garret's review of the concepts submitted yesterday, as I
fear the administration may attempt to scuttle.
Terry
On Feb 5, 2010, at 1:58 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Not sure, unless you think I should.
I’m considering writing a list of suggested changes to Chapter 90.
Maybe a line by line approach that will parallel what Bob Welch and Alan
Garrett will submit.
Captain Harry

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2010 9:07 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Harry,
Are you going to distribute to the Safety Committee members, City
Planner,P&Z
and Commissioners?
Terry
On Jan 18, 2010, at 10:46 AM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Terry,
I think it might be useful for you to print 6 copies of this to hand out
at the parking meeting on Friday.
If anyone knows the email addresses of the members of P&Z, please get
them to me.
Thanks,
H

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 10:44 AM
To: 'amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amadmin@cityofannamaria.com'; '
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amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com';'
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amplanner@cityofannamaria.com';'
amattorney@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
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handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

<image001.png>
This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
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professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.
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Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.
Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.
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Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view.

What do
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you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?

In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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<Memo for Chapter 90.pdf>

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/02/08 10:30
Subject: got it
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Nicky and Bob,
I just found this in my Outbox.

Don’t know if you’ve ever read it.

I sent this to the City a few minutes ago.

12/23/09
Att:
al.

Bob Welch, Alan Garrett, Fran Barford, the Commissioners, P&Z, et

I’ve looked at the site plan for 216 Pine Avenue and note the following
deficiencies:
1.
Wrong number of parking spaces. The second floor apartments
are residential, and require two spaces each.
If the developer
contends they are commercial sleeping units and only require one space,
they are non-compliant. In the ROR only one floor of commercial use is
allowed.
2.
This site is 11,550 sq. ft. In the ROR, according to the Comp
Plan, residential density is limited to 0-6 units/gross acre. To
accommodate two residences, this site would have to be at least 14,520
sq. ft. You can consult the pending litigation by the Hunts and the
Muzzys.
3.
The only vehicular ingress and egress to this property is
directly into and out of a parking space. Those parking spaces are
situated in a manner such that, if all are occupied simultaneously, the
vehicles will impede the vision of the adjacent vehicles. This is a
clear contradiction of LDR 74-354 (h) (4) Whether ingress and egress to
the development and the proposed structures thereon is designed so as
not to impede safe and adequate visibility;
4.
In the standards for review I find this language: Whether the
proposed development, design and layout retains the natural features and
characteristics of the land, including but not limited to the regard
given to existing trees . . .
There are several mature palm trees on
these lots that should be preserved, if possible. If the limited
driveway openings are adhered to, as the Comp Plan and the LDR intend,
and the off-street parking takes place solely on the subject property,
without any maneuvering in the right of way, these trees could be saved.
5.
Before the language in Chapter 114 got totally screwed up, it
was clear the street side yard setbacks were to be 20 ft. Apparently,
given the changes recently instituted, Lynn Townsend is now interpreting
those setbacks to be gone, and the developer can limit the street side
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setback to 7 ft. I don’t think that was the intention, but it may be a
language clarification problem.
Nevertheless, there’s still this
problem: Chapter 114-282 (4) b. 2. Access for emergency personnel.
These side setback areas must be kept clear of any form of obstruction
at all times so that safe and convenient passage of police or
firefighters or other emergency personnel will be constantly maintained.
This site plans allows parking within those 7 ft. setbacks.
Clearly, a parked vehicle is an obstruction and therefore this site plan
is noncompliant.
6.
All the parking spaces, including the loading space and the
handicap space, require maneuvering within the right of way for ingress
and egress. That’s in violation of language in the LDR. But even if
you question the maneuvering language, you’re required to satisfy these
criteria. Is the design safe, convenient, aesthetically pleasing, and
efficient for vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic? You may get a
few people, but not me, to suggest it’s not a safety issue, but it
certainly isn’t convenient for any of the three above listed modes of
travel. It should be prohibited now, in the site plan review process,
at the Administrative review level. No passing the buck. You don’t
need a committee’s opinion to perceive a hazard. Clearly, backing into
a street, over a sidewalk, is a hazardous traffic pattern. Note Chapter
74-354 (h) (6) Whether the off-street parking and off-street loading
facilities are located to avoid hazardous automotive and pedestrian
traffic patterns . . .

7.
Lot 2 on this Site plan shows a residential unit and a fraction
of another residential unit. That’s more than one residential unit per
lot. LDR Chapter 114-281. (b) (3) There is only one residential unit
per lot or per structure;
This is one of those times substituting “
and” for “or” doesn’t help clarify. If the conjunction “and” were used,
one might deduce two residential units could be allowed within a single
structure on a single lot. I think the intent is no more than one
residential unit on either a lot or a structure.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com
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Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/08 16:23
Subject: okay, I'm worried about Dale again
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Here we go again. Dale’s gonna ride that “everybody has the right to
build what they want” horse again.
Wee shud worrie.
H
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Date: 2010/02/08 17:22
Subject: RE: parking plan
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Great.

We need him to acknowledge that publicly.

H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2010 4:49 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: parking plan

Hi Harry

Alan Garrett has just called and spoken to Bob. He says Bob's plan
works. Says the 50ft internal one is a bit tight so Bob said he would
tweak it a bit.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/10 06:55
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Attention _ Feb. 11, 2010, 6 p.m. Joint
Commission & P&Z Bo...
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "RobinWall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Great blog, Robin. The potential impact from this meeting is huge.
all comes down to driveways.

It

I’m working on my presentation.
H

From: RobinWall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 11:15 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Attention – Feb. 11, 2010, 6 p.m. Joint
Commission & P&Z Bo...

This Thurs. Feb. 11, 2010 at 6 p.m. (not 7 p.m.) the City Commission and
the P&Z Board will have a joint work session meeting entitled Review of
Chapter 90 – Internal Traffic Circulation and Access.
The agenda items will be:
a. Recommendations from Safety Committee Regarding Minimizing Safety
Hazards with Vehicles Backing Out Across Sidewalks in ROR District.
b. Review of Chapter 90.
In a nutshell – what do ‘we’ people of Anna Maria want our City to look
and feel like? How do we want it to function? When you drive down the
narrow main streets of our city, along Pine Ave. and Gulf Dr., do you
want to see the tail ends of parked cars backing out towards the street
across the entire frontage of commercial properties along the length of
the business district?
OR do you want to see limited driveway openings leading to small parking
areas on the business properties (like the Sun Plaza at Magnolia and
Gulf) where there is a proper driveway leading to on-site parking with a
pretty hedge safely separating cars from a safer and more ‘walkable’
pedestrian sidewalk. (I think that is what Chapter 90 basically says
already; it should be applied.)
Work session meetings are always important. Consensus is often taken for
code revision ‘language’. The public will be allowed to comment. This is
a big deal. This code will define the main streets of our beach town!
See you there on Thurs. at 6 p.m.!
-Posted By RobinWall to Our Anna Maria. at 2/09/2010 11:14:00 AM
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Date: 2010/02/10 09:25
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Attention _ Feb. 11, 2010, 6 p.m. Joint
Commission & P&Z Bo...
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
I read it.

You’ve said it all.

I’m going to work on the definition of driveway. Our ldr definition is
grossly inadequate. If we can get the Florida standard definition put
into our ldr’s, the rest falls into place. That, and adding “driveway
openings” to the curb cut language. Game over.
Thanks for being pro-active.
H

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 8:48 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Attention – Feb. 11, 2010, 6 p.m. Joint
Commission & P&Z Bo...

Great Harry!
Yesterday I sent a page and a half letter about Chapter 90 to the City
addressed to the Commission and the P&Z members and copied to the Mayor.
It will be in your City email box.

Robin

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 6:55 AM
To: Robin Wall
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Attention – Feb. 11, 2010, 6 p.m. Joint
Commission & P&Z Bo...

Great blog, Robin. The potential impact from this meeting is huge.
all comes down to driveways.

It

I’m working on my presentation.
H

From: RobinWall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 11:15 AM
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To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Attention – Feb. 11, 2010, 6 p.m. Joint
Commission & P&Z Bo...

This Thurs. Feb. 11, 2010 at 6 p.m. (not 7 p.m.) the City Commission and
the P&Z Board will have a joint work session meeting entitled Review of
Chapter 90 – Internal Traffic Circulation and Access.
The agenda items will be:
a. Recommendations from Safety Committee Regarding Minimizing Safety
Hazards with Vehicles Backing Out Across Sidewalks in ROR District.
b. Review of Chapter 90.
In a nutshell – what do ‘we’ people of Anna Maria want our City to look
and feel like? How do we want it to function? When you drive down the
narrow main streets of our city, along Pine Ave. and Gulf Dr., do you
want to see the tail ends of parked cars backing out towards the street
across the entire frontage of commercial properties along the length of
the business district?
OR do you want to see limited driveway openings leading to small parking
areas on the business properties (like the Sun Plaza at Magnolia and
Gulf) where there is a proper driveway leading to on-site parking with a
pretty hedge safely separating cars from a safer and more ‘walkable’
pedestrian sidewalk. (I think that is what Chapter 90 basically says
already; it should be applied.)
Work session meetings are always important. Consensus is often taken for
code revision ‘language’. The public will be allowed to comment. This is
a big deal. This code will define the main streets of our beach town!
See you there on Thurs. at 6 p.m.!
-Posted By RobinWall to Our Anna Maria. at 2/09/2010 11:14:00 AM
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Date: 2010/02/10 09:38
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
They’re quite concerned, it seems.

As they should be.

H

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 9:35 AM
To: cathstol@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/10/2010 8:42 AM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Diane Sacca; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Jim Dye
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
FYI - Please see attached letter.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
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not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
________________________________
From: Ricinda Perry [mailto:ricinda@verizon.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 5:03 PM
To: 'James Dye'; PHornsby@dyefirm.com; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Cc: 'Valerie Fernandez'; 'Micheal Coleman'; echiles@chilesgroup.com; '
Ted LaRoche'
Subject: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

Jim,
Please see the attached correspondence I am sending on behalf of P.A.R.
regarding the upcoming meeting for the proposed new ordinance. I would
like to discuss some of the legal concerns we have should you have some
availability. Please feel free to contact me at your convenience.

Regards,

Ricinda H. Perry, Esq.
117 Third Street South
Bradenton Beach, Florida 34217
Telephone: (941)778-4987
Cell:

(941)526-6468

Facsimile: (941)798-9377
Email: ricinda@verizon.net <mailto:rperry@llw-law.com>

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachments are for the
exclusive and confidential use of the intended recipient. If you are not
the intended recipient, please do not read, distribute or take action in
reliance upon this message. If you have received this in error, please
notify us immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete this message
and its attachments from your computer system. We do not waive attorneyclient or work product privilege by the transmission of this message.
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Date: 2010/02/10 10:04
Subject: RE: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
No reason you can’t blog it.
they can shoot at, is there.

Funny, there’s really nothing specific

I’ve got lots of responses, which I’ll work on. I’ve got to be careful
though. I don’t want to ever appear as if I’m targeting PAR. I’m not,
but it doesn’t matter. If I even give the slightest appearance of
targeting them, they’ll certainly sue.
The letter’s interesting.
t have a prayer in court.

All bluff, no substance. They know they don’
This is about intimidation and obfuscation.

Political retribution? I believe this issue was the pillar of my
campaign. It’s not like I’ve changed my message since the election.
Why do I need retribution?

I won!

H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 9:53 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

My God talk about clutching at straws! What a load of BS! Is her
letter public record? I would love to put it on the blog as actually I
put something on there about half an hour ago about last weeks planning
meeting.

I think we need to get prepared with a response to her allegations?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/10 12:57
Subject: RE: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
It’s totally been sent to everyone.

Have at it!

Close examination of the letter reveals its weaknesses. They’re looking
for an underbelly and can’t find it. So they’re going scatter-gun.
On one hand, they say the “maneuvering” language is an artifact and
shouldn’t even be in the ldr’s. Earlier, they contend they’re being
singled out for its application. They pretend that parking in front of
the buildings makes the ROR look less commercial. What’s more strip
commercial looking than having cars lined up both sides of the street?
Is there anything about car after car on the street that looks
residential? Drive through our residential areas and point out a
similar configuration. How does that parking arrangement preserve the
single family character we’re supposed to be preserving in the ROR?
These guys are lunatics.
And that rubbish about “political retribution”?
Isn’t this why they
opposed my candidacy so vehemently? They knew if I was elected I
intended to present the same views after the election that I had before.
Hellooo! Anybody home?!

If I were the lone voice decrying the interpretation of the off street
parking codes, PAR would have a case. Unfortunately for them, most of
the City agrees with me.

They wanted a fight.

They’ve got one.

Nicky, you should mention you guys are modifying your site plan to
accommodate what you consider a correct interpretation of the parking
language in Chapter 90. You might also mention Gagne’s parking is noncompliant. And the Thrashers suggested to Commissioner Stoltzfus they
intended to place their parking solely on their lots at 502.
S’up to you.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 11:48 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

well half the crap they are saying is literally just that crap - all
this business about building up to the rear setbacks - heck they do that
now! anyway that is a setback issue not parking.
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I need confirmation that its in the read file and then I will post it
onto the blog and we can start to comment on it.

If you have some comments that you think are too sensitive I can blog
them for you.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/10 13:06
Subject: FW: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 12:58 PM
To: 'Watersidehomes1@aol.com'
Subject: RE: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

It’s totally been sent to everyone.

Have at it!

Close examination of the letter reveals its weaknesses. They’re looking
for an underbelly and can’t find it. So they’re going scatter-gun.
On one hand, they say the “maneuvering” language is an artifact and
shouldn’t even be in the ldr’s. Earlier, they contend they’re being
singled out for its application. They pretend that parking in front of
the buildings makes the ROR look less commercial. What’s more strip
commercial looking than having cars lined up both sides of the street?
Is there anything about car after car on the street that looks
residential? Drive through our residential areas and point out a
similar configuration. How does that parking arrangement preserve the
single family character we’re supposed to be preserving in the ROR?
These guys are lunatics.
And that rubbish about “political retribution”?
Isn’t this why they
opposed my candidacy so vehemently? They knew if I was elected I
intended to present the same views after the election that I had before.
Hellooo! Anybody home?!

If I were the lone voice decrying the interpretation of the off street
parking codes, PAR would have a case. Unfortunately for them, most of
the City agrees with me.

They wanted a fight.

They’ve got one.

Nicky, you should mention you guys are modifying your site plan to
accommodate what you consider a correct interpretation of the parking
language in Chapter 90. You might also mention Gagne’s parking is noncompliant. And the Thrashers suggested to Commissioner Stoltzfus they
intended to place their parking solely on their lots at 502.
S’up to you.
H
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From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 11:48 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

well half the crap they are saying is literally just that crap - all
this business about building up to the rear setbacks - heck they do that
now! anyway that is a setback issue not parking.

I need confirmation that its in the read file and then I will post it
onto the blog and we can start to comment on it.

If you have some comments that you think are too sensitive I can blog
them for you.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/10 13:09
Subject: suddenly . . .
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I’m having this insatiable craving for olive oil!
Help!!!!
H
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Date: 2010/02/10 13:23
Subject: RE: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
He can’t refuse you.

You can demand a hearing.

Your call.

H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 1:09 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

Harry,

Did Bob tell you that Garrett is refusing to allow us to put forward the
proposed parking changes to our lot at 303??? He knows that if we do
its going to put PAR under pressure to rework their parking.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/10 13:31
Subject: parking protest day
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I can’t do it for obvious reasons, but I wish someone would organize a
parking protest day.
You know, the spaces in front of 315/317 within the City right of way
still allow parallel parking. Parking there would block entrance to PAR’
s parking spaces, but would be legal. You would not be towed by the
City. If you don’t believe me, you can ask Sgt. Turner. Matter of fact,
if you wanted to park 10 cars on PAR’s property, within their parking
spaces, and leave them there for a week, the City won’t tow you. PAR
may, on their property, but they can’t tow you from the right of way.
So, I think on Beach Capital of the State Day, Feb. 28, someone should
organize a protest. Let’s gridlock the town. Park in every legal spot
on Pine, whether it’s in front of other spaces or not. It accomplishes
two things: draws attention to the illegal crossing of sidewalks with
vehicles except in driveways, and points out the stupidity of approving
such arrangements.

H
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Date: 2010/02/10 13:40
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "cathy daily" <cathy.n.daily@gmail.com>
Looks like they want to dance.
Let the music begin.
Harry
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 9:35 AM
To: cathstol@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/10/2010 8:42 AM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Diane Sacca; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Jim Dye
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
FYI - Please see attached letter.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
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not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
________________________________
From: Ricinda Perry [mailto:ricinda@verizon.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 5:03 PM
To: 'James Dye'; PHornsby@dyefirm.com; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Cc: 'Valerie Fernandez'; 'Micheal Coleman'; echiles@chilesgroup.com; '
Ted LaRoche'
Subject: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

Jim,
Please see the attached correspondence I am sending on behalf of P.A.R.
regarding the upcoming meeting for the proposed new ordinance. I would
like to discuss some of the legal concerns we have should you have some
availability. Please feel free to contact me at your convenience.

Regards,

Ricinda H. Perry, Esq.
117 Third Street South
Bradenton Beach, Florida 34217
Telephone: (941)778-4987
Cell:

(941)526-6468

Facsimile: (941)798-9377
Email: ricinda@verizon.net <mailto:rperry@llw-law.com>

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachments are for the
exclusive and confidential use of the intended recipient. If you are not
the intended recipient, please do not read, distribute or take action in
reliance upon this message. If you have received this in error, please
notify us immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete this message
and its attachments from your computer system. We do not waive attorneyclient or work product privilege by the transmission of this message.
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Date: 2010/02/10 17:31
Subject: driving lessons?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
So, how does Bob feel about the way Americans drive?
H
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Date: 2010/02/10 21:30
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <lalbert652@aol.com>
You should read the contents of this threatened lawsuit.
mentioned indirectly.

You both are

Game on.
Harry

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 9:35 AM
To: cathstol@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/10/2010 8:42 AM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Diane Sacca; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Jim Dye
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
FYI - Please see attached letter.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
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Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
________________________________
From: Ricinda Perry [mailto:ricinda@verizon.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 5:03 PM
To: 'James Dye'; PHornsby@dyefirm.com; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Cc: 'Valerie Fernandez'; 'Micheal Coleman'; echiles@chilesgroup.com; '
Ted LaRoche'
Subject: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

Jim,
Please see the attached correspondence I am sending on behalf of P.A.R.
regarding the upcoming meeting for the proposed new ordinance. I would
like to discuss some of the legal concerns we have should you have some
availability. Please feel free to contact me at your convenience.

Regards,

Ricinda H. Perry, Esq.
117 Third Street South
Bradenton Beach, Florida 34217
Telephone: (941)778-4987
Cell:

(941)526-6468

Facsimile: (941)798-9377
Email: ricinda@verizon.net <mailto:rperry@llw-law.com>

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachments are for the
exclusive and confidential use of the intended recipient. If you are not
the intended recipient, please do not read, distribute or take action in
reliance upon this message. If you have received this in error, please
notify us immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete this message
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and its attachments from your computer system. We do not waive attorneyclient or work product privilege by the transmission of this message.
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Date: 2010/02/10 21:43
Subject: RE: driving lessons?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Yeah, I knew right after I pulled out from CVS.
alright with it.

I figured he was

I’m rereading the threatened lawsuit from PAR. Basically, they’re
saying if the City keeps the maneuvering language in the ldr, they’re
going to sue the City. They’re also saying we’ve got to change the
Comprehensive Plan to accommodate more mixed use development.
Like that’s gonna happen.
H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 5:34 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: driving lessons?

So you did realize he was behind you! He says he will take you back to
the uk and put you on the m4 and then you will know what driving is!
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 2010 17:31:21 -0500
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Subject: driving lessons?

So, how does Bob feel about the way Americans drive?
H
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Date: 2010/02/10 22:27
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <judithchable@aol.com>

Game on.
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/10/2010 8:42 AM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Diane Sacca; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Jim Dye
Subject: FW: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.
FYI - Please see attached letter.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
________________________________
From: Ricinda Perry [mailto:ricinda@verizon.net]
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Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 5:03 PM
To: 'James Dye'; PHornsby@dyefirm.com; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Cc: 'Valerie Fernandez'; 'Micheal Coleman'; echiles@chilesgroup.com; '
Ted LaRoche'
Subject: Correspondence on behalf of P.A.R.

Jim,
Please see the attached correspondence I am sending on behalf of P.A.R.
regarding the upcoming meeting for the proposed new ordinance. I would
like to discuss some of the legal concerns we have should you have some
availability. Please feel free to contact me at your convenience.

Regards,

Ricinda H. Perry, Esq.
117 Third Street South
Bradenton Beach, Florida 34217
Telephone: (941)778-4987
Cell:

(941)526-6468

Facsimile: (941)798-9377
Email: ricinda@verizon.net <mailto:rperry@llw-law.com>

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachments are for the
exclusive and confidential use of the intended recipient. If you are not
the intended recipient, please do not read, distribute or take action in
reliance upon this message. If you have received this in error, please
notify us immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete this message
and its attachments from your computer system. We do not waive attorneyclient or work product privilege by the transmission of this message.
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Date: 2010/02/11 06:33
Subject: RE: driving lessons?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Highly irregular. Highly illegal.
s meeting, don’t you think?

It should probably be noted at today’

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 10:22 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: driving lessons?

We have just driven back onto the Island and come past PAR's offices on
Pine. Guess who is sitting in there chatting? Coleman, Aspororus and
Aubry???
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Date: 2010/02/11 07:32
Subject: RE: driving lessons?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Yeah, you’re right. Unless we’re absolutely sure who the third party
was, we can’t say anything. Tom does work for PAR, so it would be
plausible he would meet Coleman for any number of reasons.

Are you aware the closing argument in Ricinda’s missive is:
amend the Comp Plan, or they’re going to sue us?

either we

Basically, they’re calling the maneuvering language an “artifact” which
must be removed. If we strengthen that language, or enforce it, they
will see us in Court.

Right now, I’m picturing myself in the Coliseum, watching the lions
pacing back and forth in their cages while the gladiators ready
themselves for combat.

And I’m the one jumping up and down yelling, “Bring on the Christians!”

H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 7:22 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: driving lessons?

Well the only one we were not positive about was Aubry as we could only
see the back of his head. The other two were actually plainly in view.
It even crossed Bob's mind this morning that the person we thought was
Aubry could have been Dale!

I agree that its highly irregular. However won't they just say that
they were not discussing business and it was just a social meeting?
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Date: 2010/02/11 07:54
Subject: RE: driving lessons?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I absolutely agree.
It’s apparent to me, PAR bought all those lots because they assumed they
could build whatever they wanted. Recently, it’s become apparent to
them their assumption is being challenged. That, plus the downturn in
the economy, has left them in a lose/lose position. And, I think they’
re beginning to understand what some of us have contended all along:
there is no business model that supports their vison. We simply don’t
have the population.
If they litigate, they won’t be building anything else for at least two
years and maybe more. That’s ample time to see the first round of
business failures by their tenants. At which point, leasing anything
else becomes increasingly unlikely. Unless they get gullible types, e.g.
Popeye and Olive Oil. They’d better have one helluva Internet business,
because they’re never going to survive here with just retail.
I’m actually looking forward to the meetings today. Seems to me we’re
watching an historic momentum shift. I like sitting on the front row,
watching.
Bring on the lions!
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 7:44 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: driving lessons?

Has she not considered that the language in the LDR's is actually
exactly what was intended. As Bob's plans have proved you can build a
perfectly acceptable size building (in fact still larger than many would
like to see) and have a parking plan ie ingress/egress/driveway that
works with the way our codes are currently written? I want someone to
ask them flat out why they have such a problem with this?
As I said on the blog my take is let them sue.
litigation for years.

They will be tied up in
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Date: 2010/02/11 08:00
Subject: RE: driving lessons?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Mr. Preposterous seemed a bit uneasy last week supporting Coleman’s
motion to carry forward only one set of drawings for the Commission.
m very eager to see what today’s session brings. I haven’t decided
whether or not I’ll speak. We’ll let the moment dictate.
Tonight, I’ll have lots to say.
what I’ve got so far.

Still working on that.

I’

I’ll send you

H

It’s been suggested we have three options regarding off street parking
configurations:
1.

Continue as we are.

2.

Move the sidewalks.

Change nothing.

3.
Create driveways and require off-street parking configurations
on the developed properties.
I suggest Option 1 is no longer an option, for these reasons.
Title XXIII
MOTOR VEHICLES
Chapter 316
STATE UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL

316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path.--No person shall drive
any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path, sidewalk, or
sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary
driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
We’ve got a problem. Either we designate every location in which a
vehicle crosses a sidewalk a driveway, or the drivers of those vehicles
crossing the sidewalk are committing moving violations. It’s illegal to
cross the sidewalk unless you’re on a driveway.
If we don’t call them driveways, we’ve created at dilemma for the
Manatee County Sheriffs.
Their job is to enforce the law. Do we ask
them to start writing tickets for all those folks who are unwittingly
breaking the law?
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If we do call them driveways, we’ve opened up a whole new can of worms.
From the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria, Florida
2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

It’s pretty hard to contend backing across a sidewalk emphasizes safety.
It’s also hard to contend creating sandlots on the edge of the street
emphasizes aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.
How is allowing multiple adjacent driveways controlling access points of
driveways to the roadway system?
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.
. . . if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Again, Option 1 is no longer an option. Whether you think it’s unsafe
or not, crossing the sidewalk to enter a parking space, unless that
crossing area is designated a driveway, is illegal.
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Option 2 is moving the sidewalks.

Lots more to come, but I’ll conclude with:
We can clarify our Land Development Regulations with three simple
changes:
1.

Adopt the AASHTO definition of driveway

2.

Add “driveway openings” to the curb cut language.

3.

Add a definition for “maneuvering”.

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 7:53 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: driving lessons?

Actually I was just thinking that what you say about Popadopalus working
for Coleman means it was even more ridiculous that they would have put
BOTH of them on the Committee. That was the part that was highly
unethical I think.
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Date: 2010/02/11 09:05
Subject: the gist of my arguments tonight
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Your commentary is invited.

It’s been suggested we have three options regarding off street parking
configurations:
1.

Continue as we are.

2.

Move the sidewalks.

Change nothing.

3.
Create driveways and require off-street parking configurations
on the developed properties.
I suggest Option 1 is no longer an option, for these reasons.
Title XXIII
MOTOR VEHICLES
Chapter 316
STATE UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL

316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path.--No person shall drive
any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path, sidewalk, or
sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary
driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
We’ve got a problem. Either we designate every location in which a
vehicle crosses a sidewalk a driveway, or the drivers of those vehicles
crossing the sidewalk are committing moving violations. It’s illegal to
cross the sidewalk unless you’re on a driveway.
If we don’t call them driveways, we’ve created at dilemma for the
Manatee County Sheriffs.
Their job is to enforce the law. Do we ask
them to start writing tickets for all those folks who are unwittingly
breaking the law?
If we do call them driveways, we’ve opened up a whole new can of worms.
From the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria, Florida
2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
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It’s pretty hard to contend backing across a sidewalk emphasizes safety.
It’s also hard to contend creating sandlots on the edge of the street
emphasizes aesthetics.
Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.
How is allowing multiple adjacent driveways controlling access points of
driveways to the roadway system?
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.
. . . if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Again, Option 1 is no longer an option. Whether you think it’s unsafe
or not, crossing the sidewalk to enter a parking space, unless that
crossing area is designated a driveway, is illegal.

Option 2 is moving the sidewalks. In my opinion, aside from eliminating
the multiple driveways on the sidewalk, it accomplishes little. We’re
still left with vehicles backing into bicycle and vehicle traffic, we’re
still looking at the backs of cars up and down the ROR, and we’ve ceded
the City right of way to property owners. If your vision of Pine Avenue
is a street lined with palm trees and foliage, a street that retains the
unique residential character of Anna Maria, and preserves that historic
cottage architecture for which we’re famous, forget it. Move the
sidewalks, line the streets with parked cars, and you’re fairly shouting
“Here’s your commercial district!”

Option 3, to me, makes the most sense.

Effecting it requires a few
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simple clarifications in our LDR’s.

1.
access

Adopt the AASHTO definition of driveway.

“a driveway is an

constructed within the public right of way, connecting
the
public roadway with adjacent property.”
You’ve now eliminated any confusion as to whether a driveway has only
residential applications.
2.
Add “driveway openings” to the curb cut language. It’s the
intent of the Comp Plan to limit access points of driveways. Let’s do
it.
3.
Add a definition for “maneuvering”. Apparently, there’s been
some confusion regarding what maneuvering is. Let’s define it. I
suggest Random House’s definition that applies to vehicles: “to steer
in various directions as required.”

We ask developers to comply with our land development regulations as
they currently exist. Put the parking solely on their properties.
Limit the number of driveway openings. Accommodate pedestrian and
bicycle traffic. And the City can use the right of way to create a
green zone of trees and foliage. Anna Maria’s ROR can retain its unique
residential character.
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Date: 2010/02/11 09:30
Subject: FW: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Some light reading for you.
Seems to me they know they don’t have a legal leg to stand on. So they’
re going for the public relations campaign. Too little, too late, I say.
Let’s now pretend we’re reasonable, nice people?
Should have tried that tack in October.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 9:27 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/10/2010 3:20 PM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Jim Dye; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Diane Sacca
Subject: FW: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
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Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 3:07 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners

FYI for distribution

<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe

AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl

34216-0779

Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
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From: Micheal Coleman [mailto:prov1813@msn.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 2:47 PM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners
Good Afternoon AnnMarie,

Can you please forward the attached to The Mayor, Commissioners, P and Z
Board Members, and, with the Mayor's permission, Attorney Dye, Building
Official Welch and City Planner Garrett.

Thanks,

Micheal Coleman
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Date: 2010/02/11 12:06
Subject: RE: More Input on your Stuff for Tonight
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
No code changes. Only clarifications. Define maneuvering. Redefine
driveways. And clarify the curb cut language to extend the obvious
intent of the Comp Plan, i.e., limiting access points to the roadway
system.
Easy. Simple.
convenience.

Effective for safety, aesthetics, efficiency, and

H

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 11:22 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: More Input on your Stuff for Tonight

Hi Harry,

Here’s Peter’s input:

I think it sounds good but what about Option 3, Harry is saying that
option 3 “requires” code changes. Is this a change in his position?
Maybe code changes would “help clarify these requirements for future
city administrations and potential developers”?
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Date: 2010/02/11 13:03
Subject: RE: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
I’m guessing PAR, but I got it from Alice Baird.
H

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 1:02 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners

Who sent this Summary Document; from what email address did it originate?

R

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 9:30 AM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: Robin Wall; 'Duke Miller'
Subject: FW: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners

Some light reading for you.
Seems to me they know they don’t have a legal leg to stand on. So they’
re going for the public relations campaign. Too little, too late, I say.
Let’s now pretend we’re reasonable, nice people?
Should have tried that tack in October.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 9:27 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/10/2010 3:20 PM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Jim Dye; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; Diane Sacca
Subject: FW: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners
FYI

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 3:07 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners

FYI for distribution

<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
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Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe

AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl

34216-0779

Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Micheal Coleman [mailto:prov1813@msn.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 2:47 PM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: Summary Document to Mayor and All Commissioners
Good Afternoon AnnMarie,

Can you please forward the attached to The Mayor, Commissioners, P and Z
Board Members, and, with the Mayor's permission, Attorney Dye, Building
Official Welch and City Planner Garrett.

Thanks,

Micheal Coleman
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Date: 2010/02/11 14:54
Subject: Comp Plan Language
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <catpeople@aol.com>
Janet,

Under the Land Use Element in the Comp Plan,

Policy 1.2.1.

To preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and the existing
single family residential character of the City, within one year after
adoption of the EAR amendments, the City of Anna Maria shall conduct a
review of existing development processes and building requirements to
develop a listing of actions that the City can implement to encourage
property owners to build less than the maximum size buildings on
existing small 5000 sq. ft. lots.

Seems clear to me the City needn’t apologize for constricting a building’
s size through regulation. It’s apparently a desired outcome. Gagne
seems to have gotten the message. He’s actually putting up stuff that
still looks like cottages. Seen anything else like that recently?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/12 09:14
Subject: RE: moratorium
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Taking care of a little Harcon business this morning, then I’m heading
to City Hall.
I’ve made copies of the citizen’s initiative procedures.
with you, I’ll drop them off on my way.

If it’s okay

H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 8:36 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com; Cathstol@aol.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: moratorium

Hi gang

I emailed Duke this morning to ask for some advice on the best way
forward with this moratorium. I have been awake since 5.30 am going
over and over all this in my head and I still think this is the only way
forward.

I will come back to you as soon as I hear from him.

Harry - Bob says let him know when you are going into City Hall to look
at the new site plans - he wants to look at them too. Robin - you may
want to go and look too?

Nicky

ps
Robin - British TV shows - Absolutely Fabulous
The Darling Buds of May
Only Fools and Horses
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Date: 2010/02/12 09:23
Subject: RE: Thank you
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
You’re quite welcome. I’ll ‘fess up, though. Most of the credit goes
to my way better half. I’ll pass your sentiments along.
Harry

From: Diane Sacca [mailto:ambldg@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 9:06 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Thank you

Hello Harry,

It was so thoughtful of you to think of the Staff with such a creative
valentine’s tray filled with treats. It was so very nice and we will
enjoy it.

Thanks again.
~ Diane

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diane Sacca
Building/Public Works/Code Enforcement
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL
Tel:

34216

941-708-6132

x 25

Fax: 941-708-6136
ambldg@cityofannamaria.com
P Please Conserve paper.
Everyday is a treasure ...
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Date: 2010/02/12 10:22
Subject: open this link for moratorium case in FL
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
https://mobile.365itshosting.com/exchange/amcommstoltzfus/Inbox/The%
20Parking%20Safety%20Issue%20before%20Planning%20and%20Zoning.EML/1_
multipart_xF8FF_2_multipart_xF8FF_2_LEGAL%20ANALYSIS%20SUPPORTING%
20INCREASED%20REGULATIONS%20AND%20A%20TEMPORARY%20MORATORIUM%20TO%
20IMPLEMENT%20THE%20FLORIDA%20KEYS%20CARRYING%20CAPACITY%20STUDY%20.pdf/
C58EA28C-18C0-4a97-9AF2-036E93DDAFB3/LEGAL%20ANALYSIS%20SUPPORTING%
20INCREASED%20REGULATIONS%20AND%20A%20TEMPORARY%20MORATORIUM%20TO%
20IMPLEMENT%20THE%20FLORIDA%20KEYS%20CARRYING%20CAPACITY%20STUDY%20.pdf?
attach=1

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/12 10:25
Subject: FW: The Parking Safety Issue before Planning and Zoning
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Attachment is the same link to case study on moratoriums.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 10:20 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: The Parking Safety Issue before Planning and Zoning

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Maureen McCormick [mailto:mmctoday@gmail.com]
Sent: Fri 2/12/2010 8:47 AM
To: John Quam; Harry Stoltzfus; Dale Woodland
Subject: The Parking Safety Issue before Planning and Zoning
Gentlemen,
I attended the meeting last evening as an interested citizen and was
disappointed to see the workings of our local government in action.
It was very clear sitting in the audience and watching all the winking,
smirking and signaling of the PAR group, that they were enjoying the
circular arguments and the rehashing and indecisiveness that they had
created. They want a corridor study, endless drawings presented and the
city staff to be run ragged while they submit all of their plans obtain
their permits and proceed to do exactly as they planned.
Once they
have completely built out the property they own, they don't care how you
proceed, that will be somebody else's problem.
To me and to many in the room the essential issues are:
1. Do the current codes and regulations violate state codes and
regulations?
a. If so then how do they need to be changed to assure
compliance?
b. If not then on to #2.
2. Have the current regulations been mis-applied in the past?
a. If so, what is the remedy going forward?
b. If not, do we wish to change them to obtain a higher level
of safety for visitors and citizens walking & biking along Pine Avenue?
3. Until the above issues have been resolved there should be no more
permit reviews or permits issued in the ROR. Limited term moratoriums
have been upheld by the courts as long as there is a specific issue to
resolve and a limited time period for resolution, (see the attached for
one a recent Florida example). They cannot and should not be used to
delay development indefinitely.
The above decisions should be discussed and decided by the City
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Commissioners only, having the P&Z in this meeting just added more
confusion and more territorial obfuscation and only served to delay
decision.
Attorney Dye appears to be unprepared to or unwilling to provide
specific guidance on these matters and perhaps he should specifically be
directed to do so by the commission. His interest appears to be
responding in such an ambiguous manner as to preserve the status quo and
to not reflect badly on any opinions or guidance ha has given previously.
That is disturbing since he is paid from our tax dollars and should be
neutral and prepared with sound legal documentation and case citations
to help the commissioners make their decisions.
On another note it was very concerning to hear an Anna Maria P&Z member
advocate for removing handicapped space requirements on these properties
and have them moved elsewhere?! The very reason these spaces are
mandated is for improved access for the disabled. Apparently a seminar
in Federal Law is in order for the persons who are reviewing site plans
in our city. Attorney Dye or the city planner should have made this
clear at the meeting it was such a glaring error, not to mention
unfeeling.
The election results were about assuring that the interests of all
citizens were served and that developers and special interests received
no more or less consideration in application of the comprehensive plan,
codes and regulations. I hope you will take a step back and try to see
this with clarity and then take the necessary action to resolve it
quickly.
Thank You,
Maureen McCormick
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Date: 2010/02/12 10:33
Subject: FW: The Parking Safety Issue before Planning and Zoning
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 10:17 AM
To: Maureen McCormick
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: RE: The Parking Safety Issue before Planning and Zoning

Alice,
Please forward my response to Maureen McCormick's letter as a one way
memo to all.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
Ms. McCormick,
I could not agree with you more. I'm asking all the Commissioners to
read your attached legal precedents for a moratorium and promptly act on
it. I'm asking Chairman Quam to add it to the agenda for our next
session or call a special meeting to address it.
You may know, I raised the parking and safety issues before the
Commission the day I was sworn in. The Administration staff has stated
on several occasions the reason the site plans I call non-compliant
because of clear safety issues are being approved is because of vague
language. To date neither the P&Z or the Commission has effected a
single change that clarifies that language.
I appreciated your commentary last evening. I urge you to stay active
and continue to express your opinions.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Maureen McCormick [mailto:mmctoday@gmail.com]
Sent: Fri 2/12/2010 8:47 AM
To: John Quam; Harry Stoltzfus; Dale Woodland
Subject: The Parking Safety Issue before Planning and Zoning
Gentlemen,
I attended the meeting last evening as an interested citizen and was
disappointed to see the workings of our local government in action.
It was very clear sitting in the audience and watching all the winking,
smirking and signaling of the PAR group, that they were enjoying the
circular arguments and the rehashing and indecisiveness that they had
created. They want a corridor study, endless drawings presented and the
city staff to be run ragged while they submit all of their plans obtain
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their permits and proceed to do exactly as they planned.
Once they
have completely built out the property they own, they don't care how you
proceed, that will be somebody else's problem.
To me and to many in the room the essential issues are:
1. Do the current codes and regulations violate state codes and
regulations?
a. If so then how do they need to be changed to assure
compliance?
b. If not then on to #2.
2. Have the current regulations been mis-applied in the past?
a. If so, what is the remedy going forward?
b. If not, do we wish to change them to obtain a higher level
of safety for visitors and citizens walking & biking along Pine Avenue?
3. Until the above issues have been resolved there should be no more
permit reviews or permits issued in the ROR. Limited term moratoriums
have been upheld by the courts as long as there is a specific issue to
resolve and a limited time period for resolution, (see the attached for
one a recent Florida example). They cannot and should not be used to
delay development indefinitely.
The above decisions should be discussed and decided by the City
Commissioners only, having the P&Z in this meeting just added more
confusion and more territorial obfuscation and only served to delay
decision.
Attorney Dye appears to be unprepared to or unwilling to provide
specific guidance on these matters and perhaps he should specifically be
directed to do so by the commission. His interest appears to be
responding in such an ambiguous manner as to preserve the status quo and
to not reflect badly on any opinions or guidance ha has given previously.
That is disturbing since he is paid from our tax dollars and should be
neutral and prepared with sound legal documentation and case citations
to help the commissioners make their decisions.
On another note it was very concerning to hear an Anna Maria P&Z member
advocate for removing handicapped space requirements on these properties
and have them moved elsewhere?! The very reason these spaces are
mandated is for improved access for the disabled. Apparently a seminar
in Federal Law is in order for the persons who are reviewing site plans
in our city. Attorney Dye or the city planner should have made this
clear at the meeting it was such a glaring error, not to mention
unfeeling.
The election results were about assuring that the interests of all
citizens were served and that developers and special interests received
no more or less consideration in application of the comprehensive plan,
codes and regulations. I hope you will take a step back and try to see
this with clarity and then take the necessary action to resolve it
quickly.
Thank You,
Maureen McCormick
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Date: 2010/02/12 13:26
Subject: RE: R.O.R. Safety/Parking
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "terry schaefer" <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Terry,
May I ask Duke to post your letter on the blog?
Harry

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 12:18 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Duke Miller
Subject: Fwd: R.O.R. Safety/Parking

FYI,
TWS

Begin forwarded message:

From: terry schaefer <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Date: February 12, 2010 12:16:56 PM EST
To: City of Anna Maria <cmaria@cityofannamaria.com>
Subject: R.O.R. Safety/Parking
Reply-To: terry schaefer <terrywschaefer@mac.com>

PLEASE DISTRIBUTE TO : MAYOR, COMMISSIONERS, P & Z BOARD MEMBERS, MR.
DYE, MR. GARRETT AND THE READ FILE

To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to comment on my observations of the joint meeting held
last evening. I appreciate the opportunity to have
served on the Safety/Parking Committee and can assure you considerable
time was invested in studying the issues and
viewing our charge in terms of a forward thinking process, meaning not
just the streets cape today but visioning what might
be 5-10 years forward, with continued development and traffic. Our
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objective was not to criticize any particular development
or potential past misinterpretations of codes relevant to projects
completed or underway. With that view, we began discussions
and agreed that we had safety/parking concerns regardless of the fact
that no serious accidents or injuries had yet occurred.
Our charge was to study current parking patterns and evaluate ways and
means by which we could recommend alternatives
to existing development which were compliant with code and would improve
safety and aesthetics in the R.O.R. Throughout
our discussions, amongst a very diverse committee, we eventually found
consensus and began to formulate options and other
considerations to address the issue. With an architect on board, we
asked Gene to develop some illustrations and present to
us at the following meeting. Gene did so with the involvement of City
staff. Due to the Sunshine laws, no other committee member
had input to the original diagonal, sidewalk in front of vehicle concept.
When presented at the next meeting, considerable
discussion ensued and there was an attempt by some members of the
committee to present that concept as the preferred
recommendation, fortunately that did not occur and we reached consensus
and that we should meet again in order to offer
and review other concepts that could work. We agreed to meet the
following week in the round in an effort to develop
additional concepts for consideration. In the ensuing week, I consulted
with Bob Hunt in order to seek assistance in developing
plans/ working drawings which would be consistent with code and would
address our charge. During that process, we originally
reviewed Gene Aubrey's concept and found that numerous requirements
where omitted from his original drawing such as;
handicap parking, delivery parking and the visual triangle on the corner
concept. As Mr. Dye pointed out last evening, we also
concluded sidewalks on private property would be irregular in design as
each individual property owner would have to agree
to implementation on their lots/parcels. In addition, the diagonal
parking does allow some relief to sidewalk safety but does not
address the concerns of safety on the street nor does it comply, in my
opinion with the Comprehensive Plan, as it relates to
minimizing curb cuts. It is obvious to me that the spirit of the code
requires minimizing ingress and egress to the street by
requiring on-site parking as opposed to perpendicular or diagonal street
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parking, allowing multiple traffic movement in and out
of parking places, simultaneously.
At our next meeting I presented the following concepts and illustrations;
52 ft. lot, 104 ft. lot/parcel, corner lot, and revisions to
Gene Aubrey's original concepts which do not identify the dimensions of
the lots or parcels. The committee discussed all
drawings submitted, including those offered by Larry Albert. Following
much discussion, a motion resulted and was approved
forwarding the Schaefer/Hunt and Albert plans to the City Planner for
scrutiny and review , in order to determine compliance
and viability. At yesterday mornings meeting, Mr. Garrett confirmed that,
following some minor adjustments that all three(3)
of the plans submitted by myself and Bob Hunt were acceptable and would
comply. In addition he confirmed that he had
reviewed Larry Albert's # 1. plan and found that it too was viable and
compliant. Following additional discussion, the committee
voted 4-2, to forward all concepts/plans to P & Z and the Commission for
consideration. Please remember that we endeavored
to complete our charge in order to provide our recommendations to you by
your previously scheduled meeting, last evening.
We have done our job and I must relay to you that last night's meeting
was very frustrating to sit through and listen to the dialog
including a statement and questions of whether there IS a safety issue,
why were we formed? If you have any questions about the
concepts or suggestions then ask those of us who submitted them. If you
don't wish to rely on our work because you feel there is
some bias then, ask Mr. Garrett, he will tell you again, yes those plans
that he reviewed are viable and will work . To do
nothing would be regrettable.
My suggestion; Ask P & Z to evaluate and report to the Commission within
two weeks regarding our suggestions and any other
pertinent issues, place their report on the next Commission meeting and
attempt to find consensus. Any further delay
in resolution, should result in a moratorium on issuance of building
permits until the issues are resolved
These are my personal observations and I have not shared them with any
other Safety/Parking Committee members. If you question
my statements or the sequence of events of our meetings, please read the
minutes of those meetings.
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If you have any specific questions of me, please let me know.
Thank-you for your consideration,
Terry W. Schaefer

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/02/12 14:10
Subject: FW: Comp Plan Language
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
For your eyes only.

Please do no forward.

H

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:40 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

Dear Harry,

Thanks for sending this. I agree with it - although probably not to the
extent it might have a negative economic impact on property owners especially those who have already purchased property for millions of
dollars having been told by the city they can develop it in ROR in a
economically feasible way. As I mentioned to you the other day, I am
extremely anti-lawsuit especially so when we force people into a corner
where they have no option but to sue us and where there is already
strong precedent for us to lose as we have in the past on the same issue.

In Anna Maria, an appeal to property owners through personal persuasian
and an opportunity to participate in doing a good thing for the City
usually works better (and a lot faster) than trying to try to take their
existing rights away via additional/new/reinterpreted legislation. And
honestly, Harry, as an admitted idealist - I can look around at what has
occurred here over the years and feel good about what a wonderful place
it is. There have been mistakes and everything isn't to my own taste,
certainly there is room for improvement (eg landscaping which is a cheap
solution to a lot of evils) but all in all I think we have a very good
balance between what people have a right to do and what we as a
community have a right to expect.

By way of illustrating my commitment to many of things you obviously
care about too and mention here, I have spent a great deal of time with
Dale Woodland lately trying to come up with a way to save local cottages
and create an historic village on Pine Avenue. He and I have been at
work for a while now with the Thrashers (who own a significant amount of
land on Pine) and other various pertinent parties like Danny Gagne and
Sissy Quinn to make this a reality. We have already begun work with "the
architect" to create the village while addressing the economic
requirements unique to the Thrashers based upon their financial
investment and expectations for a return on it. And we don't draw a
line without first talking to the City Building Dept. As you probably
know, the Thrashers are not longer part of PAR however, upon Gene's and
my request, Ed gave Lizzie and Mike the old Sears Cottage PAR owns to
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help us kick off our village. We now have 3 historic cottages and are
looking for a couple more if you know of anyone who has one to donate to
the cause. We have a building mover who has evaluated the moving of the
Sears cottage and given us a price. We might even take the Angler's Inn
if it was offered and we could make that work. The mover says "anything"
can be moved. But of course it's all about the dollars.

Additionally, Dale and I have discussed and hope to ultimately propose a
plan that offers incentives to owners of the cottages within the City to
maintain them as they are today. That is still in the research phase
however we are committed to following through on it.

Gene and I are always in conversations with PAR to find new and better
ways to achieve/preserve a more historic look for Pine while being
mindful of the economic parameters. We all wish we didn't have to deal
with economics but we do. I don't know how well you know Ed Chiles but
I think he has already demonstrated - in keeping with the comp plan
language you sent me which I didn't even know about - his desire "to do
less from a building size" standpoint on his first projects on Pine by
building far lower than the allowable square footage via his design
criteria which is to build a full floor below the height allowed by code.
By doing so he is sacrificing a lot of square footage and taking an
economic hit for the greater good that he didn't have to. I doubt you
would find many developers who would do that.

I think the Thrashers, who feel similarly to Ed, will likely want to do
the same thing. In my mind, we are fortunate we don't have developers
working here who "take it to the max" in terms of both allowable
buildable square footage and maximized rate of return on investment. I
don't look at what is and say its bad, I look at what could be and I
have two visions. One is really good and one scares the you know what
out of me. I think you see the same thing but we may differ slightly on
how we want to go forth to ensure we get the really good vision. We
need to continue to work with the business community to keep on finding
new and better ways to improve how we are doing things in ROR and
throughout the City.

Nobody wishes more than all of us who get involved in these things that
property values were low enough to be able to build all cottages here.
But unless the city or private citizens want to invest in that desire
with low to no return on their investment it won't happen. I am not
being sarcastic by the way. Dale and I think an initiative to invest in
the historic district and offering incentives to allow more cottages to
be saved would be a great idea and a way more constructive use of city
money than more studies, fighting and lawsuits.

Harry, I think you are one of the good guys and I can both see and share
your frustrations. We have much more in common than not. The way people
work and think around here just isn't "normal". I know it isn't funny
but I had to laugh at the meeting last night when everyone agreed that
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driving over sidewalks should stay on the table?!? That is
quintessential Anna Maria politics....and our history is littered with
people who thought talking til they are blue in the face would change it.
It won't. You have to literally get in the boat and row with the rest
of us - and you won't get it all your way - but you will get somewhere
better than where we are now. You will need your patience (yes I'm
short on it too obviously), your charm, your brains and - most of all your sense of humor.

We could achieve a lot working together Harry and I think you would find,
as I have, that being inside the tent offers an opportunity to effect
positive change rather quickly without cumbersome public meetings and
additional legislation which will always be subject to a new
interpretation every time we get a new commissioner, a new property
owner, a new developer, or a new attorney in the mix.

As you know, a lot goes on at our house because Gene and I are very
actively involved in a lot of the work being done in the City - some
with clients and a lot of it volunteer. We really don't line up with
any particular group unless they have something constructive to offer.
We like viable, creative solutions way more than rancor and criticism.
We hate pavement and strip centers. We like smart people with good
taste. We like landscaping of all kinds and lots of it. And we don't
believe in driving over sidewalks. Most of all we have a passion for
Anna Maria and, in my case, the love affair started when I first came
here in 1960.

I would really like it if you would come by the house on a regular basis
to see what projects we're working on and give us the benefit of your
participation and ideas. While you hang out with some people I don't
necessarily have much in common with, I know I do the same. We both
have our reasons. I get you Harry. And I think you get me too. We
should be working more closely because together we could accomplish a
lot of good for the City and have fun doing it. What do you think?

Best,

Janet

PS Gene said he saw you at Slim's last night and he felt your pain over
how frustrated you are by trying to have any type of reasonable exchange
at these meetings. Oddly enough, Ed made the same comment to me during
the meeting. I don't think any of us are that far apart on coming up
with good solutions. It's just the process at City Hall isn't condusive
to it which is why I have never run for office.
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-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 2:54 pm
Subject: Comp Plan Language
Janet,

Under the Land Use Element in the Comp Plan,

Policy 1.2.1.

To preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and the existing
single family residential character of the City, within one year after
adoption of the EAR amendments, the City of Anna Maria shall conduct a
review of existing development processes and building requirements to
develop a listing of actions that the City can implement to encourage
property owners to build less than the maximum size buildings on
existing small 5000 sq. ft. lots.

Seems clear to me the City needn’t apologize for constricting a building’
s size through regulation. It’s apparently a desired outcome. Gagne
seems to have gotten the message. He’s actually putting up stuff that
still looks like cottages. Seen anything else like that recently?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:

717-368-2454
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Email:

harry@harconcorp.com

Website:Harcon Bridge Access Services
Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/12 14:36
Subject: posting your letter
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <mmctoday@gmail.com>
Maureen,
I’ve received considerable commentary on your letter to the City.
Apparently your opinion resonates with a lot of folks here in Anna Maria.
With your permission, I’d like to post your letter on http://www.
ourannamaria.blogspot.com/
If you’ve never visited it, you may find it interesting.
bunch of us out there who feel exactly the way you do.

There’s a

Let me know,

Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/02/12 15:09
Subject: last night's nonsense
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>

Could somebody please post a comment following up on the “by” post:

Sandra Mattick was in fine form last night. Of all the properties on
Pine Avenue, the grocery store on Pine Avenue is the one most often
referred to when people complain about the visibility problems created
by the back-out parking configuration. I know people who won’t go there
for exactly that reason. Yet last night she informed us all she’s been
backing out of there for six years and still hasn’t had an accident.

Sandra should be the most ardent critic of back-out parking. I guess it
hasn’t dawned on her the parking configuration for her store is one of
the reasons her business was failing.

Anybody who proposes a retail entity with inconvenient, unsafe parking
is handicapping themselves. Why would you? I’m no marketing expert,
but something about that sounds wrong to me.

Speaking of handicapped.
Did you catch Sandy’s other comment? She
proposed eliminating the handicap parking requirement for some of the
developed lots.
Let me see if I got this right. We require those
with the least mobility to travel the furthest?

Really, Sandy.

You meant that?

Okay, I get it. Maybe she’s right.
Hell, those wheelchairs are
electric anyhow. It’s not like they really have to walk or anything
like that. They’ll be forced to pass a few more storefronts and maybe
they’ll see something in a window they like. Good for business.
Besides, look at all the practice they’ll get maneuvering those chairs
around those serpentine sidewalks. See?
Everybody wins!

Imagine if Commissioner Stoltzfus had said something like that.
the Islander will rip Mattick for that one?
I say not.

Think
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Date: 2010/02/12 18:01
Subject: RE: glass of wine anyone?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I’m all for the wine and beer thing. Cathy’s in the Villages for the
night stuck with two of her sisters and I’m home with Molly. Got a
haircut this afternoon, so I need a shower, but if y’all wanted to come
to our place at 7:00?
Let me know.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 5:41 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: glass of wine anyone?

Hi to both,

You have seen Duke's email. Do you want to give this a go? I think
speaking to Jeremy there is a good chance that P & Z will have to at
least continue the site plan application for 216 PIne due to our '
lawsuit'. If so we may just have enough time to get a moratorium
through the Commission bearing in mind Robin's comments about the time
involved.

I need your input on how to write this email Duke wants - you are both
far more eloquent than me and American/Canadian ie everyone understands
you!

I don't know whether you have plans but we could crack open some wine/
beer and put our heads together on this?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/12 18:12
Subject: RE: glass of wine anyone?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Hey, I just pulled the cork on a very nice Australian shiraz.
make me drink this bottle alone!

Don’t

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 5:41 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: glass of wine anyone?

Hi to both,

You have seen Duke's email. Do you want to give this a go? I think
speaking to Jeremy there is a good chance that P & Z will have to at
least continue the site plan application for 216 PIne due to our '
lawsuit'. If so we may just have enough time to get a moratorium
through the Commission bearing in mind Robin's comments about the time
involved.

I need your input on how to write this email Duke wants - you are both
far more eloquent than me and American/Canadian ie everyone understands
you!

I don't know whether you have plans but we could crack open some wine/
beer and put our heads together on this?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/12 18:36
Subject: RE: glass of wine anyone?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Works for me.

I’ve started writing.

H

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 6:35 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Subject: RE: glass of wine anyone?

Hi guys,

Peter & I can come over in about 1 hour. That OK?

R

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 6:13 PM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: Robin Wall
Subject: RE: glass of wine anyone?

Hey, I just pulled the cork on a very nice Australian shiraz.
make me drink this bottle alone!

Don’t

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 5:41 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com; rwall@ibis-solutions.com
Subject: glass of wine anyone?

Hi to both,

You have seen Duke's email. Do you want to give this a go? I think
speaking to Jeremy there is a good chance that P & Z will have to at
least continue the site plan application for 216 PIne due to our '
lawsuit'. If so we may just have enough time to get a moratorium
through the Commission bearing in mind Robin's comments about the time
involved.
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I need your input on how to write this email Duke wants - you are both
far more eloquent than me and American/Canadian ie everyone understands
you!

I don't know whether you have plans but we could crack open some wine/
beer and put our heads together on this?

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/13 10:10
Subject: strategy
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Okay, guys. Maybe it’s ixnay on the stealth approach. I actually
forgot I had written this yesterday morning. So it’s out there.
I’m guessing this may take a few more bottles of wine to correct.
Last night was fun.

We should do that again sometime.

I’m going to simply prepare my arguments for Thursday’s meeting and let
the chips fall.
I’ll keep you posted.
H

On Feb 12, 2010, at 10:16 AM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Alice,
Please forward my response to Maureen McCormick's letter as a one way
memo to all.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
Ms. McCormick,
I could not agree with you more. I'm asking all the Commissioners to
read your attached legal precedents for a moratorium and promptly act on
it. I'm asking Chairman Quam to add it to the agenda for our next
session or call a special meeting to address it.
You may know, I raised the parking and safety issues before the
Commission the day I was sworn in. The Administration staff has stated
on several occasions the reason the site plans I call non-compliant
because of clear safety issues are being approved is because of vague
language. To date neither the P&Z or the Commission has effected a
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single change that clarifies that language.
I appreciated your commentary last evening.
and continue to express your opinions.

I urge you to stay active

Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/13 10:45
Subject: RE: strategy
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I’m thinking wing it.
that can’t hurt.

If you can get folks to talk to Quam and Woodland,

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 10:19 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: 'Robin Wall'
Subject: Re: strategy

Hi Harry. So do we need to change the strategy and ask people to either
sign a petition or write letters or do we wing it and hope for the best?
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 2010 10:10:29 -0500
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Cc: 'Robin Wall'<rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Subject: strategy

Okay, guys. Maybe it’s ixnay on the stealth approach. I actually
forgot I had written this yesterday morning. So it’s out there.
I’m guessing this may take a few more bottles of wine to correct.
Last night was fun.

We should do that again sometime.

I’m going to simply prepare my arguments for Thursday’s meeting and let
the chips fall.
I’ll keep you posted.
H
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On Feb 12, 2010, at 10:16 AM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Alice,
Please forward my response to Maureen McCormick's letter as a one way
memo to all.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
Ms. McCormick,
I could not agree with you more. I'm asking all the Commissioners to
read your attached legal precedents for a moratorium and promptly act on
it. I'm asking Chairman Quam to add it to the agenda for our next
session or call a special meeting to address it.
You may know, I raised the parking and safety issues before the
Commission the day I was sworn in. The Administration staff has stated
on several occasions the reason the site plans I call non-compliant
because of clear safety issues are being approved is because of vague
language. To date neither the P&Z or the Commission has effected a
single change that clarifies that language.
I appreciated your commentary last evening. I urge you to stay active
and continue to express your opinions.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/13 11:03
Subject: RE: strategy
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Even if he doesn’t, when the arguments start, I’ll have an opportunity
to raise it. I don’t think we’ll shove through my changes without
opposition.
As soon as the fight starts, I suggest a moratorium.
You know, Webb’s gonna come on strong with the “devaluing” bit on
developers rights. The “reasonable expectation” stuff.
It won’t wash.
I’m going to start my moratorium research.

I’ll keep you posted.

H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 10:45 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: strategy

Yes calls may be an idea. Also looking at the memo youi sent you have
already asked for Quam to put this on the agenda. As this is obviously
now out there as you say then how do we ensure Quam puts it on the
agenda or will he automatically do so because you have asked?
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 2010 10:45:11 -0500
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Subject: RE: strategy

I’m thinking wing it.
that can’t hurt.

If you can get folks to talk to Quam and Woodland,

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 10:19 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: 'Robin Wall'
Subject: Re: strategy

Hi Harry. So do we need to change the strategy and ask people to either
sign a petition or write letters or do we wing it and hope for the best?
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Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 2010 10:10:29 -0500
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Cc: 'Robin Wall'<rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Subject: strategy

Okay, guys. Maybe it’s ixnay on the stealth approach. I actually
forgot I had written this yesterday morning. So it’s out there.
I’m guessing this may take a few more bottles of wine to correct.
Last night was fun.

We should do that again sometime.

I’m going to simply prepare my arguments for Thursday’s meeting and let
the chips fall.
I’ll keep you posted.
H

On Feb 12, 2010, at 10:16 AM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Alice,
Please forward my response to Maureen McCormick's letter as a one way
memo to all.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
Ms. McCormick,
I could not agree with you more.

I'm asking all the Commissioners to
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read your attached legal precedents for a moratorium and promptly act on
it. I'm asking Chairman Quam to add it to the agenda for our next
session or call a special meeting to address it.
You may know, I raised the parking and safety issues before the
Commission the day I was sworn in. The Administration staff has stated
on several occasions the reason the site plans I call non-compliant
because of clear safety issues are being approved is because of vague
language. To date neither the P&Z or the Commission has effected a
single change that clarifies that language.
I appreciated your commentary last evening. I urge you to stay active
and continue to express your opinions.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/13 13:47
Subject: for your review and commentary
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I guess the question is, do I wait until Thursday to present this, or do
I send it as a one way memo to all and blog it?
Your opinion and commentary is welcome.

January 13, 2010
One of Mark Twain’s famous quotes is, “Everyone talks about the weather,
but no one does anything about it.” I think the same could be said
about our language problems in the City of Anna Maria’s land development
regulations.
Our City Planner, our Building Official, our Mayor, members of P&Z, and
most of our Commissioners have all stated we have discrepancies and
inconsistencies between and within our Comp Plan and our Land
Development Regulations. Most have agreed we need language changes.
Our City Attorney has stated if we expect different outcomes, we need
different language.
For months now we’ve been discussing different outcomes. To date, no
language changes have been made. I think we’re being extremely unfair
to developers, both present and future, by allowing so many issues to
remain in flux. And we’re being unresponsive to the residents of Anna
Maria who are clearly concerned with some of the recent development
practices if we allow any more projects to go forward without a review
of the language.
It’s time we stop talking about the weather and start doing something
about it.
Courts in Florida and elsewhere have allowed communities to establish
moratoria for any of the following reasons:
Courts will uphold moratoria that are necessary to protect the public
health safety
and welfare. City of Boca Raton v. Boca Villas Corporation, 371 So.2d
154 (Fla.
4th DCA 1979) cert. denied, 381 So. 2d 765 (Fla. 1980), cert. denied,
449 U.S. 824
(1980).
or to cure existing problems caused
by prior development. Golden v. Planning Board of Town of Ramapo, 30 N.Y.
2d 359, 334 N.Y. 2d 138, 285 N.E. 2d 291 (C.A.N.Y. 1972, appeal
dismissed, 409
U.S. 1003 (1972).
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Moratoria that are reasonably limited in scope and duration, and have a
firmly fixed
termination point will be upheld. Franklin County v. Leisure Properties,
Ltd.,
430 So. 2d 475 (Fla. 1st DCA 1983)
Government has a duty to expeditiously take
steps to rectify the problem upon which the moratorium is based. Smoke
Rise v.
Washington Suburban Sanitation Commission, 400 F. Supp. 1369 (D.C.Md.
1989).
As long as an ordinance or regulation bears a substantial relationship
to the
promotion of the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare, it
is
constitutional. Davis v. Sails, 318 So.2d 214, 217 (Fla. 1st DCA 1975).
Counties
have a statutory right and responsibility to enact comprehensive plans
and such
plans, like legislative acts, will be presumed valid when challenged. Id.
; City of
Miami Beach v. Lachman, 71 So.2d 148, 150 (Fla. 1953). Absent a showing
that
the comprehensive plan is unreasonable and is an arbitrary exercise of
police power
without any relationship to the public health, safety, morals, or
welfare, the courts
will not overturn the plan. City of Boca Raton v. Boca Villas Corp., 371
So.2d
154, 158 (Fla. 4th DCA 1979). The burden is on the party challenging an
ordinance
to make this demonstration. City of Miami v. Kayfetz, 92 So.2d 798, 802 (
Fla.
1957).
To resolve this issue, courts will utilize the "fairly debatable" test.
Under this test, if
reasonable minds could differ as to the reasonableness or rationality of
an
ordinance, the ordinance will be upheld. Davis, 318 So.2d at 217. A plan
will be
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deemed fairly debatable if there is competent, substantial evidence to
support the
local government's decision. Lee County v. Morales, 557 So.2d 652, 655 (
Fla. 2d
DCA 1990). If the plan is found to be fairly debatable, then its
application cannot be
disturbed by the courts.
To show that a land use restriction
is unreasonable and arbitrary, the challenging party must prove that the
restriction
has no rational relationship to the public health, morals, safety or
general welfare,
and is not reasonably designed to correct the adverse condition. City of
Hollywood v. Hollywood, Inc., 432 So.2d 1332, 1336, cert. denied, 441 So.
2d
632.

It’s apparent to me we as a Commission are standing on very sold legal
ground if we establish a fixed length moratorium designed to address the
safety issues raised by the recent development on Pine Avenue. I
believe we can cite a number of reasons, including, but not limited to
the safety issues created by the vehicle/pedestrian conflicts caused
by the parking space placement in relationship to sidewalk location.
Therefore, I suggest we enact a moratorium on all site plan reviews for
development within the City of Anna Maria’s ROR district, for both those
site plans presently under review band any site plans to be submitted
for review , for a period of one year, or such time as deemed necessary
by our Commission to conduct a complete review of the consistency of the
language in our Comprehensive Plan with our Land Development Regulations,
and to adopt ordinances and amendments to effect those language changes.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/13 14:24
Subject: RE: Comp Plan Language
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <catpeople@aol.com>
Hi Janet,
I’m also opposed to taking away people’s property rights, but I suspect
we disagree on exactly what that means.
In my opinion, he economic
feasibility of a project depends more on the developer than it does on
the City. When I review the changes adopted in our land development
regulations over the past five years, I can’t find a single one that
didn’t loosen the regulations for developers and make their lots more
buildable and more profitable. I think the City has been very proactive, even accommodating, in encouraging development.
I applaud anyone who can build a successful business. I know how tough
a job that is. And I’m the last one to suggest arbitrary impediments
for those individuals.
The issues here in Anna Maria are extremely simple in one sense, and
very complex in another. I sympathize with those who’ve purchased
property here when the market still had underpinnings. I’m no real
estate expert and I’m not much of an economics expert either, but I’m
guessing we haven’t seen the bottom of this market. I know the value of
my house has nearly halved, and I would not be shocked it dropped
another 50% from where it is today. I’m totally doomsday regarding the
effects of the debt load Obama has placed on us.
I digress. But I make those observations in light of the economic
pressure on anyone trying to develop here, or anywhere else for that
matter. It’s a tough market right now. In Harcon, my business, we’re
reducing debt, not accumulating it. I wouldn’t build a commercial
building right now for love nor money.
I applaud the Thrasher’s attempts to save cottages.
other builders would consider the same approach.

I wish some of the

I don’t have much time to devote to a response to your letter today.
Friends of ours lost their house to a fire last night, and I’m trying to
help them get through their personal tragedy. And I’m drafting some
stuff for the next Commissioner’s meeting as well.

I look forward to continued discussions regarding the future of Anna
Maria.
Cordially,
Harry

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:40 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language
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Dear Harry,

Thanks for sending this. I agree with it - although probably not to the
extent it might have a negative economic impact on property owners especially those who have already purchased property for millions of
dollars having been told by the city they can develop it in ROR in a
economically feasible way. As I mentioned to you the other day, I am
extremely anti-lawsuit especially so when we force people into a corner
where they have no option but to sue us and where there is already
strong precedent for us to lose as we have in the past on the same issue.

In Anna Maria, an appeal to property owners through personal persuasian
and an opportunity to participate in doing a good thing for the City
usually works better (and a lot faster) than trying to try to take their
existing rights away via additional/new/reinterpreted legislation. And
honestly, Harry, as an admitted idealist - I can look around at what has
occurred here over the years and feel good about what a wonderful place
it is. There have been mistakes and everything isn't to my own taste,
certainly there is room for improvement (eg landscaping which is a cheap
solution to a lot of evils) but all in all I think we have a very good
balance between what people have a right to do and what we as a
community have a right to expect.

By way of illustrating my commitment to many of things you obviously
care about too and mention here, I have spent a great deal of time with
Dale Woodland lately trying to come up with a way to save local cottages
and create an historic village on Pine Avenue. He and I have been at
work for a while now with the Thrashers (who own a significant amount of
land on Pine) and other various pertinent parties like Danny Gagne and
Sissy Quinn to make this a reality. We have already begun work with "the
architect" to create the village while addressing the economic
requirements unique to the Thrashers based upon their financial
investment and expectations for a return on it. And we don't draw a
line without first talking to the City Building Dept. As you probably
know, the Thrashers are not longer part of PAR however, upon Gene's and
my request, Ed gave Lizzie and Mike the old Sears Cottage PAR owns to
help us kick off our village. We now have 3 historic cottages and are
looking for a couple more if you know of anyone who has one to donate to
the cause. We have a building mover who has evaluated the moving of the
Sears cottage and given us a price. We might even take the Angler's Inn
if it was offered and we could make that work. The mover says "anything"
can be moved. But of course it's all about the dollars.

Additionally, Dale and I have discussed and hope to ultimately propose a
plan that offers incentives to owners of the cottages within the City to
maintain them as they are today. That is still in the research phase
however we are committed to following through on it.
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Gene and I are always in conversations with PAR to find new and better
ways to achieve/preserve a more historic look for Pine while being
mindful of the economic parameters. We all wish we didn't have to deal
with economics but we do. I don't know how well you know Ed Chiles but
I think he has already demonstrated - in keeping with the comp plan
language you sent me which I didn't even know about - his desire "to do
less from a building size" standpoint on his first projects on Pine by
building far lower than the allowable square footage via his design
criteria which is to build a full floor below the height allowed by code.
By doing so he is sacrificing a lot of square footage and taking an
economic hit for the greater good that he didn't have to. I doubt you
would find many developers who would do that.

I think the Thrashers, who feel similarly to Ed, will likely want to do
the same thing. In my mind, we are fortunate we don't have developers
working here who "take it to the max" in terms of both allowable
buildable square footage and maximized rate of return on investment. I
don't look at what is and say its bad, I look at what could be and I
have two visions. One is really good and one scares the you know what
out of me. I think you see the same thing but we may differ slightly on
how we want to go forth to ensure we get the really good vision. We
need to continue to work with the business community to keep on finding
new and better ways to improve how we are doing things in ROR and
throughout the City.

Nobody wishes more than all of us who get involved in these things that
property values were low enough to be able to build all cottages here.
But unless the city or private citizens want to invest in that desire
with low to no return on their investment it won't happen. I am not
being sarcastic by the way. Dale and I think an initiative to invest in
the historic district and offering incentives to allow more cottages to
be saved would be a great idea and a way more constructive use of city
money than more studies, fighting and lawsuits.

Harry, I think you are one of the good guys and I can both see and share
your frustrations. We have much more in common than not. The way people
work and think around here just isn't "normal". I know it isn't funny
but I had to laugh at the meeting last night when everyone agreed that
driving over sidewalks should stay on the table?!? That is
quintessential Anna Maria politics....and our history is littered with
people who thought talking til they are blue in the face would change it.
It won't. You have to literally get in the boat and row with the rest
of us - and you won't get it all your way - but you will get somewhere
better than where we are now. You will need your patience (yes I'm
short on it too obviously), your charm, your brains and - most of all your sense of humor.

We could achieve a lot
as I have, that being
positive change rather
additional legislation

working together Harry and I think you would find,
inside the tent offers an opportunity to effect
quickly without cumbersome public meetings and
which will always be subject to a new
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interpretation every time we get a new commissioner, a new property
owner, a new developer, or a new attorney in the mix.

As you know, a lot goes on at our house because Gene and I are very
actively involved in a lot of the work being done in the City - some
with clients and a lot of it volunteer. We really don't line up with
any particular group unless they have something constructive to offer.
We like viable, creative solutions way more than rancor and criticism.
We hate pavement and strip centers. We like smart people with good
taste. We like landscaping of all kinds and lots of it. And we don't
believe in driving over sidewalks. Most of all we have a passion for
Anna Maria and, in my case, the love affair started when I first came
here in 1960.

I would really like it if you would come by the house on a regular basis
to see what projects we're working on and give us the benefit of your
participation and ideas. While you hang out with some people I don't
necessarily have much in common with, I know I do the same. We both
have our reasons. I get you Harry. And I think you get me too. We
should be working more closely because together we could accomplish a
lot of good for the City and have fun doing it. What do you think?

Best,

Janet

PS Gene said he saw you at Slim's last night and he felt your pain over
how frustrated you are by trying to have any type of reasonable exchange
at these meetings. Oddly enough, Ed made the same comment to me during
the meeting. I don't think any of us are that far apart on coming up
with good solutions. It's just the process at City Hall isn't condusive
to it which is why I have never run for office.
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-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 2:54 pm
Subject: Comp Plan Language
Janet,

Under the Land Use Element in the Comp Plan,

Policy 1.2.1.

To preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and the existing
single family residential character of the City, within one year after
adoption of the EAR amendments, the City of Anna Maria shall conduct a
review of existing development processes and building requirements to
develop a listing of actions that the City can implement to encourage
property owners to build less than the maximum size buildings on
existing small 5000 sq. ft. lots.

Seems clear to me the City needn’t apologize for constricting a building’
s size through regulation. It’s apparently a desired outcome. Gagne
seems to have gotten the message. He’s actually putting up stuff that
still looks like cottages. Seen anything else like that recently?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:Harcon Bridge Access Services
Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/13 14:24
Subject: FW: Comp Plan Language
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 2:24 PM
To: 'catpeople@aol.com'
Subject: RE: Comp Plan Language

Hi Janet,
I’m also opposed to taking away people’s property rights, but I suspect
we disagree on exactly what that means.
In my opinion, he economic
feasibility of a project depends more on the developer than it does on
the City. When I review the changes adopted in our land development
regulations over the past five years, I can’t find a single one that
didn’t loosen the regulations for developers and make their lots more
buildable and more profitable. I think the City has been very proactive, even accommodating, in encouraging development.
I applaud anyone who can build a successful business. I know how tough
a job that is. And I’m the last one to suggest arbitrary impediments
for those individuals.
The issues here in Anna Maria are extremely simple in one sense, and
very complex in another. I sympathize with those who’ve purchased
property here when the market still had underpinnings. I’m no real
estate expert and I’m not much of an economics expert either, but I’m
guessing we haven’t seen the bottom of this market. I know the value of
my house has nearly halved, and I would not be shocked it dropped
another 50% from where it is today. I’m totally doomsday regarding the
effects of the debt load Obama has placed on us.
I digress. But I make those observations in light of the economic
pressure on anyone trying to develop here, or anywhere else for that
matter. It’s a tough market right now. In Harcon, my business, we’re
reducing debt, not accumulating it. I wouldn’t build a commercial
building right now for love nor money.
I applaud the Thrasher’s attempts to save cottages.
other builders would consider the same approach.

I wish some of the

I don’t have much time to devote to a response to your letter today.
Friends of ours lost their house to a fire last night, and I’m trying to
help them get through their personal tragedy. And I’m drafting some
stuff for the next Commissioner’s meeting as well.

I look forward to continued discussions regarding the future of Anna
Maria.
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Cordially,
Harry

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:40 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

Dear Harry,

Thanks for sending this. I agree with it - although probably not to the
extent it might have a negative economic impact on property owners especially those who have already purchased property for millions of
dollars having been told by the city they can develop it in ROR in a
economically feasible way. As I mentioned to you the other day, I am
extremely anti-lawsuit especially so when we force people into a corner
where they have no option but to sue us and where there is already
strong precedent for us to lose as we have in the past on the same issue.

In Anna Maria, an appeal to property owners through personal persuasian
and an opportunity to participate in doing a good thing for the City
usually works better (and a lot faster) than trying to try to take their
existing rights away via additional/new/reinterpreted legislation. And
honestly, Harry, as an admitted idealist - I can look around at what has
occurred here over the years and feel good about what a wonderful place
it is. There have been mistakes and everything isn't to my own taste,
certainly there is room for improvement (eg landscaping which is a cheap
solution to a lot of evils) but all in all I think we have a very good
balance between what people have a right to do and what we as a
community have a right to expect.

By way of illustrating my commitment to many of things you obviously
care about too and mention here, I have spent a great deal of time with
Dale Woodland lately trying to come up with a way to save local cottages
and create an historic village on Pine Avenue. He and I have been at
work for a while now with the Thrashers (who own a significant amount of
land on Pine) and other various pertinent parties like Danny Gagne and
Sissy Quinn to make this a reality. We have already begun work with "the
architect" to create the village while addressing the economic
requirements unique to the Thrashers based upon their financial
investment and expectations for a return on it. And we don't draw a
line without first talking to the City Building Dept. As you probably
know, the Thrashers are not longer part of PAR however, upon Gene's and
my request, Ed gave Lizzie and Mike the old Sears Cottage PAR owns to
help us kick off our village. We now have 3 historic cottages and are
looking for a couple more if you know of anyone who has one to donate to
the cause. We have a building mover who has evaluated the moving of the
Sears cottage and given us a price. We might even take the Angler's Inn
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if it was offered and we could make that work. The mover says "anything"
can be moved. But of course it's all about the dollars.

Additionally, Dale and I have discussed and hope to ultimately propose a
plan that offers incentives to owners of the cottages within the City to
maintain them as they are today. That is still in the research phase
however we are committed to following through on it.

Gene and I are always in conversations with PAR to find new and better
ways to achieve/preserve a more historic look for Pine while being
mindful of the economic parameters. We all wish we didn't have to deal
with economics but we do. I don't know how well you know Ed Chiles but
I think he has already demonstrated - in keeping with the comp plan
language you sent me which I didn't even know about - his desire "to do
less from a building size" standpoint on his first projects on Pine by
building far lower than the allowable square footage via his design
criteria which is to build a full floor below the height allowed by code.
By doing so he is sacrificing a lot of square footage and taking an
economic hit for the greater good that he didn't have to. I doubt you
would find many developers who would do that.

I think the Thrashers, who feel similarly to Ed, will likely want to do
the same thing. In my mind, we are fortunate we don't have developers
working here who "take it to the max" in terms of both allowable
buildable square footage and maximized rate of return on investment. I
don't look at what is and say its bad, I look at what could be and I
have two visions. One is really good and one scares the you know what
out of me. I think you see the same thing but we may differ slightly on
how we want to go forth to ensure we get the really good vision. We
need to continue to work with the business community to keep on finding
new and better ways to improve how we are doing things in ROR and
throughout the City.

Nobody wishes more than all of us who get involved in these things that
property values were low enough to be able to build all cottages here.
But unless the city or private citizens want to invest in that desire
with low to no return on their investment it won't happen. I am not
being sarcastic by the way. Dale and I think an initiative to invest in
the historic district and offering incentives to allow more cottages to
be saved would be a great idea and a way more constructive use of city
money than more studies, fighting and lawsuits.

Harry, I think you are one of the good guys and I can both see and share
your frustrations. We have much more in common than not. The way people
work and think around here just isn't "normal". I know it isn't funny
but I had to laugh at the meeting last night when everyone agreed that
driving over sidewalks should stay on the table?!? That is
quintessential Anna Maria politics....and our history is littered with
people who thought talking til they are blue in the face would change it.
It won't. You have to literally get in the boat and row with the rest
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of us - and you won't get it all your way - but you will get somewhere
better than where we are now. You will need your patience (yes I'm
short on it too obviously), your charm, your brains and - most of all your sense of humor.

We could achieve a lot working together Harry and I think you would find,
as I have, that being inside the tent offers an opportunity to effect
positive change rather quickly without cumbersome public meetings and
additional legislation which will always be subject to a new
interpretation every time we get a new commissioner, a new property
owner, a new developer, or a new attorney in the mix.

As you know, a lot goes on at our house because Gene and I are very
actively involved in a lot of the work being done in the City - some
with clients and a lot of it volunteer. We really don't line up with
any particular group unless they have something constructive to offer.
We like viable, creative solutions way more than rancor and criticism.
We hate pavement and strip centers. We like smart people with good
taste. We like landscaping of all kinds and lots of it. And we don't
believe in driving over sidewalks. Most of all we have a passion for
Anna Maria and, in my case, the love affair started when I first came
here in 1960.

I would really like it if you would come by the house on a regular basis
to see what projects we're working on and give us the benefit of your
participation and ideas. While you hang out with some people I don't
necessarily have much in common with, I know I do the same. We both
have our reasons. I get you Harry. And I think you get me too. We
should be working more closely because together we could accomplish a
lot of good for the City and have fun doing it. What do you think?

Best,

Janet

PS Gene said he saw you at Slim's last night and he felt your pain over
how frustrated you are by trying to have any type of reasonable exchange
at these meetings. Oddly enough, Ed made the same comment to me during
the meeting. I don't think any of us are that far apart on coming up
with good solutions. It's just the process at City Hall isn't condusive
to it which is why I have never run for office.
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-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 2:54 pm
Subject: Comp Plan Language
Janet,

Under the Land Use Element in the Comp Plan,

Policy 1.2.1.

To preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and the existing
single family residential character of the City, within one year after
adoption of the EAR amendments, the City of Anna Maria shall conduct a
review of existing development processes and building requirements to
develop a listing of actions that the City can implement to encourage
property owners to build less than the maximum size buildings on
existing small 5000 sq. ft. lots.

Seems clear to me the City needn’t apologize for constricting a building’
s size through regulation. It’s apparently a desired outcome. Gagne
seems to have gotten the message. He’s actually putting up stuff that
still looks like cottages. Seen anything else like that recently?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:Harcon Bridge Access Services

HS-II01485

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/13 14:53
Subject: okay, okay, okay
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Upon the advice of counsel, I’m withdrawing the “M” word pending further
developments (pun intended).
We’ll save our arguments for Thursday.
H
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Date: 2010/02/13 16:21
Subject: RE: Your eyes only
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>
Four site plans pending. All with parking spaces that require driving
across the sidewalk to enter.
I’m going to take the “the last thing we need in this town is a
moratorium. When our national unemployment rate is over 10%, and our
economy is in the worst shape it’s been in for decades, it’s
irresponsible for us to create the circumstances under which we take
people’s jobs from them. It’s time all of us stop wringing our hands
and get to work. We’ve got a safety issue in our ROR and a simple way
to correct it. I’m a layman interpreting legal documents, but from what
I’ve read these past several days, it would be hard to imagine a
scenario on which Anna Maria would have stronger footing if we choose to
impose a moratorium.
But because we can doesn’t mean we should. Let’s do the language
changes required to correct the unsafe parking arrangements, and move on.
It’s unconscionable to put people out of work right now just because
we can’t get together and offer reasonable solutions,” approach.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 3:36 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Your eyes only

On Feb 13, 2010, at 2:53 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Upon the advice of counsel, I’m withdrawing the “M” word pending further
developments (pun intended).
We’ll save our arguments for Thursday.
H

I agree, Harry.
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Robin is looking up some information for me regarding the last
moratorium we did several years ago. At the time, we needed time to work
out some issues and the moratorium went on for about five months. So, it'
s nothing new, and the circumstances (which Robin is clarifying for me)
were not nearly the immediate threat that we now face with three sets of
plans in the works.

I agree with Robin, that the agenda item needs to be Chapter 90. Then
let the conversation evolve to "we got to get this right, in the face of
the potential that we could be compounding a real problem (disagreement
between the Plan and LDR's)." Therein is the "legal basis" for the
moratorium.

IANLB (I ain't no lawyer, but), I would rather be facing the threatened
lawsuit from PAR than a class action suit by the residents of Anna Maria
against the City of Anna Maria for not adhering to the Comp Plan.

Like I said, though, IANLB!

Do I need to be putting out a call to arms to the list or do we let this
thing progress as is? If for no other reason so they can see who voted
for and who voted against the moratorium?

D
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Date: 2010/02/13 16:41
Subject: RE: Comp Plan Language
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <catpeople@aol.com>
Not on the island. Some friends in PA. No injuries, fortunately. But
all they were able to walk out with was a camera. A fireman later
rescued their cat. Looks like we’ve got the essentials covered right
now. They’re in another house, temporarily, and several of us gave them
some cash to get them through the next several weeks until their
insurance comes through.
Thanks for your offer.
H

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 2:59 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

THANKS FOR YOU NOTE HARRY - I'M SO SORRY TO HEAR ABOUT THE FIRE - WAS IT
HERE ON THE ISLAND? I THOUGHT I HEARD FIRE TRUCKS YESTERDAY. HOPE
EVERYONE IS SAFE. APPRECIATE YOUR RESPONSE AND I AM ON YOUR PAGE ON THE
THE WHOLE OBAMA THING TOO. LOOK FORWARD TO OUR NEXT CHANCE TO TALK.
BEST, JANET PS IF I CAN HELP THE FIRE VICTIMS WITH CLOTHING OR FOOD
PLEASE LET ME KNOW AND I'LL DO WHAT I CAN.

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Sat, Feb 13, 2010 2:24 pm
Subject: RE: Comp Plan Language
Hi Janet,
I’m also opposed to taking away people’s property rights, but I suspect
we disagree on exactly what that means.
In my opinion, he economic
feasibility of a project depends more on the developer than it does on
the City. When I review the changes adopted in our land development
regulations over the past five years, I can’t find a single one that
didn’t loosen the regulations for developers and make their lots more
buildable and more profitable. I think the City has been very proactive, even accommodating, in encouraging development.
I applaud anyone who can build a successful business. I know how tough
a job that is. And I’m the last one to suggest arbitrary impediments
for those individuals.
The issues here in Anna Maria are extremely simple in one sense, and
very complex in another. I sympathize with those who’ve purchased
property here when the market still had underpinnings. I’m no real
estate expert and I’m not much of an economics expert either, but I’m
guessing we haven’t seen the bottom of this market. I know the value of
my house has nearly halved, and I would not be shocked it dropped
another 50% from where it is today. I’m totally doomsday regarding the
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effects of the debt load Obama has placed on us.
I digress. But I make those observations in light of the economic
pressure on anyone trying to develop here, or anywhere else for that
matter. It’s a tough market right now. In Harcon, my business, we’re
reducing debt, not accumulating it. I wouldn’t build a commercial
building right now for love nor money.
I applaud the Thrasher’s attempts to save cottages.
other builders would consider the same approach.

I wish some of the

I don’t have much time to devote to a response to your letter today.
Friends of ours lost their house to a fire last night, and I’m trying to
help them get through their personal tragedy. And I’m drafting some
stuff for the next Commissioner’s meeting as well.

I look forward to continued discussions regarding the future of Anna
Maria.
Cordially,
Harry

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:40 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

Dear Harry,

Thanks for sending this. I agree with it - although probably not to the
extent it might have a negative economic impact on property owners especially those who have already purchased property for millions of
dollars having been told by the city they can develop it in ROR in a
economically feasible way. As I mentioned to you the other day, I am
extremely anti-lawsuit especially so when we force people into a corner
where they have no option but to sue us and where there is already
strong precedent for us to lose as we have in the past on the same issue.

In Anna Maria, an appeal to property owners through personal persuasian
and an opportunity to participate in doing a good thing for the City
usually works better (and a lot faster) than trying to try to take their
existing rights away via additional/new/reinterpreted legislation. And
honestly, Harry, as an admitted idealist - I can look around at what has
occurred here over the years and feel good about what a wonderful place
it is. There have been mistakes and everything isn't to my own taste,
certainly there is room for improvement (eg landscaping which is a cheap
solution to a lot of evils) but all in all I think we have a very good
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balance between what people have a right to do and what we as a
community have a right to expect.

By way of illustrating my commitment to many of things you obviously
care about too and mention here, I have spent a great deal of time with
Dale Woodland lately trying to come up with a way to save local cottages
and create an historic village on Pine Avenue. He and I have been at
work for a while now with the Thrashers (who own a significant amount of
land on Pine) and other various pertinent parties like Danny Gagne and
Sissy Quinn to make this a reality. We have already begun work with "the
architect" to create the village while addressing the economic
requirements unique to the Thrashers based upon their financial
investment and expectations for a return on it. And we don't draw a
line without first talking to the City Building Dept. As you probably
know, the Thrashers are not longer part of PAR however, upon Gene's and
my request, Ed gave Lizzie and Mike the old Sears Cottage PAR owns to
help us kick off our village. We now have 3 historic cottages and are
looking for a couple more if you know of anyone who has one to donate to
the cause. We have a building mover who has evaluated the moving of the
Sears cottage and given us a price. We might even take the Angler's Inn
if it was offered and we could make that work. The mover says "anything"
can be moved. But of course it's all about the dollars.

Additionally, Dale and I have discussed and hope to ultimately propose a
plan that offers incentives to owners of the cottages within the City to
maintain them as they are today. That is still in the research phase
however we are committed to following through on it.

Gene and I are always in conversations with PAR to find new and better
ways to achieve/preserve a more historic look for Pine while being
mindful of the economic parameters. We all wish we didn't have to deal
with economics but we do. I don't know how well you know Ed Chiles but
I think he has already demonstrated - in keeping with the comp plan
language you sent me which I didn't even know about - his desire "to do
less from a building size" standpoint on his first projects on Pine by
building far lower than the allowable square footage via his design
criteria which is to build a full floor below the height allowed by code.
By doing so he is sacrificing a lot of square footage and taking an
economic hit for the greater good that he didn't have to. I doubt you
would find many developers who would do that.

I think the Thrashers, who feel similarly to Ed, will likely want to do
the same thing. In my mind, we are fortunate we don't have developers
working here who "take it to the max" in terms of both allowable
buildable square footage and maximized rate of return on investment. I
don't look at what is and say its bad, I look at what could be and I
have two visions. One is really good and one scares the you know what
out of me. I think you see the same thing but we may differ slightly on
how we want to go forth to ensure we get the really good vision. We
need to continue to work with the business community to keep on finding
new and better ways to improve how we are doing things in ROR and
throughout the City.
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Nobody wishes more than all of us who get involved in these things that
property values were low enough to be able to build all cottages here.
But unless the city or private citizens want to invest in that desire
with low to no return on their investment it won't happen. I am not
being sarcastic by the way. Dale and I think an initiative to invest in
the historic district and offering incentives to allow more cottages to
be saved would be a great idea and a way more constructive use of city
money than more studies, fighting and lawsuits.

Harry, I think you are one of the good guys and I can both see and share
your frustrations. We have much more in common than not. The way people
work and think around here just isn't "normal". I know it isn't funny
but I had to laugh at the meeting last night when everyone agreed that
driving over sidewalks should stay on the table?!? That is
quintessential Anna Maria politics....and our history is littered with
people who thought talking til they are blue in the face would change it.
It won't. You have to literally get in the boat and row with the rest
of us - and you won't get it all your way - but you will get somewhere
better than where we are now. You will need your patience (yes I'm
short on it too obviously), your charm, your brains and - most of all your sense of humor.

We could achieve a lot working together Harry and I think you would find,
as I have, that being inside the tent offers an opportunity to effect
positive change rather quickly without cumbersome public meetings and
additional legislation which will always be subject to a new
interpretation every time we get a new commissioner, a new property
owner, a new developer, or a new attorney in the mix.

As you know, a lot goes on at our house because Gene and I are very
actively involved in a lot of the work being done in the City - some
with clients and a lot of it volunteer. We really don't line up with
any particular group unless they have something constructive to offer.
We like viable, creative solutions way more than rancor and criticism.
We hate pavement and strip centers. We like smart people with good
taste. We like landscaping of all kinds and lots of it. And we don't
believe in driving over sidewalks. Most of all we have a passion for
Anna Maria and, in my case, the love affair started when I first came
here in 1960.

I would really like it if you would come by the house on a regular basis
to see what projects we're working on and give us the benefit of your
participation and ideas. While you hang out with some people I don't
necessarily have much in common with, I know I do the same. We both
have our reasons. I get you Harry. And I think you get me too. We
should be working more closely because together we could accomplish a
lot of good for the City and have fun doing it. What do you think?
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Best,

Janet

PS Gene said he saw you at Slim's last night and he felt your pain over
how frustrated you are by trying to have any type of reasonable exchange
at these meetings. Oddly enough, Ed made the same comment to me during
the meeting. I don't think any of us are that far apart on coming up
with good solutions. It's just the process at City Hall isn't condusive
to it which is why I have never run for office.

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 2:54 pm
Subject: Comp Plan Language
Janet,

Under the Land Use Element in the Comp Plan,

Policy 1.2.1.

To preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and the existing
single family residential character of the City, within one year after
adoption of the EAR amendments, the City of Anna Maria shall conduct a
review of existing development processes and building requirements to
develop a listing of actions that the City can implement to encourage
property owners to build less than the maximum size buildings on
existing small 5000 sq. ft. lots.

Seems clear to me the City needn’t apologize for constricting a building’
s size through regulation. It’s apparently a desired outcome. Gagne
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seems to have gotten the message. He’s actually putting up stuff that
still looks like cottages. Seen anything else like that recently?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:Harcon Bridge Access Services
Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/13 16:53
Subject: RE: Your eyes only
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>
I see I didn’t respond to your one question.
I don’t think we need a call to arms at this point. Let’s give them one
more chance to do the right thing and respond accordingly.
H

From: Duke Miller [mailto:DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 3:36 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Your eyes only

On Feb 13, 2010, at 2:53 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

Upon the advice of counsel, I’m withdrawing the “M” word pending further
developments (pun intended).
We’ll save our arguments for Thursday.
H

I agree, Harry.

Robin is looking up some information for me regarding the last
moratorium we did several years ago. At the time, we needed time to work
out some issues and the moratorium went on for about five months. So, it'
s nothing new, and the circumstances (which Robin is clarifying for me)
were not nearly the immediate threat that we now face with three sets of
plans in the works.

I agree with Robin, that the agenda item needs to be Chapter 90. Then
let the conversation evolve to "we got to get this right, in the face of
the potential that we could be compounding a real problem (disagreement
between the Plan and LDR's)." Therein is the "legal basis" for the
moratorium.
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IANLB (I ain't no lawyer, but), I would rather be facing the threatened
lawsuit from PAR than a class action suit by the residents of Anna Maria
against the City of Anna Maria for not adhering to the Comp Plan.

Like I said, though, IANLB!

Do I need to be putting out a call to arms to the list or do we let this
thing progress as is? If for no other reason so they can see who voted
for and who voted against the moratorium?

D
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Date: 2010/02/14 10:37
Subject: FW: Comp Plan Language
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 2:59 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

THANKS FOR YOU NOTE HARRY - I'M SO SORRY TO HEAR ABOUT THE FIRE - WAS IT
HERE ON THE ISLAND? I THOUGHT I HEARD FIRE TRUCKS YESTERDAY. HOPE
EVERYONE IS SAFE. APPRECIATE YOUR RESPONSE AND I AM ON YOUR PAGE ON THE
THE WHOLE OBAMA THING TOO. LOOK FORWARD TO OUR NEXT CHANCE TO TALK.
BEST, JANET PS IF I CAN HELP THE FIRE VICTIMS WITH CLOTHING OR FOOD
PLEASE LET ME KNOW AND I'LL DO WHAT I CAN.

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Sat, Feb 13, 2010 2:24 pm
Subject: RE: Comp Plan Language
Hi Janet,
I’m also opposed to taking away people’s property rights, but I suspect
we disagree on exactly what that means.
In my opinion, he economic
feasibility of a project depends more on the developer than it does on
the City. When I review the changes adopted in our land development
regulations over the past five years, I can’t find a single one that
didn’t loosen the regulations for developers and make their lots more
buildable and more profitable. I think the City has been very proactive, even accommodating, in encouraging development.
I applaud anyone who can build a successful business. I know how tough
a job that is. And I’m the last one to suggest arbitrary impediments
for those individuals.
The issues here in Anna Maria are extremely simple in one sense, and
very complex in another. I sympathize with those who’ve purchased
property here when the market still had underpinnings. I’m no real
estate expert and I’m not much of an economics expert either, but I’m
guessing we haven’t seen the bottom of this market. I know the value of
my house has nearly halved, and I would not be shocked it dropped
another 50% from where it is today. I’m totally doomsday regarding the
effects of the debt load Obama has placed on us.
I digress. But I make those observations in light of the economic
pressure on anyone trying to develop here, or anywhere else for that
matter. It’s a tough market right now. In Harcon, my business, we’re
reducing debt, not accumulating it. I wouldn’t build a commercial
building right now for love nor money.
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I applaud the Thrasher’s attempts to save cottages.
other builders would consider the same approach.

I wish some of the

I don’t have much time to devote to a response to your letter today.
Friends of ours lost their house to a fire last night, and I’m trying to
help them get through their personal tragedy. And I’m drafting some
stuff for the next Commissioner’s meeting as well.

I look forward to continued discussions regarding the future of Anna
Maria.
Cordially,
Harry

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:40 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

Dear Harry,

Thanks for sending this. I agree with it - although probably not to the
extent it might have a negative economic impact on property owners especially those who have already purchased property for millions of
dollars having been told by the city they can develop it in ROR in a
economically feasible way. As I mentioned to you the other day, I am
extremely anti-lawsuit especially so when we force people into a corner
where they have no option but to sue us and where there is already
strong precedent for us to lose as we have in the past on the same issue.

In Anna Maria, an appeal to property owners through personal persuasian
and an opportunity to participate in doing a good thing for the City
usually works better (and a lot faster) than trying to try to take their
existing rights away via additional/new/reinterpreted legislation. And
honestly, Harry, as an admitted idealist - I can look around at what has
occurred here over the years and feel good about what a wonderful place
it is. There have been mistakes and everything isn't to my own taste,
certainly there is room for improvement (eg landscaping which is a cheap
solution to a lot of evils) but all in all I think we have a very good
balance between what people have a right to do and what we as a
community have a right to expect.

By way of illustrating my commitment to many of things you obviously
care about too and mention here, I have spent a great deal of time with
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Dale Woodland lately trying to come up with a way to save local cottages
and create an historic village on Pine Avenue. He and I have been at
work for a while now with the Thrashers (who own a significant amount of
land on Pine) and other various pertinent parties like Danny Gagne and
Sissy Quinn to make this a reality. We have already begun work with "the
architect" to create the village while addressing the economic
requirements unique to the Thrashers based upon their financial
investment and expectations for a return on it. And we don't draw a
line without first talking to the City Building Dept. As you probably
know, the Thrashers are not longer part of PAR however, upon Gene's and
my request, Ed gave Lizzie and Mike the old Sears Cottage PAR owns to
help us kick off our village. We now have 3 historic cottages and are
looking for a couple more if you know of anyone who has one to donate to
the cause. We have a building mover who has evaluated the moving of the
Sears cottage and given us a price. We might even take the Angler's Inn
if it was offered and we could make that work. The mover says "anything"
can be moved. But of course it's all about the dollars.

Additionally, Dale and I have discussed and hope to ultimately propose a
plan that offers incentives to owners of the cottages within the City to
maintain them as they are today. That is still in the research phase
however we are committed to following through on it.

Gene and I are always in conversations with PAR to find new and better
ways to achieve/preserve a more historic look for Pine while being
mindful of the economic parameters. We all wish we didn't have to deal
with economics but we do. I don't know how well you know Ed Chiles but
I think he has already demonstrated - in keeping with the comp plan
language you sent me which I didn't even know about - his desire "to do
less from a building size" standpoint on his first projects on Pine by
building far lower than the allowable square footage via his design
criteria which is to build a full floor below the height allowed by code.
By doing so he is sacrificing a lot of square footage and taking an
economic hit for the greater good that he didn't have to. I doubt you
would find many developers who would do that.

I think the Thrashers, who feel similarly to Ed, will likely want to do
the same thing. In my mind, we are fortunate we don't have developers
working here who "take it to the max" in terms of both allowable
buildable square footage and maximized rate of return on investment. I
don't look at what is and say its bad, I look at what could be and I
have two visions. One is really good and one scares the you know what
out of me. I think you see the same thing but we may differ slightly on
how we want to go forth to ensure we get the really good vision. We
need to continue to work with the business community to keep on finding
new and better ways to improve how we are doing things in ROR and
throughout the City.

Nobody wishes more than all of us who get involved in these things that
property values were low enough to be able to build all cottages here.
But unless the city or private citizens want to invest in that desire
with low to no return on their investment it won't happen. I am not
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being sarcastic by the way. Dale and I think an initiative to invest in
the historic district and offering incentives to allow more cottages to
be saved would be a great idea and a way more constructive use of city
money than more studies, fighting and lawsuits.

Harry, I think you are one of the good guys and I can both see and share
your frustrations. We have much more in common than not. The way people
work and think around here just isn't "normal". I know it isn't funny
but I had to laugh at the meeting last night when everyone agreed that
driving over sidewalks should stay on the table?!? That is
quintessential Anna Maria politics....and our history is littered with
people who thought talking til they are blue in the face would change it.
It won't. You have to literally get in the boat and row with the rest
of us - and you won't get it all your way - but you will get somewhere
better than where we are now. You will need your patience (yes I'm
short on it too obviously), your charm, your brains and - most of all your sense of humor.

We could achieve a lot working together Harry and I think you would find,
as I have, that being inside the tent offers an opportunity to effect
positive change rather quickly without cumbersome public meetings and
additional legislation which will always be subject to a new
interpretation every time we get a new commissioner, a new property
owner, a new developer, or a new attorney in the mix.

As you know, a lot goes on at our house because Gene and I are very
actively involved in a lot of the work being done in the City - some
with clients and a lot of it volunteer. We really don't line up with
any particular group unless they have something constructive to offer.
We like viable, creative solutions way more than rancor and criticism.
We hate pavement and strip centers. We like smart people with good
taste. We like landscaping of all kinds and lots of it. And we don't
believe in driving over sidewalks. Most of all we have a passion for
Anna Maria and, in my case, the love affair started when I first came
here in 1960.

I would really like it if you would come by the house on a regular basis
to see what projects we're working on and give us the benefit of your
participation and ideas. While you hang out with some people I don't
necessarily have much in common with, I know I do the same. We both
have our reasons. I get you Harry. And I think you get me too. We
should be working more closely because together we could accomplish a
lot of good for the City and have fun doing it. What do you think?

Best,

Janet
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PS Gene said he saw you at Slim's last night and he felt your pain over
how frustrated you are by trying to have any type of reasonable exchange
at these meetings. Oddly enough, Ed made the same comment to me during
the meeting. I don't think any of us are that far apart on coming up
with good solutions. It's just the process at City Hall isn't condusive
to it which is why I have never run for office.

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 2:54 pm
Subject: Comp Plan Language
Janet,

Under the Land Use Element in the Comp Plan,

Policy 1.2.1.

To preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and the existing
single family residential character of the City, within one year after
adoption of the EAR amendments, the City of Anna Maria shall conduct a
review of existing development processes and building requirements to
develop a listing of actions that the City can implement to encourage
property owners to build less than the maximum size buildings on
existing small 5000 sq. ft. lots.

Seems clear to me the City needn’t apologize for constricting a building’
s size through regulation. It’s apparently a desired outcome. Gagne
seems to have gotten the message. He’s actually putting up stuff that
still looks like cottages. Seen anything else like that recently?
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Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:Harcon Bridge Access Services
Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/14 10:39
Subject: FW: strategy
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 11:03 AM
To: 'watersidehomes1@aol.com'
Subject: RE: strategy

Even if he doesn’t, when the arguments start, I’ll have an opportunity
to raise it. I don’t think we’ll shove through my changes without
opposition.
As soon as the fight starts, I suggest a moratorium.
You know, Webb’s gonna come on strong with the “devaluing” bit on
developers rights. The “reasonable expectation” stuff.
It won’t wash.
I’m going to start my moratorium research.

I’ll keep you posted.

H

From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 10:45 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: strategy

Yes calls may be an idea. Also looking at the memo youi sent you have
already asked for Quam to put this on the agenda. As this is obviously
now out there as you say then how do we ensure Quam puts it on the
agenda or will he automatically do so because you have asked?
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 2010 10:45:11 -0500
To: <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Subject: RE: strategy

I’m thinking wing it.
that can’t hurt.

If you can get folks to talk to Quam and Woodland,
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From: watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 10:19 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: 'Robin Wall'
Subject: Re: strategy

Hi Harry. So do we need to change the strategy and ask people to either
sign a petition or write letters or do we wing it and hope for the best?
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 2010 10:10:29 -0500
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Cc: 'Robin Wall'<rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Subject: strategy

Okay, guys. Maybe it’s ixnay on the stealth approach. I actually
forgot I had written this yesterday morning. So it’s out there.
I’m guessing this may take a few more bottles of wine to correct.
Last night was fun.

We should do that again sometime.

I’m going to simply prepare my arguments for Thursday’s meeting and let
the chips fall.
I’ll keep you posted.
H

On Feb 12, 2010, at 10:16 AM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:
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Alice,
Please forward my response to Maureen McCormick's letter as a one way
memo to all.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
Ms. McCormick,
I could not agree with you more. I'm asking all the Commissioners to
read your attached legal precedents for a moratorium and promptly act on
it. I'm asking Chairman Quam to add it to the agenda for our next
session or call a special meeting to address it.
You may know, I raised the parking and safety issues before the
Commission the day I was sworn in. The Administration staff has stated
on several occasions the reason the site plans I call non-compliant
because of clear safety issues are being approved is because of vague
language. To date neither the P&Z or the Commission has effected a
single change that clarifies that language.
I appreciated your commentary last evening. I urge you to stay active
and continue to express your opinions.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/14 10:39
Subject: FW: for your review and commentary
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 1:47 PM
To: 'watersidehomes1@aol.com'
Cc: 'Robin Wall'; 'Duke Miller'; 'mmctoday@gmail.com'
Subject: for your review and commentary

I guess the question is, do I wait until Thursday to present this, or do
I send it as a one way memo to all and blog it?
Your opinion and commentary is welcome.

January 13, 2010
One of Mark Twain’s famous quotes is, “Everyone talks about the weather,
but no one does anything about it.” I think the same could be said
about our language problems in the City of Anna Maria’s land development
regulations.
Our City Planner, our Building Official, our Mayor, members of P&Z, and
most of our Commissioners have all stated we have discrepancies and
inconsistencies between and within our Comp Plan and our Land
Development Regulations. Most have agreed we need language changes.
Our City Attorney has stated if we expect different outcomes, we need
different language.
For months now we’ve been discussing different outcomes. To date, no
language changes have been made. I think we’re being extremely unfair
to developers, both present and future, by allowing so many issues to
remain in flux. And we’re being unresponsive to the residents of Anna
Maria who are clearly concerned with some of the recent development
practices if we allow any more projects to go forward without a review
of the language.
It’s time we stop talking about the weather and start doing something
about it.
Courts in Florida and elsewhere have allowed communities to establish
moratoria for any of the following reasons:
Courts will uphold moratoria that are necessary to protect the public
health safety
and welfare. City of Boca Raton v. Boca Villas Corporation, 371 So.2d
154 (Fla.
4th DCA 1979) cert. denied, 381 So. 2d 765 (Fla. 1980), cert. denied,
449 U.S. 824
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(1980).
or to cure existing problems caused
by prior development. Golden v. Planning Board of Town of Ramapo, 30 N.Y.
2d 359, 334 N.Y. 2d 138, 285 N.E. 2d 291 (C.A.N.Y. 1972, appeal
dismissed, 409
U.S. 1003 (1972).
Moratoria that are reasonably limited in scope and duration, and have a
firmly fixed
termination point will be upheld. Franklin County v. Leisure Properties,
Ltd.,
430 So. 2d 475 (Fla. 1st DCA 1983)
Government has a duty to expeditiously take
steps to rectify the problem upon which the moratorium is based. Smoke
Rise v.
Washington Suburban Sanitation Commission, 400 F. Supp. 1369 (D.C.Md.
1989).
As long as an ordinance or regulation bears a substantial relationship
to the
promotion of the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare, it
is
constitutional. Davis v. Sails, 318 So.2d 214, 217 (Fla. 1st DCA 1975).
Counties
have a statutory right and responsibility to enact comprehensive plans
and such
plans, like legislative acts, will be presumed valid when challenged. Id.
; City of
Miami Beach v. Lachman, 71 So.2d 148, 150 (Fla. 1953). Absent a showing
that
the comprehensive plan is unreasonable and is an arbitrary exercise of
police power
without any relationship to the public health, safety, morals, or
welfare, the courts
will not overturn the plan. City of Boca Raton v. Boca Villas Corp., 371
So.2d
154, 158 (Fla. 4th DCA 1979). The burden is on the party challenging an
ordinance
to make this demonstration. City of Miami v. Kayfetz, 92 So.2d 798, 802 (
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Fla.
1957).
To resolve this issue, courts will utilize the "fairly debatable" test.
Under this test, if
reasonable minds could differ as to the reasonableness or rationality of
an
ordinance, the ordinance will be upheld. Davis, 318 So.2d at 217. A plan
will be
deemed fairly debatable if there is competent, substantial evidence to
support the
local government's decision. Lee County v. Morales, 557 So.2d 652, 655 (
Fla. 2d
DCA 1990). If the plan is found to be fairly debatable, then its
application cannot be
disturbed by the courts.
To show that a land use restriction
is unreasonable and arbitrary, the challenging party must prove that the
restriction
has no rational relationship to the public health, morals, safety or
general welfare,
and is not reasonably designed to correct the adverse condition. City of
Hollywood v. Hollywood, Inc., 432 So.2d 1332, 1336, cert. denied, 441 So.
2d
632.

It’s apparent to me we as a Commission are standing on very sold legal
ground if we establish a fixed length moratorium designed to address the
safety issues raised by the recent development on Pine Avenue. I
believe we can cite a number of reasons, including, but not limited to
the safety issues created by the vehicle/pedestrian conflicts caused
by the parking space placement in relationship to sidewalk location.
Therefore, I suggest we enact a moratorium on all site plan reviews for
development within the City of Anna Maria’s ROR district, for both those
site plans presently under review band any site plans to be submitted
for review , for a period of one year, or such time as deemed necessary
by our Commission to conduct a complete review of the consistency of the
language in our Comprehensive Plan with our Land Development Regulations,
and to adopt ordinances and amendments to effect those language changes.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/14 13:35
Subject: FW: Comp Plan Language
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>
I don’t know if you guys got to see the recent correspondence between J.
Aubrey and me. You may find it interesting.
Wonder what she means by “ While you hang out with some people I don't
necessarily have much in common with, I know I do the same. We both
have our reasons. I get you Harry. And I think you get me too. We
should be working more closely because together we could accomplish a
lot of good for the City and have fun doing it. What do you think?”

“Have fun doing it?”

I’m already having fun accomplishing good things for the City.

Thanks, but no thanks Janet.
H

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 2:59 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

THANKS FOR YOU NOTE HARRY - I'M SO SORRY TO HEAR ABOUT THE FIRE - WAS IT
HERE ON THE ISLAND? I THOUGHT I HEARD FIRE TRUCKS YESTERDAY. HOPE
EVERYONE IS SAFE. APPRECIATE YOUR RESPONSE AND I AM ON YOUR PAGE ON THE
THE WHOLE OBAMA THING TOO. LOOK FORWARD TO OUR NEXT CHANCE TO TALK.
BEST, JANET PS IF I CAN HELP THE FIRE VICTIMS WITH CLOTHING OR FOOD
PLEASE LET ME KNOW AND I'LL DO WHAT I CAN.

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Sat, Feb 13, 2010 2:24 pm
Subject: RE: Comp Plan Language
Hi Janet,
I’m also opposed to taking away people’s property rights, but I suspect
we disagree on exactly what that means.
In my opinion, he economic
feasibility of a project depends more on the developer than it does on
the City. When I review the changes adopted in our land development
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regulations over the past five years, I can’t find a single one that
didn’t loosen the regulations for developers and make their lots more
buildable and more profitable. I think the City has been very proactive, even accommodating, in encouraging development.
I applaud anyone who can build a successful business. I know how tough
a job that is. And I’m the last one to suggest arbitrary impediments
for those individuals.
The issues here in Anna Maria are extremely simple in one sense, and
very complex in another. I sympathize with those who’ve purchased
property here when the market still had underpinnings. I’m no real
estate expert and I’m not much of an economics expert either, but I’m
guessing we haven’t seen the bottom of this market. I know the value of
my house has nearly halved, and I would not be shocked it dropped
another 50% from where it is today. I’m totally doomsday regarding the
effects of the debt load Obama has placed on us.
I digress. But I make those observations in light of the economic
pressure on anyone trying to develop here, or anywhere else for that
matter. It’s a tough market right now. In Harcon, my business, we’re
reducing debt, not accumulating it. I wouldn’t build a commercial
building right now for love nor money.
I applaud the Thrasher’s attempts to save cottages.
other builders would consider the same approach.

I wish some of the

I don’t have much time to devote to a response to your letter today.
Friends of ours lost their house to a fire last night, and I’m trying to
help them get through their personal tragedy. And I’m drafting some
stuff for the next Commissioner’s meeting as well.

I look forward to continued discussions regarding the future of Anna
Maria.
Cordially,
Harry

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:40 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

Dear Harry,

Thanks for sending this. I agree with it - although probably not to the
extent it might have a negative economic impact on property owners especially those who have already purchased property for millions of
dollars having been told by the city they can develop it in ROR in a
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economically feasible way. As I mentioned to you the other day, I am
extremely anti-lawsuit especially so when we force people into a corner
where they have no option but to sue us and where there is already
strong precedent for us to lose as we have in the past on the same issue.

In Anna Maria, an appeal to property owners through personal persuasian
and an opportunity to participate in doing a good thing for the City
usually works better (and a lot faster) than trying to try to take their
existing rights away via additional/new/reinterpreted legislation. And
honestly, Harry, as an admitted idealist - I can look around at what has
occurred here over the years and feel good about what a wonderful place
it is. There have been mistakes and everything isn't to my own taste,
certainly there is room for improvement (eg landscaping which is a cheap
solution to a lot of evils) but all in all I think we have a very good
balance between what people have a right to do and what we as a
community have a right to expect.

By way of illustrating my commitment to many of things you obviously
care about too and mention here, I have spent a great deal of time with
Dale Woodland lately trying to come up with a way to save local cottages
and create an historic village on Pine Avenue. He and I have been at
work for a while now with the Thrashers (who own a significant amount of
land on Pine) and other various pertinent parties like Danny Gagne and
Sissy Quinn to make this a reality. We have already begun work with "the
architect" to create the village while addressing the economic
requirements unique to the Thrashers based upon their financial
investment and expectations for a return on it. And we don't draw a
line without first talking to the City Building Dept. As you probably
know, the Thrashers are not longer part of PAR however, upon Gene's and
my request, Ed gave Lizzie and Mike the old Sears Cottage PAR owns to
help us kick off our village. We now have 3 historic cottages and are
looking for a couple more if you know of anyone who has one to donate to
the cause. We have a building mover who has evaluated the moving of the
Sears cottage and given us a price. We might even take the Angler's Inn
if it was offered and we could make that work. The mover says "anything"
can be moved. But of course it's all about the dollars.

Additionally, Dale and I have discussed and hope to ultimately propose a
plan that offers incentives to owners of the cottages within the City to
maintain them as they are today. That is still in the research phase
however we are committed to following through on it.

Gene and I are always in conversations with PAR to find new and better
ways to achieve/preserve a more historic look for Pine while being
mindful of the economic parameters. We all wish we didn't have to deal
with economics but we do. I don't know how well you know Ed Chiles but
I think he has already demonstrated - in keeping with the comp plan
language you sent me which I didn't even know about - his desire "to do
less from a building size" standpoint on his first projects on Pine by
building far lower than the allowable square footage via his design
criteria which is to build a full floor below the height allowed by code.
By doing so he is sacrificing a lot of square footage and taking an
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economic hit for the greater good that he didn't have to.
would find many developers who would do that.

I doubt you

I think the Thrashers, who feel similarly to Ed, will likely want to do
the same thing. In my mind, we are fortunate we don't have developers
working here who "take it to the max" in terms of both allowable
buildable square footage and maximized rate of return on investment. I
don't look at what is and say its bad, I look at what could be and I
have two visions. One is really good and one scares the you know what
out of me. I think you see the same thing but we may differ slightly on
how we want to go forth to ensure we get the really good vision. We
need to continue to work with the business community to keep on finding
new and better ways to improve how we are doing things in ROR and
throughout the City.

Nobody wishes more than all of us who get involved in these things that
property values were low enough to be able to build all cottages here.
But unless the city or private citizens want to invest in that desire
with low to no return on their investment it won't happen. I am not
being sarcastic by the way. Dale and I think an initiative to invest in
the historic district and offering incentives to allow more cottages to
be saved would be a great idea and a way more constructive use of city
money than more studies, fighting and lawsuits.

Harry, I think you are one of the good guys and I can both see and share
your frustrations. We have much more in common than not. The way people
work and think around here just isn't "normal". I know it isn't funny
but I had to laugh at the meeting last night when everyone agreed that
driving over sidewalks should stay on the table?!? That is
quintessential Anna Maria politics....and our history is littered with
people who thought talking til they are blue in the face would change it.
It won't. You have to literally get in the boat and row with the rest
of us - and you won't get it all your way - but you will get somewhere
better than where we are now. You will need your patience (yes I'm
short on it too obviously), your charm, your brains and - most of all your sense of humor.

We could achieve a lot working together Harry and I think you would find,
as I have, that being inside the tent offers an opportunity to effect
positive change rather quickly without cumbersome public meetings and
additional legislation which will always be subject to a new
interpretation every time we get a new commissioner, a new property
owner, a new developer, or a new attorney in the mix.

As you know, a lot goes on at our house because Gene and I are very
actively involved in a lot of the work being done in the City - some
with clients and a lot of it volunteer. We really don't line up with
any particular group unless they have something constructive to offer.
We like viable, creative solutions way more than rancor and criticism.
We hate pavement and strip centers. We like smart people with good
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taste. We like landscaping of all kinds and lots of it. And we don't
believe in driving over sidewalks. Most of all we have a passion for
Anna Maria and, in my case, the love affair started when I first came
here in 1960.

I would really like it if you would come by the house on a regular basis
to see what projects we're working on and give us the benefit of your
participation and ideas. While you hang out with some people I don't
necessarily have much in common with, I know I do the same. We both
have our reasons. I get you Harry. And I think you get me too. We
should be working more closely because together we could accomplish a
lot of good for the City and have fun doing it. What do you think?

Best,

Janet

PS Gene said he saw you at Slim's last night and he felt your pain over
how frustrated you are by trying to have any type of reasonable exchange
at these meetings. Oddly enough, Ed made the same comment to me during
the meeting. I don't think any of us are that far apart on coming up
with good solutions. It's just the process at City Hall isn't condusive
to it which is why I have never run for office.

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 2:54 pm
Subject: Comp Plan Language
Janet,
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Under the Land Use Element in the Comp Plan,

Policy 1.2.1.

To preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and the existing
single family residential character of the City, within one year after
adoption of the EAR amendments, the City of Anna Maria shall conduct a
review of existing development processes and building requirements to
develop a listing of actions that the City can implement to encourage
property owners to build less than the maximum size buildings on
existing small 5000 sq. ft. lots.

Seems clear to me the City needn’t apologize for constricting a building’
s size through regulation. It’s apparently a desired outcome. Gagne
seems to have gotten the message. He’s actually putting up stuff that
still looks like cottages. Seen anything else like that recently?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:Harcon Bridge Access Services
Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/14 16:48
Subject: add to your "no way" file
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>

So, Cathy, Molly and I are at Dale’s for his annual Daytona 500 party.
Michael Coleman arrives, finds the island we’re sharing with Bob and
Nicki, and conversation ensues. At one point a fellow named Steve
arrives.
I remember Steve from last year’s party. He apparently remembered me as
well. I’m guessing he didn’t know Coleman, because, standing right
next to Coleman, he says, “Hey Harry, how’s it going? Congratulations.
How you like politics? I want you to know, I voted for you.”
“I did too,”

Micheal said.

True story.

You can’t make this shit up.
H
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Date: 2010/02/15 10:11
Subject: Janet Aubrey emails
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <judithchable@aol.com>
Judy,
Here’s the record of our communication.
bottom.

You may want to start at the

H

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 4:41 PM
To: 'catpeople@aol.com'
Subject: RE: Comp Plan Language

Not on the island. Some friends in PA. No injuries, fortunately. But
all they were able to walk out with was a camera. A fireman later
rescued their cat. Looks like we’ve got the essentials covered right
now. They’re in another house, temporarily, and several of us gave them
some cash to get them through the next several weeks until their
insurance comes through.Thanks for your offer.
H

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 2:59 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

THANKS FOR YOU NOTE HARRY - I'M SO SORRY TO HEAR ABOUT THE FIRE - WAS IT
HERE ON THE ISLAND? I THOUGHT I HEARD FIRE TRUCKS YESTERDAY. HOPE
EVERYONE IS SAFE. APPRECIATE YOUR RESPONSE AND I AM ON YOUR PAGE ON THE
THE WHOLE OBAMA THING TOO. LOOK FORWARD TO OUR NEXT CHANCE TO TALK.
BEST, JANET PS IF I CAN HELP THE FIRE VICTIMS WITH CLOTHING OR FOOD
PLEASE LET ME KNOW AND I'LL DO WHAT I CAN.

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Sat, Feb 13, 2010 2:24 pm
Subject: RE: Comp Plan Language
Hi Janet,
I’m also opposed to taking away people’s property rights, but I suspect
we disagree on exactly what that means.
In my opinion, he economic
feasibility of a project depends more on the developer than it does on
the City. When I review the changes adopted in our land development
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regulations over the past five years, I can’t find a single one that
didn’t loosen the regulations for developers and make their lots more
buildable and more profitable. I think the City has been very proactive, even accommodating, in encouraging development.
I applaud anyone who can build a successful business. I know how tough
a job that is. And I’m the last one to suggest arbitrary impediments
for those individuals.
The issues here in Anna Maria are extremely simple in one sense, and
very complex in another. I sympathize with those who’ve purchased
property here when the market still had underpinnings. I’m no real
estate expert and I’m not much of an economics expert either, but I’m
guessing we haven’t seen the bottom of this market. I know the value of
my house has nearly halved, and I would not be shocked it dropped
another 50% from where it is today. I’m totally doomsday regarding the
effects of the debt load Obama has placed on us.
I digress. But I make those observations in light of the economic
pressure on anyone trying to develop here, or anywhere else for that
matter. It’s a tough market right now. In Harcon, my business, we’re
reducing debt, not accumulating it. I wouldn’t build a commercial
building right now for love nor money.
I applaud the Thrasher’s attempts to save cottages.
other builders would consider the same approach.

I wish some of the

I don’t have much time to devote to a response to your letter today.
Friends of ours lost their house to a fire last night, and I’m trying to
help them get through their personal tragedy. And I’m drafting some
stuff for the next Commissioner’s meeting as well.

I look forward to continued discussions regarding the future of Anna
Maria.
Cordially,
Harry

From: catpeople@aol.com [mailto:catpeople@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:40 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: Comp Plan Language

Dear Harry,

Thanks for sending this. I agree with it - although probably not to the
extent it might have a negative economic impact on property owners especially those who have already purchased property for millions of
dollars having been told by the city they can develop it in ROR in a
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economically feasible way. As I mentioned to you the other day, I am
extremely anti-lawsuit especially so when we force people into a corner
where they have no option but to sue us and where there is already
strong precedent for us to lose as we have in the past on the same issue.

In Anna Maria, an appeal to property owners through personal persuasian
and an opportunity to participate in doing a good thing for the City
usually works better (and a lot faster) than trying to try to take their
existing rights away via additional/new/reinterpreted legislation. And
honestly, Harry, as an admitted idealist - I can look around at what has
occurred here over the years and feel good about what a wonderful place
it is. There have been mistakes and everything isn't to my own taste,
certainly there is room for improvement (eg landscaping which is a cheap
solution to a lot of evils) but all in all I think we have a very good
balance between what people have a right to do and what we as a
community have a right to expect.

By way of illustrating my commitment to many of things you obviously
care about too and mention here, I have spent a great deal of time with
Dale Woodland lately trying to come up with a way to save local cottages
and create an historic village on Pine Avenue. He and I have been at
work for a while now with the Thrashers (who own a significant amount of
land on Pine) and other various pertinent parties like Danny Gagne and
Sissy Quinn to make this a reality. We have already begun work with "the
architect" to create the village while addressing the economic
requirements unique to the Thrashers based upon their financial
investment and expectations for a return on it. And we don't draw a
line without first talking to the City Building Dept. As you probably
know, the Thrashers are not longer part of PAR however, upon Gene's and
my request, Ed gave Lizzie and Mike the old Sears Cottage PAR owns to
help us kick off our village. We now have 3 historic cottages and are
looking for a couple more if you know of anyone who has one to donate to
the cause. We have a building mover who has evaluated the moving of the
Sears cottage and given us a price. We might even take the Angler's Inn
if it was offered and we could make that work. The mover says "anything"
can be moved. But of course it's all about the dollars.

Additionally, Dale and I have discussed and hope to ultimately propose a
plan that offers incentives to owners of the cottages within the City to
maintain them as they are today. That is still in the research phase
however we are committed to following through on it.

Gene and I are always in conversations with PAR to find new and better
ways to achieve/preserve a more historic look for Pine while being
mindful of the economic parameters. We all wish we didn't have to deal
with economics but we do. I don't know how well you know Ed Chiles but
I think he has already demonstrated - in keeping with the comp plan
language you sent me which I didn't even know about - his desire "to do
less from a building size" standpoint on his first projects on Pine by
building far lower than the allowable square footage via his design
criteria which is to build a full floor below the height allowed by code.
By doing so he is sacrificing a lot of square footage and taking an
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economic hit for the greater good that he didn't have to.
would find many developers who would do that.

I doubt you

I think the Thrashers, who feel similarly to Ed, will likely want to do
the same thing. In my mind, we are fortunate we don't have developers
working here who "take it to the max" in terms of both allowable
buildable square footage and maximized rate of return on investment. I
don't look at what is and say its bad, I look at what could be and I
have two visions. One is really good and one scares the you know what
out of me. I think you see the same thing but we may differ slightly on
how we want to go forth to ensure we get the really good vision. We
need to continue to work with the business community to keep on finding
new and better ways to improve how we are doing things in ROR and
throughout the City.

Nobody wishes more than all of us who get involved in these things that
property values were low enough to be able to build all cottages here.
But unless the city or private citizens want to invest in that desire
with low to no return on their investment it won't happen. I am not
being sarcastic by the way. Dale and I think an initiative to invest in
the historic district and offering incentives to allow more cottages to
be saved would be a great idea and a way more constructive use of city
money than more studies, fighting and lawsuits.

Harry, I think you are one of the good guys and I can both see and share
your frustrations. We have much more in common than not. The way people
work and think around here just isn't "normal". I know it isn't funny
but I had to laugh at the meeting last night when everyone agreed that
driving over sidewalks should stay on the table?!? That is
quintessential Anna Maria politics....and our history is littered with
people who thought talking til they are blue in the face would change it.
It won't. You have to literally get in the boat and row with the rest
of us - and you won't get it all your way - but you will get somewhere
better than where we are now. You will need your patience (yes I'm
short on it too obviously), your charm, your brains and - most of all your sense of humor.

We could achieve a lot working together Harry and I think you would find,
as I have, that being inside the tent offers an opportunity to effect
positive change rather quickly without cumbersome public meetings and
additional legislation which will always be subject to a new
interpretation every time we get a new commissioner, a new property
owner, a new developer, or a new attorney in the mix.

As you know, a lot goes on at our house because Gene and I are very
actively involved in a lot of the work being done in the City - some
with clients and a lot of it volunteer. We really don't line up with
any particular group unless they have something constructive to offer.
We like viable, creative solutions way more than rancor and criticism.
We hate pavement and strip centers. We like smart people with good
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taste. We like landscaping of all kinds and lots of it. And we don't
believe in driving over sidewalks. Most of all we have a passion for
Anna Maria and, in my case, the love affair started when I first came
here in 1960.

I would really like it if you would come by the house on a regular basis
to see what projects we're working on and give us the benefit of your
participation and ideas. While you hang out with some people I don't
necessarily have much in common with, I know I do the same. We both
have our reasons. I get you Harry. And I think you get me too. We
should be working more closely because together we could accomplish a
lot of good for the City and have fun doing it. What do you think?

Best,

Janet

PS Gene said he saw you at Slim's last night and he felt your pain over
how frustrated you are by trying to have any type of reasonable exchange
at these meetings. Oddly enough, Ed made the same comment to me during
the meeting. I don't think any of us are that far apart on coming up
with good solutions. It's just the process at City Hall isn't condusive
to it which is why I have never run for office.

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: catpeople@aol.com
Sent: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 2:54 pm
Subject: Comp Plan Language
Janet,
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Under the Land Use Element in the Comp Plan,

Policy 1.2.1.

To preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and the existing
single family residential character of the City, within one year after
adoption of the EAR amendments, the City of Anna Maria shall conduct a
review of existing development processes and building requirements to
develop a listing of actions that the City can implement to encourage
property owners to build less than the maximum size buildings on
existing small 5000 sq. ft. lots.

Seems clear to me the City needn’t apologize for constricting a building’
s size through regulation. It’s apparently a desired outcome. Gagne
seems to have gotten the message. He’s actually putting up stuff that
still looks like cottages. Seen anything else like that recently?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:Harcon Bridge Access Services
Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/02/15 11:30
Subject: Comp Plan
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin,
You said there’s a web address that contains our Comp Plan.
please send me the link?

Could you

H
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Date: 2010/02/15 13:34
Subject: Thursday's meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Robin,
You suggested I should post something regarding Thursday’s meeting.
What do you think?
February 16, 2010
On Thursday, February 18, the City Commission will begin a review of
Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. It will be an
opportunity to extend into the LDR’s critical components of the Comp
Plan within the Traffic Circulation Element, including curb cut
language, minimizing access points, and driveway openings. It will also
be an opportunity to adopt language compatible with and eliminate
practices in conflict with state guidelines regarding vehicles on
sidewalks and frequency of driveway openings.
I will recommend at a minimum, the following:
1.

Change existing definition of driveway:

Replace: “Driveway means a private approach to a building, e.g., from a
street to one’s carport or private garage” with “Driveway means a
private approach or access within the public right of way connecting a
public roadway to adjacent property.”
2.
Add definition for the word “maneuver” to clarify this
language presently in our LDR’s.

“All off-street parking facilities, including all areas for maneuvering,
shall be located solely on the subject property.”
Definition for maneuver: “to steer in various directions as required.”
Other definitions in Random House include “to steer,” or
“to drive.”
Any of the above definitions would be suitable. In fact, there isn’t a
definition of the word “maneuver” involving a land vehicle that doesn’t
prohibit vehicles accessing parking spaces from within the right of way.

3.
Prohibit parking spaces and vehicles within the visibility
triangle.
4.

Add “Driveway” to the “curb cuts” header.

5.
Eliminate “apartment” from “sleeping unit” in the list of
Commercial uses for parking.

I urge everyone to review the language in Chapter 90 and forward your
suggestions and concerns to all the Commissioners.
Harry Stoltzfus
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City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/15 13:51
Subject: RE: Thursday's meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Not to worry, Robin.
tomorrow.

I’ll wait to post until I’ve sent it to City Hall

H

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 1:39 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Thursday's meeting

Before I read your email, Please Don’t post anything please.
The agenda has not been revised!
Please don’t post anything.
R

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 1:34 PM
To: Robin Wall
Cc: 'Duke Miller'; watersidehomes1@aol.com; mmctoday@gmail.com
Subject: Thursday's meeting

Robin,
You suggested I should post something regarding Thursday’s meeting.
What do you think?
February 16, 2010
On Thursday, February 18, the City Commission will begin a review of
Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. It will be an
opportunity to extend into the LDR’s critical components of the Comp
Plan within the Traffic Circulation Element, including curb cut
language, minimizing access points, and driveway openings. It will also
be an opportunity to adopt language compatible with and eliminate
practices in conflict with state guidelines regarding vehicles on
sidewalks and frequency of driveway openings.
I will recommend at a minimum, the following:
1.

Change existing definition of driveway:

Replace: “Driveway means a private approach to a building, e.g., from a
street to one’s carport or private garage” with “Driveway means a
private approach or access within the public right of way connecting a
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public roadway to adjacent property.”
2.
Add definition for the word “maneuver” to clarify this
language presently in our LDR’s.

“All off-street parking facilities, including all areas for maneuvering,
shall be located solely on the subject property.”
Definition for maneuver: “to steer in various directions as required.”
Other definitions in Random House include “to steer,” or
“to drive.”
Any of the above definitions would be suitable. In fact, there isn’t a
definition of the word “maneuver” involving a land vehicle that doesn’t
prohibit vehicles accessing parking spaces from within the right of way.

3.
Prohibit parking spaces and vehicles within the visibility
triangle.
4.

Add “Driveway” to the “curb cuts” header.

5.
Eliminate “apartment” from “sleeping unit” in the list of
Commercial uses for parking.

I urge everyone to review the language in Chapter 90 and forward your
suggestions and concerns to all the Commissioners.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/15 13:51
Subject: FW: Thursday's meeting
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 1:39 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Thursday's meeting

Before I read your email, Please Don’t post anything please.
The agenda has not been revised!
Please don’t post anything.
R

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 1:34 PM
To: Robin Wall
Cc: 'Duke Miller'; watersidehomes1@aol.com; mmctoday@gmail.com
Subject: Thursday's meeting

Robin,
You suggested I should post something regarding Thursday’s meeting.
What do you think?
February 16, 2010
On Thursday, February 18, the City Commission will begin a review of
Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. It will be an
opportunity to extend into the LDR’s critical components of the Comp
Plan within the Traffic Circulation Element, including curb cut
language, minimizing access points, and driveway openings. It will also
be an opportunity to adopt language compatible with and eliminate
practices in conflict with state guidelines regarding vehicles on
sidewalks and frequency of driveway openings.
I will recommend at a minimum, the following:
1.

Change existing definition of driveway:

Replace: “Driveway means a private approach to a building, e.g., from a
street to one’s carport or private garage” with “Driveway means a
private approach or access within the public right of way connecting a
public roadway to adjacent property.”
2.

Add definition for the word “maneuver” to clarify this
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language presently in our LDR’s.

“All off-street parking facilities, including all areas for maneuvering,
shall be located solely on the subject property.”
Definition for maneuver: “to steer in various directions as required.”
Other definitions in Random House include “to steer,” or
“to drive.”
Any of the above definitions would be suitable. In fact, there isn’t a
definition of the word “maneuver” involving a land vehicle that doesn’t
prohibit vehicles accessing parking spaces from within the right of way.

3.
Prohibit parking spaces and vehicles within the visibility
triangle.
4.

Add “Driveway” to the “curb cuts” header.

5.
Eliminate “apartment” from “sleeping unit” in the list of
Commercial uses for parking.

I urge everyone to review the language in Chapter 90 and forward your
suggestions and concerns to all the Commissioners.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/15 17:46
Subject: trouble with blog post
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Duke Miller" <DUKEMILLER@TAMPABAY.RR.COM>
Duke,
I just tried to post to the blog.
modify it as required.

Looks funny.

You can delete it, or

Harry
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Date: 2010/02/15 22:36
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Parking and Sidewalk Safety in the ROR
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "terry schaefer" <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
Terry,
It did.

They should have all read it.

Thursday night we get another shot at addressing the language problems
in Chapter 90. I think we’ll actually get into the meat of some of the
issues. There’s just no where else to go. We’ve had two committees.
We’ve got the Administration doing drawings now—as if we needed more
drawings.
I intend to be pretty insistent it’s time to deal with the issues now
and stop with the delaying tactics.
Thanks for getting involved.

It’s going to take all of us.

Harry

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 10:23 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: [Our Anna Maria.] Parking and Sidewalk Safety in the ROR

Harry,
I couldn't agree more and would be supportive of such an initiative. Did
this memo get forwarded to P & Z Bd members?
Another parallel site and strong support occurred to me this evening;
the Kingfish boat launch on Manatee Ave. in Holmes
Beach. If you remember parking, ingress and egress used to be helter
skelter, every previous parking spot was it's own driveway
and safety was non-existent. The new parking facility increased parking
capacity and formulated safe ingress and egress while
improving the aesthetics of the area. Here are two municipalities H.B.
and our own City Hall parking model which have not
only complied but, have provided the example of how it should be done.
Terry
On Feb 15, 2010, at 8:49 PM, Harry Stoltzfus wrote:

The following was written for a handout at the most recent P&Z and
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Commission Joint Session
January 11, 2010
It’s been suggested we have three options regarding off street parking
configurations:
1. Continue as we are. Change nothing.
2. Move the sidewalks.
3. Create driveways and require off-street parking configurations on the
developed properties.
I suggest Option 1 is no longer an option, for these reasons.
By Florida statute:
Title XXIII
MOTOR VEHICLES Chapter 316
STATE UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL
316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path.--No person shall drive
any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path, sidewalk, or
sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary
driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
We’ve got a problem. Either we designate every location in which a
vehicle crosses a sidewalk a driveway, or the drivers of those vehicles
crossing the sidewalk are committing moving violations. It’s illegal to
drive across a sidewalk unless you’re on a driveway.
If we don’t call them driveways, we’ve created at dilemma for the
Manatee County Sheriffs. Their job is to enforce the law. Do we ask them
to start writing tickets for all those folks who are unwittingly
breaking the law? In my discussions with Sgt. Turner, he indicated in no
uncertain terms that is something he could not in good faith ask his men
to do.
I don’t blame him. But now we’ve put our sheriff’s in a position of
discretionary enforcement. Even selective enforcement.
For argument’s sake, let’s say we do call them driveways. We’ve just
opened up a whole new can of worms.
From the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria, Florida
2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
It’s pretty hard to contend backing across a sidewalk emphasizes safety.
It’s also hard to contend creating sandlots on the edge of the street
emphasizes aesthetics. And whether you move the sidewalk or not, you
haven’t made it any safer for bicycles or vehicles. Back out parking
doesn’t work, no matter where you put the sidewalk.
And I’m not interested in hearing how they do it in Sarasota or in
Holmes Beach. Sarasota and Holmes Beach don’t have Comp Plans that
require them to “preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and
the existing single family residential character of the City” like Anna
Maria does. Anna Maria is unique. We’re supposed to keep it that way.
Making it look like Sarasota or Holmes Beach does not.
Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.
How is allowing multiple adjacent driveways controlling access points to
the roadway system? This emphasizes safety?
Not according to AASHTO.
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
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Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access constructed
within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also considers driveways
intersections. The driveway should be placed in a manner to minimize
conflicts with the roadway and sidewalk.. . . if driveways are frequent,
. . the pedestrian faces substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway
creates potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways reduces
the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict points.
Again, Option 1 is no longer an option for a multitude of safety reasons.
Furthermore, it’s illegal, unless we’re willing to designate every
sidewalk crossing a driveway.
Option 2 is moving the sidewalks. In my opinion, aside from eliminating
the multiple driveways on the sidewalk, it accomplishes little from a
safety perspective. We’re still left with vehicles backing into bicycle
and vehicle traffic, we’re still looking at the backs of cars up and
down the ROR, and we’ve ceded the City right of way to property owners.
If your vision of Pine Avenue is a street lined with palm trees and
foliage, a street that retains the unique residential character of Anna
Maria, and preserves that historic cottage architecture for which we’re
famous, forget it. Move the sidewalks, line the streets with parked cars,
and you’re fairly shouting “Here’s your commercial district!” You’re
encouraging developers to maximize the size of their buildings. That,
when our Comp Plan says we should find ways to encourage them to build
smaller than allowed buildings.
With no disrespect intended to Mr. Aubrey, we all know the devil is in
the details. Although his drawings are interesting conceptually, for me
they raise more questions than they provide answers. The other drawings
submitted showed examples of making it fit. They showed setbacks, rightof-ways, building dimensions, potential uses (residential or commercial)
with the requisite number of parking spaces for each. One can criticize
them artistically, but Gene is the only professional architect in the
bunch. Of course his drawings are going to look better.
Option 3, to me, makes the most sense. Effecting it requires no
conceptual changes, no paradigm shift. All that’s required are a few
simple clarifications in our LDR’s.
1. Adopt the AASHTO definition of driveway. “a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property.” I’ve been told the current
definition may indicate only residential applications because it only
gives residential examples. The state of Florida considers a driveway to
be access to any property, residential or commercial. We should align
our definition with theirs.
2. Add “driveway openings” to the curb cut language. It’s the intent of
the Comp Plan to limit access points of driveways to the roadway system,
whether we have curbs or not. Let’s do it.
3. Add a definition for “maneuvering”. Apparently, there’s been some
confusion regarding what exactly maneuvering is. Let’s define it. Random
House has ten definitions for “maneuver.” I suggest we use the one that
applies to vehicles: “to steer in various directions as required.”
What does this all boil down to?
We continue to require developers to comply with our land development
regulations as they currently exist. Put the parking solely on their
properties. Limit the number of driveway openings. Accommodate
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pedestrian and bicycle traffic. The City can use the right of way to
create a green zone buffer of trees and foliage. And Anna Maria’s ROR
can retain its unique residential character. With a little luck, we may
see some more historic type cottages built.
Thank you.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
-Posted By Harry Stoltzfus to Our Anna Maria. at 2/15/2010 08:43:00 PM

Terry Schaefer
311 Iris St./P.O. Box 1092
Anna Maria, FL

34216

941-779-1272
terrywschaefer@mac.com
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Date: 2010/02/17 16:38
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Turner, David" <David.Turner@manateesheriff.com>
Sgt Turner,
I'm not saying you are wrong. I'm not even sure you disagree with me.
I am saying it is legal to drive over a sidewalk if you are on a
designated driveway. Almost every property in the City of Anna Maria
with a sidewalk adjacent require one to drive over a sidewalk to gain
access to that property. There's nothing wrong with that.
The problem arises when one drives over a sidewalk and isn't on a
designated driveway. Florida statute prohibits that.
The point I've raised with the City is this: safe engineering practice
dictates we minimize the number of driveways along our roadways.
Florida standards state explicitly: the more frequent the number of
driveways, the more at risk pedestrians are. When we allow sites with
multiple parking spaces side by side, we're creating de facto driveways.
We'd better be calling them driveways, because if they're not, it's
illegal to cross the sidewalk to access them.
I'm not now, nor have I ever suggested anyone start enforcing this
statute. But I am saying the City has to decide whether it's going to
ignore the statute and its implications, or get in alignment with the
State of Florida as regards sidewalk standards and safety for
pedestrians.
Thanks for your consideration of this matter.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Wed 2/17/2010 4:10 PM
To: Fran Barford; Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: FW: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
________________________________
From: Turner, David
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 4:09 PM
To: Turner, David
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
Commissioner Stolzfus,
I understand you obtained my handout. I took a great deal of time
researching the available information regarding the "interpretation" of
Florida State Statute 316.1995. I attempted to discuss this with you at
the meetin. I attempted to discuss this in my office, before I had to
leave for a call. I also discussed this at length with two other senior
officers at the Substation. Both officers agreed with me. We all have a
combined total of over one hundred years in law enforcement. This was
also their universal interpretation of the Statute. Of course I could be
wrong, it would not be the first time. It would not be the first time
that group of us were wrong. The main thing that bothered me about the
wording and the use of the word "upon" was the phrase that followed, it
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states "except" upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary driveway."
The driveway is an exception to the statute. Now if you can find case
law, a full time traffic officer,an attorney that practices traffic
related law, or a judge that disagrees and has a contradicting and
contravening view; I of course will stand corrected. As I say it would
not be the first time I was wrong. I don't think that I am wrong in
this specific case. I have been in police work since 1978. I have worked
for a variety of agencies and in all facets of police work. I attended
and graduated from Florida State University in 1978 ( I know if you are
a Gator thats not good).
Lets remember whenever one looks at a statute, you must look at
the entire statute. I look forward to talking to you about anything.
Even if we disagree I will continue to maintain a professional
relationship with you. I am not an attorney. I am only a deputy. I
enforce the law I don't interpret the law. If you need to you can take
the statute to the Florida Attorney General's Office for an "
interpretation" or contact the city attorney or your own attorney.
Thanks in advance.........................,
Dave Turner
________________________________
From: Harry Stoltzfus [amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Turner, David
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
Sgt. Turner,
I've copied my handout to the most recent Joint Session of P&Z.
I've read your commentary. Was the interpretation you gave regarding
the use of "upon" your interpretation? It seems to me a vehicle
crossing a sidewalk, unless on a designated driveway, is performing an
illegal operation. I'm not sure how you can cross a sidewalk without
driving upon it.
Your additional commentary is invited.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
City Commissioner
January 11, 2010
It's been suggested we have three options regarding off street parking
configurations:
1.
Continue as we are. Change nothing.
2.
Move the sidewalks.
3.
Create driveways and require off-street parking configurations
on the developed properties.
I suggest Option 1 is no longer an option, for these reasons.
By Florida statute:
Title XXIII
MOTOR VEHICLES Chapter 316
STATE UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL
316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path.--No person shall drive
any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path, sidewalk, or
sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary
driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
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We've got a problem. Either we designate every location in which a
vehicle crosses a sidewalk a driveway, or the drivers of those vehicles
crossing the sidewalk are committing moving violations. It's illegal to
drive across a sidewalk unless you're on a driveway.
If we don't call them driveways, we've created at dilemma for the
Manatee County Sheriffs.
Their job is to enforce the law. Do we ask
them to start writing tickets for all those folks who are unwittingly
breaking the law? In my discussions with Sgt. Turner, he indicated in
no uncertain terms that is something he could not in good faith ask his
men to do.
I don't blame him. But now we've put our sheriff's in a position of
discretionary enforcement. Even selective enforcement.
For argument's sake, let's say we do call them driveways. We've just
opened up a whole new can of worms.
From the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria, Florida
2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City's traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
It's pretty hard to contend backing across a sidewalk emphasizes safety.
It's also hard to contend creating sandlots on the edge of the street
emphasizes aesthetics. And whether you move the sidewalk or not, you
haven't made it any safer for bicycles or vehicles. Back out parking
doesn't work, no matter where you put the sidewalk.
And I'm not interested in hearing how they do it in Sarasota or in
Holmes Beach. Sarasota and Holmes Beach don't have Comp Plans that
require them to "preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and
the existing single family residential character of the City" like Anna
Maria does. Anna Maria is unique. We're supposed to keep it that way.
Making it look like Sarasota or Holmes Beach does not.
Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.
How is allowing multiple adjacent driveways controlling access points to
the roadway system? This emphasizes safety?
Not according to AASHTO.
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access constructed
within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also considers driveways
intersections. The driveway should be placed in a manner to minimize
conflicts with the roadway and sidewalk.. . . if driveways are frequent,
. . the pedestrian faces substantial discomfort and risk. Every
driveway creates potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict points.
Again, Option 1 is no longer an option for a multitude of safety reasons.
Furthermore, it's illegal, unless we're willing to designate every
sidewalk crossing a driveway.
Option 2 is moving the sidewalks. In my opinion, aside from eliminating
the multiple driveways on the sidewalk, it accomplishes little from a
safety perspective. We're still left with vehicles backing into bicycle
and vehicle traffic, we're still looking at the backs of cars up and
down the ROR, and we've ceded the City right of way to property owners.
If your vision of Pine Avenue is a street lined with palm trees and
foliage, a street that retains the unique residential character of Anna
Maria, and preserves that historic cottage architecture for which we're
famous, forget it. Move the sidewalks, line the streets with parked
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cars, and you're fairly shouting "Here's your commercial district!"
You're encouraging developers to maximize the size of their buildings.
That, when our Comp Plan says we should find ways to encourage them to
build smaller than allowed buildings.
With no disrespect intended to Mr. Aubrey, we all know the devil is in
the details. Although his drawings are interesting conceptually, for me
they raise more questions than they provide answers. The other drawings
submitted showed examples of making it fit. They showed setbacks, rightof-ways, building dimensions, potential uses (residential or commercial)
with the requisite number of parking spaces for each. One can criticize
them artistically, but Gene is the only professional architect in the
bunch. Of course his drawings are going to look better.
Option 3, to me, makes the most sense. Effecting it requires no
conceptual changes, no paradigm shift. All that's required are a few
simple clarifications in our LDR's.
1.
access

Adopt the AASHTO definition of driveway.

"a driveway is an

constructed within the public right of way, connecting
the
public roadway with adjacent property."
I've been told the current
definition may indicate only residential applications because it only
gives residential examples. The state of Florida considers a driveway to
be access to any property, residential or commercial. We should align
our definition with theirs.
2.
Add "driveway openings" to the curb cut language. It's the
intent of the Comp Plan to limit access points of driveways to the
roadway system, whether we have curbs or not. Let's do it.
3.
Add a definition for "maneuvering". Apparently, there's been
some confusion regarding what exactly maneuvering is. Let's define it.
Random House has ten definitions for "maneuver." I suggest we use the
one that applies to vehicles: "to steer in various directions as
required."
What does this all boil down to?
We continue to require developers to comply with our land development
regulations as they currently exist. Put the parking solely on their
properties. Limit the number of driveway openings. Accommodate
pedestrian and bicycle traffic. The City can use the right of way to
create a green zone buffer of trees and foliage. And Anna Maria's ROR
can retain its unique residential character.
With a little luck, we
may see some more historic type cottages built.
Thank you.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/17/2010 10:36 AM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; George McKay; Jim Dye; Alice Baird; Gerry
Rathvon
Subject: FW: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
FYI
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 9:37 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RNPE15D60" (Aficio MP C4500).
Scan Date: 02.17.2010 09:36:34 (-0500)
Queries to: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/02/19 08:10
Subject: RE: trial on Adobe
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
Good morning!
Yes, they print. Good info to know.
Have a good weekend.
/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2010 7:56 AM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: trial on Adobe
Alice,
I've attached a copy of Chapter 90 revisions. Could you print the first
page and let me know if the columnar comments showed up this time?
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/02/24 17:49
Subject: sickening
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Got the news.

I’m trying to not let it ruin my vacation.

Obviously, we’ve got to sue for failure to conform to our own
Comprehensive Plan.
There are always two ways.
going to go easy, is it.
Ah well.

The easy way, and the hard way.

This isn’t

We’ll see you in a few days.

This year’s cruise has been the best ever. Crazy good. Watched James
Taylor and Carly Simon’s son, Ben Taylor, play last night. Superb
songwriting. But then, one might have guessed.
Spend the afternoon at a bar in Costa Maya.
to clarify.

Nothing like good tequila

Later,
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/24 17:49
Subject: sickening
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Got the news.

I’m trying to not let it ruin my vacation.

Obviously, we’ve got to sue for failure to conform to our own
Comprehensive Plan.
There are always two ways.
going to go easy, is it.
Ah well.

The easy way, and the hard way.

This isn’t

We’ll see you in a few days.

This year’s cruise has been the best ever. Crazy good. Watched James
Taylor and Carly Simon’s son, Ben Taylor, play last night. Superb
songwriting. But then, one might have guessed.
Spend the afternoon at a bar in Costa Maya.
to clarify.

Nothing like good tequila

Later,
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/25 17:09
Subject: RE: sickening
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
It can’t be done without a change in the Comp Plan.
At least, I don’t think so.
See you tomorrow.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 9:43 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: sickening

Don't really want to bombard you with all this whilst you are trying to
have a vacation. However Robin is saying this corridor plan is on a
roll. Stover presented it, drawn up by Aubrey, a 2 foot drawing on the
wall at City hall.
They are trying to steamroll it through and doing a
great job of it! Quam is onboard with it (I didn't tell you that!).
Woodland more on the fence - but its gonna take an uprising by the
citizens to get Dale totally on board with us or stop this. Robin
reckons its as big as the hotel/motel issue - I have not heard her say
this in a long long time but she is worried to death about this and says
its going to totally ruin the City.
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Date: 2010/02/25 17:09
Subject: RE: sickening
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
It can’t be done without a change in the Comp Plan.
At least, I don’t think so.
See you tomorrow.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 9:43 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: sickening

Don't really want to bombard you with all this whilst you are trying to
have a vacation. However Robin is saying this corridor plan is on a
roll. Stover presented it, drawn up by Aubrey, a 2 foot drawing on the
wall at City hall.
They are trying to steamroll it through and doing a
great job of it! Quam is onboard with it (I didn't tell you that!).
Woodland more on the fence - but its gonna take an uprising by the
citizens to get Dale totally on board with us or stop this. Robin
reckons its as big as the hotel/motel issue - I have not heard her say
this in a long long time but she is worried to death about this and says
its going to totally ruin the City.
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Date: 2010/02/26 15:54
Subject: was there a Commissioners meeting last night?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
????????????????/
Anything of note happen?
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Date: 2010/02/26 15:54
Subject: was there a Commissioners meeting last night?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
????????????????/
Anything of note happen?
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Date: 2010/02/27 08:36
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Tue 2/23/2010 8:29 AM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Sgt. David Turner (david.turner@manateesheriff.com)
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Thank you Sgt. Turner for your quick response to this "FYI only" from
County Commissioner Whitmore email. I have forwarded your response to
Mayor and City Commission. /AM
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2010 8:09 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: RE: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
I read the newspaper article today in the Sarasota Hearld Tribune.
I know up north, they have deputies stationed at high traffic areas and
over ride the traffic lights. Each traffic control area requires at
least two officers. They do this in Tampa as well. We have limited
resources and I can't really speak for the Sheriff's Office but I can
say that we did have the Cortez Seafood Festival going on. I worked on
Saturday due to the possible influx of people into Bay Front Park. I had
one other officer on duty- Brian Cherry. He is on from 0600- 1800 hours.
I rolled Steve Stewart back from a 1500 hour slot to a 1100 hour slot.
He worked from 1100- 2300 hours. I am not going to send a contracted
City Deputy into Holmes Beach unless HBPD calls for assistance. If they
do and it is a traffic detail at say the Manatee Avenue Bridge, two
oficers will be sent. That leaves the city uncovered. If we do this we
will need to hire an off duty deputy or pay the overtime rate to call
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another deputy in.
The Sea Food Festival was handled ( I think for free) by Reserve
Deputies.We had them out at the park as well. I heard at least four of
them sign on. We have to have at least two deputies in the City during
peak times to respond to any fight, domestic, or multi unit response
call. We have the same protocol that a hosptial or any other emergency
type setting would have. We don't use the "one riot one ranger" response.
I monitored group 11 and heard deputies, the sergeant, and the
lietenant going to numerous calls without backup. On Saturday there were
six or seven deputies on duty. That is six or seven deputies west of 15
Street East.
Sergeant Dave Turner
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe [amadmin@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Fran Barford; Turner, David; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus;
Comm Webb; Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
FYI... RE: Sunday "Traffic Jam".
Bradenton resident. /AM
********

From Comm. Whitmore for J. Newman,

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:30 PM
To: John Newman
Cc: Joe McClash; John Chappie
Subject: Re: Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Mr. Newman,
As a 41 year island resident, I can feel for you. I am dealing with it
along side you. I have to disagree that the law enforcement could have
done better. The problem is that it is now almost peak tourist season,
it was the warmest day in months, and the time you were leaving the
island is the dumping off time. As an islander, I leave the island
before noon and try not to head back in town from the island until after
5-6 p.m. It is impossible because the traffic, as you saw, is backed up
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until you get off the causeway. When the bridge has to go up, it is even
worse. I did see the lines yesterday and turned around and waited before
I tried to head to publix. I know you did not have the option, but for 8
weeks a year, I am willing to put up with the traffic if it helps this
county.
Thanks for letting us know. I am copying the cities so they know your
concerns as most of them have there own police departments.
Commissioner Carol Whitmore
At-Large

From:
"John Newman" <jjnewmn@msn.com>
To:
"John Chappie" <john.chappie@mymanatee.org>, "Carol Whitmore" <
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org>, "Joe McClash" <joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org>
Date:
02/22/2010 10:32 AM
Subject:
Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
________________________________

County Commissioners,
The county may not be responsible for this, but I thought you should
know about the problem. Maybe a little pressure from the county would
help them get their act together.
John Newman
From: John Newman <mailto:jjnewmn@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 8:41 PM
To: rashley@holmesbeachfl.org <mailto:rashley@holmesbeachfl.org> ;
Holmes Beach <mailto:mayor@holmesbeachfl.org> ; Anna Maria <mailto:
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
Cc: info@annamariaislandchamber.org <mailto:info@annamariaislandchamber.
org> ; News@amisun.com <mailto:News@amisun.com>
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Holmes Beach Officials,
We are writing as outraged residents of Manatee County who were stuck in
a traffic jam for over one and one half hours late Sunday afternoon on
Palm Dr, and then Gulf Drive. We have been on the island on busy days
before, but never was caught in such a failure in traffic control in the
the six years that we have lived in Manatee County, or as regular
visitors of Anna Maria.
Most of our delay, over one hour was on Palm Dr., as our lane of traffic
tried to make a left hand turn at the light from Palm Dr. onto Gulf Dr.
It took a hour just to progress 4-5 blocks. There was no safety officer
to help direct traffic, as a result there was chaos. The left hand turn
light went through two or three cycles, and only one or two vehicles
could make the left hand turn. This was caused in great part because
the traffic on Gulf Dr, would not allow vehicles to turn onto Gulf Dr.
It was pure survival of the most aggressive, as drivers ignored red
lights and others used side streets to circumvent the back up.
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The only safety officer seemed to be position at Manatee and Bay Dr.
From our perspective, he did a poor job of managing the traffic leaving
the island and the traffic leaving the Holmes beach park. However,
without a coordinated effort with other officers further up Gulf and
Palm Dr., he was probably blind to what was happening. It was obvious
to us that Holmes Beach and the other governments on the island need to
do a better job of dealing with traffic and coordinating their resources.
This is only the beginning of the tourist season, and today was a
total failure. Your "system" is broken!
We visit Anna Maria for restaurants and shopping, along with an
occasional walk on the beach at least twice a month as year around
residents. After this experience, we have resolved to boycott the
island for at least three months, which should cost at least $600-800 in
lost business. We hope that you will use the time to figure out how to
fix the problem.
Lido, Siesta and Venice beach communities are about
the same driving time from our house, so we have other options. I am
sure others with the same or similar bad traffic experiences will also
give up trying to visit what was a great destination for local residents.
After leaving the island across the bridge, our daughter tried to cheer
us up with a little humor, "Finally escaped Shutter Island." As a
horror experience, she was on target.
John and Anne Newman
7123 68th Dr. E
Bradenton, FL 34203

________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/02/27 08:36
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Tue 2/23/2010 8:29 AM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Sgt. David Turner (david.turner@manateesheriff.com)
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Thank you Sgt. Turner for your quick response to this "FYI only" from
County Commissioner Whitmore email. I have forwarded your response to
Mayor and City Commission. /AM
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2010 8:09 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: RE: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
I read the newspaper article today in the Sarasota Hearld Tribune.
I know up north, they have deputies stationed at high traffic areas and
over ride the traffic lights. Each traffic control area requires at
least two officers. They do this in Tampa as well. We have limited
resources and I can't really speak for the Sheriff's Office but I can
say that we did have the Cortez Seafood Festival going on. I worked on
Saturday due to the possible influx of people into Bay Front Park. I had
one other officer on duty- Brian Cherry. He is on from 0600- 1800 hours.
I rolled Steve Stewart back from a 1500 hour slot to a 1100 hour slot.
He worked from 1100- 2300 hours. I am not going to send a contracted
City Deputy into Holmes Beach unless HBPD calls for assistance. If they
do and it is a traffic detail at say the Manatee Avenue Bridge, two
oficers will be sent. That leaves the city uncovered. If we do this we
will need to hire an off duty deputy or pay the overtime rate to call
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another deputy in.
The Sea Food Festival was handled ( I think for free) by Reserve
Deputies.We had them out at the park as well. I heard at least four of
them sign on. We have to have at least two deputies in the City during
peak times to respond to any fight, domestic, or multi unit response
call. We have the same protocol that a hosptial or any other emergency
type setting would have. We don't use the "one riot one ranger" response.
I monitored group 11 and heard deputies, the sergeant, and the
lietenant going to numerous calls without backup. On Saturday there were
six or seven deputies on duty. That is six or seven deputies west of 15
Street East.
Sergeant Dave Turner
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe [amadmin@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Fran Barford; Turner, David; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus;
Comm Webb; Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
FYI... RE: Sunday "Traffic Jam".
Bradenton resident. /AM
********

From Comm. Whitmore for J. Newman,

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:30 PM
To: John Newman
Cc: Joe McClash; John Chappie
Subject: Re: Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Mr. Newman,
As a 41 year island resident, I can feel for you. I am dealing with it
along side you. I have to disagree that the law enforcement could have
done better. The problem is that it is now almost peak tourist season,
it was the warmest day in months, and the time you were leaving the
island is the dumping off time. As an islander, I leave the island
before noon and try not to head back in town from the island until after
5-6 p.m. It is impossible because the traffic, as you saw, is backed up
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until you get off the causeway. When the bridge has to go up, it is even
worse. I did see the lines yesterday and turned around and waited before
I tried to head to publix. I know you did not have the option, but for 8
weeks a year, I am willing to put up with the traffic if it helps this
county.
Thanks for letting us know. I am copying the cities so they know your
concerns as most of them have there own police departments.
Commissioner Carol Whitmore
At-Large

From:
"John Newman" <jjnewmn@msn.com>
To:
"John Chappie" <john.chappie@mymanatee.org>, "Carol Whitmore" <
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org>, "Joe McClash" <joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org>
Date:
02/22/2010 10:32 AM
Subject:
Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
________________________________

County Commissioners,
The county may not be responsible for this, but I thought you should
know about the problem. Maybe a little pressure from the county would
help them get their act together.
John Newman
From: John Newman <mailto:jjnewmn@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 8:41 PM
To: rashley@holmesbeachfl.org <mailto:rashley@holmesbeachfl.org> ;
Holmes Beach <mailto:mayor@holmesbeachfl.org> ; Anna Maria <mailto:
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
Cc: info@annamariaislandchamber.org <mailto:info@annamariaislandchamber.
org> ; News@amisun.com <mailto:News@amisun.com>
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Holmes Beach Officials,
We are writing as outraged residents of Manatee County who were stuck in
a traffic jam for over one and one half hours late Sunday afternoon on
Palm Dr, and then Gulf Drive. We have been on the island on busy days
before, but never was caught in such a failure in traffic control in the
the six years that we have lived in Manatee County, or as regular
visitors of Anna Maria.
Most of our delay, over one hour was on Palm Dr., as our lane of traffic
tried to make a left hand turn at the light from Palm Dr. onto Gulf Dr.
It took a hour just to progress 4-5 blocks. There was no safety officer
to help direct traffic, as a result there was chaos. The left hand turn
light went through two or three cycles, and only one or two vehicles
could make the left hand turn. This was caused in great part because
the traffic on Gulf Dr, would not allow vehicles to turn onto Gulf Dr.
It was pure survival of the most aggressive, as drivers ignored red
lights and others used side streets to circumvent the back up.
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The only safety officer seemed to be position at Manatee and Bay Dr.
From our perspective, he did a poor job of managing the traffic leaving
the island and the traffic leaving the Holmes beach park. However,
without a coordinated effort with other officers further up Gulf and
Palm Dr., he was probably blind to what was happening. It was obvious
to us that Holmes Beach and the other governments on the island need to
do a better job of dealing with traffic and coordinating their resources.
This is only the beginning of the tourist season, and today was a
total failure. Your "system" is broken!
We visit Anna Maria for restaurants and shopping, along with an
occasional walk on the beach at least twice a month as year around
residents. After this experience, we have resolved to boycott the
island for at least three months, which should cost at least $600-800 in
lost business. We hope that you will use the time to figure out how to
fix the problem.
Lido, Siesta and Venice beach communities are about
the same driving time from our house, so we have other options. I am
sure others with the same or similar bad traffic experiences will also
give up trying to visit what was a great destination for local residents.
After leaving the island across the bridge, our daughter tried to cheer
us up with a little humor, "Finally escaped Shutter Island." As a
horror experience, she was on target.
John and Anne Newman
7123 68th Dr. E
Bradenton, FL 34203

________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/02/27 08:36
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Tue 2/23/2010 8:29 AM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Sgt. David Turner (david.turner@manateesheriff.com)
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Thank you Sgt. Turner for your quick response to this "FYI only" from
County Commissioner Whitmore email. I have forwarded your response to
Mayor and City Commission. /AM
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2010 8:09 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: RE: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
I read the newspaper article today in the Sarasota Hearld Tribune.
I know up north, they have deputies stationed at high traffic areas and
over ride the traffic lights. Each traffic control area requires at
least two officers. They do this in Tampa as well. We have limited
resources and I can't really speak for the Sheriff's Office but I can
say that we did have the Cortez Seafood Festival going on. I worked on
Saturday due to the possible influx of people into Bay Front Park. I had
one other officer on duty- Brian Cherry. He is on from 0600- 1800 hours.
I rolled Steve Stewart back from a 1500 hour slot to a 1100 hour slot.
He worked from 1100- 2300 hours. I am not going to send a contracted
City Deputy into Holmes Beach unless HBPD calls for assistance. If they
do and it is a traffic detail at say the Manatee Avenue Bridge, two
oficers will be sent. That leaves the city uncovered. If we do this we
will need to hire an off duty deputy or pay the overtime rate to call
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another deputy in.
The Sea Food Festival was handled ( I think for free) by Reserve
Deputies.We had them out at the park as well. I heard at least four of
them sign on. We have to have at least two deputies in the City during
peak times to respond to any fight, domestic, or multi unit response
call. We have the same protocol that a hosptial or any other emergency
type setting would have. We don't use the "one riot one ranger" response.
I monitored group 11 and heard deputies, the sergeant, and the
lietenant going to numerous calls without backup. On Saturday there were
six or seven deputies on duty. That is six or seven deputies west of 15
Street East.
Sergeant Dave Turner
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe [amadmin@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Fran Barford; Turner, David; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus;
Comm Webb; Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
FYI... RE: Sunday "Traffic Jam".
Bradenton resident. /AM
********

From Comm. Whitmore for J. Newman,

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:30 PM
To: John Newman
Cc: Joe McClash; John Chappie
Subject: Re: Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Mr. Newman,
As a 41 year island resident, I can feel for you. I am dealing with it
along side you. I have to disagree that the law enforcement could have
done better. The problem is that it is now almost peak tourist season,
it was the warmest day in months, and the time you were leaving the
island is the dumping off time. As an islander, I leave the island
before noon and try not to head back in town from the island until after
5-6 p.m. It is impossible because the traffic, as you saw, is backed up
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until you get off the causeway. When the bridge has to go up, it is even
worse. I did see the lines yesterday and turned around and waited before
I tried to head to publix. I know you did not have the option, but for 8
weeks a year, I am willing to put up with the traffic if it helps this
county.
Thanks for letting us know. I am copying the cities so they know your
concerns as most of them have there own police departments.
Commissioner Carol Whitmore
At-Large

From:
"John Newman" <jjnewmn@msn.com>
To:
"John Chappie" <john.chappie@mymanatee.org>, "Carol Whitmore" <
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org>, "Joe McClash" <joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org>
Date:
02/22/2010 10:32 AM
Subject:
Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
________________________________

County Commissioners,
The county may not be responsible for this, but I thought you should
know about the problem. Maybe a little pressure from the county would
help them get their act together.
John Newman
From: John Newman <mailto:jjnewmn@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 8:41 PM
To: rashley@holmesbeachfl.org <mailto:rashley@holmesbeachfl.org> ;
Holmes Beach <mailto:mayor@holmesbeachfl.org> ; Anna Maria <mailto:
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
Cc: info@annamariaislandchamber.org <mailto:info@annamariaislandchamber.
org> ; News@amisun.com <mailto:News@amisun.com>
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Holmes Beach Officials,
We are writing as outraged residents of Manatee County who were stuck in
a traffic jam for over one and one half hours late Sunday afternoon on
Palm Dr, and then Gulf Drive. We have been on the island on busy days
before, but never was caught in such a failure in traffic control in the
the six years that we have lived in Manatee County, or as regular
visitors of Anna Maria.
Most of our delay, over one hour was on Palm Dr., as our lane of traffic
tried to make a left hand turn at the light from Palm Dr. onto Gulf Dr.
It took a hour just to progress 4-5 blocks. There was no safety officer
to help direct traffic, as a result there was chaos. The left hand turn
light went through two or three cycles, and only one or two vehicles
could make the left hand turn. This was caused in great part because
the traffic on Gulf Dr, would not allow vehicles to turn onto Gulf Dr.
It was pure survival of the most aggressive, as drivers ignored red
lights and others used side streets to circumvent the back up.
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The only safety officer seemed to be position at Manatee and Bay Dr.
From our perspective, he did a poor job of managing the traffic leaving
the island and the traffic leaving the Holmes beach park. However,
without a coordinated effort with other officers further up Gulf and
Palm Dr., he was probably blind to what was happening. It was obvious
to us that Holmes Beach and the other governments on the island need to
do a better job of dealing with traffic and coordinating their resources.
This is only the beginning of the tourist season, and today was a
total failure. Your "system" is broken!
We visit Anna Maria for restaurants and shopping, along with an
occasional walk on the beach at least twice a month as year around
residents. After this experience, we have resolved to boycott the
island for at least three months, which should cost at least $600-800 in
lost business. We hope that you will use the time to figure out how to
fix the problem.
Lido, Siesta and Venice beach communities are about
the same driving time from our house, so we have other options. I am
sure others with the same or similar bad traffic experiences will also
give up trying to visit what was a great destination for local residents.
After leaving the island across the bridge, our daughter tried to cheer
us up with a little humor, "Finally escaped Shutter Island." As a
horror experience, she was on target.
John and Anne Newman
7123 68th Dr. E
Bradenton, FL 34203

________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/02/27 08:50
Subject: today's the day
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
It’s Wedding Festival Day!!!
If you’re interested in making a point about the parking arrangements
recently approved on Pine, take your car and parallel park anywhere you
can make it fit in the space of your choosing on Pine. Those back-out
spaces aren’t driveways, so unless there are signs prohibiting parking
there, it’s still legal to park directly in front of them.

If you have business off the island today, forget it.
nowhere.

Otherwise, enjoy the beautiful weather.

You ain’t goin’

It feels so wedding-like to me!

H
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Date: 2010/02/27 08:50
Subject: today's the day
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
It’s Wedding Festival Day!!!
If you’re interested in making a point about the parking arrangements
recently approved on Pine, take your car and parallel park anywhere you
can make it fit in the space of your choosing on Pine. Those back-out
spaces aren’t driveways, so unless there are signs prohibiting parking
there, it’s still legal to park directly in front of them.

If you have business off the island today, forget it.
nowhere.

Otherwise, enjoy the beautiful weather.

You ain’t goin’

It feels so wedding-like to me!

H
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Date: 2010/02/27 09:03
Subject: RE: today's the day
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Damn!

You’re right.

It’s the 28th.

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2010 8:59 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: today's the day

I wish it were Wedding Festival Day today but it’s going to be held
tomorrow. Too bad, cuz the weather will be much better tomorrow.

R

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2010 8:50 AM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: cathstol@aol.com; Robin Wall; mmctoday@gmail.com
Subject: today's the day

It’s Wedding Festival Day!!!
If you’re interested in making a point about the parking arrangements
recently approved on Pine, take your car and parallel park anywhere you
can make it fit in the space of your choosing on Pine. Those back-out
spaces aren’t driveways, so unless there are signs prohibiting parking
there, it’s still legal to park directly in front of them.

If you have business off the island today, forget it.
nowhere.

Otherwise, enjoy the beautiful weather.

You ain’t goin’

It feels so wedding-like to me!

H
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Date: 2010/02/27 09:03
Subject: RE: today's the day
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Damn!

You’re right.

It’s the 28th.

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2010 8:59 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: today's the day

I wish it were Wedding Festival Day today but it’s going to be held
tomorrow. Too bad, cuz the weather will be much better tomorrow.

R

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2010 8:50 AM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: cathstol@aol.com; Robin Wall; mmctoday@gmail.com
Subject: today's the day

It’s Wedding Festival Day!!!
If you’re interested in making a point about the parking arrangements
recently approved on Pine, take your car and parallel park anywhere you
can make it fit in the space of your choosing on Pine. Those back-out
spaces aren’t driveways, so unless there are signs prohibiting parking
there, it’s still legal to park directly in front of them.

If you have business off the island today, forget it.
nowhere.

Otherwise, enjoy the beautiful weather.

You ain’t goin’

It feels so wedding-like to me!

H
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Date: 2010/02/27 09:04
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2010 8:37 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Tue 2/23/2010 8:29 AM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Sgt. David Turner (david.turner@manateesheriff.com)
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Thank you Sgt. Turner for your quick response to this "FYI only" from
County Commissioner Whitmore email. I have forwarded your response to
Mayor and City Commission. /AM
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2010 8:09 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: RE: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
I read the newspaper article today in the Sarasota Hearld Tribune.
I know up north, they have deputies stationed at high traffic areas and
over ride the traffic lights. Each traffic control area requires at
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least two officers. They do this in Tampa as well. We have limited
resources and I can't really speak for the Sheriff's Office but I can
say that we did have the Cortez Seafood Festival going on. I worked on
Saturday due to the possible influx of people into Bay Front Park. I had
one other officer on duty- Brian Cherry. He is on from 0600- 1800 hours.
I rolled Steve Stewart back from a 1500 hour slot to a 1100 hour slot.
He worked from 1100- 2300 hours. I am not going to send a contracted
City Deputy into Holmes Beach unless HBPD calls for assistance. If they
do and it is a traffic detail at say the Manatee Avenue Bridge, two
oficers will be sent. That leaves the city uncovered. If we do this we
will need to hire an off duty deputy or pay the overtime rate to call
another deputy in.
The Sea Food Festival was handled ( I think for free) by Reserve
Deputies.We had them out at the park as well. I heard at least four of
them sign on. We have to have at least two deputies in the City during
peak times to respond to any fight, domestic, or multi unit response
call. We have the same protocol that a hosptial or any other emergency
type setting would have. We don't use the "one riot one ranger" response.
I monitored group 11 and heard deputies, the sergeant, and the
lietenant going to numerous calls without backup. On Saturday there were
six or seven deputies on duty. That is six or seven deputies west of 15
Street East.
Sergeant Dave Turner
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe [amadmin@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Fran Barford; Turner, David; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus;
Comm Webb; Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
FYI... RE: Sunday "Traffic Jam".
Bradenton resident. /AM
********

From Comm. Whitmore for J. Newman,

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:30 PM
To: John Newman
Cc: Joe McClash; John Chappie
Subject: Re: Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
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Mr. Newman,
As a 41 year island resident, I can feel for you. I am dealing with it
along side you. I have to disagree that the law enforcement could have
done better. The problem is that it is now almost peak tourist season,
it was the warmest day in months, and the time you were leaving the
island is the dumping off time. As an islander, I leave the island
before noon and try not to head back in town from the island until after
5-6 p.m. It is impossible because the traffic, as you saw, is backed up
until you get off the causeway. When the bridge has to go up, it is even
worse. I did see the lines yesterday and turned around and waited before
I tried to head to publix. I know you did not have the option, but for 8
weeks a year, I am willing to put up with the traffic if it helps this
county.
Thanks for letting us know. I am copying the cities so they know your
concerns as most of them have there own police departments.
Commissioner Carol Whitmore
At-Large

From:
"John Newman" <jjnewmn@msn.com>
To:
"John Chappie" <john.chappie@mymanatee.org>, "Carol Whitmore" <
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org>, "Joe McClash" <joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org>
Date:
02/22/2010 10:32 AM
Subject:
Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
________________________________

County Commissioners,
The county may not be responsible for this, but I thought you should
know about the problem. Maybe a little pressure from the county would
help them get their act together.
John Newman
From: John Newman <mailto:jjnewmn@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 8:41 PM
To: rashley@holmesbeachfl.org <mailto:rashley@holmesbeachfl.org> ;
Holmes Beach <mailto:mayor@holmesbeachfl.org> ; Anna Maria <mailto:
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
Cc: info@annamariaislandchamber.org <mailto:info@annamariaislandchamber.
org> ; News@amisun.com <mailto:News@amisun.com>
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Holmes Beach Officials,
We are writing as outraged residents of Manatee County who were stuck in
a traffic jam for over one and one half hours late Sunday afternoon on
Palm Dr, and then Gulf Drive. We have been on the island on busy days
before, but never was caught in such a failure in traffic control in the
the six years that we have lived in Manatee County, or as regular
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visitors of Anna Maria.
Most of our delay, over one hour was on Palm Dr., as our lane of traffic
tried to make a left hand turn at the light from Palm Dr. onto Gulf Dr.
It took a hour just to progress 4-5 blocks. There was no safety officer
to help direct traffic, as a result there was chaos. The left hand turn
light went through two or three cycles, and only one or two vehicles
could make the left hand turn. This was caused in great part because
the traffic on Gulf Dr, would not allow vehicles to turn onto Gulf Dr.
It was pure survival of the most aggressive, as drivers ignored red
lights and others used side streets to circumvent the back up.
The only safety officer seemed to be position at Manatee and Bay Dr.
From our perspective, he did a poor job of managing the traffic leaving
the island and the traffic leaving the Holmes beach park. However,
without a coordinated effort with other officers further up Gulf and
Palm Dr., he was probably blind to what was happening. It was obvious
to us that Holmes Beach and the other governments on the island need to
do a better job of dealing with traffic and coordinating their resources.
This is only the beginning of the tourist season, and today was a
total failure. Your "system" is broken!
We visit Anna Maria for restaurants and shopping, along with an
occasional walk on the beach at least twice a month as year around
residents. After this experience, we have resolved to boycott the
island for at least three months, which should cost at least $600-800 in
lost business. We hope that you will use the time to figure out how to
fix the problem.
Lido, Siesta and Venice beach communities are about
the same driving time from our house, so we have other options. I am
sure others with the same or similar bad traffic experiences will also
give up trying to visit what was a great destination for local residents.
After leaving the island across the bridge, our daughter tried to cheer
us up with a little humor, "Finally escaped Shutter Island." As a
horror experience, she was on target.
John and Anne Newman
7123 68th Dr. E
Bradenton, FL 34203

________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/02/27 09:04
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2010 8:37 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Tue 2/23/2010 8:29 AM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Sgt. David Turner (david.turner@manateesheriff.com)
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Thank you Sgt. Turner for your quick response to this "FYI only" from
County Commissioner Whitmore email. I have forwarded your response to
Mayor and City Commission. /AM
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2010 8:09 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: RE: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
I read the newspaper article today in the Sarasota Hearld Tribune.
I know up north, they have deputies stationed at high traffic areas and
over ride the traffic lights. Each traffic control area requires at
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least two officers. They do this in Tampa as well. We have limited
resources and I can't really speak for the Sheriff's Office but I can
say that we did have the Cortez Seafood Festival going on. I worked on
Saturday due to the possible influx of people into Bay Front Park. I had
one other officer on duty- Brian Cherry. He is on from 0600- 1800 hours.
I rolled Steve Stewart back from a 1500 hour slot to a 1100 hour slot.
He worked from 1100- 2300 hours. I am not going to send a contracted
City Deputy into Holmes Beach unless HBPD calls for assistance. If they
do and it is a traffic detail at say the Manatee Avenue Bridge, two
oficers will be sent. That leaves the city uncovered. If we do this we
will need to hire an off duty deputy or pay the overtime rate to call
another deputy in.
The Sea Food Festival was handled ( I think for free) by Reserve
Deputies.We had them out at the park as well. I heard at least four of
them sign on. We have to have at least two deputies in the City during
peak times to respond to any fight, domestic, or multi unit response
call. We have the same protocol that a hosptial or any other emergency
type setting would have. We don't use the "one riot one ranger" response.
I monitored group 11 and heard deputies, the sergeant, and the
lietenant going to numerous calls without backup. On Saturday there were
six or seven deputies on duty. That is six or seven deputies west of 15
Street East.
Sergeant Dave Turner
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe [amadmin@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Fran Barford; Turner, David; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus;
Comm Webb; Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
FYI... RE: Sunday "Traffic Jam".
Bradenton resident. /AM
********

From Comm. Whitmore for J. Newman,

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:30 PM
To: John Newman
Cc: Joe McClash; John Chappie
Subject: Re: Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
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Mr. Newman,
As a 41 year island resident, I can feel for you. I am dealing with it
along side you. I have to disagree that the law enforcement could have
done better. The problem is that it is now almost peak tourist season,
it was the warmest day in months, and the time you were leaving the
island is the dumping off time. As an islander, I leave the island
before noon and try not to head back in town from the island until after
5-6 p.m. It is impossible because the traffic, as you saw, is backed up
until you get off the causeway. When the bridge has to go up, it is even
worse. I did see the lines yesterday and turned around and waited before
I tried to head to publix. I know you did not have the option, but for 8
weeks a year, I am willing to put up with the traffic if it helps this
county.
Thanks for letting us know. I am copying the cities so they know your
concerns as most of them have there own police departments.
Commissioner Carol Whitmore
At-Large

From:
"John Newman" <jjnewmn@msn.com>
To:
"John Chappie" <john.chappie@mymanatee.org>, "Carol Whitmore" <
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org>, "Joe McClash" <joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org>
Date:
02/22/2010 10:32 AM
Subject:
Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
________________________________

County Commissioners,
The county may not be responsible for this, but I thought you should
know about the problem. Maybe a little pressure from the county would
help them get their act together.
John Newman
From: John Newman <mailto:jjnewmn@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 8:41 PM
To: rashley@holmesbeachfl.org <mailto:rashley@holmesbeachfl.org> ;
Holmes Beach <mailto:mayor@holmesbeachfl.org> ; Anna Maria <mailto:
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
Cc: info@annamariaislandchamber.org <mailto:info@annamariaislandchamber.
org> ; News@amisun.com <mailto:News@amisun.com>
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Holmes Beach Officials,
We are writing as outraged residents of Manatee County who were stuck in
a traffic jam for over one and one half hours late Sunday afternoon on
Palm Dr, and then Gulf Drive. We have been on the island on busy days
before, but never was caught in such a failure in traffic control in the
the six years that we have lived in Manatee County, or as regular
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visitors of Anna Maria.
Most of our delay, over one hour was on Palm Dr., as our lane of traffic
tried to make a left hand turn at the light from Palm Dr. onto Gulf Dr.
It took a hour just to progress 4-5 blocks. There was no safety officer
to help direct traffic, as a result there was chaos. The left hand turn
light went through two or three cycles, and only one or two vehicles
could make the left hand turn. This was caused in great part because
the traffic on Gulf Dr, would not allow vehicles to turn onto Gulf Dr.
It was pure survival of the most aggressive, as drivers ignored red
lights and others used side streets to circumvent the back up.
The only safety officer seemed to be position at Manatee and Bay Dr.
From our perspective, he did a poor job of managing the traffic leaving
the island and the traffic leaving the Holmes beach park. However,
without a coordinated effort with other officers further up Gulf and
Palm Dr., he was probably blind to what was happening. It was obvious
to us that Holmes Beach and the other governments on the island need to
do a better job of dealing with traffic and coordinating their resources.
This is only the beginning of the tourist season, and today was a
total failure. Your "system" is broken!
We visit Anna Maria for restaurants and shopping, along with an
occasional walk on the beach at least twice a month as year around
residents. After this experience, we have resolved to boycott the
island for at least three months, which should cost at least $600-800 in
lost business. We hope that you will use the time to figure out how to
fix the problem.
Lido, Siesta and Venice beach communities are about
the same driving time from our house, so we have other options. I am
sure others with the same or similar bad traffic experiences will also
give up trying to visit what was a great destination for local residents.
After leaving the island across the bridge, our daughter tried to cheer
us up with a little humor, "Finally escaped Shutter Island." As a
horror experience, she was on target.
John and Anne Newman
7123 68th Dr. E
Bradenton, FL 34203

________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/02/27 14:11
Subject: wheelchairs and such
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
The Mattick family exhibits divided sensibilities regarding folks in
wheelchairs. Daughter Sandy says we should stop asking every single
commercial property to accommodate the handicapped. We just don’t need
that many blue spaces. Mama Joanne says we haven’t done a good enough
job accommodating the handicapped and is wrapping a million dollar
boardwalk project in the cloak of human kindness towards those who can’t
“walk” out to the City Pier.
If it turns out the plan being advocated by Mama
then gets challenged in court and is found to be
Thanksgiving dinner is gonna be like at house of
Think Mama will be as cavalier as Daughter seems
the bulldozers to correct City mistakes.

is approved and built,
illegal, wonder what
Mattick that year.
to be about bringing in

“A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.” Ralph Waldo
Emerson, if memory serves. Which goes to show you, great minds don’t
have to think alike.
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Date: 2010/02/27 14:11
Subject: wheelchairs and such
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
The Mattick family exhibits divided sensibilities regarding folks in
wheelchairs. Daughter Sandy says we should stop asking every single
commercial property to accommodate the handicapped. We just don’t need
that many blue spaces. Mama Joanne says we haven’t done a good enough
job accommodating the handicapped and is wrapping a million dollar
boardwalk project in the cloak of human kindness towards those who can’t
“walk” out to the City Pier.
If it turns out the plan being advocated by Mama
then gets challenged in court and is found to be
Thanksgiving dinner is gonna be like at house of
Think Mama will be as cavalier as Daughter seems
the bulldozers to correct City mistakes.

is approved and built,
illegal, wonder what
Mattick that year.
to be about bringing in

“A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.” Ralph Waldo
Emerson, if memory serves. Which goes to show you, great minds don’t
have to think alike.
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Date: 2010/02/27 21:04
Subject: RE: you okay?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Hi Laurie,
Sorry to hear you were in the hospital again.
better.

Hope you’re feeling

Yeah, you missed a doozey alright. (That’s what spell check suggested.)
Cathy and I were on the Cayamo music cruise. A lot of fun, for sure.
Lyle Lovett, Steve Earle, Robert Earl Keene, Emmie Lou Harris, John
Hiatt, and about 20 other bands.
I talked with Mike Fields last Saturday at the Music Fest, and he
suggested I write an op ed piece. I believe he gave me a suggested word
count, but don’t remember what that was. Do you know the suggested
length? I’d like to try to get it into this next paper.
Can you pass this along to Mike if you can’t answer my question?
Thanks Laurie. Hope to see you at this week’s meeting. It’s gonna be
another doozey for sure, especially since P&Z totally dropped the ball
on 216 Pine. There’s a buncha folks steaming about that one.
See you soon,
Harry

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 8:36 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: you okay?

Hey

Harry,

I was in the hospital. Didn't get to write for the previous week, and
missed all last week. My colleagues forgot to cover for me, so I'm
trying to cobble something together from that meeting for this week's
paper. Sounds like a doozie (is that how you spell doozie?) of a meeting.

Thanks for asking.

Laurie
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P.S. I think you are out of town this week. Are you working or playing?
Hey to your horseshoer and Molly.

On Feb 19, 2010, at 2:37:16 PM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:
>
> you okay?
>
> Date:
>
> February 19, 2010 2:37:16 PM EST
>
> To:
>
> LKrosney@amisun.com
> Hi Laurie,
> Missed you at the Commissioner?s meeting last night.
re just on a two week vacation.

I?m hoping you?

> All is well?
> Harry Stoltzfus
>
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Date: 2010/02/27 21:04
Subject: RE: you okay?
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Hi Laurie,
Sorry to hear you were in the hospital again.
better.

Hope you’re feeling

Yeah, you missed a doozey alright. (That’s what spell check suggested.)
Cathy and I were on the Cayamo music cruise. A lot of fun, for sure.
Lyle Lovett, Steve Earle, Robert Earl Keene, Emmie Lou Harris, John
Hiatt, and about 20 other bands.
I talked with Mike Fields last Saturday at the Music Fest, and he
suggested I write an op ed piece. I believe he gave me a suggested word
count, but don’t remember what that was. Do you know the suggested
length? I’d like to try to get it into this next paper.
Can you pass this along to Mike if you can’t answer my question?
Thanks Laurie. Hope to see you at this week’s meeting. It’s gonna be
another doozey for sure, especially since P&Z totally dropped the ball
on 216 Pine. There’s a buncha folks steaming about that one.
See you soon,
Harry

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 8:36 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: you okay?

Hey

Harry,

I was in the hospital. Didn't get to write for the previous week, and
missed all last week. My colleagues forgot to cover for me, so I'm
trying to cobble something together from that meeting for this week's
paper. Sounds like a doozie (is that how you spell doozie?) of a meeting.

Thanks for asking.

Laurie
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P.S. I think you are out of town this week. Are you working or playing?
Hey to your horseshoer and Molly.

On Feb 19, 2010, at 2:37:16 PM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:
>
> you okay?
>
> Date:
>
> February 19, 2010 2:37:16 PM EST
>
> To:
>
> LKrosney@amisun.com
> Hi Laurie,
> Missed you at the Commissioner?s meeting last night.
re just on a two week vacation.

I?m hoping you?

> All is well?
> Harry Stoltzfus
>
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Date: 2010/02/28 01:10
Subject: Op/Ed for the Sun
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Mike Fields of the Sun suggested I write an Op/Ed piece for the Sun
covering the parking issues. I’m guessing I’ll have to pare it down by
a few hundred words, but here’s where I am so far.
Your criticism would be appreciated.
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 01:10
Subject: Op/Ed for the Sun
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Mike Fields of the Sun suggested I write an Op/Ed piece for the Sun
covering the parking issues. I’m guessing I’ll have to pare it down by
a few hundred words, but here’s where I am so far.
Your criticism would be appreciated.
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 07:19
Subject: FW: Stupid Bowl Sunday
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 8:04 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Stupid Bowl Sunday

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Charles Terriffic [mailto:charlesterrific@live.com]
Sent: Wed 2/3/2010 9:07 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; John Quam; Dale Woodland
Subject: Stupid Bowl Sunday
Harry, Moe and Curly,
I know you are going to miss me, but this is my last political satire of
you for a while. I know Harry enjoyed them, he asked for more, but I
hope you other two enjoyed as well. Fact is, I actually have grown tired
of your antics, it's just too damn easy to make fun of you 3 bufoons, I
almost feel guilty! It's like amateur hour! I think it's an Anna Maria
tradition, don't you?
Good luck going forward, hope the 3 of you can maybe mature in your
political careers so as to become productive and of value to the
citizens of this fine city, rather than the counter-productive people
you are today. Try to remember, the less you govern the better you are.
You 3 seem to think the opposite. Big government is not the answer here.
Good luck!
Chuck
_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service.
http://clk.atdmt.com/GBL/go/201469228/direct/01/
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Date: 2010/02/28 07:19
Subject: FW: Stupid Bowl Sunday
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 8:04 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: FW: Stupid Bowl Sunday

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Charles Terriffic [mailto:charlesterrific@live.com]
Sent: Wed 2/3/2010 9:07 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; John Quam; Dale Woodland
Subject: Stupid Bowl Sunday
Harry, Moe and Curly,
I know you are going to miss me, but this is my last political satire of
you for a while. I know Harry enjoyed them, he asked for more, but I
hope you other two enjoyed as well. Fact is, I actually have grown tired
of your antics, it's just too damn easy to make fun of you 3 bufoons, I
almost feel guilty! It's like amateur hour! I think it's an Anna Maria
tradition, don't you?
Good luck going forward, hope the 3 of you can maybe mature in your
political careers so as to become productive and of value to the
citizens of this fine city, rather than the counter-productive people
you are today. Try to remember, the less you govern the better you are.
You 3 seem to think the opposite. Big government is not the answer here.
Good luck!
Chuck
_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service.
http://clk.atdmt.com/GBL/go/201469228/direct/01/
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Date: 2010/02/28 08:59
Subject: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 08:59
Subject: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 09:00
Subject: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 09:00
Subject: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 09:54
Subject: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 09:54
Subject: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 10:21
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Okay.
Thanks,
H

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:04 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: op/ed

Oh shit. I just spent two hours editing. Not quite done yet. Let me
polish it up; then you might want to send her an "opps, sent the wrong
edit." Or maybe not. Give me a little more time, please.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Harry Stoltzfus
> To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
> Cc: 'Robin Wall' ; roraza3@gmail.com ; 'Duke Miller' ; mmctoday@gmail.
com
> Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 9:00 AM
> Subject: FW: op/ed
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

>
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I’m smiling.)
> Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
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> Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 10:21
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Okay.
Thanks,
H

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:04 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: op/ed

Oh shit. I just spent two hours editing. Not quite done yet. Let me
polish it up; then you might want to send her an "opps, sent the wrong
edit." Or maybe not. Give me a little more time, please.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Harry Stoltzfus
> To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
> Cc: 'Robin Wall' ; roraza3@gmail.com ; 'Duke Miller' ; mmctoday@gmail.
com
> Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 9:00 AM
> Subject: FW: op/ed
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

>
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I’m smiling.)
> Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
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> Harry
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Date: 2010/02/28 10:33
Subject: RE: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Thanks.
Be safe.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:30 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: FW: op/ed

Harry I am rushing off to a College Fair with Katie in Tampa but have
forwarded this to Bob to read.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/28 10:33
Subject: RE: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Thanks.
Be safe.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:30 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: FW: op/ed

Harry I am rushing off to a College Fair with Katie in Tampa but have
forwarded this to Bob to read.

Nicky
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Date: 2010/02/28 10:56
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "by" <roraza3@gmail.com>
Great article.

Some of us get it.

H

From: by [mailto:roraza3@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:46 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast

Take a moment to read this thought provoking piece entitled Beauty vs.
The Beast by Julie Hauserman in today's (Feb. 28th) Tampa Tribune. The
coming storm facing the City of Anna Maria is not new to Florida. For
the most part, this city has been able to escape developer influence in
the last 50 years. But this week will be a watershed moment in our
history and our future. The November election ushered in new energy and
new ideas and new initiatives which have appeared to set us on a proper
course and to some extent have provided a false sense of security. But
do not be fooled and do not be complacent. The votes we have taken for
granted are slipping and the direction in which our elected officials
choose to take us is dependent upon your voice being heard. Let each of
the City Commissioners and the Mayor know how you feel and do it today.
Emails for each of the Commssioners can be found HERE or by simply
clicking their respective emails below:

Fran Barford - ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
John Quam - amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com
JoAnn Mattick - amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com
Harry Stoltzfus - amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com
Chuck Webb - amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com
Dale Woodland - amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com

As always, thanks for reading. And come back, often.

Oh yes, show up at City Hall this Thursday March 4th. It is only the
most important meeting this City has seen in 40 years. Really, it is.

HS-II01593

Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 2/28/2010 10:06:00 AM

HS-II01594

Date: 2010/02/28 10:56
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "by" <roraza3@gmail.com>
Great article.

Some of us get it.

H

From: by [mailto:roraza3@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:46 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast

Take a moment to read this thought provoking piece entitled Beauty vs.
The Beast by Julie Hauserman in today's (Feb. 28th) Tampa Tribune. The
coming storm facing the City of Anna Maria is not new to Florida. For
the most part, this city has been able to escape developer influence in
the last 50 years. But this week will be a watershed moment in our
history and our future. The November election ushered in new energy and
new ideas and new initiatives which have appeared to set us on a proper
course and to some extent have provided a false sense of security. But
do not be fooled and do not be complacent. The votes we have taken for
granted are slipping and the direction in which our elected officials
choose to take us is dependent upon your voice being heard. Let each of
the City Commissioners and the Mayor know how you feel and do it today.
Emails for each of the Commssioners can be found HERE or by simply
clicking their respective emails below:

Fran Barford - ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
John Quam - amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com
JoAnn Mattick - amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com
Harry Stoltzfus - amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com
Chuck Webb - amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com
Dale Woodland - amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com

As always, thanks for reading. And come back, often.

Oh yes, show up at City Hall this Thursday March 4th. It is only the
most important meeting this City has seen in 40 years. Really, it is.

HS-II01595

Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 2/28/2010 10:06:00 AM

HS-II01596

Date: 2010/02/28 11:33
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
You still going to send me the edit?

There’s time.

Harry

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:04 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: op/ed

Oh shit. I just spent two hours editing. Not quite done yet. Let me
polish it up; then you might want to send her an "opps, sent the wrong
edit." Or maybe not. Give me a little more time, please.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Harry Stoltzfus
> To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
> Cc: 'Robin Wall' ; roraza3@gmail.com ; 'Duke Miller' ; mmctoday@gmail.
com
> Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 9:00 AM
> Subject: FW: op/ed
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

>
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I’m smiling.)
> Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.

HS-II01597

> Harry

HS-II01598

Date: 2010/02/28 11:33
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
You still going to send me the edit?

There’s time.

Harry

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:04 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: op/ed

Oh shit. I just spent two hours editing. Not quite done yet. Let me
polish it up; then you might want to send her an "opps, sent the wrong
edit." Or maybe not. Give me a little more time, please.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Harry Stoltzfus
> To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
> Cc: 'Robin Wall' ; roraza3@gmail.com ; 'Duke Miller' ; mmctoday@gmail.
com
> Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 9:00 AM
> Subject: FW: op/ed
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

>
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I’m smiling.)
> Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.

HS-II01599

> Harry

HS-II01600

Date: 2010/02/28 12:02
Subject: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Daniel Charles" <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry

HS-II01601

Date: 2010/02/28 12:02
Subject: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Daniel Charles" <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry

HS-II01602

Date: 2010/02/28 13:10
Subject: RE: Op/Ed for the Sun
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
I like your rewrite, but you had the same problem I did.
I’d better keep it under 500 words or they’ll chop it.
I managed to keep it at 494.

Laurie told me

You’re at 537.

I’m going to take another look; I’d like to use a few phrases for you
added.
Thanks for taking the time.

Enjoy the scenery up there.

I’m envious.

Harry

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 12:54 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Op/Ed for the Sun

Harry:

Okay. The first two hours of edit were not wasted. They were just way
off base, which I determined after reading your revised version sent "
accidentally" to Laurie.

The revised was far superior, and it helped me clarify some questions I
had. So, attached is my revise of your latest. I composed it using Open
Office processor, and it should be okay. If not,it is pasted below.

Most of it is getting it grammatically in line, verb agreement, yada
yada yada. Feel free to omit some of the minor stuff I added, whatever.
In some places you'll see where I removed "I" and "My" because it's an
editorial, and it is you talking and your opinion. And I purposefully
removed reference to the "mistaken" approval as your "contention." It's
fact!

This is one great opportunity, Harry. I can see The Sun's strategy: Mike
deep down agrees with our cause, but obviously must walk on egg shells
with his advertisers. For your eyes only, they've been toying with doing
a story on the blog for some time, but....you know who won't like that,
will he?

HS-II01603

I feel good about all this. And if I had to bet, right now, I'd say the "
M" word is very much in play. This is a great positioning for it and
will be out there for everyone to see prior to the meeting: Go for it!

By the way. I was asked to do guest editorials, too. Some were printed,
and some were not. But, printed or not, I copied the Mayor and
commissioners. But I did not do so until AFTER the paper went to press,
for obvioius reasons. My suggestion is: Tuesday night, attach to an
email to Mayor Barf and all Commissioners: "In advance of Thursday's
meeting, I wanted to share this op-ed piece the Sun asked me to write
for this week's paper. Love and Kisses, Harry."

Now, back to my couch for some reading and hokey on this somewhat snowy
day. USA, USA, USA!

Duke

PS: It is possible Rick Catlin will call you about this. My suggestion
is to adopt for yourself the same thing I did some time ago with Rick: "
I will only respond to written questions from the Islander. Please email
me at:------------------------. He will do it.
In November, I suggested the City of Anna Maria mistakenly approved site
plans in the Residential/Office/Retail (ROR), based on this language in
our Comp Plan: “. . . the City’s traffic circulation system shall
emphasize safety and aesthetics . . . , separate pedestrian and
vehicular traffic . . . , minimize direct access onto major roads”, and
accommodate “bicycle and pedestrian traffic needs.” I maintained
requiring vehicles to drive across the sidewalk to park, and then back
out, sometimes blindly, through pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular
traffic to re-enter the roadway, does not meet the above standards, and
is inherently unsafe.

Opponents labeled these assertions “monkey wrench” issues. They said we’
ve never had a fatality on Pine Avenue, so there is no safety issue.
Some said “changing the rules in the middle of the game” is a taking of
developer property rights. Folks, the rules are already in place. They’
ve simply not been applied.

Quoting from our Land Development Regulations (LDR's): “All off-street
parking areas, including all areas for maneuvering, shall be located
solely on the subject property, shall not use public rights-of-way, . . .
and shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation.”
Restated, every developed lot shall have a driveway; vehicles must enter
the subject property to park. (Bay Plaza, completed a decade ago at the
end of Pine, is an example of total compliance with existing regulations.
)

HS-II01604

Those who cried, “You can’t change the rules,” have now proposed the
biggest parking rule change in the history of Anna Maria. They are
asking the City to cede the City-owned right-of-way for parking and
allow property owners to determine where to position the sidewalk.
Instead of lining Pine Avenue with trees, they wish to line it with cars.
It screams “Strip Centers:” Vehicles will still back into bicycle and
vehicle traffic; property owners will still need driveways to
accommodate loading zones; and our sidewalks will weave back and forth
the length of Pine, sometimes in the city right-of-way, sometimes on
private property, depending on whether or not the owner volunteers to
move the sidewalk. This clearly contradicts the recently revised Comp
Plan, one that we spent five years and tens of thousands of your tax
dollars on, employing the most respected specialist in the State of
Florida to help us ensure the plan is both clear and defensible.

Our Plan clearly proscribes the Anna Maria of our future and what it is
to look like. With the ink still wet, do we now want to change the LDR's
and the Comp Plan to accommodate the wishes of a few, thereby allowing
larger buildings and greater commercial intensity in our ROR? Or do we,
as statutes mandate, clarify the existing language in the LDR's,
carrying out our Comp Plan’s goals? Goals that state we are to,“protect
the single family residential character of the City within the
Residential/Office/Retail Land Use Category, . . . preserve the unique,
historic cottage type housing . . .” and “encourage property owners to
build less than the maximum size buildings.”

If you agree, come to City Hall Thursday, March 4, at 6:00 for the Joint
Session of P&Z and the Commission and voice your opinion. Or email the
City: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com

HS-II01605

Date: 2010/02/28 13:10
Subject: RE: Op/Ed for the Sun
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
I like your rewrite, but you had the same problem I did.
I’d better keep it under 500 words or they’ll chop it.
I managed to keep it at 494.

Laurie told me

You’re at 537.

I’m going to take another look; I’d like to use a few phrases for you
added.
Thanks for taking the time.

Enjoy the scenery up there.

I’m envious.

Harry

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 12:54 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: Op/Ed for the Sun

Harry:

Okay. The first two hours of edit were not wasted. They were just way
off base, which I determined after reading your revised version sent "
accidentally" to Laurie.

The revised was far superior, and it helped me clarify some questions I
had. So, attached is my revise of your latest. I composed it using Open
Office processor, and it should be okay. If not,it is pasted below.

Most of it is getting it grammatically in line, verb agreement, yada
yada yada. Feel free to omit some of the minor stuff I added, whatever.
In some places you'll see where I removed "I" and "My" because it's an
editorial, and it is you talking and your opinion. And I purposefully
removed reference to the "mistaken" approval as your "contention." It's
fact!

This is one great opportunity, Harry. I can see The Sun's strategy: Mike
deep down agrees with our cause, but obviously must walk on egg shells
with his advertisers. For your eyes only, they've been toying with doing
a story on the blog for some time, but....you know who won't like that,
will he?

HS-II01606

I feel good about all this. And if I had to bet, right now, I'd say the "
M" word is very much in play. This is a great positioning for it and
will be out there for everyone to see prior to the meeting: Go for it!

By the way. I was asked to do guest editorials, too. Some were printed,
and some were not. But, printed or not, I copied the Mayor and
commissioners. But I did not do so until AFTER the paper went to press,
for obvioius reasons. My suggestion is: Tuesday night, attach to an
email to Mayor Barf and all Commissioners: "In advance of Thursday's
meeting, I wanted to share this op-ed piece the Sun asked me to write
for this week's paper. Love and Kisses, Harry."

Now, back to my couch for some reading and hokey on this somewhat snowy
day. USA, USA, USA!

Duke

PS: It is possible Rick Catlin will call you about this. My suggestion
is to adopt for yourself the same thing I did some time ago with Rick: "
I will only respond to written questions from the Islander. Please email
me at:------------------------. He will do it.
In November, I suggested the City of Anna Maria mistakenly approved site
plans in the Residential/Office/Retail (ROR), based on this language in
our Comp Plan: “. . . the City’s traffic circulation system shall
emphasize safety and aesthetics . . . , separate pedestrian and
vehicular traffic . . . , minimize direct access onto major roads”, and
accommodate “bicycle and pedestrian traffic needs.” I maintained
requiring vehicles to drive across the sidewalk to park, and then back
out, sometimes blindly, through pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular
traffic to re-enter the roadway, does not meet the above standards, and
is inherently unsafe.

Opponents labeled these assertions “monkey wrench” issues. They said we’
ve never had a fatality on Pine Avenue, so there is no safety issue.
Some said “changing the rules in the middle of the game” is a taking of
developer property rights. Folks, the rules are already in place. They’
ve simply not been applied.

Quoting from our Land Development Regulations (LDR's): “All off-street
parking areas, including all areas for maneuvering, shall be located
solely on the subject property, shall not use public rights-of-way, . . .
and shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation.”
Restated, every developed lot shall have a driveway; vehicles must enter
the subject property to park. (Bay Plaza, completed a decade ago at the
end of Pine, is an example of total compliance with existing regulations.
)

HS-II01607

Those who cried, “You can’t change the rules,” have now proposed the
biggest parking rule change in the history of Anna Maria. They are
asking the City to cede the City-owned right-of-way for parking and
allow property owners to determine where to position the sidewalk.
Instead of lining Pine Avenue with trees, they wish to line it with cars.
It screams “Strip Centers:” Vehicles will still back into bicycle and
vehicle traffic; property owners will still need driveways to
accommodate loading zones; and our sidewalks will weave back and forth
the length of Pine, sometimes in the city right-of-way, sometimes on
private property, depending on whether or not the owner volunteers to
move the sidewalk. This clearly contradicts the recently revised Comp
Plan, one that we spent five years and tens of thousands of your tax
dollars on, employing the most respected specialist in the State of
Florida to help us ensure the plan is both clear and defensible.

Our Plan clearly proscribes the Anna Maria of our future and what it is
to look like. With the ink still wet, do we now want to change the LDR's
and the Comp Plan to accommodate the wishes of a few, thereby allowing
larger buildings and greater commercial intensity in our ROR? Or do we,
as statutes mandate, clarify the existing language in the LDR's,
carrying out our Comp Plan’s goals? Goals that state we are to,“protect
the single family residential character of the City within the
Residential/Office/Retail Land Use Category, . . . preserve the unique,
historic cottage type housing . . .” and “encourage property owners to
build less than the maximum size buildings.”

If you agree, come to City Hall Thursday, March 4, at 6:00 for the Joint
Session of P&Z and the Commission and voice your opinion. Or email the
City: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com

HS-II01608

Date: 2010/02/28 15:39
Subject: op/ed piece
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <news@amisun.com>
Mike,
Please find attached an opinion I’d like published in this week’s
edition of the Sun, if possible. I sent a copy to Laurie as well.
I did manage to keep it just under 500 words.
in.

Hope you can fit it all

Thanks,
Harry

HS-II01609

Date: 2010/02/28 15:39
Subject: op/ed piece
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <news@amisun.com>
Mike,
Please find attached an opinion I’d like published in this week’s
edition of the Sun, if possible. I sent a copy to Laurie as well.
I did manage to keep it just under 500 words.
in.

Hope you can fit it all

Thanks,
Harry

HS-II01610

Date: 2010/02/28 15:40
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Chanel Neff" <chanelrae@hotmail.com>
Send a letter to the City if you’ve got a minute.
want Pine Avenue lined with cars.

Tell them you don’t

Thanks,
Sir G

From: Chanel Neff [mailto:chanelrae@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 3:28 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: RE: op/ed

good luck!
From: harry@harconcorp.com
To: charlesdaniel1@mac.com
CC: alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com; chanelrae@hotmail.com; davidh@
fsproduce.com; downey.Deborah@comcast.net; joehospital@verizon.net; john@
ikstoltzfus.com
Subject: FW: op/ed
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2010 12:02:24 -0500

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry

Hotmail: Powerful Free email with security by Microsoft. Get it now.

HS-II01611

HS-II01612

Date: 2010/02/28 15:40
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Chanel Neff" <chanelrae@hotmail.com>
Send a letter to the City if you’ve got a minute.
want Pine Avenue lined with cars.

Tell them you don’t

Thanks,
Sir G

From: Chanel Neff [mailto:chanelrae@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 3:28 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: RE: op/ed

good luck!
From: harry@harconcorp.com
To: charlesdaniel1@mac.com
CC: alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com; chanelrae@hotmail.com; davidh@
fsproduce.com; downey.Deborah@comcast.net; joehospital@verizon.net; john@
ikstoltzfus.com
Subject: FW: op/ed
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2010 12:02:24 -0500

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry

Hotmail: Powerful Free email with security by Microsoft. Get it now.

HS-II01613

HS-II01614

Date: 2010/02/28 17:25
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed
From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.
Thanks, Harry.
See you Thursday, if not before.
Laurie
On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Subject:
op/ed
Date:
February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
To:
'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

HS-II01615

Date: 2010/02/28 18:56
Subject: RE: Laurie Re: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
I’m disappointed, to say the least.
H

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 5:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: mfield@amisun.com
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed

Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.

Thanks, Harry.

See you Thursday, if not before.

Laurie

On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:

HS-II01616

>
> op/ed
>
> Date:
>
> February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

HS-II01617

Date: 2010/02/28 18:56
Subject: RE: Laurie Re: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
I’m disappointed, to say the least.
H

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 5:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: mfield@amisun.com
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed

Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.

Thanks, Harry.

See you Thursday, if not before.

Laurie

On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:

HS-II01618

>
> op/ed
>
> Date:
>
> February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

HS-II01619

Date: 2010/02/28 18:56
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Chanel Neff" <chanelrae@hotmail.com>
The email is at the bottom.
H

From: Chanel Neff [mailto:chanelrae@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 3:54 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: RE: op/ed

sure!!! what is the address and anyone in particular that I make the
letter out to?
From: harry@harconcorp.com
To: chanelrae@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: op/ed
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2010 15:40:46 -0500
Send a letter to the City if you’ve got a minute.
want Pine Avenue lined with cars.

Tell them you don’t

Thanks,
Sir G

From: Chanel Neff [mailto:chanelrae@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 3:28 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: RE: op/ed

good luck!
From: harry@harconcorp.com
To: charlesdaniel1@mac.com
CC: alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com; chanelrae@hotmail.com; davidh@
fsproduce.com; downey.Deborah@comcast.net; joehospital@verizon.net; john@
ikstoltzfus.com
Subject: FW: op/ed
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2010 12:02:24 -0500

HS-II01620

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry

Hotmail: Powerful Free email with security by Microsoft. Get it now.

Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service. Get it now.

HS-II01621

Date: 2010/02/28 18:56
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Chanel Neff" <chanelrae@hotmail.com>
The email is at the bottom.
H

From: Chanel Neff [mailto:chanelrae@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 3:54 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: RE: op/ed

sure!!! what is the address and anyone in particular that I make the
letter out to?
From: harry@harconcorp.com
To: chanelrae@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: op/ed
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2010 15:40:46 -0500
Send a letter to the City if you’ve got a minute.
want Pine Avenue lined with cars.

Tell them you don’t

Thanks,
Sir G

From: Chanel Neff [mailto:chanelrae@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 3:28 PM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: RE: op/ed

good luck!
From: harry@harconcorp.com
To: charlesdaniel1@mac.com
CC: alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com; chanelrae@hotmail.com; davidh@
fsproduce.com; downey.Deborah@comcast.net; joehospital@verizon.net; john@
ikstoltzfus.com
Subject: FW: op/ed
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2010 12:02:24 -0500

HS-II01622

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry

Hotmail: Powerful Free email with security by Microsoft. Get it now.

Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service. Get it now.

HS-II01623

Date: 2010/02/28 19:01
Subject: RE: Laurie Re: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Laurie,
Forget it.

Next week is too late.

It will mean nothing then.

I’m disappointed with Mike’s decision.
to say, but I get it.

It wasn’t what I understood him

I’m simply going to blog it and post it publicly with the City.
You can do whatever you wish with PAR.
piece.

I’m asking you not to run my

Harry

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 5:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: mfield@amisun.com
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed

Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.

Thanks, Harry.

See you Thursday, if not before.

Laurie

On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>

HS-II01624

>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:
>
> op/ed
>
> Date:
>
> February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

HS-II01625

Date: 2010/02/28 19:01
Subject: RE: Laurie Re: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Laurie,
Forget it.

Next week is too late.

It will mean nothing then.

I’m disappointed with Mike’s decision.
to say, but I get it.

It wasn’t what I understood him

I’m simply going to blog it and post it publicly with the City.
You can do whatever you wish with PAR.
piece.

I’m asking you not to run my

Harry

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 5:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: mfield@amisun.com
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed

Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.

Thanks, Harry.

See you Thursday, if not before.

Laurie

On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>

HS-II01626

>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:
>
> op/ed
>
> Date:
>
> February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

HS-II01627

Date: 2010/02/28 22:31
Subject: please forward to Mike
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Mike,
I’m not interested in doing comparative opinions with PAR. I’m not in
opposition with PAR, and I’m not going to set myself up as being in
opposition with them.
You may not be aware, but at the last five meetings I’ve attended of
either the Commissioners, or P&Z, or their joint sessions, one of PAR’s
attorneys has shown up with a little expandable file labeled “PAR vs
Stoltzfus-Quam-Woodland”. They’ve lawyered up. A suit is pending,
unless the City caves. So far, it has.
I’ve been careful not to mention PAR in any of my recently espoused
opinions, and I don’t want to set myself up in a point/counterpoint
situation in a newspaper with someone who represents them. First of all,
I have no argument with PAR. My differences are with the site plans
the City keeps approving. I disapproved of the Hunt’s site plan, and I’
ve disapproved of everything submitted by PAR. Unfortunately, those are
the only two players, and since I’ve been elected, I’ve only seen plans
from PAR.
I was hoping you’d approve an op/ed submitted that simply addressed the
issues, not the actors. With one exception, the quotes I reference came
from a Commissioner, not PAR affiliates. And I was careful not to name
sources.
I appreciate your trying to be fair, but I think putting them on the
same page with me gives them more credibility than they deserve. I hope
you understand.
Cordially,
Harry

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 5:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: mfield@amisun.com
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed

Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.

HS-II01628

Thanks, Harry.

See you Thursday, if not before.

Laurie

On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:
>
> op/ed
>
> Date:
>
> February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.

HS-II01629

> Harry

HS-II01630

Date: 2010/02/28 22:31
Subject: please forward to Mike
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Mike,
I’m not interested in doing comparative opinions with PAR. I’m not in
opposition with PAR, and I’m not going to set myself up as being in
opposition with them.
You may not be aware, but at the last five meetings I’ve attended of
either the Commissioners, or P&Z, or their joint sessions, one of PAR’s
attorneys has shown up with a little expandable file labeled “PAR vs
Stoltzfus-Quam-Woodland”. They’ve lawyered up. A suit is pending,
unless the City caves. So far, it has.
I’ve been careful not to mention PAR in any of my recently espoused
opinions, and I don’t want to set myself up in a point/counterpoint
situation in a newspaper with someone who represents them. First of all,
I have no argument with PAR. My differences are with the site plans
the City keeps approving. I disapproved of the Hunt’s site plan, and I’
ve disapproved of everything submitted by PAR. Unfortunately, those are
the only two players, and since I’ve been elected, I’ve only seen plans
from PAR.
I was hoping you’d approve an op/ed submitted that simply addressed the
issues, not the actors. With one exception, the quotes I reference came
from a Commissioner, not PAR affiliates. And I was careful not to name
sources.
I appreciate your trying to be fair, but I think putting them on the
same page with me gives them more credibility than they deserve. I hope
you understand.
Cordially,
Harry

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 5:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: mfield@amisun.com
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed

Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.

HS-II01631

Thanks, Harry.

See you Thursday, if not before.

Laurie

On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:
>
> op/ed
>
> Date:
>
> February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.

HS-II01632

> Harry

HS-II01633

Date: 2010/03/01 07:53
Subject: please forward as one way memo to all
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01634

Date: 2010/03/01 10:40
Subject: FW: Laurie Re: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 5:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: mfield@amisun.com
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed

Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.

Thanks, Harry.

See you Thursday, if not before.

Laurie

On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:
>
> op/ed

HS-II01635

>
> Date:
>
> February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

HS-II01636

Date: 2010/03/01 10:41
Subject: FW: please forward to Mike
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 10:32 PM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: please forward to Mike

Mike,
I’m not interested in doing comparative opinions with PAR. I’m not in
opposition with PAR, and I’m not going to set myself up as being in
opposition with them.
You may not be aware, but at the last five meetings I’ve attended of
either the Commissioners, or P&Z, or their joint sessions, one of PAR’s
attorneys has shown up with a little expandable file labeled “PAR vs
Stoltzfus-Quam-Woodland”. They’ve lawyered up. A suit is pending,
unless the City caves. So far, it has.
I’ve been careful not to mention PAR in any of my recently espoused
opinions, and I don’t want to set myself up in a point/counterpoint
situation in a newspaper with someone who represents them. First of all,
I have no argument with PAR. My differences are with the site plans
the City keeps approving. I disapproved of the Hunt’s site plan, and I’
ve disapproved of everything submitted by PAR. Unfortunately, those are
the only two players, and since I’ve been elected, I’ve only seen plans
from PAR.
I was hoping you’d approve an op/ed submitted that simply addressed the
issues, not the actors. With one exception, the quotes I reference came
from a Commissioner, not PAR affiliates. And I was careful not to name
sources.
I appreciate your trying to be fair, but I think putting them on the
same page with me gives them more credibility than they deserve. I hope
you understand.
Cordially,
Harry

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 5:25 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: mfield@amisun.com
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed

HS-II01637

Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.

Thanks, Harry.

See you Thursday, if not before.

Laurie

On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Subject:
>
> op/ed
>
> Date:
>
> February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Attachments:
>

HS-II01638

> 1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

HS-II01639

Date: 2010/03/01 10:45
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Sidewalk Lunacy
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Mike & Mary Selby" <selby08@gmail.com>
You can send it to me prior to sending it to the City.
I’ve got another blog to post. 216 is totally illegal, if for no other
reason, by definition of parcel.

From: Mike & Mary Selby [mailto:selby08@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 9:48 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: [Our Anna Maria.] Sidewalk Lunacy

Hi Harry...I just sent a note to you via Cathy's e-mail as I didn't have
yours. Now I do!
Please let me know what you think about my note....I am writing a letter
to the CC and would like your input. Can I send it to you when I'm done
before I send it to the city or is that against the law?
Thanks for ALL you do for us!
We're here to help.....hopefully it's not too late.
thoughts, too....

Mike has some

M
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Harry Stoltzfus
> To: selby08@gmail.com
> Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 8:06 AM
> Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Sidewalk Lunacy
>
> February 27, 2010
> In November, I suggested the City of Anna Maria had mistakenly
approved site plans in the Residential/Office/Retail (ROR), based on
this language in our Comp Plan: “. . . the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics . . . , separate pedestrian
and vehicular traffic . . . , minimize direct access onto major roads”,
and accommodate “bicycle and pedestrian traffic needs.” I maintained
requiring vehicles to drive across the sidewalk to park, and then back
out, sometimes blindly, through pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular
traffic to re-enter the roadway, did not meet the above standards, and
was inherently unsafe.

HS-II01640

> My assertions were labeled “monkey wrench” issues. Opponents said we’
ve never had a fatality on Pine Avenue, so there is no safety issue.
Some said “changing the rules in the middle of the game” was a taking of
developer property rights.
> My contention was then, and is now; the rules are already in place.
They’ve simply not been consistently applied.
> From our Land Development Regulations (LDR): “All off-street parking
areas, including all areas for maneuvering, shall be located solely on
the subject property, shall not use public rights-of-way, . . . and
shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation.” “Maneuver”
, when describing a vehicle, means “steer”.
> Restated, every developed lot shall have a driveway; vehicles must
enter the subject property to park.
> Those who cried “you can’t change the rules” have now proposed the
biggest parking rule change in the history of Anna Maria. They’ve asked
the City to cede the City-owned right-of-way for parking and allow
property owners to determine where to position the sidewalk. Instead of
lining Pine Avenue with trees, they wish to line it with cars. It
screams “Commercial District!”
> It’s a half-access solution. Vehicles will still back into bicycle and
vehicle traffic. Property owners will still need driveways to
accommodate loading zones. And our sidewalks will weave back and forth
the length of Pine, sometimes in the city right-of-way, sometimes on
private property, depending on whether or not the owner volunteers to
move the sidewalk.
> At issue: what do we want the Anna Maria of our future to look like?
Do we change the LDR and the Comp Plan to accommodate the wishes of a
few, thereby allowing larger buildings and greater commercial intensity
in our ROR? Or do we clarify the existing language in the LDR, carrying
out our Comp Plan’s goals which are: “to protect the single family
residential character of the City within the Residential/Office/Retail
Land Use Category, . . . preserve the unique, historic cottage type
housing . . .” and “encourage property owners to build less than the
maximum size buildings.”
> If you care about the outcome of this discussion, you should go to
City Hall Thursday, March 4, at 6:00 for the Joint Session of P&Z and
the Commission and voice your opinion. Or email the City for city-wide
distribution: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
>
> Thanks for listening.
> Harry Stoltzfus
> Anna Maria City Commissioner
>
>
> -> Posted By Harry Stoltzfus to Our Anna Maria. at 3/01/2010 08:03:00 AM

HS-II01641

Date: 2010/03/01 11:18
Subject:
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I’m not sure what it’s going to take for these guys.
Harry

HS-II01642

Date: 2010/03/01 11:20
Subject: Re: (null)
From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Were you thinking of using this as a letter to the editor, Harry?
Laurie
On Mar 1, 2010, at 11:18:06 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date:
March 1, 2010 11:18:06 AM EST
To:
Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc:
'Home' <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>, 'by' <roraza3@gmail.com>, "'
Robin Wall'" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>,mmctoday@gmail.com, lalbert652@
aol.com, LKrosney@amisun.com
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 28.5 KB
I?m not sure what it?s going to take for these guys.
> Harry

HS-II01643

Date: 2010/03/01 11:38
Subject:
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Laurie,
If Mike approves this as a letter to the editor, please use this version.
I explained the non-application to driveways better, I think.
Harry

HS-II01644

Date: 2010/03/01 11:39
Subject: RE: FW: please forward to Mike
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Just got a call from Laure Krosney. She’s trying to get Mike to print
the attached as a letter to the editor.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 11:23 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: FW: please forward to Mike

Harry

I think I would absolutely insist that the Sun do not 'set you up' in
this way in other words if they plan on going ahead you want to withdraw
your article/comments. They could easily have published it this week as
they don't go to print until today but oh no we have to get PAR's side
of the story yet again - as if they aren't running the show already! If
they aren't planning on publishing any of this until next week anyway as
far as I can see its too late or you maybe wanting to change your
comments after this weeks' meeting anyway.

I see you have it on the blog which is good.

Nicky

HS-II01645

Date: 2010/03/01 11:47
Subject: Re: (null)
From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Hey Harry,
Revised version is in.
Laurie

On Mar 1, 2010, at 11:38:49 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date:
March 1, 2010 11:38:49 AM EST
To:
'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
Cc:
LKrosney@amisun.com
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 28.5 KB
Laurie,
> If Mike approves this as a letter to the editor, please use this
version. I explained the non-application to driveways better, I think.
> Harry
>

HS-II01646

Date: 2010/03/01 11:49
Subject: RE: (null)
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
Thank you Laurie.
Harry

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 11:48 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: (null)

Hey Harry,

Revised version is in.

Laurie

On Mar 1, 2010, at 11:38:49 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Date:
>
> March 1, 2010 11:38:49 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>

HS-II01647

> Cc:
>
> LKrosney@amisun.com
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 28.5 KB
> Laurie,
> If Mike approves this as a letter to the editor, please use this
version. I explained the non-application to driveways better, I think.
> Harry
>

HS-II01648

Date: 2010/03/01 11:52
Subject: FW: (null)
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: laurkros [mailto:laurkros@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 11:48 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: (null)

Hey Harry,

Revised version is in.

Laurie

On Mar 1, 2010, at 11:38:49 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
>
> From:
>
> "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
>
> Date:
>
> March 1, 2010 11:38:49 AM EST
>
> To:
>
> 'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
>
> Cc:
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>
> LKrosney@amisun.com
>
> Attachments:
>
> 1 Attachment, 28.5 KB
> Laurie,
> If Mike approves this as a letter to the editor, please use this
version. I explained the non-application to driveways better, I think.
> Harry
>
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Date: 2010/03/01 15:40
Subject: RE: more on the moratorium issue
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,

The problem with focusing on Bayview Plaza is the size of the lot, I
think. It’s not representative of most of the lots in the ROR, so it
doesn’t make a great example.
But I may be wrong about the dimensions.
morning and have another look.
You’re right about one thing for sure.
using examples.

I’ll go to City Hall in the

I’ll try to present the issue

If you use Gagne’s office as an example, there’s a potential problem.
Dan wants to add a residence there, or someday change the whole building
to residential so he and his wife can retire there. He also said to me
he doesn’t think he could have complied with the parking. He’s wrong,
but he won’t make a good advocate. He’s not real happy being told he’s
got a density issue there.

I sent the attached as a letter to the editor at AMISUN. Mike has
agreed to print it. I’m hoping it helps clarify the issues to the
public.
I’m almost ready to do a day of door-to-door talking to the City, but am
not sure I’m up to it.
Some people are getting it.
City mailbox.

I’ll forward you the letters as they hit my

Harry

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 2:20 PM
To: Robin Wall; Watersidehomes1@aol.com; mmctoday@gmail.com; roraza3@
gmail.com; harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Re: more on the moratorium issue

All:

Am I missing something?

A) On several occassions I have suggested that the Post Office plaza (
easier understood than Bay or whatever it is) is an example of how
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someone has developed a piece of property that fits exactly what our
current codes call for relative to ingress, egress, sidewalks, palm
trees, parking on-site, manuvering on-site, but it just disappears from
the radar screen whenevef I mention it.

B) We are broadcasting all this ROR, site plan, moratorium, and code
jargon to the masses, and do you think they know what we're talking
about? Is it clear to them what we want them understand about it all or
do other than show up Thursday night? We say, "Write your elected
officials," but write what?

What do A) and B) have to do with each other? Could the former help
explain the latter? Roser Church even complies (both sides of the street)
; city hall complies, too.

Here's my take from up on this snow-covered mountain: We won the battle0
(the election; they will win the war if everything we put out is clear
as mud, while thinking, "Hey, that's okay, it's l-o-n-g enough and
covers the ground."

Food for thought....

D
>
>
>
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Date: 2010/03/01 15:52
Subject: March schedule
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
Prev Month

Calendar Views :

Next Month

March 2010
S
M
T
W
T
F
S

1.
2.
1. Parking
Safety
Committee,
10:00 a.m.
3.
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4.
1. Commission
- Spec Mtg 6pm
2. Comm & PZ
Worksession 7pm
5.
6.
7.
8.
1. CPCC3pm
9.
10.
1. EEEC 6:30pm
11.
1. City
Commission
Worksession
Mtg., 7:00 PM
12.
13.
14.
15.
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16.
1. P & Z
Meeting ~
6:30 P M
17.
18.
1. Budget
Work Session10:00am
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
1. City
Commission
Special Mtg
- 6:00pmPermit Fees
25.
1. City Comm
Regular Mtg
7:00pm
26.
27.
28.
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29.
30.
31.

Only City Commission, Planning & Zoning Board, Public Hearing and
Special Meeting agenda
are posted on this website.
City of Anna Maria, Florida
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Date: 2010/03/01 18:11
Subject: RE: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "John Stoltzfus" <jostolzfus@ikstoltzfus.com>
Take a minute and drop an email to the city clerk for distribution.
her to send it to P&Z and the Commissioners.

Ask

Tell the city you want Pine Avenue to look mixed-use or residential, not
like one long commercial strip center.
H
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
Later,
Harry

From: John Stoltzfus [mailto:jostolzfus@ikstoltzfus.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 4:40 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: op/ed

Harry,

Hey we wont be at the meeting but thanks for carrying

I actually believe that you have there attention.

on!

Can you imagine that.

Have fun and keep a your sense of humor or they will stress you out.

John

John M. Stoltzfus
I. K. STOLTZFUS SERVICE CORP.
1896 Auction Road
Manheim, PA

17545

717-653-6789 phone
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717-653-6083 fax

john@ikstoltzfus.com
www.ikstoltzfus.com

....Celebrating 50 years of serving our customers (1959-2009)

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 12:02 PM
To: 'Daniel Charles'
Cc: Alistair and Garbriella McLeish; Chanel & Derek Neff; davidh@
fsproduce.com; Debbie & Tom Downey; Joe Hospital; John Stoltzfus
Subject: FW: op/ed

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

Laurie,
Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
I’m smiling.)

(

Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
Thanks much.
Harry
No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.435 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2716 - Release Date: 03/01/10
07:34:00
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Date: 2010/03/01 19:41
Subject: RE: petition
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Jeremy Anderson" <janderson@lobeckhanson.com>
You can add some other stuff to your legal challenge as well.
Take a few minutes and read the opinions I wrote today.
find them interesting.

I think you’ll

I’d like to meet the person who intends to pursue this matter, as you
note below. I’m interesting in getting involved, but indirectly.
Is there any chance we can prove the City has intentionally ignored its
own Comp Plan? Or its LDR? Or both.
I’d like to see someone take a
bulldozer to all these buildings the City has mistakenly approved.
Would the City be liable to PAR for damages because of the City’s
mistaken approvals?
Thanks,
Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 4:06 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: petition

No worries. I have a possible client that is interested in possibly
pursuing this matter, but seeks to have others join in this action with
some financial support. As indicated in my email to Nicky, the
groundwork and research is already in place. Thus, much of the work is
already done. A action could be filed as early as mid to late next week.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 4:02 PM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: petition

oops

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 3:53 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: petition
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Harry,

I believe you emailed me by accident. If you do in fact wish to
participate in an action, it is possible that you not be named and that
your name not be disclosed.

Jeremy

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 3:45 PM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: petition

Nicky,
I’m willing to throw some money away on this one, but don’t feel it
would be wise to be named as one of the persons in the litigation. We’
ll talk about this tonight.
Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 10:29 AM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Subject: RE: petition

Nicky,

You should have that person call us today. I cannot say too much at
this point, but there is no need to have multiple actions seeking the
same result.

There would be two ways to challenge Tuesday's decision. The first
being a Writ of Certiorari based upon a departure from the essential
requirements of law. At the meeting the P&Z did not apply the correct
law. If they did, the project should have been denied. The issues
would be parking related and failure have anything in the record
supporting finding that the design is based upon commonly accepted
traffic engineering methods as required by 90.3(m). They changed back
the apartment to a single family home and will now provide two parking
spaces for each residential unit. This course of action would likely be
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successful, but the commission could later easily amend the LDRs to get
around these issues.

The second and more effective challenge would be a direct consistency
challenge on both the residential density issue and the failure to
separate pedestrian and vehicular traffic as required by comp plan. In
this challenge there is no need to try to assert that LDR and Comp plan
are inconsistent, but we can point directly to the comp plan language
and say that the development is inconsistent with that language. (
although challenging consistency, it is not the same administrative
method).

The groundwork is already laid for a challenge on the second method
described above. It would be the most cost effective method and if
successful, the City cannot simply change its LDRs, but would need a
comp plan amendment.
If the second residential unit is denied, the
entire proposed PAR project as now being proposed would likely not be
worth the effort as the loss of the second unit in each of the plans
could means a loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue to PAR.

There are several persons that are interested in proceeding, but do not
want to go it alone. A small group of persons working together is all
that is needed.

Jeremy

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 9:51 AM
To: janderson@lobeckhanson.com
Subject: Re: petition

Hi Jeremy

With regards your final paragraph are you saying that a legal challenge
against the approval of the site plan at 216 Pine based on the density
argument is likely to be successful? Hopefully if you are saying that
the Nally's will actually take legal action against the City. Someone
else has mentioned doing the same and I am just waiting to hear whether
they intend to go ahead with it.

As the Nally's planners analysis is now on public record can we not use
it in our petition? After all we are all arguing the same thing at the
moment.
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As far as challenging the 216 site plan we can actually see at least 3
very good cases for a challenge; density, parking and the fact that they
allowed them to say the residence was an apartment. There may be one
other which pertains to the setbacks between the two buildings.

As far as amendments on our petition go can you make sure to include the
number of lots in the ROR district as 92 as well as the previous number
as being 5 units per acre in the previous comp plan.

With thanks
Nicky
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Date: 2010/03/01 20:09
Subject: petitions, lawsuits, etc.
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <LuvAnnaMaria@aol.com>

In some small way, the City, and by that I mean the Commissioners and
the P&Z, has asked for the problems we’re getting. Past members of both
bodies have put way too much stock in our experts’ opinions, e.g. our
Town Planner and City Attorney. I sorta understand why Dye says most of
what he says. He answers questions in a manner that puts him least at
risk of taking away developers’ rights. He’s trying to ensure the City
doesn’t get sued, so in a way, he’s doing his job.
He also knows who signs his paycheck. If he starts advising the
Commissioners to pull stunts like moratoriums (which we still need), or
how to change the regulations to get the product we want, his income
will drop drastically.

If you ask Dye if 315/317 Pine is legal, he’ll say yes. And he’s right,
it is legal, because the City signed off on it. But it isn’t compliant
with our land development regulations.

If you ask him if backing into the street is legal, he’ll say yes. And
he’s right. The LDR regulates the location of the parking spaces and
the location of the area required for maneuvering, not the maneuvering
itself. Putting the parking space in the right-of-way is illegal;
parking there isn’t.
Ask him if driving across the sidewalk is legal.
is if you’re on a driveway.

He’ll say yes, and it

Dye is intentionally vague because precise language can be pinned down.
It’s been a long time since I’ve seen someone more artful at dodging.

Our Mayor doesn’t want anything changed. As long as there are loopholes
or ambiguities, the train keeps moving. As long as there are corridor
studies or safety committees or parking impact studies being done, the
train keeps moving.
It’s time to stop the train.

We need a moratorium now.
justify it.

There are enough safety issues at stake to

I’m not sure what it’s going to take to win one. I thought for sure P&Z
would reject 216. I was wrong. But again, Dye gave them bad advice.
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A petition? A demonstration? Shut down Pine Avenue by taking up every
legal parking space on the street? (You know, we could legally blockade
315/317 Pine.)
I really don’t know what will tip the scale.
There are some lawsuits pending. If you want to contribute monetarily,
I’ll put you in touch with one of the parties.
I don’t think I can do much more than I’m already doing.
Thanks for your support.
Harry
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Date: 2010/03/02 08:01
Subject: RE: [Our Anna Maria.] Sidewalk Lunacy
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
I think the concept of moving the sidewalks has been publicly vetted.
PAR proposed it way back when. The only thing that’s changed is now we
have a pretty picture that makes it seem more appealing.
Our attorney has pretty much said it’s nigh unworkable.
I’m trying to stay calm through this process, but I am pretty pissed off
right now. I still can’t believe P&Z approved a site plan when clearly
many issues were in flux.
I’m again going to push for a moratorium.
to Dale and John re:.

I’m composing a one-way memo

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 10:35 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Re: [Our Anna Maria.] Sidewalk Lunacy

One other thing. Might it be better to find another title that Sidewalk
Lunacy? The backers of the plan could infer that you are callinig them
lunatics prior to going to the table to "discuss" this with them.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Harry Stoltzfus
> To: dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com
> Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 8:06 AM
> Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] Sidewalk Lunacy
>
> February 27, 2010
> In November, I suggested the City of Anna Maria had mistakenly
approved site plans in the Residential/Office/Retail (ROR), based on
this language in our Comp Plan: “. . . the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics . . . , separate pedestrian
and vehicular traffic . . . , minimize direct access onto major roads”,
and accommodate “bicycle and pedestrian traffic needs.” I maintained
requiring vehicles to drive across the sidewalk to park, and then back
out, sometimes blindly, through pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular
traffic to re-enter the roadway, did not meet the above standards, and
was inherently unsafe.
> My assertions were labeled “monkey wrench” issues. Opponents said we’
ve never had a fatality on Pine Avenue, so there is no safety issue.
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Some said “changing the rules in the middle of the game” was a taking of
developer property rights.
> My contention was then, and is now; the rules are already in place.
They’ve simply not been consistently applied.
> From our Land Development Regulations (LDR): “All off-street parking
areas, including all areas for maneuvering, shall be located solely on
the subject property, shall not use public rights-of-way, . . . and
shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation.” “Maneuver”
, when describing a vehicle, means “steer”.
> Restated, every developed lot shall have a driveway; vehicles must
enter the subject property to park.
> Those who cried “you can’t change the rules” have now proposed the
biggest parking rule change in the history of Anna Maria. They’ve asked
the City to cede the City-owned right-of-way for parking and allow
property owners to determine where to position the sidewalk. Instead of
lining Pine Avenue with trees, they wish to line it with cars. It
screams “Commercial District!”
> It’s a half-access solution. Vehicles will still back into bicycle and
vehicle traffic. Property owners will still need driveways to
accommodate loading zones. And our sidewalks will weave back and forth
the length of Pine, sometimes in the city right-of-way, sometimes on
private property, depending on whether or not the owner volunteers to
move the sidewalk.
> At issue: what do we want the Anna Maria of our future to look like?
Do we change the LDR and the Comp Plan to accommodate the wishes of a
few, thereby allowing larger buildings and greater commercial intensity
in our ROR? Or do we clarify the existing language in the LDR, carrying
out our Comp Plan’s goals which are: “to protect the single family
residential character of the City within the Residential/Office/Retail
Land Use Category, . . . preserve the unique, historic cottage type
housing . . .” and “encourage property owners to build less than the
maximum size buildings.”
> If you care about the outcome of this discussion, you should go to
City Hall Thursday, March 4, at 6:00 for the Joint Session of P&Z and
the Commission and voice your opinion. Or email the City for city-wide
distribution: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
>
> Thanks for listening.
> Harry Stoltzfus
> Anna Maria City Commissioner
>
>
> -> Posted By Harry Stoltzfus to Our Anna Maria. at 3/01/2010 08:03:00 AM
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Date: 2010/03/02 08:14
Subject: RE: Confidential
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Jeremy Anderson" <janderson@lobeckhanson.com>
Jeremy,
For clarification, I also do not oppose development. But I am opposed
to the obvious hazards being created by the non-compliant parking
configurations being proposed and approved.
I also oppose the scale of recent buildings. We’re losing our unique,
historic cottages and single family residential character one lot or
parcel at a time.
Before we set up a telephone conference, please review closely the
opinion I wrote regarding the non-compliance of 216 and the “parcel”
definition. That definition was pulled directly from Chapter 70 of our
LDR. It states clearly buildings on a parcel can only be single-use.
Can we challenge the commercial over residential buildings just approved
on 216 Pine?
Let me know what time you’d like to set up a conference call.
phone is 779-9838.

My home

Thanks,
Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 7:59 AM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: Confidential

Harry,

Based upon the outcome of the hearing last week there are two different
avenues for a challenge. Unfortunately, all of the issues cannot be
lumped into one complaint. One is a De Novo action based upon Chapter
163 challenging the consistency of approved development with comp plan (
density and separation of parking issues). The second would be a Writ
of Certiorari. A writ would challenge all of approval based upon wrong
application of law and a lack of competent, substantial evidence of the
record. Both must be filed within 30 days. It appears that the
available resources would only allow for one action. With regard to the
second challenge, if the City loses, it can then simply amend its LDRs
to permit the project. All of the projects could then go forward as
proposed, unless someone attacked the plans on the consistency issues.
However, the number of persons that want to fight two fights is probably
extremely limited.
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The best option would be to challenge the projects inconsistency with
the comp plan. This direct attack is stronger than the pending LDR/comp
plan challenge. If this project is deemed inconsistent because of the
residential density and/or the failure to separate parking, the City
will be forced to rethink the entire ROR area (re-write the LDRs and
amend comp plan if desired) and how to best implement its goals of a
mixed use development. Success on these issues would take PAR pressure
off the City for a while as they would not want to build at this time if
parking needed to located on the lot or if they lost a $300,000
residential unit per development.

To be clear the interests that I represent do not want to stop
development.
They simply want to make sure that is done in a manner
consistent with adopted laws and in a well thought out manner.

Because option two would let the City and PAR get another chance at
doing this same stuff all over again, I am suggesting option 2.

What is the best way to contact you for a possible teleconference?

Jeremy

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 7:42 PM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: petition

You can add some other stuff to your legal challenge as well.
Take a few minutes and read the opinions I wrote today.
find them interesting.

I think you’ll

I’d like to meet the person who intends to pursue this matter, as you
note below. I’m interesting in getting involved, but indirectly.
Is there any chance we can prove the City has intentionally ignored its
own Comp Plan? Or its LDR? Or both.
I’d like to see someone take a
bulldozer to all these buildings the City has mistakenly approved.
Would the City be liable to PAR for damages because of the City’s
mistaken approvals?
Thanks,
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Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 4:06 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: petition

No worries. I have a possible client that is interested in possibly
pursuing this matter, but seeks to have others join in this action with
some financial support. As indicated in my email to Nicky, the
groundwork and research is already in place. Thus, much of the work is
already done. A action could be filed as early as mid to late next week.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 4:02 PM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: petition

oops

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 3:53 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: petition

Harry,

I believe you emailed me by accident. If you do in fact wish to
participate in an action, it is possible that you not be named and that
your name not be disclosed.

Jeremy

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 3:45 PM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: petition
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Nicky,
I’m willing to throw some money away on this one, but don’t feel it
would be wise to be named as one of the persons in the litigation. We’
ll talk about this tonight.
Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 10:29 AM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Subject: RE: petition

Nicky,

You should have that person call us today. I cannot say too much at
this point, but there is no need to have multiple actions seeking the
same result.

There would be two ways to challenge Tuesday's decision. The first
being a Writ of Certiorari based upon a departure from the essential
requirements of law. At the meeting the P&Z did not apply the correct
law. If they did, the project should have been denied. The issues
would be parking related and failure have anything in the record
supporting finding that the design is based upon commonly accepted
traffic engineering methods as required by 90.3(m). They changed back
the apartment to a single family home and will now provide two parking
spaces for each residential unit. This course of action would likely be
successful, but the commission could later easily amend the LDRs to get
around these issues.

The second and more effective challenge would be a direct consistency
challenge on both the residential density issue and the failure to
separate pedestrian and vehicular traffic as required by comp plan. In
this challenge there is no need to try to assert that LDR and Comp plan
are inconsistent, but we can point directly to the comp plan language
and say that the development is inconsistent with that language. (
although challenging consistency, it is not the same administrative
method).

The groundwork is already laid for a challenge on the second method
described above. It would be the most cost effective method and if
successful, the City cannot simply change its LDRs, but would need a
comp plan amendment.
If the second residential unit is denied, the
entire proposed PAR project as now being proposed would likely not be
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worth the effort as the loss of the second unit in each of the plans
could means a loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue to PAR.

There are several persons that are interested in proceeding, but do not
want to go it alone. A small group of persons working together is all
that is needed.

Jeremy

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 9:51 AM
To: janderson@lobeckhanson.com
Subject: Re: petition

Hi Jeremy

With regards your final paragraph are you saying that a legal challenge
against the approval of the site plan at 216 Pine based on the density
argument is likely to be successful? Hopefully if you are saying that
the Nally's will actually take legal action against the City. Someone
else has mentioned doing the same and I am just waiting to hear whether
they intend to go ahead with it.

As the Nally's planners analysis is now on public record can we not use
it in our petition? After all we are all arguing the same thing at the
moment.

As far as challenging the 216 site plan we can actually see at least 3
very good cases for a challenge; density, parking and the fact that they
allowed them to say the residence was an apartment. There may be one
other which pertains to the setbacks between the two buildings.

As far as amendments on our petition go can you make sure to include the
number of lots in the ROR district as 92 as well as the previous number
as being 5 units per acre in the previous comp plan.

With thanks
Nicky
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Date: 2010/03/02 08:25
Subject: FW: AMI
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Alistair McLeish [mailto:alistair.mcleish@mcleish-group.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 8:09 AM
To: Daniel Charles; Duke Miller
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; vickyschaefer@mac.com
Subject: FW: AMI

Sent in response to your request for letters. Good luck guys!

From: Alistair McLeish
Sent: 02 March 2010 14:07
To: 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ammayor@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; '
amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com'; 'amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: Gabriella McLeish
Subject: AMI

Dear Fellow residents,

There has been much made recently of changes in Anna Maria city.

Please may I list why we fell in love with this wonderful Island and
specifically AMC, fourteen years ago and why we so much appreciate the
ambience and lifestyle prevailing there.

·

Its beauty and serenity

·

Its community and lifestyle

·
Its access to nearby facilities and yet their relative
absence and consequent disruption within this rather special city
environment.

We have read with much interest the plethora of comments from all sides
over the last year. On the one hand we all have to accept that things
change and nothing can remain static. However in the argument between
commercial and residential it seems to us that one thing is very clear.
Historically Anna Maria city has not been a primarily commercially
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orientated locale and any commerce there has been to serve the interests
of the local community. It is also clear that throughout the world
there is renewed interest in understanding how the demographics
of
communities work and that to ensure their continued vigour, cognisance
has to be take of how to preserve habitats and lifestyles for the
majority whilst allowing reasonable evolvement. This is true of urban ,
suburban and rural localities. I am told that this is now the biggest
area of research in understanding land use planning and how communities
work, self regenerate and prosper.

It is quite clear that the majority of people in Anna Maria City are
there because they appreciate the traditional qualities the city
represents. They enjoy a certain tranquillity and yet vibrant community
that fits their purpose, whilst having access to all the facilities
they require in other parts of the Island and on the mainland nearby. I
have yet to speak to a full or part time resident who has not made such
a value judgement in terms of their residence in AMC. It is invidious
therefore for business speculators to develop businesses either in land
use development or retail/hospitality , just by claiming that they
too are residents. It is clear that with the notable exception of Ed
Chiles, whose family have a distinguished pedigree of community support,
that most others currently seeking and funding such radical change
have located precisely so as to change the commercial infrastructure,
not to serve the community which currently exists. Of course they
would have every right so to do if they became the majority but in
this case it is clear that they are not; they are a distinct but
well funded minority.

So we see an entrenchment of views. I would prefer to see a sensible
debate allowing the city to continue to slowly evolve but as long as
such single minded and self interested business interests are vested
against the largely silent residential majority who merely wish to
live their lives in the manner which attracted to them to AMC in the
first place, this cannot happen. Forgive our trenchant views therefore
but against this background we personally wish to see controls
including:

·
No further commercial zoning at all in AMC- specifically no
further motels , or retail premises
·

No change of use from residential to any other land use

·

No property or building

·

No change of use to multiple dwellings

·

No event/party or wedding license extension

·

No parking

·

Strict adherence to current

subdivisions
of existing properties

spaces increase
building height restrictions
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We would like to see :

·
A reduction of existing retail premises as retail businesses
seek to change ownership or use
·
Traffic access
residential access

restriction

·
Increased facilitation of
pedestrianisation of certain areas

at peak holiday times except for

cycles,electric vehicles and

·
Tighter police enforcement of speeding ( for instance Bay
Boulevard ) and inappropriate parking
·

Complete removal of street parking allowing beach access

By the way I am a business man with wide ranging global interests
including property development in three continents. I don’t think I
therefore come into the category of
starry eyed idealist. However I
firmly believe that any land use development should first and foremost
dovetail within the general interests of the community in which exists.
None of us have a right to change the substance of communities against
the will of the majority, especially for commercial gain.

Kind regards,

Alistair McLeish
Skype: alistairmcleish
Tel: + 41 218 260 780
Fax: + 41 218 260 781
e-mail: alistair.mcleish@mcleish-group.com

317 Iris St, Anna Maria Island, 34216,

FLA, USA

Route de la Touille 8,
CH-1173 Féchy
Switzerland
This communication contains information which is
confidential and may also be privileged. It is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s)
please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this
communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be
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unlawful.If you have received this communication in error please return
it to the sender and delete the e mail and destroy any copies of it
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Date: 2010/03/02 09:11
Subject: RE: Confidential
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Jeremy Anderson" <janderson@lobeckhanson.com>
I'd add to your argument Policy 1.3.8, which states “”This type of
strip development is also strongly discouraged through provisions
contained in the land development regulations which minimize the amount
of direct access onto major roads by controlling the number and location
of curb cuts.”
The key point being: minimize the amount of direct access.
Aubrey option certainly conflicts with that.
Got a meeting at 10:00 and one at 2:00.
for a conference call. Say when.

The new

Other than that, I’m available

Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 8:31 AM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: Confidential

Harry,

The interests I represent also share the concerns you listed.
are on the same page on that point.

Good.

We

I have reviewed your memo. The development appears to be in violation
of that LDR provision, but the LDR provision appears to be in conflict
with the comp plan which specifically states how development shall occur
in the ROR. This should have been cleaned up within a year of adoption
of the comp plan, but appears to have slipped through the cracks.

I have been a strong supporter of the maneuvering issue, but unless
more people come to the table and provide resources we will have to
carefully choose our battle. I incorrectly suggested a challenge based
upon option 2 in my email below. I MEANT TO SAY OPTION 1. A challenge
based upon option 1 would give you and other policy makers time to
really but some time into how you want the ROR to look and to address
the maneuvering and parking issues. Again, without the ability to park
as now being approved and without the $300,000 additional residential
unit, PAR will likely stop pushing development at this time.

To be clear, we would be seeking a challenge based upon the development'
s inconsistency with comp plan on residential density and parking
separation and NOT noncompliance with the LDRs.
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I will call my client about a time to speak.

Jeremy

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 8:15 AM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: Confidential

Jeremy,
For clarification, I also do not oppose development. But I am opposed
to the obvious hazards being created by the non-compliant parking
configurations being proposed and approved.
I also oppose the scale of recent buildings. We’re losing our unique,
historic cottages and single family residential character one lot or
parcel at a time.
Before we set up a telephone conference, please review closely the
opinion I wrote regarding the non-compliance of 216 and the “parcel”
definition. That definition was pulled directly from Chapter 70 of our
LDR. It states clearly buildings on a parcel can only be single-use.
Can we challenge the commercial over residential buildings just approved
on 216 Pine?
Let me know what time you’d like to set up a conference call.
phone is 779-9838.

My home

Thanks,
Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 7:59 AM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: Confidential

Harry,

Based upon the outcome of the hearing last week there are two different
avenues for a challenge. Unfortunately, all of the issues cannot be
lumped into one complaint. One is a De Novo action based upon Chapter
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163 challenging the consistency of approved development with comp plan (
density and separation of parking issues). The second would be a Writ
of Certiorari. A writ would challenge all of approval based upon wrong
application of law and a lack of competent, substantial evidence of the
record. Both must be filed within 30 days. It appears that the
available resources would only allow for one action. With regard to the
second challenge, if the City loses, it can then simply amend its LDRs
to permit the project. All of the projects could then go forward as
proposed, unless someone attacked the plans on the consistency issues.
However, the number of persons that want to fight two fights is probably
extremely limited.

The best option would be to challenge the projects inconsistency with
the comp plan. This direct attack is stronger than the pending LDR/comp
plan challenge. If this project is deemed inconsistent because of the
residential density and/or the failure to separate parking, the City
will be forced to rethink the entire ROR area (re-write the LDRs and
amend comp plan if desired) and how to best implement its goals of a
mixed use development. Success on these issues would take PAR pressure
off the City for a while as they would not want to build at this time if
parking needed to located on the lot or if they lost a $300,000
residential unit per development.

To be clear the interests that I represent do not want to stop
development.
They simply want to make sure that is done in a manner
consistent with adopted laws and in a well thought out manner.

Because option two would let the City and PAR get another chance at
doing this same stuff all over again, I am suggesting option 2.

What is the best way to contact you for a possible teleconference?

Jeremy

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 7:42 PM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: petition

You can add some other stuff to your legal challenge as well.
Take a few minutes and read the opinions I wrote today.

I think you’ll
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find them interesting.
I’d like to meet the person who intends to pursue this matter, as you
note below. I’m interesting in getting involved, but indirectly.
Is there any chance we can prove the City has intentionally ignored its
own Comp Plan? Or its LDR? Or both.
I’d like to see someone take a
bulldozer to all these buildings the City has mistakenly approved.
Would the City be liable to PAR for damages because of the City’s
mistaken approvals?
Thanks,
Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 4:06 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: petition

No worries. I have a possible client that is interested in possibly
pursuing this matter, but seeks to have others join in this action with
some financial support. As indicated in my email to Nicky, the
groundwork and research is already in place. Thus, much of the work is
already done. A action could be filed as early as mid to late next week.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 4:02 PM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: petition

oops

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 3:53 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: petition

Harry,

I believe you emailed me by accident.

If you do in fact wish to
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participate in an action, it is possible that you not be named and that
your name not be disclosed.

Jeremy

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 3:45 PM
To: 'Jeremy Anderson'
Subject: RE: petition

Nicky,
I’m willing to throw some money away on this one, but don’t feel it
would be wise to be named as one of the persons in the litigation. We’
ll talk about this tonight.
Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 10:29 AM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Subject: RE: petition

Nicky,

You should have that person call us today. I cannot say too much at
this point, but there is no need to have multiple actions seeking the
same result.

There would be two ways to challenge Tuesday's decision. The first
being a Writ of Certiorari based upon a departure from the essential
requirements of law. At the meeting the P&Z did not apply the correct
law. If they did, the project should have been denied. The issues
would be parking related and failure have anything in the record
supporting finding that the design is based upon commonly accepted
traffic engineering methods as required by 90.3(m). They changed back
the apartment to a single family home and will now provide two parking
spaces for each residential unit. This course of action would likely be
successful, but the commission could later easily amend the LDRs to get
around these issues.

The second and more effective challenge would be a direct consistency
challenge on both the residential density issue and the failure to
separate pedestrian and vehicular traffic as required by comp plan. In
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this challenge there is no need to try to assert that LDR and Comp plan
are inconsistent, but we can point directly to the comp plan language
and say that the development is inconsistent with that language. (
although challenging consistency, it is not the same administrative
method).

The groundwork is already laid for a challenge on the second method
described above. It would be the most cost effective method and if
successful, the City cannot simply change its LDRs, but would need a
comp plan amendment.
If the second residential unit is denied, the
entire proposed PAR project as now being proposed would likely not be
worth the effort as the loss of the second unit in each of the plans
could means a loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue to PAR.

There are several persons that are interested in proceeding, but do not
want to go it alone. A small group of persons working together is all
that is needed.

Jeremy

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 9:51 AM
To: janderson@lobeckhanson.com
Subject: Re: petition

Hi Jeremy

With regards your final paragraph are you saying that a legal challenge
against the approval of the site plan at 216 Pine based on the density
argument is likely to be successful? Hopefully if you are saying that
the Nally's will actually take legal action against the City. Someone
else has mentioned doing the same and I am just waiting to hear whether
they intend to go ahead with it.

As the Nally's planners analysis is now on public record can we not use
it in our petition? After all we are all arguing the same thing at the
moment.

As far as challenging the 216 site plan we can actually see at least 3
very good cases for a challenge; density, parking and the fact that they
allowed them to say the residence was an apartment. There may be one
other which pertains to the setbacks between the two buildings.
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As far as amendments on our petition go can you make sure to include the
number of lots in the ROR district as 92 as well as the previous number
as being 5 units per acre in the previous comp plan.

With thanks
Nicky
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Date: 2010/03/02 09:18
Subject: your missive to the City
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>
Alistair,
Well spoken. I’ve been saying essentially the same things, but with
considerably less eloquence.
Thanks for your participation in the process.

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/03/02 09:36
Subject: RE: interesting letter from Alistair
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>
I’m not so sure about Ed being the guy. You may be right, but I’m not
sure he has the imagination or the ambition for such a large undertaking.
He’s a restaurateur and a successful one at that. I tend to believe
much of the “push” for the process comes from Coleman, who has yet to
make his mark. We all need to be somebody at some level.
When it comes to support, I’ll settle for 80% agreement and up. I don’t
expect anyone to agree with everything I say. Even Duke yesterday tried
to rein me in on using the term “lunacy” when describing Aubrey Avenue.
I understand why he says it. I’m just less restrained now and again. I’
ve shuddered at his terminology on occasion, but still count on him as a
strong supporter.
Heading to the Parking Committee meeting for the approval of the minutes
for the last meeting.
H

From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com [mailto:Watersidehomes1@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 9:27 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: interesting letter from Alistair

Was okay until it got to the end. If we don't allow beach parking then
they won't renourish the beaches! Does he not realize that Ed is
probably the driving force behind all this?
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Date: 2010/03/02 13:43
Subject: Comp Plan review
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <prov1813@msn.com>
Micheal,
I’m cancelling our meeting for 4:00 p.m.
As I suggested in our conversation earlier today, I’ve killed a bunch of
trees addressing the issues regarding safety and parking in our Comp
Plan and our LDR’s. You’ve read my opinions; you know where I stand.
I see zero benefit to either of us in rehashing these issues line by
line in the Comp Plan.
You’re an intelligent man; you can see the conflicts yourself.
certainly don’t need me to draw you a roadmap.

You

I’m devoting my efforts to aligning the language of the LDR with the
Comp Plan. You’ll have ample opportunity to witness and participate in
that process.
Cordially,
Harry
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Date: 2010/03/02 13:44
Subject: FW: Comp Plan review
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <Watersidehomes1@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 1:43 PM
To: 'prov1813@msn.com'
Subject: Comp Plan review

Micheal,
I’m cancelling our meeting for 4:00 p.m.
As I suggested in our conversation earlier today, I’ve killed a bunch of
trees addressing the issues regarding safety and parking in our Comp
Plan and our LDR’s. You’ve read my opinions; you know where I stand.
I see zero benefit to either of us in rehashing these issues line by
line in the Comp Plan.
You’re an intelligent man; you can see the conflicts yourself.
certainly don’t need me to draw you a roadmap.

You

I’m devoting my efforts to aligning the language of the LDR with the
Comp Plan. You’ll have ample opportunity to witness and participate in
that process.
Cordially,
Harry
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Date: 2010/03/02 13:44
Subject: FW: Comp Plan review
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 1:43 PM
To: 'prov1813@msn.com'
Subject: Comp Plan review

Micheal,
I’m cancelling our meeting for 4:00 p.m.
As I suggested in our conversation earlier today, I’ve killed a bunch of
trees addressing the issues regarding safety and parking in our Comp
Plan and our LDR’s. You’ve read my opinions; you know where I stand.
I see zero benefit to either of us in rehashing these issues line by
line in the Comp Plan.
You’re an intelligent man; you can see the conflicts yourself.
certainly don’t need me to draw you a roadmap.

You

I’m devoting my efforts to aligning the language of the LDR with the
Comp Plan. You’ll have ample opportunity to witness and participate in
that process.
Cordially,
Harry
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Date: 2010/03/02 22:03
Subject: RE: Fw: AMI
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Thanks, Robin.
I think Thursday could wind up being a watershed moment.
happening.

So much is

Talk soon.
Harry

From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 7:57 PM
To: Home; Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; roraza3@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Fw: AMI

Oops, I sent you the wrong 01/08/2004 meeting minutes in my previous
email.
Here are the correct meeting minutes for 01/08/2004 on the 1st reading
of Ord. 04-615.

R

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 4:23 PM
To: Robin Wall; Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; roraza3@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Fw: AMI

Robin, I agree. If the committee is disbanded, Mr. Preposterous is just
grand-standing. Ooops, there I go: Redundant me.

But with one exception. The moratorium should be on any buildng in the
ROR. Not partial. If it is partial residential, those bozos will argue
that their building is a resident and therefore allowable.

D
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Robin Wall
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> To: Home ; Watersidehomes1@aol.com
> Cc: harry@harconcorp.com ; roraza3@gmail.com
> Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 2:10 PM
> Subject: RE: Fw: AMI
>
> Hasn’t the parking/safety committee has been disbanded as the members
have finished their task? Can it be a Sunshine Law violation if they are
now considered former members?
>
> I think the focus should be on making it clear why the ‘on-site
parking with safe ingress and egress (driveways)’ plan is worth keeping
and why the ‘ back out into moving traffic with parking spaces on the
City right-of-way’ plan is problematic, etc.
>
> I’d go with a partial building moratorium for commercial uses (not
residential uses in the ROR or Res districts) for 180 days and then
settling for 90 days. I agree with a later assessment on whether to
extend the moratorium past the 90 days or not.
>
> R
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 1:13 PM
To: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc: harry@harconcorp.com; Robin Wall; roraza3@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Fw: AMI

>
> On the moratorium: I believe we extended the last one several times. I
would suggest 90 days (ask for 180); then assess 30 days prior to
expiration and re-extend.
>
> The fact that a report was written is not a violation. However, If the
report was presented to and/or reviewed "in the shade" they most
certainly can be prosecuted. If the four "agreed" to the report (which "
signing" implies), all who participated are guilty of sunshine law
violation.
>
> Harry, as a commissioner, one of Dye's jobs is to represent you. I
never hesitated sending him email (don't use the phone!) and he never
failed to respond. If you know for certain this action took place in the
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shade, bring Jim into it. Maybe a call to Terry Shaefer would be in
order: Ask him how it came down. Nicky or Robin should make that call,
not Harry.
>
> My two cents.
>
> D
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: Watersidehomes1@aol.com
>> To: dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com
>> Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 11:53 AM
>> Subject: Re: Fw: AMI
>>
>> On that topic Harry has just called around and we decided that if
asked for the moratorium to last a year (can you imagine the response to
that) then they may count their lucky stars when it is scaled back to
six months. Harry is going to suggest that they have the opportunity to
extend it if the work is not complete (citing the argument that he is
now four months into his term and not a single line of chapter 90 has
yet been changed) and then says that he will drag his feet as slowly as
possible to try to make sure the moratorium is not off before November.
>>
>> Meanwhile Mr Preposterous has managed to write a report and get it
signed by four members of the Parking Committee which sums up the
findings of the Parking Committee. It, of course, says there is no
safety issue and says they found in favor of Gene Aubrey's drawings!
Apparently they are planning to present it on Thursday night but Harry
has a couple of ideas both with the result that it ends being
inadmissible due to the Sunshine Laws. Worst way he seems to think
those four members could actually be prosecuted.
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Date: 2010/03/02 22:20
Subject: RE: letter
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Mike & Mary Selby" <selby@selbyco.net>
Mike and Mary,
I think it’s a very effective letter. I hope you send it to amclerk@
cityofannamaria.com and ask it be sent to all the Commissioners, P&Z,
and the Administration. I’d blog it as well.
And I think reading it aloud Thursday night, if we haven’t already
passed a moratorium, may also be helpful.
I noticed the last time a moratorium was passed, it had been a topic of
discussion for over a year. I’ve been hearing calls for it for 4 months,
so getting it through before the next site plan comes up is good enough
for me. I’m going to keep laying the groundwork for it, and keep
calling it. I think P&Z passing the site plan for 216 Pine may be the
tipping point for some of the other Commissioners. I’m certainly hoping
so. I’m not asking you to be a conduit, so you shouldn’t reference
anything I’ve said, but please call Quam and Woodland and put the
pressure on. Ask any like-minded people you know to do the same.
We’re not being well served, that’s for certain. Dye is one of the most
artful dodgers I’ve ever seen. It’s not what he says; it what he doesn’
t say.
There’s absolutely no question he stops explaining a matter when he
thinks the next sentence will hurt the developers.
I’m told there may be an appeals process for 216. I’m still researching
that option. If you want to kick a little money in for an attorney, let
me know. I’ll have more info by end of day tomorrow.

If you want to make a stand, make it Thursday night. I’d like to see
City Hall bursting at the seams for the 6:00 meeting. I’m encouraging
everybody to bring four people. Call everyone you know, and let’s make
a statement.

Thanks for your support, guys.

See you Thursday.

Harry

From: Mike & Mary Selby [mailto:selby@selbyco.net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 9:07 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: letter
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Hi Harry......here is a "draft" of my letter...what do you think....
please let me know so I can "help" not "hurt"!!!
I still think a "march" on city hall would say a LOT!
Thanks for your input....and ALL you do.....
M
YOU CAN’T FIGHT CITY HALL
It appears that this old adage is true!
When the residents of Anna Maria rallied and voted last fall to elect
Commissioners who would represent their views, they thought there would
be some changes in the city. Well, they were wrong. It’s business as
usual!
We have a city attorney who couldn’t get his homework done in time on a
VERY important issue for a P&Z meeting on February 23rd. If he doesn’t
have the time to get our IMPORTANT business accomplished, should he be
dismissed? The City Planner “seems” to “interpret” building codes
differently from this majority of residents. Why is that? The
appointments to the P&Z Board “seem” to be against the will of the
residents. All in all, it seems that something is rotten in …..where?????
The approval of the site plan at 216 Pine is in direct opposition to the
will of the residents who elected the new commissioners. I don’t think
anyone would question that. The question is, why did it get approval?
I challenge anyone to go to the corner of Pine and North Shore and
watch the traffic as the cars cut the corners and travel into the wrong
lane as they turn north onto North Shore from eastbouond Pine. It’s a
REAL PROBLEM!!!! And now we are going to have 8 cars BACKING out into
North Shore (all 10 feet of it south bound) right at that intersection.
Most of the time I can’t even pull up to the stop sign as the cars
turning north cut the corners so badly. What was anyone thinking adding
all those new cars to an already dangerous intersection. It’s truly
AMAZING!!! What was the Board that approved it thinking? Plus, will we
have yet another alliteration……a pastel party house with a pool (AND
parking problems!) Just what we need! How quaint is that!!!! It’s really
sad that those in power don’t seem to have more in common with those of
us who live here and pay the taxes. (does taxation without
representation ring a bell for any of you?) How do 184 spaces of parking
backing out onto Pine Avenue grab you? Won’t that be lovely? I am told
it is in the “PLAN”!!!
My question is, why do we have to put up with all of this? We elected
Commissioners to protect us; we did NOT elect the P&Z Board…it is an
appointed board…and why did they have the authority to approve this
unsafe, site plan. It is a travesty! And now I am told that 3 more site
plans have been submitted for approval under the same “Board Approval
process” due to the lack of action by our city attorney!
I for one am really getting ANGRY about what is happening here.
Another old adage comes to mind….Power corrupts and absolute power
corrupts absolutely!
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What’s wrong with this picture?
A concerned resident of Anna Maria
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Date: 2010/03/03 07:27
Subject: RE: FYI
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Home" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Duke,
I’m beginning to share your enthusiasm, but you’ve got a better sense of
history re: Anna Maria. As a relative newcomer, all I can see lately is
one defeat after another. Every time I think we’ve made some headway, I
get sucker punched by something.

That said, I’m getting a real sense of frustration from the residents.
No one is happy about what happened at P&Z last week. I see from the
minutes Robin sent me, the last moratorium was discussed for nearly a
year before it was finally imposed. So there’s hope. This time, it was
first raised as an option four months ago. I think 216 getting approved
was the last straw for some folks.

I’m told by Welch and Garrett there is an appeals process that would
force 216 to be reviewed by the Commission. Welch seemed to think it’s
a state statute.
It seems to me there would have to be some recourse
provided besides litigation. Do you know anything about this?
I can always ask Dye on Thursday.
Regarding contacting Dye directly, I’ll try that, but don’t think he’ll
respond. I believe Fran has told him all legal questions must be
directed through her.
I may press that issue. As a Commissioner, I’m guessing I have as much
right to paid legal counsel as the Mayor.
Anyhow, it’s another day, and I’m starting to see some light here in the
City. Yesterday the phone rang off the hook, Coleman again asked for a
meeting with me (not happening), four former members of the Safety
Committee became transparently PARtisan, and Alan Garrett blew through
Chapter 90 with me in less than an hour, accepting all my proposed
changes.
Enjoy your weather!
Harry

From: Home [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 5:37 PM
To: roraza3@gmail.com; Watersidehomes1@aol.com; Robin Wall; bj Quam;
Dale Woodland; harry@harconcorp.com; Alistair McLeish; mmctoday@gmail.
com
Subject: FYI

I received an email today from an individual who complemented Mr.
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McLeish's approach (as opposed to resorting to name calling, vitriol,
what have you). What follows is my reply to her:
Hi:
I agree with you that Alistair's approach is a more temperate one and
preferable to mud slinging and name calling.
But, it is a blog. It reflects mood; hand in hand, it will reflect
temperament. Unlike the old media that can filter for whatever reasons,
there is no filter here. It reflects the frustrations of a majority
being peed on by a simple, greedy, well-funded minority.
This time next year it will be totally different. The content (of the
blog and the commission meetings) will be devoted to how we can make it
better, not bigger--and more attractive to crowds and hords of people
who flock to places like Holmes Beach, St. Pete Beach, and Myrtle Beach-where "they" can do anything they want and nobody will give a #%@#&^.
Am I dreaming? A year ago, I would have said, "Hell, yes." After what we
accomplished in November, I shout, "Hell, no!" And you, my dear friend,
can take that to the bank. Why? We have proven their money, their
leadership and their minions can't buy or defy the residents and win.
When I moved here ten years ago, you couldn't find a handful of
activists (whatever happened to Dianne Caniff, anyway?); November 3,
2009, 69% of a record voter turnout said, "Not no, hell no!" I don't
think that is going to change. November can't get here too soon.
Thanks for caring about Our Anna Maria.
Duke
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Date: 2010/03/03 09:46
Subject: FW: op/ed
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <vickyschaefer@mac.com>
Morning, Vicki. Here’s the Op/Ed I wrote for the Sun and blogged.
free to forward to anyone.
I’ve also attached another opinion piece I wrote.
entered into Public Record at City Hall.

Feel

Both have been

Talk soon,
Harry

From: cathstol@aol.com [mailto:cathstol@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2010 9:21 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Subject: Fwd: op/ed

-----Original Message----From: Vicky Schaefer <vickyschaefer@mac.com>
To: Cathy Stoltzfus <Cathstol@aol.com>
Sent: Wed, Mar 3, 2010 12:24 am
Subject: Fwd: op/ed

Begin forwarded message:Can I send this now??? I'm waiting .... and
eager to fight!. Let me know what you want me to do.... Go get 'em!!!!!..
. I do hope you had a fun and relaxing cruise....... see you soon... v
> From: cathstol@aol.com
> Date: February 28, 2010 10:38:43 AM EST
> To: joehospital@verizon.net, JudithChable@aol.com, LuvAnnaMaria@aol.
com, vickyschaefer@mac.com, AKDICOFL@aol.com, charlesdaniel1@mac.com
> Subject: Fwd: op/ed
>
> Good Morning, Please review the attachment and forward to like minded
residents/property owners.
>
>
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> If unable to attend this Thursdays meeting, please write the Mayor and
Commissioners and tell them we do not want anymore concessions, ie:
ceding city property, to commercial developers. We would like our comp
plan and LDR adhered to. Just follow the rules in place!
>
> Than ks, Cathy
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: cathstol@aol.com
Sent: Sun, Feb 28, 2010 9:54 am
Subject: FW: op/ed

>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'laurkros'
Subject: op/ed

>
> Laurie,
> Here it is. It’s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I’m smiling.)
> Hope you don’t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week’s copy. It’s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry
=
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Vicky Schaefer
311 Iris Street
Anna Maria, FL 34216
941.779.1272
vickyschaefer@mac.com

=
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Date: 2010/03/05 07:15
Subject: 216 Pine Avenue
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <nal569@aol.com>
Ms. Nally,
As you know, P&Z approved the non-compliant site plan submitted by PAR
for 216 Pine Avenue. There is a group of people here on the Island
interested in having that ruling overturned. Could you please call me
today at 779-9838 to either set up a meeting or simply have a phone
conversation regarding the matter.
I’ve exchanged several emails with Jeremy Anderson. He informed me he
has a client also interested in pursuing this matter, and although he
has protected that client’s identity, I’m assuming he’s referring to you.
Please let me know if you’re interested in pursuing this matter further.
If so, we’d like to join our efforts with yours.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/07 12:58
Subject: FW: Proposed challenge
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <nal569@aol.com>
Barb,
My apologies.

I see Jeremy did contact me n Friday.

Harry

From: Jeremy Anderson [mailto:janderson@lobeckhanson.com]
Sent: Friday, March 05, 2010 5:07 PM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: Proposed challenge

Harry,

I hope all is well. I have not been able to be available with my client
so as to call you. However, I did speak to her this morning.

Ms. Nally will give you a ring tomorrow at the number you have provided.
We discussed your participation in the lawsuit and she has some
reservations about you assisting in the challenge. At this point we are
unsure if at a later date your participation in this lawsuit would at
some point preclude you from voting on any issue in the future related
to this project. She can further explain tomorrow.

Jeremy V. Anderson
Lobeck & Hanson, P.A.
2033 Main Street, Suite 403
Sarasota,

FL 34237

Telephone: (941) 955-5622
Facsimile: (941) 951-1469
E-mail: janderson@lobeckhanson.com

NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attachment to this e-mail message
contain confidential information that may be legally privileged. If you
are not the intended recipient, you must not review, retransmit, print,
copy, use or disseminate this e-mail or any attachments to it. If you
have received this e-mail in error, please notify us immediately by
return e-mail or by telephone at (941) 955-5622 and delete this message.
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Please note that if this e-mail message contains a forwarded message or
is a reply to a prior message, some or all of the contents of this
message or any attachments may not have been produced by the sender.

If you have an urgent communication or if you have not heard from me in
response to your e-mail, please telephone me immediately. DO NOT ASSUME
THAT YOUR E-MAIL HAS BEEN RECEIVED.

THIS LAW FIRM MAY BE DEEMED A DEBT COLLECTOR AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
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Date: 2010/03/10 13:22
Subject: RE: Public Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Dear Mr. Barfield,

I’m in receipt of your email regarding records under Chapter 119 of FSS,
but there was no attached letter.
I will be happy to provide whatever records you request, but I need to
know what you are requesting.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Public Records Request

Ms. Baird and Commissioner Stoltzfus:
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Please accept the attached letter as a request under chapter 119 for
certain records in your possession. I also understand that Mr. Conoly
will need to receive a copy of this request, but I don’t have his e-mail
address. Please forward a copy to him.

Thank you.

Michael Barfield
Legal Consultant
200 S. Washington Blvd., Suite 5
Sarasota, FL 34236
Tel:
Fax:

(941) 228-1575
(941) 866-7323

mbar62@gmail.com
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Date: 2010/03/10 13:22
Subject: RE: Public Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Dear Mr. Barfield,

I’m in receipt of your email regarding records under Chapter 119 of FSS,
but there was no attached letter.
I will be happy to provide whatever records you request, but I need to
know what you are requesting.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Public Records Request

Ms. Baird and Commissioner Stoltzfus:
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Please accept the attached letter as a request under chapter 119 for
certain records in your possession. I also understand that Mr. Conoly
will need to receive a copy of this request, but I don’t have his e-mail
address. Please forward a copy to him.

Thank you.

Michael Barfield
Legal Consultant
200 S. Washington Blvd., Suite 5
Sarasota, FL 34236
Tel:
Fax:

(941) 228-1575
(941) 866-7323

mbar62@gmail.com
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Date: 2010/03/10 13:36
Subject: RE: Public Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

Thank you for sending the attachment. I’ll get back with you regarding
your request.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 1:27 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Jim Conoly; Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Public Records Request

Ms. Baird:

Sorry for omitting the attachment.

I hope it is included this time.
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Michael Barfield

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 1:23 PM
To: Michael Barfield
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus; Jim Conoly; Jim Dye; amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com;
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com; amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com;
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com; amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com;
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
Subject: RE: Public Records Request

Dear Mr. Barfield,

I’m in receipt of your email regarding records under Chapter 119 of FSS,
but there was no attached letter.
I will be happy to provide whatever records you request, but I need to
know what you are requesting.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Public Records Request

Ms. Baird and Commissioner Stoltzfus:

Please accept the attached letter as a request under chapter 119 for
certain records in your possession. I also understand that Mr. Conoly
will need to receive a copy of this request, but I don’t have his e-mail
address. Please forward a copy to him.

Thank you.

Michael Barfield
Legal Consultant
200 S. Washington Blvd., Suite 5
Sarasota, FL 34236
Tel:
Fax:

(941) 228-1575
(941) 866-7323

mbar62@gmail.com
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Date: 2010/03/10 13:36
Subject: RE: Public Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

Thank you for sending the attachment. I’ll get back with you regarding
your request.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 1:27 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Jim Conoly; Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Public Records Request

Ms. Baird:

Sorry for omitting the attachment.

I hope it is included this time.
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Michael Barfield

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 1:23 PM
To: Michael Barfield
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus; Jim Conoly; Jim Dye; amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com;
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com; amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com;
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com; amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com;
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
Subject: RE: Public Records Request

Dear Mr. Barfield,

I’m in receipt of your email regarding records under Chapter 119 of FSS,
but there was no attached letter.
I will be happy to provide whatever records you request, but I need to
know what you are requesting.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Public Records Request

Ms. Baird and Commissioner Stoltzfus:

Please accept the attached letter as a request under chapter 119 for
certain records in your possession. I also understand that Mr. Conoly
will need to receive a copy of this request, but I don’t have his e-mail
address. Please forward a copy to him.

Thank you.

Michael Barfield
Legal Consultant
200 S. Washington Blvd., Suite 5
Sarasota, FL 34236
Tel:
Fax:

(941) 228-1575
(941) 866-7323

mbar62@gmail.com
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Date: 2010/03/11 07:41
Subject: Manatee County LDC: one way memo
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
It's been suggested the "maneuvering in the right of way" prohibition in
our LDR is an artifact, mistakenly left in as a result of some "boiler
plate" language.
Obviously, that isn't true. Please read the attachment.
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/03/11 09:18
Subject:
From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
More stuff from my private email account before my City account was set
up.
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/12 16:26
Subject: FW: Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

Please see the email below regarding your records request. I should
receive a quote by Monday from Integrated Tech Support. They are the
company that handles our city email accounts. Commissioner Stoltzfus has
provided emails placed from his company email account and I hope to have
Planning & Zoning member Jim Conoly’s by Monday. I’ll continue to keep
you updated.

Thanks for your patience in this matter.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Diane Percycoe
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Records Request
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Alice,

See below.

Diana L. Percycoe, CMC
Finance Director/City Treasurer/Deputy City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL

34216

(941) 708-6130 Ext. 23
(941) 708-6134 Fax
amfinance@cityofannamaria.com

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Diane Percycoe
Subject: RE: Records Request

I am working on a quote, and should have something to you today or
Monday.

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203
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O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Diane Percycoe
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:52 AM
To: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support; Donald Scheid - Integrated
Tech Support
Subject: RE: Records Request

DJ:

Do you have any information regarding the records request Alice sent you?
?

Diana L. Percycoe, CMC
Finance Director/City Treasurer/Deputy City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL

34216

(941) 708-6130 Ext. 23
(941) 708-6134 Fax
amfinance@cityofannamaria.com

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/12 16:26
Subject: FW: Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

Please see the email below regarding your records request. I should
receive a quote by Monday from Integrated Tech Support. They are the
company that handles our city email accounts. Commissioner Stoltzfus has
provided emails placed from his company email account and I hope to have
Planning & Zoning member Jim Conoly’s by Monday. I’ll continue to keep
you updated.

Thanks for your patience in this matter.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Diane Percycoe
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Records Request
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Alice,

See below.

Diana L. Percycoe, CMC
Finance Director/City Treasurer/Deputy City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL

34216

(941) 708-6130 Ext. 23
(941) 708-6134 Fax
amfinance@cityofannamaria.com

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Diane Percycoe
Subject: RE: Records Request

I am working on a quote, and should have something to you today or
Monday.

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203
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O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Diane Percycoe
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:52 AM
To: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support; Donald Scheid - Integrated
Tech Support
Subject: RE: Records Request

DJ:

Do you have any information regarding the records request Alice sent you?
?

Diana L. Percycoe, CMC
Finance Director/City Treasurer/Deputy City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL

34216

(941) 708-6130 Ext. 23
(941) 708-6134 Fax
amfinance@cityofannamaria.com

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/15 13:58
Subject: Dates of Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

One of our Commissioners questioned the dates of the records request.
Did you intend to ask for documents back to March 1, 2009?

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/15 13:58
Subject: Dates of Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

One of our Commissioners questioned the dates of the records request.
Did you intend to ask for documents back to March 1, 2009?

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/15 14:12
Subject: RE: Dates of Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <mbar62@gmail.com>
Thank you.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:09 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: Dates of Records Request

Yes.
Michael
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 13:58:42 -0400
To: Michael Barfield<mbar62@gmail.com>
Cc: Jim Dye<amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>; Fran Barford<ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com>; Alice Baird<amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Subject: Dates of Records Request

HS-II01722

Mr. Barfield,

One of our Commissioners questioned the dates of the records request.
Did you intend to ask for documents back to March 1, 2009?

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01723

Date: 2010/03/15 14:12
Subject: RE: Dates of Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <mbar62@gmail.com>
Thank you.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:09 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: Dates of Records Request

Yes.
Michael
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 13:58:42 -0400
To: Michael Barfield<mbar62@gmail.com>
Cc: Jim Dye<amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>; Fran Barford<ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com>; Alice Baird<amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Subject: Dates of Records Request

HS-II01724

Mr. Barfield,

One of our Commissioners questioned the dates of the records request.
Did you intend to ask for documents back to March 1, 2009?

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01725

Date: 2010/03/15 15:40
Subject: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

The cost to provide you with the requested emails from Commissioner
Harry Stoltzfus and Planning & Zoning Board member Jim Conoly are as
follows:

Emails from personal email account – Harry Stoltzfus-Commissioner
$14.55 (15 cents/page)
Emails from personal email account – Jim Conoly-Planning & Zoning
8.70 (15 cents/page)
Research & burn CD or DVD 3/1/09-3/10/10 Conoly & Stoltzfus (emails)
250.00 ($125/ 2 hours)

$

Total due and payable to City of Anna Maria - $273.25 prior to documents
being provided.

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

Regards - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact

this

HS-II01726

office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

HS-II01727

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01728

Date: 2010/03/15 15:40
Subject: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

The cost to provide you with the requested emails from Commissioner
Harry Stoltzfus and Planning & Zoning Board member Jim Conoly are as
follows:

Emails from personal email account – Harry Stoltzfus-Commissioner
$14.55 (15 cents/page)
Emails from personal email account – Jim Conoly-Planning & Zoning
8.70 (15 cents/page)
Research & burn CD or DVD 3/1/09-3/10/10 Conoly & Stoltzfus (emails)
250.00 ($125/ 2 hours)

$

Total due and payable to City of Anna Maria - $273.25 prior to documents
being provided.

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

Regards - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact

this

HS-II01729

office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

HS-II01730

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01731

Date: 2010/03/17 16:41
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Michael,

Please see the email below from our City Attorney Jim Dye. Integrated
Tech Support is the company that maintains our city email accounts.
Donald Scheid (DJ) is the
President and CEO of the company. (See emails below) I hope this
answers your questions. If not, please contact me. This is the first
time we’ve had someone ask for a large volume of emails and we didn’t
really know how this would be accomplished.

How would you like me to proceed?

Once again, thank you for your patience in this matter.

/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Dye
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:20 PM

HS-II01732

To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

DJ says that there is a lot of people work in doing this even though the
storage is electronic. That's the main reason for the expense.
Additionally, the charge is an estimate because there may be a handful
of emails or there may be hundreds but the estimate is capped at $250
even if the actual cost is more.

DJ said he can give City Hall access to the journal account and you or
Diane could go through all the emails looking for the material but that'
s time consuming too and you couldn't retrieve any attachments to the
emails. You'd only be able to print emails and not burn them to a CD.

Send this on the person requesting the material and see how he'd like to
proceed.

Jim
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/17/2010 9:09 AM
To: Jim Dye
Cc: 'Prell Hornsby'
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
Jim,

Please call me. See below.

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22

HS-II01733

(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 3:17 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

Please explain the cost which is highlighted below. In particular, who
is performing this task, and why is it necessary for such a person to
research the e-mails in question?
On Mon, Mar 15, 2010 at 3:40 PM, Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.
com> wrote:
Mr. Barfield,

The cost to provide you with the requested emails from Commissioner
Harry Stoltzfus and Planning & Zoning Board member Jim Conoly are as
follows:

Emails from personal email account – Harry Stoltzfus-Commissioner
$14.55 (15 cents/page)
Emails from personal email account – Jim Conoly-Planning & Zoning
8.70 (15 cents/page)
Research & burn CD or DVD 3/1/09-3/10/10 Conoly & Stoltzfus (emails)
250.00 ($125/ 2 hours)

$

Total due and payable to City of Anna Maria - $273.25 prior to documents
being provided.

HS-II01734

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

Regards - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO

HS-II01735

Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact

this

HS-II01736

office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01737

Date: 2010/03/17 16:41
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Michael,

Please see the email below from our City Attorney Jim Dye. Integrated
Tech Support is the company that maintains our city email accounts.
Donald Scheid (DJ) is the
President and CEO of the company. (See emails below) I hope this
answers your questions. If not, please contact me. This is the first
time we’ve had someone ask for a large volume of emails and we didn’t
really know how this would be accomplished.

How would you like me to proceed?

Once again, thank you for your patience in this matter.

/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Dye
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:20 PM

HS-II01738

To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

DJ says that there is a lot of people work in doing this even though the
storage is electronic. That's the main reason for the expense.
Additionally, the charge is an estimate because there may be a handful
of emails or there may be hundreds but the estimate is capped at $250
even if the actual cost is more.

DJ said he can give City Hall access to the journal account and you or
Diane could go through all the emails looking for the material but that'
s time consuming too and you couldn't retrieve any attachments to the
emails. You'd only be able to print emails and not burn them to a CD.

Send this on the person requesting the material and see how he'd like to
proceed.

Jim
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/17/2010 9:09 AM
To: Jim Dye
Cc: 'Prell Hornsby'
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
Jim,

Please call me. See below.

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22

HS-II01739

(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 3:17 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

Please explain the cost which is highlighted below. In particular, who
is performing this task, and why is it necessary for such a person to
research the e-mails in question?
On Mon, Mar 15, 2010 at 3:40 PM, Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.
com> wrote:
Mr. Barfield,

The cost to provide you with the requested emails from Commissioner
Harry Stoltzfus and Planning & Zoning Board member Jim Conoly are as
follows:

Emails from personal email account – Harry Stoltzfus-Commissioner
$14.55 (15 cents/page)
Emails from personal email account – Jim Conoly-Planning & Zoning
8.70 (15 cents/page)
Research & burn CD or DVD 3/1/09-3/10/10 Conoly & Stoltzfus (emails)
250.00 ($125/ 2 hours)

$

Total due and payable to City of Anna Maria - $273.25 prior to documents
being provided.

HS-II01740

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

Regards - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO

HS-II01741

Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact

this

HS-II01742

office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01743

Date: 2010/03/18 15:00
Subject: RE: Public Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

I understand Jim Dye has a phone call in to your office to discuss your
records request. Understanding that he will be out of his office until
tomorrow, I feel I must respond to your request even though I’m unsure
about a couple of items. I do appreciate your patience and will be
forwarding emails I’ve received from Planning & Zoning member Jim Conoly
and Commissioner Harry Stoltzfus in the following emails. It is my
understanding that the attached emails will be from their private email
accounts that contain city business, or emails that contain city
business that possibly I did not receive. (Please note: Some of these
may be duplicates.) If I continue to receive additional emails from them,
I will forward same to you.

Please contact me if me if this is not clear, or you need additional
information.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01744

From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Public Records Request

Ms. Baird and Commissioner Stoltzfus:

Please accept the attached letter as a request under chapter 119 for
certain records in your possession. I also understand that Mr. Conoly
will need to receive a copy of this request, but I don’t have his e-mail
address. Please forward a copy to him.

Thank you.

Michael Barfield
Legal Consultant
200 S. Washington Blvd., Suite 5
Sarasota, FL 34236
Tel:
Fax:

(941) 228-1575
(941) 866-7323

mbar62@gmail.com

HS-II01745

Date: 2010/03/18 15:00
Subject: RE: Public Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

I understand Jim Dye has a phone call in to your office to discuss your
records request. Understanding that he will be out of his office until
tomorrow, I feel I must respond to your request even though I’m unsure
about a couple of items. I do appreciate your patience and will be
forwarding emails I’ve received from Planning & Zoning member Jim Conoly
and Commissioner Harry Stoltzfus in the following emails. It is my
understanding that the attached emails will be from their private email
accounts that contain city business, or emails that contain city
business that possibly I did not receive. (Please note: Some of these
may be duplicates.) If I continue to receive additional emails from them,
I will forward same to you.

Please contact me if me if this is not clear, or you need additional
information.

Regards - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01746

From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Public Records Request

Ms. Baird and Commissioner Stoltzfus:

Please accept the attached letter as a request under chapter 119 for
certain records in your possession. I also understand that Mr. Conoly
will need to receive a copy of this request, but I don’t have his e-mail
address. Please forward a copy to him.

Thank you.

Michael Barfield
Legal Consultant
200 S. Washington Blvd., Suite 5
Sarasota, FL 34236
Tel:
Fax:

(941) 228-1575
(941) 866-7323

mbar62@gmail.com

HS-II01747

Date: 2010/03/18 15:46
Subject: FW: public records request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 1:32 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: public records request
Harry,
Please see my email I just sent. I too do not know what he is
requesting.
I'll keep you posted.
/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 1:13 PM
To: Alice Baird

HS-II01748

Subject: public records request
Alice,
The cover letter had no attachments.
are being requested.

I have no idea what public records

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01749

Date: 2010/03/18 15:46
Subject: FW: public records request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 1:32 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: public records request
Harry,
Please see my email I just sent. I too do not know what he is
requesting.
I'll keep you posted.
/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 1:13 PM
To: Alice Baird

HS-II01750

Subject: public records request
Alice,
The cover letter had no attachments.
are being requested.

I have no idea what public records

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01751

Date: 2010/03/18 15:47
Subject: FW: public records request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 9:01 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: public records request
Alice,
I think you should question the party who requested these records on the
dates named. March 1, 2009 to date? Surely they're not expecting me to
produce records on Commissioner matters before I was elected.
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/10/2010 4:18 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Jim Conoly
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Subject: RE: public records request
Harry & Jim,
I'm sorry. I should have contacted both of you. Yes, I am in the process
of getting a price to proceed with collecting the documents requested. I
don't know the person requesting the documents. By FSS we are not
allowed to ask who wants them, why they want them, etc. We just have to
produce them at a reasonable cost and in a reasonable time.
I'm sure Jim Dye would be happy to talk to you tomorrow. If I can help,
please contact me.
Take care - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC

HS-II01752

City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 4:06 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records request
Alice,
I see the letter is directed to you, not to me. Are you going to handle
forwarding the requested information from my City email account, or
would you like me to handle that?
I'd like to know the party requesting this information. Seems unusual
the request extends back beyond my actually being a Commissioner.
I'll contact Jim Dye tomorrow for qualification of the request.
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01753

Date: 2010/03/18 15:47
Subject: FW: public records request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 9:01 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: public records request
Alice,
I think you should question the party who requested these records on the
dates named. March 1, 2009 to date? Surely they're not expecting me to
produce records on Commissioner matters before I was elected.
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/10/2010 4:18 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Jim Conoly
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Subject: RE: public records request
Harry & Jim,
I'm sorry. I should have contacted both of you. Yes, I am in the process
of getting a price to proceed with collecting the documents requested. I
don't know the person requesting the documents. By FSS we are not
allowed to ask who wants them, why they want them, etc. We just have to
produce them at a reasonable cost and in a reasonable time.
I'm sure Jim Dye would be happy to talk to you tomorrow. If I can help,
please contact me.
Take care - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC

HS-II01754

City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 4:06 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records request
Alice,
I see the letter is directed to you, not to me. Are you going to handle
forwarding the requested information from my City email account, or
would you like me to handle that?
I'd like to know the party requesting this information. Seems unusual
the request extends back beyond my actually being a Commissioner.
I'll contact Jim Dye tomorrow for qualification of the request.
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01755

Date: 2010/03/18 15:48
Subject: FW: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:11 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Alice,
Here’s an email I received from you that may be considered public
records.
This and any subsequent “forwards” this morning will be stuff I sent or
received prior to my getting a City email account.
Harry

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 10:54 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: Fran Barford; Jim Dye

HS-II01756

Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01757

Date: 2010/03/18 15:48
Subject: FW: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:11 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Alice,
Here’s an email I received from you that may be considered public
records.
This and any subsequent “forwards” this morning will be stuff I sent or
received prior to my getting a City email account.
Harry

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 10:54 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: Fran Barford; Jim Dye

HS-II01758

Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01759

Date: 2010/03/18 15:48
Subject: FW: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:12 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Sunshine/Public Records Session

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 1:19 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Harry,

HS-II01760

So sorry to hear about Cathy. Please wish her our best.

Thanks for the dates. I’ll get back with you if I can schedule something
with Attorney Dye before Thanksgiving. If not, I’ll need dates from all
Commission from Thanksgiving through Christmas.

Take care - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 11:05 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Alice,
I’ve cancelled this week’s trip. Cathy’s a little under the weather, so
we’ll be here for the next few days.
We leave 11/12 p.m. and return 11/16 soon after 12:00.
dates, I’m available right up ‘til Thanksgiving.

Except for those

I’m coming to your office today to sign whatever you’ve got for me.
Thanks,

HS-II01761

Harry Stoltzfus

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 10:54 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: Fran Barford; Jim Dye
Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01762

HS-II01763

Date: 2010/03/18 15:48
Subject: FW: Sunshine/Public Records Session
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:12 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Sunshine/Public Records Session

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 1:19 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Harry,

HS-II01764

So sorry to hear about Cathy. Please wish her our best.

Thanks for the dates. I’ll get back with you if I can schedule something
with Attorney Dye before Thanksgiving. If not, I’ll need dates from all
Commission from Thanksgiving through Christmas.

Take care - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 11:05 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Alice,
I’ve cancelled this week’s trip. Cathy’s a little under the weather, so
we’ll be here for the next few days.
We leave 11/12 p.m. and return 11/16 soon after 12:00.
dates, I’m available right up ‘til Thanksgiving.

Except for those

I’m coming to your office today to sign whatever you’ve got for me.
Thanks,

HS-II01765

Harry Stoltzfus

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 10:54 AM
To: harry@harconcorp.com
Cc: Fran Barford; Jim Dye
Subject: Sunshine/Public Records Session

Good Morning Harry,

I’m required to schedule a presentation (with questions and answers) on
the Sunshine & Public Record laws and how they apply to elected and
appointed officials. Our City Attorney Jim Dye gives the presentation
every year and all boards and committees are invited to attend. It is
mandatory for newly elected officials and new staff members that deal
with public records. Would you please give me any dates that you will
not be available in the coming weeks? I will then get with Mr. Dye and
see when he is available. These sessions are very informative and the
more questions you ask, the more you get out of it.

Thanks for your help - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01766

HS-II01767

Date: 2010/03/18 15:49
Subject: FW: 11/12/09 Agenda - 10:00am Meeting
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:13 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: 11/12/09 Agenda - 10:00am Meeting

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 3:43 PM
To: amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com; amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com;
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com; amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com;
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com; ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus; Jim Dye; Bob Welch; George McKay; Diane Percycoe;
AnnMarie Thorpe; Diane Sacca
Subject: 11/12/09 Agenda - 10:00am Meeting

Hi,

HS-II01768

Attached is the agenda for the Swearing in Ceremony at 10:00am and the
Organizational meeting to follow.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01769

Date: 2010/03/18 15:49
Subject: FW: 11/12/09 Agenda - 10:00am Meeting
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:13 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: 11/12/09 Agenda - 10:00am Meeting

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 3:43 PM
To: amcommtollette@cityofannamaria.com; amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com;
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com; amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com;
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com; ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
Cc: Harry Stoltzfus; Jim Dye; Bob Welch; George McKay; Diane Percycoe;
AnnMarie Thorpe; Diane Sacca
Subject: 11/12/09 Agenda - 10:00am Meeting

Hi,

HS-II01770

Attached is the agenda for the Swearing in Ceremony at 10:00am and the
Organizational meeting to follow.

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01771

Date: 2010/03/18 15:50
Subject: FW: (Ann Maria Public Rcords)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:15 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:

Alice,
I think this is the last of the received documents prior to my City
email account setup.
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II01772

Date: 2010/03/18 15:50
Subject: FW: (Ann Maria Public Rcords)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:15 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:

Alice,
I think this is the last of the received documents prior to my City
email account setup.
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II01773

Date: 2010/03/18 15:50
Subject: FW: (Anna Maria Public Records)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:15 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW:

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:28 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject: RE:

Thanks, Harry. Will do.
/Alice
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Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject:

Alice,
Please forward copies of this attachment to Mr. Dye, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Garrett, all members of P&Z, the Commission, and anyone else in the City
whom you think may have an interest in its contents.
Kindly confirm receipt.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:50
Subject: FW: (Anna Maria Public Records)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:15 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW:

From: Alice Baird [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:28 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject: RE:

Thanks, Harry. Will do.
/Alice
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Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Fran Barford
Subject:

Alice,
Please forward copies of this attachment to Mr. Dye, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Garrett, all members of P&Z, the Commission, and anyone else in the City
whom you think may have an interest in its contents.
Kindly confirm receipt.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:51
Subject: FW: (Public Records)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:18 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:

More stuff from my private email account before my City account was set
up.
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:51
Subject: FW: (Public Records)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:18 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:

More stuff from my private email account before my City account was set
up.
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:52
Subject: FW: my personal Sent box
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:25 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: my personal Sent box

Alice,
This should do it.

Everything else should be in the City email account.

Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:52
Subject: FW: my personal Sent box
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:25 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: my personal Sent box

Alice,
This should do it.

Everything else should be in the City email account.

Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:52
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:40 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:19 AM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

Diane,
This is the other email.
members.

I’d like this one printed for all the P&Z
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Thanks again,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:54 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled. I think granting it a continuance would be
improper. Rather, the process needs to start over from the signed
compliance recommendation by the Administration.

The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
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City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

HS-II01784

Date: 2010/03/18 15:52
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:40 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:19 AM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

Diane,
This is the other email.
members.

I’d like this one printed for all the P&Z
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Thanks again,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:54 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: Site plan hearing for 216 Pine

January 18, 2010

In my opinion, the hearing for 216 Pine was improperly scheduled and
must be rescheduled. I think granting it a continuance would be
improper. Rather, the process needs to start over from the signed
compliance recommendation by the Administration.

The following facts should be noted.

1.
The City is required to issue a written compliance review on
any site plan applications. That review must state in writing a
recommendation a site plan is approved, approved with conditions, or
denied.
2.
After that review has been completed, the City must schedule a
hearing with the P&Z or the City Commission, depending on the
particulars of the site plan.
3.
The developer must publicly advertise at least 10 days before
the date of the hearing, and notify by certified mail at least 30 days
before the hearing, all neighbors within 500 ft. of the subject property.
Both of these notices must take place after the site plan compliance
recommendation is made by the Administration.
4.
In early November, I expressed concern at a Commission meeting
that PAR was trying to beat the system by submitting three site plans
simultaneously. I suggested to the Mayor the system needed to respond.
Chairman Quam suggested a moratorium on site plans may be desirable.
Our City Attorney said that may be problematic. He stated that all
issues in flux could be considered during the site plan review process
and changes in the codes could be applied even if those changes were
made after the date of the site plan submittal. He also recommended the
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City continue to process site plans in the normal manner, not expediting,
and not deliberately slowing down the procedure.
5.
The Administration has expedited the process. They scheduled
the hearing with P&Z for 216 Pine before the compliance review was
completed. That’s improper, therefore the hearing is illegitimate.
6.
PAR has already mailed the notice letters to neighbors, and the
hearing time and date has already been advertised in the Bradenton
Herald.
7.
For this to be done properly, the City must issue a signed,
dated review of 216 Pine that includes a determination of approved,
approved with conditions, or denied. The process needs to begin again,
from that point. The advertising was done prematurely. The mailing was
done prematurely.
8.
Generally, it should be noted, the whole process regarding the
site plan for 216 is unprofessional in the extreme. There are documents
in the 216 file that are signed but not dated. The compliance review
has a heading suggested it was done in January, but it also is not dated.
There is correspondence between the developer and City staff not
included in the file.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:52
Subject: FW: more stuff
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:43 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: more stuff

Alice,
No reason to print this stuff. If you’d like Jim Dye to review it and
forward anything he considers necessary to fulfill the public records
request, that’s fine with me.
Harry
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:52
Subject: FW: more stuff
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:43 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: more stuff

Alice,
No reason to print this stuff. If you’d like Jim Dye to review it and
forward anything he considers necessary to fulfill the public records
request, that’s fine with me.
Harry

HS-II01789

Date: 2010/03/18 15:53
Subject: FW: public records request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Dye
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 1:44 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: public records request

Alice:

Here are a couple of emails between me and Com. Stoltzfus that I'm
sending you so you have them for the official record.

Call if you have questions.
From: Jim Dye
Sent: Thu 3/11/2010 1:31 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
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Subject: RE: public records request
Harry:

Here's the AGO you may find helpful.

http://www.myfloridalegal.com/ago.nsf/printview/
B4D1320C99E9E532852573FB00726034

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thu 3/11/2010 10:37 AM
To: Jim Dye
Subject: public records request
Jim,

The request for public records sent to Alice Baird yesterday was not
sent to me directly. What, if any, emails from my personal email
account must be disclosed pursuant to this request?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:53
Subject: FW: public records request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Dye
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 1:44 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: public records request

Alice:

Here are a couple of emails between me and Com. Stoltzfus that I'm
sending you so you have them for the official record.

Call if you have questions.
From: Jim Dye
Sent: Thu 3/11/2010 1:31 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
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Subject: RE: public records request
Harry:

Here's the AGO you may find helpful.

http://www.myfloridalegal.com/ago.nsf/printview/
B4D1320C99E9E532852573FB00726034

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thu 3/11/2010 10:37 AM
To: Jim Dye
Subject: public records request
Jim,

The request for public records sent to Alice Baird yesterday was not
sent to me directly. What, if any, emails from my personal email
account must be disclosed pursuant to this request?

Harry Stoltzfus, President

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:53
Subject: FW: my safety committee
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: James Dye [mailto:JDye@dyefirm.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 1:52 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: my safety committee

Alice:

Here’s an email from Com. Stoltzfus that came in on the office email.

Jim

From: James Dye
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 10:53 AM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: my safety committee
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Harry:

Can you call me back please?

Thanks.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 10:35 AM
To: James Dye
Subject: FW: my safety committee

Jim,
The following email, a letter to Laurie Krosney at the Sun, who asked
for clarification on the events surrounding the dissolution of the first
“parking and safety committee,” was forwarded to Terry Schaefer, my
appointment to the second committee.
Interestingly, in retrospect, it appears to me the Mayor was acting as a
conduit between Quam and me. Illegal?
Anyhow, before this is disclosed , I’d like you to review it and
determine if you think it must be disclosed as public record.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 1:48 PM
To: 'terrywschaefer@mac.com'
Subject: FW: my safety committee

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 12:19 PM
To: 'LKrosney@amisun.com'
Subject: my safety committee
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Laurie,

I’d like to give you some history regarding the formation of my safety
committee, since disbanded.

At the Commission meeting of November 19, three of the Commissioners (
Stoltzfus, Quam, and Woodland) agreed there was a safety concern
regarding the parking and safety issues in the ROR and a committee
should be formed to investigate those issues. I was told to get a few
residents together, study the issue, and make specific recommendations
to the next regular meeting, scheduled for December 4. The Mayor asked
if Sgt. Turner could serve on the committee. I agreed he could. I
called six or so individuals, several who agreed to serve, including
Charles Daniel, Larry Albert, and Carl Pearman. I also asked our City
Building, Bob Welch and our City Planner, Alan Garrett, to serve as
members.

The committee was legitimately formed as per the directives of the
Commission. There was nothing irregular or unusual about the way it was
formed. Until a few minutes before the first scheduled meeting of the
committee, there was nothing said by anyone regarding the makeup of the
committee or the manner in which it was formed. I’ve been told longterm committees, like those designed to study the Comp Plan, are usually
comprised of members appointed by the Commissioners and the Mayor, but
an ad hoc committee to quickly address an issue can be formed in any
number of ways.

I scheduled two meetings: one for Nov. 23, the next for Nov 30, with
the intention of presenting our findings and recommendations, as per the
Commission’s request, on Dec. 3.

I went to City Hall about 9:30 the morning of Nov 23 to set up chairs
and tables to accommodate the scheduled 10:00 meeting. Mark Alonso came
early and disrupted my work with his usual diatribe about the dumpster
on Pine Avenue and when are we going to clean up this mess and what are
we going to do about the rats blah blah blah. I’d heard this bs
several times during the campaign, but I indulged him for a few minutes
until he was finished. As Mark left the room, Commissioner Mattick, who
was standing at my right elbow during Alonso’s spiel, turned to me and
asked “What was that all about?” She’d never heard Mark’s speech before.

I said to her, not in the presence of Mr. Alonso, but in an aside,
many ways can you spell ‘jackass’?”

“How
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My mistake. Commissioner Mattick decided to make my comment part of the
public record. I Islander editorial made it sound like I had called
Mark a jackass during a public meeting. That’s not what happened at all.

Micheal Coleman arrived just before the meeting was to commence
Mattick and Coleman did everything in their power to thwart my efforts
to bring the meeting to order. They were both shouting at me “Read the
minutes! Read the minutes!” after informing me the committee was
supposed to be formed by an appointment from each of the commissioners.
They tried to convince Jim
Dye my committee was improperly formed.

Dye agreed with me: there was nothing wrong in the manner in which I’d
formed the committee.

I listened to an audio reproduction of the Nov. 19 Commissioners’
meeting, and there was no suggestion that my committee be formed by
appointees by the Commissioners and the Mayor. Granted, my tape has a
gap in it, and Robyn Wall tells me that’s not unusual, but the only
recommendation regarding the committee from the Commissioners was for me
to get a few residents together to study the problem.

Even if the Mayor had actually stated she’d like the committee to be
formed by nominees from the Commissioners, the Commission is under no
obligation to follow her recommendation. In fact, I could have rejected
her suggestion to include Sgt. Turner on the committee. There is
nothing in the City Charter regarding a protocol for forming ad hoc
committees, so no protocol was violated in any way.

The mayor doesn’t seem to clearly understand the separation between the
Executive and the Legislative branches of the City of Anna Maria’s
government. She is supposed to attend Commission meetings. She is
allowed to make recommendations. And she can veto ordinances. That’s
the limit of her powers regarding the Commission.

On Saturday, November 28, the Mayor called me and informed me she had
discussed the matter with John Quam and was disbanding the Committee the
Commission had asked me to form. I specifically asked her, “Are you
suggesting I dissolved the Safety Committee, or are you ordering me to
dissolve it?”

She said, “I’m telling you it’s been dissolved.”
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In doing so, she exceeded her powers.

At that moment, I was not very informed regarding the finer points of
the Charter and the Mayor’s limitations with respect to Commission
business . I also felt like I was getting way too much press and,
instead of the issues being the focus, I was becoming the focus. After
I got off the phone, I read the City Charter and did a review of my
options.

1.
I could follow the Mayor’s directive and allow another
committee be formed.
2.
I could ignore the Mayor’s directive and make it a public
showdown, in which I simply conducted the next committee meeting as
scheduled.

I knew the second option would entail a public confrontation, would be
ugly, and likely would end in the committee being dissolved anyhow. I
don’t mind a good fight, but I wasn’t sure a public confrontation would
accomplish much. God knows I’ve gotten my fair share of press.

A few points of note:
Up until the first Safety Meeting was conducted, none of the
Commissioners, except Mattick, had a problem with how the committee was
formed. After Mattick failed to stop the meeting, she and Coleman
called the Mayor to protest. The Mayor called Quam. I don’t know what
transpired during that conversation, but I’d sure like to.
I think it should also be noted, I was on a short timeline. I was given
two weeks to wrap things up, and that over the Thanksgiving holiday.
Most of the members of the Safety Committee, including me, had holiday
travel plans.

There was no attempt on my part to rush anything. There was no attempt
on my part to subvert due process. I was told there was a safety
problem and to recommend changes to alleviate the problem. I thought it
pointless to include anyone on the committee who didn’t think there was
a safety problem. The existence of a problem had already been agreed
upon by the Commissioners.

Obviously, all that has changed. We now have Coleman, a PAR principal
who calls the safety concerns I’ve raised, “monkeywrench” tactics;
Aposporos, who was recently hired as PAR’s public relations consultant;
Pescetelli, who is a PAR advocate; Aubrey, who designed the first group
of PAR’s buildings; and Albert and Schaefer, two residents who actually
believe there is a safety problem.
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The Mayor got what she wanted.

I now regret not having fought harder to preserve my committee. Recent
events have made it crystal clear to me, our Mayor will do anything she
can to support PAR’s aims. She doesn’t think there’s a safety issue,
and she’s manipulated the process to ensure PAR gets what they want. I’
m betting we’re going to hear the usual at the Thursday meeting: move
the sidewalks, add stop signs to Pine, consider making Pine Avenue a oneway street, blah, blah, blah. You won’t hear the committee conclude we
need to change the ldr language to ensure every lot has a limited number
of driveway openings and the off-street parking be strictly confined to
the developed lots.

But, as I stated at the last Commission meeting, the safety issue is
moot if the Administration, P&Z, and the Commissioners simply do their
jobs. We don’t need a committee to identify hazards. All we have to do
is apply the federal and state standards for traffic circulation, and by
that I’m referring to limiting driveway openings and access points.
Hopefully, we’ll accomplish that at the joint session of P&Z and the
Commission.

Please call me if you wish to discuss any of this stuff.
Happy New Year!

Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:53
Subject: FW: my safety committee
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: James Dye [mailto:JDye@dyefirm.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 1:52 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: my safety committee

Alice:

Here’s an email from Com. Stoltzfus that came in on the office email.

Jim

From: James Dye
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 10:53 AM
To: 'Harry Stoltzfus'
Subject: RE: my safety committee
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Harry:

Can you call me back please?

Thanks.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 10:35 AM
To: James Dye
Subject: FW: my safety committee

Jim,
The following email, a letter to Laurie Krosney at the Sun, who asked
for clarification on the events surrounding the dissolution of the first
“parking and safety committee,” was forwarded to Terry Schaefer, my
appointment to the second committee.
Interestingly, in retrospect, it appears to me the Mayor was acting as a
conduit between Quam and me. Illegal?
Anyhow, before this is disclosed , I’d like you to review it and
determine if you think it must be disclosed as public record.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 1:48 PM
To: 'terrywschaefer@mac.com'
Subject: FW: my safety committee

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 12:19 PM
To: 'LKrosney@amisun.com'
Subject: my safety committee
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Laurie,

I’d like to give you some history regarding the formation of my safety
committee, since disbanded.

At the Commission meeting of November 19, three of the Commissioners (
Stoltzfus, Quam, and Woodland) agreed there was a safety concern
regarding the parking and safety issues in the ROR and a committee
should be formed to investigate those issues. I was told to get a few
residents together, study the issue, and make specific recommendations
to the next regular meeting, scheduled for December 4. The Mayor asked
if Sgt. Turner could serve on the committee. I agreed he could. I
called six or so individuals, several who agreed to serve, including
Charles Daniel, Larry Albert, and Carl Pearman. I also asked our City
Building, Bob Welch and our City Planner, Alan Garrett, to serve as
members.

The committee was legitimately formed as per the directives of the
Commission. There was nothing irregular or unusual about the way it was
formed. Until a few minutes before the first scheduled meeting of the
committee, there was nothing said by anyone regarding the makeup of the
committee or the manner in which it was formed. I’ve been told longterm committees, like those designed to study the Comp Plan, are usually
comprised of members appointed by the Commissioners and the Mayor, but
an ad hoc committee to quickly address an issue can be formed in any
number of ways.

I scheduled two meetings: one for Nov. 23, the next for Nov 30, with
the intention of presenting our findings and recommendations, as per the
Commission’s request, on Dec. 3.

I went to City Hall about 9:30 the morning of Nov 23 to set up chairs
and tables to accommodate the scheduled 10:00 meeting. Mark Alonso came
early and disrupted my work with his usual diatribe about the dumpster
on Pine Avenue and when are we going to clean up this mess and what are
we going to do about the rats blah blah blah. I’d heard this bs
several times during the campaign, but I indulged him for a few minutes
until he was finished. As Mark left the room, Commissioner Mattick, who
was standing at my right elbow during Alonso’s spiel, turned to me and
asked “What was that all about?” She’d never heard Mark’s speech before.

I said to her, not in the presence of Mr. Alonso, but in an aside,
many ways can you spell ‘jackass’?”

“How
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My mistake. Commissioner Mattick decided to make my comment part of the
public record. I Islander editorial made it sound like I had called
Mark a jackass during a public meeting. That’s not what happened at all.

Micheal Coleman arrived just before the meeting was to commence
Mattick and Coleman did everything in their power to thwart my efforts
to bring the meeting to order. They were both shouting at me “Read the
minutes! Read the minutes!” after informing me the committee was
supposed to be formed by an appointment from each of the commissioners.
They tried to convince Jim
Dye my committee was improperly formed.

Dye agreed with me: there was nothing wrong in the manner in which I’d
formed the committee.

I listened to an audio reproduction of the Nov. 19 Commissioners’
meeting, and there was no suggestion that my committee be formed by
appointees by the Commissioners and the Mayor. Granted, my tape has a
gap in it, and Robyn Wall tells me that’s not unusual, but the only
recommendation regarding the committee from the Commissioners was for me
to get a few residents together to study the problem.

Even if the Mayor had actually stated she’d like the committee to be
formed by nominees from the Commissioners, the Commission is under no
obligation to follow her recommendation. In fact, I could have rejected
her suggestion to include Sgt. Turner on the committee. There is
nothing in the City Charter regarding a protocol for forming ad hoc
committees, so no protocol was violated in any way.

The mayor doesn’t seem to clearly understand the separation between the
Executive and the Legislative branches of the City of Anna Maria’s
government. She is supposed to attend Commission meetings. She is
allowed to make recommendations. And she can veto ordinances. That’s
the limit of her powers regarding the Commission.

On Saturday, November 28, the Mayor called me and informed me she had
discussed the matter with John Quam and was disbanding the Committee the
Commission had asked me to form. I specifically asked her, “Are you
suggesting I dissolved the Safety Committee, or are you ordering me to
dissolve it?”

She said, “I’m telling you it’s been dissolved.”
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In doing so, she exceeded her powers.

At that moment, I was not very informed regarding the finer points of
the Charter and the Mayor’s limitations with respect to Commission
business . I also felt like I was getting way too much press and,
instead of the issues being the focus, I was becoming the focus. After
I got off the phone, I read the City Charter and did a review of my
options.

1.
I could follow the Mayor’s directive and allow another
committee be formed.
2.
I could ignore the Mayor’s directive and make it a public
showdown, in which I simply conducted the next committee meeting as
scheduled.

I knew the second option would entail a public confrontation, would be
ugly, and likely would end in the committee being dissolved anyhow. I
don’t mind a good fight, but I wasn’t sure a public confrontation would
accomplish much. God knows I’ve gotten my fair share of press.

A few points of note:
Up until the first Safety Meeting was conducted, none of the
Commissioners, except Mattick, had a problem with how the committee was
formed. After Mattick failed to stop the meeting, she and Coleman
called the Mayor to protest. The Mayor called Quam. I don’t know what
transpired during that conversation, but I’d sure like to.
I think it should also be noted, I was on a short timeline. I was given
two weeks to wrap things up, and that over the Thanksgiving holiday.
Most of the members of the Safety Committee, including me, had holiday
travel plans.

There was no attempt on my part to rush anything. There was no attempt
on my part to subvert due process. I was told there was a safety
problem and to recommend changes to alleviate the problem. I thought it
pointless to include anyone on the committee who didn’t think there was
a safety problem. The existence of a problem had already been agreed
upon by the Commissioners.

Obviously, all that has changed. We now have Coleman, a PAR principal
who calls the safety concerns I’ve raised, “monkeywrench” tactics;
Aposporos, who was recently hired as PAR’s public relations consultant;
Pescetelli, who is a PAR advocate; Aubrey, who designed the first group
of PAR’s buildings; and Albert and Schaefer, two residents who actually
believe there is a safety problem.
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The Mayor got what she wanted.

I now regret not having fought harder to preserve my committee. Recent
events have made it crystal clear to me, our Mayor will do anything she
can to support PAR’s aims. She doesn’t think there’s a safety issue,
and she’s manipulated the process to ensure PAR gets what they want. I’
m betting we’re going to hear the usual at the Thursday meeting: move
the sidewalks, add stop signs to Pine, consider making Pine Avenue a oneway street, blah, blah, blah. You won’t hear the committee conclude we
need to change the ldr language to ensure every lot has a limited number
of driveway openings and the off-street parking be strictly confined to
the developed lots.

But, as I stated at the last Commission meeting, the safety issue is
moot if the Administration, P&Z, and the Commissioners simply do their
jobs. We don’t need a committee to identify hazards. All we have to do
is apply the federal and state standards for traffic circulation, and by
that I’m referring to limiting driveway openings and access points.
Hopefully, we’ll accomplish that at the joint session of P&Z and the
Commission.

Please call me if you wish to discuss any of this stuff.
Happy New Year!

Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:53
Subject: FW: Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Diane Percycoe
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Records Request

Alice,

See below.

Diana L. Percycoe, CMC
Finance Director/City Treasurer/Deputy City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
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Anna Maria, FL

34216

(941) 708-6130 Ext. 23
(941) 708-6134 Fax
amfinance@cityofannamaria.com

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Diane Percycoe
Subject: RE: Records Request

I am working on a quote, and should have something to you today or
Monday.

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Diane Percycoe
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:52 AM
To: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support; Donald Scheid - Integrated
Tech Support
Subject: RE: Records Request
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DJ:

Do you have any information regarding the records request Alice sent you?
?

Diana L. Percycoe, CMC
Finance Director/City Treasurer/Deputy City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL

34216

(941) 708-6130 Ext. 23
(941) 708-6134 Fax
amfinance@cityofannamaria.com

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:53
Subject: FW: Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Diane Percycoe
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Records Request

Alice,

See below.

Diana L. Percycoe, CMC
Finance Director/City Treasurer/Deputy City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
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Anna Maria, FL

34216

(941) 708-6130 Ext. 23
(941) 708-6134 Fax
amfinance@cityofannamaria.com

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Diane Percycoe
Subject: RE: Records Request

I am working on a quote, and should have something to you today or
Monday.

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Diane Percycoe
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:52 AM
To: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support; Donald Scheid - Integrated
Tech Support
Subject: RE: Records Request
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DJ:

Do you have any information regarding the records request Alice sent you?
?

Diana L. Percycoe, CMC
Finance Director/City Treasurer/Deputy City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL

34216

(941) 708-6130 Ext. 23
(941) 708-6134 Fax
amfinance@cityofannamaria.com

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:54
Subject: FW: Some much-needed help
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 10:54 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Some much-needed help

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Mar 13, 2010 at 10:51 AM
Subject: Fwd: Some much-needed help
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 5, 2010 at 1:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: Some much-needed help
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 3, 2010 at 5:46 PM
Subject: Some much-needed help
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi
If some of the current happenings at city hall seem a bit confusing, it
is because they are!
Blogger Bill Yanger kindly put together a primer for us that I think you
will find very helpful. I did. It's importance cannot be overstated.
Those trying to change our city know the more you do not understand what
is happening the easier it is for them and their cadre of legal beagles
to get their way.
Here's a link to the primer that is now on the blog. Please forward this
to others you know who care about our Anna Maria.
http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/2010/03/what-heck-is-comp-plan-and-whyshould-i.html
Duke
PS we are on the road, and I am typing this on my iPod! So if that link
does not work just go to thee blog at:
http:/ourannamaria.blogspot.com
Sent from my iPod
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:54
Subject: FW: Some much-needed help
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 10:54 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Some much-needed help

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Mar 13, 2010 at 10:51 AM
Subject: Fwd: Some much-needed help
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 5, 2010 at 1:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: Some much-needed help
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 3, 2010 at 5:46 PM
Subject: Some much-needed help
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi
If some of the current happenings at city hall seem a bit confusing, it
is because they are!
Blogger Bill Yanger kindly put together a primer for us that I think you
will find very helpful. I did. It's importance cannot be overstated.
Those trying to change our city know the more you do not understand what
is happening the easier it is for them and their cadre of legal beagles
to get their way.
Here's a link to the primer that is now on the blog. Please forward this
to others you know who care about our Anna Maria.
http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/2010/03/what-heck-is-comp-plan-and-whyshould-i.html
Duke
PS we are on the road, and I am typing this on my iPod! So if that link
does not work just go to thee blog at:
http:/ourannamaria.blogspot.com
Sent from my iPod
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:54
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 10:56 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 5, 2010 at 1:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
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Date: Wed, Mar 3, 2010 at 5:31 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>,
MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.
com>

From: by <roraza3@gmail.com>
Date: March 3, 2010 12:07:15 PM EST
To: charlesdaniel1@mac.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why Should I
Care?
A number of folks have expressed concerns that even with the amount of
information (and misinformation) flying around from various sources,
they still have a basic lack of understanding of the mechanics of state
and local government as it relates to commercial development here in the
City of Anna Maria. As a result they also have a basic lack of
understanding as to why all of the recent noise in and around City Hall
lately is necessary.
So below we have put together a short primer on the issues . As I have
said before, I am not a land use attorney and I frankly have learned a
great deal myself putting this piece together. The following is purely
informational and should not be considered legal advice or a legal
opinion. A special thanks and a bit of attribution goes to 1000 Friends
of Florida for their treasure trove of information available to any
interested citizen by clicking HERE. Also, as you read you can click on
any of the highlighted underlined links for additional information on
that issue.
What is a Comp Plan?
Since 1985 The State of Florida has required that local governments,
including the City of Anna Maria, implement and follow Comprehensive
Plans regarding development and growth in their city. Our Comp Plan is a
legally binding document. Every ordinance and land use decision the
local government makes must be consistent with the plan. Otherwise they
are invalid. Central to the plan is the Future Land Use Map (FLUM). It
denotes the allowed usage of all the land in a community.
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What is an LDR?
Land Development Regulations include the local ordinances necessary to
make the goals, objectives, and policies of the local comprehensive plan
work. At a minimum, these include ordinances dealing with the
subdivision of land, zoning, parking, compatibility, drainage and storm
water management, site plan approvals, environmentally sensitive lands
and public facilities. These ordinances are the “laws” governing
implementation of the local comprehensive plan. The land development
regulations must be consistent with the local comprehensive plan.
Otherwise they too are invalid.
What is Zoning?
Zoning is the local law that identifies the allowable use for each piece
of property within a community, which is usually at a smaller scale than
the plan’s future land use map. It also includes development standards
that specify such things as how far a house should be set back from the
road, the number of parking spaces required for an office, or the amount
of space that must remain open on a commercial lot. In general, zoning
can be residential, commercial or a mix of both, called Residential/
Office/Retail” or “ROR”. Of course, there are also recreational, public
and conservation types of zoning. Most all of Pine Avenue has is zoned
ROR.
What is Permitting?
Permitting is a more narrowly focused, site-specific assessment of the
impacts of a particular project. The project’s impacts must be within
allowable standards, or the impacts must be reduced to reach allowable
standards in order for a permit to be issued. For instance, if one is
building on or adjacent to protected wetlands, certain criteria must be
met to insure such protection.
What is a Site Plan?
A Site Plan is a bird’s eye view of property as if one were looking down
at it from above. A site plan shows in great detail everything that is
intended to be built on the property. This includes the footprint of any
buildings (home, garage, decks or patios) and any other improvements
such as driveways, walkways, fences, swimming pool, etc. on the property.
Dimensions are included for each item, and the drawing is done to scale.
Generally speaking, in Anna Maria a site plan is necessary whenever one
is applying to build a commercial or ROR project or to subdivide an
existing parcel. The City uses the site plan to understand exactly what
the developer or owner wishes to do, and to determine two important
design issues: setback (how far the structure[s] are from property lines)
and coverage (how much of the total property is to be built upon). The
site plan becomes part of the official record and once approved must be
strictly followed by the developer.
Those are the basics. So what the heck is all the fuss about? Several
issues are on the burner and require action:
- Site Plan Approval Issue: In 2008, an ordinance was passed ceding
responsibility for approving site plans to the Planning & Zoning (“P&Z”)
board in an effort to streamline a process that was perceived to be
cumbersome. Since then, it has become clear to the majority of
Commissioners and P&Z Board members that final approval should rest with
the City Commission since they are elected officials with direct
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accountability to voters. The Commission and P&Z agreed in January to
amend the site plan ordinance to place approval of site plans back with
the City Commission. Unfortunately, that process has been slow and is
not final. Until it is final, P&Z can still approve site plans even
though they have agreed they should not be doing so. Apparently
anticipating less resistance from P&Z than the City Commission, one
local developer has recently filed numerous site plans in what would
appear to be a rush to get approval before (1) that task shifts to the
City Commission and (2) laws related to parking are revised. One site
plan was approved last week by the P&Z. Complicating this blizzard of
applications are hot button issues related to the City’s past
interpretation and enforcement of existing regulations related to
parking and efforts by at least one Commissioner to identify those
issues and bring existing LDR's into compliance with the new
Comprehensive Plan.
- Parking Issues: In layman’s terms, the amount of parking the City
requires on any commercially developed property is dependent upon a
rather complicated formula involving the size and location of the
subject property and its intended use. Working backward, the developer
can then determine the size of the structure he is able to place on his
site and still comply with setback, surface coverage and parking
requirements. It is those requirements that are currently in debate. Not
surprisingly, some developers argue that they will not possibly be able
to build economically feasible structures on the remaining land
available should any changes further restrict or reconfigure parking.
Other developers significantly disagree. Further, there is a deep
difference of opinion regarding the use of ‘back-out” spaces versus
dedicated parking areas contained wholly on the subject property.
Current parking regulations require on-site parking but how that is
defined and interpreted is the crux of the debate. Complicating the
issue are, first, several drawings produced by members of a parking
committee assigned to study the issue and, secondly, a last minute
surprise parking “plan” said by its proponents to be both comprehensive
and consistent with the Comp Plan. It is likely neither.
- Why You Need To Care: As mentioned above, all laws related to
development must be consistent with the Comp Plan or they are invalid.
In other words they are illegal. Period. With that in mind, consider the
following:
1. Currently, the City Commission and P&Z Board have agreed publicly
that the current LDRs dealing with site plan approval and parking are
illegal and require amendment to correct them. The City Attorney, the
City Planner and the City Building Official, have all agreed, on the
record, that the current laws require revision to be consistent with the
Comp Plan. There is no argument or debate about this fact.
2. There have been public meetings at which the new language has been
discussed and debated. Drafts of the new site plan approval law have
been through an initial “reading” on the record, and, but for
unexplained delays by the City Attorney, they should have been through a
“second reading” by now and set for final adoption as law.
3. But in the meantime, at least one developer has submitted multiple
site plans, has gotten one approved and is seeking to have them all
blessed under laws that everyone agrees are illegal. Bottom line, it’s
all about the dollars. While citizens are transfixed by multiple delays
and diversions at City Hall, the developer is focused on rushing into
acceptance as many new site plans as possible before the site plan and
parking laws are revised to the way everyone agrees they should be.
4. Ultimately it is about how much land a developer has left after he
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satisfies whatever parking regulations are in place at the time he gets
his site plan approved and, of course, who has that approval power at
that time. As it stands now, developers can build something incompatible
with our Comp Plan and get away with it.
5. If your City Commission, your P&Z Board, the City Attorney you pay
for with your taxes, and your City Planner and Building Official ALL say
the laws must be changed, shouldn’t you be asking why it hasn’t happened?
And shouldn't you be asking why a limited moratorium targeting only
construction activity in the ROR can't be implemented until the issues
are resolved?
Perhaps it's time you contact your elected officials and tell them to
put a stop to any more approvals of projects in the ROR until the laws
are put into compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. They're listening,
so tell them how you feel.
And of course, please show up Thursday March 4th at City Hall at 6:00pm.
See you there.
Bill Yanger

-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 3/03/2010 09:31:00 AM
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:54
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 10:56 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 5, 2010 at 1:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
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Date: Wed, Mar 3, 2010 at 5:31 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>,
MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.
com>

From: by <roraza3@gmail.com>
Date: March 3, 2010 12:07:15 PM EST
To: charlesdaniel1@mac.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why Should I
Care?
A number of folks have expressed concerns that even with the amount of
information (and misinformation) flying around from various sources,
they still have a basic lack of understanding of the mechanics of state
and local government as it relates to commercial development here in the
City of Anna Maria. As a result they also have a basic lack of
understanding as to why all of the recent noise in and around City Hall
lately is necessary.
So below we have put together a short primer on the issues . As I have
said before, I am not a land use attorney and I frankly have learned a
great deal myself putting this piece together. The following is purely
informational and should not be considered legal advice or a legal
opinion. A special thanks and a bit of attribution goes to 1000 Friends
of Florida for their treasure trove of information available to any
interested citizen by clicking HERE. Also, as you read you can click on
any of the highlighted underlined links for additional information on
that issue.
What is a Comp Plan?
Since 1985 The State of Florida has required that local governments,
including the City of Anna Maria, implement and follow Comprehensive
Plans regarding development and growth in their city. Our Comp Plan is a
legally binding document. Every ordinance and land use decision the
local government makes must be consistent with the plan. Otherwise they
are invalid. Central to the plan is the Future Land Use Map (FLUM). It
denotes the allowed usage of all the land in a community.
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What is an LDR?
Land Development Regulations include the local ordinances necessary to
make the goals, objectives, and policies of the local comprehensive plan
work. At a minimum, these include ordinances dealing with the
subdivision of land, zoning, parking, compatibility, drainage and storm
water management, site plan approvals, environmentally sensitive lands
and public facilities. These ordinances are the “laws” governing
implementation of the local comprehensive plan. The land development
regulations must be consistent with the local comprehensive plan.
Otherwise they too are invalid.
What is Zoning?
Zoning is the local law that identifies the allowable use for each piece
of property within a community, which is usually at a smaller scale than
the plan’s future land use map. It also includes development standards
that specify such things as how far a house should be set back from the
road, the number of parking spaces required for an office, or the amount
of space that must remain open on a commercial lot. In general, zoning
can be residential, commercial or a mix of both, called Residential/
Office/Retail” or “ROR”. Of course, there are also recreational, public
and conservation types of zoning. Most all of Pine Avenue has is zoned
ROR.
What is Permitting?
Permitting is a more narrowly focused, site-specific assessment of the
impacts of a particular project. The project’s impacts must be within
allowable standards, or the impacts must be reduced to reach allowable
standards in order for a permit to be issued. For instance, if one is
building on or adjacent to protected wetlands, certain criteria must be
met to insure such protection.
What is a Site Plan?
A Site Plan is a bird’s eye view of property as if one were looking down
at it from above. A site plan shows in great detail everything that is
intended to be built on the property. This includes the footprint of any
buildings (home, garage, decks or patios) and any other improvements
such as driveways, walkways, fences, swimming pool, etc. on the property.
Dimensions are included for each item, and the drawing is done to scale.
Generally speaking, in Anna Maria a site plan is necessary whenever one
is applying to build a commercial or ROR project or to subdivide an
existing parcel. The City uses the site plan to understand exactly what
the developer or owner wishes to do, and to determine two important
design issues: setback (how far the structure[s] are from property lines)
and coverage (how much of the total property is to be built upon). The
site plan becomes part of the official record and once approved must be
strictly followed by the developer.
Those are the basics. So what the heck is all the fuss about? Several
issues are on the burner and require action:
- Site Plan Approval Issue: In 2008, an ordinance was passed ceding
responsibility for approving site plans to the Planning & Zoning (“P&Z”)
board in an effort to streamline a process that was perceived to be
cumbersome. Since then, it has become clear to the majority of
Commissioners and P&Z Board members that final approval should rest with
the City Commission since they are elected officials with direct
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accountability to voters. The Commission and P&Z agreed in January to
amend the site plan ordinance to place approval of site plans back with
the City Commission. Unfortunately, that process has been slow and is
not final. Until it is final, P&Z can still approve site plans even
though they have agreed they should not be doing so. Apparently
anticipating less resistance from P&Z than the City Commission, one
local developer has recently filed numerous site plans in what would
appear to be a rush to get approval before (1) that task shifts to the
City Commission and (2) laws related to parking are revised. One site
plan was approved last week by the P&Z. Complicating this blizzard of
applications are hot button issues related to the City’s past
interpretation and enforcement of existing regulations related to
parking and efforts by at least one Commissioner to identify those
issues and bring existing LDR's into compliance with the new
Comprehensive Plan.
- Parking Issues: In layman’s terms, the amount of parking the City
requires on any commercially developed property is dependent upon a
rather complicated formula involving the size and location of the
subject property and its intended use. Working backward, the developer
can then determine the size of the structure he is able to place on his
site and still comply with setback, surface coverage and parking
requirements. It is those requirements that are currently in debate. Not
surprisingly, some developers argue that they will not possibly be able
to build economically feasible structures on the remaining land
available should any changes further restrict or reconfigure parking.
Other developers significantly disagree. Further, there is a deep
difference of opinion regarding the use of ‘back-out” spaces versus
dedicated parking areas contained wholly on the subject property.
Current parking regulations require on-site parking but how that is
defined and interpreted is the crux of the debate. Complicating the
issue are, first, several drawings produced by members of a parking
committee assigned to study the issue and, secondly, a last minute
surprise parking “plan” said by its proponents to be both comprehensive
and consistent with the Comp Plan. It is likely neither.
- Why You Need To Care: As mentioned above, all laws related to
development must be consistent with the Comp Plan or they are invalid.
In other words they are illegal. Period. With that in mind, consider the
following:
1. Currently, the City Commission and P&Z Board have agreed publicly
that the current LDRs dealing with site plan approval and parking are
illegal and require amendment to correct them. The City Attorney, the
City Planner and the City Building Official, have all agreed, on the
record, that the current laws require revision to be consistent with the
Comp Plan. There is no argument or debate about this fact.
2. There have been public meetings at which the new language has been
discussed and debated. Drafts of the new site plan approval law have
been through an initial “reading” on the record, and, but for
unexplained delays by the City Attorney, they should have been through a
“second reading” by now and set for final adoption as law.
3. But in the meantime, at least one developer has submitted multiple
site plans, has gotten one approved and is seeking to have them all
blessed under laws that everyone agrees are illegal. Bottom line, it’s
all about the dollars. While citizens are transfixed by multiple delays
and diversions at City Hall, the developer is focused on rushing into
acceptance as many new site plans as possible before the site plan and
parking laws are revised to the way everyone agrees they should be.
4. Ultimately it is about how much land a developer has left after he
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satisfies whatever parking regulations are in place at the time he gets
his site plan approved and, of course, who has that approval power at
that time. As it stands now, developers can build something incompatible
with our Comp Plan and get away with it.
5. If your City Commission, your P&Z Board, the City Attorney you pay
for with your taxes, and your City Planner and Building Official ALL say
the laws must be changed, shouldn’t you be asking why it hasn’t happened?
And shouldn't you be asking why a limited moratorium targeting only
construction activity in the ROR can't be implemented until the issues
are resolved?
Perhaps it's time you contact your elected officials and tell them to
put a stop to any more approvals of projects in the ROR until the laws
are put into compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. They're listening,
so tell them how you feel.
And of course, please show up Thursday March 4th at City Hall at 6:00pm.
See you there.
Bill Yanger

-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 3/03/2010 09:31:00 AM
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:55
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 10:57 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Mar 13, 2010 at 10:55 AM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
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Date: Fri, Mar 5, 2010 at 1:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 3, 2010 at 5:31 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>,
MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.
com>

From: by <roraza3@gmail.com>
Date: March 3, 2010 12:07:15 PM EST
To: charlesdaniel1@mac.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why Should I
Care?
A number of folks have expressed concerns that even with the amount of
information (and misinformation) flying around from various sources,
they still have a basic lack of understanding of the mechanics of state
and local government as it relates to commercial development here in the
City of Anna Maria. As a result they also have a basic lack of
understanding as to why all of the recent noise in and around City Hall
lately is necessary.
So below we have put together a short primer on the issues . As I have
said before, I am not a land use attorney and I frankly have learned a
great deal myself putting this piece together. The following is purely
informational and should not be considered legal advice or a legal
opinion. A special thanks and a bit of attribution goes to 1000 Friends
of Florida for their treasure trove of information available to any
interested citizen by clicking HERE. Also, as you read you can click on
any of the highlighted underlined links for additional information on
that issue.
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What is a Comp Plan?
Since 1985 The State of Florida has required that local governments,
including the City of Anna Maria, implement and follow Comprehensive
Plans regarding development and growth in their city. Our Comp Plan is a
legally binding document. Every ordinance and land use decision the
local government makes must be consistent with the plan. Otherwise they
are invalid. Central to the plan is the Future Land Use Map (FLUM). It
denotes the allowed usage of all the land in a community.
What is an LDR?
Land Development Regulations include the local ordinances necessary to
make the goals, objectives, and policies of the local comprehensive plan
work. At a minimum, these include ordinances dealing with the
subdivision of land, zoning, parking, compatibility, drainage and storm
water management, site plan approvals, environmentally sensitive lands
and public facilities. These ordinances are the “laws” governing
implementation of the local comprehensive plan. The land development
regulations must be consistent with the local comprehensive plan.
Otherwise they too are invalid.
What is Zoning?
Zoning is the local law that identifies the allowable use for each piece
of property within a community, which is usually at a smaller scale than
the plan’s future land use map. It also includes development standards
that specify such things as how far a house should be set back from the
road, the number of parking spaces required for an office, or the amount
of space that must remain open on a commercial lot. In general, zoning
can be residential, commercial or a mix of both, called Residential/
Office/Retail” or “ROR”. Of course, there are also recreational, public
and conservation types of zoning. Most all of Pine Avenue has is zoned
ROR.
What is Permitting?
Permitting is a more narrowly focused, site-specific assessment of the
impacts of a particular project. The project’s impacts must be within
allowable standards, or the impacts must be reduced to reach allowable
standards in order for a permit to be issued. For instance, if one is
building on or adjacent to protected wetlands, certain criteria must be
met to insure such protection.
What is a Site Plan?
A Site Plan is a bird’s eye view of property as if one were looking down
at it from above. A site plan shows in great detail everything that is
intended to be built on the property. This includes the footprint of any
buildings (home, garage, decks or patios) and any other improvements
such as driveways, walkways, fences, swimming pool, etc. on the property.
Dimensions are included for each item, and the drawing is done to scale.
Generally speaking, in Anna Maria a site plan is necessary whenever one
is applying to build a commercial or ROR project or to subdivide an
existing parcel. The City uses the site plan to understand exactly what
the developer or owner wishes to do, and to determine two important
design issues: setback (how far the structure[s] are from property lines)
and coverage (how much of the total property is to be built upon). The
site plan becomes part of the official record and once approved must be
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strictly followed by the developer.
Those are the basics. So what the heck is all the fuss about? Several
issues are on the burner and require action:
- Site Plan Approval Issue: In 2008, an ordinance was passed ceding
responsibility for approving site plans to the Planning & Zoning (“P&Z”)
board in an effort to streamline a process that was perceived to be
cumbersome. Since then, it has become clear to the majority of
Commissioners and P&Z Board members that final approval should rest with
the City Commission since they are elected officials with direct
accountability to voters. The Commission and P&Z agreed in January to
amend the site plan ordinance to place approval of site plans back with
the City Commission. Unfortunately, that process has been slow and is
not final. Until it is final, P&Z can still approve site plans even
though they have agreed they should not be doing so. Apparently
anticipating less resistance from P&Z than the City Commission, one
local developer has recently filed numerous site plans in what would
appear to be a rush to get approval before (1) that task shifts to the
City Commission and (2) laws related to parking are revised. One site
plan was approved last week by the P&Z. Complicating this blizzard of
applications are hot button issues related to the City’s past
interpretation and enforcement of existing regulations related to
parking and efforts by at least one Commissioner to identify those
issues and bring existing LDR's into compliance with the new
Comprehensive Plan.
- Parking Issues: In layman’s terms, the amount of parking the City
requires on any commercially developed property is dependent upon a
rather complicated formula involving the size and location of the
subject property and its intended use. Working backward, the developer
can then determine the size of the structure he is able to place on his
site and still comply with setback, surface coverage and parking
requirements. It is those requirements that are currently in debate. Not
surprisingly, some developers argue that they will not possibly be able
to build economically feasible structures on the remaining land
available should any changes further restrict or reconfigure parking.
Other developers significantly disagree. Further, there is a deep
difference of opinion regarding the use of ‘back-out” spaces versus
dedicated parking areas contained wholly on the subject property.
Current parking regulations require on-site parking but how that is
defined and interpreted is the crux of the debate. Complicating the
issue are, first, several drawings produced by members of a parking
committee assigned to study the issue and, secondly, a last minute
surprise parking “plan” said by its proponents to be both comprehensive
and consistent with the Comp Plan. It is likely neither.
- Why You Need To Care: As mentioned above, all laws related to
development must be consistent with the Comp Plan or they are invalid.
In other words they are illegal. Period. With that in mind, consider the
following:
1. Currently, the City Commission and P&Z Board have agreed publicly
that the current LDRs dealing with site plan approval and parking are
illegal and require amendment to correct them. The City Attorney, the
City Planner and the City Building Official, have all agreed, on the
record, that the current laws require revision to be consistent with the
Comp Plan. There is no argument or debate about this fact.
2. There have been public meetings at which the new language has been
discussed and debated. Drafts of the new site plan approval law have
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been through an initial “reading” on the record, and, but for
unexplained delays by the City Attorney, they should have been through a
“second reading” by now and set for final adoption as law.
3. But in the meantime, at least one developer has submitted multiple
site plans, has gotten one approved and is seeking to have them all
blessed under laws that everyone agrees are illegal. Bottom line, it’s
all about the dollars. While citizens are transfixed by multiple delays
and diversions at City Hall, the developer is focused on rushing into
acceptance as many new site plans as possible before the site plan and
parking laws are revised to the way everyone agrees they should be.
4. Ultimately it is about how much land a developer has left after he
satisfies whatever parking regulations are in place at the time he gets
his site plan approved and, of course, who has that approval power at
that time. As it stands now, developers can build something incompatible
with our Comp Plan and get away with it.
5. If your City Commission, your P&Z Board, the City Attorney you pay
for with your taxes, and your City Planner and Building Official ALL say
the laws must be changed, shouldn’t you be asking why it hasn’t happened?
And shouldn't you be asking why a limited moratorium targeting only
construction activity in the ROR can't be implemented until the issues
are resolved?
Perhaps it's time you contact your elected officials and tell them to
put a stop to any more approvals of projects in the ROR until the laws
are put into compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. They're listening,
so tell them how you feel.
And of course, please show up Thursday March 4th at City Hall at 6:00pm.
See you there.
Bill Yanger

-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 3/03/2010 09:31:00 AM
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:55
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 10:57 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Mar 13, 2010 at 10:55 AM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
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Date: Fri, Mar 5, 2010 at 1:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 3, 2010 at 5:31 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why
Should I Care?
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>,
MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.
com>

From: by <roraza3@gmail.com>
Date: March 3, 2010 12:07:15 PM EST
To: charlesdaniel1@mac.com
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] What The Heck Is a Comp Plan and Why Should I
Care?
A number of folks have expressed concerns that even with the amount of
information (and misinformation) flying around from various sources,
they still have a basic lack of understanding of the mechanics of state
and local government as it relates to commercial development here in the
City of Anna Maria. As a result they also have a basic lack of
understanding as to why all of the recent noise in and around City Hall
lately is necessary.
So below we have put together a short primer on the issues . As I have
said before, I am not a land use attorney and I frankly have learned a
great deal myself putting this piece together. The following is purely
informational and should not be considered legal advice or a legal
opinion. A special thanks and a bit of attribution goes to 1000 Friends
of Florida for their treasure trove of information available to any
interested citizen by clicking HERE. Also, as you read you can click on
any of the highlighted underlined links for additional information on
that issue.
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What is a Comp Plan?
Since 1985 The State of Florida has required that local governments,
including the City of Anna Maria, implement and follow Comprehensive
Plans regarding development and growth in their city. Our Comp Plan is a
legally binding document. Every ordinance and land use decision the
local government makes must be consistent with the plan. Otherwise they
are invalid. Central to the plan is the Future Land Use Map (FLUM). It
denotes the allowed usage of all the land in a community.
What is an LDR?
Land Development Regulations include the local ordinances necessary to
make the goals, objectives, and policies of the local comprehensive plan
work. At a minimum, these include ordinances dealing with the
subdivision of land, zoning, parking, compatibility, drainage and storm
water management, site plan approvals, environmentally sensitive lands
and public facilities. These ordinances are the “laws” governing
implementation of the local comprehensive plan. The land development
regulations must be consistent with the local comprehensive plan.
Otherwise they too are invalid.
What is Zoning?
Zoning is the local law that identifies the allowable use for each piece
of property within a community, which is usually at a smaller scale than
the plan’s future land use map. It also includes development standards
that specify such things as how far a house should be set back from the
road, the number of parking spaces required for an office, or the amount
of space that must remain open on a commercial lot. In general, zoning
can be residential, commercial or a mix of both, called Residential/
Office/Retail” or “ROR”. Of course, there are also recreational, public
and conservation types of zoning. Most all of Pine Avenue has is zoned
ROR.
What is Permitting?
Permitting is a more narrowly focused, site-specific assessment of the
impacts of a particular project. The project’s impacts must be within
allowable standards, or the impacts must be reduced to reach allowable
standards in order for a permit to be issued. For instance, if one is
building on or adjacent to protected wetlands, certain criteria must be
met to insure such protection.
What is a Site Plan?
A Site Plan is a bird’s eye view of property as if one were looking down
at it from above. A site plan shows in great detail everything that is
intended to be built on the property. This includes the footprint of any
buildings (home, garage, decks or patios) and any other improvements
such as driveways, walkways, fences, swimming pool, etc. on the property.
Dimensions are included for each item, and the drawing is done to scale.
Generally speaking, in Anna Maria a site plan is necessary whenever one
is applying to build a commercial or ROR project or to subdivide an
existing parcel. The City uses the site plan to understand exactly what
the developer or owner wishes to do, and to determine two important
design issues: setback (how far the structure[s] are from property lines)
and coverage (how much of the total property is to be built upon). The
site plan becomes part of the official record and once approved must be
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strictly followed by the developer.
Those are the basics. So what the heck is all the fuss about? Several
issues are on the burner and require action:
- Site Plan Approval Issue: In 2008, an ordinance was passed ceding
responsibility for approving site plans to the Planning & Zoning (“P&Z”)
board in an effort to streamline a process that was perceived to be
cumbersome. Since then, it has become clear to the majority of
Commissioners and P&Z Board members that final approval should rest with
the City Commission since they are elected officials with direct
accountability to voters. The Commission and P&Z agreed in January to
amend the site plan ordinance to place approval of site plans back with
the City Commission. Unfortunately, that process has been slow and is
not final. Until it is final, P&Z can still approve site plans even
though they have agreed they should not be doing so. Apparently
anticipating less resistance from P&Z than the City Commission, one
local developer has recently filed numerous site plans in what would
appear to be a rush to get approval before (1) that task shifts to the
City Commission and (2) laws related to parking are revised. One site
plan was approved last week by the P&Z. Complicating this blizzard of
applications are hot button issues related to the City’s past
interpretation and enforcement of existing regulations related to
parking and efforts by at least one Commissioner to identify those
issues and bring existing LDR's into compliance with the new
Comprehensive Plan.
- Parking Issues: In layman’s terms, the amount of parking the City
requires on any commercially developed property is dependent upon a
rather complicated formula involving the size and location of the
subject property and its intended use. Working backward, the developer
can then determine the size of the structure he is able to place on his
site and still comply with setback, surface coverage and parking
requirements. It is those requirements that are currently in debate. Not
surprisingly, some developers argue that they will not possibly be able
to build economically feasible structures on the remaining land
available should any changes further restrict or reconfigure parking.
Other developers significantly disagree. Further, there is a deep
difference of opinion regarding the use of ‘back-out” spaces versus
dedicated parking areas contained wholly on the subject property.
Current parking regulations require on-site parking but how that is
defined and interpreted is the crux of the debate. Complicating the
issue are, first, several drawings produced by members of a parking
committee assigned to study the issue and, secondly, a last minute
surprise parking “plan” said by its proponents to be both comprehensive
and consistent with the Comp Plan. It is likely neither.
- Why You Need To Care: As mentioned above, all laws related to
development must be consistent with the Comp Plan or they are invalid.
In other words they are illegal. Period. With that in mind, consider the
following:
1. Currently, the City Commission and P&Z Board have agreed publicly
that the current LDRs dealing with site plan approval and parking are
illegal and require amendment to correct them. The City Attorney, the
City Planner and the City Building Official, have all agreed, on the
record, that the current laws require revision to be consistent with the
Comp Plan. There is no argument or debate about this fact.
2. There have been public meetings at which the new language has been
discussed and debated. Drafts of the new site plan approval law have
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been through an initial “reading” on the record, and, but for
unexplained delays by the City Attorney, they should have been through a
“second reading” by now and set for final adoption as law.
3. But in the meantime, at least one developer has submitted multiple
site plans, has gotten one approved and is seeking to have them all
blessed under laws that everyone agrees are illegal. Bottom line, it’s
all about the dollars. While citizens are transfixed by multiple delays
and diversions at City Hall, the developer is focused on rushing into
acceptance as many new site plans as possible before the site plan and
parking laws are revised to the way everyone agrees they should be.
4. Ultimately it is about how much land a developer has left after he
satisfies whatever parking regulations are in place at the time he gets
his site plan approved and, of course, who has that approval power at
that time. As it stands now, developers can build something incompatible
with our Comp Plan and get away with it.
5. If your City Commission, your P&Z Board, the City Attorney you pay
for with your taxes, and your City Planner and Building Official ALL say
the laws must be changed, shouldn’t you be asking why it hasn’t happened?
And shouldn't you be asking why a limited moratorium targeting only
construction activity in the ROR can't be implemented until the issues
are resolved?
Perhaps it's time you contact your elected officials and tell them to
put a stop to any more approvals of projects in the ROR until the laws
are put into compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. They're listening,
so tell them how you feel.
And of course, please show up Thursday March 4th at City Hall at 6:00pm.
See you there.
Bill Yanger

-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 3/03/2010 09:31:00 AM
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:55
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:03 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Date: Sun, Feb 28, 2010 at 5:36 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>,
MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.
com>
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Take a moment to read
in today's (Feb. 28th) Tampa Tribune. The coming
storm facing the City of Anna Maria is not new to Florida. For the most
part, this city has been able to escape developer influence in the last
50 years. But this week will be a watershed moment in our history and
our future. The November election ushered in new energy and new ideas
and new initiatives which have appeared to set us on a proper course and
to some extent have provided a false sense of security. But do not be
fooled and do not be complacent. The votes we have taken for granted are
slipping and the direction in which our elected officials choose to take
us is dependent upon your voice being heard. Let each of the City
Commissioners and the Mayor know how you feel and do it today. Emails
for each of the Commssioners can be found
or by simply clicking their
respective emails below:

Fran Barford - ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
John Quam - amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com
JoAnn Mattick - amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com
Harry Stoltzfus - amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com
Chuck Webb - amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com
Dale Woodland - amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com

As always, thanks for reading. And come back, often.

Oh yes, show up at City Hall this Thursday March 4th. It is only the
most important meeting this City has seen in 40 years. Really, it is.

Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 2/28/2010 10:06:00 AM
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:55
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:03 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Date: Sun, Feb 28, 2010 at 5:36 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Beauty vs. The Beast
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>,
MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.
com>
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Take a moment to read
in today's (Feb. 28th) Tampa Tribune. The coming
storm facing the City of Anna Maria is not new to Florida. For the most
part, this city has been able to escape developer influence in the last
50 years. But this week will be a watershed moment in our history and
our future. The November election ushered in new energy and new ideas
and new initiatives which have appeared to set us on a proper course and
to some extent have provided a false sense of security. But do not be
fooled and do not be complacent. The votes we have taken for granted are
slipping and the direction in which our elected officials choose to take
us is dependent upon your voice being heard. Let each of the City
Commissioners and the Mayor know how you feel and do it today. Emails
for each of the Commssioners can be found
or by simply clicking their
respective emails below:

Fran Barford - ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
John Quam - amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com
JoAnn Mattick - amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com
Harry Stoltzfus - amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com
Chuck Webb - amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com
Dale Woodland - amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com

As always, thanks for reading. And come back, often.

Oh yes, show up at City Hall this Thursday March 4th. It is only the
most important meeting this City has seen in 40 years. Really, it is.

Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 2/28/2010 10:06:00 AM
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:55
Subject: FW: Important information & meeting notice
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:04 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Important information & meeting notice

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Sat, Feb 27, 2010 at 10:56 AM
Subject: Important information & meeting notice
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

Please click:
ourannamaria.blogspot.com/2010/02/alert-proposed-2030-traffic-andparking.html
Duke miller
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Sent from my iPod
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:55
Subject: FW: Important information & meeting notice
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:04 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Important information & meeting notice

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Sat, Feb 27, 2010 at 10:56 AM
Subject: Important information & meeting notice
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>

Please click:
ourannamaria.blogspot.com/2010/02/alert-proposed-2030-traffic-andparking.html
Duke miller
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Sent from my iPod
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:59
Subject: FW: Update.
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:14 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Update.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Date: Mon, May 11, 2009 at 6:05 AM
Subject: Update.
To: TURNER TOM <tptami@aol.com>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <charleslharris@
gmail.com>, SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, HOSPITAL BEV <
bevhospital@verizon.net>, "HOCH SALLY, SCOTT" <golfwidowL@aol.com>,
NORWOODcarolyn Norwood <carolynenorwood@tampabay.rr.com>, MILESKO DIANE <
mileskod@yahoo.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/
DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, HOLMES ANNIE <amholmes@tampabay.rr.com>,
MOSER ROB/JULIE <juliemo2361@yahoo.com>, PEARMAN CARL <cpearman@tampabay.
rr.com>, REIGER KATHIE/LARRY <oneasail@sbcglobal.net>, QUAM JOHN/BIRGETT
<bjquam@verizon.net>, MISCHKER THOMAS <thmischker@aol.com>, "HAVILIK
NANCY, ED" <nancyihavlik@yahoo.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.
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com>, PESCITELLI MIKE <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>, SCHAEFER VICKY <
vickyschaefer@mac.com>, PEARMAN CARL/IRENE <luvannamaria@aol.com>,
YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.
com>, EGAN JACK <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, PELOUBET DREW/SUE <speloubet@
gmail.com>, MILLER DUKE <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>, CONOLY JIM <
jimconoly@gmail.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>
In my email discussing the visit with the Thrashers, I mistakenly I
identified
Mr. Thrasher as Bob. His correct name is Mike. Sorry.
c
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Date: 2010/03/18 15:59
Subject: FW: Update.
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:14 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Update.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Date: Mon, May 11, 2009 at 6:05 AM
Subject: Update.
To: TURNER TOM <tptami@aol.com>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <charleslharris@
gmail.com>, SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, HOSPITAL BEV <
bevhospital@verizon.net>, "HOCH SALLY, SCOTT" <golfwidowL@aol.com>,
NORWOODcarolyn Norwood <carolynenorwood@tampabay.rr.com>, MILESKO DIANE <
mileskod@yahoo.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/
DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, HOLMES ANNIE <amholmes@tampabay.rr.com>,
MOSER ROB/JULIE <juliemo2361@yahoo.com>, PEARMAN CARL <cpearman@tampabay.
rr.com>, REIGER KATHIE/LARRY <oneasail@sbcglobal.net>, QUAM JOHN/BIRGETT
<bjquam@verizon.net>, MISCHKER THOMAS <thmischker@aol.com>, "HAVILIK
NANCY, ED" <nancyihavlik@yahoo.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.
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com>, PESCITELLI MIKE <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>, SCHAEFER VICKY <
vickyschaefer@mac.com>, PEARMAN CARL/IRENE <luvannamaria@aol.com>,
YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.
com>, EGAN JACK <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, PELOUBET DREW/SUE <speloubet@
gmail.com>, MILLER DUKE <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>, CONOLY JIM <
jimconoly@gmail.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>
In my email discussing the visit with the Thrashers, I mistakenly I
identified
Mr. Thrasher as Bob. His correct name is Mike. Sorry.
c
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:00
Subject: FW: Fwd: Our Anna Maria ALERT!
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:15 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: Our Anna Maria ALERT!

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: d milesko <mileskod@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun, Jun 14, 2009 at 9:11 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Our Anna Maria ALERT!
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <
merrymarcia02@aol.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, MCLEISH
ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>, PELOUBET DREW/SUE <speloubet@
gmail.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, DOWLING DOUGLAS <
douglasdowling@gmail.com>, PESCITELLI MIKE <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>,
HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.
rr.com>, EGAN JACK <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@
tampabay.rr.com>, CHUCK HARRISHARRIS <charleslharris@gmail.com>, TURNER
TOM <tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, Charles
Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
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Thanks for the heads up, Charlie.
Diana Milesko

I will write something up.

--- On Sun, 6/14/09, Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com> wrote:
From: Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Subject: Fwd: Our Anna Maria ALERT!
To: "SMITH BILL/BETSY" <wksjr@webtv.net>, "MILESKO DIANE" <mileskod@
yahoo.com>, "BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE" <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, "CONOLY JIM"
<jimconoly@gmail.com>, "MCLEISH ALISTAIR" <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.
com>, "PELOUBET DREW/SUE" <speloubet@gmail.com>, "SUELYNN" <suelynn@
tampabay.rr.com>, "DOWLING DOUGLAS" <douglasdowling@gmail.com>, "
PESCITELLI MIKE" <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>, "HYLAND TIM/KATHY" <
khyland333@gmail.com>, "YANGER BETTY" <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>, "EGAN
JACK" <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, "BEARD JEFF" <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>,
"HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <charleslharris@gmail.com>, "TURNER TOM" <tptami@
aol.com>, "HOSPITAL BEV" <bevhospital@verizon.net>
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2009, 6:29 AM

Email that was just received from Duke Miller.
according

Please read and act

to your opinion.
Thanks for your time.
c
>
> Greetings from Maggie Valley, NC:
>
> Though Cindy and I are up here in the lush, green, cool, blanketweather climes of western North Carolina, we're not out of touch with
our beloved Anna Maria! Not for a second! Just when you think things are
okay following the last incident regarding Pine Avenue Restoration,
something has come up that requires your immediate attention.
>
> What would you say if I told you that PAR's Michael Coleman just
applied for a seat on our city's Planning & Zoning Board? You'd probably
tell me I've been inhaling way too much mountain air whilst imbibing
more Gray Goose than the law will allow. You wouldn't be too far off,
but on June 4th, Coleman did just that.The "face" of and partner in Pine
Avenue Restoration--that illustrious group that recently tried to get
motels permitted, that same group that includes Lizzie "Let's-pull-thewool-over-the-eyes of the locals" Thrasher--just applied for a seat on
the board that makes recommendations to the City Commission on, of all
things, land use!
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>
> I've put a post on the Our Anna Maria blog site (http://ourannamaria.
blogspot.com/) that tells the whole story, which I also copied it below.
Please read it. Then take the time go to the blog and comment (yes, they'
re reading it). Above all, please send your opinions on this via email
to the Mayor and copy the commissioners. (If you can't comment on the
blog because you're not a "subscriber," email me right away so I can add
you to the permissions.)
>
> Your collective response to the motels issue got results. It proved
when we respond en masse, they listen. Well, most of them, anyway.
>
> Duke
> --------->
> Here's the post:
> On June 4, 2009, the spokesman for and partner in Pine Avenue
Restoration (PAR), Michael Coleman, applied for a seat on the City of
Anna Maria’s Planning & Zoning Board (P&Z).
> P&Z’s function is to review all matters relative to land use and then
make recommendations to the City Commission. At this time, it is
reviewing all Land Development Regulations for consistency with the
recently approved Comprehensive Plan. Other key duties include reviews
of development site plans and property owners’ requests for variances to
codes.
> When there is an opening on the P&Z, the Mayor recommends a
replacement to the Commission. There is not yet an opening, but two
terms are nearing completion, and any board member could retire at any
time.
> Unlike ordinances that require public hearings and much pre-discussion,
Mayoral appointments to committees and boards are approved via the
consent agenda at regular City Commission meetings, pretty much as a
formality. However, “the times they are a changing” (Bob Dylan, 1965):
Mr. Coleman is the same person who recently instigated an initiative for
a guest house, on behalf of PAR, that would have required a city code
change to allow motels—a change that many thought we’d never see in Anna
Maria. That effort failed because of a huge public outcry by many
concerned Anna Marians.
> Now, just weeks following that stalled effort, comes Coleman’s
application for a seat on the very board that makes recommendations to
the City Commission regarding land use!
> This is not an issue about an individual. Neither is it about someone’
s qualifications nor professed dedication to our community. The heart of
the issue is simple: Is it in our best interest that the Mayor appoints
the only person spearheading a major development and re-development of
our community to a board that recommends policies regarding the City of
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Anna Maria’s future? (In case you might doubt whether the Mayor would be
so bold as to appoint Coleman, her signature is one of ten on his
application endorsing him for consideration.)
> It is important that people express opinions on this matter NOW. It’s
all too easy to slip in appointments like this via the consent agenda.
What do you think? Sound off with a Comment in this blog. Then email
your opinion to the Mayor at ammayor@cityofannamaria.com. And request
that your email be copied to all commissioners by copying the City Clerk
at amclerk@cityofannamaria.com.
>
>
>
>
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:00
Subject: FW: Fwd: Our Anna Maria ALERT!
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:15 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: Our Anna Maria ALERT!

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: d milesko <mileskod@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun, Jun 14, 2009 at 9:11 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Our Anna Maria ALERT!
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <
merrymarcia02@aol.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, MCLEISH
ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>, PELOUBET DREW/SUE <speloubet@
gmail.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, DOWLING DOUGLAS <
douglasdowling@gmail.com>, PESCITELLI MIKE <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>,
HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.
rr.com>, EGAN JACK <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@
tampabay.rr.com>, CHUCK HARRISHARRIS <charleslharris@gmail.com>, TURNER
TOM <tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, Charles
Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
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Thanks for the heads up, Charlie.
Diana Milesko

I will write something up.

--- On Sun, 6/14/09, Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com> wrote:
From: Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Subject: Fwd: Our Anna Maria ALERT!
To: "SMITH BILL/BETSY" <wksjr@webtv.net>, "MILESKO DIANE" <mileskod@
yahoo.com>, "BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE" <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, "CONOLY JIM"
<jimconoly@gmail.com>, "MCLEISH ALISTAIR" <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.
com>, "PELOUBET DREW/SUE" <speloubet@gmail.com>, "SUELYNN" <suelynn@
tampabay.rr.com>, "DOWLING DOUGLAS" <douglasdowling@gmail.com>, "
PESCITELLI MIKE" <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>, "HYLAND TIM/KATHY" <
khyland333@gmail.com>, "YANGER BETTY" <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>, "EGAN
JACK" <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, "BEARD JEFF" <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>,
"HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <charleslharris@gmail.com>, "TURNER TOM" <tptami@
aol.com>, "HOSPITAL BEV" <bevhospital@verizon.net>
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2009, 6:29 AM

Email that was just received from Duke Miller.
according

Please read and act

to your opinion.
Thanks for your time.
c
>
> Greetings from Maggie Valley, NC:
>
> Though Cindy and I are up here in the lush, green, cool, blanketweather climes of western North Carolina, we're not out of touch with
our beloved Anna Maria! Not for a second! Just when you think things are
okay following the last incident regarding Pine Avenue Restoration,
something has come up that requires your immediate attention.
>
> What would you say if I told you that PAR's Michael Coleman just
applied for a seat on our city's Planning & Zoning Board? You'd probably
tell me I've been inhaling way too much mountain air whilst imbibing
more Gray Goose than the law will allow. You wouldn't be too far off,
but on June 4th, Coleman did just that.The "face" of and partner in Pine
Avenue Restoration--that illustrious group that recently tried to get
motels permitted, that same group that includes Lizzie "Let's-pull-thewool-over-the-eyes of the locals" Thrasher--just applied for a seat on
the board that makes recommendations to the City Commission on, of all
things, land use!
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>
> I've put a post on the Our Anna Maria blog site (http://ourannamaria.
blogspot.com/) that tells the whole story, which I also copied it below.
Please read it. Then take the time go to the blog and comment (yes, they'
re reading it). Above all, please send your opinions on this via email
to the Mayor and copy the commissioners. (If you can't comment on the
blog because you're not a "subscriber," email me right away so I can add
you to the permissions.)
>
> Your collective response to the motels issue got results. It proved
when we respond en masse, they listen. Well, most of them, anyway.
>
> Duke
> --------->
> Here's the post:
> On June 4, 2009, the spokesman for and partner in Pine Avenue
Restoration (PAR), Michael Coleman, applied for a seat on the City of
Anna Maria’s Planning & Zoning Board (P&Z).
> P&Z’s function is to review all matters relative to land use and then
make recommendations to the City Commission. At this time, it is
reviewing all Land Development Regulations for consistency with the
recently approved Comprehensive Plan. Other key duties include reviews
of development site plans and property owners’ requests for variances to
codes.
> When there is an opening on the P&Z, the Mayor recommends a
replacement to the Commission. There is not yet an opening, but two
terms are nearing completion, and any board member could retire at any
time.
> Unlike ordinances that require public hearings and much pre-discussion,
Mayoral appointments to committees and boards are approved via the
consent agenda at regular City Commission meetings, pretty much as a
formality. However, “the times they are a changing” (Bob Dylan, 1965):
Mr. Coleman is the same person who recently instigated an initiative for
a guest house, on behalf of PAR, that would have required a city code
change to allow motels—a change that many thought we’d never see in Anna
Maria. That effort failed because of a huge public outcry by many
concerned Anna Marians.
> Now, just weeks following that stalled effort, comes Coleman’s
application for a seat on the very board that makes recommendations to
the City Commission regarding land use!
> This is not an issue about an individual. Neither is it about someone’
s qualifications nor professed dedication to our community. The heart of
the issue is simple: Is it in our best interest that the Mayor appoints
the only person spearheading a major development and re-development of
our community to a board that recommends policies regarding the City of
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Anna Maria’s future? (In case you might doubt whether the Mayor would be
so bold as to appoint Coleman, her signature is one of ten on his
application endorsing him for consideration.)
> It is important that people express opinions on this matter NOW. It’s
all too easy to slip in appointments like this via the consent agenda.
What do you think? Sound off with a Comment in this blog. Then email
your opinion to the Mayor at ammayor@cityofannamaria.com. And request
that your email be copied to all commissioners by copying the City Clerk
at amclerk@cityofannamaria.com.
>
>
>
>
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:00
Subject: FW: Letter to the editor
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:17 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Letter to the editor

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 15, 2009 at 7:47 AM
Subject: Letter to the editor
To: Fran Barford <ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>, Chris Tolette <tattpa@
aol.com>, Dale Woodland <dwoodlan@tampabay.rr.com>, John Quam <bjquam@
verizon.net>, Chuck Webb <charleshwebbesq@aol.com>, amcommmattick@
cityofannamaria.com
Dear Mayor Barford and City Commissioners:
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FYI, I sent the following letter to the editor this morning.

Duke Miller

Editor:

Normally, when someone applies to volunteer their time and effort to
serve on a city board or committee, it's not newsworthy. But on June 4,
2009, the spokesman for and partner in Pine Avenue Restoration (PAR),
Michael Coleman, applied for a seat on the City of Anna Maria’s Planning
& Zoning Board (P&Z).
Mr. Coleman is the same person who recently instigated an initiative to
change city land-use code to allow a guesthouse (read: motel) at Pine
and North Bay. It was shelved, thanks to the huge public outcry by many
concerned Anna Marians. Now, just weeks following that stalled effort,
comes Coleman’s application for a P&Z seat, the very board that makes
decisions regarding land use!
This begs the obvious question: Is it in our best interest that the only
person spearheading re-development of our community be appointed to a
board that recommends policies regarding the City of Anna Maria’s future
land use? Before you say, "No way, would not happen," consider this: The
Mayor appoints the members of P&Z, pending City Commission approval, and
her signature is one of ten endorsing Coleman's application!!
This is not about Michael Coleman. It is not about his qualifications.
It’s about whom, in our quaint, unique and primarily residential
community, should be making the decisions regarding our future?
Duke Miller
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:00
Subject: FW: Letter to the editor
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:17 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Letter to the editor

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 15, 2009 at 7:47 AM
Subject: Letter to the editor
To: Fran Barford <ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>, Chris Tolette <tattpa@
aol.com>, Dale Woodland <dwoodlan@tampabay.rr.com>, John Quam <bjquam@
verizon.net>, Chuck Webb <charleshwebbesq@aol.com>, amcommmattick@
cityofannamaria.com
Dear Mayor Barford and City Commissioners:
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FYI, I sent the following letter to the editor this morning.

Duke Miller

Editor:

Normally, when someone applies to volunteer their time and effort to
serve on a city board or committee, it's not newsworthy. But on June 4,
2009, the spokesman for and partner in Pine Avenue Restoration (PAR),
Michael Coleman, applied for a seat on the City of Anna Maria’s Planning
& Zoning Board (P&Z).
Mr. Coleman is the same person who recently instigated an initiative to
change city land-use code to allow a guesthouse (read: motel) at Pine
and North Bay. It was shelved, thanks to the huge public outcry by many
concerned Anna Marians. Now, just weeks following that stalled effort,
comes Coleman’s application for a P&Z seat, the very board that makes
decisions regarding land use!
This begs the obvious question: Is it in our best interest that the only
person spearheading re-development of our community be appointed to a
board that recommends policies regarding the City of Anna Maria’s future
land use? Before you say, "No way, would not happen," consider this: The
Mayor appoints the members of P&Z, pending City Commission approval, and
her signature is one of ten endorsing Coleman's application!!
This is not about Michael Coleman. It is not about his qualifications.
It’s about whom, in our quaint, unique and primarily residential
community, should be making the decisions regarding our future?
Duke Miller
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:00
Subject: FW: Letters to editor
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:17 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Letters to editor

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 15, 2009 at 11:13 AM
Subject: Letters to editor
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
A friend at The Sun has sent me the following message:

> Would you consider asking some of your blog posters to turn their
thoughts into letters to the editor? I like the idea of having people
who don't necessarily log onto the site have access to the letters.
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If you're of a mind to, just email your letter(s) to the Mayor/
Commissioners or your blog comment to: news@amisun.com

Duke
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:00
Subject: FW: Letters to editor
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:17 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Letters to editor

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 15, 2009 at 11:13 AM
Subject: Letters to editor
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
A friend at The Sun has sent me the following message:

> Would you consider asking some of your blog posters to turn their
thoughts into letters to the editor? I like the idea of having people
who don't necessarily log onto the site have access to the letters.
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If you're of a mind to, just email your letter(s) to the Mayor/
Commissioners or your blog comment to: news@amisun.com

Duke
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:00
Subject: FW: Fwd: P & Z Appointments
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:18 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: P & Z Appointments

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: d milesko <mileskod@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, Jun 16, 2009 at 11:47 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: P & Z Appointments
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <
merrymarcia02@aol.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, MCLEISH
ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>, PELOUBET DREW/SUE <speloubet@
gmail.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, DOWLING DOUGLAS <
douglasdowling@gmail.com>, PESCITELLI MIKE <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>,
HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.
rr.com>, EGAN JACK <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@
tampabay.rr.com>, CHUCK HARRISHARRIS <charleslharris@gmail.com>, TURNER
TOM <tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, Charles
Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
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--- On Tue, 6/16/09, Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com> wrote:
From: Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Subject: Fwd: P & Z Appointments
To: "SMITH BILL/BETSY" <wksjr@webtv.net>, "MILESKO DIANE" <mileskod@
yahoo.com>, "BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE" <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, "CONOLY JIM"
<jimconoly@gmail.com>, "MCLEISH ALISTAIR" <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.
com>, "PELOUBET DREW/SUE" <speloubet@gmail.com>, "SUELYNN" <suelynn@
tampabay.rr.com>, "DOWLING DOUGLAS" <douglasdowling@gmail.com>, "
PESCITELLI MIKE" <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>, "HYLAND TIM/KATHY" <
khyland333@gmail.com>, "YANGER BETTY" <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>, "EGAN
JACK" <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, "BEARD JEFF" <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>,
"HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <charleslharris@gmail.com>, "TURNER TOM" <tptami@
aol.com>, "HOSPITAL BEV" <bevhospital@verizon.net>
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2009, 6:16 AM

> Make sure our commissioners understand their responsibilities
regarding
mayoral appointments.
c
> Hi:
>
> As you can see from the header on the last email I sent you, regarding
the Mayor's response to Terry Shaefer about the Coleman application for
P&Z, it was late. I didn't tell you why I was dumb-founded at her more
than limp response. IT'S THE MAYOR'S JOB TO MAKE ALL APPOINTMENTS!!
>
> Thanks to Robin Wall for providing the following from our City Code.
Be sure you read the last item "m." Maybe it's time the Mayor read it?!?!
>
> Duke
>
> Begin forwarded message:
>
>
>
> From: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
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> Date: June 16, 2009 12:17:32 AM EDT
> To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
> Subject: RE: P & Z Appointments
>
>
> Here’s our code on the powers and duties of the mayor:
>
>
> Sec. 4.03.

Powers and duties of the mayor.

> The Mayor shall:
> a.
Appoint all administrative officers provided for under this
charter, with compensation to be fixed by the City Commission; suspend
with pay such officers for the good of the city; suspend without pay or
terminate such officers for cause, provided, such action is approved by
a majority of the Commission at its next regular meeting or a special
meeting called for that purpose;
> b.
Employ and have general supervision of all employees of the city
at compensation to be fixed by the Commission; suspend with or without
pay, terminate or otherwise discipline such non-administrative employees
in accordance with personnel policies and procedures adopted by the City
Commission;
> For purposes of paragraphs a. and b. above, the administrative
officers shall be the offices of: City Clerk, City Attorney,
Superintendent of Public Works, and Building Official. The Commission
may designate other officers as administrative officers by ordinance;
> c.
Direct and supervise the administration of all departments,
offices and agencies of the City, except as otherwise provided by this
Charter or by law;
> d.
Attend Commission meetings and participate in discussions; or
make reports;
> e.
Have the discretion to veto in writing any proposed ordinance or
resolution of the City Commission, citing specific reasons, within ten (
10) working days of the adoption of such legislation by the City
Commission;
> f.
See that all laws, provisions of this Charter and acts of the
Commission subject to enforcement by him or her, or by officers subject
to his or her direction and supervision, are faithfully executed;
> g.
Propose an annual operating budget and capital spending plan to
the Commission for its approval.
> h.
Submit to the Commission and make available to the public a
complete report on the finances and administrative activities of the
City as of the end of each fiscal year;
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> i.
Make such other reports as the Commission may require concerning
the operations of City departments, offices and agencies subject to his
or her direction and supervision;
> j.
Keep the Commission fully advised as to the financial condition
and future needs of the City and make such recommendations to the
Commission concerning the affairs of the City as he or she deems
desirable.
> k.
Sign contracts on behalf of the City pursuant to the provisions
of appropriations ordinances;
> l.
Perform such other duties as are specified in this Charter or as
may be required by the Commission.
> m.
With the Commission's approval, make assignments or appointments
to all Anna Maria City Boards or Committees; and assignments or
appointments to all non-City activities that require City representation.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 11:29 PM
To: Duke Miller
Subject: Fwd: P & Z Appointments

>
> Here is Mayor Barford's response to Terry Shaefer's email regarding
Coleman's P&Z application.
>
> After reading it, I'm as dumb-founded as I was when I saw her
endorsement signature on his application.
>
>
>>>
>>> From: Fran Barford <ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
>>> Date: June 15, 2009 12:16:40 PM EDT
>>> To: terry schaefer <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
>>> Subject: RE: P & Z Appointments
>>>
>>> We have so few residents willing to serve the community on boards
and committees. The City’s role (including Mayor and Staff) is to
administratively move an application for a board/committee position
forward to the commission for their decision. Would love to have you
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offer to serve on a board/committee position.

I have openings.

>>>
>>> Fran Barford
>>> Fran Barford
>>> Mayor
>>> City of Anna Maria
>>> PO Box 779
>>> 10005 Gulf Drive
>>> Anna Maria, FL
>>> Ph:

34216

(941) 708-6130

>>> Fax: (941) 708-6134
>>> ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
>>> Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you
do not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.
>>>
>>> P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really
need to.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 14, 2009 4:00 PM
To: Fran Barford
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: P & Z Appointments

>>>
>>> CITY CLERK, PLEASE FORWARD TO ALL COMMISSIONERS
>>>
>>> DEAR MAYOR BARFORD,
>>> It has come to my attention that your have signed Michael Coleman's
application to serve as a future P & Z Board Member.
>>> Your signature implies at very least, approval of Mr. Coleman's
candidacy, at worst, it is a signal that you may have requested his
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>>> service . Which ever is the case, I believe that such a selection on
your behalf would be detrimental to our City, as we rely on
>>> neutrality, openness and fairness when evaluating zoning and codes
issues for the City. Any individual seeking such a role and
>>> position for a municipality need be perceived to be unbiased by the
public in order to gain it's trust and confidence. Inversely and
>>> in all fairness to our public officials, it would be difficult if
not impossible to serve with effectiveness, if every position taken
would
>>> be perceived by the public, to be biased by that individuals
profession, past acts and stated ambitions. An analogy to this question
>>> could be," would an arsonist be a good consideration for a fire and
safety board position"?, perhaps a stark comparison but, I hope
>>> that you understand the concern.
>>>
>>> My concern is not Mike Coleman as an individual, it is a concern of
placing any individual in a position of public trust who has created
>>> a reputation for significant change, has pushed the limit of code
revision and has felt the pressure of significant "push back" by the
public,
>>> who in great numbers, rebuke his ambitions and do not share his
vision for our City.
>>>
>>> My question to you Mayor is ; how could your constituents and our
neighbors ever feel such a candidate would be neutral, unbiased and
>>> open when dealing with the business of the Board, and how difficult
would it be for any such individual to be effective, if every statement
and
>>> vote would be perceived by the public to be biased, for right or for
wrong?
>>>
>>> My complaint to you is in no way, a matter of the character of the
applicant but is, a question to%
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:00
Subject: FW: Fwd: P & Z Appointments
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:18 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: P & Z Appointments

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: d milesko <mileskod@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, Jun 16, 2009 at 11:47 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: P & Z Appointments
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <
merrymarcia02@aol.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, MCLEISH
ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>, PELOUBET DREW/SUE <speloubet@
gmail.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, DOWLING DOUGLAS <
douglasdowling@gmail.com>, PESCITELLI MIKE <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>,
HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.
rr.com>, EGAN JACK <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@
tampabay.rr.com>, CHUCK HARRISHARRIS <charleslharris@gmail.com>, TURNER
TOM <tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, Charles
Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
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--- On Tue, 6/16/09, Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com> wrote:
From: Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Subject: Fwd: P & Z Appointments
To: "SMITH BILL/BETSY" <wksjr@webtv.net>, "MILESKO DIANE" <mileskod@
yahoo.com>, "BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE" <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, "CONOLY JIM"
<jimconoly@gmail.com>, "MCLEISH ALISTAIR" <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.
com>, "PELOUBET DREW/SUE" <speloubet@gmail.com>, "SUELYNN" <suelynn@
tampabay.rr.com>, "DOWLING DOUGLAS" <douglasdowling@gmail.com>, "
PESCITELLI MIKE" <mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>, "HYLAND TIM/KATHY" <
khyland333@gmail.com>, "YANGER BETTY" <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>, "EGAN
JACK" <jej711slikc@hotmail.com>, "BEARD JEFF" <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>,
"HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <charleslharris@gmail.com>, "TURNER TOM" <tptami@
aol.com>, "HOSPITAL BEV" <bevhospital@verizon.net>
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2009, 6:16 AM

> Make sure our commissioners understand their responsibilities
regarding
mayoral appointments.
c
> Hi:
>
> As you can see from the header on the last email I sent you, regarding
the Mayor's response to Terry Shaefer about the Coleman application for
P&Z, it was late. I didn't tell you why I was dumb-founded at her more
than limp response. IT'S THE MAYOR'S JOB TO MAKE ALL APPOINTMENTS!!
>
> Thanks to Robin Wall for providing the following from our City Code.
Be sure you read the last item "m." Maybe it's time the Mayor read it?!?!
>
> Duke
>
> Begin forwarded message:
>
>
>
> From: "Robin Wall" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
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> Date: June 16, 2009 12:17:32 AM EDT
> To: "Duke Miller" <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
> Subject: RE: P & Z Appointments
>
>
> Here’s our code on the powers and duties of the mayor:
>
>
> Sec. 4.03.

Powers and duties of the mayor.

> The Mayor shall:
> a.
Appoint all administrative officers provided for under this
charter, with compensation to be fixed by the City Commission; suspend
with pay such officers for the good of the city; suspend without pay or
terminate such officers for cause, provided, such action is approved by
a majority of the Commission at its next regular meeting or a special
meeting called for that purpose;
> b.
Employ and have general supervision of all employees of the city
at compensation to be fixed by the Commission; suspend with or without
pay, terminate or otherwise discipline such non-administrative employees
in accordance with personnel policies and procedures adopted by the City
Commission;
> For purposes of paragraphs a. and b. above, the administrative
officers shall be the offices of: City Clerk, City Attorney,
Superintendent of Public Works, and Building Official. The Commission
may designate other officers as administrative officers by ordinance;
> c.
Direct and supervise the administration of all departments,
offices and agencies of the City, except as otherwise provided by this
Charter or by law;
> d.
Attend Commission meetings and participate in discussions; or
make reports;
> e.
Have the discretion to veto in writing any proposed ordinance or
resolution of the City Commission, citing specific reasons, within ten (
10) working days of the adoption of such legislation by the City
Commission;
> f.
See that all laws, provisions of this Charter and acts of the
Commission subject to enforcement by him or her, or by officers subject
to his or her direction and supervision, are faithfully executed;
> g.
Propose an annual operating budget and capital spending plan to
the Commission for its approval.
> h.
Submit to the Commission and make available to the public a
complete report on the finances and administrative activities of the
City as of the end of each fiscal year;
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> i.
Make such other reports as the Commission may require concerning
the operations of City departments, offices and agencies subject to his
or her direction and supervision;
> j.
Keep the Commission fully advised as to the financial condition
and future needs of the City and make such recommendations to the
Commission concerning the affairs of the City as he or she deems
desirable.
> k.
Sign contracts on behalf of the City pursuant to the provisions
of appropriations ordinances;
> l.
Perform such other duties as are specified in this Charter or as
may be required by the Commission.
> m.
With the Commission's approval, make assignments or appointments
to all Anna Maria City Boards or Committees; and assignments or
appointments to all non-City activities that require City representation.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Duke Miller [mailto:dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 11:29 PM
To: Duke Miller
Subject: Fwd: P & Z Appointments

>
> Here is Mayor Barford's response to Terry Shaefer's email regarding
Coleman's P&Z application.
>
> After reading it, I'm as dumb-founded as I was when I saw her
endorsement signature on his application.
>
>
>>>
>>> From: Fran Barford <ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
>>> Date: June 15, 2009 12:16:40 PM EDT
>>> To: terry schaefer <terrywschaefer@mac.com>
>>> Subject: RE: P & Z Appointments
>>>
>>> We have so few residents willing to serve the community on boards
and committees. The City’s role (including Mayor and Staff) is to
administratively move an application for a board/committee position
forward to the commission for their decision. Would love to have you
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offer to serve on a board/committee position.

I have openings.

>>>
>>> Fran Barford
>>> Fran Barford
>>> Mayor
>>> City of Anna Maria
>>> PO Box 779
>>> 10005 Gulf Drive
>>> Anna Maria, FL
>>> Ph:

34216

(941) 708-6130

>>> Fax: (941) 708-6134
>>> ammayor@cityofannamaria.com
>>> Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you
do not want your email address released in response to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.
>>>
>>> P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really
need to.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

From: terry schaefer [mailto:terrywschaefer@mac.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 14, 2009 4:00 PM
To: Fran Barford
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: P & Z Appointments

>>>
>>> CITY CLERK, PLEASE FORWARD TO ALL COMMISSIONERS
>>>
>>> DEAR MAYOR BARFORD,
>>> It has come to my attention that your have signed Michael Coleman's
application to serve as a future P & Z Board Member.
>>> Your signature implies at very least, approval of Mr. Coleman's
candidacy, at worst, it is a signal that you may have requested his
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>>> service . Which ever is the case, I believe that such a selection on
your behalf would be detrimental to our City, as we rely on
>>> neutrality, openness and fairness when evaluating zoning and codes
issues for the City. Any individual seeking such a role and
>>> position for a municipality need be perceived to be unbiased by the
public in order to gain it's trust and confidence. Inversely and
>>> in all fairness to our public officials, it would be difficult if
not impossible to serve with effectiveness, if every position taken
would
>>> be perceived by the public, to be biased by that individuals
profession, past acts and stated ambitions. An analogy to this question
>>> could be," would an arsonist be a good consideration for a fire and
safety board position"?, perhaps a stark comparison but, I hope
>>> that you understand the concern.
>>>
>>> My concern is not Mike Coleman as an individual, it is a concern of
placing any individual in a position of public trust who has created
>>> a reputation for significant change, has pushed the limit of code
revision and has felt the pressure of significant "push back" by the
public,
>>> who in great numbers, rebuke his ambitions and do not share his
vision for our City.
>>>
>>> My question to you Mayor is ; how could your constituents and our
neighbors ever feel such a candidate would be neutral, unbiased and
>>> open when dealing with the business of the Board, and how difficult
would it be for any such individual to be effective, if every statement
and
>>> vote would be perceived by the public to be biased, for right or for
wrong?
>>>
>>> My complaint to you is in no way, a matter of the character of the
applicant but is, a question to%
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: Fwd: PROGRESS! Semi-victory on duplex expansion.
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:19 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: PROGRESS! Semi-victory on duplex expansion.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: william smith <wksjr@webtv.net>
Date: Wed, Jul 15, 2009 at 8:20 PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: PROGRESS! Semi-victory on duplex expansion.
To: Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>, MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@
yahoo.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, CONOLY JIM <
jimconoly@gmail.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>,
PELOUBET DREW/SUE <speloubet@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.
com>, DOWLING DOUGLAS <douglasdowling@gmail.com>, PESCITELLI MIKE <
mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>,
YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>, EGAN JACK <jej711slikc@hotmail.
com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, CHUCK HARRIS <charleslharris@
gmail.com>, TURNER TOM <tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@
verizon.net>
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I'm sorry but I do not want any laws that
prohibit duplex owners (all 65 of us) from
enhancing their property by adding on to
their home. I see "homes" built that have
8-10 people vacationing there and the place
has 2bdrm 1.5 baths. At todays rental prices, people who rent
are going to use homes like hotel rooms and jam as many people as they
can into
them. I don't think we should be punished
because we don't own a "single residence"
as it is STILL our home and if we want to
expand, we should be able to, just like any
other resident.
Betsy Smith
P>S> If they party in your neighborhood,
call the police.
From: Charles Daniel
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2009 4:27 PM
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY, MILESKO DIANE, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE, CONOLY JIM,
MCLEISH ALISTAIR, PELOUBET DREW/SUE, SUELYNN, DOWLING DOUGLAS,
PESCITELLI MIKE, HYLAND TIM/KATHY, YANGER BETTY, EGAN JACK, BEARD JEFF,
HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS, TURNER TOM, HOSPITAL BEV
Subject: Fwd: PROGRESS! Semi-victory on duplex expansion.

> Please take a moment to resend or

make this your first email to the

Commissioners and Planning Zone.
This is your city take action to keep it as it is.
Thanks
c

> The below is from Duke Miller.Hi:
>
> Below is a story from this week's Islander about the discussion at
last Thursday's commission work session about duplex expansion in Anna
Maria. Thanks to your emails and letters to Commissioners, we've
partially won another battle against development interests. At least, we'
ve got their attention. However, similar to the "guesthouse/motel/inn/
hotel" situation and the issue of Coleman on the P&Z board, everything
is still on the table and must be watched oh so closely.
>
> Many ask, "Where are all these assaults on our legacy, our peace and
quiet, coming from? Who is behind it all?" The Islander story below
makes it pretty clear. I just can't understand why the are so hell bent
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on changing the character of our city (after promising to preserve it!).
>
> In 1971, a gutsy group of elected officials, literally under threats,
removed the "multi-family" designation from 100% of our shoreline and
restricted the heights of our dwellings. Since then, generations of
concerned citizens put up whatever fight was necessary to hang on to
what we've got. But never have we experienced a full-frontal assault
like the one we're fighting now. And it's from within our own ranks of
elected officials. Ironically, much is in the name of "preservation."
These people are totally clueless as to where the real value in our city
lies--as in what Anna Maria is NOW, not in how much money there is to
squeeze out of its ruination.
>
> The upcoming November election will hopefully feature a candidate or
candidates who will do more than pay lip service to preserving Anna
Maria. Whomever that may be will need all the support you personally can
provide--on foot, by word of mouth, and, yes, from your wallet. The
developer coalition is strong, monied, and they're on a mission to
profit from turning our city into another Holmes or Bradenton Beach.
>
> What can you do now? Expansion of duplexes is back before the
Commission's August work session. Let them know between now and then: No
duplex expansions. Repairs, yes. Rebuilding on the current footprint in
the event of a disaster (current law), yes. [Send your emails to:
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com. Request copies to all commissioners, and
Planning and Zoning Board members.]
>
> To conclude, here's some good news: A prominent Anna Marian called me
this morning, one whom I respect very much. He wanted to share how
refreshing it is that so many people are more aware now of what's going
on, getting involved in the process, and expressing their passion about
our future to our elected officials. He concluded with his hope that
this is a sign that more will be motivated to vigorously support any
opponents of the PARtners (play on words intended) in the upcoming
elections.
>
> To be continued....
>
> Duke
>
> PS: the notes in brackets [ ] below are my comments.
> Anna Maria studies limited duplex expansion
by Rick Catlin. Islander Reporter
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> Faced with mounting opposition to a proposed Anna Maria ordinance to
allow duplexes the right to fully expand, city commissioners at their
July 9 meeting reached consensus to study expansion on a limited basis.
> City planner Alan Garrett said only about 65 duplexes exist in the
cityï¿½s Residential-1 zoning district.
> Commissioners rejected a proposal to allow the duplexes the right to
fully expand, but agreed that some expansion on a ï¿½one-time, limited
basisï¿½ be considered.
> Commissioner Chuck Webb argued that duplex owners should have the
right to ï¿½maintain what they have.ï¿½
> Commission Chairman John Quam countered that allowing full expansion
of duplexes would ï¿½increase density and intensityï¿½ of such
structures in the city.
> Better to leave duplexes as a permitted use in the R-1 district, allow
re-roofing and the right to rebuild to the original footprint in the
event of a natural disaster, he said.
> Commissioner Jo Ann Mattick said that with only 65 duplexes itï¿½s ï¿½
not a big dealï¿½ for the city to allow some expansion. [This is the
same Commissioner that wanted to build a public "pocket park" half way
up North Shore Drive in the middle of a residential neighborhood! Oh,
and how many duplexes does it take to "make it a big deal?"]
> Commissioner Christine Tollette pointed out that when commissioners at
their March 26 meeting combined the Residential-2 zone with the
Residential-1 zone, this made duplexes a permitted use and allows
expansion. [She is dead wrong, here. Why would you eliminate R-2 zoning
then allow the duplexes to expand? This rates a "duh!"]
> According to building official Bob Welch, however, no duplex owners
have applied for a permit to expand the structure.
> Commissioners favored allowing duplexes some expansion on a one-time
basis. [No, no, no!]
> Garrett said he would study all possibilities for limited expansion
and bring back a range of proposals to the August commission work
session.
>
>
>
>
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: Fwd: PROGRESS! Semi-victory on duplex expansion.
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:19 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: PROGRESS! Semi-victory on duplex expansion.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: william smith <wksjr@webtv.net>
Date: Wed, Jul 15, 2009 at 8:20 PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: PROGRESS! Semi-victory on duplex expansion.
To: Charles Daniel <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>, MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@
yahoo.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, CONOLY JIM <
jimconoly@gmail.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mmd-group.com>,
PELOUBET DREW/SUE <speloubet@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.
com>, DOWLING DOUGLAS <douglasdowling@gmail.com>, PESCITELLI MIKE <
mikepescitelli@hotmail.com>, HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>,
YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>, EGAN JACK <jej711slikc@hotmail.
com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, CHUCK HARRIS <charleslharris@
gmail.com>, TURNER TOM <tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@
verizon.net>
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I'm sorry but I do not want any laws that
prohibit duplex owners (all 65 of us) from
enhancing their property by adding on to
their home. I see "homes" built that have
8-10 people vacationing there and the place
has 2bdrm 1.5 baths. At todays rental prices, people who rent
are going to use homes like hotel rooms and jam as many people as they
can into
them. I don't think we should be punished
because we don't own a "single residence"
as it is STILL our home and if we want to
expand, we should be able to, just like any
other resident.
Betsy Smith
P>S> If they party in your neighborhood,
call the police.
From: Charles Daniel
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2009 4:27 PM
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY, MILESKO DIANE, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE, CONOLY JIM,
MCLEISH ALISTAIR, PELOUBET DREW/SUE, SUELYNN, DOWLING DOUGLAS,
PESCITELLI MIKE, HYLAND TIM/KATHY, YANGER BETTY, EGAN JACK, BEARD JEFF,
HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS, TURNER TOM, HOSPITAL BEV
Subject: Fwd: PROGRESS! Semi-victory on duplex expansion.

> Please take a moment to resend or

make this your first email to the

Commissioners and Planning Zone.
This is your city take action to keep it as it is.
Thanks
c

> The below is from Duke Miller.Hi:
>
> Below is a story from this week's Islander about the discussion at
last Thursday's commission work session about duplex expansion in Anna
Maria. Thanks to your emails and letters to Commissioners, we've
partially won another battle against development interests. At least, we'
ve got their attention. However, similar to the "guesthouse/motel/inn/
hotel" situation and the issue of Coleman on the P&Z board, everything
is still on the table and must be watched oh so closely.
>
> Many ask, "Where are all these assaults on our legacy, our peace and
quiet, coming from? Who is behind it all?" The Islander story below
makes it pretty clear. I just can't understand why the are so hell bent
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on changing the character of our city (after promising to preserve it!).
>
> In 1971, a gutsy group of elected officials, literally under threats,
removed the "multi-family" designation from 100% of our shoreline and
restricted the heights of our dwellings. Since then, generations of
concerned citizens put up whatever fight was necessary to hang on to
what we've got. But never have we experienced a full-frontal assault
like the one we're fighting now. And it's from within our own ranks of
elected officials. Ironically, much is in the name of "preservation."
These people are totally clueless as to where the real value in our city
lies--as in what Anna Maria is NOW, not in how much money there is to
squeeze out of its ruination.
>
> The upcoming November election will hopefully feature a candidate or
candidates who will do more than pay lip service to preserving Anna
Maria. Whomever that may be will need all the support you personally can
provide--on foot, by word of mouth, and, yes, from your wallet. The
developer coalition is strong, monied, and they're on a mission to
profit from turning our city into another Holmes or Bradenton Beach.
>
> What can you do now? Expansion of duplexes is back before the
Commission's August work session. Let them know between now and then: No
duplex expansions. Repairs, yes. Rebuilding on the current footprint in
the event of a disaster (current law), yes. [Send your emails to:
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com. Request copies to all commissioners, and
Planning and Zoning Board members.]
>
> To conclude, here's some good news: A prominent Anna Marian called me
this morning, one whom I respect very much. He wanted to share how
refreshing it is that so many people are more aware now of what's going
on, getting involved in the process, and expressing their passion about
our future to our elected officials. He concluded with his hope that
this is a sign that more will be motivated to vigorously support any
opponents of the PARtners (play on words intended) in the upcoming
elections.
>
> To be continued....
>
> Duke
>
> PS: the notes in brackets [ ] below are my comments.
> Anna Maria studies limited duplex expansion
by Rick Catlin. Islander Reporter
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> Faced with mounting opposition to a proposed Anna Maria ordinance to
allow duplexes the right to fully expand, city commissioners at their
July 9 meeting reached consensus to study expansion on a limited basis.
> City planner Alan Garrett said only about 65 duplexes exist in the
cityï¿½s Residential-1 zoning district.
> Commissioners rejected a proposal to allow the duplexes the right to
fully expand, but agreed that some expansion on a ï¿½one-time, limited
basisï¿½ be considered.
> Commissioner Chuck Webb argued that duplex owners should have the
right to ï¿½maintain what they have.ï¿½
> Commission Chairman John Quam countered that allowing full expansion
of duplexes would ï¿½increase density and intensityï¿½ of such
structures in the city.
> Better to leave duplexes as a permitted use in the R-1 district, allow
re-roofing and the right to rebuild to the original footprint in the
event of a natural disaster, he said.
> Commissioner Jo Ann Mattick said that with only 65 duplexes itï¿½s ï¿½
not a big dealï¿½ for the city to allow some expansion. [This is the
same Commissioner that wanted to build a public "pocket park" half way
up North Shore Drive in the middle of a residential neighborhood! Oh,
and how many duplexes does it take to "make it a big deal?"]
> Commissioner Christine Tollette pointed out that when commissioners at
their March 26 meeting combined the Residential-2 zone with the
Residential-1 zone, this made duplexes a permitted use and allows
expansion. [She is dead wrong, here. Why would you eliminate R-2 zoning
then allow the duplexes to expand? This rates a "duh!"]
> According to building official Bob Welch, however, no duplex owners
have applied for a permit to expand the structure.
> Commissioners favored allowing duplexes some expansion on a one-time
basis. [No, no, no!]
> Garrett said he would study all possibilities for limited expansion
and bring back a range of proposals to the August commission work
session.
>
>
>
>
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: Letter to the editor of The Islander
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:23 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Letter to the editor of The Islander

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, Jul 16, 2009 at 10:24 AM
Subject: Letter to the editor of The Islander
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:

The following is a letter I sent last night to the editor of The
Islander.

HS-II01884

FYI

Duke

Editor:

With regard to your story about the Anna Maria City Commission’s debate
over expansion of duplexes, I have some questions for two city
commissioners quoted therein:

“Commissioner Jo Ann Mattick said that with only 65 duplexes it’s ‘not a
big deal’ for the city to allow some expansion.” Commissioner Mattick,
in our one square mile city, how many duplexes does it take for it to be
“a big a deal?” What about someone who lives next door to a duplex? What
will you say to the residents who elected you that will be grossly
impacted by your thinking?
“Commissioner Christine Tollette pointed out that when commissioners at
their March 26 meeting combined the Residential-2 zone with the
Residential-1 zone, this made duplexes a permitted use and allows
expansion.” Commissioner Tollette, you helped produce and voted for the
Comprehensive Plan that eliminated R-2, therefore prohibiting duplexes.
Why are you now pushing for expansion of duplexes? What will you say to
the residents who elected you that will be grossly impacted by your
contradictory position?
Residents who care about our city’s future need to contact Commissioners
Tollette and Mattick. Remind them of their campaign promises to preserve
our way of life…not make our city bigger, more ugly, and more crowded.
Ask them to leave the law regarding non-conforming structures as is,
which does not permit expansion of duplexes.
Because it is a very big deal!
Duke Miller

HS-II01885

Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: Letter to the editor of The Islander
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:23 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Letter to the editor of The Islander

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, Jul 16, 2009 at 10:24 AM
Subject: Letter to the editor of The Islander
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:

The following is a letter I sent last night to the editor of The
Islander.

HS-II01886

FYI

Duke

Editor:

With regard to your story about the Anna Maria City Commission’s debate
over expansion of duplexes, I have some questions for two city
commissioners quoted therein:

“Commissioner Jo Ann Mattick said that with only 65 duplexes it’s ‘not a
big deal’ for the city to allow some expansion.” Commissioner Mattick,
in our one square mile city, how many duplexes does it take for it to be
“a big a deal?” What about someone who lives next door to a duplex? What
will you say to the residents who elected you that will be grossly
impacted by your thinking?
“Commissioner Christine Tollette pointed out that when commissioners at
their March 26 meeting combined the Residential-2 zone with the
Residential-1 zone, this made duplexes a permitted use and allows
expansion.” Commissioner Tollette, you helped produce and voted for the
Comprehensive Plan that eliminated R-2, therefore prohibiting duplexes.
Why are you now pushing for expansion of duplexes? What will you say to
the residents who elected you that will be grossly impacted by your
contradictory position?
Residents who care about our city’s future need to contact Commissioners
Tollette and Mattick. Remind them of their campaign promises to preserve
our way of life…not make our city bigger, more ugly, and more crowded.
Ask them to leave the law regarding non-conforming structures as is,
which does not permit expansion of duplexes.
Because it is a very big deal!
Duke Miller

HS-II01887

Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: Conversations over coffee at Ginny's and Jane E's
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:24 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Conversations over coffee at Ginny's and Jane E's

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 15, 2009 at 9:01 PM
Subject: Conversations over coffee at Ginny's and Jane E's
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:

Episode three, Wanna Bet, is on the blog tonight.

HS-II01888

Enjoy.

Duke

http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/2009/12/wanna-bet.html

HS-II01889

Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: Conversations over coffee at Ginny's and Jane E's
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:24 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Conversations over coffee at Ginny's and Jane E's

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 15, 2009 at 9:01 PM
Subject: Conversations over coffee at Ginny's and Jane E's
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:

Episode three, Wanna Bet, is on the blog tonight.

HS-II01890

Enjoy.

Duke

http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/2009/12/wanna-bet.html

HS-II01891

Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: In Your Back Pocket
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:25 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: In Your Back Pocket

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 30, 2009 at 4:34 PM
Subject: In Your Back Pocket
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:
Just in time for New Years, the boys are back at Ginny's and Jane E's.
Catch 'em on the blog at http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/
And Happy New Year. Turned out to be a great year for those of us who
give a darn, didn't it?!?!

HS-II01892

Duke

HS-II01893

Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: In Your Back Pocket
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:25 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: In Your Back Pocket

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 30, 2009 at 4:34 PM
Subject: In Your Back Pocket
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:
Just in time for New Years, the boys are back at Ginny's and Jane E's.
Catch 'em on the blog at http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/
And Happy New Year. Turned out to be a great year for those of us who
give a darn, didn't it?!?!

HS-II01894

Duke

HS-II01895

Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z and Commission
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:26 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z and Commission

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 13, 2010 at 5:39 PM
Subject: IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z and Commission
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:

I posted the following this afternoon to the ourannamaria.blogspot.com.
I'm sending it to you expedite your receipt of the information.

HS-II01896

Duke

There's a critical joint meeting of the Planning &amp; Zoning Board and
the City Commission at City Hall Thursday, January 14, at 6:00 p.m.
Here is the background:

Right now site plans for commercial developments in the ROR and C-1
districts are being heard and decided upon by just the P&amp;Z Board and
not by the City Commission. Prior to July 26, 2007, this was not the
case -- the Commission decided on such final approvals after the P&amp;Z
Board analyzed and provided a recommendation to the Commission.

On July 26, 2007, in a well-intentioned action, the Commission at the
time, amended Sec. 74 in or order to streamline the site plan review
process. However, the amendment appears to have gone too far and major
commercial developments ARE NOT BEING HEARD by the elected Commissioners.

The purpose of the joint meeting is to determine if Article XIII
Development Review Procedures Section 74 should be amended now to return
the decision for final site plans (other than plans for single and two
family dwellings) to the elected City Commissioners following the P&amp;
Z Board recommendations.

It is important that this change back to the way it used to be be made
immediately.

It has nothing to do with the make-up of the P&amp;Z Board. They are
upstanding, concerned, dedicated citizens who spend an inordinate amount
of time doing a job few want to take on. And they're good at it. However,
this is a situation where the intent to streamline your city government
puts our future in jeopardy.

The P&amp;Z Board should function as they always have, in a fact-finding/
advisory capacity, with recommendations to the Commission. Why? Because
the future of our city is fragile at best, and recent events certainly
prove that to be true. It is critical that the future of our city be the
purview of elected officials. It is they who should have the ultimate
authority over development decisions.

Your support of this is critical. Send an email now with your views to
amclerk@city@cityofannamaria.com. At the top of the email, in all caps,

HS-II01897

put PLEASE DISTRIBUTE IMMEDIATELY TO ALL COMMISSIONERS, P&amp;Z MEMBERS,
AND THE MAYOR. Tell them you want the future of our city decided by
elected, not appointed, officials, and that Procedures Section 74 should
be amended now to return the decision for final site plans to the
elected City Commissioners following the P&amp;Z Board recommendations.

Note: No voting can be done at this meeting. The issue must go before a
regular commission meeting and the necessary public hearings to change
the ordinance. But, it is important that people who care attend the
meeting. You can bet those few in favor of keeping it the way it is now
will be there in full force. It is important to them to keep the control
out of the hands of the people you elected to protect our community.

HS-II01898

Date: 2010/03/18 16:01
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z and Commission
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:26 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z and Commission

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 13, 2010 at 5:39 PM
Subject: IMPORTANT Joint Meeting of P&Z and Commission
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:

I posted the following this afternoon to the ourannamaria.blogspot.com.
I'm sending it to you expedite your receipt of the information.

HS-II01899

Duke

There's a critical joint meeting of the Planning &amp; Zoning Board and
the City Commission at City Hall Thursday, January 14, at 6:00 p.m.
Here is the background:

Right now site plans for commercial developments in the ROR and C-1
districts are being heard and decided upon by just the P&amp;Z Board and
not by the City Commission. Prior to July 26, 2007, this was not the
case -- the Commission decided on such final approvals after the P&amp;Z
Board analyzed and provided a recommendation to the Commission.

On July 26, 2007, in a well-intentioned action, the Commission at the
time, amended Sec. 74 in or order to streamline the site plan review
process. However, the amendment appears to have gone too far and major
commercial developments ARE NOT BEING HEARD by the elected Commissioners.

The purpose of the joint meeting is to determine if Article XIII
Development Review Procedures Section 74 should be amended now to return
the decision for final site plans (other than plans for single and two
family dwellings) to the elected City Commissioners following the P&amp;
Z Board recommendations.

It is important that this change back to the way it used to be be made
immediately.

It has nothing to do with the make-up of the P&amp;Z Board. They are
upstanding, concerned, dedicated citizens who spend an inordinate amount
of time doing a job few want to take on. And they're good at it. However,
this is a situation where the intent to streamline your city government
puts our future in jeopardy.

The P&amp;Z Board should function as they always have, in a fact-finding/
advisory capacity, with recommendations to the Commission. Why? Because
the future of our city is fragile at best, and recent events certainly
prove that to be true. It is critical that the future of our city be the
purview of elected officials. It is they who should have the ultimate
authority over development decisions.

Your support of this is critical. Send an email now with your views to
amclerk@city@cityofannamaria.com. At the top of the email, in all caps,

HS-II01900

put PLEASE DISTRIBUTE IMMEDIATELY TO ALL COMMISSIONERS, P&amp;Z MEMBERS,
AND THE MAYOR. Tell them you want the future of our city decided by
elected, not appointed, officials, and that Procedures Section 74 should
be amended now to return the decision for final site plans to the
elected City Commissioners following the P&amp;Z Board recommendations.

Note: No voting can be done at this meeting. The issue must go before a
regular commission meeting and the necessary public hearings to change
the ordinance. But, it is important that people who care attend the
meeting. You can bet those few in favor of keeping it the way it is now
will be there in full force. It is important to them to keep the control
out of the hands of the people you elected to protect our community.

HS-II01901

Date: 2010/03/18 16:02
Subject: FW: Typo
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:26 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Typo

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, Jan 14, 2010 at 4:41 PM
Subject: Typo
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:
Wouldn't you know I got to make a typo in an email address, of all
things? In my previous email I incorrectly listed the city clerk's
address. It is amclerk@cityofannamaria.com.
Also, latest edition of Conversations at Ginny's and Jane E's is up--and

HS-II01902

entertaining as ever.
Duke

HS-II01903

Date: 2010/03/18 16:02
Subject: FW: Typo
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:26 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Typo

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, Jan 14, 2010 at 4:41 PM
Subject: Typo
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi:
Wouldn't you know I got to make a typo in an email address, of all
things? In my previous email I incorrectly listed the city clerk's
address. It is amclerk@cityofannamaria.com.
Also, latest edition of Conversations at Ginny's and Jane E's is up--and

HS-II01904

entertaining as ever.
Duke

HS-II01905

Date: 2010/03/18 16:02
Subject: FW: Anna Maria Wins...AGAIN!
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:27 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Anna Maria Wins...AGAIN!

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, Jan 14, 2010 at 10:14 PM
Subject: Anna Maria Wins...AGAIN!
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
By consensus, it was agreed that the Site Plan Approval Process will
revert back to the way it was prior to the July 2007 change.
Voting against: Commissioner JoAnn Mattick, and P&Z member Sandy Mattick
(daughter of aforementioned) and the Mayor's P&Z appointee Bob Barlow.
As expected.

HS-II01906

And something to remember come November!
Duke

HS-II01907

Date: 2010/03/18 16:02
Subject: FW: Anna Maria Wins...AGAIN!
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:27 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Anna Maria Wins...AGAIN!

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, Jan 14, 2010 at 10:14 PM
Subject: Anna Maria Wins...AGAIN!
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
By consensus, it was agreed that the Site Plan Approval Process will
revert back to the way it was prior to the July 2007 change.
Voting against: Commissioner JoAnn Mattick, and P&Z member Sandy Mattick
(daughter of aforementioned) and the Mayor's P&Z appointee Bob Barlow.
As expected.

HS-II01908

And something to remember come November!
Duke

HS-II01909

Date: 2010/03/18 16:02
Subject: FW: Lots of activity of note
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:29 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Lots of activity of note

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 20, 2010 at 11:01 PM
Subject: Lots of activity of note
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi

As you may have read lately, concurrent with the discussions about who
has final say on future site plans, several site plans have been in the
works. The first of those to be brought forward is the one for 216 Pine

HS-II01910

Ave., a PAR development. As you have seen here in the blog, Commissioner
Stoltzfus has taken a very active role in assuring our codes and the
intent of the Comp Plan are adhered to. He was eager to see this site
plan continued.

Tuesday evening (1/20/10) there was a hearing for 216 Pine Avenue.
Rather than approving it with stipulations right away, as P&Z Board
members Sandy Mattick, Mike Yetter, and Bob Barlow initially wanted to
do, it was continued. The next hearing is February 23rd.

And today, Commissioner Stoltzfus has called a Special Meeting of the
City Commission for Thursday, January 21, 11:00 a.m.

Read all about it here: http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/

Duke

HS-II01911

Date: 2010/03/18 16:02
Subject: FW: Lots of activity of note
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:29 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Lots of activity of note

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 20, 2010 at 11:01 PM
Subject: Lots of activity of note
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi

As you may have read lately, concurrent with the discussions about who
has final say on future site plans, several site plans have been in the
works. The first of those to be brought forward is the one for 216 Pine

HS-II01912

Ave., a PAR development. As you have seen here in the blog, Commissioner
Stoltzfus has taken a very active role in assuring our codes and the
intent of the Comp Plan are adhered to. He was eager to see this site
plan continued.

Tuesday evening (1/20/10) there was a hearing for 216 Pine Avenue.
Rather than approving it with stipulations right away, as P&Z Board
members Sandy Mattick, Mike Yetter, and Bob Barlow initially wanted to
do, it was continued. The next hearing is February 23rd.

And today, Commissioner Stoltzfus has called a Special Meeting of the
City Commission for Thursday, January 21, 11:00 a.m.

Read all about it here: http://ourannamaria.blogspot.com/

Duke
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:02
Subject: FW: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] 1/24/2010 05:10:00 PM
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:34 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] 1/24/2010 05:10:00 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: d milesko <mileskod@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 27, 2010 at 11:37 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] 1/24/2010 05:10:00 PM
To: PEARMAN CARL/IRENE <luvannamaria@aol.com>, QUAM JOHN/BIRGETT <bjquam@
verizon.net>, SCHAEFER VICKY <vickyschaefer@mac.com>, NORWOODcarolyn
Norwood <carolynenorwood@tampabay.rr.com>, PEARMAN CARL <cpearman@
tampabay.rr.com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/
DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, TURNER
TOM <tptami@aol.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, HYLAND TIM/
KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, HUNT
NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.
com>, Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@me.com>
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Thanks Charley.
Diana Milesko

I'm in.

--- On Tue, 1/26/10, Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@me.com> wrote:
From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@me.com>
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] 1/24/2010 05:10:00 PM
To: "PEARMAN CARL/IRENE" <luvannamaria@aol.com>, "QUAM JOHN/BIRGETT" <
bjquam@verizon.net>, "SCHAEFER VICKY" <vickyschaefer@mac.com>, "
NORWOODcarolyn Norwood" <carolynenorwood@tampabay.rr.com>, "PEARMAN CARL"
<cpearman@tampabay.rr.com>, "BEARD JEFF" <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, "
BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE" <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, "MILESKO DIANE" <mileskod@
yahoo.com>, "CONOLY JIM" <jimconoly@gmail.com>, "TURNER TOM" <tptami@aol.
com>, "SUELYNN" <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, "HYLAND TIM/KATHY" <
khyland333@gmail.com>, "SMITH BILL/BETSY" <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HUNT NICKY/
BOB" <watersidehomes1@aol.com>, "YANGER BETTY" <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2010, 5:04 PM

>>
>> I received this and wanted to bring it to your attention.
>> c
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> I wanted to make the bloggers aware of an issue which will come
before all Florida citizens and would result, if passed , in a change to
our constitution. It is called Hometown Democracy and it would result in
any changes to Comprehensive Plans being brought before the voters.
>>
>>
>> Quote from the site: "Each of us has a huge stake in growth decisions
that can drastically alter our community's future for generations to
come. Each community has adopted its own comprehensive plan: a long-term
master plan for sensible growth. Currently, elected city and county
commissioners have exclusive power to make changes to the plan. Rising
taxes, falling home values, gridlocked roads, dwindling water supplies
and Florida's disappearing beauty are just some of the devastating
consequences of Florida politicians' habit of rubberstamping speculative
plan changes.
>> With Amendment 4, your power to vote on growth will enable you to
preserve your neighborhood and your community and protect the value of
your home."
>>
>> Please check out the Hometown Democracy Site at www.
floridahometowndemocracy.com form your own opinions but to me this
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strikes right at the heart of what we have been faced with in Anna Maria.
A few making lucrative pro-development decisions to line their and
their friend's pockets at the expense of all of citizens who pay the
majority of the taxes.
>>
>>
>> ->>
>
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:02
Subject: FW: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] 1/24/2010 05:10:00 PM
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:34 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] 1/24/2010 05:10:00 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: d milesko <mileskod@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 27, 2010 at 11:37 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] 1/24/2010 05:10:00 PM
To: PEARMAN CARL/IRENE <luvannamaria@aol.com>, QUAM JOHN/BIRGETT <bjquam@
verizon.net>, SCHAEFER VICKY <vickyschaefer@mac.com>, NORWOODcarolyn
Norwood <carolynenorwood@tampabay.rr.com>, PEARMAN CARL <cpearman@
tampabay.rr.com>, BEARD JEFF <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/
DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, TURNER
TOM <tptami@aol.com>, SUELYNN <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, HYLAND TIM/
KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, HUNT
NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.
com>, Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@me.com>
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Thanks Charley.
Diana Milesko

I'm in.

--- On Tue, 1/26/10, Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@me.com> wrote:
From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@me.com>
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] 1/24/2010 05:10:00 PM
To: "PEARMAN CARL/IRENE" <luvannamaria@aol.com>, "QUAM JOHN/BIRGETT" <
bjquam@verizon.net>, "SCHAEFER VICKY" <vickyschaefer@mac.com>, "
NORWOODcarolyn Norwood" <carolynenorwood@tampabay.rr.com>, "PEARMAN CARL"
<cpearman@tampabay.rr.com>, "BEARD JEFF" <jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, "
BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE" <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, "MILESKO DIANE" <mileskod@
yahoo.com>, "CONOLY JIM" <jimconoly@gmail.com>, "TURNER TOM" <tptami@aol.
com>, "SUELYNN" <suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, "HYLAND TIM/KATHY" <
khyland333@gmail.com>, "SMITH BILL/BETSY" <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HUNT NICKY/
BOB" <watersidehomes1@aol.com>, "YANGER BETTY" <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2010, 5:04 PM

>>
>> I received this and wanted to bring it to your attention.
>> c
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> I wanted to make the bloggers aware of an issue which will come
before all Florida citizens and would result, if passed , in a change to
our constitution. It is called Hometown Democracy and it would result in
any changes to Comprehensive Plans being brought before the voters.
>>
>>
>> Quote from the site: "Each of us has a huge stake in growth decisions
that can drastically alter our community's future for generations to
come. Each community has adopted its own comprehensive plan: a long-term
master plan for sensible growth. Currently, elected city and county
commissioners have exclusive power to make changes to the plan. Rising
taxes, falling home values, gridlocked roads, dwindling water supplies
and Florida's disappearing beauty are just some of the devastating
consequences of Florida politicians' habit of rubberstamping speculative
plan changes.
>> With Amendment 4, your power to vote on growth will enable you to
preserve your neighborhood and your community and protect the value of
your home."
>>
>> Please check out the Hometown Democracy Site at www.
floridahometowndemocracy.com form your own opinions but to me this
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strikes right at the heart of what we have been faced with in Anna Maria.
A few making lucrative pro-development decisions to line their and
their friend's pockets at the expense of all of citizens who pay the
majority of the taxes.
>>
>>
>> ->>
>
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: FW: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint
meeting and Chapter 90
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:39 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: FW: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint
meeting and Chapter 90

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Robin Wall <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 at 8:43 AM
Subject: FW: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint meeting
and Chapter 90
To: jimconoly@gmail.com
Hi Jim,
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Below is a letter that I submitted to the City on Tuesday addressed to
the P&Z Board members and Commissioners and copied to the Mayor. My
letter is now public record and I am forwarding it to you via this email.

See you this evening,

Robin

From: Diane Sacca [mailto:ambldg@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 3:31 PM
To: Alan Garrett; Alice Baird; Bob Welch; Frank Pytel; Jim Conoly; Mike
Yetter; Randall Stover; Robert Barlow; Sandy Mattick; Stacey Johnston
Cc: Robin Wall
Subject: FW: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint meeting
and Chapter 90

Please see the letter below.

Thank you
Diane
From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 3:16 PM
To: Alice Baird; AnnMarie Thorpe; Diane Sacca
Subject: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint meeting and
Chapter 90

Hi Alice, AnnMarie and Diane Sacca,

Please distribute my letter below to the City Commission, P&Z Board and
Mayor. Please also let me know when you have done so.

Thank you,

Robin Wall
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To:

City Commissioners, Planning & Zoning Board Members

Cc:

Mayor Barford

From:
Date:

Robin Wall, 112 Palmetto Avenue
February 9, 2010

Subject: Anna Maria Code Chapter 90/ Joint P&Z and Commission Work
Session Meeting 2/11/2010

At your scheduled meeting on Feb.11, 2010, you will be working on
Chapter 90. I understand Chapter 90 covers all zoning districts but for
the purpose of this letter I am focusing on the ROR district. The
decision that you make on this code language will shape how our City’s
busiest central streets, Pine Avenue and Gulf Drive, function and look
in the future.

In hindsight, I have made mistakes in not opposing the ‘back-out-intothe-street across the frontage of the property’ parking plans of a
couple of prior site plans. I don’t think our codes allow for this.
Before February 12, 2009, the ROR code Sec. 114-282 said that front
yards in the ROR must be marked for automobile parking, with cars to
face straight into the sidewalks and that the entire width of the front
yard parking area must be marked for parking. That code did not mean
cars had to park on the street side of the sidewalk and face into the
sidewalks pointing toward the buildings. In context with Chapter 90, it
meant that you should access the on-site parking area by way of a
driveway and park on the private property side of the sidewalk, facing
the sidewalk and pointing toward the street. Examples of where this
exists properly are the Sun Plaza on Gulf Dr. (Dips Ice Cream and Sun
newspaper location) and the Sandbar’s parking lot on the corner of
Magnolia and Gulf Dr. (next to Green Real Estate). On February 12, 2009,
the above mentioned language about off-street parking facing into the
sidewalks and using the width of the front yard was removed from Sec.
114-282. We still must continue to apply Chapter 90, just like we were
supposed to do all along. The code already requires there to be driveway
openings that are limited in number and in width.

Changes to the ROR code, especially the removal of the owner-occupancy
language approved on February 12, 2009, have paved the way for new
development of properties along our city’s central commercial streets.
The new development is more intense than what was envisioned for the ROR
when the owner occupancy language was the rule.

Today Pine Avenue is being developed; tomorrow it will be Gulf Drive.
Envision it all developed. If we continue to erroneously apply Chapter
90, so that current and future site plans are approved with ‘back-outinto-the-street across the entire property frontage’ parking plans, we
will have a mess. The problem hasn’t been so evident with only a few
properties developed this way. However, if we keep this up, all we will
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be able to see when we drive down the Pine Ave. and the commercial part
of Gulf Dr. will be the tail ends of cars sticking out towards us.
Regardless of where the sidewalks are located, our narrow commercial
streets will end up looking like a parking lot with cars backing out
into bicycle and vehicular street traffic on Pine Ave. and Gulf Dr..

I think it is a good thing to improve our city’s code language so that
it is very clear. However, the meaning and intent of our current Chapter
90 code does not need to be ‘fixed’. I think it is vital to interpret
our current code so that we end up with an Anna Maria that looks good
and functions well and safely. I understand that Mr. Bob Hunt produced
and Mr. Terry Schaeffer presented some drawings for the parking safety
committee meeting last week. Mr. Hunt’s to-scale drawings follow the
current Chapter 90 code and show that ‘parking on-site with driveway
openings’ plans work.

Right now Sec. 90-2 applies to all zoning districts including the ROR.
It says that if you have a lot with less than 75 feet of frontage, you
shall have no more than one two-way driveway or two one-way driveways on
that street. Corner parcels with less than 75 feet of frontage on
collectors (our collector roads are Gulf Dr. and Pine Ave. as stated in
Sec.78-64) shall provide access by way of the intersecting local street.
Sec. 90-2 also says if you have a lot with 75 feet or more of frontage
you may have two driveway openings on that street and corner parcels
with 75 feet or more of frontage on collectors shall provide one of the
accesses by way of the intersecting local street. Sec. 90-3 m) says
that all off-street parking areas, including all areas for maneuvering,
shall be located solely on the subject property, shall not use public
rights-of-way, shall have vehicular access to a public street, and shall
be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation in accordance
with commonly accepted traffic engineering practices.

If you stick to the current meaning of Chapter 90 and require driveways
into on-site parking areas on the commercial properties, I think the
issue would be solved. We will end up with contained little parking
areas, like the Sun Plaza at Magnolia Ave. and Gulf Dr., with trees and
flowers between the parking area and a safer, ‘walkable’ sidewalk.

It has become clear that you will have to take charge of the
interpretations and crafting of our city’s code for yourselves if we are
to achieve an attractive and charming city with well functioning, safe
and convenient traffic patterns, orderly parking and streets with room
for trees and plantings. Mr. Garrett and Mr. Dye do not seem to be
helping with this. I understand that Mayor Barford wants to support the
development of our commercial districts but development and developers’
desires should not be the sole focus. Residents I speak with want to be
able to enjoy driving down our main streets in the future and don’t want
Gulf Dr. and Pine Ave. turned into a parking lot.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: FW: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint
meeting and Chapter 90
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:39 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: FW: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint
meeting and Chapter 90

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Robin Wall <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 11, 2010 at 8:43 AM
Subject: FW: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint meeting
and Chapter 90
To: jimconoly@gmail.com
Hi Jim,
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Below is a letter that I submitted to the City on Tuesday addressed to
the P&Z Board members and Commissioners and copied to the Mayor. My
letter is now public record and I am forwarding it to you via this email.

See you this evening,

Robin

From: Diane Sacca [mailto:ambldg@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 3:31 PM
To: Alan Garrett; Alice Baird; Bob Welch; Frank Pytel; Jim Conoly; Mike
Yetter; Randall Stover; Robert Barlow; Sandy Mattick; Stacey Johnston
Cc: Robin Wall
Subject: FW: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint meeting
and Chapter 90

Please see the letter below.

Thank you
Diane
From: Robin Wall [mailto:rwall@ibis-solutions.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 3:16 PM
To: Alice Baird; AnnMarie Thorpe; Diane Sacca
Subject: Letter to Commission & P&Z Board re Feb 11th Joint meeting and
Chapter 90

Hi Alice, AnnMarie and Diane Sacca,

Please distribute my letter below to the City Commission, P&Z Board and
Mayor. Please also let me know when you have done so.

Thank you,

Robin Wall
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To:

City Commissioners, Planning & Zoning Board Members

Cc:

Mayor Barford

From:
Date:

Robin Wall, 112 Palmetto Avenue
February 9, 2010

Subject: Anna Maria Code Chapter 90/ Joint P&Z and Commission Work
Session Meeting 2/11/2010

At your scheduled meeting on Feb.11, 2010, you will be working on
Chapter 90. I understand Chapter 90 covers all zoning districts but for
the purpose of this letter I am focusing on the ROR district. The
decision that you make on this code language will shape how our City’s
busiest central streets, Pine Avenue and Gulf Drive, function and look
in the future.

In hindsight, I have made mistakes in not opposing the ‘back-out-intothe-street across the frontage of the property’ parking plans of a
couple of prior site plans. I don’t think our codes allow for this.
Before February 12, 2009, the ROR code Sec. 114-282 said that front
yards in the ROR must be marked for automobile parking, with cars to
face straight into the sidewalks and that the entire width of the front
yard parking area must be marked for parking. That code did not mean
cars had to park on the street side of the sidewalk and face into the
sidewalks pointing toward the buildings. In context with Chapter 90, it
meant that you should access the on-site parking area by way of a
driveway and park on the private property side of the sidewalk, facing
the sidewalk and pointing toward the street. Examples of where this
exists properly are the Sun Plaza on Gulf Dr. (Dips Ice Cream and Sun
newspaper location) and the Sandbar’s parking lot on the corner of
Magnolia and Gulf Dr. (next to Green Real Estate). On February 12, 2009,
the above mentioned language about off-street parking facing into the
sidewalks and using the width of the front yard was removed from Sec.
114-282. We still must continue to apply Chapter 90, just like we were
supposed to do all along. The code already requires there to be driveway
openings that are limited in number and in width.

Changes to the ROR code, especially the removal of the owner-occupancy
language approved on February 12, 2009, have paved the way for new
development of properties along our city’s central commercial streets.
The new development is more intense than what was envisioned for the ROR
when the owner occupancy language was the rule.

Today Pine Avenue is being developed; tomorrow it will be Gulf Drive.
Envision it all developed. If we continue to erroneously apply Chapter
90, so that current and future site plans are approved with ‘back-outinto-the-street across the entire property frontage’ parking plans, we
will have a mess. The problem hasn’t been so evident with only a few
properties developed this way. However, if we keep this up, all we will
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be able to see when we drive down the Pine Ave. and the commercial part
of Gulf Dr. will be the tail ends of cars sticking out towards us.
Regardless of where the sidewalks are located, our narrow commercial
streets will end up looking like a parking lot with cars backing out
into bicycle and vehicular street traffic on Pine Ave. and Gulf Dr..

I think it is a good thing to improve our city’s code language so that
it is very clear. However, the meaning and intent of our current Chapter
90 code does not need to be ‘fixed’. I think it is vital to interpret
our current code so that we end up with an Anna Maria that looks good
and functions well and safely. I understand that Mr. Bob Hunt produced
and Mr. Terry Schaeffer presented some drawings for the parking safety
committee meeting last week. Mr. Hunt’s to-scale drawings follow the
current Chapter 90 code and show that ‘parking on-site with driveway
openings’ plans work.

Right now Sec. 90-2 applies to all zoning districts including the ROR.
It says that if you have a lot with less than 75 feet of frontage, you
shall have no more than one two-way driveway or two one-way driveways on
that street. Corner parcels with less than 75 feet of frontage on
collectors (our collector roads are Gulf Dr. and Pine Ave. as stated in
Sec.78-64) shall provide access by way of the intersecting local street.
Sec. 90-2 also says if you have a lot with 75 feet or more of frontage
you may have two driveway openings on that street and corner parcels
with 75 feet or more of frontage on collectors shall provide one of the
accesses by way of the intersecting local street. Sec. 90-3 m) says
that all off-street parking areas, including all areas for maneuvering,
shall be located solely on the subject property, shall not use public
rights-of-way, shall have vehicular access to a public street, and shall
be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation in accordance
with commonly accepted traffic engineering practices.

If you stick to the current meaning of Chapter 90 and require driveways
into on-site parking areas on the commercial properties, I think the
issue would be solved. We will end up with contained little parking
areas, like the Sun Plaza at Magnolia Ave. and Gulf Dr., with trees and
flowers between the parking area and a safer, ‘walkable’ sidewalk.

It has become clear that you will have to take charge of the
interpretations and crafting of our city’s code for yourselves if we are
to achieve an attractive and charming city with well functioning, safe
and convenient traffic patterns, orderly parking and streets with room
for trees and plantings. Mr. Garrett and Mr. Dye do not seem to be
helping with this. I understand that Mayor Barford wants to support the
development of our commercial districts but development and developers’
desires should not be the sole focus. Residents I speak with want to be
able to enjoy driving down our main streets in the future and don’t want
Gulf Dr. and Pine Ave. turned into a parking lot.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: We need to rally our P&Z
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:41 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: We need to rally our P&Z

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Fri, Feb 19, 2010 at 9:36 PM
Subject: Fwd: We need to rally our P&Z
To: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Jim:

I don't know if you've been following the blog closely. If not, please
spend some time this weekend with it as a preface to my adding my two
cents herein.
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I think it is critical that the P&Z continue the site plan application(s)
by PAR. We need to get our legislative act together, and to allow them
to proceed under vague interpretations of our codes would, in my humble
opinion, be a big mistake. They are trying to take advantage of us and
only the P&Z can act at this time on behalf of the city.

Thanks for listening.

Duke

Begin forwarded message:

From: Maureen McCormick <mmctoday@gmail.com>
Date: February 19, 2010 9:11:18 PM EST
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>, Robin Wall <rwall@ibissolutions.com>, Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Subject: We need to rally our P&Z

Even if we feel we have a strong case for the commissioners freezing
existing development plans it would be more beneficial if we had enough
votes on P&Z to continue the plans, I realize that after reading the
blog today. I only know Margaret Jenkins and will call her to plead my
case for insisting upon a continuance, I do not know how she will feel
but if we can make them understand it is not incumbent upon them to vote
immediately, maybe we can get this under control.
Maureen
mmctoday@gmail.com

>
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: We need to rally our P&Z
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:41 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: We need to rally our P&Z

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Fri, Feb 19, 2010 at 9:36 PM
Subject: Fwd: We need to rally our P&Z
To: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Jim:

I don't know if you've been following the blog closely. If not, please
spend some time this weekend with it as a preface to my adding my two
cents herein.
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I think it is critical that the P&Z continue the site plan application(s)
by PAR. We need to get our legislative act together, and to allow them
to proceed under vague interpretations of our codes would, in my humble
opinion, be a big mistake. They are trying to take advantage of us and
only the P&Z can act at this time on behalf of the city.

Thanks for listening.

Duke

Begin forwarded message:

From: Maureen McCormick <mmctoday@gmail.com>
Date: February 19, 2010 9:11:18 PM EST
To: Duke Miller <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>, Robin Wall <rwall@ibissolutions.com>, Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Subject: We need to rally our P&Z

Even if we feel we have a strong case for the commissioners freezing
existing development plans it would be more beneficial if we had enough
votes on P&Z to continue the plans, I realize that after reading the
blog today. I only know Margaret Jenkins and will call her to plead my
case for insisting upon a continuance, I do not know how she will feel
but if we can make them understand it is not incumbent upon them to vote
immediately, maybe we can get this under control.
Maureen
mmctoday@gmail.com

>
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] OLYMPIC MEETING OF THE P&Z BOARD
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:42 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] OLYMPIC MEETING OF THE P&Z BOARD

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 25, 2010 at 8:03 AM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] OLYMPIC MEETING OF THE P&Z BOARD
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>,
HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.
com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
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> In keeping with Olympic theme of the days:
>
> The gold medal goes to Mr. Alberts for providing new and compelling
factual testimony to help the P&Z board understand why they had approved
previous PAR plans (with regard to parking only) but should not approve
216 Pine Avenue. After careful analyses of the regulations that were in
force, prior to the original PAR applications, he determined they had
been amended to remove ambiguous language that was interpreted to allow
the frontage to serve as one large driveway. This was a win-win, the
city did not do anything wrong before and it was not bound by precedent
now.
>
> The Silver Medal goes to Mr. Pytel
trying to make others understand the
been derived. He was supported by an
ironically the P&Z Board Chairperson
failed to support him.

who was tenacious as a terrier in
concept of density and how it had
expert witness, an attorney and
who had the same recollections, yet

>
> The Bronze Medal goes to Ms. Jenkins who spunkily put Dye in his place
by saying (paraphrase) How could they be telling me something when I
just told you they were asking me questions, they didn't know anything.
I told them to come to the meeting.
>
>
> On a more serious note there are some important points from this
meeting:
>
> - With Mr. Stover at the helm of P&Z it is ever more important that
the City Commissioners take over approval of major site plans. He lost
control of the meeting and the applicant's attorney took full advantage
of this, interjecting at will. Not sure how many years he has sat on the
board but he appeared to have no grasp of the procedures or protocol.
>
> - The applicant's attorney told the board they did not have to listen
to the testimony from the citizen's since it had no "weight" she then
discounted a citizen's expert witness saying he says he's a planner or
something. Important to note: Mr. Dye woke up from his stupor and did
his job by noting that the citizen's testimony did have weight as long
as they were entering facts into evidence not opinions. Every citizen
who spoke entered facts into evidence, several did interject opinion but
it was easy to tell the difference. If you were listening!
>
> -The applicant's 2nd seat attorney who claimed to specialize in Comp
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Plans told Mr. Pytel that it is her strongly held opinion / position
that density was by region not by lot because of how she parsed the
language. She cited no case law to show how courts looked at comp plan
language when it was so constructed, so it must be her opinion.
>
> The Booby Prize is a tie between Mr. Stover for his total inability to
manage the meeting and his fixation on a plan that was not in evidence
and has no traction in the community. He did not listen to a thing that
was said.
>
> OR
>
> Ms Mattick who said, more than once, it doesn't matter if we're wrong
about the density then the developer has to tear it down, it doesn't
affect us. Tony Arrendt told us about this big case where they had to
tear down an apartment building. If you don't care if you are wrong and
will not consider fact you need to resign.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> -> Posted By Hum to Our Anna Maria. at 2/24/2010 03:50:00 PM
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] OLYMPIC MEETING OF THE P&Z BOARD
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:42 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] OLYMPIC MEETING OF THE P&Z BOARD

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 25, 2010 at 8:03 AM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] OLYMPIC MEETING OF THE P&Z BOARD
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>,
HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.
com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.com>
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> In keeping with Olympic theme of the days:
>
> The gold medal goes to Mr. Alberts for providing new and compelling
factual testimony to help the P&Z board understand why they had approved
previous PAR plans (with regard to parking only) but should not approve
216 Pine Avenue. After careful analyses of the regulations that were in
force, prior to the original PAR applications, he determined they had
been amended to remove ambiguous language that was interpreted to allow
the frontage to serve as one large driveway. This was a win-win, the
city did not do anything wrong before and it was not bound by precedent
now.
>
> The Silver Medal goes to Mr. Pytel
trying to make others understand the
been derived. He was supported by an
ironically the P&Z Board Chairperson
failed to support him.

who was tenacious as a terrier in
concept of density and how it had
expert witness, an attorney and
who had the same recollections, yet

>
> The Bronze Medal goes to Ms. Jenkins who spunkily put Dye in his place
by saying (paraphrase) How could they be telling me something when I
just told you they were asking me questions, they didn't know anything.
I told them to come to the meeting.
>
>
> On a more serious note there are some important points from this
meeting:
>
> - With Mr. Stover at the helm of P&Z it is ever more important that
the City Commissioners take over approval of major site plans. He lost
control of the meeting and the applicant's attorney took full advantage
of this, interjecting at will. Not sure how many years he has sat on the
board but he appeared to have no grasp of the procedures or protocol.
>
> - The applicant's attorney told the board they did not have to listen
to the testimony from the citizen's since it had no "weight" she then
discounted a citizen's expert witness saying he says he's a planner or
something. Important to note: Mr. Dye woke up from his stupor and did
his job by noting that the citizen's testimony did have weight as long
as they were entering facts into evidence not opinions. Every citizen
who spoke entered facts into evidence, several did interject opinion but
it was easy to tell the difference. If you were listening!
>
> -The applicant's 2nd seat attorney who claimed to specialize in Comp
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Plans told Mr. Pytel that it is her strongly held opinion / position
that density was by region not by lot because of how she parsed the
language. She cited no case law to show how courts looked at comp plan
language when it was so constructed, so it must be her opinion.
>
> The Booby Prize is a tie between Mr. Stover for his total inability to
manage the meeting and his fixation on a plan that was not in evidence
and has no traction in the community. He did not listen to a thing that
was said.
>
> OR
>
> Ms Mattick who said, more than once, it doesn't matter if we're wrong
about the density then the developer has to tear it down, it doesn't
affect us. Tony Arrendt told us about this big case where they had to
tear down an apartment building. If you don't care if you are wrong and
will not consider fact you need to resign.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> -> Posted By Hum to Our Anna Maria. at 2/24/2010 03:50:00 PM
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Do You Have Any Idea What_s In That Hot
Dog?
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:44 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Do You Have Any Idea What’s In That Hot
Dog?

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 5, 2010 at 1:26 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Do You Have Any Idea What’s In That Hot
Dog?
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
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Date: Thu, Feb 25, 2010 at 3:39 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Do You Have Any Idea What’s In That Hot
Dog?
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>,
HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.
com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.com>

By Bill Yanger
Another in a of imagined conversations over coffee at the Rod & Reel
Pier. Any resemblance to persons or personalities, real or imagined, is
entirely coincidental and mostly unintended.
Good morning.
Hey buddy.
Feeling better? You were pretty blue the other day.
Oh I’m over it. Just trying to focus on things that…you know…things that
make me smile.
That make you smile…okay…Like Bean Point?
Yes, actually…took your advise. Right at sunrise. That place always
seems to right me when I’m listing. Even caught a couple mackerel with
my favorite little feather jig. Walked home and fried one up for
breakfast with some cheese grits. Sliced a fat-daddy Ruskin tomato,
splashed it with a little balsamic vinegar. Squeezed a glass of
tangerine juice…nothing better. Back at the helm.
Love your cheese grits. Some reason you wanted to meet later for lunch
today instead of coffee?
Not really, just had some things to do this morning.
Like what?
Nothing… tell ya later.
Right. Later. Okay then Mr. Mysterious, what are you gonna have for
lunch? Or is that a state secret too?
What are you ordering?
Think I’ll have a nice chunk of blackened Mahi.
The hot dog for me.
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A hot dog?
Yeah, a hot dog. Why are you making that face? I like hot dogs.
Have you ever seen how they make those things?
So now you’re a food cop?
You just described the nirvana of breakfasts…you’re sitting in a joint
with some of the best seafood in Florida…and you want to eat the
processed equivalent of the slimy catfish that kid over there just
reeled in?
Don’t care how they’re made.
Ever take the time to read the nutrition label to see what’s in those
things?
Don’t care what’s in ‘em. I can’t understand half of what’s on the
nutrition label anyway.
So you’ll just sit there in blissful gastronomic ignorance while your
heart ceases up and your gut rots away even though with a little effort
and thought you could find out why those things’ll kill you.
What’s the point?
You’re content to wake up one day and find out all that mystery meat has
turned your body into a garbage dump? My god, does anyone care about
anything anymore?
Wow dude. It’s just a friggin’ hot dog.
Sure, it’s just a hot dog to you. But it seems like an epidemic. The
same damn thing is happening down at City Hall.
They’re eating too many hotdogs, too?
No, genius. But a lot of people in this town seem to be sitting around
in that same blissful trance devouring the junk they’re being fed by the
Mayor, the P&Z, the City lawyer and that nest of developer lawyers.
People don’t seem to care what’s in the site plans or about density or
parking and they could give two slimy catfish for any law, new or old,
that tries to control any of those things. Like that nutrition label you
avoid, they ignore the stuff in an ordinance, the process that put it
there and what it all does to them cuz they think they won’t understand
it anyway. They’d rather not hear about the dirty little secrets, the
sticky mystery meat of local politics, the wink-winks from developers
and their lawyers and the nod-nods from the elected, the appointed and
all their paid advisers. And they're wake on day to find their city is a
dump.
Where’d all this come from?
Guess you haven’t heard.
Heard what?
The P&Z stumbled, bumbled and cowered their way to approving a new site
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plan on Pine the other night.
I knew it was coming up but I assumed enough of that board had the
simple common sense to realize what a mistake it’d be to approve
anything under laws everyone is trying to change.
Well, from what I hear, the tall bald P&Z guy, first he got elected as
Chairman, then those in attendance were treated to his vision of Pine
Avenue circa 2030...had an architect, a big ol’ drawing and even a fancy
name for it all. It seemed like Government under the Big Top, complete
with a ringmaster and clowns.
Huh? Was this “vision” thingy on the agenda?
Nope, but who needs an agenda when you got the gavel right? After that
strange dog and pony skit, the fun started. He got manhandled by PAR’s
lady lawyer before he’d read the instructions on how to actually use a
gavel. She, the lawyer, was way out of line and out of order and some
thought unlawyerly. Not sure I’d want my lawyer looking so publicly…uh…
so… well I hear it was embarrassing…for the new Chairman and the lady
lawyer…but hey, guess it worked.
Too bad it wasn’t on TV. People need to see crap like that or they’ll
never believe it really happened.
Words can’t express it.
Bet it won’t make the papers, least not what really happened. So where
was the City lawyer while the Chairman and this lady were embarrassing
themselves?
Good question. Funny thing is, even though he…the City lawyer…thought it
was necessary to waste time battering the older P&Z lady about questions
from her neighbors, he sat on his thumbs while the lady lawyer did her
faux-outrage fox trot….he could’ve and should’ve advised the newbie
Chairman to gavel her back to her seat but didn’t…maybe that wink-wink
nod-nod thing again…I don’t know. I do know that in spite of sage words
from two of its veteran board members urging restraint, the P&Z,
especially the new Chairman, buckled like a wet shoe box and gave PAR
what they wanted.
Hold on. A month ago he said on the record that P&Z should not be
approving site plans…and now that he has a gavel he votes to approve one?
What the hell is that?
Funny things happen on the way to a quorum…that sticky mystery meat of
local politics, remember? By the way, the other three votes for approval
were no surprise. The ex-Commissioner, the City Commissioner’s daughter
and the orange juice guy, you know, the Mayor’s old crony from her
Temple Terrace days… all three said on the record last month that they
want P&Z to keep its control over site plans and they’ve already got
their “I ? PAR” t-shirts so they toed the company line.
PAR has T-shirts?
Oy. Anyway, someone told me the most frightening moment was when the P&Z
lady, you know, the City Commissioner’s daughter who thinks handicap
parking on Pine is passé? Well, she nonchalantly mentioned that if down
the line some judge says they screwed up and the site plan violates the
comp plan, then PAR will just have to tear down whatever they build. She
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was kinda like “Eh, no biggy.” Then she voted for it, of course,
ignoring that the dollars paying for her “no biggy” will be yanked right
out of our pockets.
She actually said that? You’ve gotta be kidding me.
Nope. Even the PAR guy with the red bike had to be squirming about that
little gem of critical thinking. Probably wondering something like “Oh
lord, that lady is voting for my site plan not because it’s right but
because she thinks they can just tear my building down if she’s wrong?
And what if she is wrong? Gulp.”
Guess he’ll take votes anyway he can get ‘em. Maybe he just wants to be
able to say “Nanny-nanny boo-boo” to us all.
Doubt that. An expensive little exercise just to gloat. Can’t really
fault him for playing the system like a church organ on Sunday. But
thank your government for lettin’ him.
But people should know about all these crazy things…the cowering gavelchallenged P&Z Chairman, the shifty lady lawyer, our mute City lawyer,
the Mayor’s parade of cronies and the twisted logic that goes into some
of their decisions…these are things that influence the property values
and the quality of this town. You’re right, people here do need to care
more about things that affect them.
Like what’s in a hot dog?
Yeah…well…I think I’ll have the blackened Mahi instead.
Hah!
But I gotta take it to go.
What?
Running behind.
For what?
Nothing. Tell you later.
Your nothing’s turning into a something. Will you tell me about your
nothing tomorrow?
Yeah, tomorrow.

© 2010 – William L. Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 2/25/2010 02:10:00 PM
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: [Our Anna Maria.] Do You Have Any Idea What_s In That Hot
Dog?
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:44 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Do You Have Any Idea What’s In That Hot
Dog?

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 5, 2010 at 1:26 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Do You Have Any Idea What’s In That Hot
Dog?
To: Rich & Marie <rbubbam@earthlink.net>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Daniel Charles <charlesdaniel1@mac.com>
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Date: Thu, Feb 25, 2010 at 3:39 PM
Subject: Fwd: [Our Anna Maria.] Do You Have Any Idea What’s In That Hot
Dog?
To: SMITH BILL/BETSY <wksjr@webtv.net>, "HARRIS, CHUCK HARRIS" <
charleslharris@gmail.com>, CONOLY JIM <jimconoly@gmail.com>, SUELYNN <
suelynn@tampabay.rr.com>, MCLEISH ALISTAIR <alistair.mcleish@mcleishgroup.com>, BROCKWAY MARCIA/DAVE <merrymarcia02@aol.com>, TURNER TOM <
tptami@aol.com>, HOSPITAL BEV <bevhospital@verizon.net>, BEARD JEFF <
jsbeard@tampabay.rr.com>, YANGER BETTY <wyanger1@tampabay.rr.com>,
HYLAND TIM/KATHY <khyland333@gmail.com>, MILESKO DIANE <mileskod@yahoo.
com>, HUNT NICKY/BOB <watersidehomes1@aol.com>

By Bill Yanger
Another in a of imagined conversations over coffee at the Rod & Reel
Pier. Any resemblance to persons or personalities, real or imagined, is
entirely coincidental and mostly unintended.
Good morning.
Hey buddy.
Feeling better? You were pretty blue the other day.
Oh I’m over it. Just trying to focus on things that…you know…things that
make me smile.
That make you smile…okay…Like Bean Point?
Yes, actually…took your advise. Right at sunrise. That place always
seems to right me when I’m listing. Even caught a couple mackerel with
my favorite little feather jig. Walked home and fried one up for
breakfast with some cheese grits. Sliced a fat-daddy Ruskin tomato,
splashed it with a little balsamic vinegar. Squeezed a glass of
tangerine juice…nothing better. Back at the helm.
Love your cheese grits. Some reason you wanted to meet later for lunch
today instead of coffee?
Not really, just had some things to do this morning.
Like what?
Nothing… tell ya later.
Right. Later. Okay then Mr. Mysterious, what are you gonna have for
lunch? Or is that a state secret too?
What are you ordering?
Think I’ll have a nice chunk of blackened Mahi.
The hot dog for me.
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A hot dog?
Yeah, a hot dog. Why are you making that face? I like hot dogs.
Have you ever seen how they make those things?
So now you’re a food cop?
You just described the nirvana of breakfasts…you’re sitting in a joint
with some of the best seafood in Florida…and you want to eat the
processed equivalent of the slimy catfish that kid over there just
reeled in?
Don’t care how they’re made.
Ever take the time to read the nutrition label to see what’s in those
things?
Don’t care what’s in ‘em. I can’t understand half of what’s on the
nutrition label anyway.
So you’ll just sit there in blissful gastronomic ignorance while your
heart ceases up and your gut rots away even though with a little effort
and thought you could find out why those things’ll kill you.
What’s the point?
You’re content to wake up one day and find out all that mystery meat has
turned your body into a garbage dump? My god, does anyone care about
anything anymore?
Wow dude. It’s just a friggin’ hot dog.
Sure, it’s just a hot dog to you. But it seems like an epidemic. The
same damn thing is happening down at City Hall.
They’re eating too many hotdogs, too?
No, genius. But a lot of people in this town seem to be sitting around
in that same blissful trance devouring the junk they’re being fed by the
Mayor, the P&Z, the City lawyer and that nest of developer lawyers.
People don’t seem to care what’s in the site plans or about density or
parking and they could give two slimy catfish for any law, new or old,
that tries to control any of those things. Like that nutrition label you
avoid, they ignore the stuff in an ordinance, the process that put it
there and what it all does to them cuz they think they won’t understand
it anyway. They’d rather not hear about the dirty little secrets, the
sticky mystery meat of local politics, the wink-winks from developers
and their lawyers and the nod-nods from the elected, the appointed and
all their paid advisers. And they're wake on day to find their city is a
dump.
Where’d all this come from?
Guess you haven’t heard.
Heard what?
The P&Z stumbled, bumbled and cowered their way to approving a new site
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plan on Pine the other night.
I knew it was coming up but I assumed enough of that board had the
simple common sense to realize what a mistake it’d be to approve
anything under laws everyone is trying to change.
Well, from what I hear, the tall bald P&Z guy, first he got elected as
Chairman, then those in attendance were treated to his vision of Pine
Avenue circa 2030...had an architect, a big ol’ drawing and even a fancy
name for it all. It seemed like Government under the Big Top, complete
with a ringmaster and clowns.
Huh? Was this “vision” thingy on the agenda?
Nope, but who needs an agenda when you got the gavel right? After that
strange dog and pony skit, the fun started. He got manhandled by PAR’s
lady lawyer before he’d read the instructions on how to actually use a
gavel. She, the lawyer, was way out of line and out of order and some
thought unlawyerly. Not sure I’d want my lawyer looking so publicly…uh…
so… well I hear it was embarrassing…for the new Chairman and the lady
lawyer…but hey, guess it worked.
Too bad it wasn’t on TV. People need to see crap like that or they’ll
never believe it really happened.
Words can’t express it.
Bet it won’t make the papers, least not what really happened. So where
was the City lawyer while the Chairman and this lady were embarrassing
themselves?
Good question. Funny thing is, even though he…the City lawyer…thought it
was necessary to waste time battering the older P&Z lady about questions
from her neighbors, he sat on his thumbs while the lady lawyer did her
faux-outrage fox trot….he could’ve and should’ve advised the newbie
Chairman to gavel her back to her seat but didn’t…maybe that wink-wink
nod-nod thing again…I don’t know. I do know that in spite of sage words
from two of its veteran board members urging restraint, the P&Z,
especially the new Chairman, buckled like a wet shoe box and gave PAR
what they wanted.
Hold on. A month ago he said on the record that P&Z should not be
approving site plans…and now that he has a gavel he votes to approve one?
What the hell is that?
Funny things happen on the way to a quorum…that sticky mystery meat of
local politics, remember? By the way, the other three votes for approval
were no surprise. The ex-Commissioner, the City Commissioner’s daughter
and the orange juice guy, you know, the Mayor’s old crony from her
Temple Terrace days… all three said on the record last month that they
want P&Z to keep its control over site plans and they’ve already got
their “I ? PAR” t-shirts so they toed the company line.
PAR has T-shirts?
Oy. Anyway, someone told me the most frightening moment was when the P&Z
lady, you know, the City Commissioner’s daughter who thinks handicap
parking on Pine is passé? Well, she nonchalantly mentioned that if down
the line some judge says they screwed up and the site plan violates the
comp plan, then PAR will just have to tear down whatever they build. She
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was kinda like “Eh, no biggy.” Then she voted for it, of course,
ignoring that the dollars paying for her “no biggy” will be yanked right
out of our pockets.
She actually said that? You’ve gotta be kidding me.
Nope. Even the PAR guy with the red bike had to be squirming about that
little gem of critical thinking. Probably wondering something like “Oh
lord, that lady is voting for my site plan not because it’s right but
because she thinks they can just tear my building down if she’s wrong?
And what if she is wrong? Gulp.”
Guess he’ll take votes anyway he can get ‘em. Maybe he just wants to be
able to say “Nanny-nanny boo-boo” to us all.
Doubt that. An expensive little exercise just to gloat. Can’t really
fault him for playing the system like a church organ on Sunday. But
thank your government for lettin’ him.
But people should know about all these crazy things…the cowering gavelchallenged P&Z Chairman, the shifty lady lawyer, our mute City lawyer,
the Mayor’s parade of cronies and the twisted logic that goes into some
of their decisions…these are things that influence the property values
and the quality of this town. You’re right, people here do need to care
more about things that affect them.
Like what’s in a hot dog?
Yeah…well…I think I’ll have the blackened Mahi instead.
Hah!
But I gotta take it to go.
What?
Running behind.
For what?
Nothing. Tell you later.
Your nothing’s turning into a something. Will you tell me about your
nothing tomorrow?
Yeah, tomorrow.

© 2010 – William L. Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 2/25/2010 02:10:00 PM
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: Fw: Correction
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:45 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fw: Correction

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Home <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 25, 2010 at 4:28 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Correction
To: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
We are! Unfortunately, we know the answer: The administration and their
hired guns are not advocates of the residents. Throw in four P&Z shills,
and you got the perfect storm that you describe. If Tollette and
Graboski and won the election, it would be the perfect tornado.
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> ----- Original Message ----> From: Jim Conoly
> To: Home
> Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 3:42 PM
> Subject: Re: Fw: Correction
>
> Duke:
>
> It seems to me that some thinking independent resident/citizen would
ask how can the P&Z ignore so many flaws and approve
> an incomplete plan they haven't seen.
>
> Jim
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:03
Subject: FW: Fw: Correction
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:45 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Fw: Correction

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Home <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 25, 2010 at 4:28 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Correction
To: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
We are! Unfortunately, we know the answer: The administration and their
hired guns are not advocates of the residents. Throw in four P&Z shills,
and you got the perfect storm that you describe. If Tollette and
Graboski and won the election, it would be the perfect tornado.
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> ----- Original Message ----> From: Jim Conoly
> To: Home
> Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 3:42 PM
> Subject: Re: Fw: Correction
>
> Duke:
>
> It seems to me that some thinking independent resident/citizen would
ask how can the P&Z ignore so many flaws and approve
> an incomplete plan they haven't seen.
>
> Jim
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:04
Subject: FW: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:56 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 2:26 PM
Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
To: jimconoly@gmail.com
Delivery to the following recipient failed permanently:
jimconoly@verizon.net
Technical details of permanent failure:
Google tried to deliver your message, but it was rejected by the
recipient domain. We recommend contacting the other email provider for
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further information about the cause of this error. The error that the
other server returned was: 550 550 5.1.1 unknown or illegal alias:
jimconoly@verizon.net (state 14).
----- Original message ----MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.229.128.82 with SMTP id j18mr3287105qcs.61.1267558019530;
Tue,
02 Mar 2010 11:26:59 -0800 (PST)
In-Reply-To: <0AB60EF05C74F945872FE0F666BDC96E0D054A@ITSH-EXCH01.
365itshosting.local>
References: <0AB60EF05C74F945872FE0F666BDC96E0D054A@ITSH-EXCH01.
365itshosting.local>
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 2010 14:26:59 -0500
Message-ID: <229f01f91003021126ka605618rab9702e86c0611c3@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: FW: one-way memo on parking corridor
From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
To: Tom Turner <TPTAMI@aol.com>, jimconoly@verizon.net
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=
001517570a8e7c80cf0480d65960
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Diane Sacca <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 1:10 PM
Subject: FW: one-way memo on parking corridor
To: Mike Yetter <myetter@citrus.state.fl.us>, Sandra Mattick <
sososomo@msn.com>, Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>,
rbarlow9@tampabay.rr.com, F Pytel <fpytel@yahoo.com>, Randall Stover <
rcstover@earthlink.net>, Alan Garrett <amplanner@cityofannamaria.com>,
Alice
Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>, Bob Welch <ambo@cityofannamaria.com>
,
Frank Pytel <ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com>, Jim Conoly <
ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com>, Mike Yetter <ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.
com>,
Randall Stover <ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com>, Sandy Mattick <
ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com>, Stacey Johnston <stacenjeff@earthlink.
net>

*From:* Alice Baird
*Sent:* Tuesday, March 02, 2010 1:06 PM
*To:* Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (
amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam (
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
*Cc:* Diane Sacca; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett
*Subject:* FW: one-way memo on parking corridor

Mayor and Commissioners,
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Please see attached one-way memo from Commissioner Woodland.

Diane S. – please forward to P&Z members….

Thank you.

*Alice Baird**, CMC*
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not
want your email address released in response to a public records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by
phone or in writing.

this

*P** Conserve paper. **Please don't print this e-mail unless you really
need to.*
------------------------------
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:04
Subject: FW: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 11:56 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Fwd: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 2:26 PM
Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
To: jimconoly@gmail.com
Delivery to the following recipient failed permanently:
jimconoly@verizon.net
Technical details of permanent failure:
Google tried to deliver your message, but it was rejected by the
recipient domain. We recommend contacting the other email provider for
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further information about the cause of this error. The error that the
other server returned was: 550 550 5.1.1 unknown or illegal alias:
jimconoly@verizon.net (state 14).
----- Original message ----MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.229.128.82 with SMTP id j18mr3287105qcs.61.1267558019530;
Tue,
02 Mar 2010 11:26:59 -0800 (PST)
In-Reply-To: <0AB60EF05C74F945872FE0F666BDC96E0D054A@ITSH-EXCH01.
365itshosting.local>
References: <0AB60EF05C74F945872FE0F666BDC96E0D054A@ITSH-EXCH01.
365itshosting.local>
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 2010 14:26:59 -0500
Message-ID: <229f01f91003021126ka605618rab9702e86c0611c3@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: FW: one-way memo on parking corridor
From: Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>
To: Tom Turner <TPTAMI@aol.com>, jimconoly@verizon.net
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=
001517570a8e7c80cf0480d65960
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Diane Sacca <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 1:10 PM
Subject: FW: one-way memo on parking corridor
To: Mike Yetter <myetter@citrus.state.fl.us>, Sandra Mattick <
sososomo@msn.com>, Jim Conoly <jimconoly@gmail.com>,
rbarlow9@tampabay.rr.com, F Pytel <fpytel@yahoo.com>, Randall Stover <
rcstover@earthlink.net>, Alan Garrett <amplanner@cityofannamaria.com>,
Alice
Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>, Bob Welch <ambo@cityofannamaria.com>
,
Frank Pytel <ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com>, Jim Conoly <
ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com>, Mike Yetter <ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.
com>,
Randall Stover <ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com>, Sandy Mattick <
ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com>, Stacey Johnston <stacenjeff@earthlink.
net>

*From:* Alice Baird
*Sent:* Tuesday, March 02, 2010 1:06 PM
*To:* Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (
amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (
amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam (
amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
*Cc:* Diane Sacca; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett
*Subject:* FW: one-way memo on parking corridor

Mayor and Commissioners,
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Please see attached one-way memo from Commissioner Woodland.

Diane S. – please forward to P&Z members….

Thank you.

*Alice Baird**, CMC*
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not
want your email address released in response to a public records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by
phone or in writing.

this

*P** Conserve paper. **Please don't print this e-mail unless you really
need to.*
------------------------------
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:04
Subject: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Integrated Support (support@365its.com)
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice
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Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:04
Subject: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Integrated Support (support@365its.com)
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice
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Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:04
Subject: FW: the dates
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 1:40 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: the dates
Alice,
Did you question Mr. Barfield, who made the public records request,
regarding the dates he requested? He's asked for dates extending back
before I was elected.
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:04
Subject: FW: the dates
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 1:40 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: the dates
Alice,
Did you question Mr. Barfield, who made the public records request,
regarding the dates he requested? He's asked for dates extending back
before I was elected.
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:04
Subject: FW: Dates of Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 1:59 PM
To: Michael Barfield
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Subject: Dates of Records Request

Mr. Barfield,

One of our Commissioners questioned the dates of the records request.
Did you intend to ask for documents back to March 1, 2009?

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
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City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:04
Subject: FW: Dates of Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 1:59 PM
To: Michael Barfield
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Subject: Dates of Records Request

Mr. Barfield,

One of our Commissioners questioned the dates of the records request.
Did you intend to ask for documents back to March 1, 2009?

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
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City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:05
Subject: FW: Dates of Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:09 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: Dates of Records Request

Yes.
Michael
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 13:58:42 -0400
To: Michael Barfield<mbar62@gmail.com>
Cc: Jim Dye<amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>; Fran Barford<ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com>; Alice Baird<amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Subject: Dates of Records Request
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Mr. Barfield,

One of our Commissioners questioned the dates of the records request.
Did you intend to ask for documents back to March 1, 2009?

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:05
Subject: FW: Dates of Records Request
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:09 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: Dates of Records Request

Yes.
Michael
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 13:58:42 -0400
To: Michael Barfield<mbar62@gmail.com>
Cc: Jim Dye<amattorney@cityofannamaria.com>; Fran Barford<ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com>; Alice Baird<amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Subject: Dates of Records Request

HS-II01970

Mr. Barfield,

One of our Commissioners questioned the dates of the records request.
Did you intend to ask for documents back to March 1, 2009?

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01971

Date: 2010/03/18 16:05
Subject: FW: Letter From City Atty Dye re: Use of Emails/Public Records
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:12 PM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Diane Sacca; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; George McKay; Gerry Rathvon;
AnnMarie Thorpe; Diane Percycoe; Jim Dye; Alice Baird; Frank Pytel
(ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com); Jim Conoly
(ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com); Margaret Jenkins
(ampzjenkins@cityofannamaria.com); Mike Yetter
(ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com); 'Randall Stover'; Sandy Mattick ;
Stacey Johnson (stacenjeff@earthlink.net)
Subject: FW: Letter From City Atty Dye re: Use of Emails/Public Records
Please read the attached letter from Attorney Dye regarding use of
private email accounts and public records.
Also, please forward to any Board/Committee members not on the cc of
this email.
Thanks - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
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not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 1:35 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RNPE15D60" (Aficio MP C4500).
Scan Date: 03.15.2010 13:35:22 (-0400)
Queries to: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:05
Subject: FW: Letter From City Atty Dye re: Use of Emails/Public Records
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:12 PM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Diane Sacca; Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; George McKay; Gerry Rathvon;
AnnMarie Thorpe; Diane Percycoe; Jim Dye; Alice Baird; Frank Pytel
(ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com); Jim Conoly
(ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com); Margaret Jenkins
(ampzjenkins@cityofannamaria.com); Mike Yetter
(ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com); 'Randall Stover'; Sandy Mattick ;
Stacey Johnson (stacenjeff@earthlink.net)
Subject: FW: Letter From City Atty Dye re: Use of Emails/Public Records
Please read the attached letter from Attorney Dye regarding use of
private email accounts and public records.
Also, please forward to any Board/Committee members not on the cc of
this email.
Thanks - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
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not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 1:35 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RNPE15D60" (Aficio MP C4500).
Scan Date: 03.15.2010 13:35:22 (-0400)
Queries to: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:05
Subject: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO

HS-II01976

Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact

this

HS-II01977

office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:05
Subject: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO

HS-II01979

Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact

this

HS-II01980

office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:06
Subject: FW: No city related emails to my personal email account Please
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 1:18 PM
To: Alice Baird; Diane Sacca
Cc: jan-ami@juno.com
Subject: No city related emails to my personal email account Please

Reference James Dye Letter of March 11.2010
Alice and all:
Please do not send me any city business related emails on my personal
email account.
Thanks, Jim Conoly
Alice: Please place a copy of this email in the Reading File.and in the
boc of each P&Z Membwe.
Thanks
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:06
Subject: FW: No city related emails to my personal email account Please
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Conoly [mailto:jimconoly@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 1:18 PM
To: Alice Baird; Diane Sacca
Cc: jan-ami@juno.com
Subject: No city related emails to my personal email account Please

Reference James Dye Letter of March 11.2010
Alice and all:
Please do not send me any city business related emails on my personal
email account.
Thanks, Jim Conoly
Alice: Please place a copy of this email in the Reading File.and in the
boc of each P&Z Membwe.
Thanks

HS-II01983

Date: 2010/03/18 16:06
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 3:17 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

Please explain the cost which is highlighted below. In particular, who
is performing this task, and why is it necessary for such a person to
research the e-mails in question?
On Mon, Mar 15, 2010 at 3:40 PM, Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.
com> wrote:
Mr. Barfield,

The cost to provide you with the requested emails from Commissioner

HS-II01984

Harry Stoltzfus and Planning & Zoning Board member Jim Conoly are as
follows:

Emails from personal email account – Harry Stoltzfus-Commissioner
$14.55 (15 cents/page)
Emails from personal email account – Jim Conoly-Planning & Zoning
8.70 (15 cents/page)
Research & burn CD or DVD 3/1/09-3/10/10 Conoly & Stoltzfus (emails)
250.00 ($125/ 2 hours)

$

Total due and payable to City of Anna Maria - $273.25 prior to documents
being provided.

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

Regards - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

HS-II01985

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria

HS-II01986

amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01987

Date: 2010/03/18 16:06
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 3:17 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

Please explain the cost which is highlighted below. In particular, who
is performing this task, and why is it necessary for such a person to
research the e-mails in question?
On Mon, Mar 15, 2010 at 3:40 PM, Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.
com> wrote:
Mr. Barfield,

The cost to provide you with the requested emails from Commissioner

HS-II01988

Harry Stoltzfus and Planning & Zoning Board member Jim Conoly are as
follows:

Emails from personal email account – Harry Stoltzfus-Commissioner
$14.55 (15 cents/page)
Emails from personal email account – Jim Conoly-Planning & Zoning
8.70 (15 cents/page)
Research & burn CD or DVD 3/1/09-3/10/10 Conoly & Stoltzfus (emails)
250.00 ($125/ 2 hours)

$

Total due and payable to City of Anna Maria - $273.25 prior to documents
being provided.

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

Regards - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

HS-II01989

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails

Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria

HS-II01990

amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

HS-II01991

Date: 2010/03/18 16:06
Subject: FW: public records disclosure
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 4:30 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: public records disclosure

Harry,

Alice is out of the office today...but will be in tomorrow. Sorry, I
just got a chance to look at Alice's emails. I am at her computer. We
have had computer/internet problems all day. Brighthouse is supposed to
come in tomorrow to fix it.

Diane Percycoe

From: Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II01992

Sent: Tue 3/16/2010 9:45 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records disclosure
Alice,
Let me know if/when you start sending stuff. I'll begin forwarding
personal emails related to Commission business at that time.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01993

Date: 2010/03/18 16:06
Subject: FW: public records disclosure
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 4:30 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: public records disclosure

Harry,

Alice is out of the office today...but will be in tomorrow. Sorry, I
just got a chance to look at Alice's emails. I am at her computer. We
have had computer/internet problems all day. Brighthouse is supposed to
come in tomorrow to fix it.

Diane Percycoe

From: Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II01994

Sent: Tue 3/16/2010 9:45 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records disclosure
Alice,
Let me know if/when you start sending stuff. I'll begin forwarding
personal emails related to Commission business at that time.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01995

Date: 2010/03/18 16:07
Subject: FW: public records disclosure
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 12:34 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Harry,
I was out yesterday and didn't get to respond to your email. You are to
forward 'all' emails that pertain to city business to me for retention.
It doesn't matter if there is a records request or not. Also, it doesn't
matter if they were sent to your business, or private, email address. I
assumed you had sent me all city emails last week and invoiced Mr.
Barfield on Monday accordingly.
Please forward 'any' and 'all' city business emails to me ASAP.
Thanks - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records

HS-II01996

request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:46 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records disclosure
Alice,
Let me know if/when you start sending stuff. I'll begin forwarding
personal emails related to Commission business at that time.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01997

Date: 2010/03/18 16:07
Subject: FW: public records disclosure
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 12:34 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Harry,
I was out yesterday and didn't get to respond to your email. You are to
forward 'all' emails that pertain to city business to me for retention.
It doesn't matter if there is a records request or not. Also, it doesn't
matter if they were sent to your business, or private, email address. I
assumed you had sent me all city emails last week and invoiced Mr.
Barfield on Monday accordingly.
Please forward 'any' and 'all' city business emails to me ASAP.
Thanks - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records

HS-II01998

request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:46 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records disclosure
Alice,
Let me know if/when you start sending stuff. I'll begin forwarding
personal emails related to Commission business at that time.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II01999

Date: 2010/03/18 16:07
Subject: FW: public records disclosure
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Alice,
I'm working on compiling the requisite disclosures.
Until I'm informed differently, I'm going to assume "all emails that
pertain to City business" includes just those emails from me to other
elected or appointed officials in the City of Anna Maria that pertain to
matters that may come before the Commission.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/17/2010 12:33 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Harry,
I was out yesterday and didn't get to respond to your email. You are to
forward 'all' emails that pertain to city business to me for retention.

HS-II02000

It doesn't matter if there is a records request or not. Also, it doesn't
matter if they were sent to your business, or private, email address. I
assumed you had sent me all city emails last week and invoiced Mr.
Barfield on Monday accordingly.
Please forward 'any' and 'all' city business emails to me ASAP.
Thanks - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:46 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records disclosure
Alice,
Let me know if/when you start sending stuff. I'll begin forwarding
personal emails related to Commission business at that time.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II02001

Date: 2010/03/18 16:07
Subject: FW: public records disclosure
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Alice,
I'm working on compiling the requisite disclosures.
Until I'm informed differently, I'm going to assume "all emails that
pertain to City business" includes just those emails from me to other
elected or appointed officials in the City of Anna Maria that pertain to
matters that may come before the Commission.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/17/2010 12:33 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Harry,
I was out yesterday and didn't get to respond to your email. You are to
forward 'all' emails that pertain to city business to me for retention.

HS-II02002

It doesn't matter if there is a records request or not. Also, it doesn't
matter if they were sent to your business, or private, email address. I
assumed you had sent me all city emails last week and invoiced Mr.
Barfield on Monday accordingly.
Please forward 'any' and 'all' city business emails to me ASAP.
Thanks - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:46 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records disclosure
Alice,
Let me know if/when you start sending stuff. I'll begin forwarding
personal emails related to Commission business at that time.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II02003

Date: 2010/03/18 16:09
Subject: FW: public records 1
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:21 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records 1

Alice,
These are all the communications you and I have had since Nov 4.
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02004

Date: 2010/03/18 16:09
Subject: FW: public records 1
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:21 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records 1

Alice,
These are all the communications you and I have had since Nov 4.
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02005

Date: 2010/03/18 16:09
Subject: FW: Public records 2
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:28 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public records 2

Alice,
Here are miscellaneous emails sent that relate to my office as
Commissioner.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02006

Date: 2010/03/18 16:09
Subject: FW: Public records 2
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:28 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public records 2

Alice,
Here are miscellaneous emails sent that relate to my office as
Commissioner.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02007

Date: 2010/03/18 16:16
Subject: FW: Public records 2
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:28 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public records 2

Alice,
Here are miscellaneous emails sent that relate to my office as
Commissioner.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02008

Date: 2010/03/18 16:16
Subject: FW: Public records 2
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:28 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public records 2

Alice,
Here are miscellaneous emails sent that relate to my office as
Commissioner.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02009

Date: 2010/03/18 16:17
Subject: FW: Public Records 3
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:36 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public Records 3

Alice,
More miscellaneous stuff that may qualify as requiring disclosure.
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02010

Date: 2010/03/18 16:17
Subject: FW: Public Records 3
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:36 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public Records 3

Alice,
More miscellaneous stuff that may qualify as requiring disclosure.
Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02011

Date: 2010/03/18 16:17
Subject: FW: Public Records 4
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:42 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public Records 4

More of the same.

Some may be repeats.

Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02012

Date: 2010/03/18 16:17
Subject: FW: Public Records 4
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:42 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public Records 4

More of the same.

Some may be repeats.

Harry Stoltzfus

HS-II02013

Date: 2010/03/18 16:18
Subject: FW: public records disclosure
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:18 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Harry,
Thanks for contacting me to get a clarification of what constitutes a
"Public Record". Please read the "Statutory Definition of Public
Records" and the "Florida Supreme Court Interpretation" of a public
record attached which should help you.
Additionally, please know that a public email record does "not" mean
only a discussion of something that may come before you for a vote. It
is "any" discussion "from" you or "to" you from anyone regarding city
business. It does not matter who it came from, or who you sent it to.
If you have any such emails that you have not forwarded to me, please do
so ASAP as I MUST respond to this records request in a timely manner.
Once again, if you have any questions, please contact Jim Dye 748-4411.
Thanks again - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22

HS-II02014

(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Alice,
I'm working on compiling the requisite disclosures.
Until I'm informed differently, I'm going to assume "all emails that
pertain to City business" includes just those emails from me to other
elected or appointed officials in the City of Anna Maria that pertain to
matters that may come before the Commission.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/17/2010 12:33 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Harry,
I was out yesterday and didn't get to respond to your email. You are to
forward 'all' emails that pertain to city business to me for retention.
It doesn't matter if there is a records request or not. Also, it doesn't
matter if they were sent to your business, or private, email address. I
assumed you had sent me all city emails last week and invoiced Mr.
Barfield on Monday accordingly.
Please forward 'any' and 'all' city business emails to me ASAP.
Thanks - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria

HS-II02015

amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:46 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records disclosure
Alice,
Let me know if/when you start sending stuff. I'll begin forwarding
personal emails related to Commission business at that time.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

HS-II02016

Date: 2010/03/18 16:18
Subject: FW: public records disclosure
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:18 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Harry,
Thanks for contacting me to get a clarification of what constitutes a
"Public Record". Please read the "Statutory Definition of Public
Records" and the "Florida Supreme Court Interpretation" of a public
record attached which should help you.
Additionally, please know that a public email record does "not" mean
only a discussion of something that may come before you for a vote. It
is "any" discussion "from" you or "to" you from anyone regarding city
business. It does not matter who it came from, or who you sent it to.
If you have any such emails that you have not forwarded to me, please do
so ASAP as I MUST respond to this records request in a timely manner.
Once again, if you have any questions, please contact Jim Dye 748-4411.
Thanks again - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22

HS-II02017

(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Alice,
I'm working on compiling the requisite disclosures.
Until I'm informed differently, I'm going to assume "all emails that
pertain to City business" includes just those emails from me to other
elected or appointed officials in the City of Anna Maria that pertain to
matters that may come before the Commission.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/17/2010 12:33 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Cc: Jim Dye; Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland
(amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus
(amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick
(amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com); John Quam
(amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford
(ammayor@cityofannamaria.com)
Subject: RE: public records disclosure
Harry,
I was out yesterday and didn't get to respond to your email. You are to
forward 'all' emails that pertain to city business to me for retention.
It doesn't matter if there is a records request or not. Also, it doesn't
matter if they were sent to your business, or private, email address. I
assumed you had sent me all city emails last week and invoiced Mr.
Barfield on Monday accordingly.
Please forward 'any' and 'all' city business emails to me ASAP.
Thanks - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
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amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: Harry Stoltzfus
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:46 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: public records disclosure
Alice,
Let me know if/when you start sending stuff. I'll begin forwarding
personal emails related to Commission business at that time.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:18
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:41 PM
To: Michael Barfield
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails

Michael,

Please see the email below from our City Attorney Jim Dye. Integrated
Tech Support is the company that maintains our city email accounts.
Donald Scheid (DJ) is the
President and CEO of the company. (See emails below) I hope this
answers your questions. If not, please contact me. This is the first
time we’ve had someone ask for a large volume of emails and we didn’t
really know how this would be accomplished.
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How would you like me to proceed?

Once again, thank you for your patience in this matter.

/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Dye
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:20 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

DJ says that there is a lot of people work in doing this even though the
storage is electronic. That's the main reason for the expense.
Additionally, the charge is an estimate because there may be a handful
of emails or there may be hundreds but the estimate is capped at $250
even if the actual cost is more.

DJ said he can give City Hall access to the journal account and you or
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Diane could go through all the emails looking for the material but that'
s time consuming too and you couldn't retrieve any attachments to the
emails. You'd only be able to print emails and not burn them to a CD.

Send this on the person requesting the material and see how he'd like to
proceed.

Jim
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/17/2010 9:09 AM
To: Jim Dye
Cc: 'Prell Hornsby'
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
Jim,

Please call me. See below.

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
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Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 3:17 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

Please explain the cost which is highlighted below. In particular, who
is performing this task, and why is it necessary for such a person to
research the e-mails in question?
On Mon, Mar 15, 2010 at 3:40 PM, Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.
com> wrote:
Mr. Barfield,

The cost to provide you with the requested emails from Commissioner
Harry Stoltzfus and Planning & Zoning Board member Jim Conoly are as
follows:

Emails from personal email account – Harry Stoltzfus-Commissioner
$14.55 (15 cents/page)
Emails from personal email account – Jim Conoly-Planning & Zoning
8.70 (15 cents/page)
Research & burn CD or DVD 3/1/09-3/10/10 Conoly & Stoltzfus (emails)
250.00 ($125/ 2 hours)

$

Total due and payable to City of Anna Maria - $273.25 prior to documents
being provided.

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

Regards - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
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P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails
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Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 16:18
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:41 PM
To: Michael Barfield
Cc: Jim Dye; Fran Barford; Alice Baird
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails

Michael,

Please see the email below from our City Attorney Jim Dye. Integrated
Tech Support is the company that maintains our city email accounts.
Donald Scheid (DJ) is the
President and CEO of the company. (See emails below) I hope this
answers your questions. If not, please contact me. This is the first
time we’ve had someone ask for a large volume of emails and we didn’t
really know how this would be accomplished.
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How would you like me to proceed?

Once again, thank you for your patience in this matter.

/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Jim Dye
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:20 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

DJ says that there is a lot of people work in doing this even though the
storage is electronic. That's the main reason for the expense.
Additionally, the charge is an estimate because there may be a handful
of emails or there may be hundreds but the estimate is capped at $250
even if the actual cost is more.

DJ said he can give City Hall access to the journal account and you or
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Diane could go through all the emails looking for the material but that'
s time consuming too and you couldn't retrieve any attachments to the
emails. You'd only be able to print emails and not burn them to a CD.

Send this on the person requesting the material and see how he'd like to
proceed.

Jim
From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 3/17/2010 9:09 AM
To: Jim Dye
Cc: 'Prell Hornsby'
Subject: FW: FW: Records Request-Emails
Jim,

Please call me. See below.

Thanks - /Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Michael Barfield [mailto:mbar62@gmail.com]
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Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 3:17 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Re: FW: Records Request-Emails

Alice:

Please explain the cost which is highlighted below. In particular, who
is performing this task, and why is it necessary for such a person to
research the e-mails in question?
On Mon, Mar 15, 2010 at 3:40 PM, Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.
com> wrote:
Mr. Barfield,

The cost to provide you with the requested emails from Commissioner
Harry Stoltzfus and Planning & Zoning Board member Jim Conoly are as
follows:

Emails from personal email account – Harry Stoltzfus-Commissioner
$14.55 (15 cents/page)
Emails from personal email account – Jim Conoly-Planning & Zoning
8.70 (15 cents/page)
Research & burn CD or DVD 3/1/09-3/10/10 Conoly & Stoltzfus (emails)
250.00 ($125/ 2 hours)

$

Total due and payable to City of Anna Maria - $273.25 prior to documents
being provided.

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

Regards - /Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
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P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Donald Scheid - Integrated Tech Support
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 2:37 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: RE: Records Request-Emails

The time involved to research and burn to CD or DVD the emails to and
From Jim Conoly and Harry Stoltzfus on and between March 1st 2009
through March 10, 2010 will be $250 or 2 hrs at $125.00 per hr.

Please let me know how you would like me to proceed.

Thanks

Donald Scheid
President and CEO
Integrated Tech Support, Inc.
6150 State Road 70 E. • Bradenton FL

34203

O# 941.567.1660 • F# 941.567.1604
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the
immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate or

is
If you
sender
copy it.

From: Alice Baird
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Support@365its.com
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Records Request-Emails
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Hi DJ,

Do you have a price yet to capture the City emails requested last week?

Thanks for all your help.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/18 21:52
Subject: Fwd: FW: Public Records 4
From: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@hotmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Thu, Mar 18, 2010 at 4:17 PM
Subject: FW: Public Records 4
To: Michael Barfield <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:42 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public Records 4
More of the same.

Some may be repeats.

Harry Stoltzfus

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 2009 10:15:34 -0400
Subject: FW: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
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Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Mon 12/28/2009 8:53 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
From: Turner, David
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
TO
:
Harry Stolzfus
City Of Anna Maria
FROM
: Sergeant Dave Turner
District V
Manatee County Sheriff's Office
Date
: 28 December 2009
Subject
: Seg Way
Sir,
I have researched the Florida State Statutes, City, and County codes
regarding Seg Ways. I also checked with one of the MCSO Traffic
Sergeants, Mike Kenyan. Mike is in charge of the MCSO Dayshit Traffic
Unit. The Traffic Sergeant checked with the MCSO Legal Counsel.
After careful deliberation we have found nothing that would prohibit Seg
Ways or Seg Way users from enjoying the use of public roads, pathways,
and bike paths within the city. Seg Way users under 16 years of age are
required to wear a bike helment.
Additional information can be obtained by entering "GHSA" and "Segway
Laws" under any search engine on the internet. I have enclosed the
closest relevant Florida State Statute number 316.2068.
As of this date we have not received any complaints regarding Seg Ways.
As of this date there were no accidents other than deputies that were
injured during their use.
As of this date there appears to be no pending legislation regarding
their regulation.
I have enclosed a copy of the Florida State Statute.

316.2068

Electric personal assistive mobility devices; regulations.--
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(1) An electric personal assistive mobility device, as defined in s.
316.003<http://www.flsenate.gov/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_
Statute&Search_String=&URL=Ch0316/Sec003.HTM>, may be operated:
(a) On a road or street where the posted speed limit is 25 miles per
hour or less.
(b)

On a marked bicycle path.

(c)

On any street or road where bicycles are permitted.

(d) At an intersection, to cross a road or street even if the road or
street has a posted speed limit of more than 25 miles per hour.
(e) On a sidewalk, if the person operating the device yields the rightof-way to pedestrians and gives an audible signal before overtaking and
passing a pedestrian.
(2) A valid driver's license is not a prerequisite to operating an
electric personal assistive mobility device.
(3) Electric personal assistive mobility devices need not be registered
and insured in accordance with s. 320.02.<http://www.flsenate.gov/
statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=Ch0320/
Sec02.HTM>
(4) A person who is under the age of 16 years may not operate, ride, or
otherwise be propelled on an electric personal assistive mobility device
unless the person wears a bicycle helmet that is properly fitted, that
is fastened securely upon his or her head by a strap, and that meets the
standards of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI Z Bicycle
Helmet Standards), the standards of the Snell Memorial Foundation (1984
Standard for Protective Headgear for Use in Bicycling), or any other
nationally recognized standards for bicycle helmets which are adopted by
the department.
(5) A county or municipality may prohibit the operation of electric
personal assistive mobility devices on any road, street, or bicycle path
under its jurisdiction if the governing body of the county or
municipality determines that such a prohibition is necessary in the
interest of safety.
(6) The Department of Transportation may prohibit the operation of
electric personal assistive mobility devices on any road under its
jurisdiction if it determines that such a prohibition is necessary in
the interest of safety.
History.--s. 68, ch. 2002-20.
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________________________________
From: Harry Stoltzfus [amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2009 8:35 AM
To: Turner, David
Cc: charlesdaniel1@me.com
Subject: FW: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
Sgt. Turner,
Please address the issues Mr. Daniel raises below.
Additionally, I've been asked if the helmet laws applicable to children
riding bicycles apply to these type vehicles (Segways, etc.) as well.
Thank you in advance for your time spent on this matter.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Daniel Charles [mailto:charlesdaniel1@me.com]
Sent: Tue 12/22/2009 9:20 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
Commissioner Stoltzfus
yesterday i observed 4 segway vehicles traveling down the sidewalk on
pine ave.
they were traveling 2 abreast at a fairly
high rate of speed. i have also noted three wheel electric stand up
scooters traveling
on the sidewalks.
Could i request that at your convenience that you checks with law
enforcement officials as well as manatee county and city ordinance to
see where it is legal to drive these electric powered vehicles in the
city of anna maria?
Additionally is there an age/license
requirement for driving these vehicles?
I realize no accidents might have occurred
in the city to date, but, prudent enforcement of existing traffic
regulations might prevent such an accident.
thank you for your time.
charlie daniel
holly road
anna maria, fl
________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 2010 10:41:51 -0400
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Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
I will print out for the members.
Thank you,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diane Sacca
Building/Public Works/Code Enforcement
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL
Tel:

34216

941-708-6132

x 25

Fax: 941-708-6136
ambldg@cityofannamaria.com
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:18 AM
To: Diane Sacca
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
Diane,
This is one of the emails. I believe Alice will give this one to the
Commissioners, but please confirm with her. I’ll send the other one
separately.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:58 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com';
'ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
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If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
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Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
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decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.
Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.
Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.
Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.
Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
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potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.
Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?
Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.
Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.

Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.
Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)
A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.
Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.
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Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.
I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.
Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1. We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and substitute
the AASHTO definition given above.
2. We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut heading
in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.
When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.
Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?
In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.
According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.
I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.
I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.
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Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Turner, David" <David.Turner@manateesheriff.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Feb 2010 17:38:14 -0400
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
Sgt Turner,
I'm not saying you are wrong. I'm not even sure you disagree with me.
I am saying it is legal to drive over a sidewalk if you are on a
designated driveway. Almost every property in the City of Anna Maria
with a sidewalk adjacent require one to drive over a sidewalk to gain
access to that property. There's nothing wrong with that.
The problem arises when one drives over a sidewalk and isn't on a
designated driveway. Florida statute prohibits that.
The point I've raised with the City is this: safe engineering practice
dictates we minimize the number of driveways along our roadways.
Florida standards state explicitly: the more frequent the number of
driveways, the more at risk pedestrians are. When we allow sites with
multiple parking spaces side by side, we're creating de facto driveways.
We'd better be calling them driveways, because if they're not, it's
illegal to cross the sidewalk to access them.
I'm not now, nor have I ever suggested anyone start enforcing this
statute. But I am saying the City has to decide whether it's going to
ignore the statute and its implications, or get in alignment with the
State of Florida as regards sidewalk standards and safety for
pedestrians.
Thanks for your consideration of this matter.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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-----Original Message----From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Wed 2/17/2010 4:10 PM
To: Fran Barford; Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: FW: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
________________________________
From: Turner, David
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 4:09 PM
To: Turner, David
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
Commissioner Stolzfus,
I understand you obtained my handout. I took a great deal of time
researching the available information regarding the "interpretation" of
Florida State Statute 316.1995. I attempted to discuss this with you at
the meetin. I attempted to discuss this in my office, before I had to
leave for a call. I also discussed this at length with two other senior
officers at the Substation. Both officers agreed with me. We all have a
combined total of over one hundred years in law enforcement. This was
also their universal interpretation of the Statute. Of course I could be
wrong, it would not be the first time. It would not be the first time
that group of us were wrong. The main thing that bothered me about the
wording and the use of the word "upon" was the phrase that followed, it
states "except" upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary driveway."
The driveway is an exception to the statute. Now if you can find case
law, a full time traffic officer,an attorney that practices traffic
related law, or a judge that disagrees and has a contradicting and
contravening view; I of course will stand corrected. As I say it would
not be the first time I was wrong. I don't think that I am wrong in
this specific case. I have been in police work since 1978. I have worked
for a variety of agencies and in all facets of police work. I attended
and graduated from Florida State University in 1978 ( I know if you are
a Gator thats not good).
Lets remember whenever one looks at a statute, you must look at the
entire statute. I look forward to talking to you about anything. Even if
we disagree I will continue to maintain a professional relationship with
you. I am not an attorney. I am only a deputy. I enforce the law I don't
interpret the law. If you need to you can take the statute to the
Florida Attorney General's Office for an "interpretation" or contact the
city attorney or your own attorney.
Thanks in advance.........................,
Dave Turner
________________________________
From: Harry Stoltzfus [amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Turner, David
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
Sgt. Turner,
I've copied my handout to the most recent Joint Session of P&Z.
I've read your commentary. Was the interpretation you gave regarding
the use of "upon" your interpretation? It seems to me a vehicle
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crossing a sidewalk, unless on a designated driveway, is performing an
illegal operation. I'm not sure how you can cross a sidewalk without
driving upon it.
Your additional commentary is invited.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
City Commissioner
January 11, 2010
It's been suggested we have three options regarding off street parking
configurations:
1.
Continue as we are. Change nothing.
2.
Move the sidewalks.
3.
Create driveways and require off-street parking configurations
on the developed properties.
I suggest Option 1 is no longer an option, for these reasons.
By Florida statute:
Title XXIII
MOTOR VEHICLES Chapter 316
STATE UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL
316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path.--No person shall drive
any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path, sidewalk, or
sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary
driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
We've got a problem. Either we designate every location in which a
vehicle crosses a sidewalk a driveway, or the drivers of those vehicles
crossing the sidewalk are committing moving violations. It's illegal to
drive across a sidewalk unless you're on a driveway.
If we don't call them driveways, we've created at dilemma for the
Manatee County Sheriffs.
Their job is to enforce the law. Do we ask
them to start writing tickets for all those folks who are unwittingly
breaking the law? In my discussions with Sgt. Turner, he indicated in
no uncertain terms that is something he could not in good faith ask his
men to do.
I don't blame him. But now we've put our sheriff's in a position of
discretionary enforcement. Even selective enforcement.
For argument's sake, let's say we do call them driveways. We've just
opened up a whole new can of worms.
From the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria, Florida
2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City's traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
It's pretty hard to contend backing across a sidewalk emphasizes safety.
It's also hard to contend creating sandlots on the edge of the street
emphasizes aesthetics. And whether you move the sidewalk or not, you
haven't made it any safer for bicycles or vehicles. Back out parking
doesn't work, no matter where you put the sidewalk.
And I'm not interested in hearing how they do it in Sarasota or in
Holmes Beach. Sarasota and Holmes Beach don't have Comp Plans that
require them to "preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and
the existing single family residential character of the City" like Anna
Maria does. Anna Maria is unique. We're supposed to keep it that way.
Making it look like Sarasota or Holmes Beach does not.
Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
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driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.
How is allowing multiple adjacent driveways controlling access points to
the roadway system? This emphasizes safety?
Not according to AASHTO.
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access constructed
within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also considers driveways
intersections. The driveway should be placed in a manner to minimize
conflicts with the roadway and sidewalk.. . . if driveways are frequent,
. . the pedestrian faces substantial discomfort and risk. Every
driveway creates potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict points.
Again, Option 1 is no longer an option for a multitude of safety reasons.
Furthermore, it's illegal, unless we're willing to designate every
sidewalk crossing a driveway.
Option 2 is moving the sidewalks. In my opinion, aside from eliminating
the multiple driveways on the sidewalk, it accomplishes little from a
safety perspective. We're still left with vehicles backing into bicycle
and vehicle traffic, we're still looking at the backs of cars up and
down the ROR, and we've ceded the City right of way to property owners.
If your vision of Pine Avenue is a street lined with palm trees and
foliage, a street that retains the unique residential character of Anna
Maria, and preserves that historic cottage architecture for which we're
famous, forget it. Move the sidewalks, line the streets with parked
cars, and you're fairly shouting "Here's your commercial district!"
You're encouraging developers to maximize the size of their buildings.
That, when our Comp Plan says we should find ways to encourage them to
build smaller than allowed buildings.
With no disrespect intended to Mr. Aubrey, we all know the devil is in
the details. Although his drawings are interesting conceptually, for me
they raise more questions than they provide answers. The other drawings
submitted showed examples of making it fit. They showed setbacks, rightof-ways, building dimensions, potential uses (residential or commercial)
with the requisite number of parking spaces for each. One can criticize
them artistically, but Gene is the only professional architect in the
bunch. Of course his drawings are going to look better.
Option 3, to me, makes the most sense. Effecting it requires no
conceptual changes, no paradigm shift. All that's required are a few
simple clarifications in our LDR's.
1.
Adopt the AASHTO definition of driveway. "a driveway is an
access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property."
I've been told the current
definition may indicate only residential applications because it only
gives residential examples. The state of Florida considers a driveway to
be access to any property, residential or commercial. We should align
our definition with theirs.
2.
Add "driveway openings" to the curb cut language. It's the
intent of the Comp Plan to limit access points of driveways to the
roadway system, whether we have curbs or not. Let's do it.
3.
Add a definition for "maneuvering". Apparently, there's been
some confusion regarding what exactly maneuvering is. Let's define it.
Random House has ten definitions for "maneuver." I suggest we use the
one that applies to vehicles: "to steer in various directions as
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required."
What does this all boil down to?
We continue to require developers to comply with our land development
regulations as they currently exist. Put the parking solely on their
properties. Limit the number of driveway openings. Accommodate
pedestrian and bicycle traffic. The City can use the right of way to
create a green zone buffer of trees and foliage. And Anna Maria's ROR
can retain its unique residential character.
With a little luck, we
may see some more historic type cottages built.
Thank you.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/17/2010 10:36 AM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; George McKay; Jim Dye; Alice Baird; Gerry
Rathvon
Subject: FW: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
FYI
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
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office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 9:37 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RNPE15D60" (Aficio MP C4500).
Scan Date: 02.17.2010 09:36:34 (-0500)
Queries to: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sat, 27 Feb 2010 09:36:33 -0400
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Tue 2/23/2010 8:29 AM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Sgt. David Turner (david.turner@manateesheriff.com)
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Thank you Sgt. Turner for your quick response to this "FYI only" from
County Commissioner Whitmore email. I have forwarded your response to
Mayor and City Commission. /AM
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
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________________________________
From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2010 8:09 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: RE: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
I read the newspaper article today in the Sarasota Hearld Tribune. I
know up north, they have deputies stationed at high traffic areas and
over ride the traffic lights. Each traffic control area requires at
least two officers. They do this in Tampa as well. We have limited
resources and I can't really speak for the Sheriff's Office but I can
say that we did have the Cortez Seafood Festival going on. I worked on
Saturday due to the possible influx of people into Bay Front Park. I had
one other officer on duty- Brian Cherry. He is on from 0600- 1800 hours.
I rolled Steve Stewart back from a 1500 hour slot to a 1100 hour slot.
He worked from 1100- 2300 hours. I am not going to send a contracted
City Deputy into Holmes Beach unless HBPD calls for assistance. If they
do and it is a traffic detail at say the Manatee Avenue Bridge, two
oficers will be sent. That leaves the city uncovered. If we do this we
will need to hire an off duty deputy or pay the overtime rate to call
another deputy in.
The Sea Food Festival was handled ( I think for free) by Reserve
Deputies.We had them out at the park as well. I heard at least four of
them sign on. We have to have at least two deputies in the City during
peak times to respond to any fight, domestic, or multi unit response
call. We have the same protocol that a hosptial or any other emergency
type setting would have. We don't use the "one riot one ranger" response.
I monitored group 11 and heard deputies, the sergeant, and the
lietenant going to numerous calls without backup. On Saturday there were
six or seven deputies on duty. That is six or seven deputies west of 15
Street East.
Sergeant Dave Turner
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe [amadmin@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Fran Barford; Turner, David; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus;
Comm Webb; Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
FYI... RE: Sunday "Traffic Jam".
Bradenton resident. /AM
********

From Comm. Whitmore for J. Newman,

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
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Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:30 PM
To: John Newman
Cc: Joe McClash; John Chappie
Subject: Re: Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Mr. Newman,
As a 41 year island resident, I can feel for you. I am dealing with it
along side you. I have to disagree that the law enforcement could have
done better. The problem is that it is now almost peak tourist season,
it was the warmest day in months, and the time you were leaving the
island is the dumping off time. As an islander, I leave the island
before noon and try not to head back in town from the island until after
5-6 p.m. It is impossible because the traffic, as you saw, is backed up
until you get off the causeway. When the bridge has to go up, it is even
worse. I did see the lines yesterday and turned around and waited before
I tried to head to publix. I know you did not have the option, but for 8
weeks a year, I am willing to put up with the traffic if it helps this
county.
Thanks for letting us know. I am copying the cities so they know your
concerns as most of them have there own police departments.
Commissioner Carol Whitmore
At-Large

From:
"John Newman" <jjnewmn@msn.com>
To:
"John Chappie" <john.chappie@mymanatee.org>, "Carol Whitmore" <
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org>, "Joe McClash" <joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org>
Date:
02/22/2010 10:32 AM
Subject:
Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
________________________________

County Commissioners,
The county may not be responsible for this, but I thought you should
know about the problem. Maybe a little pressure from the county would
help them get their act together.
John Newman
From: John Newman <mailto:jjnewmn@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 8:41 PM
To: rashley@holmesbeachfl.org <mailto:rashley@holmesbeachfl.org> ;
Holmes Beach <mailto:mayor@holmesbeachfl.org> ; Anna Maria <mailto:
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
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Cc: info@annamariaislandchamber.org <mailto:info@annamariaislandchamber.
org> ; News@amisun.com <mailto:News@amisun.com>
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Holmes Beach Officials,
We are writing as outraged residents of Manatee County who were stuck in
a traffic jam for over one and one half hours late Sunday afternoon on
Palm Dr, and then Gulf Drive. We have been on the island on busy days
before, but never was caught in such a failure in traffic control in the
the six years that we have lived in Manatee County, or as regular
visitors of Anna Maria.
Most of our delay, over one hour was on Palm Dr., as our lane of traffic
tried to make a left hand turn at the light from Palm Dr. onto Gulf Dr.
It took a hour just to progress 4-5 blocks. There was no safety officer
to help direct traffic, as a result there was chaos. The left hand turn
light went through two or three cycles, and only one or two vehicles
could make the left hand turn. This was caused in great part because
the traffic on Gulf Dr, would not allow vehicles to turn onto Gulf Dr.
It was pure survival of the most aggressive, as drivers ignored red
lights and others used side streets to circumvent the back up.
The only safety officer seemed to be position at Manatee and Bay Dr.
From our perspective, he did a poor job of managing the traffic leaving
the island and the traffic leaving the Holmes beach park. However,
without a coordinated effort with other officers further up Gulf and
Palm Dr., he was probably blind to what was happening. It was obvious
to us that Holmes Beach and the other governments on the island need to
do a better job of dealing with traffic and coordinating their resources.
This is only the beginning of the tourist season, and today was a
total failure. Your "system" is broken!
We visit Anna Maria for restaurants and shopping, along with an
occasional walk on the beach at least twice a month as year around
residents. After this experience, we have resolved to boycott the
island for at least three months, which should cost at least $600-800 in
lost business. We hope that you will use the time to figure out how to
fix the problem.
Lido, Siesta and Venice beach communities are about
the same driving time from our house, so we have other options. I am
sure others with the same or similar bad traffic experiences will also
give up trying to visit what was a great destination for local residents.
After leaving the island across the bridge, our daughter tried to cheer
us up with a little humor, "Finally escaped Shutter Island." As a
horror experience, she was on target.
John and Anne Newman
7123 68th Dr. E
Bradenton, FL 34203

________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/03/18 21:52
Subject: Fwd: FW: Public Records 4
From: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@hotmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Thu, Mar 18, 2010 at 4:17 PM
Subject: FW: Public Records 4
To: Michael Barfield <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:42 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public Records 4
More of the same.

Some may be repeats.

Harry Stoltzfus

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 2009 10:15:34 -0400
Subject: FW: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
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Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Mon 12/28/2009 8:53 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
From: Turner, David
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 8:31 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: RE: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
TO
:
Harry Stolzfus
City Of Anna Maria
FROM
: Sergeant Dave Turner
District V
Manatee County Sheriff's Office
Date
: 28 December 2009
Subject
: Seg Way
Sir,
I have researched the Florida State Statutes, City, and County codes
regarding Seg Ways. I also checked with one of the MCSO Traffic
Sergeants, Mike Kenyan. Mike is in charge of the MCSO Dayshit Traffic
Unit. The Traffic Sergeant checked with the MCSO Legal Counsel.
After careful deliberation we have found nothing that would prohibit Seg
Ways or Seg Way users from enjoying the use of public roads, pathways,
and bike paths within the city. Seg Way users under 16 years of age are
required to wear a bike helment.
Additional information can be obtained by entering "GHSA" and "Segway
Laws" under any search engine on the internet. I have enclosed the
closest relevant Florida State Statute number 316.2068.
As of this date we have not received any complaints regarding Seg Ways.
As of this date there were no accidents other than deputies that were
injured during their use.
As of this date there appears to be no pending legislation regarding
their regulation.
I have enclosed a copy of the Florida State Statute.

316.2068

Electric personal assistive mobility devices; regulations.--
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(1) An electric personal assistive mobility device, as defined in s.
316.003<http://www.flsenate.gov/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_
Statute&Search_String=&URL=Ch0316/Sec003.HTM>, may be operated:
(a) On a road or street where the posted speed limit is 25 miles per
hour or less.
(b)

On a marked bicycle path.

(c)

On any street or road where bicycles are permitted.

(d) At an intersection, to cross a road or street even if the road or
street has a posted speed limit of more than 25 miles per hour.
(e) On a sidewalk, if the person operating the device yields the rightof-way to pedestrians and gives an audible signal before overtaking and
passing a pedestrian.
(2) A valid driver's license is not a prerequisite to operating an
electric personal assistive mobility device.
(3) Electric personal assistive mobility devices need not be registered
and insured in accordance with s. 320.02.<http://www.flsenate.gov/
statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=Ch0320/
Sec02.HTM>
(4) A person who is under the age of 16 years may not operate, ride, or
otherwise be propelled on an electric personal assistive mobility device
unless the person wears a bicycle helmet that is properly fitted, that
is fastened securely upon his or her head by a strap, and that meets the
standards of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI Z Bicycle
Helmet Standards), the standards of the Snell Memorial Foundation (1984
Standard for Protective Headgear for Use in Bicycling), or any other
nationally recognized standards for bicycle helmets which are adopted by
the department.
(5) A county or municipality may prohibit the operation of electric
personal assistive mobility devices on any road, street, or bicycle path
under its jurisdiction if the governing body of the county or
municipality determines that such a prohibition is necessary in the
interest of safety.
(6) The Department of Transportation may prohibit the operation of
electric personal assistive mobility devices on any road under its
jurisdiction if it determines that such a prohibition is necessary in
the interest of safety.
History.--s. 68, ch. 2002-20.
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________________________________
From: Harry Stoltzfus [amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2009 8:35 AM
To: Turner, David
Cc: charlesdaniel1@me.com
Subject: FW: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
Sgt. Turner,
Please address the issues Mr. Daniel raises below.
Additionally, I've been asked if the helmet laws applicable to children
riding bicycles apply to these type vehicles (Segways, etc.) as well.
Thank you in advance for your time spent on this matter.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Daniel Charles [mailto:charlesdaniel1@me.com]
Sent: Tue 12/22/2009 9:20 AM
To: Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: Segway/Electric Scooters vs. sidewalks
Commissioner Stoltzfus
yesterday i observed 4 segway vehicles traveling down the sidewalk on
pine ave.
they were traveling 2 abreast at a fairly
high rate of speed. i have also noted three wheel electric stand up
scooters traveling
on the sidewalks.
Could i request that at your convenience that you checks with law
enforcement officials as well as manatee county and city ordinance to
see where it is legal to drive these electric powered vehicles in the
city of anna maria?
Additionally is there an age/license
requirement for driving these vehicles?
I realize no accidents might have occurred
in the city to date, but, prudent enforcement of existing traffic
regulations might prevent such an accident.
thank you for your time.
charlie daniel
holly road
anna maria, fl
________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 2010 10:41:51 -0400
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Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
I will print out for the members.
Thank you,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diane Sacca
Building/Public Works/Code Enforcement
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL
Tel:

34216

941-708-6132

x 25

Fax: 941-708-6136
ambldg@cityofannamaria.com
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:18 AM
To: Diane Sacca
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
Diane,
This is one of the emails. I believe Alice will give this one to the
Commissioners, but please confirm with her. I’ll send the other one
separately.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:58 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com';
'ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
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If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
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Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
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decisions for driveway placement and design.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.
Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.
Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.
Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.
Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
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potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.
Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?
Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.
Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.

Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.
Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)
A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.
Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.
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Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.
I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.
Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1. We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and substitute
the AASHTO definition given above.
2. We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut heading
in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.
When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.
Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?
In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.
According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.
I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.
I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.
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Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Turner, David" <David.Turner@manateesheriff.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Feb 2010 17:38:14 -0400
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
Sgt Turner,
I'm not saying you are wrong. I'm not even sure you disagree with me.
I am saying it is legal to drive over a sidewalk if you are on a
designated driveway. Almost every property in the City of Anna Maria
with a sidewalk adjacent require one to drive over a sidewalk to gain
access to that property. There's nothing wrong with that.
The problem arises when one drives over a sidewalk and isn't on a
designated driveway. Florida statute prohibits that.
The point I've raised with the City is this: safe engineering practice
dictates we minimize the number of driveways along our roadways.
Florida standards state explicitly: the more frequent the number of
driveways, the more at risk pedestrians are. When we allow sites with
multiple parking spaces side by side, we're creating de facto driveways.
We'd better be calling them driveways, because if they're not, it's
illegal to cross the sidewalk to access them.
I'm not now, nor have I ever suggested anyone start enforcing this
statute. But I am saying the City has to decide whether it's going to
ignore the statute and its implications, or get in alignment with the
State of Florida as regards sidewalk standards and safety for
pedestrians.
Thanks for your consideration of this matter.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner
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-----Original Message----From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Wed 2/17/2010 4:10 PM
To: Fran Barford; Harry Stoltzfus
Subject: FW: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
________________________________
From: Turner, David
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 4:09 PM
To: Turner, David
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
Commissioner Stolzfus,
I understand you obtained my handout. I took a great deal of time
researching the available information regarding the "interpretation" of
Florida State Statute 316.1995. I attempted to discuss this with you at
the meetin. I attempted to discuss this in my office, before I had to
leave for a call. I also discussed this at length with two other senior
officers at the Substation. Both officers agreed with me. We all have a
combined total of over one hundred years in law enforcement. This was
also their universal interpretation of the Statute. Of course I could be
wrong, it would not be the first time. It would not be the first time
that group of us were wrong. The main thing that bothered me about the
wording and the use of the word "upon" was the phrase that followed, it
states "except" upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary driveway."
The driveway is an exception to the statute. Now if you can find case
law, a full time traffic officer,an attorney that practices traffic
related law, or a judge that disagrees and has a contradicting and
contravening view; I of course will stand corrected. As I say it would
not be the first time I was wrong. I don't think that I am wrong in
this specific case. I have been in police work since 1978. I have worked
for a variety of agencies and in all facets of police work. I attended
and graduated from Florida State University in 1978 ( I know if you are
a Gator thats not good).
Lets remember whenever one looks at a statute, you must look at the
entire statute. I look forward to talking to you about anything. Even if
we disagree I will continue to maintain a professional relationship with
you. I am not an attorney. I am only a deputy. I enforce the law I don't
interpret the law. If you need to you can take the statute to the
Florida Attorney General's Office for an "interpretation" or contact the
city attorney or your own attorney.
Thanks in advance.........................,
Dave Turner
________________________________
From: Harry Stoltzfus [amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: Turner, David
Subject: RE: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
Sgt. Turner,
I've copied my handout to the most recent Joint Session of P&Z.
I've read your commentary. Was the interpretation you gave regarding
the use of "upon" your interpretation? It seems to me a vehicle
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crossing a sidewalk, unless on a designated driveway, is performing an
illegal operation. I'm not sure how you can cross a sidewalk without
driving upon it.
Your additional commentary is invited.
Cordially,
Harry Stoltzfus
City Commissioner
January 11, 2010
It's been suggested we have three options regarding off street parking
configurations:
1.
Continue as we are. Change nothing.
2.
Move the sidewalks.
3.
Create driveways and require off-street parking configurations
on the developed properties.
I suggest Option 1 is no longer an option, for these reasons.
By Florida statute:
Title XXIII
MOTOR VEHICLES Chapter 316
STATE UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL
316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path.--No person shall drive
any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path, sidewalk, or
sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized temporary
driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
We've got a problem. Either we designate every location in which a
vehicle crosses a sidewalk a driveway, or the drivers of those vehicles
crossing the sidewalk are committing moving violations. It's illegal to
drive across a sidewalk unless you're on a driveway.
If we don't call them driveways, we've created at dilemma for the
Manatee County Sheriffs.
Their job is to enforce the law. Do we ask
them to start writing tickets for all those folks who are unwittingly
breaking the law? In my discussions with Sgt. Turner, he indicated in
no uncertain terms that is something he could not in good faith ask his
men to do.
I don't blame him. But now we've put our sheriff's in a position of
discretionary enforcement. Even selective enforcement.
For argument's sake, let's say we do call them driveways. We've just
opened up a whole new can of worms.
From the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria, Florida
2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.
Objective 1.4: As an ongoing objective, the City's traffic circulation
system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.
It's pretty hard to contend backing across a sidewalk emphasizes safety.
It's also hard to contend creating sandlots on the edge of the street
emphasizes aesthetics. And whether you move the sidewalk or not, you
haven't made it any safer for bicycles or vehicles. Back out parking
doesn't work, no matter where you put the sidewalk.
And I'm not interested in hearing how they do it in Sarasota or in
Holmes Beach. Sarasota and Holmes Beach don't have Comp Plans that
require them to "preserve the unique, historic cottage type housing and
the existing single family residential character of the City" like Anna
Maria does. Anna Maria is unique. We're supposed to keep it that way.
Making it look like Sarasota or Holmes Beach does not.
Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
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driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.
How is allowing multiple adjacent driveways controlling access points to
the roadway system? This emphasizes safety?
Not according to AASHTO.
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access constructed
within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also considers driveways
intersections. The driveway should be placed in a manner to minimize
conflicts with the roadway and sidewalk.. . . if driveways are frequent,
. . the pedestrian faces substantial discomfort and risk. Every
driveway creates potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict points.
Again, Option 1 is no longer an option for a multitude of safety reasons.
Furthermore, it's illegal, unless we're willing to designate every
sidewalk crossing a driveway.
Option 2 is moving the sidewalks. In my opinion, aside from eliminating
the multiple driveways on the sidewalk, it accomplishes little from a
safety perspective. We're still left with vehicles backing into bicycle
and vehicle traffic, we're still looking at the backs of cars up and
down the ROR, and we've ceded the City right of way to property owners.
If your vision of Pine Avenue is a street lined with palm trees and
foliage, a street that retains the unique residential character of Anna
Maria, and preserves that historic cottage architecture for which we're
famous, forget it. Move the sidewalks, line the streets with parked
cars, and you're fairly shouting "Here's your commercial district!"
You're encouraging developers to maximize the size of their buildings.
That, when our Comp Plan says we should find ways to encourage them to
build smaller than allowed buildings.
With no disrespect intended to Mr. Aubrey, we all know the devil is in
the details. Although his drawings are interesting conceptually, for me
they raise more questions than they provide answers. The other drawings
submitted showed examples of making it fit. They showed setbacks, rightof-ways, building dimensions, potential uses (residential or commercial)
with the requisite number of parking spaces for each. One can criticize
them artistically, but Gene is the only professional architect in the
bunch. Of course his drawings are going to look better.
Option 3, to me, makes the most sense. Effecting it requires no
conceptual changes, no paradigm shift. All that's required are a few
simple clarifications in our LDR's.
1.
Adopt the AASHTO definition of driveway. "a driveway is an
access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property."
I've been told the current
definition may indicate only residential applications because it only
gives residential examples. The state of Florida considers a driveway to
be access to any property, residential or commercial. We should align
our definition with theirs.
2.
Add "driveway openings" to the curb cut language. It's the
intent of the Comp Plan to limit access points of driveways to the
roadway system, whether we have curbs or not. Let's do it.
3.
Add a definition for "maneuvering". Apparently, there's been
some confusion regarding what exactly maneuvering is. Let's define it.
Random House has ten definitions for "maneuver." I suggest we use the
one that applies to vehicles: "to steer in various directions as
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required."
What does this all boil down to?
We continue to require developers to comply with our land development
regulations as they currently exist. Put the parking solely on their
properties. Limit the number of driveway openings. Accommodate
pedestrian and bicycle traffic. The City can use the right of way to
create a green zone buffer of trees and foliage. And Anna Maria's ROR
can retain its unique residential character.
With a little luck, we
may see some more historic type cottages built.
Thank you.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner

Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Alice Baird
Sent: Wed 2/17/2010 10:36 AM
To: Chuck Webb (amcommwebb@cityofannamaria.com); Dale Woodland (
amcommwoodland@cityofannamaria.com); Harry Stoltzfus (amcommstoltzfus@
cityofannamaria.com); Jo Ann Mattick (amcommmattick@cityofannamaria.com);
John Quam (amcommquam@cityofannamaria.com); Mayor Fran Barford (ammayor@
cityofannamaria.com)
Cc: Bob Welch; Alan Garrett; George McKay; Jim Dye; Alice Baird; Gerry
Rathvon
Subject: FW: Memo from Sgt Turner re: Traffic on Pine
FYI
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779
Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
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office by phone or in writing.
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
-----Original Message----From: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com [mailto:amclerk@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 9:37 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RNPE15D60" (Aficio MP C4500).
Scan Date: 02.17.2010 09:36:34 (-0500)
Queries to: amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sat, 27 Feb 2010 09:36:33 -0400
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Tue 2/23/2010 8:29 AM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Sgt. David Turner (david.turner@manateesheriff.com)
Subject: FW: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Thank you Sgt. Turner for your quick response to this "FYI only" from
County Commissioner Whitmore email. I have forwarded your response to
Mayor and City Commission. /AM
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
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________________________________
From: Turner, David [mailto:David.Turner@manateesheriff.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2010 8:09 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Subject: RE: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
I read the newspaper article today in the Sarasota Hearld Tribune. I
know up north, they have deputies stationed at high traffic areas and
over ride the traffic lights. Each traffic control area requires at
least two officers. They do this in Tampa as well. We have limited
resources and I can't really speak for the Sheriff's Office but I can
say that we did have the Cortez Seafood Festival going on. I worked on
Saturday due to the possible influx of people into Bay Front Park. I had
one other officer on duty- Brian Cherry. He is on from 0600- 1800 hours.
I rolled Steve Stewart back from a 1500 hour slot to a 1100 hour slot.
He worked from 1100- 2300 hours. I am not going to send a contracted
City Deputy into Holmes Beach unless HBPD calls for assistance. If they
do and it is a traffic detail at say the Manatee Avenue Bridge, two
oficers will be sent. That leaves the city uncovered. If we do this we
will need to hire an off duty deputy or pay the overtime rate to call
another deputy in.
The Sea Food Festival was handled ( I think for free) by Reserve
Deputies.We had them out at the park as well. I heard at least four of
them sign on. We have to have at least two deputies in the City during
peak times to respond to any fight, domestic, or multi unit response
call. We have the same protocol that a hosptial or any other emergency
type setting would have. We don't use the "one riot one ranger" response.
I monitored group 11 and heard deputies, the sergeant, and the
lietenant going to numerous calls without backup. On Saturday there were
six or seven deputies on duty. That is six or seven deputies west of 15
Street East.
Sergeant Dave Turner
________________________________
From: AnnMarie Thorpe [amadmin@cityofannamaria.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Fran Barford; Turner, David; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus;
Comm Webb; Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
FYI... RE: Sunday "Traffic Jam".
Bradenton resident. /AM
********

From Comm. Whitmore for J. Newman,

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
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Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 3:30 PM
To: John Newman
Cc: Joe McClash; John Chappie
Subject: Re: Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Mr. Newman,
As a 41 year island resident, I can feel for you. I am dealing with it
along side you. I have to disagree that the law enforcement could have
done better. The problem is that it is now almost peak tourist season,
it was the warmest day in months, and the time you were leaving the
island is the dumping off time. As an islander, I leave the island
before noon and try not to head back in town from the island until after
5-6 p.m. It is impossible because the traffic, as you saw, is backed up
until you get off the causeway. When the bridge has to go up, it is even
worse. I did see the lines yesterday and turned around and waited before
I tried to head to publix. I know you did not have the option, but for 8
weeks a year, I am willing to put up with the traffic if it helps this
county.
Thanks for letting us know. I am copying the cities so they know your
concerns as most of them have there own police departments.
Commissioner Carol Whitmore
At-Large

From:
"John Newman" <jjnewmn@msn.com>
To:
"John Chappie" <john.chappie@mymanatee.org>, "Carol Whitmore" <
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org>, "Joe McClash" <joe.mcclash@mymanatee.org>
Date:
02/22/2010 10:32 AM
Subject:
Fw: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
________________________________

County Commissioners,
The county may not be responsible for this, but I thought you should
know about the problem. Maybe a little pressure from the county would
help them get their act together.
John Newman
From: John Newman <mailto:jjnewmn@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 8:41 PM
To: rashley@holmesbeachfl.org <mailto:rashley@holmesbeachfl.org> ;
Holmes Beach <mailto:mayor@holmesbeachfl.org> ; Anna Maria <mailto:
ammayor@cityofannamaria.com>
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Cc: info@annamariaislandchamber.org <mailto:info@annamariaislandchamber.
org> ; News@amisun.com <mailto:News@amisun.com>
Subject: Feb. 21, Sunday Afternoon Traffic Jam
Holmes Beach Officials,
We are writing as outraged residents of Manatee County who were stuck in
a traffic jam for over one and one half hours late Sunday afternoon on
Palm Dr, and then Gulf Drive. We have been on the island on busy days
before, but never was caught in such a failure in traffic control in the
the six years that we have lived in Manatee County, or as regular
visitors of Anna Maria.
Most of our delay, over one hour was on Palm Dr., as our lane of traffic
tried to make a left hand turn at the light from Palm Dr. onto Gulf Dr.
It took a hour just to progress 4-5 blocks. There was no safety officer
to help direct traffic, as a result there was chaos. The left hand turn
light went through two or three cycles, and only one or two vehicles
could make the left hand turn. This was caused in great part because
the traffic on Gulf Dr, would not allow vehicles to turn onto Gulf Dr.
It was pure survival of the most aggressive, as drivers ignored red
lights and others used side streets to circumvent the back up.
The only safety officer seemed to be position at Manatee and Bay Dr.
From our perspective, he did a poor job of managing the traffic leaving
the island and the traffic leaving the Holmes beach park. However,
without a coordinated effort with other officers further up Gulf and
Palm Dr., he was probably blind to what was happening. It was obvious
to us that Holmes Beach and the other governments on the island need to
do a better job of dealing with traffic and coordinating their resources.
This is only the beginning of the tourist season, and today was a
total failure. Your "system" is broken!
We visit Anna Maria for restaurants and shopping, along with an
occasional walk on the beach at least twice a month as year around
residents. After this experience, we have resolved to boycott the
island for at least three months, which should cost at least $600-800 in
lost business. We hope that you will use the time to figure out how to
fix the problem.
Lido, Siesta and Venice beach communities are about
the same driving time from our house, so we have other options. I am
sure others with the same or similar bad traffic experiences will also
give up trying to visit what was a great destination for local residents.
After leaving the island across the bridge, our daughter tried to cheer
us up with a little humor, "Finally escaped Shutter Island." As a
horror experience, she was on target.
John and Anne Newman
7123 68th Dr. E
Bradenton, FL 34203

________________________________
Note: Florida has a broad public records law. All work-related emails
sent to or from this email address may be subject to public disclosure.
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Date: 2010/03/18 21:55
Subject: Fwd: FW: Public Records 3
From: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@hotmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: 2010/3/18
Subject: FW: Public Records 3
To: Michael Barfield <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:36 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public Records 3

Alice,
More miscellaneous stuff that may qualify as requiring disclosure.
Harry Stoltzfus
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Clemmons, Cindy" <Cindy.Clemmons@dot.state.fl.us>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 2009 12:09:38 -0400
Subject: RE: driveway and sidewalk standards
Commissioner Stoltzfus,

I just got to this email now – my inbox is quite full.
my separate email I sent around 9:30 this morning?

Did you receive

If not, here is the info again:

It was nice to meet you last night at the public meeting. Per your
request, below please find the link to the FDOT maps and publication
website where you can find the standards document. If you have any
questions regarding the site, please let me know and I will be happy to
provide you the answers.

http://www.dot.state.fl.us/mapsandpublications/

Thank you,
Cindy

Cindy Clemmons
Public Information Director
District One
Florida Department of Transportation
Office - 863-519-2362
Cell - 863-640-1368

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 8:22 AM
To: Clemmons, Cindy
Subject: driveway and sidewalk standards

Cindy,
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It was a pleasure meeting you at the DOT forum last night.
Can you send me the link to the subject standards? It would be helpful
to have that information for tomorrow night’s Commission meeting.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Lavoie, Manon" <Manon.Lavoie@dot.state.fl.us>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Nov 2009 13:52:53 -0400
Subject: RE: meeting times
Commissioner,
I am so sorry for the delay. I was off of the office and I got
sidetracked.

I am not sure what planning session you are talking about…
Would you give me more details?

Thank you,

Manon Lavoie
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941-359-7311

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 08:29
To: Lavoie, Manon
Subject: FW: meeting times

Manon,
Can you send me the times and dates for the DOT Planning sessions?
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <Shakira.Crandol@fhwa.dot.gov>
Date: Fri, 20 Nov 2009 14:32:09 -0400
Subject: safety regarding driveways and offstreet parking
Shakira,
I ve been asked to chair a committee regarding the subject matter and
would like some input from someone within the FHWA. I know it s short
notice, but I m on an expedited schedule. Our next work session is
December 3, and I ve been asked to make some recommendations by then.
Please contact me at you earliest convenience to discuss.
Cordially,
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Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "AnnMarie Thorpe" <amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>, "Alice Baird" <amclerk@
cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Tue, 1 Dec 2009 14:59:46 -0400
Subject: RE: Mayoral Leadership
Thankyou Commissioner Stoltzfus: I did forward already and I placed a
copy in each Commissioner's mailbox, which is attached to the agenda for
this Thursday's 12-03-09 City Commission Work session meeting but I will
send it along again just in case they have a problem opening the
previous email attachment.
*Also, I copied Diane Sacca, Bldg. Dept.
Admin. Asst. to forward to the P&Z Board.
/AM
****

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 1:44 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: AnnMarie Thorpe; John Quam
Subject: Mayoral Leadership
AnnMarie,
After our discussion this morning, I saved this memo as you suggested.
Hopefully, this will be compatible with the City’s software.
Please forward a copy of this memo to all the Commissioners, the Mayor,
Bob Welch, Alan Garrett, Jim Dye, and all the members of P&Z.
I’ve also pasted it into this email.

Our City has a problem.

In fact, we’ve got a bunch of them.

We’ve reached a new level of pathetic when a developer can stand in
front of a meeting convened to address safety issues and, with a
straight face, call raising concerns about safety and pedestrians a “
monkey wrench” issue or “a made up problem”. Or when a Commissioner can
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suggest because we’ve gone four or five months at 315/317 Pine Avenue
and we’ve had no accidents, there’s no safety issue. Or that someone
can suggest, because we’ve never had a pedestrian struck on a sidewalk
on Pine Avenue, it’s acceptable to approve an off-street parking design
that clearly increases the probability of that happening. Or when a
developer can threaten our City with a lawsuit if we dare apply the
language in our Land Development Regulations as it was clearly intended
to be applied.
We’ve got a developer who’s trying to beat the system by submitting site
plans quickly before the Commissioners refine the land development
regulations. I’ve seen one of the next trio of site plans. It has ten
more of the same back-out parking arrangements most of the Commissioners
consider unsafe.
It also has a loading zone placed squarely in the
visibility triangle-- that 20 ft in both directions from an intersection
area that’s supposed to remain clear of permanent structures for safety
reasons. Allowing a 13’-6” high truck to park there, even temporarily,
is also clearly unsafe.
Fortunately, there’s adequate language within our LDR to reject those
site plans, even before the Commissioners clarify the language.
Unfortunately, the City has already accepted similar plans.
What to do?
I think the City needs to acknowledge they’ve mistakenly accepted site
plans that are non-compliant with this language and other safety
criteria presently contained in the LDR:
Sec. 90-3. Off-street parking requirements. (m) General design
standards. All off-street parking areas, including all areas for
maneuvering, shall be located solely on the subject property, shall not
use public rights-of-way, shall have vehicular access to a public street,
and shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation in
accordance with commonly accepted traffic engineering practices.
In a phone conversation with Mayor Barford on Saturday, I quoted a
portion of this standard to her. Her response was “I’m not sure that’s
what it says.”
That’s a problem. The Mayor needs to read these requirements carefully.
She needs to understand their intent. She needs to know what they say.
And she needs to apply them.
Obviously, the back-out parking arrangement approved on the newly
developed lots on Pine Avenue requires maneuvering within the right-ofway. It should be equally obvious that requiring pedestrians to be on
high alert because they risk being struck by a vehicle backing over them
while they’re on the City sidewalk is absurd. It’s neither safe nor
convenient.
Furthermore, regulations regarding curb cuts or driveway
openings have been ignored. There’s been no attempt to limit access
openings or restrict the interaction of vehicles and pedestrians. That
arrangement is unsafe and noncompliant at many levels.
The City should inform this developer and all future developers, all
pending and future site plans must be compliant with the above noted
general design standards for off-street parking.
This latest batch of site plans must be rejected.

Because the City has
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mistakenly approved this parking arrangement in the past does not mean
it’s required to repeat those mistakes in the future.
I’m aware P&Z approved these back-out parking arrangements as well. But
I suggest if this Administration had done its job, if our experts had
stood up and rejected the parking arrangements and educated the rest of
us on why they were unacceptable, citing safety and convenience concerns,
we would have seen a different outcome.
This Administration needs to provide leadership on this hugely important
issue. Mayor Barford needs to assure us she and her experts are going
to get it right this time. It’s critical this language is applied. It’
s critical these plans are rejected at the Administrative review level.
If the Administration passes the buck on these parking arrangements, and
forces the P&Z or the Commissioners to do the heavy lifting, the
Administration once again will have given a non-compliant, inherently
unsafe site plan its stamp of approval.
Our Mayor needs to sit down with our Building Official and our Town
Planner, review the language within the Comp Plan and the LDR, and deny
these present site plan applications based on that language.
Not approval. Not approval with conditions. Denial. They can easily
justify their basis for denial with this language in the LDR:
Chapter 74-354 Site plan application process.
(d) (7) Once the application is deemed complete, the application shall
be reviewed to determine compliance with city codes and regulations in
accordance with the standards for review provided below.
(h) Standards for review
(6) Whether the off-street parking and off-street loading facilities
are located to avoid hazardous automotive and pedestrian traffic
patterns and to ensure access by emergency vehicles;
If the Administration gets it wrong and accepts these site plans without
requiring the back-out parking design be eliminated, they’ve greatly
weakened the City’s hand if the developer litigates. And if an accident
should occur, and someone’s seriously injured or killed by a vehicle
backing out of one of these parking spaces , the Administration has left
the City with a serious liability issue in the event of a lawsuit,
especially considering how much attention has been focused on the
obvious safety issues.
If the Administration gets it right, and rejects these site plans, the
developer may choose to appeal. I doubt either P&Z or the Commissioners
will reverse the Administration’s decision. If the developer sues the
City, I doubt any judge will fault our City for following its Comp Plan
and its Land Development Regulations. It’s required to do so, by law.
Then the developer can do the right thing and put together some site
plans that actually provide for the safety and convenience of our
drivers and our pedestrians.
And we’ll wind up with a walking business district on Pine Avenue that
makes sense.
Isn’t that, after all, the goal here?
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Harry Stoltzfus, Anna Maria City Commissioner

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 2010 14:48:07 -0400
Subject: FW: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Mon 1/11/2010 1:41 PM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird; George McKay
Subject: FW: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
FYI...
<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2010 12:46 PM
To: AFRobinson@aol.com
Cc: 1942robinson@gmail.com
Subject: Re: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
AL,
As an elected official, your and my job is to legislate, not
administrate. As former mayor, this has been hard for me and I am sure
it is hard for you too. I have passed this on to the people that can
find out if there is a problem or an abuse going on. As a legislator, I
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am going to let staff respond to me and I will give you the response.
Anything you send me to the county is public record and my role to
address your concerns. I do not take anything personally and I hope you
do not either.
Will get back with you when I get a response.
Carol Whitmore
From:
AFRobinson@aol.com
To:
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org
Cc:
1942robinson@gmail.com
Date:
01/11/2010 10:51 AM
Subject:
Re: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
________________________________

COMMISSIONER WHITMORE:
CAROL,,,IT IS QUITE CLEAR TO ME YOU TOOK MY E-MAIL PERSONAL.
THIS WAS NOT MY INTENT.

I'M SORRY

WHEN I SUPPORTED YOU AND JOHN WITH MY MONEY AND VOTE I DID NOT HAVE THE
EXPECTATION THAT THE COUNTY WOULD BECOME INSTANTLY MORE EFFICIENT AND
FRUGAL. HOWEVER I DID EXPECT YOU TO INJECT A POLICY OF DOWNSIZING
GOVERNMENT.
AS YOU KNOW EVERY THINGS HAPPENS IN BABY STEPS WHEN DEALING WITH
GOVERNMENT
MY E-MAIL TO YOU WAS INTENDED TO SLOWLY POISON THE SNAKE (GOVERNMENT
BUREAUCRACY) NOT CUT IT'S HEAD OFF.
NOW TO ADDRESS DIRECTLY YOUR RESPONSE TO MY E-MAIL
I HAVE OBSERVED THE ACTION OF ALL THE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES ALONG
OUR BEACHES FOR YEARS, TO THE POINT OF MY BLOOD BOILING. (INCLUDING,
LIFE GUARDS, MAINTENANCE WORKER, WATER METER READERS, TRASH PICKERS, AND
ALL THEM DRIVING AN ENDLESS STREAM OF WHITE COUNTY TRUCKS TO INVADE
THE ISLAND DAILY)
TRASH IS NOT THE ISSUE OR WHO PAYS FOR IT'S DISPOSAL, IT IS WHO IS
PAID TO PICK IT UP EFFICIENTLY IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE OTHER JOBS ALONG
OUR BEACHES, (INCLUDE TOILET CLEANING, SAND BLOWERS, BEACH SWEEPERS AND,
ETC.)
THESE TASKS CANNOT BE DONE EFFICIENTLY BY COUNTY WORKERS THAT
START THEIR DAY ON THE MAINLAND AND THEN DRIVE A COUNTY VEHICLE TO THE
BEACH TO DO THESE PETTY JOBS THAT COULD BE CONTRACTED OR BE A PART OF
THE CONCESSIONAIRES RESPONSIBILITY,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, AND O. YES THESE
COUNTY WORKER NEED TO; STOP AT LEAST 45 MINUTES EARLY TO GET ALL THESE
WHITE TRUCKS BACK BEFORE QUITTING TIME. (YOU KNOW THAT THEY NEED TO BE
FUELED, CLEANED, SAFETY REPORTS DONE &, ETC.)
CAROL, I READ WHAT YOU SAID
WORKERS"

AND TOOK IT TO HEART ,,,,,"GO TALK TO

THE
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I DID THAT LAST FRIDAY-------- FROM 7 AM
FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF WHAT I SAW;

TO 2:30PM,,,,THE

I TALKED TO 6 OF THE 15 I SAW,( THE OTHER 9 TO 10 WERE DRIVING OR
SNUG IN THEIR TRUCKS AND NOT APPROACHABLE WITH OUT BEING OVERT ,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,
*

I DID NOT TALK TO;

THE WORKER CLEANING TOILETS @ HB ,,( HE HAD THE DOOR BLOCKED),.OR
THE TWO ALL SNUG IN A TRUCK TOWING A COMPRESSOR @11 AM AT THE HOLMES
BEACH PARK ,,(I SAW THEM IN ALL 3 TOWNS, BUT NEVER OUT OF THE TRUCK.)
OR THE 3 LIVE GUARDS THAT WERE GETTING THEIR GEAR AND READING
MATERIAL READY TO GO OVER TO THE LIFE GUARD STAND (CAN YOU IMAGINE HOW
BORING THIS JOB WAS ON SUCH A GLOOMY COLD DAY,,,, WELL AT LEAST THERE
WERE 2 SO THEY COULD KEEP THEMSELVES COMPANY. THE 3RD LIFE GUARD TYPE
PERSON JUST KIND OF VANISHED AS I PREPARED TO TAKE A PICTURE.
@

BRADENTON BEACH:

I DID CHAT WITH THE WORKER THAT HAD A TRUCK-TRAILER WITH A TWIG
GRINDER ON THE BACK,,,, AND I DID SEE HIM DRIVE ALONG, STOP PICK UP PALM
BRANCHES AND THEN START THE GRINDER TO PROCESS THE BRANCHES,,,,,,,,,,,,
THEN HE DRIVES ON TO FIND SOME MORE PALM BRANCHES AND DO THE PROCESS
AGAIN. (HE ARRIVE AT ABOUT 9 AND SORT-OF VANISHED AFTER ABOUT AN HOUR OR
TWO)
I ALSO CHATTED WITH THE 2 THAT CLEAN TOILETS, PICKED UP CIG BUTTS,
AND CRUISED THE BEACH FROM TRASH CAN TO TRASH CAN,,, I LATER SAW THEN
DRIVING NORTH TO PARTS UNKNOWN (THIS WAS NOT THE SAME PERSON CLEANING
THE TOILETS @ HB BEACH BUT THEY COULD HAVE BEEN THE SAME ONES I SAW @
THE BAY FRONT PARK SNUG IN THE TRUCK.
THE WORKER THAT ARRIVED @ BRADENTON BEACH WITH THE STREET SWEEPER
IN TOE WAS QUITE NICE, WE TALKED ,,,, THEN HE UNLOAD HIS SWEEPER AND
SWEPT ALL THE SIDE WALK ,,,, NOT THAT THEY NEEDED IT ,,, THE WALKS WERE
VERY CLEAN BEFORE HE DID HIS SWEEPING,,,,,, "O. WELL THAT WAS HIS
ASSIGNMENT." THE FACT IS I COULDN''T SPOT ONE PINE NEEDLE ON THE WALKS
BEFORE HE CAME BY ME ON HIS SWEEPING MISSION,,,,,,MY LOGICAL MIND SAYS
THEY WERE CLEAN BECAUSE; "HE DID THE SAME THING THE DAY BEFORE."
@ HOLMES BEACH
9:00 AM,,,, THERE WERE 2 MEN SETTING POST. I CHATTED WITH THEM
TWICE BEFORE NOON. THEIR VEHICLE WAS A TRUCK AND TRAILER COMBO WITH
NOTHING ON IT. I NEVER SAW THESE 2 WORKING AT THE SAME TIME OR EVEN
MOVING EXCEPT WHEN THEY HAD A MEASURING TAPE OUT.(THEY WERE THERE AT
THIS SITE FROM 9 TO QUITTING TIME ABOUT 2:15 OR 2:30)
@ ABOUT 11:30 I THEN SPOTTED A COUNTY PICKUP TRUCK OVER BY THE DUMPSTER
NEAR THE MANATEE STOP LIGHT ,,, HE THEN MOVE TO THE NORTH END TO SEE THE
BEACH A LITTLE BETTER ,,,, HE WAS ONLY THERE ABOUT 5 MINUTES THEN HE
TOOK OFF NORTH....
AFTER SOME TUG OF WAR WITH MY MIND: "DO I GO TO BAY FRONT PARK IN ANNA
MARIA OR NOT "?
,,, WELL

I WENT LOOKING FOR HIM..... "BINGO",,,, @ THE BAY FRONT PARK
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I SPOTTED 2 IN A PICKUP AT THE NORTH END ,,AND 1 IN ANOTHER PICK
UP IN THE PARK PULLED UP CLOSE TO THE BAY
,
TWO TRUCK AND TRAILERS WERE ALSO PARKED AT BAY FRONT ,,,,ONE HAD
THE STREET SWEEPER ON IT AND THE OTHER A BACK HOE ,,,, A MAN WAS
SITTING IN A NEW WHITE COUNTY CREW-CAB DUMP TRUCK
ALONE,,,,(TOTAL
4 SNUG IN VEHICLES)
THE JOB THAT I OBSERVED BEING DONE HERE WAS SETTING PARKING POST ...
THE HAND POST HOLE DIGGER WAS LAYING THERE,,, THE OPERATOR WAS ??????
ON MY 2 OR 3 TRIPS TO ANNA MARIA "I SAW ZERO WORK BEING PERFORMED"
BACK TO THE HB PUBLIC BEACH AT ABOUT NOON ,,, THE 2 POST SETTER WERE
HAVING LUNCH IN THE TRUCK.
I WENT HOME TO MAKE A FEW CALL DURING "LUNCH" TIME FOR THE WORKER.
,,,,,,,,, @ 1:05,,,,,I THEN GO TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT THE 3 SITES,,,,,,,,(
AFTER ALL ,,, MY DAY IS LOST WITH THIS MINE-LESS EXERCISE)
FIRST TO BRADENTON BEACH TO FIND 3 PICKUPS WITH SINGLE DRIVERS
MOVE FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER,,,,,(SEE PICTURES)

ON THE

RETURNED TO HB BEACH,,, I PASSED THE TRUCK WITH THE COMPRESSOR GOING THE
OTHER DIRECTION.
THE 2 MEN SETTING POST WERE STILL AT IT (SEE PICTURES) AT LEAST THEY
WEREN'T IN THE TRUCK
NOW BACK TO THE BAY FRONT PARK,,, EVERY ONE WAS IN A PICKUP TRUCK (2 IN
ONE TRUCK AND 1 IN THE OTHER) THE TWO TRUCKS WITH TRAILER NEAR THE POST
SETTING JOB WERE WITHOUT DRIVERS OR WORKERS. THE WHEREABOUTS OF THE 4TH
WORKER IS UNKNOWN.
NEXT I OBSERVED A BIG COUNTY SERVICE TRUCK PASSING GOING NORTH TOWARD
THE POINT ,,,, I FOLLOWED,,,, HE TOOK THE SCENIC ROUTE BACK TO HOLMES
BEACH VIA WAY OF MAGNOLIA AND PALM.(OUT BY THE BEACH) THEN ON TO HOMES
BEACH AND OFF THE ISLAND ON MANATEE AVE,,,,
I TURNED INTO THE BEACH AT MANATEE,,,,,,,,, FINDING 2 COUNTY TRUCKTRAILER COMBINATION SITTING SIDE BY SIDE NEAR THE LIFT STATION ,,, THEY
SAT THERE ABOUT 1/2 HOUR (SEE PICTURES )
AT THIS POINT I HAD HAD ENOUGH

AND WENT HOME AT ABOUT 2;15

PICTURE WILL BE DELIVERED TO YOUR OFFICE MONDAY PM
BOTTOM LINE ,,,, IT WAS WORSE THAN I COULD EVER IMAGINE.
MY MIND "CUT THE HEAD OFF THE SNAKE"

I'VE CHANGED

AGAIN ,, THANKS FOR YOUR SUGGESTION TO "GO AND TALK TO THE WORKERS"
AL ROBINSON 737-1121 ,, 778-4523

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
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Date: Mon, 18 Jan 2010 11:38:26 -0400
Subject: FW: Topafish,LLC
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Fri 1/15/2010 4:03 PM
To: Fran Barford; JoAnne Mattick; John Quam; Harry Stoltzfus; Chuck Webb;
Dale Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird; 'Alan Garrett'; Bob Welch
Subject: Topafish,LLC
Pls see attached, I emailed the Lobeck&Hanson Ltr. to you in an earlier
email. /AM
***
<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Prell Hornsby [mailto:PHornsby@dyefirm.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 10:28 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Cc: Alice Baird; Mayor Fran Barford
Subject: Misc.
Importance: High

Attached are the letters we discussed. (Please ensure that the
Commission Members receive a copy of the letter to Lobeck.)

If you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Thank you,
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_______________________________
Mrs. Prell Hornsby
Legal Assistant to
Stephen R. Dye, Esq,. James D. Dye, Esq., and Warren A. Pies, Esq.
Dye, Deitrich, Petruff & St. Paul, P.L.
1111 Third Avenue West, Suite 300
Bradenton, Florida 34205
Email:
Phone:

phornsby@dyefirm.com <mailto:phornsby@dyefirm.com>
(941)748-4411

Fax:

(941)748-1573

This email is intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it
is addressed and may contain information that is privileged,
confidential or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
If the reader of this email is not the intended recipient or the
employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by
telephone and return the original message to us at the listed address.
Thank you.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 2010 10:41:51 -0400
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
I will print out for the members.

Thank you,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diane Sacca
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Building/Public Works/Code Enforcement
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL
Tel:

34216

941-708-6132

x 25

Fax: 941-708-6136
ambldg@cityofannamaria.com
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:18 AM
To: Diane Sacca
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Diane,
This is one of the emails. I believe Alice will give this one to the
Commissioners, but please confirm with her. I’ll send the other one
separately.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:58 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com';
'ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
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proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
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The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
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substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.

Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4:

As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
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system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?
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In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Wed, 20 Jan 2010 16:54:04 -0400
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] City of Anna Maria Commission topics
I've chose to exercise the right given me by the City Charter to
schedule a special session of the City Commission.
I urge all who care about the future of our City to attend the next
series of Commission meetings and make sure your opinion is heard. We've
got a lot of ground to cover.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
CITY OF ANNA MARIA
CITY COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING
JANUARY 21, 2010
11:00 AM
AGENDA
1. COMP PLAN CONSISTENCY IN THE LAND DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
2. DRIVEWAYS, CURB CUTS, AND SAFETY
3. FUTURE LAND USE ELEMENT POLICY 1.2.1
4. SITE PLAN REVIEW BY CITY COMMISSION
Public Comment on agenda items
Press Comment
Adjournment
-Posted By Harry Stoltzfus to Our Anna Maria. at 1/20/2010 03:45:00 PM
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "by" <roraza3@gmail.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2010 01:37:14 -0400
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] An Open Letter To The Islander
“We cannot make good news out of bad practice.” - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
Dear Bonner:
Can I call you Bonner?
Your publication and its predecessors have been a part of my life since
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I first learned to read but, unfortunately, you and I have never met.
The Islander of the 60’s was never far from our summer breakfast table
and, I’ll confess, it often valiantly served a second life protecting
that table during many a late night blue crab cleaning session.
Throughout the 70’s my grandparents faithfully picked up the paper next
to Ernie Cagnina’s front door on their way out of the IGA. I briefly
flirted with working for Mr. Warren on the early 80’s Islander after
graduating with a journalism degree but more schooling and youthful
dreams of grandeur ended those thoughts. During the parking wars of late
the 90’s and early 2000’s I periodically submitted opinion pieces or
letters to the editor, that being you by then, but was never able to
make your cut. And in the last few years I have developed a Tuesday
morning habit of clicking on the paper’s website to get the latest word,
at least your version, from my favorite place on earth.
So if a first name basis is too familiar, my apologies up front. I do
not, however, apologize for what I am about to say. The Islander, as I
have known and cherished it, has become an embarrassment. It is a sad
thing to watch and, well, to read. Your January 27th editorial entitled “
Frenzy” is a confused and meandering jumble of bitterness and ironically,
considering the charges you level, a feverish but clumsy attempt to
settle scores. It does a disservice to your targets, your readers and
your advertisers on so many levels it is difficult to choose where to
begin. But I will give it my best shot.
Well before the election in November, you began inferring that the blog
Our Anna Maria and its contributors are liars cowering behind a curtain
of anonymity. But you have never identified the supposed lies. You have
not named the liars by real name or user name. You have not sought a
retraction or correction of any stated fact or assertion in the blog,
nor has anyone else ever done so. You portray the bloggers and their
readers as some shadowy cabal bent on the destruction of progress but
you cite no instance where the blog caused such destruction. You dismiss
the blog as insignificant yet you rant about its divisiveness. Perhaps
most troubling is your habit of referencing the blog in reported stories
and editorials without proper attribution, a journalistic no-no that,
while not strictly plagiarism, is roundly considered to be…well…icky by
your colleagues. It is just not done by professionals. As for anonymity,
my name is on every post I have submitted as are the names of the major
contributors. My posts are primarily satirical and lighthearted but all
are factually supportable. Other posts address various issues of concern
factually and timely. No legitimate submissions are edited, screened or
rewritten - can you say the same thing for submissions to The Islander? and inappropriate content, on the rare occasion it appears, is removed.
Detractors of the blog may scoff at having to be a registered
contributor but does anything get published in The Islander without your
approval?
Recording history is the function, and some say the duty, of any
credible news organization. Re-writing history is not. Honestly Bonner,
this is important: Did you not hesitate last week, even for a moment, as
you typed “…we endorsed Commissioner John Quam, only to be sniped at for
saying he’s done well running the meetings…” knowing full well that not
only did you not endorse Commissioner Quam, you childishly sought to
humiliate him less than a week before the election? I urge your readers
to re-read your "endorsement" and decide for themselves whether you are
re-writing history. If you were not compelled to look up “disingenuous”
on dictionary.com before hitting the save button on that one, you should
have been. Yuck. And if your haughty dismissal of the outrage and
disdain so many readers expressed over your attack on Commissioner Quam
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as insignificant “sniping” is indicative of the respect you have for
those readers, perhaps they should re-evaluate their need of the product
you deliver. You did John a tremendous disservice. I know it, your
readers know it, your advertisers know it and, importantly, you know it.
Rewriting history three months later is not going to change that fact.
But perhaps an apology would help. Just saying.
As easy as it would be to couch your unrelenting support of all things
PAR as a quid pro quo to important advertisers, I will not. The reality
of small town politics and the business interests that have a vested
interest in those politics is that everyone knows and sees each other
outside of the lion’s den. I liken it to the old cartoon where the Wolf
and the Sheep Dog show up at the pasture every morning, nod hello, punch
their time cards and proceed to beat the snot out each other all day
long while just doing their respective jobs. At day's end they punch out,
say “Night, Sam” and “Night, Fred” and then show up the next day to do
it all again. Nothing personal, just business. The reality for small
town newspapers is that they are, or should be, out in that pasture
taking it all down but they don’t get to punch out. They must balance
the truth of what is happening against the inevitability that it may not
please the advertising Wolf. It’s a difficult task but many papers do it
well. The good ones ask questions. They observe. They dig. And they edit.
Reporters are not stenographers. They do not simply regurgitate
commission minutes and re-assemble old news stories. They ask why and
how. They investigate and substantiate and they do not take what is said
at face value, even if it is said by their biggest advertiser. Most
importantly, they tell the whole story. You know full well that to tell
your readers that Mr. Stoltzfus has targeted PAR and only PAR is a
purposeful deception. PAR is the lone developer seeking approval of site
plans in the ROR district these days. They are pushing envelopes,
challenging norms and upsetting old ways. And they are doing it
aggressively and as rapidly as the law allows, the smart thing to do if
you’re a developer who knows changes are coming. PAR is the only
developer shaking things up so they are, by default, the only target of
inquiry. I know that, you know that, PAR knows that. But do your readers
know that? Not if they rely on you for information. And that is the
shame, your shame.
As I have said before, PAR just needs to follow the rules, stay in their
lane and do good things. In concept, the projects they propose are good
things but even the City’s lawyer admits the current rules are in flux
and require review and the city planner admits to significant mistakes
requiring a reassessment of PAR’s site plan du jour. As a result, the
parameters of PAR’s lane, so to speak, is a matter of continuing debate.
Did you remind your readers of that? You did not. You chose instead to
demonize the messenger, Mr. Stoltzfus, the easy target.
No one, I repeat NO ONE, is seeking to “rid” the city of PAR, as you so
sardonically suggest and I am certainly not supportive of anyone who
would try. PAR and its principals are good people, in my estimation,
with ideas and resources that will add depth and substance to this
little village. Anna Maria wants PAR but on Anna Maria's terms not PAR's.
I have never met Mr. Stoltzfus but I am a fan of his efforts. I have met
Mr. Coleman and have spent significant time discussing PAR’s vision with
him. That vision is admirable and innovative but, perhaps necessarily,
it stretches the bounds of what the City has previously encountered.
Change is good but it is also difficult. It requires new thinking,
leadership and initiative, things you have actively called for...
remember? On October 28, 2009 you urged the voters of Anna Maria to
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elect a leader who would shake things up. In fact, you said:
“Business as usual is not good business”
“We just think there’s room for new ideas, fresh thoughts and,
especially, initiative.”
“We’d like to see leaders who lead the way...and bring new ways to...
legislate, because it’s needed.”
Be careful what you ask for, huh Bonner? One can debate his methods but
to excoriate Mr. Stoltzfus after breathlessly endorsing him as someone
capable of “filling loopholes in old laws” - your words, again - and
then hoping your readers have forgotten your recommendations, is beyond
disingenuous. It is intellectually dishonest, gratuitous and
opportunistic.
I look forward to The Islander every week. Many do. Get it right, Bonner.
Get it right.
To be persuasive we must be believable; to be believable we must be
credible; to be credible we must be truthful. - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
All the best,
Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 1/26/2010 11:43:00 PM
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2010 08:11:21 -0400
Subject: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Terriffic Chuck [mailto:terrifficchuck@gmail.com]
Sent: Wed 1/27/2010 10:17 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Dale Woodland; John Quam
Subject: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
Dear City Employees:
Here you have it city of Anna Maria employees! It will be playing at the
Island Players soon!
Harry "The Monster" Stoltzenstein, Moe "The Village Idiot" Woodland and
Curly "The Weiner" Quam are on their way to entertain and humiliate you!
Be careful, you may be next in the barrell. I'd suggest you :"duck and
cover" till he resigns!
Chuck
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2010 08:51:02 -0400
Subject: FW: Stupid Bowl Sunday
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Charles Terriffic [mailto:charlesterrific@live.com]
Sent: Wed 2/3/2010 9:07 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; John Quam; Dale Woodland
Subject: Stupid Bowl Sunday
Harry, Moe and Curly,
I know you are going to miss me, but this is my last political satire of
you for a while. I know Harry enjoyed them, he asked for more, but I
hope you other two enjoyed as well. Fact is, I actually have grown tired
of your antics, it's just too damn easy to make fun of you 3 bufoons, I
almost feel guilty! It's like amateur hour! I think it's an Anna Maria
tradition, don't you?
Good luck going forward, hope the 3 of you can maybe mature in your
political careers so as to become productive and of value to the
citizens of this fine city, rather than the counter-productive people
you are today. Try to remember, the less you govern the better you are.
You 3 seem to think the opposite. Big government is not the answer here.
Good luck!
Chuck
_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service.
http://clk.atdmt.com/GBL/go/201469228/direct/01/

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2010 18:25:15 -0400
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed
Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.
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Thanks, Harry.
See you Thursday, if not before.
Laurie
On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From:
"Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Subject:
op/ed
Date:
February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
To:
'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 08:53:07 -0400
Subject: please forward as one way memo to all
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 12:20:55 -0400
Subject: Re: (null)
Were you thinking of using this as a letter to the editor, Harry?
Laurie
On Mar 1, 2010, at 11:18:06 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From:
"Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date:
March 1, 2010 11:18:06 AM EST
To:
Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc:
'Home' <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>, 'by' <roraza3@gmail.com>, "'
Robin Wall'" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>,mmctoday@gmail.com, lalbert652@
aol.com, LKrosney@amisun.com
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 28.5 KB
I?m not sure what it?s going to take for these guys.
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> Harry

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 12:47:54 -0400
Subject: Re: (null)
Hey Harry,
Revised version is in.
Laurie

On Mar 1, 2010, at 11:38:49 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From:
"Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date:
March 1, 2010 11:38:49 AM EST
To:
'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
Cc:
LKrosney@amisun.com
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 28.5 KB
Laurie,
> If Mike approves this as a letter to the editor, please use this
version. I explained the non-application to driveways better, I think.
> Harry
>
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Date: 2010/03/18 21:55
Subject: Fwd: FW: Public Records 3
From: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@hotmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Alice Baird <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: 2010/3/18
Subject: FW: Public Records 3
To: Michael Barfield <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:36 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: Public Records 3

Alice,
More miscellaneous stuff that may qualify as requiring disclosure.
Harry Stoltzfus
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Clemmons, Cindy" <Cindy.Clemmons@dot.state.fl.us>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 2009 12:09:38 -0400
Subject: RE: driveway and sidewalk standards
Commissioner Stoltzfus,

I just got to this email now – my inbox is quite full.
my separate email I sent around 9:30 this morning?

Did you receive

If not, here is the info again:

It was nice to meet you last night at the public meeting. Per your
request, below please find the link to the FDOT maps and publication
website where you can find the standards document. If you have any
questions regarding the site, please let me know and I will be happy to
provide you the answers.

http://www.dot.state.fl.us/mapsandpublications/

Thank you,
Cindy

Cindy Clemmons
Public Information Director
District One
Florida Department of Transportation
Office - 863-519-2362
Cell - 863-640-1368

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 8:22 AM
To: Clemmons, Cindy
Subject: driveway and sidewalk standards

Cindy,
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It was a pleasure meeting you at the DOT forum last night.
Can you send me the link to the subject standards? It would be helpful
to have that information for tomorrow night’s Commission meeting.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Lavoie, Manon" <Manon.Lavoie@dot.state.fl.us>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Nov 2009 13:52:53 -0400
Subject: RE: meeting times
Commissioner,
I am so sorry for the delay. I was off of the office and I got
sidetracked.

I am not sure what planning session you are talking about…
Would you give me more details?

Thank you,

Manon Lavoie
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941-359-7311

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 08:29
To: Lavoie, Manon
Subject: FW: meeting times

Manon,
Can you send me the times and dates for the DOT Planning sessions?
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

Harcon Corporation
PA Office:

717-687-9294

FL Office:

941-779-9838

Cell:
Email:

717-368-2454
harry@harconcorp.com

Website:

Harcon Bridge Access Services

Google Images:

Harcon Photos

Bucket Boat Web Page:

Bucket Boat Photo

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <Shakira.Crandol@fhwa.dot.gov>
Date: Fri, 20 Nov 2009 14:32:09 -0400
Subject: safety regarding driveways and offstreet parking
Shakira,
I ve been asked to chair a committee regarding the subject matter and
would like some input from someone within the FHWA. I know it s short
notice, but I m on an expedited schedule. Our next work session is
December 3, and I ve been asked to make some recommendations by then.
Please contact me at you earliest convenience to discuss.
Cordially,
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Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "AnnMarie Thorpe" <amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>, "Alice Baird" <amclerk@
cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Tue, 1 Dec 2009 14:59:46 -0400
Subject: RE: Mayoral Leadership
Thankyou Commissioner Stoltzfus: I did forward already and I placed a
copy in each Commissioner's mailbox, which is attached to the agenda for
this Thursday's 12-03-09 City Commission Work session meeting but I will
send it along again just in case they have a problem opening the
previous email attachment.
*Also, I copied Diane Sacca, Bldg. Dept.
Admin. Asst. to forward to the P&Z Board.
/AM
****

Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 1:44 PM
To: Alice Baird
Cc: AnnMarie Thorpe; John Quam
Subject: Mayoral Leadership
AnnMarie,
After our discussion this morning, I saved this memo as you suggested.
Hopefully, this will be compatible with the City’s software.
Please forward a copy of this memo to all the Commissioners, the Mayor,
Bob Welch, Alan Garrett, Jim Dye, and all the members of P&Z.
I’ve also pasted it into this email.

Our City has a problem.

In fact, we’ve got a bunch of them.

We’ve reached a new level of pathetic when a developer can stand in
front of a meeting convened to address safety issues and, with a
straight face, call raising concerns about safety and pedestrians a “
monkey wrench” issue or “a made up problem”. Or when a Commissioner can
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suggest because we’ve gone four or five months at 315/317 Pine Avenue
and we’ve had no accidents, there’s no safety issue. Or that someone
can suggest, because we’ve never had a pedestrian struck on a sidewalk
on Pine Avenue, it’s acceptable to approve an off-street parking design
that clearly increases the probability of that happening. Or when a
developer can threaten our City with a lawsuit if we dare apply the
language in our Land Development Regulations as it was clearly intended
to be applied.
We’ve got a developer who’s trying to beat the system by submitting site
plans quickly before the Commissioners refine the land development
regulations. I’ve seen one of the next trio of site plans. It has ten
more of the same back-out parking arrangements most of the Commissioners
consider unsafe.
It also has a loading zone placed squarely in the
visibility triangle-- that 20 ft in both directions from an intersection
area that’s supposed to remain clear of permanent structures for safety
reasons. Allowing a 13’-6” high truck to park there, even temporarily,
is also clearly unsafe.
Fortunately, there’s adequate language within our LDR to reject those
site plans, even before the Commissioners clarify the language.
Unfortunately, the City has already accepted similar plans.
What to do?
I think the City needs to acknowledge they’ve mistakenly accepted site
plans that are non-compliant with this language and other safety
criteria presently contained in the LDR:
Sec. 90-3. Off-street parking requirements. (m) General design
standards. All off-street parking areas, including all areas for
maneuvering, shall be located solely on the subject property, shall not
use public rights-of-way, shall have vehicular access to a public street,
and shall be designed to provide safe and convenient circulation in
accordance with commonly accepted traffic engineering practices.
In a phone conversation with Mayor Barford on Saturday, I quoted a
portion of this standard to her. Her response was “I’m not sure that’s
what it says.”
That’s a problem. The Mayor needs to read these requirements carefully.
She needs to understand their intent. She needs to know what they say.
And she needs to apply them.
Obviously, the back-out parking arrangement approved on the newly
developed lots on Pine Avenue requires maneuvering within the right-ofway. It should be equally obvious that requiring pedestrians to be on
high alert because they risk being struck by a vehicle backing over them
while they’re on the City sidewalk is absurd. It’s neither safe nor
convenient.
Furthermore, regulations regarding curb cuts or driveway
openings have been ignored. There’s been no attempt to limit access
openings or restrict the interaction of vehicles and pedestrians. That
arrangement is unsafe and noncompliant at many levels.
The City should inform this developer and all future developers, all
pending and future site plans must be compliant with the above noted
general design standards for off-street parking.
This latest batch of site plans must be rejected.

Because the City has
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mistakenly approved this parking arrangement in the past does not mean
it’s required to repeat those mistakes in the future.
I’m aware P&Z approved these back-out parking arrangements as well. But
I suggest if this Administration had done its job, if our experts had
stood up and rejected the parking arrangements and educated the rest of
us on why they were unacceptable, citing safety and convenience concerns,
we would have seen a different outcome.
This Administration needs to provide leadership on this hugely important
issue. Mayor Barford needs to assure us she and her experts are going
to get it right this time. It’s critical this language is applied. It’
s critical these plans are rejected at the Administrative review level.
If the Administration passes the buck on these parking arrangements, and
forces the P&Z or the Commissioners to do the heavy lifting, the
Administration once again will have given a non-compliant, inherently
unsafe site plan its stamp of approval.
Our Mayor needs to sit down with our Building Official and our Town
Planner, review the language within the Comp Plan and the LDR, and deny
these present site plan applications based on that language.
Not approval. Not approval with conditions. Denial. They can easily
justify their basis for denial with this language in the LDR:
Chapter 74-354 Site plan application process.
(d) (7) Once the application is deemed complete, the application shall
be reviewed to determine compliance with city codes and regulations in
accordance with the standards for review provided below.
(h) Standards for review
(6) Whether the off-street parking and off-street loading facilities
are located to avoid hazardous automotive and pedestrian traffic
patterns and to ensure access by emergency vehicles;
If the Administration gets it wrong and accepts these site plans without
requiring the back-out parking design be eliminated, they’ve greatly
weakened the City’s hand if the developer litigates. And if an accident
should occur, and someone’s seriously injured or killed by a vehicle
backing out of one of these parking spaces , the Administration has left
the City with a serious liability issue in the event of a lawsuit,
especially considering how much attention has been focused on the
obvious safety issues.
If the Administration gets it right, and rejects these site plans, the
developer may choose to appeal. I doubt either P&Z or the Commissioners
will reverse the Administration’s decision. If the developer sues the
City, I doubt any judge will fault our City for following its Comp Plan
and its Land Development Regulations. It’s required to do so, by law.
Then the developer can do the right thing and put together some site
plans that actually provide for the safety and convenience of our
drivers and our pedestrians.
And we’ll wind up with a walking business district on Pine Avenue that
makes sense.
Isn’t that, after all, the goal here?
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Harry Stoltzfus, Anna Maria City Commissioner

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <cathstol@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 2010 14:48:07 -0400
Subject: FW: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Mon 1/11/2010 1:41 PM
To: Fran Barford; Comm Mattick; Comm Quam; Comm Stoltzfus; Comm Webb;
Comm Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird; George McKay
Subject: FW: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
FYI...
<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org [mailto:carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org]
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2010 12:46 PM
To: AFRobinson@aol.com
Cc: 1942robinson@gmail.com
Subject: Re: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
AL,
As an elected official, your and my job is to legislate, not
administrate. As former mayor, this has been hard for me and I am sure
it is hard for you too. I have passed this on to the people that can
find out if there is a problem or an abuse going on. As a legislator, I
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am going to let staff respond to me and I will give you the response.
Anything you send me to the county is public record and my role to
address your concerns. I do not take anything personally and I hope you
do not either.
Will get back with you when I get a response.
Carol Whitmore
From:
AFRobinson@aol.com
To:
carol.whitmore@mymanatee.org
Cc:
1942robinson@gmail.com
Date:
01/11/2010 10:51 AM
Subject:
Re: CONCESSION CONTRACTS / 2ND REQUEST
________________________________

COMMISSIONER WHITMORE:
CAROL,,,IT IS QUITE CLEAR TO ME YOU TOOK MY E-MAIL PERSONAL.
THIS WAS NOT MY INTENT.

I'M SORRY

WHEN I SUPPORTED YOU AND JOHN WITH MY MONEY AND VOTE I DID NOT HAVE THE
EXPECTATION THAT THE COUNTY WOULD BECOME INSTANTLY MORE EFFICIENT AND
FRUGAL. HOWEVER I DID EXPECT YOU TO INJECT A POLICY OF DOWNSIZING
GOVERNMENT.
AS YOU KNOW EVERY THINGS HAPPENS IN BABY STEPS WHEN DEALING WITH
GOVERNMENT
MY E-MAIL TO YOU WAS INTENDED TO SLOWLY POISON THE SNAKE (GOVERNMENT
BUREAUCRACY) NOT CUT IT'S HEAD OFF.
NOW TO ADDRESS DIRECTLY YOUR RESPONSE TO MY E-MAIL
I HAVE OBSERVED THE ACTION OF ALL THE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES ALONG
OUR BEACHES FOR YEARS, TO THE POINT OF MY BLOOD BOILING. (INCLUDING,
LIFE GUARDS, MAINTENANCE WORKER, WATER METER READERS, TRASH PICKERS, AND
ALL THEM DRIVING AN ENDLESS STREAM OF WHITE COUNTY TRUCKS TO INVADE
THE ISLAND DAILY)
TRASH IS NOT THE ISSUE OR WHO PAYS FOR IT'S DISPOSAL, IT IS WHO IS
PAID TO PICK IT UP EFFICIENTLY IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE OTHER JOBS ALONG
OUR BEACHES, (INCLUDE TOILET CLEANING, SAND BLOWERS, BEACH SWEEPERS AND,
ETC.)
THESE TASKS CANNOT BE DONE EFFICIENTLY BY COUNTY WORKERS THAT
START THEIR DAY ON THE MAINLAND AND THEN DRIVE A COUNTY VEHICLE TO THE
BEACH TO DO THESE PETTY JOBS THAT COULD BE CONTRACTED OR BE A PART OF
THE CONCESSIONAIRES RESPONSIBILITY,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, AND O. YES THESE
COUNTY WORKER NEED TO; STOP AT LEAST 45 MINUTES EARLY TO GET ALL THESE
WHITE TRUCKS BACK BEFORE QUITTING TIME. (YOU KNOW THAT THEY NEED TO BE
FUELED, CLEANED, SAFETY REPORTS DONE &, ETC.)
CAROL, I READ WHAT YOU SAID
WORKERS"

AND TOOK IT TO HEART ,,,,,"GO TALK TO

THE
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I DID THAT LAST FRIDAY-------- FROM 7 AM
FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF WHAT I SAW;

TO 2:30PM,,,,THE

I TALKED TO 6 OF THE 15 I SAW,( THE OTHER 9 TO 10 WERE DRIVING OR
SNUG IN THEIR TRUCKS AND NOT APPROACHABLE WITH OUT BEING OVERT ,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,
*

I DID NOT TALK TO;

THE WORKER CLEANING TOILETS @ HB ,,( HE HAD THE DOOR BLOCKED),.OR
THE TWO ALL SNUG IN A TRUCK TOWING A COMPRESSOR @11 AM AT THE HOLMES
BEACH PARK ,,(I SAW THEM IN ALL 3 TOWNS, BUT NEVER OUT OF THE TRUCK.)
OR THE 3 LIVE GUARDS THAT WERE GETTING THEIR GEAR AND READING
MATERIAL READY TO GO OVER TO THE LIFE GUARD STAND (CAN YOU IMAGINE HOW
BORING THIS JOB WAS ON SUCH A GLOOMY COLD DAY,,,, WELL AT LEAST THERE
WERE 2 SO THEY COULD KEEP THEMSELVES COMPANY. THE 3RD LIFE GUARD TYPE
PERSON JUST KIND OF VANISHED AS I PREPARED TO TAKE A PICTURE.
@

BRADENTON BEACH:

I DID CHAT WITH THE WORKER THAT HAD A TRUCK-TRAILER WITH A TWIG
GRINDER ON THE BACK,,,, AND I DID SEE HIM DRIVE ALONG, STOP PICK UP PALM
BRANCHES AND THEN START THE GRINDER TO PROCESS THE BRANCHES,,,,,,,,,,,,
THEN HE DRIVES ON TO FIND SOME MORE PALM BRANCHES AND DO THE PROCESS
AGAIN. (HE ARRIVE AT ABOUT 9 AND SORT-OF VANISHED AFTER ABOUT AN HOUR OR
TWO)
I ALSO CHATTED WITH THE 2 THAT CLEAN TOILETS, PICKED UP CIG BUTTS,
AND CRUISED THE BEACH FROM TRASH CAN TO TRASH CAN,,, I LATER SAW THEN
DRIVING NORTH TO PARTS UNKNOWN (THIS WAS NOT THE SAME PERSON CLEANING
THE TOILETS @ HB BEACH BUT THEY COULD HAVE BEEN THE SAME ONES I SAW @
THE BAY FRONT PARK SNUG IN THE TRUCK.
THE WORKER THAT ARRIVED @ BRADENTON BEACH WITH THE STREET SWEEPER
IN TOE WAS QUITE NICE, WE TALKED ,,,, THEN HE UNLOAD HIS SWEEPER AND
SWEPT ALL THE SIDE WALK ,,,, NOT THAT THEY NEEDED IT ,,, THE WALKS WERE
VERY CLEAN BEFORE HE DID HIS SWEEPING,,,,,, "O. WELL THAT WAS HIS
ASSIGNMENT." THE FACT IS I COULDN''T SPOT ONE PINE NEEDLE ON THE WALKS
BEFORE HE CAME BY ME ON HIS SWEEPING MISSION,,,,,,MY LOGICAL MIND SAYS
THEY WERE CLEAN BECAUSE; "HE DID THE SAME THING THE DAY BEFORE."
@ HOLMES BEACH
9:00 AM,,,, THERE WERE 2 MEN SETTING POST. I CHATTED WITH THEM
TWICE BEFORE NOON. THEIR VEHICLE WAS A TRUCK AND TRAILER COMBO WITH
NOTHING ON IT. I NEVER SAW THESE 2 WORKING AT THE SAME TIME OR EVEN
MOVING EXCEPT WHEN THEY HAD A MEASURING TAPE OUT.(THEY WERE THERE AT
THIS SITE FROM 9 TO QUITTING TIME ABOUT 2:15 OR 2:30)
@ ABOUT 11:30 I THEN SPOTTED A COUNTY PICKUP TRUCK OVER BY THE DUMPSTER
NEAR THE MANATEE STOP LIGHT ,,, HE THEN MOVE TO THE NORTH END TO SEE THE
BEACH A LITTLE BETTER ,,,, HE WAS ONLY THERE ABOUT 5 MINUTES THEN HE
TOOK OFF NORTH....
AFTER SOME TUG OF WAR WITH MY MIND: "DO I GO TO BAY FRONT PARK IN ANNA
MARIA OR NOT "?
,,, WELL

I WENT LOOKING FOR HIM..... "BINGO",,,, @ THE BAY FRONT PARK
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I SPOTTED 2 IN A PICKUP AT THE NORTH END ,,AND 1 IN ANOTHER PICK
UP IN THE PARK PULLED UP CLOSE TO THE BAY
,
TWO TRUCK AND TRAILERS WERE ALSO PARKED AT BAY FRONT ,,,,ONE HAD
THE STREET SWEEPER ON IT AND THE OTHER A BACK HOE ,,,, A MAN WAS
SITTING IN A NEW WHITE COUNTY CREW-CAB DUMP TRUCK
ALONE,,,,(TOTAL
4 SNUG IN VEHICLES)
THE JOB THAT I OBSERVED BEING DONE HERE WAS SETTING PARKING POST ...
THE HAND POST HOLE DIGGER WAS LAYING THERE,,, THE OPERATOR WAS ??????
ON MY 2 OR 3 TRIPS TO ANNA MARIA "I SAW ZERO WORK BEING PERFORMED"
BACK TO THE HB PUBLIC BEACH AT ABOUT NOON ,,, THE 2 POST SETTER WERE
HAVING LUNCH IN THE TRUCK.
I WENT HOME TO MAKE A FEW CALL DURING "LUNCH" TIME FOR THE WORKER.
,,,,,,,,, @ 1:05,,,,,I THEN GO TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT THE 3 SITES,,,,,,,,(
AFTER ALL ,,, MY DAY IS LOST WITH THIS MINE-LESS EXERCISE)
FIRST TO BRADENTON BEACH TO FIND 3 PICKUPS WITH SINGLE DRIVERS
MOVE FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER,,,,,(SEE PICTURES)

ON THE

RETURNED TO HB BEACH,,, I PASSED THE TRUCK WITH THE COMPRESSOR GOING THE
OTHER DIRECTION.
THE 2 MEN SETTING POST WERE STILL AT IT (SEE PICTURES) AT LEAST THEY
WEREN'T IN THE TRUCK
NOW BACK TO THE BAY FRONT PARK,,, EVERY ONE WAS IN A PICKUP TRUCK (2 IN
ONE TRUCK AND 1 IN THE OTHER) THE TWO TRUCKS WITH TRAILER NEAR THE POST
SETTING JOB WERE WITHOUT DRIVERS OR WORKERS. THE WHEREABOUTS OF THE 4TH
WORKER IS UNKNOWN.
NEXT I OBSERVED A BIG COUNTY SERVICE TRUCK PASSING GOING NORTH TOWARD
THE POINT ,,,, I FOLLOWED,,,, HE TOOK THE SCENIC ROUTE BACK TO HOLMES
BEACH VIA WAY OF MAGNOLIA AND PALM.(OUT BY THE BEACH) THEN ON TO HOMES
BEACH AND OFF THE ISLAND ON MANATEE AVE,,,,
I TURNED INTO THE BEACH AT MANATEE,,,,,,,,, FINDING 2 COUNTY TRUCKTRAILER COMBINATION SITTING SIDE BY SIDE NEAR THE LIFT STATION ,,, THEY
SAT THERE ABOUT 1/2 HOUR (SEE PICTURES )
AT THIS POINT I HAD HAD ENOUGH

AND WENT HOME AT ABOUT 2;15

PICTURE WILL BE DELIVERED TO YOUR OFFICE MONDAY PM
BOTTOM LINE ,,,, IT WAS WORSE THAN I COULD EVER IMAGINE.
MY MIND "CUT THE HEAD OFF THE SNAKE"

I'VE CHANGED

AGAIN ,, THANKS FOR YOUR SUGGESTION TO "GO AND TALK TO THE WORKERS"
AL ROBINSON 737-1121 ,, 778-4523

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
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Date: Mon, 18 Jan 2010 11:38:26 -0400
Subject: FW: Topafish,LLC
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: AnnMarie Thorpe
Sent: Fri 1/15/2010 4:03 PM
To: Fran Barford; JoAnne Mattick; John Quam; Harry Stoltzfus; Chuck Webb;
Dale Woodland
Cc: Alice Baird; 'Alan Garrett'; Bob Welch
Subject: Topafish,LLC
Pls see attached, I emailed the Lobeck&Hanson Ltr. to you in an earlier
email. /AM
***
<mailto:amadmin@cityofannamaria.com>
Thank you,
AnnMarie Thorpe
AnnMarie Thorpe, Administrative Assistant
City of Anna Maria
P.O. Box 779
10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, Fl 34216-0779
Tel. (941) 708-6130 Ext. 21
Fax (941) 708-6134
amadmin@cityofannamaria.com

________________________________
From: Prell Hornsby [mailto:PHornsby@dyefirm.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 10:28 AM
To: AnnMarie Thorpe
Cc: Alice Baird; Mayor Fran Barford
Subject: Misc.
Importance: High

Attached are the letters we discussed. (Please ensure that the
Commission Members receive a copy of the letter to Lobeck.)

If you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Thank you,
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_______________________________
Mrs. Prell Hornsby
Legal Assistant to
Stephen R. Dye, Esq,. James D. Dye, Esq., and Warren A. Pies, Esq.
Dye, Deitrich, Petruff & St. Paul, P.L.
1111 Third Avenue West, Suite 300
Bradenton, Florida 34205
Email:
Phone:

phornsby@dyefirm.com <mailto:phornsby@dyefirm.com>
(941)748-4411

Fax:

(941)748-1573

This email is intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it
is addressed and may contain information that is privileged,
confidential or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
If the reader of this email is not the intended recipient or the
employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by
telephone and return the original message to us at the listed address.
Thank you.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Diane Sacca" <ambldg@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 2010 10:41:51 -0400
Subject: RE: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader
I will print out for the members.

Thank you,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diane Sacca
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Building/Public Works/Code Enforcement
City of Anna Maria
PO Box 779 ~ 10005 Gulf Drive
Anna Maria, FL
Tel:

34216

941-708-6132

x 25

Fax: 941-708-6136
ambldg@cityofannamaria.com
P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:18 AM
To: Diane Sacca
Cc: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

Diane,
This is one of the emails. I believe Alice will give this one to the
Commissioners, but please confirm with her. I’ll send the other one
separately.
Thanks,
Harry Stoltzfus

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:58 PM
To: 'ambldg@cityofannamaria.com'
Cc: 'ampzmattick@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzyetter@cityofannamaria.com';
'ampzstover@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzconoly@cityofannamaria.com'; '
ampzpytel@cityofannamaria.com'; 'ampzbarlow@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: FW: Memo for Chapter 90.pdf - Adobe Reader

1/15/2010
If common sense were the norm and simple logic prevailed, I could say “C’
mon, people, get real. You can’t seriously think forcing cars to back
out into the street is safe,” and everybody would get it, and we’d
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proceed with the language changes necessary to forbid that configuration,
and when we were finished all new development in the ROR would require
driveways, and all parking would take place solely on the subject
properties, and vehicles entering and leaving a lot would do so via a
defined driveway opening, and the developers and the city could plant
trees and shrubs in or near the right-of-way and within the setbacks,
and we’d have beautifully landscaped streets instead of sandlots. Our
pedestrians and bicyclists could proceed merrily along Pine Avenue
without having to worry about being pancaked by a vehicle backing out of
a parking space. And the drivers on the street wouldn’t have to be
checking out the rear of every car to see if it’s about to back into
them.
Apparently, it’s not quite that simple.
As some of you know, I’ve done considerable research regarding driveways,
or the lack thereof, and the not really off-street parking
configuration that has been approved on some of the new development on
Pine Avenue. In my opinion, that configuration is dangerous, and
unacceptable. Furthermore, in my opinion, a correct interpretation of
the language of the Comprehensive Plan already disallows that
configuration. If I’m correct, those site plans with multiple parking
spaces requiring vehicles to back out onto the road were mistakenly
approved, and we need to ensure those mistakes aren’t repeated.
I’d like to take you down the same road I travelled to reach my
conclusions. Starting here, anything in this document in boldface or
underlined is not my verbiage, but rather, quotes taken directly from
either federal or state codes, studies, or guidelines, or from the City
of Anna Maria’s Comprehensive Plan or Land Development Regulations. I’
ve added the underlining and occasionally added boldface type or
increased font size for emphasis.
Let’s begin with: I’ve been told by both Alan Garrett and Bob Welch,
the City of Anna Maria is permitted to write codes that are stricter
than the State of Florida’s codes, but cannot write codes that are less
strict or in conflict with state or federal codes.
Let’s add this disclaimer: when the Feds or the state issue guidelines,
those guidelines aren’t always mandatory. But smart engineering and
common sense suggest we’re wise to pay attention to those guidelines and
to determine if the problems posed in the studies resemble our problems
and if the solutions offered apply to our situation.
Much of the
material in these guidelines doesn’t fit Anna Maria. We don’t need to
require on Pine Avenue the same design standards that may be required
for a 55 mph roadway or a street that handles 10,000 vehicles/day. The
risk of an accident or an injury on a 25 mph street with lots that often
handle fewer than 20 vehicles/day is considerably reduced. But there’s
still risk.
It behooves us to assess that risk and take appropriate
measures to reduce it.
We don’t have a choice.

We’re required to.

Let’s start with the federal guidelines to see how experts assess the
risk.
Here we go.
From the FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Website: http://www.tfhrc.
gov/safety/pedbike/facts/oldped.htm
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The risk of dying in a pedestrian crash increases with age. Pedestrians,
ages 65 and older, are two to eight times more likely to die than
younger people when struck by motor vehicles. This is partly because
older people are often less physically resilient. Approximately 15
percent of pedestrians 65 and older die after being hit by a motor
vehicle.
Older adults are projected to account for 17 percent of the U.S.
population by the year 2020. If the current injury and fatality rates
remain the same, the current annual count of 9,000 elderly pedestrians
injured and killed will increase to more than 16,000 by 2020.
Older pedestrians, compared to other age groups, face higher crash and
fatality rates at intersections, while walking near backing vehicles and
during winter months in general, due in part to lowered visibility.

This study was done in 1994 by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Something Can Be Done
Senior pedestrians can help by making themselves more visible, making
eye-contact with drivers and being alert for backing vehicles and parked
cars that may be about to move. Law enforcement agencies can be
encouraged to enforce speed limits in pedestrian zones and to ensure
that right-turning drivers yield to pedestrians. Community improvements
include: the addition of sidewalks and walkways . . .
Something else can be done as well. We can minimize the interaction
between motorized vehicles and pedestrian and bicycle traffic by
requiring developers to abide by the driveway provisions under Curb Cuts
in Chapter 90 of our Land Development Regulations. More about that
later.
Let’s move on to Florida’s guidelines for driveways. http://www.dot.
state.fl.us/planning/systems/sm/accman/pdfs/driveway2008.pdf
Driveway Information Guide
The purpose of this document is to guide the
professional through the existing rules, standards
and current accepted practice. The background
behind the guidelines is also provided.
Unless stated otherwise or referenced, this is not a
set of Department Standards but is a comprehensive
guide to assist the professional in making better
decisions for driveway placement and design.
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 2008
1.2
WHAT ARE
DRIVEWAYS AND WHY
ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?

As defined by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), a driveway is an access
constructed within the public right of way, connecting the
public roadway with adjacent property. AASHTO also
considers driveways intersections. The driveway should be
placed in a manner to minimize conflicts with the roadway
and sidewalk.

Comment: Each of the back-out spaces on Pine connects a public roadway
with adjacent property. By the AASHTO definition, each space is a
driveway. Where we’ve allowed five adjacent parking spaces directly
accessible from the street, we’ve created five adjacent driveways.

Driveways should not be designed to force vehicles to back out
directly into arterial roadways. Constructing garage and
carport turnarounds is one way to accommodate the exiting
vehicle.

Admittedly, an arterial road handles considerably more traffic than a
collector like Pine Avenue. But you won’t find a design anywhere in any
federal or state document that recommends backing out into any roadway.

Driveway Width & Spacing
hazards.

Longer driveway spacing reduces conflicts and

If the driveway crossing is too wide, if driveways are frequent,
or if the entry and exit speeds are high, the pedestrian faces
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substantial discomfort and risk. Every driveway creates
potential conflicts. Reducing the number of driveways
reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points.

Remember, according to AASHTO, each of those back-out parking spaces on
Pine is a driveway. I think five driveways in fifty feet might be
considered frequent. Because of their frequency, they’re considered
unsafe. How much more unsafe are they because they are back-out?

Note: these guidelines were published by the state of Florida to assist
professionals designing driveways. They could also be called common
engineering practice.

Here’s something Sgt. Turner sent all of us a week or so ago.
taken from Florida Statutes.

This is

1. 316.1995 f.s.

Abstract: 316.1995 Driving upon sidewalk or bicycle path. --No person
shall drive any vehicle other than by human power upon a bicycle path,
sidewalk, or sidewalk area, except upon a permanent or duly authorized
temporary driveway. A violation of this section is a noncriminal traffic
infraction, punishable as a moving violation as provided in chapter 318.
Note: Again, this is Florida statute. It’s mandated and enforceable.
If we say pulling into these parking spaces we’ve allowed on Pine Avenue
is legal, then we’ve classified them as permanent driveways. If they’re
not driveways, it’s illegal to drive on the sidewalk to enter them.
Now from the Traffic Circulation Element of the City of Anna Maria,
Florida 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan.

Goal 1 (there is no Goal 2)

A SAFE, CONVENIENT AND EFFICIENT MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
TO THE CITY.
Objective 1.4:

As an ongoing objective, the City’s traffic circulation
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system shall emphasize safety and aesthetics.

Policy 1.4.5: The City shall control connections/access points of
driveways to the roadway system through land development regulation.

Objective 1.5: As an ongoing objective, the City shall encourage the
utilization of a multi-modal transportation system.

Policy 1.5.3: The City shall review all proposed development and
redevelopment for its accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
needs.

I think most reasonable people can sift through the above federal, state,
and city guidelines and mandates and conclude the site plans recently
approved for Pine Avenue, and the ones recently submitted for approval,
fall considerably short of what is considered commonly accepted
engineering practice. We haven’t done so well accommodating bicycle and
pedestrian needs, if you consider safety Priority 1.
And putting
pedestrians and bicyclists at risk certainly doesn’t encourage multimodal transportation.

Remember, this Comp stuff is “shall”, not “may”.
have a choice here.

We’re not supposed to

In my opinion, the solution is simple.
1.
We need to redefine the term driveways in our LDR, and
substitute the AASHTO definition given above.
2.
We need to add the term “driveway openings” to the Curb Cut
heading in Chapter 90. Essentially, we’ll be requiring all lots to have
driveways, and the number of driveway openings to be limited in the same
way the curb cuts are limited.

When you’re considering this issue, please take the long view. What do
you want Pine Avenue to look like 10 years from now? Twenty years from
now? Fifty years from now? None of these proposed structures are
permanent. But the rights you give them can be. We all know how
powerful a grandfathered configuration is. If we allow this parking
configuration now, we’re allowing it in perpetuity.

Also consider: what is acceptable risk for our residents and our
visitors? Given the amount of public discussion given this issue, what
is the City’s liability exposure if we have a back-over fatality?
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In my opinion, any discussion of sidewalk placement or possible right-ofway changes should be put on hold until this driveway problem is
resolved. And all site plans for the ROR should be put on hold until
this issue is resolved.

According to our Comp Plan, when it comes to traffic, whether it’s
pedestrians, bicycles, or motorized vehicles, it’s safety first.
Then
aesthetics, convenience, and efficiency.

I think this matter deserves serious thought and thorough deliberation.

I look forward to discussing this with all of you at our next P&Z and
Commission joint session.

Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Wed, 20 Jan 2010 16:54:04 -0400
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] City of Anna Maria Commission topics
I've chose to exercise the right given me by the City Charter to
schedule a special session of the City Commission.
I urge all who care about the future of our City to attend the next
series of Commission meetings and make sure your opinion is heard. We've
got a lot of ground to cover.
Harry Stoltzfus
City of Anna Maria Commissioner
CITY OF ANNA MARIA
CITY COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING
JANUARY 21, 2010
11:00 AM
AGENDA
1. COMP PLAN CONSISTENCY IN THE LAND DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
2. DRIVEWAYS, CURB CUTS, AND SAFETY
3. FUTURE LAND USE ELEMENT POLICY 1.2.1
4. SITE PLAN REVIEW BY CITY COMMISSION
Public Comment on agenda items
Press Comment
Adjournment
-Posted By Harry Stoltzfus to Our Anna Maria. at 1/20/2010 03:45:00 PM
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "by" <roraza3@gmail.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2010 01:37:14 -0400
Subject: [Our Anna Maria.] An Open Letter To The Islander
“We cannot make good news out of bad practice.” - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
Dear Bonner:
Can I call you Bonner?
Your publication and its predecessors have been a part of my life since
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I first learned to read but, unfortunately, you and I have never met.
The Islander of the 60’s was never far from our summer breakfast table
and, I’ll confess, it often valiantly served a second life protecting
that table during many a late night blue crab cleaning session.
Throughout the 70’s my grandparents faithfully picked up the paper next
to Ernie Cagnina’s front door on their way out of the IGA. I briefly
flirted with working for Mr. Warren on the early 80’s Islander after
graduating with a journalism degree but more schooling and youthful
dreams of grandeur ended those thoughts. During the parking wars of late
the 90’s and early 2000’s I periodically submitted opinion pieces or
letters to the editor, that being you by then, but was never able to
make your cut. And in the last few years I have developed a Tuesday
morning habit of clicking on the paper’s website to get the latest word,
at least your version, from my favorite place on earth.
So if a first name basis is too familiar, my apologies up front. I do
not, however, apologize for what I am about to say. The Islander, as I
have known and cherished it, has become an embarrassment. It is a sad
thing to watch and, well, to read. Your January 27th editorial entitled “
Frenzy” is a confused and meandering jumble of bitterness and ironically,
considering the charges you level, a feverish but clumsy attempt to
settle scores. It does a disservice to your targets, your readers and
your advertisers on so many levels it is difficult to choose where to
begin. But I will give it my best shot.
Well before the election in November, you began inferring that the blog
Our Anna Maria and its contributors are liars cowering behind a curtain
of anonymity. But you have never identified the supposed lies. You have
not named the liars by real name or user name. You have not sought a
retraction or correction of any stated fact or assertion in the blog,
nor has anyone else ever done so. You portray the bloggers and their
readers as some shadowy cabal bent on the destruction of progress but
you cite no instance where the blog caused such destruction. You dismiss
the blog as insignificant yet you rant about its divisiveness. Perhaps
most troubling is your habit of referencing the blog in reported stories
and editorials without proper attribution, a journalistic no-no that,
while not strictly plagiarism, is roundly considered to be…well…icky by
your colleagues. It is just not done by professionals. As for anonymity,
my name is on every post I have submitted as are the names of the major
contributors. My posts are primarily satirical and lighthearted but all
are factually supportable. Other posts address various issues of concern
factually and timely. No legitimate submissions are edited, screened or
rewritten - can you say the same thing for submissions to The Islander? and inappropriate content, on the rare occasion it appears, is removed.
Detractors of the blog may scoff at having to be a registered
contributor but does anything get published in The Islander without your
approval?
Recording history is the function, and some say the duty, of any
credible news organization. Re-writing history is not. Honestly Bonner,
this is important: Did you not hesitate last week, even for a moment, as
you typed “…we endorsed Commissioner John Quam, only to be sniped at for
saying he’s done well running the meetings…” knowing full well that not
only did you not endorse Commissioner Quam, you childishly sought to
humiliate him less than a week before the election? I urge your readers
to re-read your "endorsement" and decide for themselves whether you are
re-writing history. If you were not compelled to look up “disingenuous”
on dictionary.com before hitting the save button on that one, you should
have been. Yuck. And if your haughty dismissal of the outrage and
disdain so many readers expressed over your attack on Commissioner Quam
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as insignificant “sniping” is indicative of the respect you have for
those readers, perhaps they should re-evaluate their need of the product
you deliver. You did John a tremendous disservice. I know it, your
readers know it, your advertisers know it and, importantly, you know it.
Rewriting history three months later is not going to change that fact.
But perhaps an apology would help. Just saying.
As easy as it would be to couch your unrelenting support of all things
PAR as a quid pro quo to important advertisers, I will not. The reality
of small town politics and the business interests that have a vested
interest in those politics is that everyone knows and sees each other
outside of the lion’s den. I liken it to the old cartoon where the Wolf
and the Sheep Dog show up at the pasture every morning, nod hello, punch
their time cards and proceed to beat the snot out each other all day
long while just doing their respective jobs. At day's end they punch out,
say “Night, Sam” and “Night, Fred” and then show up the next day to do
it all again. Nothing personal, just business. The reality for small
town newspapers is that they are, or should be, out in that pasture
taking it all down but they don’t get to punch out. They must balance
the truth of what is happening against the inevitability that it may not
please the advertising Wolf. It’s a difficult task but many papers do it
well. The good ones ask questions. They observe. They dig. And they edit.
Reporters are not stenographers. They do not simply regurgitate
commission minutes and re-assemble old news stories. They ask why and
how. They investigate and substantiate and they do not take what is said
at face value, even if it is said by their biggest advertiser. Most
importantly, they tell the whole story. You know full well that to tell
your readers that Mr. Stoltzfus has targeted PAR and only PAR is a
purposeful deception. PAR is the lone developer seeking approval of site
plans in the ROR district these days. They are pushing envelopes,
challenging norms and upsetting old ways. And they are doing it
aggressively and as rapidly as the law allows, the smart thing to do if
you’re a developer who knows changes are coming. PAR is the only
developer shaking things up so they are, by default, the only target of
inquiry. I know that, you know that, PAR knows that. But do your readers
know that? Not if they rely on you for information. And that is the
shame, your shame.
As I have said before, PAR just needs to follow the rules, stay in their
lane and do good things. In concept, the projects they propose are good
things but even the City’s lawyer admits the current rules are in flux
and require review and the city planner admits to significant mistakes
requiring a reassessment of PAR’s site plan du jour. As a result, the
parameters of PAR’s lane, so to speak, is a matter of continuing debate.
Did you remind your readers of that? You did not. You chose instead to
demonize the messenger, Mr. Stoltzfus, the easy target.
No one, I repeat NO ONE, is seeking to “rid” the city of PAR, as you so
sardonically suggest and I am certainly not supportive of anyone who
would try. PAR and its principals are good people, in my estimation,
with ideas and resources that will add depth and substance to this
little village. Anna Maria wants PAR but on Anna Maria's terms not PAR's.
I have never met Mr. Stoltzfus but I am a fan of his efforts. I have met
Mr. Coleman and have spent significant time discussing PAR’s vision with
him. That vision is admirable and innovative but, perhaps necessarily,
it stretches the bounds of what the City has previously encountered.
Change is good but it is also difficult. It requires new thinking,
leadership and initiative, things you have actively called for...
remember? On October 28, 2009 you urged the voters of Anna Maria to
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elect a leader who would shake things up. In fact, you said:
“Business as usual is not good business”
“We just think there’s room for new ideas, fresh thoughts and,
especially, initiative.”
“We’d like to see leaders who lead the way...and bring new ways to...
legislate, because it’s needed.”
Be careful what you ask for, huh Bonner? One can debate his methods but
to excoriate Mr. Stoltzfus after breathlessly endorsing him as someone
capable of “filling loopholes in old laws” - your words, again - and
then hoping your readers have forgotten your recommendations, is beyond
disingenuous. It is intellectually dishonest, gratuitous and
opportunistic.
I look forward to The Islander every week. Many do. Get it right, Bonner.
Get it right.
To be persuasive we must be believable; to be believable we must be
credible; to be credible we must be truthful. - Edward R. Murrow, CBS
News
All the best,
Bill Yanger
-Posted By by to Our Anna Maria. at 1/26/2010 11:43:00 PM
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2010 08:11:21 -0400
Subject: FW: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Terriffic Chuck [mailto:terrifficchuck@gmail.com]
Sent: Wed 1/27/2010 10:17 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; Dale Woodland; John Quam
Subject: Revenge of Stoltzenstein!
Dear City Employees:
Here you have it city of Anna Maria employees! It will be playing at the
Island Players soon!
Harry "The Monster" Stoltzenstein, Moe "The Village Idiot" Woodland and
Curly "The Weiner" Quam are on their way to entertain and humiliate you!
Be careful, you may be next in the barrell. I'd suggest you :"duck and
cover" till he resigns!
Chuck
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2010 08:51:02 -0400
Subject: FW: Stupid Bowl Sunday
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

-----Original Message----From: Charles Terriffic [mailto:charlesterrific@live.com]
Sent: Wed 2/3/2010 9:07 PM
To: Harry Stoltzfus; John Quam; Dale Woodland
Subject: Stupid Bowl Sunday
Harry, Moe and Curly,
I know you are going to miss me, but this is my last political satire of
you for a while. I know Harry enjoyed them, he asked for more, but I
hope you other two enjoyed as well. Fact is, I actually have grown tired
of your antics, it's just too damn easy to make fun of you 3 bufoons, I
almost feel guilty! It's like amateur hour! I think it's an Anna Maria
tradition, don't you?
Good luck going forward, hope the 3 of you can maybe mature in your
political careers so as to become productive and of value to the
citizens of this fine city, rather than the counter-productive people
you are today. Try to remember, the less you govern the better you are.
You 3 seem to think the opposite. Big government is not the answer here.
Good luck!
Chuck
_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service.
http://clk.atdmt.com/GBL/go/201469228/direct/01/

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 2010 18:25:15 -0400
Subject: Laurie Re: op/ed
Hey Harry,
I talked to Mike. Your guest editorial will run next week, not this week.
Also, we'll be inviting someone from PAR to write a guest editorial
for the same week and run the two together.
They won't read your piece until it's printed and vice versa.
I'm to tell them the general topic of your copy, which is parking in the
ROR district.
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Thanks, Harry.
See you Thursday, if not before.
Laurie
On Feb 28, 2010, at 8:59:15 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From:
"Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Subject:
op/ed
Date:
February 28, 2010 8:59:15 AM EST
To:
'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 26.5 KB
Laurie,
> Here it is. It?s just under 500 words, but some of them are big ones.
(I?m smiling.)
> Hope you don?t have to edit it. And I hope you can get it into this
week?s copy. It?s pretty important stuff.
> Thanks much.
> Harry

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Harry Stoltzfus" <amcommstoltzfus@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 08:53:07 -0400
Subject: please forward as one way memo to all
Harry Stoltzfus
Anna Maria City Commissioner

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 12:20:55 -0400
Subject: Re: (null)
Were you thinking of using this as a letter to the editor, Harry?
Laurie
On Mar 1, 2010, at 11:18:06 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From:
"Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date:
March 1, 2010 11:18:06 AM EST
To:
Watersidehomes1@aol.com
Cc:
'Home' <dukemiller@tampabay.rr.com>, 'by' <roraza3@gmail.com>, "'
Robin Wall'" <rwall@ibis-solutions.com>,mmctoday@gmail.com, lalbert652@
aol.com, LKrosney@amisun.com
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 28.5 KB
I?m not sure what it?s going to take for these guys.
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> Harry

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "laurkros" <laurkros@aol.com>
To: "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 12:47:54 -0400
Subject: Re: (null)
Hey Harry,
Revised version is in.
Laurie

On Mar 1, 2010, at 11:38:49 AM, "Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
wrote:
>
> From:
"Harry Stoltzfus" <harry@harconcorp.com>
Date:
March 1, 2010 11:38:49 AM EST
To:
'laurkros' <laurkros@aol.com>
Cc:
LKrosney@amisun.com
Attachments:
1 Attachment, 28.5 KB
Laurie,
> If Mike approves this as a letter to the editor, please use this
version. I explained the non-application to driveways better, I think.
> Harry
>
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Date: 2010/03/19 12:09
Subject: FW: 6a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:03 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6a
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Date: 2010/03/19 12:09
Subject: FW: 6a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:03 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6a
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Date: 2010/03/19 12:11
Subject: FW: 6b
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:04 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6b
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Date: 2010/03/19 12:11
Subject: FW: 6b
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:04 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6b
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Date: 2010/03/19 12:11
Subject: FW: 6c
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:08 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6c
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Date: 2010/03/19 12:11
Subject: FW: 6c
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:08 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6c
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Date: 2010/03/19 12:21
Subject: Exceeded my email box limit
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

I attempted to start sending you additional emails from Commissioner
Stoltzfus, but have exceeded my email box size limit. I must first move
some emails to folders and will try again a little later.

Sorry for the delay.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/19 12:21
Subject: Exceeded my email box limit
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

I attempted to start sending you additional emails from Commissioner
Stoltzfus, but have exceeded my email box size limit. I must first move
some emails to folders and will try again a little later.

Sorry for the delay.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
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Date: 2010/03/19 13:04
Subject: FW: 6d
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:12 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6d

HS-II02132

Date: 2010/03/19 13:04
Subject: FW: 6d
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:12 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6d

HS-II02133

Date: 2010/03/19 13:05
Subject: FW: 7a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:01 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: 7a

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 3:08 PM
To: 'amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: 7

HS-II02134

Date: 2010/03/19 13:05
Subject: FW: 7a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:01 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: FW: 7a

From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 3:08 PM
To: 'amclerk@cityofannamaria.com'
Subject: 7

HS-II02135

Date: 2010/03/19 13:06
Subject: FW: 7a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:11 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 7a

HS-II02136

Date: 2010/03/19 13:06
Subject: FW: 7a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:11 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 7a

HS-II02137

Date: 2010/03/19 13:06
Subject: FW: 7b
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:12 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 7b

HS-II02138

Date: 2010/03/19 13:06
Subject: FW: 7b
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:12 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 7b

HS-II02139

Date: 2010/03/19 13:11
Subject: FW: 7c
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:16 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 7c

HS-II02140

Date: 2010/03/19 13:11
Subject: FW: 7c
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:16 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 7c

HS-II02141

Date: 2010/03/19 13:17
Subject: FW: 8a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 8a

HS-II02142

Date: 2010/03/19 13:17
Subject: FW: 8a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:31 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 8a

HS-II02143

Date: 2010/03/19 13:31
Subject: FW: 8b
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:36 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 8b

HS-II02144

Date: 2010/03/19 13:31
Subject: FW: 8b
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:36 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 8b

HS-II02145

Date: 2010/03/19 13:51
Subject: FW: 10a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:51 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 10a

HS-II02146

Date: 2010/03/19 13:51
Subject: FW: 10a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:51 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 10a

HS-II02147

Date: 2010/03/19 14:05
Subject: FW: 10b
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 8:00 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 10b

HS-II02148

Date: 2010/03/19 14:05
Subject: FW: 10b
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 8:00 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 10b

HS-II02149

Date: 2010/03/19 14:15
Subject: FW: 10c
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 8:03 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 10c

HS-II02150

Date: 2010/03/19 14:15
Subject: FW: 10c
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 8:03 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 10c

HS-II02151

Date: 2010/03/19 15:42
Subject: FW: 6d
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

I’ve had some trouble with my emails today. Two were in my draft email
folder so I’ll forward this one and another one shortly in case you didn’
t get them. Some of the emails seem to be duplicates, but can’t be sure.

Have a good weekend.

/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:12 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6d

HS-II02152

Date: 2010/03/19 15:42
Subject: FW: 6d
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

I’ve had some trouble with my emails today. Two were in my draft email
folder so I’ll forward this one and another one shortly in case you didn’
t get them. Some of the emails seem to be duplicates, but can’t be sure.

Have a good weekend.

/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:12 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 6d

HS-II02153

Date: 2010/03/19 15:59
Subject: FW: 10a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

There is one more after this one.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:51 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 10a

HS-II02154

Date: 2010/03/19 15:59
Subject: FW: 10a
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

There is one more after this one.

/Alice

Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 7:51 AM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 10a

HS-II02155

Date: 2010/03/19 16:09
Subject: FW: 12
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

Verbally Mr. Conoly told me last night after a meeting that he did not
have additional emails on his private computer that were a public record.
Also, Commissioner Stoltzfus submitted this email (# 12) as his last
batch of public records from his private computer. (See below.)

I hope to have the disk(s) the first of next week from Integrated Tech
Support and at that time I will be revising my invoice to you.

Thanks again for your patience in this matter.

/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 1:45 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 12

HS-II02156

Alice,
This is it.
Thanks,
Harry

HS-II02157

Date: 2010/03/19 16:09
Subject: FW: 12
From: "Alice Baird" <amclerk@cityofannamaria.com>
To: "Michael Barfield" <mbar62@gmail.com>
Mr. Barfield,

Verbally Mr. Conoly told me last night after a meeting that he did not
have additional emails on his private computer that were a public record.
Also, Commissioner Stoltzfus submitted this email (# 12) as his last
batch of public records from his private computer. (See below.)

I hope to have the disk(s) the first of next week from Integrated Tech
Support and at that time I will be revising my invoice to you.

Thanks again for your patience in this matter.

/Alice
Alice Baird, CMC
City Clerk
City of Anna Maria
amclerk@cityofannamaria.com
(941) 708-6130 ext 22
(941) 708-6134 Fax
P.O. Box 779
Anna Maria, FL 34216-0779

Note: Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do
not want your email address released in response to a public records
request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
office by phone or in writing.

this

P Conserve paper. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need
to.
From: Harry Stoltzfus [mailto:harry@harconcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 1:45 PM
To: Alice Baird
Subject: 12

HS-II02158

Alice,
This is it.
Thanks,
Harry

HS-II02159

